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ATT[NTION OF:

Planning Division

Dear Interested Party:

Enclosed for your review and comment is a copy of the Final
?Columbia River Salmon Flow Measures - 1992 Options Analysis/

Environmental Impact Statement {OA/EIS). The preparation of
this document was a cooperative effort between the U.S.. Army
Corps of Engineers, Bonneville Power Administration, and the
Bureau of Reclamation. The Corps was the lead agency in this
effort.

This document describes and evaluates water management alter-
natives to improve salmon migration in the Columbia and Snake
Rivers. This document also identifies the preferred alternative,
which includes a combination of several actions. Ali comments

received during the public review period were considered during
selection of the preferred plan.

The comment period will officially start on January 24, 1992,
(expected date of publication of the Dotice of availability in
the Federal Register) and will run through February 7, 1992
(15-day review). In the draft OA/EIS, we indicated there would
be a 30-day public review of the final OA/EIS. However_ in
order to implement a 4-week two-reservoir drawdown test
beginning March i, 1992, the review period had to be reduced to
15 days to allow the Record of Decision to be signed by mid-
February and adequate notification to be given to affected
parties. Accordingly, the Corps petitioned the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to shorten the co_ent
period to 15 days. Because of the national importance of the
listing of the Snake River sockeye as an endangered species, EPA
granted the request to shorten the comment period. In order for
any comments to be considered prior to the signing of the Record
of Decision, comments must be received by February 7_ 1992.
Comments should be mailed to:

Department of the Army
Walla Walla District, Corps of Engineers
ATTN: CENPW-PL-ER

Walla Walla, Washington 99362-9265

Two public info1_ation meetings will be held f_llo%_ing
-- release of the final OA/EIS. These meetings are ' _ _'" '



meetings rather than public hearings and are being held to
inform the public of the Corps preferred plan for 1992 and to
answer questions. The dates and locations for these meetings
are as follows:

Tuesday, January 28, 1992 Ramada Inn
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 621 21st Street

Lewiston, Idaho

Wednesday, January 29, 1992 Red Lion Inn
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 2525 North 20th

Pasco, Washington

If you have questions about this document, or need additional
copies, please contact Mr. Greg Graham at (509) 522-6596 or
Ms. Sandy Shelin at (509) 522-6626. If you require a copy of
the entire OA/EIS, a limited number of copies are available from
either Mr. Graham or Ms. Shelin.

Sincerely,

/
Robert D. Volz

Lieutenant Colonel, Corps of Engineers
District Engineer

Enclosure



1992 ,Columbia River
Salmon Flow Measures
Options Analysis (OA)/

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

Lead Agency: Department of theArmy
Waila Walla District

Corps of Engineers
Building 602
City-County Airport
WaUa Walla, WA 99362-2965

For further information

contact: Greg Graham
Study Manager
Department of the Army
Waila Walla District, Corps of Engineers
Walla Walla, WA 99362-2965
(509) 522-6596

Comments must be received: Within 15 days after publishing of the Notice of Availability of the
OA/EiS in the Federal Register

Abstract: Public comments are sought on this Final OA/EIS. The Corps of
Engineers, with the Bonneville Power Administration and Bureau of
Reclamation as cooperating agencies, analyzed four general
alternatives to modify the flow of water in the lower
Columbia-Snake River. The intent of these actions would be to help
the juvenile and adult anadromous fish migrate past eight multi-
purpose Federal dams. Themes for these alternatives are: (1) no
action, (2) drawing clownlower Columbia-Snake River reservoirs,
(3) augmenting river flow, and (4) combining drawdown and flow
augmentation options. The preferred plan of action for 1992 consist.,;
of: (1) ali 4 lower Snake River projects at MOP from April 1 to
July 31, (2) Lower Granite/Little Goose drawdown test in March,
(3) John Day at minimum irrigation pool (262.5') from May 1
through August 31, or until irrigation impacts are realized,

" (4) augment lower Snake River flow from Dworshak to meet target
flow of 100 kcfs from April 15 to May 31, (5) augment lower
Columbia River flow to meet target,flow of 200 kcfs from May 1 to
June 30, and (6) temperature control test on the lower Snake River
at Dworshak in August, using releases from Dworshak.
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ABSTRACT

In compliance with Federal and State regulations options that provide significant increases in flow
and authorities, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, velocities, three combinations have been identified
in cooperation with the Bonneville Power as likely scenarios and are discussed in this
Administration and the Bureau of Reclamation has OA/EIS.

prepared this Options Analysis/Environmental
Impact Statement (OA/EIS) on the effects of The Snake River can be 4 to 5 degrees warmer
operational changes at certain Federal multi- than the Columbia Rive," at the confluence in late
purpose water projects in the Columbia River Basin August or early September, which may impede fall

System. This OA/EIS considers several alternative chinook migration and degrade fish health. A test
water management actions that may be taken in release of cool water from Dworshak in August
1992 at dam and reservoir projects along the lower 1992 will be used to model projected effects of
Snake and Columbia rivers to improve juvenile and various release options.
adult anadromous salmon migration conditions,

This is partially in response to the December 20, The environmental impacts of the proposed actions
1991 listing of the Snake River sockeye salmon as considered in this OA/EIS include the effects of
endangered and the proposed listing of several altering normal fiver operations on a number of
other wild salmon stocks as endangered or resource areas. These areas are water quality,
threatened under the Endangered Species Act. anadromous fish, resident fish, wildlife, soils, air

quality, transportation, agriculture, power,
Options considered can be grouped into five general recreation, aesthetics, cultural resources,
alternatives' (1) no action, (2) reservoir drawdown socioeconomics, and dam safety.
(including short-term tests), (3) flow augmentation,

(4) combination of drawdown and flow The cooperating agencies have selected a preferred
augmentation, and (5) temperature control test. plan of action for 1992 that includes: (1) drafting
The action alternatives are designed to increase the all4 lower Snake River projects to MOP from
velocity of the water, thereby presumably passing April 1 to July 31, (2) conducting a drawdown test
the young salmon downstream faster during the of Lower Granite and Little Goose in March,

April to August migration. (3) operating John Day Reservoir at 262.5 feet (the
minimum pool at which irrigation pumps will

A variety of drawdown proposals are offered for ali function) from May 1 through August 31, or until
or part of the April to August migration, ranging irrigation impacts are realizeA, (4) augmenting the
from drawing down the reservoirs to the minimum lower Snake River flow with 900 KAF or more
normal operating level to lowering the elevation of from Dworshak and variable releases to meet a

certain rese_'oirs to near the level of the overflow target flow of 100 kcfs at Lower Granite from
structure cf the dam (spillway), The Corps has April 15 through May 31, (5) augmenting the lower
identified eight finite options that fall within these Columbia River flow up to 3 million acre feet or
drawdown ranges and also meet operating less to meet a target flow of 200 kcfs at The Dalles
considerations and flow velocity objectives. Six of from May 1 through June 30, and (6) releasing up
the options apply to the lower Snake River projects, to 360 KAF from Dworshak in August to test
while two could be implemented at the lower temperature control options.
Columbia River projects.

Comments on this OA/EIS can be sent to the

With flow augmentation, additional water would be Department of the Army, Walla Walla District,
released from storage reservoirs in the spring to Corps of Engineers, Building 602, City-County

increase the river flow during fish migration. Airport, Walla Walla, Washington 99362-2965.
Options considered vary 'with respect to the source Public information meetings will be held in
of the water used to augment flows, the volume of Lewiston, Idaho, and Pasco, Washington,

storage to be released, and the timing of releases. January 28 and 29, respectively, to answer
Based on computer analyses of combinations of questions and provide more detail on the preferred

plan.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.0 INTRODUCTION Oregon=at Washingtonupstreamto themiddle
Snake River reservoirs in Idaho, and northalong

This OptionsAnalysis/Envimnnamtal Impact the aadnstem to Mica Dam in British Columbia,
Statement (OA/EIS) identifies, presets effects of, Canada. Federal and non-Federal reservoir
and evaluates the potential options for changing in- projects in the United States and Canada that
stream flow levels in efforts to increase salmon influence flows past the eight Corps of Engineers
populations in the lower Columbia and Snake run-of-riverdams on the lower Columbia and
rivers. The potential actions would be impl_ted Snake rivers are included (Figure ES-l).
during 1992 to benefit juvenile and adult salmon
during migrationthrougheight run-of-river 1.3 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
_,¢servoirs. The Corps ofEngineers (Corps)
preparedthis document in cooperationwith the The Federal and non-Federal dams and reservoirs
Bonneville Power Administrationand the Bureau of on the Columbia and Snake riven are operatedto
Reclamation. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service meet multiple purposes including navigation, flood
(FWS) is a participatingagency, control, hydropower, recreation, irrigation, and fish

and wildlife. Annualplans are established for
The text and appendices of the document describe operating storage and run-of-river projects to meet
the characteristics of 10 Federal projects and one these needs with consideration of potential
private water development project in the Columbia mowmelt, rainfall, and nmoff conditions, and the
River drainage basin. Present and potential needs of each purpose and use. Water use and
operation of these projects and their effects on the control plans may be adjusted at projects for ali
salmon that spawn and rear in the Columbia and purposes, including adjusunents to provide water
Snake River System are presented. The life flows and elevations that might better meet the
history, status, and response of Pacific salmon to needs of anadromous fish.
current environmentalconditions are described.

The document concludes with an evaluation of the An stray of managementpractices and structures to
potential effects that could re,sult from protect juvenile and adult salmon migrating past the
implementing proposed actions. The conclusions mainstem projects are continually being evaluated
are based on evsluation of existing data, utilization and upgraded. Each Corps run.of-river dam was
of numerical models, and application of logical constructed with an adult fish ladder system; some
inference, ofthesehave beenmodified toimprove fish

utilization. Juvenile bypass systems were
1.1 PURPOSE AND NEED incorporatedin Bonneville, John Day, Lower

Monumental, and Little Goose during project
The purpose of implementing any of the construction; however, their effectiveness was
alternatives considered in this document is to limited. Field testing of prototype turbinescreens
improve in.river migration conditions (flows and and associatedjuvenile bypass systems was initiated
temperature) for juvenile and adult salmon in the at Ice Harbor in 1969. A full travelling screen and
lower Columbia and Snake rivers in 1992, or to bypass system was built into Lower Granite in
c_nduct tests that will yield information needed to 1975, tnd subsequently addedat Little Goose,
evaluate fmure improvements. These actionsare McNary, John Day, and Bonneville. Similar
part of an effort to improve the survival rate of systems to protect juvenile salmon will be
declining stocks of Pacific salmon originating in the operational at Lower Monumental by spring 1992,
Snake River System. Ice Harbor in 1993, and The Dalles in 1998.

These upstreamand downstreampassage systems

1.2 LOCATION OF STUDY AREA have been developed in cooperation with regional
fisheries agenciesand tribes.

The Columbia River and its tributariesform the A juvenile fish transportprogram is in piace to
dominantwater system in the Pacific Northwest. speed downstreammigration. Also developed in
'The geographic scope of this analysis is the coordination with regional fisheries agencies andCc,lumbia River Basin from Bonneville Dam in
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Figure ES.1. Study area.

tribe.s,the barge anti truck collection and the Columbia and Snake rivers to spawn. Recent
transportationfacilities are installedat Lower recordsindicate that the.runs are about 2.5 million
Granite, Little Goose, and MeNary dams. (includingknown fish harvested in the ocean) of
Currently. about 20 million juvenile salmon and which about0.5 million are wild fish. In 1990, 1.2
steelhead are typically collected annually at these million salmon and steelhead and returnedto the
three projects and transporteddirectly below mouth of the Columbia River, excluding ocean
Bonneville Dam, Additional collection and harvest. About 0.3 million of these were wild fish
transportation facilities are being designed for (ODF&W and WDF, 1991). The remainder are
Lower Monumental Dam. hatchery-producedfish. Some Columbia River

Basin salmon populations have declined to such an
An existing Water Budget also speeds the migration extent that their existence is threatened. In 1991,
of juvenile salmon downstream between diam. The three stocks of Snake River salmon (sockeye,
Water Budget provides additiomd flow from spring/summer chinook, and fill chinook) were
m/d-April throughmid-June using releases from proposedfor endangered or threatenedstatus under
upstream storage reservoirs. The volume and provisionsof the EndangeredSpecies Act (ESA).
timingof this Water Budget is cooperatively On November 20, 1991, the National Marine
managed with the regional fisheries agencies and Fisheries Service declared the Snake River sockeye
tribes, endangeredeffective December 20, 1991 pursuant

to the F.ndangeredSpecies Act.

1.4 PROBLEMS,OPPORTUNITIES,
Many factorshavecontributedtothedeclining

AND OBJECTIVES IDENTIFIED IN populationsincludingdamsbuilt bytheCorps,
OPTIONS ANALYSIS other Federal agencies, and public andprivate

utilities over many decades; loss of spawning and
One of the most pressing environmental issues rearing habitat; reduced streamflows from water
facing the Pacific Northwest today is the declining withdrawals;harvest levels; pollution in fiver and
population of salmonthatoncethrivedinthe ocean environments;andvariousother stress
Columbia River Basin. In 1900, maestinmted 8 to factors from increased human use of environmental
I6 milhon wild salmon and steclhead returned to resources. Although many factors contribute, one
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factor known to affect the overall health of salmon with developing a comprehens/veplan to assist in
stocks is river flow duringjuvenile migration, the survival of Columbia River Basin salmon and,

in particular, the Snake River stocks, The Salmon
Before damconstruction, juvenile salmon Summit held their last mee_g on March 4, 1991
experienced swirl water conditionsduring their and a 1991 action plan was drafted.
outmigrationperiod. Based on the a_'umption that
the rateofjuvenile salmon travel is directly related The SalmonSummitrequested that the Corpsof
to water velocity, it is possible that improving flow Engineers 'undertake the processes necessary to
conditions in the Lower Snake and Lower design a study for Snake River reservoir drawdown
Columbiariverswillincreasesurvivalofsalmonin duringtheoperationalyear1992thatwould'

the Columbia River Basin. The increasedwater improve passage of mignmts(juveniles)without
velocity, as measured by water particle travel time impedingthe upstreammigrations (adults),"
through the reservoirs, would presumablytranslate Subsequentagency discussions expanded the
into reduced travel time for mig,-stingsmolts, lt is original scope of work to include ali practicalwater
believed thatthe quicker the fish pass throughthe managementmeasures to improve salmonpassage.
system to the estuary, the less impact existing dams This work, including ali necessary National
and reservoirs will have on salmon stocks. This is EnvironmentalPolicy Act analysis, was to be
because a shorter travel time provides fewer completedby March 1992. Accordingly, the Corps
op?qrtunities for predation, residualism, and other of Engineers, Walla Walla District, initiatedthis
physiological stresses. However, it must be work on May 10, 1991 and anticipates
t,tressedthat the relationship between travel time implementingan action plan in time for the 1992
and survivability is agenen" ane, not a precise, spring outmigration. The Bureau of Reclamation
quantitative expression. Thus, a 25 percent and Bonneville Power Administration are
increaseinwater velocity might not cooperatingagencies;and the U,S,Fish and
correspondingly result in a 25 percent increase in Wildlife Service is a participating agency.
survival because other factors (e.g., species, age,
degree of smoltification, water quality, water The Salmon Summit identified two major physical
temperatures, and availability of food) are also objectives for the Corps and other reservoir-
important survivalfactors for migratingjuvenile operating agencies to consider. The cooperating
salmonids, agencies adopted these objectives for this

document: 1) for juvenile salmon, the objective is
Under current and historical conditions, the Snake to reduce water particle travel time in 1992, and
River can be 4 to 5 degrees warmer than the 2) for adultmigration, the objective is to reduce
Columbia River, at the confluence. This condition water temperatures in the lower Snake River
normally occurs in late August or early September. downstream to the confluence of the Snake and
Historical data (Viggand Watkins 1991) indicate Columbia rivers duringthe wasmest time of the
that warm temperatures at the mouthof the Snake summer (generally sometime between mid-August
River may not have impeded SnakeRiver fall and September) in 1992.
chinook migration. However, duringsome recent

years, high temperature at the mouth of the Snake 1.5 SCOPE
River has been documented to impede upstream

passage and cause salmon and steelheadmortalities. This document presents an evaluation of
Reduction of temperature to 68°F at the mouth of alternatives for flow improvements that may be
the Snake River could enhance upstream migration, achieved by modifying the manner in which

existing projects (dams and reservoirs) can be
The petitions by the Shoshone-BannockTribe on operated. ,"he scope is limited to flow
April 2, 1990, and by a group of conservation improvement measures that potentially could be
organizations on June 7, 1990, to list the Snake ix,_lemented in 1992. Measures requiringmajor
Riversalmonasendangered or threatened structuralmodifications at existing projectsare not
stimulated much regional concern. Accordingly, evaluated because they can not be implemented by
Senator Mark Hatfield of Oregon called for a 1992. The actions evaluated are temporary
regional assembly of organizations concerned with measures, for 1992 only, designed to test proposed
conserving these fish and managing the water. A methods by which water managementagencies
task force, known as the Salmon Summit, was might be able to contribute to the survival of the
formedon June 30, 1990. This group was tasked salmon stocks that have been listed or proposed for
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listing under the Endangered Species Act, Actions were from about 1985 to 1990, The Corps would
for 1993 and beyond are being addressedby use the Juvenile Fish Tran_)rtation Program as the
separatestudies, ginm'y methodto movejuveniio_,non

do_ more rapidlyfrom April thnoagh ,.x_d-
A large number of potentud structuralngglifications July on the lower Snake and until mid-Septen_ber
to the run-of-riverprojects have been identified as on the lower Columbia, Malnstem reservoirs
possible measures to help improve fish passage would operate within nornud ranges, To mhance
conditions. Many of these potential measares have the movement of fish from dam to dam, river flow
been identifiedby the Corps, based on operating would be augmentedby releases of stored water
experience with the projects. Others were between April 15 a'adJune 15 under the Water
proposed by various Salmon Summitparticipantsor Budget. Water would be spilled over Lower
contributors to the scoping process for this Monumental, Ice Harbor, JohnDay, and The
OA/EIS. Dalles projects in the springand sv 3mer to move

fishpastthedamsinsteadof throughtheturbinesas
Regional deliberations over the status and recovery per the spill agreement. Juvenile and adult fish
of ssdmonstocks have also identified proposed passage facilities at ali eight run.of-river projects
measures that would not directly involve the would continue to operate throul0aoutthe fish
Federal projects, Most of these concepts have been passage season, The Corps would continue to
under consideration by fisheries managers for a actively monitor the juvenile and adult migration at
decade or more, and many are being implemented Corps dams. Monitoring migration generally
through the Northwest Power Planning Council's involves counting fish moving through the fish
(NPPC) Fish and Wildlife Program, ladders and the collection and bypass facilities and

sampling the condition of juvenile fish collected.
2.0 ACTIONS AND ALTERNATIVE The Corps would also continue its research

PLANS CONSIDERED activities related to fish migration.

2.2 RESERVOIRDRAWDOWN
Numerous alternatives were identified through a
public scoping process and span a range of
opportunities for increasing fiver velocities, The This alternative addresses lowering the reservoir
following five basic water management alternatives elevations at the lower Snake and Columbia
were identified: reservoirs during ali or part of the smolt migration.

These lock, dam, and reservoirprojects are

1. Existing conditions (the no action operated as run-of-river projects within the
alternative), integrated Columbia River Basin System. As such,

under normaloperations their surface elevations

2, Improving flows by one or more drawdown fluctuate on a daily and weekly basis within a
measures, including test measures that would relatively narrow range between the minimum and
address potential future drawdowns, maximum operating pool levels. By eonla'olling the

spillway gates and flows throughthe powerhouse,

3. Improving flows by augmenting existing reservoir levels can be maintained at virtually any
releases fromstorage reservoirs, elevation between spillway crest aagl maximum

pool, generally a nmge of 30 to 50 feet or more.

4. Improving flows by a combination of Based on operating considerations and flow velocity
drawdown and flow augmentation measures, objectives, the Corps has identified nine finite

options (in addition to existing conditions and

5. Storage releases to provide temperature including two different timing scemr/os for two of
improvements for adult migrants, the drawdown concepts)tluarepresent the range of

reservoir drawdown alternatives. Six of these

2.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS (No opfio_ apply to the lowerSnakeRiver projects,while twocould be implementedat the lower
ACTION) Columbia River projects. The basic specifications

of each of these options are marmm,rized below. A
Under this alternative for 1992, the reservoirs and typical dam cross-section with reference elevations
dams on the lower Columbia and Snake rivers is providedas Figure ES-2.
duringsalmonmigration would be operatedasthey
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Figure ES-2. Summary of pertinent project data and operating limits.

2.2.1 Lower Snake River Projects toextendthevelocity increasesthroughthebulk of
the fall chinook migration,

Dr=ft Lower Snake Projects to MOP. Under

thisoption, the Corpswould operatethe four lower Draft Lower Granite to 710 Feet, RemainingSnakeRiver projects(LowerGranite,Little Goose, Projects to MOP. Under thisoption,Lower
Lower Monumental, and Ice Harbor) at minimum Granite Reservoir would be drawn down to 710
operating pool (MOP) from April 1 to July 31. feet from April 15 to June 15, and Ice Harbor,
Reservoir elevations would remain relatively static. Little Goose, and Lower Monunaentalwould be
Operation of the reservoirs at MOP would fall drawn down to MOP from April 1 to July 31. The
within the authorized operating limits as identified 710-foot elevation was selected because this is the
in the respective project water control manuals, lowest reservoir level at which the Lower Granite

adult fish laddercan operate, This option would

Draft Lower Snake Projects to Near Spillway theoretically allow continued upstreammigration
Crest. This option would lower the four lower via fish ladders through the entire lower Snake
Snake River projectsnem'spillway crest, Near River reach.
spillway crest is defined as opening the spillway
gates and allowing the pools to dropto free-flow Four-Week Test: Dr=ft Lower Gr=nite to Near
elevationsrepresentsthe lowestpool elevationsthat Spillway Crest. The objectiveofthis option
could be physically achieved without passing some would be to conduct a 4-week test drawdown when
of the flow throughthe turbines. It would also it would not adversely affect adult or juvenile
represent the lowest possible water particle travel salmon migrations. Lower Granite Reservoir
time. Drawdown to near spillway crest could be would be drafted to near spillway crest, and the
maintained from April 15 through June 15, other three Snake River projects would be opera_
corresponding to the major portion of the at normal levels. Physical conditions at the
downstreammigration period for sockeye and projects would be carefully monitor_'_l,with
spring and summer chinook. Alternatively, this primary focus on Lower Granite, to attempt to
drawdown could be maintainedthrough August 15 determine the level of physical effects likely to
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occur if major drawdowns were implemented in the with rme_voir drawdown, a wide variety of options
future for longer periods at one or more lower to increase Snake and Columbia river flows are
Snake projects, Two specific periods of the year comddered in this OA/EIS, These options vary
ere under consideration for the timing of this with respect to source of the water used to augment
test--July 15 to August 15, 1992 and February 1 to flows, the volume of storage to be reletmed, and
28, 1993, timing of releases,

Two-RH4wvolr Drawdown Test: Draft Lower 2.3.1 Snake River
GrInlte and Little Goose In March to

Simulate Spillway Freeflow. A new option Ten specific flow augqneatation options for the
added for the final OA/EIS would be to coquet a Snake River consist of a variety of modifications to
physical test, involving Lower Granite and Little existing Water Budget releases, In some cues,
Goose reservoirs, to gather data on _oir these would be combined with reservoirs being held
drawdown to near spillway crest for potential use in to flood control rule curves and/or a drift of system
developing long-term reservoir drawdown flood control _ity from Dworshak and
operations, The test objectives are to evalaate Brownlee to Grand Coulee, Volumes under

environmental and structund effects under reservoir consideration generally nmge from 600 thousand

drawdown conditions, The test would be conducted acre-feet (KAF) to 1,200 KAF from Dworshak, up
from March 1 to March 31 when few migrating to 200 KAF from Brownlee, and up to 300 KAF

fish are present, thus minimizing the risk of injury from multiple smaller sources above Brownlee,
to fish, Depending on actual river flows, Lower The most extreme case involves using the full
Granite would be drafted to a minimum of 696 storage available at Brownlee and Dworshak, if
feet, while Little Goose would be draft_ up to 15 required, to meet a 140 kcfs flow target. The
feet below MOP, volumes cited for Brownlee refer to additional

storage drafts above those included in the existing

2.2.2 Lower Columbia River Projects operation, The upper Snake volumes represent
drafts from irrigation reservoirs upstream of

Draft Lower Columbia Projects to MOP. This Brownlee, Based upon an analysis of the 50-year
option would lower ali four lower Columbia River flow conditions, guidelines have been establi_ed to
projects (Bonneville, The Dalles, John Day, and ensure that both flood control objectives and Grand
McNary) to MOP from April 1 to August 31, Coulee operating constraints would be maintained,
Reservoir elevations would remain relatively static
during this period. The change in elevation from 2.3.2 Columbia River
average normal to MOP in each case would range

from about 3.5 to 10 feet. MOP is the lowest In addition to the supplemental water that might be,
reservoir level at which the projects were designed added to the Snake River, Columbia River flows
to operate, could be augmented by releases from Grand Coulee

and Arrow, Potential Columbia River actions

Hold McNary to 337 feet end John Day to could involve two strategies: A measure to a
262.5 feet, Lower Bonneville and The Dalles augment spring flows (Target 200) and a measure
to MOP. Under this option, McNary and John to augment summer flows (non-treaty storage).
Day would be operated at elevations somewhat
above MOP, while Bonneville and The Dalles Target 200. Up to 6.4 MAF would be stored in

would be lowered to MOP, The higher elevations Arrow and Grand Coulee if the January to July
for McNary and John Day correspond to pool runoff"forecast is 80 MAF or less and 3.4 MAF if

levels intended to avoid major disruptions to key the January to July runoff is 90 MA]: or more and
water users, used to augment Columbia River flows in May and

June. A mean monthly flow of 200 kcfs at The

2.3 FLOWAUGMENTATION Dalles during May and June is expected from this
augucntation,

The principle of flow augmentation is the same as
that for the Water Budget. Additional water would The 3 MAF difference between the volmm, to be

be discharged from the sR)rage reservoirs during stored (3.4 mad 6,4 MAF) is the additional water to /
the spring migration to increase fiver flow, As be stored over the existing water budget.
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Three Target 200 options were considered, * Flow augmentationfrom Grand Coulee and
incorporatingthree of the Snake River flow Arrow to mee.t200 kofs at The Dalles from
augmentationoptions ranging from600 KAF to April 15 to Juno 15 (Target 200).
1,200 KAF from Dworshak and 50 to 200 KAF
from Brownlee to meet target flows at Lower s Operate the four lower Snake River projects
Granite. at MOP from April 1 to July 31,

Non-Tr_ty Storage Reluaet. In 1984, BPA • OperateJohn Day at elevation 262,5,
and B,C, Hydro signed a lO-yearagreement to McNary at 337, and Bonneville and The
coordinate the use of an additional portion of the Dalles at MOP from April 1 to August 31,
water stored in the reservoir behind Mica Dam in

southeasternBritish Columbia, Because this water 2.4.2 Combination Option Y
_' storage was not covered in the Columbia River

, Treaty, the agreement is refe.rredto as the "Non- s Release up to 900 KAF from Dworshak, 150
Treaty Storage Agreement," A portion of this KAF from Brownlee, and 100 KAF from
storage could be made available to augment above Brownlee to meet a target flow of 100
Columbia River flows. For 1992, the coolxaatiag kcfs at Lower Granite in May (flow
agencies are considering releasing non-treaty augmentationOption O),
storage in Mica Reservoir to augment Columbia
River flows at The Dalles in July and August. The • Flow augmentation from Grand Coulee and
objective of this option would be to maintain Arrow to meet 200 kcfs at The Dalles from
somewhat higher flows after the peak of the April 15 to June 15 (Target 200).
saowmelt nmoff to benefit upstreamand
downstream fall chinook migrations. Up to 1,1 • Operatethe four lower Snake River projects
MAF could be released from Mica in summer, at MOP from April 1 to July 31,
which would increase avenge inflows at The Dalles
by 10 kcfs, t Operate John Day at elevation 262.5,

McNary at 337, and Bonneville and The
2.4 COMBINATIONS OF Dalles at MOP from April 1 to August 31.

DRAWDOWN AND 2.4.3 Combination Option ZAUGMENTATION
• Release up to 600 KAF from Dworshakto

A program of flow improvement measures for 1992 meet a target flow of 85 kcfs at Lower
will include a combination of reservoir drawdown Granite in May (flow augmentation option
and flow augmentation options. For purposes of A, existing condition).
discussion, three combinations of alternatives were

evaluated: Combination Options X, Y, and Z. • Flow augmentation from Grand Coulee and
These combinations do not represent ali possible Arrow to meet 200 kcfs at The Dalles from
combinations, r.,oris the preferredalternative April 15 to June 15 (Target 200),
exactly represented, The given combinationsare

discu,_xl to illustrate how the various alternatives • OperateLower Momuneatal, Little Goose,
could be combined and the impacts displayed. Ali and Ice Harbor at MOP from April 1 to July
impacts resulting from individualalternatives have 31,
been outlined and further combinations will not

present new information on impacts. The following • Operate Lower Granite at elevation 710 from
three combinationaltenmtives were identified as April 15 to June 15.
likely scea_os.

• Operate JohnDay at elevation 262.5,
2.4.1 Combination OptionX McN_u'yat 337, and BotmeviUe tad The

DaUes at MOP from April I to August 31,
• Release up to 600 KAF from Dworshak to

meet a target flow of 85 kcfs at Lower
Granite in May (flow augmentationOption
A, existing condition).
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2.5 STORAGE RELEASES FOR _g agency_ff observationsbasedon

TEMPERATURE CONTROL eamyyearsof operatingexperiencewith thefiver
system,

Releases of largevolumes of cool water from 3.1 PERFORMANCE AGAINST
Dworshak in late summer have the potential to
ameliorate the temperatureconditionsin theSnake PHYSICAL OBJECTIVES
River, A testreleaseof coolwaterfrom Dworshak
was made in August and September 1991, River The objective of the 1992 options for juvenile
and reservoir temperaturesandvelocities were salmon is to reduce waterparti0le travel time, or to
measured, and data from the test were used to provide test datathatwould be used to develop
model the projected effects of various release future measuresto reduce travel time, The
scenarios, Another test release of Dworshak water reservoir drawdown, flow augmentation, and
is planned for 1992, This release would producea combination alternativeswere thereforeevaluated
draft of up to 20 feet at Dworshak in August, based against the calculated water particle travel time that
on an assumed discharge of 10 kcfs for 2.0days, would result in each case, Each case was evaluated

from two perspectives. Absolute and perumtage
The final test protocol will be dependentupon 1992 changes from existing travel times at different flow
conditions and will be coordinated with fish rates were calculated and used to evaluate the
agencies and tribes, potential benefits to fish, Alternatives and options

were -Iso evaluated on the basis of the probability
2.6 MONITORING in any one year thata specific flow or water

particle travel time objective could be met,

Any option selected includes monitoring to observe,
measure, and evaluate changes to key resources and The physical objective for 1992 for adult migration
conoems, An extensive and comprehensive was to reduce late summer water temperaturesat
monitoringprogram is being developed before the confluence of the Snakeand Columbia rivers,
implementation of 1992 flow improvement Multiple options for temperaturecontrol releases
operations. The monitoring program will include have been evaluated againsttheir ability to reduce
biological, physical, water quality, and structural temperatures at this location, particularly to a target
parameters, as well as navigation, recreation, level of 68°F.
irrigation, and cultural resources, Development of
the detailed program is being coordinated with 3.1.1 Existing Conditions
regional interests, including fish agencies and
tribes, Existing flow/travel time conditions for juvenile

salmon migration in the Columbia-SnakeRiver

3.0 EVALUATION System are widely consideredto be unsatisfactory
in many years as indicated by the need for the

The cooperating agencies evaluated the various proposed action. Water particle travel times vary
alternatives and options on two primary standards: with flow, Under existing conditions with the

mainstem dams at normaloperating levels, water
1) performance against the physical objectives for particle travel times fromthe head of Lower
the proposed action, and 2) anticipated Granite Reservoir to the Columbia River range
e.nvironmental effects, Numerical analyses were from about 20 days at flows of 40 kcfs to 6 days at
conaucted to determineexpected changes in water flows of 140 kcfs. Snake River flows at Lower
particle travel time and fiver temperaturesresulting
from individual or combined options. Existing Granite during the April 15 to June 15 peak
inventor)' data on resources and their uses in the outmigrationare typically in the range of 80 to 100

kcfs, Flows have beea considerablybelow thesestudy area determinedbaseline environmental
levels in several recent dry years. Water particleconditions; however, the schedule for the OA/EIS

did not permit targetedcharacterizationstudies for travel times on the ColumbiaRiver from the mouth
this purpose, Expected changes from existing of the Snake River to Bonneville Dam range from

about 22 days at flows of 100 kcfs to 5 days at
conditions were based on the key physical flows of 450 kcfs. Typical flows at The Dalles
lz_r_metersfor the options; specifically, the
re,_lting water elevations and flows information from April 15 to June 15 tre in the range of 200 to300 kcfs,
_ts:.:ociat_._withchangingwaterlevels,and
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The ColumbiaBasinFish andWildlife Authority 3.1.3 Flow Augmentation
(CBI:n_A), an umbrella organization comprised of
the regional fisheries and wildlife asen_iee and The flow augmentationoptions were gmendly
tribes, has pm,posed a prognun emphasizing developed with the inteetlon of nmeting a q_eQtfio
mhanced fiver flows in the lower Columbia and target flow at Lower Graniteor The Dalles, The
Snake rivers to decrease fish migr_on time, The targets for the Snake River options generally varied
proposal recommended specific flow targetsof 140 from 85 to 140 kofs in flow for May, Long-term
kcfs for the lower SnakeRiver and 300 kofs for the simulations indicate a 68 percent chance that flows
lower Columbia River from April 15 throughJune will be 85 kofs in May with existing conditions,
15, These flows correspondto water particle travel The Snake River flow tugmmtatlon options would
times of 6,4 days and 8,7 days, respectively, for a increase this probability to 74 to 98 percent, The
combined total of 15,1 days, The probabilityof probability of meeting a 100 k_fs target ranges
meeting these targets in any gtvm yem' under from 44 percent with existing conditions to 96
existing conditions is about 17 percent for the lower percent, and is greater than 50 percent in most
Snake and 33 percent for the combined reach, options, In contrast, the highest probability of

meeting a 140 kcfs target is 46 percent, which
3.1.2 Reservoir Drawdown could only be accomplished with an unrestricted

draft from Brownle¢ and Dworshak,
Over the range of possible flow conditions, drawing
the four lower Snake giwr reservoirs to MOP A flow of 200 kcfs was the only target specified for
levels would reduce water particle travel time by 2 lower Columbia River flow augmentation options,
days at low flows to about 1/2 day at high flows, The annual probabilityof meeting this target ranged
This absolute change would represent a relative as high as 98 percent in May and 70 percent in
improvement of at most about 7 percent, and 3 to 4 June, These results reflect additional flow
percent comparedto typical operating, contributions from both the Snakeand the upper

Columbia rivers,
In contrast, lowering the pools to nearspillway
crest would provide a 100 percent probability of In terms of water particle travel time, the flow
meeting the target, based on simulations over a 50- augmentation options would be capable of achieving
year period of t_,Istoricalwater conditions, This modest reductions, The maximum reduction for
option would reduce water particle travel time in the lower Snake River would be about 2 to 4 days
this reach by from 13 days at low flows to 3 or 4 with the unlimited draft option, representLnga
days at high flows, representing reductions of about relative change of up to about 30 percent, Changes
50 percent over the range of flows, produced with the other options would generally be

about one-half of this level or less. Options for the
Other drawdown options for the lower Snake River lower Columbia River could reducewater particle
are intermediate between the above cases, involving travel time by up to 2 to 3 days mtlow flows and 1
deep drawdowns at Lower Granite while keeping to 2 days at mediumflows,
the other three pools at normal or minimum levels,
'l"he.._options would yield water particle travel time 3,1.4 Combinations of Drawdown
changes ranging from about 7 to 10 days at low and Augmentation
flows to 1/2 to 1 day at high flows, The relative

decreases in water particle travel time would Three specific combination options were evaluated
generally be about 15 to 20 percent for these cases, in the OA/EIS, Ali three included some type of

drawdown measure for the lower Snake and the
The drawdown options for the lower Columbia lower Columbia and some level of flow

River involve relatively modest changes in elevation augmentation from each fiver, The combined
from existing operations, Correspondingly, effects resulted in water particle travel times from
reductions in water particle travel time for this l..ewiston to Bonneville of approximately 19, 17,
reach alone would be about 10 percent or less and 18 days, respectively. These times represent
compared to the existing condition, reductions of I to 3 days over existing conditions,

or up to a 15 percent reduction,

O
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Severaladditional conclusions can be drawnfrom 3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF
the analysis of the respective componmts and
combinations, The first is thatdrawing ali eight ALTERNATIVES
run-of-river projects down from ourrentpool
elevations (midway betwee_ nmximum and MOP) The rmults of the mvironmental evaluation reflect
to MOP would reduce water partt01etravel time by expected impacts to an extensive and complex
only about 1 day, On the other hand, operatingthe water rescmreessystem that is managed for s
four lower Snake projects at spillway free flow, in variety of uses, including fishery resources, As
combinationwith the lower Columbia projects at would be expected, some of the potential
MOP, would make it possible to aehleve a travel modifications to this system would produce
time from Lewiston, Idaho to Bonneville, lubstaatial adverse impacts to exigtng users,
Washington of less than 15 days in ali 50 simulated
years withoutany additional flow augmentation The following material is an abbreviatedsummary
measures, of tlmee imp_ts, as presented in detail in Section

4,0 of the OA/EIS, The objective of this summary

Using the flow augmentationoptions alone, only b to aggregate the details of the evaluation with
the most extreme measure--unlimited storage draP,s rmpest to individual options and present broad
from Dworshakand Brownlee augmentedwith 300 conclusions thatfocus on the most significant
KAF from the upper Snake (Option F)-.-approaehes enviromnental impact issues,
the CBFWA proposal, Option 0, a draft of 900
KAF from Dworshak and 50 to 200 KAF from 3.2.1 Existing Conditions (No Action
Brownlee, would reduce travel time by only about Alternative)
1 day,

The no action alternativeis to continue to manage

3,1.5 Storage Releases for the Federalprojects in the Columbia River System
Temperature Control as was doneduringthe operationalyearsof 1984

through 1990. Water conditions and flows in the

One alternative addresse_the need to improve the Snake River Subbaslnmight improve relative to
temperature in the lower Snake River in late recent dry years, If so, the Snake River salmon
summer, Currently, temperatures in the Ice Harbor stocks might show an improvement, remain at their
Pool reach levels up to 72°F or greaterin late pyre.ht levels, or continue to decline, This is

because flow conditions, alone, might not be theAugust to early September, High temperatures
aright create unfavorable enviromnental conditions dominant factoraffecting stock survival and
for adult salmon. In August and September 1991, numbers,
the Corps rele,a_ water from Dworshak in aa
attempt to reduce Snake River water temperatures, 3.2.2 Reservoir Drawdown
Preliminary model results addressing the use of the
coolerwaters from Dworshak to coolthe Smt.ke Lower Snake River. Drawing the lower Snake
River show some opportunity for temperature River projects down to MOP would result in minor
control at Ice Harbor, The data and resultsof and often offsetting impacts in most resource areas,
these studies remain inconclusive, and additional Anadromous fish, for example, would likely benefit
field testing is proposed for 1992. slightly from minor reductions in water particle

travel time, but there would also be a m/nor
The preliminary model results indicate th=treleases reduction in rearing habitat for subyearling
on the orderof 25 kcfs for 10 to 25 days would be chinook, Similarly, spawning and rearing habitat
needed to lower the temperature at Ice Harbor to for resident fish would be reducedsomewhat, but
68" by September 1. Releasing this volume of spawning success might be increasedby stabilized
water would result in drafts at Dworshak from 25 water surface elevations, The most significant
to 4'7feet in August. Water model results indicated impacts would be to power generation, Operation
temperature could also be lowered to 700F by late at relatively static levels near MOP would elitninate
AugustwithI0kcfs flowfroml_vorshak for20 the opportunityto shapegeneration to matchthe
days, which corresponds to the proposed action, variation in daily and weekly load demands, and

could result in spilling of flows above turbine
capacity at night, Capacity losses ranging from
550 to 1,400 MW during the MOP period would
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haw ,m expected esttn_ted co_t of $t ! million, option has been tnve6ttgjted in the final O_IS,
while non.firm energy losses are estlnmed at an This test involves drafting Lower Granite to near
additional $9 to $13 million, spillway crest and draftingLittle Goose by up to 20

foot, to simulatespillway free flow tailwater
The two options for drafting the lower SnakeRiver conditions, duringMarch 1992, This option would
projects to near spillway crest would significantly nvoid mostof thepotential adverse hnl_ts to
reducewaterpa"tloletraveltimethroughoutthin migratingadultandjuvenilefishde_rlbedabove
reach of the river, However, without prior for other Snake River drawdown options, as few
modification of the projects, therewould significant upstream or downstreammigrantswould be
adverse impacts to reseQolr aquatic habitat, present, The 4-week duration of this test and its
navigation, irrigation, mergy production, and timing (in late winter) would work to minimize
recreation, Upstream passage for adult migrants adverse impacts to navigation, irrigationand
would be blocked because fish ladders would no recreation, The primary mvironmental concern
longer be operable, Because of these umw.cq_le with this option is the potential for adverse hnpacts
imp_ts, withoutprior structuralmodification of the to fall chinook salmon, elther though dewatering of
projects, drafting the lower Snake River projects to qatwning reddsin the upper reaches of Little
near spillway crest was eliminated from further Goose Pool or dissolved gas _persaturatton effects
consideration in the draft OA/EIS, on alevtns or fry,

Threeof the remaining Snake River drawdown Lower Columbia River, The differences between
options combine deep drawdowns at Lower Granite the two drawdown options for the Columbia River
with MOP or norn_l operation at the other three dams relate to whetherJohn Day and McNary
projects, Environmental impacts from these pools are lowered to MOP or are maintained at
options would be similar to those with ali Snake somewhat higher elevations; Bonneville and The
River projects at run-of-flyer spillway crest, but Dalles pools would be lowered to MOP in either
would generally be localized to Lower Granite, case, The elevation differences for John Day and
Agricultural losses would not be associated with McNary producemajordifferences in
these options, The impact magnitude would be environmentaleffects between the options,
significantly less for several resource areas,
Additional transportationcosts from disruptionof John Day and McNary projects encompass large
barge service would range from about $0,4 million areas of shallow water, Drawdown of these
to $0,9 million, because navigation would remain projects to MOP would result in dewatering ntuch
possible upstream through Little Goose Pool, The of this area, At John Day, for example, 'drawdown
costs of lost peaking c.apa_ity, firmenergy and non- to MOP would expose owr 10,000 acres of
firm energy would range from about $17 million to shallow-water habitat, One immediate effect would
over $130 million for the lower Snake River be the loss of the micro-invertebrates and aquatic
System, Recreation effects would be measuredby plants established in these areas, The lower water
up to 158,000 recreationdays of displaced use, levels and flat slopes could result in a change in the

extent and diversityof the existing riparian
Two distinguishingcharacteristics among the vegetation, and elimination of the more sensitive
options focused on Lower Granite should be noted, species, These changes would result in immediate
The option of operating Lower Gnmite at elevation adverse impa_ts to resident fish, migrating and
710 and the other three projects at MOP would restingjuvenile salmon, waterfowl, and terrestrial
theoretically maintain the possibility of upstream wildlife, Terrestrial impacts would be concentrated
fish passage, thereby eliminating one of the major on wetland and ripariancommunities that have
adverse impacts associated with drawdown to near developed in the Umatilla and McNary National
spillway crest, Similarly, scheduling a test Wildlife Refuges,
drawdown to near spillway crest at Lower Granite
during winter 1993 would greatly reduce or Other resources thatwould be mostaffected by
eliminate adverse effects on anadromous and drawdown to MOP on the lower Columbia River
resident fish, recreation, and aesthetics comparedto would be agflculture, recreation, aesthetics, cultural
a summer drawdown, resources, power, and municipal and industrial

water uses, Impacts thatare measurable in dollars
Partially in response to public and agency review of would be greatest for agriculture, Lowering pools
the draft OA/EIS, a new reservoir test drawdown below irrigationintakelevels would eliminate
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production from approximately226,000 _res of from Dwofshak and Brownlee to GrandCoulee, for
irrigated laad in 1992, with most of the _resge example, would generally maintainhigher
dependenton the JohnDay Pool, The net crop elevations at the fc,rmer projects for the umm
value thatwould be lost is mtinmted at $197 volume of relesso,
milltoe, Power c.ap_Ity losses would range from
1,500 to 2,400 MW, Including lost non-firm The dze and structureof the flow au_tatlon
mergy, power gmeratton effects are est/mated at options result in a pattern of greatestchanges in
$42 to 50 million in value, Lower water levels elevation from base conditions at Dworshak, lesser
would impairor precludethe use of most of the effecU at Brownlee. and minor to _ changes
boat ramps and swimming be._hes at the four at GrandCoulee, One option, intended primarily
projects, resulting in significant shifts or declines in to tmrhow much stored water would be required to
recreational use during most of the summer, , meet the CBFWA target flow of 140 kclit, allowed
Aesthetics would be degraded by exposure of large tmtmtri0ted draftsof both Dworshak aad Brownlee,
areas of reservoir bottom, again largely concen- Simul_2on model runs indicate 2tat this option
trated at John Day and McNary, Cultural resource would draft Dworshakand Browulee to the bottom
sites are also most numerous at these two projects, of ew..hpool in May of most years, Less
and could be subject to inoreued exposure and significant or drastic options would result in much
damage, more modest elevation changes, These changes are

summarizedbelow by project:
Drawdown of McNary to elevation 337, John Day
to 262,5, and the others to MOP would result in Dworshak. Aside from the unrestricted
much lesser impacts to most of these affected draft, the options would produce two
resources, One exception would be power general levels of elevation changes, One
generation, where the loss of operational flexibility group of options, generally fixed discharges
would producesimilar capacity and non-firm of 1,200 KAF (double the existing water
energy losses, Affected agriculturalacreage would budget), would result in typicalMay
be reduced to 13,000 seres and the net value of lost elevations thatare up to 50 feet lower than
production to $52 m/lllon, Without the large losses expected with existing operations, These
of shallow-water habitat, resident fish could benefit options also have a much lower chance of
from enhanced spawning and rearingconditions due refill by the end of July, indicating that the
to more stable water levels, Municipal and lower elevations could persist through the
industrial water supply intakes at McNary would summer and from year to year, A second
continue to function as at present, group of options, incorporatingdischarges

of up to 600 to 1,200 KAF and various

3,2.3 Flow Augmentation operationalmodifications,would typically
result in May elevation differences of 10 to

The environmentalconsequencesofthevarious 12feetor less,Theseoptionswouldnot
flow augmentation options would generally be drastically affect refill probability, and in
limited to the storage reservoirs, Storage releases one case would actually result in a higher
to meet a target flow would most likely be varied chance of refill,
to maintain that target flow until the allocated
volume was exhausted, This would result in Browniee. Some options do not require
relatively stable flows and elevations at the run-of- operational changes lt Bmwnlee, Major
river pools, Effects on wildlife, resident fish, plant changes in elevations from existing
communities, navigation, irrigation, recreation, and conditions would only occur with the
cultural resources at these projects would be limited unrestricteddraft option, In ali other cases,
to changes in velocity that would not be great, elevation differences are confined to May,

June, and July, and refill patternsare not
Effects at the storage reservoirs (Dworshak, greatly altered, Dra_ mule in May
Brownlee,and Grand Coulee) would depend on the produce elevations about20 feet lower than
magnitude and timing of the elevation change ba_ conditions, Drafts divided between
(draft), These, in turn, are determined by the size May and Junowould result in May
of the relea._ and the way in which operations are elevation differences of less than 10 feet,
changed to accomplish the release, Options but extend refill into August under some
involvingtransferofsystem floodcontrolstorage water conditions,
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Grand Coulee.Due in part tooperational 3.2.4 Combinations of Drawdown
co_tnuL._t.corpo_ ;- the_.dysis,the and Augmentation
probability and significance of elevation

changes at Grand Coulee are not large, The effects of _e threecombination options
Flood control shifts from Dworshak or evaluated amount to the additive impacts of the
Brownlee would be possible in about 1 in 3 various c,on_neats, Two of the combination
years of shnulated water conditions, options incorporate drawdown of ali four Snake
Differences in elevation were genolally 5 River projects to MOP, without a.y unresolvable
feet or less in the few simulated cases adverse impacts to anadromous fish or other
where ohanges would occur, and none of resources, One option would include drawdownof
the options would have a significant effect Lower Granite to elevation 710 feet, requiring 100
on the probabilityof refill in July, percent of the flow to be passed over the spillway,

This much spill could limit upstreampassage by
The effects of these elevation differences would disorienting adult salmon, and would result in
primarilyapply to resident fisheries, recreation, elevated dissolved gas levels,
aesthetics, andpower production, The unrestricted

draft option would significantlyaffect spawning, With respect to the Lower Columbia River, ali
feeding .nd survival of resident fish, particularlyat threecombination options incorporatethe higher
Brownlee, Other options with significant elevation elevations for John Day and McNary,
differences would raise concerns over reduced Consequently, the majoradverse itapacts to
production of food sources and transfer of fish multiple resources thatwould be associatedwith
downstreamthrough entrainment, operating ali four lower Columbia projects at MOP

would generally be avoided,Effects on recreation and aesthetics at Dworshak

could range from severe to minor, The Two of the combination options include the existing
unrestricteddraft option would virtually eliminate level of flow augmentationfor the Snake River,
use at most recreationsite_ on the reservoir in a while the third involves additional storage releases
typicalwatel year, This would result in that would likely lead to only minor elevation
displacement of an estimated268,000 recreation changes at Dworshak and Brownlee, Ali throe
days, or more than 75 percent of the existing use combinationoptions also include the Target 200
level, However, recreation impacts would be much flow strategy for the Columbia River, which would
less drastic with other options, Two options with have minimal effect on GrandCoulee elevations,
relatively small elevation changes would displace The environmental impact contributionfrom the
visitation of 2,000 recreationdays or less, Access flow augmentation components of these options
for recreation at Brownlee in May andJune would should therefore be minor.
not be significantly reduced except with a.
unrestricted draft, so minimal changes in visitation
would be expected with the otheroptions, The size 3.2.5 Storage Releases for
and probability of elevation changes at Grand Temperature Control
Coulee are such that no visitation changes were
prqjected, Releasing cool water from Dworshak to attempt to

reduce temperaturesdownstreamin the Snake River

Flow augmentationoptions for the Snake River would raise several potential issues concerning
would result in firm energy losses rangingfrom 40 anadromousand resident fish in the river, and
average MW with the preferredplan to 450 to 500 resident fish and recreationat Dworshak, Aside
average MW with unrestricteddrafts, The from providing needed test data, the proposed
azsociated value of these losses would range from August release of cool water from Dworshakwould
$12 million to $146 million, Despite gains in non- have a measurablepositive effect on temperatureat
firm energy production, total power costs would Lower Granite, and to a lesser extent downstream,
range from about $9 million to over $130 million, This would potentially enhance upstreammigration
The Target 200 options for the Columbia River success of some early fall chinook and steelhead,
would result in power costs rangingfrom $20 Growth rates (temporarily)for a portion of the
million to $75 million, steelheadat the Dworshak hatchery would be

reduced. In general, resident fish would not be

e aff_ted, although access to some of the smaller
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kokanee-spawning streamscould be eliminated, to arrive at a measure of the cost per day of
Use of some elevation-sensitive recrmtional redttcedweighted water particle travel time,
facfliti_s at Dworshak would be 0urtailedor
eliminatedduring a peak-use month, resulting in _ omt-effeettvmeas measure is not applicable to
potentialdispla_.emmtof 9,000 recreation days, the three Snake River drawdown options that are
Recreationistscontinuing to use the reservoirwould purely physical tests, ts these tests would be
experience loss of aesthetic quality from a oouduatedoutside of active juvenile migration
drawdown of up to 20 feet, periods and would not provide reduced water

lXtrticletravel time benefits. Among the remaining

3.3 COST-EFFECTIVENESS rousoptionsin thiscategory,dnLfl_gthefour
low_ SnakeRiver reservoirs to MOP from April 1

The financial costs of implemmtlng any of the flow to July 31 would be most cost-effective, costing
measures have not been fully defined, Because the approximately$34 to $443million per day of
alternatives involve changes in reservoir operation, reduced water particle travel time. Drafting Lower
the cost of designing and implementing the revised Granite to elevation 710 or ali four projects to near
operationwould be modest, Some changes in _pillway crests (which could not be implemented
operation have structuralimplications only because before the projects were significantly modified)
existing facilities such as embankmentsmight not would have costs ranging from $52 to $82 million
be adequately protected; again, these costs would per day of reducedwater particle travel time.
not be substantial, Finally, the cost of
implementingthe monitoringprogram will not be Drawdown options for the lower Columbia River
determineduntil the alternativeshave received also differ significantly in cost-effectiveness,
furtherevaluation, It is not anticipatedthatthe Estimatedcosts per day of reduced water particle
direct financialcosts to implementany tltemative travel time are $116 to $120 million for ali four
would after final plan selection, projects at MOP and $60 to $65 million with John

Day at 262,5, McNtry at 337 and Bonneville and

Apart from the budgetarycosts to the cooperating The Dalles at MOP. Drafl/ng only John Day to
agencies of irnplementing any of the 1992 options, 262,5 would achieve most of the obtainable benefits

while avoiding many of the potential costs; thisthese options would have various cost impactson
uses of river resources. The primary resources for option would cost $24 to $28 million per day of

reduced water particle travel time,whichthesecosts can feasibly be measured are
navigation, irrigation, recreation, _d power
generation, The costs of the drawdown and flow Depending upon actual (versus estimated) power
augmentation options with respect to these costs, it appearsthat the Target 200 strategy may
resources were used to conduct a cost.effectiveness be the most cost-effective of the flow augmentation
analysis, resulting in estimates of the total relative options. The estimatedpower costs for this option
costs required to achieve a unit of change in the range from $20 to $75 million, resulting in costs
physical objective of reduced water particle travel per day of reducedwater particle traveltime
time, ranging from $12 to $46 million. The estimated

cost-effectiveness measures for the Snake River

The reduction in water particle travel time flow augmentationoptions are relatively close in
(expressed in days) achieved by each option was magnitude. The low estimates of cost per day of

reducedwater particle travel time range from $22weighted by the percentage of the juvenile fish run
_m£ during the implementationperiod to to $73 million (excluding OptionI, which is
determinethe effective reduction in water particle minimal change from existing operationsand
travel time, The costs analyzedincluded direct net mimnud benefit), while the high estimates range
implementation costs and (primarily) foregone from $24 to $79 million.
benefits in terms of reduced outputof project
benefits compared to currentconditions, Only 3.4 PUBLIC ACCEPTABILITY
shorl-tcrm costs impacts were estimated, as the
analysis covers options for 1992 only, and average The cooperatingagencies evaluatedthe public
water conditionswere used as the basis for w._ptability of potential1992 flow measureson the
estimating both costs and water particle travel time basis of two public inputprocesses, Most directly,
citruses, Tot_ direct costs by option were divided the public scoping process for the 1992 OA/EIS
by the reduced weighted water particle travel time and the public review of the draft document
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provided substantialinput on the views held by topics. The cooperatingageacies recognize that
various public interests with respect to proposed precise anddefinitive information is not available

river managementactions. Scoping and review for some very importantaspects of fish passage orcomments from the public indicated considerable other system uses. In such cues, the agencies have
supportfor a test drawdown of two reservoirson relied upon the best information that is available,
the lower Snake River during a non-migratory and have tttempted to develop the most logical and
period, and for the concept of augmenting river mpportable interpretationsof that information,
flows to improve fish passage conditions. Public

commentsalsoindicatea widelyheldview that 3.5,1 Flow/Travel Time/Survival
near-spillway drawdowns of all four lower Snake Re_ationship
River project_cannotreasonablybe implementedin

1992, as there would not be time to undertake The OA/EIS presentsa leagthy discussion of the
structuralmodifications needed to avoid sdverse relationshipsamong flow, water particle travel
impacts to fish and other resources. Finally, the time, smolt travel time, and smolt u_vival. As
comments received during the OA/EIS process indicated above, it is generally believed that quicker
expressed nearly unanimoussupport for taking downstreampassage will benefit salmon stocks, but
action to assist recovery of wild salmon stocks, the relationshipbetwetm travel time and
although therewas considerable difference of survivability is a general one and not a quantitative
opinion on the natureand degree of recovery expression. Therefore, it is not possible to reliably
nw.asures, predict a specific change/n juvenile fish survival

thatwill result from a given change in water
The Northwest Power Planning Council's (NPPC) particle 'travel time. Moreover, the migration
process to amendthe regional Fish and Wildlife research that supportsthe general travel
Program also provided a gauge of the public time/survival relationshipapplies only to selected
acceptabilityof various actions under consideration, stocks of fish; it does not address sockeye, and
During the latter partof 1991, the NPPC presents conflicting or contradictoryresults for fall
considered a number of possible program chinook.
amendmentson mainstemsurvival, harvest,

production, and other measures to protect salmon lt should also be noted that there are a legitimate
and steelhead, Many of these measures are differences of opinion within the scientific
identical or similar to potential actions evaluated by community as to the _plicability of the travel
the cooperating parties in the OA/EIS. The time/survival relationshipover the entire range of
measures consideredby the NPPC were proposed flows or velocities. These differences are based on
by fish and wildlife agencies, Indian tribes, and varying approaches to statistical analysis of
other interestedparties within the region throughan migrationdata. The result is that some scientists
open nominatingproce_. The NPPC solicited and believe thatSnake River flows of 140 kcfs (or
received extensive written comment on the equivalentwater particle travel times) are needed to
proposals from the public, and held meetingsat providesurvival benefits, while others predict little
multiple locations. The final amendmentson these benefit from increasing flows beyond the range of
measures adoptedby the NPPC on December 11, 85 to 100 kcfs.
1991 constitutes a regionally accepted set of salmon
and steelhead recovery measures. The cooperating
agencie¢ can accordingly consider the acceptability 3.5.2 Dissolved Gas Levels and
of measures included in both the NPPC program Effects
and the 1992 OA/EIS.

One of the most significant adverse effects of some

3.5 UNRESOLVED ISSUES of the reservoirdrawdownoptionscouldbe
increased levels of dissolved gas supersaturation
from increased spilling. Existing water quality

The analyses presented in the OA/EIS point to a models do not allow specific calculation of the gas
number of unresolved issues related to the levels thatcould occur under these circumstances,
enviromn_tal impacts of the options or thei: as there is no operatingexperience with mainstem
performance against the physic.alobjectives. Brief reservoir levels below MOP with which to develop
summaries of key unresolved issues are provided model inputs. In the absence of analytical model

below. A numberof these issues are based on the results, the cooperating agencies have attemptedtostate of existing information and knowledge on key
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estimatepotentialincreasesindissolvedgas I) InterimOperationalActions(e.g.,the1992
concentrationsbasedonpastexperiencerelativeto FlowOptionsEISandongoingoperational
spillepisodes.Theseresultsindicatethat evaluations);
drawdownoptionscausingmajorspillcould

producegaslevelsshowntobelethaltofishover 2) The recoveryplantobedevelopedby
extended river reaches. Correspondingly,there is a NMFS for Snake River salmon;
significant probability that th,s_ options could result
in increased net mortality within the system and 3) Ongoing and scheduled NPPC Fish and
negate any benefits thatmight accrue from reduced Wildlife Programresearchand management
water particle travel time. While this consequence studies;
is uncertain,thepossibilityof majorlossesof fish
must be weighed carefully in evaluating options. 4) The System Operation Review (SOR) EIS

(SOR is scheduled for completionin the
3.5.3 Ability to Monitor Benefits first quarterof 1994); and

One of the intended values from implementing flow 5) StructuralModification and System
improvements is to develop monitoring dataunder ImprovementStudies.
new or test operatingconditions thatwill increase
knowledge of fish passage and other functions of Until a long-term solution for SnakeRiver salmon
the system. A monitoring program tailored to has been identified and implemented,it is likely
specific actions will be included as part of the that the Columbia River System will be operated on
selected plan. While this program will provide an interim operational basis. Improvements and
valuable information, it will not be able to provide changes to the plan will be incremental and based
answers to til of the outstandingunresolved issues, on the results of the evaluations completed in the
The cooperating agencies note that many previous year.
commentorsinscopingrequested'absolute
biologicalproof"thatproposedmeasureswould Theactionstobeimplementedafter1992willbe
providemeasurablebenefitstosalmonbefore guidedby therecommendationsdevelopedinthe
implementinganyflowimprovements.This recoveryplanforSnakeRiversalmon.Atthe
standarddoesnotexistwithintheavailableresearch sametime,theinformationandresultsdeveloped
informationandcannotbemetwiththeproposed by interimactionsandbyongoingresearchunder
mortitoringprogram.Therewillalwaysbe theNPPC FishandWildlifeProgramwillbeused
potentialconfoundingfactorsthatwillintroduce toassesstherecoveryplanreco_dations.
uncertaintytomonitoringresults.Further,the
ultimateimpactofvariousmeasuresintendedto SOR willprovidethe"bigpicture"viewofhow the
improvefishpassagecannotbeknownor systemcanbe operatedtomeetmultiplepurpose
speculateduponuntiladultfishreturnsovera needs,includinganadromousfish.The SOR will
periodofyearshavebeenevaluated, leadtoagencydecisionson anew Pacific

NorthwestCoordinationAgreementandwillalso
3.5.4 Long-Term Solutions provide analytical support to long-termdrawdown

evaluationssuchasbiologicalbenefitsandsystem

One of the most common issues raised in scoping impacts, lt will incorporate, where appropriate, the
for the OA/EIS was the need for long-term results of interim operational actions, the recovery
solutions to the fish passage situation and declining plan for Snake River salmon, and ongoing NPPC
salmon stocks. The cooperating agencies share this fish and wildlife research studies. In turn, the
desire, and areworking towardlong-term actions results of SOR will be used to develop and refine
through other processes. The long-term solution interim operational action plans and contribute to
will be based on the information gained in 1992 asseasments of recommendationsof the recovery
from monitoring and evaluation programs and the plan.
results of related but separate actions. The
principal actions being conducted by Federal Finally, the structural modificationand system
agencies whose results will contribute to a long- improvement studies will provide information and
term solution are: reco_dations on structural alternatives and

improvements to project facilities. This
information will be incorporated into SOR,
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subsequent detailed implementationstudies, and aignificant effects on fish and wildlife; (2) provide
interim action plans as it becomes available. This informationbeneficial to future fish activities and
information will also be used to assess the will not foreclose future flow alternatives;
recommendations of the recovery plan for Snake (3) present unreasonablesafety hazardsto the
River salmon. The cooperating agencies and physical structuresor to the operation of the
appropriateparties will be conductingevaluations projects; (4) maintain the water quality of the
of these measures on a continuingbasis during the ColumbiaRiver Basin; and (5) address project
foreseeable future, operationsin a mannerwhich recognizes a balance

of the uses served by the Columbi_ River Basin
Since development of a long-term solution will be while providing biological b_-_efitsto fish. These
based on informationto be generated in the short options are presented for review by the public in
term, interim operations between 1992 and this document.
development of a long-term solution may require
additional analysis of impacts and supplemental Cost effective_u_ssand acceptabilityhave served as
environmental compliance, a major considerations in the plan selection process.

The cost-effectiveness criteria, in terms of relative

4.0 PLAN SELECTION AND coststo achievea decreasein waterparticletravel

IMPLEMENTATION time andwater temperaturegoals, were used to
rank the alternatives. Acceptability of these
alternativesby State and local entities and the

A preferredplan for 1992 was selected following public were considered for each of the alternatives.
public and agency review of the draft document,

based on the following general criteria: Finally, from this process an alternative which most
closely meets regionally established objectives with

• Ability to implement the plan in 1992 acceptable costs, minimal environmentaldamage,
and public acceptabilitywas selected for the 1992

• Cost effectiveness juvenile fish action plan. The alternative selected
for implementationin 1992 might require

* Performance against physical objectives adjustmentdepending on hydrologic conditions. To
identifywhat adjustment might be required, the

• Acceptability of the environmental impacts forecastsof selected plan will be evaluatedagainst

• Public acceptability low and high forecasts of basin runoff volumes.

Key aspects of the selection and implementation 4.1 INITIAL SCREENING OF
process are summarized below. ALTERNATIVES

The physical objectives regardingjuvenile and adult Ali measures to some degree satisfy the objective
migrants bec.amethe startingpoint for the of reducingtravel time for migrating salmon.
evaluation procedures established for this Thus, to satisfy Step 1 of the screening criteria,
document. Individual options were screened to measures must be implement,able in 1992, To
determine whether they satisfied (to some degree) evaluate implementability in 1992, three que.;tions
one or more of the physic.alobjectives. Those that were asked:
did not meet this test were discarded from further

consideration. The next step was to screen 1. Will the measure negatively affect fish.'?
remainingmeasuresintocategoriesof
implementability.Categoryoneoptionscanbe 2. Willthemeasurepresentunreasonablesafety
physicallyimplementedbyMarch 1992andcanbe hazardstophysicalstructuresorthe
implemented within existing authorities. The operation of the projects?
remaining category is a deferred statusfor
consideration in subsequentyears. 3. Will the measure foreclose future actions

(i.e., result in irreversible effects)?
Options determined to be implementable by March
1992 and within existing authorities were then
evaluated on whether the option will (1) have
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If the answer to any of these questions was yes, the coopering agencies received written or verbal
measure wu determined to be non-implemmtable commmts from a total of 207 commmtors, This
in 1992. final OA/EIS reflects the cooperatingagencies'

responses to public comments,
Although producingthe greatest reductionin water

particle travel time, the options that have ali lower In addition, the public parficip,._/onrequired in the
Snake River projects at near spillway were NEPA process satisfies the requirements of Section
determinednot to be implemmtable in 1992. This 310(b) and Section 415(b) of the Water Rmources
condition would have significant negative impacts Developmmt Act of 1990. Section 310(b) requires
to salmon stocks. Adult passage facilities would be public participationin changes to reservoir
inoperable and could not be modified in time for operation criteria. Section 415(b) requires public
the 1992 upstreammigration. Thus, ali adult notific.atlon(hearings) of actions associated with
passage from Ice HarborDarn on upstream would drawdown of DworshakReservoir.
be eliminated, Also, increased spill would cause a

significant increase in dissolved gas levels (135 to 4.3 COMPARISON OF ALTER-
150percent).Theselevels are considered lethalto
fish. Finally, this option presents an unrmsonable NATIVES FOR 1992
safety hazardtothe projects.Without adequate
tailwater elevations, unacceptable scour and severe Seven reservoirdrawdownoptions and seven flow
erosion could occur at the downstream toe of each augmentationalternativeshave potential for
project. Project modifications to accommodate implementationin 1992. Additionally, three
upstreamfish passage and structuralprotection combinationmeasures have been analyzed. These
would require extensive hydraulic modeling before combinations do not representali possible
effective designs could be completed, combinations. They arediscussed to illustrate how
Implementationcould, therefore, be sometime after various alternativescan be combined and the
1992. impactsdisplayed. Followingpublicreview ofthe

draft OA/EIS, a slightly differe4ntcombination is
Flow augmentation alternativesthat include water presented in the final document. However, ali
volumes greamr than 100 KAF from the upper impacts resulting from individual alternatives have
Snake River System (above Brownlee) are also not been outlined and furthercombinations will not
implementable in 1992. Negotiations for this water present new informationon impacts. The
are very complex and cannot be completed in time discussion in Section 3 of this summary presents a
for the water to be available in spring 1992. comparison of these alternatives.

4,2 PUBLICINVOLVEMENT 4.4 PLAN SELECTION
CONCLUSIONS

There are a large number of highly controversial
issues associated with some of the actions Based on performanceagainst the five plan
evaluated; consequently, public input was sought selection criteria, summaryconclusions from the
before a plan was selected for 1992. Among other evaluation of the options are presented below.
things, the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) requires that the views of interested 4.4.1 SnakeRiverDrawdown
members of the public be sought and incorporated

into the final plan. The process of soliciting the 4.4.1.1 Lower Granite to Elevation
concernsand interests of the public beganwiththe

710 with the Remainingissuance in May 1991 of the Notice of Intent to
proceed with the project and to conduct an Projects to MOP
environmental analysis. Public scoping was
conductedinJune to define the issues to be The drawdownof Lower Granite Reservoir to
addre,_ed in the draft OA/EIS. The draft OA/EIS elevation 710 would result in many significant
was sent to a total of 1,500 people. Following its environmental imp_ts. These include:
release, a 50-day public comment period took piace
during which written and verbal comments on the • Possible increases in the dissolved gas
alternatives were sought. Six workshops/public (atmospheric) levels to the lethal stage; and
meetings were held to solicit comments. The
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* Adult fish passage problemsassociated with and the combined water particle travel time of the
spilling 100 percmt of the flow at Lower existing reservoir system. Therefore, even the
Graniteand creatingsn extremely turbulent relatively minor impacts associated with these
condition in the tailracearea that would drawdowns is unwarranted.
disorientadult salmon and prevent them
from entering the fish laddermtrances. Drawdown of John Day Reservoir to 262.5 was

implemmted in 1991. The reservoir was raised
In addition, this alternativereceived no support when needed to mitigate for impacts to irrigation.
based on comments received during the Draft This action resulted in no significant impacts for
OA/EIS public review. As a result, this alternative 1991 and can be implementedagain in 1992. This
was eliminated from furtherconsideration, drawdown will provide a reduction in water particle

travel time, ranging from 1/2 to 2 days depending
4.4.1.2 Drawdown to MOP oatheflowconditions,Thisalternativeis

mpported by the public and has been included as
The drawdown of _dl four projects to MOP appears part of the NPPC's Fish and Wildlife Management
to be cost-effective. Whereas the benefits to water Program. This option is recommendedfor
particle travel time _ not considered to be implementationfor 1992.
significant, the economicand environmental effects
are also very small. The major impact is to power, 4.4.3 Snake River Flow
resulting in a loss to some peaking capacity. This Augmentation
alternative was implementedin 1991 without

significant incident. It alsohasbee,,incorporated A number of flow augmentationoptions evaluated
within the NPPC Fish and Wildlife Management for the Snake River appearto be cost-effective.
Program, and based upon co_ts received on However, due to limitations of modeling using
the Draft OA/EIS, this alternativehas public monthly averages and a constant allocation of water
support. This option is recorded for budget versus the actual daily operationand
implementationfor 1992. shapeable water budget, the cost-effectiveness

analysiswas unable to distinguish much difference
4.4.2 Columbia River Drawdown betweeneachspecificaugmentationoption.

4.4.2.1 Drawdown to MOP Storagefrom Brown]eehasbeeneliminatedfrom
further consideration and will not be reconunended

Drawdown of the four lower Columbia River for implementation in 1992. Although use of
projects to MOP was eliminatedfrom further Bmwnlee storage would be beneficial for flow
consideration primarilydue to a lack of cost- augmentationpurposes, the cooperatingagencies do
effectiveness. With this alternative, the economic not have any authority to control Brownlee
impacts within the John Day and McNary operationfor fish passage.
reservoirs were very high, primarilydue to the loss
of irrigation. The preferredoption for 1992 is one which follows

the NPPC plan if the April Lower Graniterunoff

4.4.2.2 Drawdown of John Day to forecast is less than 16 MAF and OptionJ if the
262.5, McNary to 337, and forecast is 16 MAF or greater. This provided a

balance of improving water particle travel time
Bonneville and The Dalles to (comparedwithmeBaseCase),rodimpactsto
MOP Dwonhak, primarilyassociated with the probability

of refill. Each plan by itself was strong in certain
Although this alternativeappearedto be cost- areasand weak in others. The NPPC plan provides
effective, the benefits to water particle travel time more flow augmentationthan OptionJ in the low
were very low, particularlywithin Bonneville, The runoff years (forecast runoff of 16 MAF or less).
Dall_, and McNary reservoirs. The maximum However, in told-rangerunoff forecasts, OptionJ
combined reductionin water particle travel time for provides more water budget than the NPPC plan
these reservoirs was approximatelyone-half of one and a better probabilityof refill in years when the
d_y. This small reduction in water particle travel 100 kcfs target flow at Lower Granitecan be
time is considered to be negligible when taking into provided without a large contributionfrom
accountthe level of detail used in the evaluations Dworshak. Based on early forecasts for 1992
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runoff,preliminaryestimatesofrefillprobabilityat will-IsobeusedtoverifytheCOLTEMP model
Dworshak for the preferred plan is 77 percent, projections, The NPPC supportsthis action and
This option incorporatesa sutagantialportion of the has included this action in their ammdmmt plan,
NPPC Fish and Wildlife Plan and is recommended

for implementation in 1992, 4.4.6 Physical Test Drawdown

4.4.4 Columbia River Flow The objectiveof this-lternativei_ to collectdata,

Augmentation to be usedin the development of long-term studies
associated with drawdown proposals on the lower

The time frame for completing this OA/EIS was Snake River, Although the test is not considered to
very short, Therefore, the scope of studywas be s biological test, information _ will assist
limited.One ofthelimitswasthenumberof inmakinglong-termdecisionsregardingmeansto
storage reservoirson the Columbia River thatcould improve migration conditions. Since the objective
be included for evaluation. For example, Libby is not to increase water particle travel time, cost-
and Hungry Horse (large storage reservoirs in effectiveness is not a criteria.
Montana) were excluded, As a result, the amount
of flow augmentation on the ColumbiaRiver was 4.4.6.1 Lower Granite to Near
also limited. Due to thelimitedscope,Target 200 Spillway
wastheonly flowproposalevaluatedin this
OA/EIS. Studiesaddressingactionsfor 1993and Thisalternativecouldbe implementedor July 15,
beyond will evaluate additional flow augmentation 1992 or February 1993. The July 15 test was
proposals on the Columbia River. determinedto impact adult and juvenile salmon

migration, although this period is not considered to
The evaluations indicated that the Target 200 be a peak migration segson, As a result the
proposal is cost-effective and has acceptable National Marine Fisheries Service did not support
environmental effects, This proposal has the same this period, and it was eliminated, The February
effects as the proposal identified in the NPPC 1993 test was not heavily supportedby the region,
amended program, Therefore, it is considered to Regional interests wanted a test in 1992; therefore,
be the same and have regional acceptance and is the Februarytest was eliminated from further
recommended for implementation in 1992, consideration,

4.4.5 Temperature Control for Adults 4,4.6,2 Two-Reservoir Drawdown
Test: Lower Granite and

The temperaturecontrolstudies,bothfield and Uttle Goose
computermodel,conductedin1991arestill
considered to be preli_ because the dataand

The two-reservoir drawdown test has strongresults remain inconclusive, The limited cool water
releases from Dworshak in 1991 resulted in lower regional support. This is evident based upon

comments received to the draft OA/EIS and the fact
fiver temperatures within Lower Granite and Little thatit has been included in the NPPC Fish andGoose reservoirs, Results from the COLI'EMP

Wildlife plan. By performing the test in 1992, themodel indicated thatlarge volumes (1 MAF) of
information can be used in long-term drawdown

cool water would be required to meet the studies identified in the NPPC Fish and Wildlife
temperature objectives at the mouth of the Snake
l_ver. This would lower Dworshak Reservoir plan. By drawing down two sequential reservoirs,
approximately 50 feet, resulting in substantial the tailwaterconditionsat Lower GraniteDam will
negative environmental impacts. In addition, there be similar to four reservoir drawdown conditions.
is a lack of information availableconcerning the This test will also provide some information that is

unattainablethroughthree.dimension-l laboratorybiological benefits (timing of releases and target
temperature) to implement a 50-feet drawdown, models (i.e., turbineoperation, gassaturation

levels, etc.). The datacollectedwillalsovalidate

Additional field tests are recorded in 1992. ongoing modeling efforts and projections.
This test will furtherevaluate the effectiveness of
_1 water releases on improving migration
conditions, The information collected from this test
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4.5 PREFERRED PLAN OF ACTION w_r fromDword._ will

FOR 1992
2) Additional water from Dworshak

The cooperating agencies did not elect to identifya (above 900 KAF) will be released
preferredalternative for 1992 fiver operationsin when refill probability is in excess of
the draft OA/I/IS, Because of the complexity of 70 percent,
the issues and potentialoptions,theagencies

wanted to obtain public review of the various Dworshakwill be operated to MRCs and
options and their effects before selecting a flood control shift to Grand Coulee would
preferredplan, By deferring selection of a occur when the forecast April to July
preferred plan to the final OAfEIS, the _g inflow to Dworshak is less than 2,6 MAF.
agencies were able to more efficiently coordinate

plan selection and evaluation with the NPPC • Lower Columbia River flow augmentation
planning process, of up to 6.4 MAF if January throughJuly

runoff is 80 MAF or loss and 3,4 MAF if

As a result of the analysis presented in the draft runoff is 90 MAF or more during the
OA/EIS, public review of the document, and months of May and June, Mean monthly
further analysis in response to review comments, flows of about 200 kcfs at The Dalles are

the cooperatingagencies have selected a set of expected,
options comprising the preferredalternative for

1992, The preferred alternative includes the • Field studies will be conducted in August
following measures discussed previously in Sections 1992 to test the effectiveness of cool water
3,2.2 through 3.2,5: releases from Dworshak Dam to reduce

water temperaturesin the lower Snake
• Drafting all four lower Snake River River to benefit adult fall chinook, If

projects to MOP from April I to July 31, Dworshak is full or nearly full by the end
of July, draft the reservoir up to 20 feet in

• Conducting a two-reservoir drawdown test August as needed for the temperature
at Lower Granite and Little Goose control evaluation, This could results in

reservoirson the lower Snake River in Dworshakreleases of up to 360 KAF. In
March. September, beginning immediately after

Labor Day, release up to 200,000 acre-feet
s John Day Pool would be drafted to near of additionalcool water from Dworshak

elevation 262.5 starting on May 1 and reservoir, as needed for the temperature
ending on May 31, This elevation will be control evaluations. If Dworshak reservoir
maintained for as long as possible without is not full, use of Dworshak for
impacting irrigators located on the temperaturecontrol will be addressed in the
reservoir. The IX>OIwill be raised July meeting of the Fish Operations
accordingly to assure thatirrigatorsare not Executive Committee.
affected.

The environmental effects of these individual
• Lower Snake River flow augmentationof components of the preferred alternative are

900 KAF or more from Dworshak, based discussed in detail in Section 4. The collective

on total basin forecast (April-July) of 16 effects and the basis for selecting this plan are
MAF (or less) at Lower Granite. This addressed in Section 5.
volume of water is in additionto any
minimum flow release requirementsat
Dworshak when run-off forecasts are above
16 MAF. The above volume will be
provided with the following conditions:

1) When natural flows at Lower Granite
Danaexceed100 kcfs,the volumeof
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

On April 5, 1991, the National MarineFisheries operated, Some of the proposed changes in the
Service (NMFS) proposed thatthe Snake River operationof the dams are designed to inoreas¢ the
sockeye salmon be listed as an endangered species flow of the Snake-Columblarivers duringthe 1992
under the Federal Endangered Species Aot (ESA) outmlgmttonperiod to decrease the travel time for
(56 FR 14055), On June 7, 1991, the NMFS young salmon to migrate to the ocean, It is thought
announced the proposed listing of the Snake River that this, in turn, would increase salmon survival
spring, summer, and fall chinook salmon as rates, Otherproposed actions are intendedas tests
threatenedspecies (56 FR ,29542;56 FR 29547), that would provide data to be used in developing
On November 20, 1991, the NIVlFSdeclared the long-term struzturaland operational modifications,
Snake River sockeye salmon endangeredeffective The study also examines the effect of fiver flows
December 20, 1991. and te_ on adult salmon m/gration,

These actions are the culminationto date of a As the title indicates, the docmnent deviates
hi_aoricaldecline in wild salmon stocks in the somewhat from the trad/tionalEIS in thatit also
Snake-Columbia River System. The NMFS has serves as a U,S, Army Corps of Engineers (Corps)
until April 1992 to make a final decision on planningdocument. The OptionsAnalysis focuses
whether to list these salmon stocks as endangered on how well the alternativesmeet the physical
or threatened, objectives establishedfor this study (decreasing

, water particle travel time for juveniles and reducing
Both naturaland human-caused factorshave water temperaturefor adults), and their cost-
contributed to the e.ndangerodstatus of these wild effectiveness, implementability, md acceptability by
salmon stocks, This Options Analysis/Environ- public and private interests, The evaluation led to
mental Impact Statement (OA/EIS) addresses only the selection of a plan to improve fish passage
one human-caused factor--modification of natural down the lower Snake-Columbia rivers for the 1992
river flow by eight Federal run.of-riverdams and season and obtain data for use in other long-term
reservoirs in the Columbia River Basin, studies,

1.1 PURPOSE AND NEED 1.2 BACKGROUND

The system of dams and reservoirs constructed The Shoshone-BannockIndian Tribe of Idaho on

along the lower Snake and Columbia rivers have April 2, 1990, petitioned the NMFS to list the
provided many benefits--power, commercial Snake River sockeye salmon under the ESA. On
navigation, irrigation, water quality, recreation,and June 7, 1990, a group of conservationorganizati6ns
fish and wildlife--to the region, However, the filed separatepetitions with the NMFS to list the
projects also have lowered the rate at which the Snake River spring, summer, and fall chinook
water flows through the fiver system, This slower salmon and the lower Columbia River eoho salmon
flow rate might increa,.3 the time it takes juvenile under the ESA, In response, Senator Mark
salmon to migrate from their freshwaterspawning Hatfield of Oregon convened a regional assembly
grounds to the saltwaterof the Pacific Ocean, of organizationsand interestsconcerned with the
Some believe the longer migration time may affect plight of the Snake-Columbia River salmon, These
salmon stuwival by increasing their chances of interestsincluded public agencies responsible for
being eaten by predators, It may also interfere water management,power productionand
with the natural physic.al changes requiredfor them marketing, and fisheries management;
tx_adapt from freshwater to saltwater, thus, representatives of affected states and potentially
reducing their instinct to migrateand decreasing affectedeconomic interests; and members of the
their survival, public concerned with conservation of the Pacific

Northwest salmon, This group, known as the
"/'hepurpose of this OA/EIS is to evaluate the "SalmonSummit,"held its first tbrmal meeting on
impacts aad benefits of several alternatives to the June 30, 1990. The mission of the Salmon Summit
wsy certain dams and reservoirs in the was to producea salmon management plan in
Snake-Columbia River System are currently response to the petitions to list the five salmon
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stocks under the ESA, The plan was to include The geographla scope of this analysis is the
actions related to salmon harvest, production, Columbia River Basin from Bonneville Dam In
habitat, and water namagement, Oregon upstream to the upper Snake River

reservoirs in Idaho, and north to Mica Dam in
Although the Salmon Summit reached no consensus British Columbia, Canada, IncludM in tills

on a long-term plan of action, it did agree on a analysis are run-of-river and storage reservoirs (see
plan for 1991, This plan included an evaluation of Olossary) on the Columbia and Snake rivers,
expanding the volume of the Water Budget (an Storage proje,ots include Federal and non-Federal
amount of water released from certain reservoirs in dams in the United States and Canada, which

the spring to increase river flows to aid migrating influence flows past the Corps' eight run-of-river
juvenile salmon [see Section 3]), drawing down dams on the lower Columl_la and lower Snake
(releasing water to lower the reservoir) certain rivers (Figure 1,3-1),
reservoirs along the lower Snake and Columbia
rivers to minimum normal operating levels to This OA/EIS presents five basic alternatives for

increase river flow (velocity) and extending the improving the flow of the lower Snake and
length of time the Corps operates its program to Columbia rivers to benefit salmon in 1992,
transport juvenile salmon downstream to the ocean
by barge or truck, These regional actions 1, No action (conditions similar to those during

contributed to the decision by NMFS not to invoke 1985 to 1990),
an emergency listing for sockeye salmon,

2, Improve flows, or provide test data needed

The Salmon Summit also requested that the Corps for future actions by drawing down the four
"undertake the processes necessary to design a lower Snake and four lower Columbia River ,
study for Snake River reservoir drawdown during projects (9 different options),

operation year 1992 that would improve the passage = 3, Improve flows through flow augmentationof migrants (juveniles) without impeding the
upstream migration (adults)." Subsequent agency from storage projects (15 different options),

discussions expanded the original request to include 4, Improve flows by a combination of
ali practical water management measures to drawdown and flow augmentation options,
improve salmon passage, for both juveniles and

adults, through the eight Federal dams on the lower 5, Storage releases for control of river
Columbia and Snake rivers. Alternatives for test temperature in late summer,
drawdowns and river temperature control were also

included. Because of the urgent need to protect the Snake-
Columbia River salmon, this document was

1.3 SCOPE prepared In an extremely short ttmeframe,

restricting the development of new data or

This document evaluates alternatives to improve Information, Therefore, the analysis presented is
salmon passage through the Corps' four lower b_ed on existing available information, Data on
Columbia River and four lower Snake River fish survivability, relationship of improved fish

reservoirs during the 1992 operating year, Opttons passage to increased fish returns, and the effect of
identified are system operational changes in the ' reduced migration times on actual fish run recovery
mmaagement of river flows and changes to specific are not available. In the absence of empirical
proj_t operations, Actions evaluated are those that relationships based on hard data, relationships

water management agencies might implement to based on logical inferences have been used, For

contribute to the survival of the s,,lmon proposed example, water particle travel time (the time tt
for listing. System changes requtrLag significant takes a unit of water to move from one poInt

new construction or structural facility modifications downstream to another) has been used in piace of
are outside of the scope and intent of this actual juvenile fish travel time, In ali cases,
document, consistent data have been presented for each

action; thus, alternatives can be compared on an
equal basis.
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Finally, the de_iston process andselection criteria undertakenthrough the System OperationReview
used to select a planof action in the tirol OA/EIS (SER) being cobdu_ted by the Corp6, BoR, and
is presented, A preferredplan was not identified in BPA, The Northwest Power Planni_ Council
the draft OA_IS, A large numberof highly (NPPC), created by the U,S, _ to develop
controversial issues are associated with some of the and oversee the Columbia River Basin Fish and
actions evaluated; consequently, public input was Wildlife Program, is developing a comprehensive,
sought before a plan was selected for 1992, long-term recovery plan for salmon and steelhead

a4xx:ks, And, finally, the Corps is conductingthe
This document satisfies the requirements of the Columbia River Salmon Mitigation Analysis
National EnvironmentalPolicy Act (NEPA), (CRSMA), which will include an evaluation of a
NEPA requires that (1) a range of alternatives for variety of possible long-term measures, primarily
achieving the project's goal be put forth, (2) an _n_, to increase the salmon runs, These
analysis of the environmental impacts of each studies and this OA/EIS will be integrated to
alternative be conducted, (3) measures to mitigate provide short- and long-term solutions to meet the
adverse impacts be discussed, and finally (4) the needs of both people and naturalresources,
views of interested members of the public be protecting the resources while maintaining the
sought and incorporatedinto the final plan, The benefits createdby the dams,
OA/EIS accomplished the first threeobjectives,
The process of achieving the final One of the most common issues raised in seeping
objective--soliciting the concerns and interests of for the OA/EIS was the need for long-term
the public--began with the issuance in May 1991 of solutions to the fish passage situation and declining
the Notice of Intent to proceed with the projectand selr_on stocks, The cooperating agencies share this
to conduct an environmental analysis, Public desire, and are wolking toward long-term actions
seepingwas conductedinJunetodefinetheissues throughotherprocesses,The long-termsolution
tobeaddressedinthedraftOA/EIS,Afterthe willbebasedon theinformationgainedin1992
draftOA/EISwas published,a 50-daypublic frommonitoringandevaluationprogran_andthe
comment period took piace during which written results of related but separateactions, The five
and verbal comments on the alternatives were principal actions being conducted by Federal
obtained, agencies whoseresultswillcontribute to a long-

term solution are:

As the lead agency, the Corps expects to complete
ali necessary NEPA analysis by March 1992, The 1) Interim OperationalActions (e,g,, the 1992
Corps is preparing this document in cooperation Flow Options EIS and ongoing operational
with the Bureau of Reclamation (BOR)and the evaluations);
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA), because
these agencies have a major role in water 2) The recovery plan to be developed by
management decisions within the Columbia River NMFS for Snake River salmon;
Basin. The BoR is responsible for identifying
impacts to Grand Coulee Dam which it built and 3) Ongoing and scheduled NPPC Fish and
manages, The BPA is responsible for evaluating Wildlife Program research and management
i_ts to hydropower and non-Fedend projects, studies;
Following selection of an action plan for 1992, the
Corps, in cooperation with regional interests, will , 4) The SeR EIS (SeR is scheduled for
develop a specific approach to implement the action completion in the first quarter of 1994); and
plan in 1992,

5) StructuralModification and System
The results of this 1992 plan ,,viiibe factored into hnprovement Studies,
otherstudies currentlyunderway timed at finding #

long-term solutions to the problem of the survival Until a long-term solution for Snake River salmon
of the Pacific Northwest salmon, A more has been identified and implemented, it is likely
comprehensive review of the multiple uses of the that the ColumbiaRiver System will be operated on
Columbia River System, including fisheries, will .be an interim operational basis, Improvements and
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changes to the plan will be incrementaland based the Smtke-C,olumbia rivers play gttcha critical role
on the results of the evaluationscompleted in the in salmon survival, Salmon are anadromous fish;
previous year. that Is, they spawn in freshwater, rear in freshwater

rivers, migrate downstream to the estuary, enter the
The actions to be implemented after 1992 will be ocean, grow to maturityin the ocean, and remm to
guided by the recommendationsdeveloped in the freshwaterto reproduceand die. This movement
recovery plan for Snake River salmon, At the from freshwaterto saltwater historically followed_
same time, the information trodtomtits developed the natural flow patternsof their qmwning and
by interim actions and by ongoing resea_h under rearing waters before human development altered
the NPPC Fish and Wildlife Programwill be used that flow pattern, Most species spawn in late fill
assess the recovery plan recommendations, when flows are at their lowest or are rising,

increasing the chance that eggs are always covered
SeR will provide the 'big picture' view of how the with water, The eggs typically hatch in December
system can be operatedto meet multiplepurpose or January, The hatcldings(ctlled alevins) live for
needs, including anadromous fish, The SOR will a monthor more on nutrimts stored in their yolk
lead to agency decisions on a new Pacific sac, Once the sac is absorbed, the young fish
Northwest Coordination Agreement madwill also (called fry) must find and capture food to survive,
provide analytical support to long-term drawdown Fortunately, Imtchlings typically develop into fry
evaluations such as biological benefits and system during the spring thaw (March or April) when the
impacts, It will incorporate, where appropriate,the firsthatch of aquaticinsects occurs, providing a
results of interim operationalactions, the recovery ready source of food, As the waters and
plan for Snake River salmon, and ongoing NPPC temperaturesbecome warmer, and more and
fish and wildlife research studies, In turn, the different kinds of invertebrate food sources become

results of SeR will be used to develop and refine available, the fry grow rapidly, Depending on the
interim operationalaction plans and contribute to species madstock, fry will spend as little as a
assessments of recommendations of the recovery month to over a year in the stream of their birth,
plan, Sometime during the first or second spring of life,

the fry begin a biochemical change called
Finally, the StructuralModification and System smoltification thattriggers the migrationurge,
Improvement Studies will provide informationand Smoltification is the C'a.nge that adapts the body
recommendations on structuralalternativesand from a freshwaterto a saltwater environment, The
improvements to project facilities, This young salmon (smelts) move down the river
information will be incorporated into SeR and tributaries, migratingmainly during spring and
interim action plans as it becomes available, This sunmmr when natural water flows would normally
information will also be used to assess the be at their highe_st, Smelts are moved along by the
recommendations of the recovery plan for Snake flow of the fiver, and must reach the ocean before
River salmon, The cooperating agencies and the physiological capability of surviving in saltwater
appropriate parties will be conducting ewluations ceases,
of these me,asures over the next several years,

The ocean provides the larger and more abundant
Since development of a long-term solution will be food resources required for salmon to grow to
based on information to be generated in the next maturity (6 to 60 pounds), These fish may spend
few years, interim operations between 1992 and ts little as a year or as much as 5 years in the
development of a long-term solution may require ocean before they become sexually mature mad
additional analysis of impacts and supplemental begin their return to freshwater, This requires that
environmental compliance, they undergo physiological changes to return to

freshwater, Most return to the same streamwhere

1.4 LIFE HISTORY OF PACIFIC theywere hatched, lt is believedthatthey do this

SALMON by being able to distinguish minute differences in
the chemical composition of the water of different
streams, In order to make this trip, they need

An understandingof the unique characteristicsof bypass facilities (fish ladders) to get up and around
the life cycle of the Pacific salmon helps to explain the dams on the rivers and back to their spawning
why the river flows and hydropower dams along
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grounds. Here they spawn and die, producinga It is apparentthat muchof the kistorical nmge has
new generationin the same waters thatgave them been lost. For example, the areas above Chief
life. Joseph and the Hells Canyon Complex are now

inaccessible to salm6n and steelhead. The loss of
This complex life cycle, with its near miraculous sdditiomd habitat is the result of several factors

journey, as well as their significant commercial (e.g., water diversion projects, loss of suitable
value, make the Pacific salmon highly vulnerable to riparian habitat, etc). The single largest area of
the actions of modernhuman activity. Changes in remaining spawning and rearing habitA for wild
water quality caused by agficulau'al, municipal, salmon and steelhead in the system is in the Snake
industrial and mining actions; overharvest; River System (including the Salmon River Basin)
diversion of spring and summer runoff for upstreamof Lower Graniteand downstreamof the

irrigation; riparianhabitat loss due to logging; Hells Canyon Complex. To reach this spawning
uncontrolled grazing; and direct and indirect effects ground, fish must pass throagh the eight run-of-
of dams (blockage to upstream spawning grounds river reservoirsand dams ( xamined in this
and modificationof downstreamwaters) ali have OA/EIS.
contributedto the decline of Pacific salmon.

1.6 ISSUESOF CONCERN
1.5 STATUS OF PACIFIC SALMON

Several major key issues are at the heart of the
The populationdecline of adult fish returning from development of any plan to improve salmon
the ocean to their freshwaterspawning grounds survival by alterin_ river flows.
paralleled the development of dams, irrigation

diversion, livestock grazing, mining, municipal and 1.6.1 Flow-Survival Relationship
industrial development, and over-fishing of the

salmon and steelhead runs. Before these The relationship between improved flow conditions
developments in the Columbia Basin, up to 16 and increased survival of salmon in the
million wild salmon and steelhead returnedto t_e Snake-Columbia rivers is based upon the
Columbia and Snake rivers to spawn in streams , assumption that the rate of travel of juvenile salmon
where they were born (Chapman, 1986; CBF'WA, is related to water velocity. The increased water
1991b). By 1938 when Bonneville Dam was velocity results in reduced water particle travel time
completed, this numberhad fallen to 5 to 6 million, through the lower Columbia-Snake fiver reservoirs
mainly as a result of over-fishing and the effecls of that presumably translates into reduced travel time
upstream activities that blocked spawning access or for migrating smelts. The quicker the fish can
degraded habitat, Today, the total run is typically pass, the more will survive. A shorter travel time
about 2.5 million, including known fish harvested provides fewer opportunities for predation,
in the ocean. About 0, _ million of these are wild residualism, and other physiological stresses.
fish. In 1990, 1.2 million salmon and steelhead

entered the Columbia River (excluding ocean Substantialuncertaintyexists in the scientific
harvest), about 0.3 million of these were wild fish communityover the exact limits or conditions of
(ODF&W and WDF, 1991). the flow-survival relati,,nship. There is general

agreement that a positive relationship between flow
The loss of Pacific salmon habitat is dramatically and survival exists. Ali agree that there are limits
illustrated in Figures 1.5-1 and 1.5-2 (NPPC to this relationship, but the degree of those limits
database). Figure 1.5-1 illustrates the extent of the remains uncertain. This relationship becomes more
spawning and rearing habitat of salmon and controversial with flows higher than 85,000 cubic
steelhead within the Columbia River Drainage feet per second (85 kcfs) on the Snake River and
Basin in the United States before 1900. Figure 220 kcfs on the Columbia River. For purposes of
1.5-2 illustrates the present extent of the _wning this study, it was concluded that the relationship is
and rearing habitat of sa!mon and steelhead within a general one and should not be considered a
the same area. precise quantitative expression. Thus, other factors

(e.g., species, age, smoltification, gas
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Figure 1.5-1. Historic distribution of anadromous fish in the Columbia River Basin (U.S. portion)
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Figure 1.5-2. Present distribution of anadromous fish in the Columbia River Basin (U.S. portion)
(Source: BPA).
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supersaturation, water temperature, water turbidity, hazanis to the physical stractures or to the
availability of food [see Section 4.2]) must also be operation of the projects; (4) rrufintainthe water
considered when assessing the survival of migrating quality of the Columbia River Basin; and
salmon, (5) addressproject operations in a manner which

recognizes a balance of the uses served by the

1.6.2 Impacts to Other Users Columbia River Basin and provides biological
benefits to fish. Any proposed operation for 1992

The public scoping meetings demonstrated that the will be expected to improve salmon migration and
potential impacts of project drawdowns are of will be designed to provide information that may
direct interest to many users. Impacts to contribute to further fish survival and subsequent
navigation, power, irrigation, and recreation are decisions on future operations.
expected. These impacts are discussed in detail in
Section 4, In addition, the public participation required in the

NEPA process satisfies the requirements of Section

1.6.3 Impacts to Other Species 31003)and Section 41503) of the Water Resources
Development Act of 1990. Section 31003) requires

A concern is that the altered flow regimes, or the public participation in changes to reservoir

drawdown of storage reservoirs to augment river operation criteria. Section 41503) requires public
flows, will affect resident fish, wildlife, and notification (hearings) of actions associated with

wetland and riparian plant communities. These drawdown of Dworshak Reservoir.
effects are discussed m Section 4. The manner in
which these tradeoffs will be made is of concern to
a number of interests and will be addressed in

considering mitigative actions.

1.6.4 Wild Versus Hatchery Stocks

The desire to improve survival of the Snake River

stocks of salmon encompasses preserving genetic

diversity. Debate has been ongoing over the
benefits of hatchery versus wild stocks. This

debate is beyond the scope of this document and
will not be considered further.

1.7 AUTHORITY

Each Federal project in the Columbia River Basin
was constructed and is operated and maintained
under specific Federal authorization and under
o_p!i_.t_ce with general authorities applicable to
the project. Within these authorities, the Corps and

BoR make decisions on how to operate the projects
to meet or balance authorized uses. This document

discusses factors that the managing agencies may
apply to the alternatives to reach a decision on
project operations for 1992. For example, they
would consider if the alternative would (1) not have
sigr_if]c,ant negative effects on fish and wildlife; (2)
provide information beneficial to future fish

migration seasons, and not foreclose future flow
alternatives; (3) not present unreasonable safety
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swimming beach on Lake Sacajawea), 2-87

2,13-3 Dworshak landscape unit (looking north at Canyon Creek recreation
facility boat ramp), 2-89

2,13-4 Brownlee landscape unit (looking east from Snake River Road at
informal boat launch), 2-89

2,13-5 Grand Coulee landscape unit (looking west from Seven Bays Marina), 2-91
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2.0 DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING ENVIRONMENT

This section provides information about the existing Tributaries to the Columbia River that lie near the
environment of the portion of the Columbia River west coast, su0h as the Wlllamette River that flows
Basin System that might be affected by the action through Portland,are dominated by winter rains,
alternatives descflbed in Section 3, lt includes a These result in high streamflow of short duration
summary description of the basin and the affected throughout the winter and lower flow in the
projects and their relationship to the overall system, summer,
This is followed by discussions of physical,
biological, cultural, economic, and social Since the 1930s, the basin has been developed by
environments, The purpose of this section is to the construction of dams to capitalize on the
provide the resource baseline information against hydroelectric potential of the rivers, provide inland
which to measure the anticipated impactsfrom the navigationon the lower Columbia and lower Snake
river management alternatives considered in this river reaches, and achieve improved flood control
document, for areas thathave been subject to flooding in the

past, Some 77 Federal and non-Federal projects
2.1 COLUMBIA RIVER BASIN have been constructed, making the basin one of the

most highly developed in the world, The total
'lhc Columbia River and associated tributaries storage capacity of the system ts approximately40
comprise one of the principal economic and million acre-feet,
environmental resources in the Pacific Northwest,
The river originates in the Rocky Mountains of Table 2,1-1 lists the mean annual runoff of the
British Columbia, Canada, and flows south to be Columbia and Snake rivers in cubtc feet per second
joined by two major tributaries, the Kootenal and (cfs), with the equivalent inches of runoff, for
Pend Orellle rivers, near the U,S,-Canadlan border selected basin areas during a 40-year period, July
(Figure 2, I-1), Anotherimportant tributary, the 1928 throughJune 1968, Mean annual runoff for
Snake River, originates in the region of the ColumbiaRiver at The Dalles was 129 million
Yellowstone National Park in Wyoming and joins acre-feet; at its mouth tt was 173 million acre-feet,
the Columbia River 330 miles upstreamfrom the adjusted for Irrigation depletions,
mouth, From there the river flows westward past
the city of Portland to the Pacific Ocean, The total 2.2 AFFECTED PROJECTS AND
drainage area of the basin is 259,000 square miles, PROGRAMS
and the annual runoff ts 173 mlllton acre-feet,

About 40 percent of the total area lies in the Snake Most juvenile salmon originating from the Snake
River drainage; however, this relatively arid regton River Basin must make their way past etght dam
contributes only about 18 percent of the total flow and reservoir projects on the lower malnstem Snake
during drought years, The greatest contribution of and Columbta rivers before reaching the Pacific
the river's runoff (almost 60 percent in dry years) Ocean, The actions considered in this OA/EIS are

comes from the Canadtan portion of the drainage, operational changes that could be Implemented at
which represents only 14 percent of the total 10 Federal projects and 1 private project in 1992,
drainage area, including the 8 mainstem dams and 3 upstream

storage reservoirs, These 11 projects are Lower
The Columbia River Basin ts primarily a snow-fed Granite, Little Goose, Lower Monumental, and Ice
regime in which snow accumulates in the mountains Harbor on tho lower Snake River; McNary, John
during the winter (November through March), then Day, The Dalles, and Bonneville on the lower
melts to produce runoff during the spring and Columbia River; Dworshak on the North Fork
summer, A broad-crested flood peak usually Clearwater River; Grand Coulee on the middle
occurs in early June, and thereafter the fiver Columbia; and Brownlee on the middle Snake

recedes during the late summer and fall, Summary River (Figure 2,1-1), Brownlee is a Federally
hydrographs of streamflow for the malnstem licensed facility owned and operated by the Idaho
Columbia River at The Dalles and for the Snake Power Company (IPC), The other 10 projects are
River at Lower Granite Reservoir (Figures 2, 1-2 Federal projects, of which Grand Coulee Is
and 2, 1-3) show this general hydrologic pattern,
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DESCRIPTION OFEXISTING ENVIRONMENT

Table 2.1-1, Columbia and Snake river drainage characteristics, _

Mean Annual Runoff

Drainage Volume Equivalent
Area Mean Flow Acre-Feet Precipitation

Drainage Area Location (Sq. Mi,) (efs) (1,000s) (Inches)

Columbia River at Grand Coulee Dam 74,100 107,700 77,970 19.7

Snake River at Brownlee Dam 72,500 16,530 11,970 3.1

Salmon River at Whitebird (Freedom D.S.) 13,320 10,650 7,710 10,9

Clearwater River at Spalding (Lenore D.S,) 8,300 14,110 10,220 23.0

Snake River at Ice Harbor Dam 109,000 47,680 34,520 6.0

Columbia River at The Dalles Dam 237,000 177,900 128,900 10.2

Columbia River at the mouth 259,000 238,800 172,890 12.5

Source: Corps, North Pacific Division.

a/ Runoff figures based on July 1928 through June 1968.

operated by the BoR, and the rest are operated by 2.2.1.1 Storage Projects
the Corps (Table 2.2-1).

The main purpose of storage reservoirs is to adjust
2.2.1 Characteristics of Affected the natural flow patterns of a fiver to closely

Projects conform to water uses. Storage dams in the
Columbia River Basin store the spring and summer

The Federal projects on the Snake and Columbia runoff water until it is nee,ded. Hydropower
rivers are multi-purpose projects that provide many operations typically require concentrated releases of

public benefits in many different areas. Project stored water from late fall through early spring to
facilities h_clude dams and reservoirs; hydroelectric generate electricity. Flood control requirements
powerplz.nts and high-voltage transmission lines; usually require releases in late fall and/or before
navigation channels and locks; irrigation diversions the spring runoff to make flood storage space
and pumps; juvenile and adult fish passage available. These two uses of storage are the
facilities; parks and recreational facilities; lands primary reasons for drawdown, although releases

dedicated to project operations; and areas set aside may be made for other uses at individual projects.
as wildlife habitat. The 11 projects fall into two
major categories: storage and run-of-fiver projects These releases of water from storage projects result
(Figure 2,2-1). Dworshak, Brownlee, and Grand in a wide range of reservoir elevations during a
Coulee are storage facilities, and the remainder are year's operation. For example, Dworshak can
run-of-river facilities, operate over a range of 155 feet; Grand Coulee can

operate over a range of 82 feet. Active storage
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DESCRIPTION OF 2EXISTING ENVIRONMENT

capacity of these 3 projects ranges from 980,000 BoR are responsible for deciding how to operate
aere-feet at Br3wnlee to 5,185,000 acre-feet at their projects based on principles of multiple-use

Grand Coulee. operation, their agency charters, operating
experience, and public concerns, The major uses

2.2.1.2 Run.of-River Projects of the projects are summarized below, Figure
2.2-2 on page 2-9 shows the water levels required

The eight run-of-fiver projects on the lower Snake to accommodate some of these uses, Table 2.2-3
and Columbia rivers were constructed to serve two on page 2-10 gives specific elevation per project for

major purposes: (1) to provide adequate water each item noted in Figure 2.2-2,
depth for navigation over rapids and other

obstacles, and (2) to provide for power generation. 2.2.2.1 Power Generation
With the exception of John Day, these projects do
not have enough storage to permit seasonal Falling water provides the energy to turn power-
regulation of streamflows. However, each has generating turbines at the dams, Hydropower
several feet of daily/weekly storage (pondage), supplies approximately 75 percent of the electricit3,

which is used for hourly regulation of powerhouse in the Pacific Northwest (BPA et al., 1991), When
discharges to follow the daily and weekly load in surplus, it is also an export product for the
patterns (Appendix A), John Day has, in addition, region. The remainder of the region's _lectricity

a limited amount of seasonal flood control storage comes from thermal resources, mainly nuclear and
space, coal'fired plants,

Table 2.2-1 lists the normal operating ranges and Power production on the Columbia River System
usable storage volumes for each project. While it involves three primary objectives that system
is physically possible to draft these reservoirs well managers try to meet, within a variety of system
below the normal minimum pool levels, the constraints:

projects were not designed to operate in that range.
Some of the project facilities, such the navigation • Meeting the region's firm energy
locks, fish ladders, and juvenile 15ypass facilities, commitments
would no longer function and railroad and highway • Optimizing future energy production through
fills and other embankments would not be protected refill

against wave action. • Maximizing non-firm energy production to
keep regional power rates as low as possible

2.2.2 Project Purposes and Uses
Firm Power. Firm power contracts are long-term

With the exception of Brownlee, which is owned commitments that carry a guarantee to meet some
and operated by IPC, each project was constructed or ali of a customer's load requirements over a
under specific Federal authorizing legislation def'me.d period, These contracts are based on an
identifying the major intended uses for each estimate of the firm energy load-carrying capability

project. IPC is responsible for operating Brownlee (FELCC) of the system. FELCC can be defined as
in a manner that best serves multiple uses. Most of the energy produced by the hydroelectric system if
the other projects were specifically authorize..d for the four critical water years (1928 to 1932, the four
power production, flood control, navigation, or lowest eonsecutlve years of runoff in the 50-year

irrigation. The abundance of water mad the predict- period used for power planning) were to reoccur.
ability of its use allows a project to support other The Northwest's publicly owned utilities have first
purposes as weil, but only after its authorized uses claim on power produced by the Federal Columbia
are met (Table 2.2-2). Generic Congressional River System projects, BPA has long-term firm
authorization allows for such uses as water quality, power sale contracts with over 120 utilities, includ-

fish and wildlife, re.creation, and municipal and ing municipalities, public utility districts, and rural
industrial water supply. While the authorizing cooperatives. The agency also sells firm power
legislation stipulated intended use, it seldom directly to some of the region's large industries,

contained explicit provisions for operating the including aluminum smelters. IPC is not a member
individual projects or for their coordinated of the Pacific Northwest Coordination Agreement
operation within the total system. The Corps a.nd and does not integrate its actions.
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DESCRIPTION OFEXISTING ENVIRONMENT

Table 2.2-2. Project uses.

Project Authorized Uses

Grand Coulee power generation, flood control, irrigation, and other beneficial uses

Brownlee ./ power generation, navigation, recreation, fish/wildlife, irrigation, and flood control

Dworshak power generation, flood control, navigation, recreation, and fish/wildlife

Lower Granite b/ power generation, navigation, recreation, fish/wildlife, irrigation, and water quality

Little Goose b/ power generation, navigation, recreation, fish/wildlife, and irrigation

Lower

Monumental hl power generation navigation, recreation, fish/wildlife, and irrigation

Ice Harbor power generation navigation, recreation, fish/wildlife, and irrigation

McNary hl power generation navigation, recreation, fish/wildlife, and irrigation

John Day power generation navigation, flood control, recreation, fish/wildlife, and irrigation

The Dalles t'' power generation navigation, recreation, fish/wildlife, and irrigation

Bonneville power generation navigation, fishery, and recreation

b

Sources: Corps, 1989a, 1988a-d, 1986a, 1968, 1962, 1961a,

a/ Authorized uses per IPC license from Federal Power Commission (now Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission),

b/ Other project purpose is water quality,

Refill, As plans are formulated to draft reservoirs is generally sold with no guarantee of continuous
to meet firm power needs, provide flood control, availability and with the ability to terminate

and generate as much non-firm energy as possible, delivery on very short notice. Non-firm energy is
other continuing needs for reservoir water must be purchased from BPA by Northwest utilities, '
considered, Enough water must be retained in California utilities, and some large industries that

storage to provide flows necessary for spring fish contract directly with BPA for power, Customers
mlgralion and to ensure a high likelihood of in the Northwest have priority to purchase non-firm
rese_'oir refill by summer to fulfill recreational power,
needy, and provide water for next year's power

=,.n..a.lon, Storage reservoirs are the key to matching the
region's plentiful water resources with electricity

Non.firm Power. Non-firm generation is power use patterns, Energy, in the form of water, is held
in excess of that needed to meet firm power in reservoirs when natural streamflows exceed
requirements, In most water years, stream flows power generation requirements. Water is released

are high enough to produce at least some non-firm for generation when it is needed to produce
generation. This is particularly true after January electricity.
1, when initial runoff forecasts make it possible to
estimate how much water will be available from 2.2,2,2 Flood Control
snowpack runoff, In sn average year, non-firm

generation may add 25 percent or more to the The primary flood control season in the Columbia

hydro system's generating output, Non-firm power River System is May through July, Rain-induced

2-8 •"-,_'1....I.......o,1,.,,vl 5A..)1
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floods also occur in the winter in the southern and from about April through September, but can
western parts of the drainage, No significant continue into October or November,
flooding of the Columbia River below Bonneville

Dam has occurred since completion of the Federa_ 2.2.2.5 Fish
projects, Because the abiltty to forecmqt the source

of most flooding (snowmelt) in the study area has A variety of fish facilities and programs have been
improved over time, the amount of flood control dev_doped at the affected projects, Adult fish
storage can be determined several months in passage facilities were built into ali etght of the
advance, Consequently, flood control storage space mainstem Columbia and Snake River dams, In the

in Columbia River reservoirs is maintained only early 1950s, the Corps began an intensive program,
during those months wtth high flood risk, and the in cooperation with regional fish agencies and other
amount of space needed can be predicted by the experts, to improve adult fish passage and develop
amount of runoff expected, This situation makes tt methods of safe juvenile fish passage at each of the
possible to use the reservoir space to store water malnstem dams, These research efforts led to the

for other uses (e,g,, hydropower, irrigation, development of submersible traveling screens to

recreation, and fish flows), when there is reduced divert juvenile fish away from turbine intakes and
flood risk, and for joint purposes during the flood into special conduits for subsequent bypass around '
season, the dam or collection for transport downstream by

truck and barge, Five of the projects currently
2,2.2.3 Navigation have these systems, including Lower Granite, Little

Goose, McNary, Bonneville, and John Day, and a
The Columbia-Snake Inland W,_ter'way from the system at Lower Monumental will be completed by
Pacific" Ocean to Lewiston, Idaho consists of two 1992, Ice Harbor and The Dalles currently use
segments, The first is the 40-foot-deep, open-river sluiceways and will have bypass systems installed
channel for ocean-going vessels that extends 106 by 1993 and 1998, respectively,
miles from the ocean to Portland, Oregon and

Vancouver, Washington, The second is the In addition to physical facilities, other measures

shallow-draft barge channel that extends 359 miles that change the way the river is operated have been
from Vancouver to Lewiston, implemented to protect fish and wildlife, One such

measure is the Water Budget, in which water is

Navigation between Bonneville Dam and Lewiston discharged from storage projects to increase spring
is possible because each dam has a system of locks, flows for juvenile fish passage in the Snake and
and the projects maintain sufficient water at Columbia rivers, In another action taken in 1989,

minimum operating pool (MOP) to pass vessels in NPPC amended their program to incorporate terms
the authorized 14-foot channel depth, This of a recently signed regional Long-Term Spill
navigation channel connects the agricultural interior Agreement (LTSA), The amendments called for
basin with the deep-water ports on the lower passing a specific amount of water over the

Columbia River, spillways of four Corps projects--Lower
Monumental, Ice Harbor, John Day, and The

2.2.2,4 Irrigation Dalles--in the spring and summer (summer only at
John Day), providing non-turbine passage for

Irrigation is an authorized use at nine of the juvenile fish at these projects, This replaced
affected projects (Table 2,2-2), Grand Coulee_ previous Corps spill programs in effect since 1977,

operated by the BoR, is the only one of the affected which used nightly hydro-acoustic monitoring at

projects where irrigation diversion facilities are Lower Monumental and John Day to initiate spill if
integral to the dam and related structures, fish at the powerhouse exceeded threshold numbers,
Irrigation water is withdrawn from the other

projects by pumping stations at the reservoir Rivers and reservoirs are also home to fish that do

margins, None of the projects have storage not migrate to the sea, These fish, such as trout .
allocated to irrigation, The major irrigation and bass, are referred to as resident fish, System

consideration at these projects is to ensure that pool operators monitor water levels to protect the
elevations are high enough to permit the pumps to shallow spawning habitat of resident fish in the
operate, The irrigation season generally extends reservoirs as much as possible, State fish and
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wildlife agencies mat_agethe resident fisheries in runoff in areas of heavy agricultural use jeopardizes
these reservoirs for the benefit of the public, wildlife populations, Municipal and industrial

discharges also d_grade water qualtty in some
2,2.2.6 Wildlife reaches,In the tributaries,stre.amflowsfrom

reservoir projects must be adequate to maintain
Although the focus of most mitigation and water quality requirements for aquatic life,
enhancement actions of Federal projects in the municipal or industrial use, and water recreation,
Columbia Rtver System has been on fish, wildlife Minimum outflows sre specified for each project
protection is also a consideration, Much of the based on downstream requirements, Wtth the
land within and adjacent to Federal project exception of dissolved gases, the projects generally
boundaries Is designated and managed as wildlife have little effect on water quality,
habitat, Several national wildlife refuges are

located on project lands, and a large number of 2,2.3 Project Operation (Prior to
other parcels are operated as habitat management 1991)
units (HMUs), Wildlife considerations also affect

project operations and water management, For The Corps, BoR, and BPA play key roles tn dh'ect
example, more than 20,000 acres at Dworshak hav_ operation of the integrated and coordinated
been designated for present and future wildlife Columbia-Snake River System, The Corps
management, In addition, special operating operates nine of the projects considered in this
requirements are put into effect at certain projects OA/EIS (except Grand Coulee and Br0wnlee), lt is
in the early spring, when geese are selecting their responsible for flood control at all major reservoirs
nesting sites, to keep geese away from areas that in the Columbia River Basin, The Corps also
may later be inundated with water, maintains navigation channels to accommodate

barges and other river traffic, BoR is responsible
2.2.2.7 Recreation for Federallyfinancedwater developmentand

irrigation programs, BoR built and operates Grand
Recreational facilities are provided at ali of the Coulee Dam, BPA markets and distributes the
affected projects (Table 2,2-2), Recreation is a power generated at the Federal projects on the
specifically authorized project purpose in a few Columbla-Snake rivers, BPA sells power from the
cases, More commonly, recreational use and dams and other generating plants to public and
development is generally authorized under private utilities, and it builds and operates
legislation such as the Federal Water Project transmission lines that deliver the electricity, The
Recreation Act of 1964, Facilities are provided by Corps and BoR develop operating requirements for
the project operators or a variety of Federal, State, their projects and, within these limits, BPA
local, and tribal agencies. Key activities include schedules and dispatches power,
fishing, swimming, waterskilng, picnicking,
camping, hunting, boating, windsurfing, and Operation of ali major dams and reservoirs in the
sightseeing, Use of the reservoirs occurs mostly Columbia River System, except for Brownie.e, ts
from late spring through early fall, Normal coordinated to maximize the power benefits
operation of the projects for flood control, power provided by storage, wlthln the constraints placed
generation, and other purposes sometimes conflicts on the system, The Pacific Northwest Coordination
v_ithoptimum conditions for recreational use, Agreement, a complex contract for planned
Where compatible with other project purposes, the operation among the Federal project operators and
projects are operated to maintain re.creation power generating utilities of the Pacific Northwest,
benefits, deals with the power aspects of the coordination, lt

calls for annual planning, which first must
2.2.2,8 Water Supply and Water accommodateali the authorizedpurposesof the

Quality Columbia River System projects, Ali parties to the
agreement coordinate to meet the overall system

The projects supply water to some cities and requirements,
industries by diversion or pumping, but these
diversions are small, Water quality in the Columbia Historically, the dominant functions of the reservoir
River System is generally good, but pesticide system have been navigation, power generation,
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and flood control, Recently added functions generation ts limited to meeting firm power
include maintaining high flows in certainseasons to requirements,
help the juventle salmon and steelhead migzate

downstream, and ensuring htgher lake levels for General operation of the system can be dtvlded into
resident fish and summer recreation, three seasons:

Reservoirs are operated according to guidelines * August through December is the fixed
called rule curves, The curves are used to operate drawdown period, when storage reservoirs
individual reservoirs, as well as the total are operated according to predetermined rule
coordinated reservoir system, Rule curves specify curves because forecasts of the runoff from

reservoir water levels that are desirable for each the snowpack are not available imttl January,
month and provide guidance in meeting project

purposes, Each project operator develops a plan to * January through March represents the
meet the rule curve at the start of each operating variable drawdown period, when operation
year, Plans are updated as the year progresses and of the reservoirs is guided by the runoff
as more information on snowpack and streamflow forecasts, Reservoirs are drafted to provtde
becomes available, flood control space and to meet power

needs, They are also drafted to make non-
Before each new operating year begins in August, firm energy sales, But enough water must
an operating plan is developed from the critical be kept in storage to provide fish flows
period water sequence that is based on water necessary for spring fish migration and to
conditions that occurred from September 1928 reasonably ensure reservoir refill by
through February 1932, Once the basic operating summer,
guidelines are set, actual operation of the system
over the year is based on meeting several related * From April through July, the reservoirs
but sometimes conflicting objectives: store spring runoff, Also during this time,

water is released to help juvenile salmon and
• Provide adequate flood storage space for steelhead migrate to the ocean, Operations

controlling spring runoff, for flood control and power sales conttnue as
needed,

• Maintain an acceptable probability that

reservoirswill refill to providewater for 2.2.4 Activities Related to Fish
next year's operation,

An extensive array of fishery programs has been
• Provide flows to aid downstream migration developed at the projects, Many of these programs

of juvenile fish, and have evolved over time as project operators have
sought to meet specific needs, Passage of the

• Maximize power generation, within the Northwest Electrical Power Planning and
requirements imposed by other objectives, Conservation Act of 1980 significantly expanded

these programs, The Act created the NPPC and

Many variables cause short-term operational adjust- led to its Fish and Wildlife Program, which greatly
ments, For example, sometimes merc rain causes increased the funding available for programs to
higher flows in the fall, This water can be used to protect, mitigate, and enhance fish and wildlife,
produce non-firm energy, or the water can be left

in storage for future use if storage space is 2.2.4.1 Juvenile Bypass Programavailable,Ina poorsnowpackyear,it may be

necessarytodraftreservoirstolevelsjeopardizing MigratingjuvenilesaJmonidsoriginatingabove
theirrefilltogetenoughpowertomeetfirmenergy LowerGranitemustpasstheeightmainstemdams
demandintheregionortomeetotherobligations, toreachtheocean,UnlessbypassfacilitiesareOnceevery4 yearsorso,runoffissolowthat

provided,downstreammigrantscanpassoverthe
reservoirsinthesystemfalltorefill,When this spillwayorthroughthepowerhouseateachdam,
occurs,optionalpowersalesceaseandpower ReducedspringflowsinthelowerSnakeand

Columbiarivershaveledtolesswaterreleased
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over the spillways, resulting in the passage of more Ice and trash slulceways are currently operated for
juveniles through the powerhouse turbines, Rapid passing fish at The Dalles and Ice Harbor, These
changes in pressure are the primary cause of sluteeways are concrete channels along the
mortality when juveniles pass down through the upstream faces of the dams and are separated from
turbines, The impact of the turbine blades and the the reservoirs by a series of gates, The system was
shearing action of water in the turbine can also designed so that the gates could be lowered to sktm
cause injury and death, In addition, juvenile floating ice or debris from the reservoir behind the
salmon and steelhead may be stunned and dam, The slulceways work in a slmtlar fashion to
disoriented after passing through the turbines, attract surfat_e-orlentedjuvenile saJmontds,
trudcingthem more susceptible to predation (Corps, Juvenile fish are attracted into the sluJcewayswhere
1991a), they pass through the channel to the tailraces below

the dams,
Ali eight lower Columbia and Snake River dams

have been equipped with some type of bypass 2,2.4,2 Transport
system for downstream mJgra.nts, Five of the

projects have been equipped with facilities to divert NMFS and the Corps, in cooperation with the fish
Juvenile anadromous fish away from the turbine agencies and tribes, developed the Juvenile Fish
lntake_ and through a bypass system to the tailrace, Transportation Program, The program was
where they are collected for transport or released Instituted as an emergency measure because of
back Into the fiver (Figure 2,2-3), The systems at adverse water conditions during the mld-1970s, but
Lower Granite, Little Goose, and McNary dams tt was continued because research showed that tt

are used to collect fish for the transport program, was an effective way to bypass juveniles around the
The bypass systems at Bonneville and John Day dams, At the collector dams (Lower Grantte, Ltttle
dams discharge fish back to the river below the Goose, and McNary), screens in the turbine intakes
projects, A new bypass system ts currently being gutde the fish to collection systt_rns,gather the
constructed at Lower Monumental Dam, This smolts, and move them to holding facilities, At
system will be operational in 1992, Bypass appropriate intervals, the fish are loaded onto
facilities for Ice Harbor and The Dalles are being barges or trucks where they are transported
destg.ed and should be operational tn 1994 and downstream, Barges constantly circulate river
19t,_8,respectively, These two projects currently water, so the smolts can imprint on the chemical
use slulceways to bypass juvenile fish, composition of the water and, thus, locate their

home stream when they return, The barges also
The bypa,Js systems use submersible traveling dissipate high dissolved gas levels In the river,
screens to deflect juventle fish out of turbine improving survival,
intakes into a gatewell slot, From the gatewell
slots, juvenile fish pass through orifices into a There has been considerable debate within the

collection gallery Inside of the dam, The collection region as to whether the transportation program ts
galleries run the length of the powerhouses, then an acceptable way to enhance survival of
transition to either pipelines or open flumes that downstream rntgratlng fish, The program under the
can)' juvenile fish to release sttes below the control of NMFS began as an experlmental method
projects or to transportation facilities, At projects for improving survtval in 1975 through the use of
with transportation facilities, fish pass through trucks, In 1976, the fishery agencies approved
separators to remove juvenile fish from adult mass hauling of up to 50 percent of the total
salmonld fallbacks or larger restdent fish, From outmlgrants of spring and summer chinook salmon
the separators, juvenile fish pass through a from Little Goose and Lower Grantte dams

sampling and distribution system and are routed (Chapman et al,, 1991), In 1977, barges were
into raceways, Here they are held for added for transport, In 1981, the transport
tra.nspc:,rtationor passed directly onto a barge for program was taken over by the Corps, but NMFS
tnmsl,ortation, Juvenile fish are generally held In retained an advisory role, Other agencies are
raceways for less than 2 days (from the time they involved through the Fisheries Transport Oversight
arc collected to when the)' are transported), Team,
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Testa haw been conducted over the course of Hlstorlcally, survival per project without
transportation activities to doterndne the relative transportation on the Snake River and some
stt_'lval of tr=sported oompare.dto non-transported Columbia River projects has been a maximum of
fish, In the past, these tests haw lndioate.dmixed about B5 percent per project and orion much lower,
but mostly positive results, Of 28 tests oonduete.d, including reservoir and dam passage mortality
only 13 indicated signifies.at oh=ges in survival, (Sims ot al,, 1983), With turbine screening,
Of these, 12 wore positive and one (a truck tt_st) rexiueed gas suporsttta_ratloneffects, and Improved
was ne,gatlve for transported versus non-transported bypass facLlltl,s, thit_survival rate under the best
fish, In another 10 tests, Improved survival was condition would probably be higher, although in
measurably positive but not statistically significant awrage or low flow years tmrvlval could still be
(Chapman et al,, 1991), Many factors have been lower, Th, absolute survival of fish that pass ali
Improved in collection, handling, and transport _lght dams from Lowor Grantte to Bonneville
stno, some of these studies were conducted, The cannot be predicted accurately at this time,
latest results Indicated a positive transport b_neflt Howevor, one estlrnat8 could use higher than
ratio for spring/summer chinook salmon and measured w.lues as an indication of what might
steelhead from the Snake River (Matthews et al,, occur under relat!vely good passage, flow, and
1990), predation conditions in this system, A relatively

high estimate of survival could be 90 to 95 percent
In spite of the mostly positive results, concern survival per project for fish not transported, For
remains over the benefits of transporting fish, A fish originating above Lower Granite Dam, passing
main concern Is that su_'lval of transported fish, all eight dsa'ts ('basedon these two per project
while often higher than ta-river migrants, Is not as survivals) would result in a survival rate of 43 to

, high as expect'..dalthough several 'known mortality 66 percent survival to below Bonneville Pool,
factors In the fiver are avoided, Possible causes

for lower survtval include strnytng of fish, stress Currently, survival for In-fiver migrants is lower
from transport, stress from crowding with different than this in most years, possibly 20 to 25 percent
size fish, and increased disease transt_sston, The overall, Typically, about 98 percent of transported
level of' effect, tf any, of each of these concerns fish survive from eolle.ctlonat the dam to release
has not been accurately determined, In some cases, below Bonneville Dam, This suggests that survival
another cause of lower-than-expectext survival could for transported fish should be much higher (1,5 to
be that many of the fish might suffer mortality 5 times higher) than fish not tnmsported, Tests of
independent of dam passage, such as from disease, survival of transported fish versus non-transported
that might not adversely affect fish survival until suggests that the differences are in the lower range
after the), pass Bonneville Dana, The fisheries of these values which is to be expected since
agencies' policy concerning transport is to "spread research is only permitted in good flow years
the risk," They believe that the transport benefit (when survival of in-fiver fish Is also expected to
ratio for spring and summer chinook is less than it be the best), Transport benefit ratios (t,e,, relative
should be, anti that fish might have an equal or survival) of marked fish rele.ase,d below Little
better chance of sut_'lval by migrating down the Goose Dam to those collected at Lower Grantte
rtver without being transported during good flow Dam and transported below Bonneville Dam for
,re.at,J:they do, however, recognize significant yearling chinook and st_lhead average,
tr?.n__portbenefits In low flow years, respectlwly, 1,6 and 2,0 times higher than the non-

transported control fish (Matthews ¢t al,, 1990), lt
On the average, up to 20 mlllton young salmon are should be noted that the control group released
transported each year, The typical travel time for below Llttl_ Goose Dam traverses through only six
transported fish is about 2 days, which ts much projects and reservoirs (as opposed to seven), and
quicker than la-river travel time, The transport therefore the b,nefit of transport is underestimated,
program generally has operated from April through The most re.cent tr_sport benefit ratios were
mid-July on the lower Snake River and through obtained from a very good flow year, and would
mid-September on the lower Columbia River, therefore be expected to be in the lower range,
True:ks are used to transport the smaller numbers of The NMFS has concluded that transport is
smelts collected during the early and final stages of beneficial to chinook and steelhead under ali flow
the transport program, conditions (Matthews et al,, 1991),
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DESCRIPTION OF 2EXISTING ENVIRONMENT

2.2.4.3 Adult Passage ' spilling water to protectjuvenile ,,,mJmonand
steelhead during their spring migration, The spill

Fish ladders, which are fish passage facilities for agreement provides that a specific amount of water
adult upstream migrants, have been constructed at be passed over the spillways of four

ali eight run.of-fiver projects (Figure 2,2-4 on page projects--Lower Monumental, Ice Harbor, John
2-15). Each run-of-fiver project has from one to Day, and The Dalles--ln the spring to protect
three ladders that generally operate from Much 1 young fish. Juveniles are in the water spilled,
through December 31. passing them over the spillways instead of through

the turbines. The spill agreement was adopted by

Bonneville, The Dalles, John Day, McNary, lee the NPPC as a temporary measure for 10 years or
Harbor, and Lower Monumental dams have two until permanent fish bypass facilities could be

fish ladders each, one next to the powerhouse and installed at these dams. The Corps has agreed to
one on the other side of the dam next to the consider implementing the spill provisions annually

spillway. Little Goose and Lower Granite dams and has done so in 1989, 1990, and 1991.

each have one fish ladder next to the powerhouse.
Adult fish enter a ladder through either a collection The spill implementation principles adopted by the

system that runs along the entire front of the Corps provide for specific spill rates by season, as
powerhouse, or through a small collection system at long as the spill does not adversely affect non-
the bottom of the spillway fish ladder. Specific power uses. Average seasonal spill rates range
flow conditions near the ladder and at its entrances from 5 percent of total flow at The Dalles in

are needed to attract the adults into these systems, summer to 70 percent at Lower Monumental in
Once inside a collection system, adult fish swim spring and summer. The spill plan for 1991 is

upstream to the base of the fish ladder where they summarized in Appendix A.
migrate up the ladder and exit into the reservoir

above the dam, 2.2.4.5 Water Budget

Water for operating the fish ladder comes through Spring flows are augmented to levels above those
the fish ladder exit. At most projects, additional required for authorized project functions when
water can be added part way down the ladder to conditions t_ust be improved for the outmigration
maintain the correct amount of water for fish of juvenile fish. This is accomplished within the

migration. More water is added to the fish Water Budget program, a feature of the NPPC Fish
collection systems through systems which spread and Wildlife Program. Each winter the Corps
the flow over the floors of the ladder entrances and develops a Coordinated Plan of Operations (CPO)
along the collection systems. This a, :! Jnal water t0implement the Water Budget, in consultation

provides sufficient flow for attracting adult fish into with fisheries agencies, tribes, power interests, and
the fishway entrances. The attraction water is other interested parties. The CPO is submitted to

provided by pumps, small turbines, or gravity flow NPPC in late March, with implementation from
from the reservoirs behind the dam, depending on April 15 to June 15. Releases from storage
the design of an individual system. Each fish reservoirs are made after considering requests from

ladder contains a fish counting station where adult the Fish Passage Center in Portland, Oregon,
fish pass an underwater viewing window, allowing representing the fisheries agencies and tribes. The

them to be observed and identified by species, increased flow is presumed to help flush fish
downriver and reduce tbeir exposure to predators

Additionall)', some fish pass upstream through the and other hazards in reservoirs.
locks at each of the eight dams in the C.:lumbia and

Snake rivers. The proportion using these locks is Up to 4.64 million aere-feet (MAP-".,of water can be

probably a small portion of the total runs of fish released each spring. The total W:_'er Budget
passing up the Columbia and Snake rivers, volume includes up to 1.19 MAF on the lower

Snake River, and up to 3.45 MAF on the middle

2.2.4.4 Spill and lower Columbia River. The amount and timir_g
of Water Budget releases sre determined annually.

In 1989, fisheries agencies, Indian tribes, BPA, and
others signed a LTSA that established a plan for
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DESCRIPTION OFEXISTING ENVIRONMENT

The Water Budget is used to achieve target flows at • The Corps, with the support of the State of
sp_ific points along the fiver. Currently, Priest Idaho, released an additional 615 thousand acre-
Rapids Dam on the Columbia River and Lower feet (KAF) of outflow from Dworshak during

Granite Dam on the Snake River are the monitoring the spring.
points. Because neither Priest Rapids nor Lower
Granite has significant storage under normal • In addition to the 615 KAF from Dworshak, the

operations, flows for the Water Budget must come Corps provided water made available by
from natural flows and releases from upstream transferring system flood eontr01 requirements at
storage projects such as Grand Coulee, Dworshak, Dworshak to Grand Coulee. This flood e_.atrol
and Brownie,. On the Snake River, most spring transfer yielded sn additional 400 KAF from
flows arc dependent on natural runoff. As a result, Dworshak. This water was released between
release cannot be achieved in low runoff years, April 24 and May 4,
even with large releases from storage reservoirs.

• IPC released 150 KAF from Brownie, between

2.2.4.6 Research and Monitoring May 5 and May 15.

Many agencies and organizations are involved in a ,, BPA arranged the release of an additional 100
variety of fishery research and monitoring KAF from Brownie.e, which was subsequently
programs related to Columbia-Snak.: River salmon replaced by releases from reservoirs above
and steelhead. These efforts encompass the dams Brownie*,
and fish passage facilities, hatcheries associated

with tb projects, the reservoirs, 8nd tributary • BPA, agencies, and tribes expanded a program
streams, The Corps actively monitors juvenile and to harvest northern squawfish, the primal+
adult migration at Corps dams, conducts or predator on juvenile salmonids. This program
sponsors ongoing research on anadromous fish, and was to include ali eight lower Snake and
participates in the research programs of other Columbia fiver projects in 1991, as well as the
organizations. The Corps also operates 17 stations fiver below Bonneville.
along the fiver system that monitor dissolved gas
levels, which can be harmful to fish. BPA • The BoR, as well as other interested parties,

sponsors a wide varlet,.' of fish research and initiated water conservation demonstration
enhancement programs related to reservoir projects with Idaho, Washington, and Oregon.
mortality, hatcheries, disease, spawning habitat,
and numerical modeling of system fish survival. • A cooperative effort was initiated between dam
The Fish Passage Center monitors each year's operators and fish agencies to improve adult

juvenile outmigration, primarily through the Smelt passage by monitoring operations and providing
Monitoring Program and by receiving system recommendations for improvements.
operations, fish passage, and power generation data
from the Corps and BPA. State fish and wildlife 2,3 WATER QUALITY
agencies from Idaho, Oregon, and Washington and

Indian tribes are active participants in research This section describes the existing water quality
efforts. Most of the funding for research and conditions of the affected environment. Significant

monitoring comes from either BPA or the Corps. human-caused changes have occurred to some water
quality parameters over the past century in the

2.2.5 River Management Actions in Clearwater, lower Snake, and lower/middle
1991 Columbia River systems. These changes range

from a shift in temperature characteristics to

As a result of the Salmon Summit, the governors of introduction of nutrients and exotic radionuclides

Idaho, Montana, Washington, and Oregon agreed (Idaho Department of Health and Welfare, 1982;
t,, a river management plan in 1991. This pl_ was Pruter and Alverson, 1972; Vigg and Watkins,
used to supplement the Water Budget with _t991). Because of the distinctive nature of their
additional releases of stored water during the spring general water quality, each of these fiver systems is "
juvenile fish migration period, lt consisted of the discussed separately following the discussion of
following actions: water quality criteria. The primary emphasis is on
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the key water quality parameters of dissolved gas irrigation, livestock watering, anadromous fish
and temperature, although other parameters are passage, salmonid fish rearing, salmonid fish
briefly addressed, spawning, resident fish and aquatic life, wildlife

and hunting, fishing, boating, water contact

2.3.1 Water Quality Criteria and recreation, aesthetic qmdity, hydropower, and
Standards commercial navigationand transport _NA, 1991),

The U.S, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Ali three States have established numerical
and States of Idaho, Oregon, and Washington have standards for numy water quality parameters,
established surface water criteria or standards including those for total dissolved gas and

applicable to the Columbia River Basin. This temperature, A total dissolved gas standard of 110
discussion focuses on the State standards because percent saturation at ambient atmospheric pressure

they are the same as or more stringent than the is the maximum level for acceptable total dissolved
Federal criteria, and are legally enforceable. The gas set by the three States (BNA, 1991).

codes, rules, and regulations for these State
standards are voluminous, so only selected Each State has different thermal criteria. Idaho
hlghlights of the standards are presented in this specifies the criteria in relation to specific use
document. The reader is referred to the Idaho categories, The most restrictive use criterion is for

salmonid spawning, with maximum water
Department of Health and Welfare, the Oregon temperatures set at 55°F (13°C) with daily
Department of Environmental Quality, and the averages no greater than 48.2°F (9°C), Oregon
Washington Department of Ecology for copies of allows no water temperature increases in the
the respective standards for each State. Ali three Columbia River, outside of sn assigned mixing
States have established a policy of antidegradation zone, when the stream water temperature is at or
and beneficial uses for their surface waters, which above 68°F (20°C). When the river is 67.5°F
precludes the discharge or introduction of any toxic (19.7°C) or less, the Oregon standard dictates that
or hazardous rr_tex:ials (e.g., the EPA's 126 no more than a 0,5°F (0.28°C) increase is allowed
priority pollutants) or deleterious contaminants, due to a slngle-source discharge. No more than a

2°F (1. I oc) increase is allowed by ali sources
Idaho's beneficial uses are domestic and when the stream is 660F (19°C) or less. In

agricultural water supply, cold-water and warm- Washington, no increase over 68°F (20°C) due to
water biota, salmonid spawning, primary and human activity is allowed. In addition, no increase

over 0.30C (0.540F) is allowed from Priest Rapidssecondary contact recreation, and special resource
water. Ali except warm-water biota have been Dam (river mile, RM 309) to Grand Coulee Dam
designated a._ibeneficial for the Brownlee, Oxbow, (RM 595) when the stream is naturally over 68°F
Hells Canyon, and Dworshak reservoirs, North (20°C)" In the lower Columbia River and Snake
Fork of the Clearwater River, and the Snake River River above the Clearwater River (RM 139.3), no

increase over 0.3°C (0.54°F) caused by human
downstream of Brownlee (BNA, 1991). activity can occur from a single source, or no

increases over 1.1 *C (20F) from ali activities when
In a four-level water quality classification system the stream is over 68°F (20°C). In the Snake
that ranges from A_ (Extraordinary) to C (Fair), River below the Clearwater River, the 1.1 °C (2°F)
the State of Washington has classified the Columbia restriction is dropped in favor of no temperature
River from Grand Coulee Dam downstream to the increase exceeding t = 34/(T+9)0C where t =
Pacific Ocean and the Snake River as Class A change in temperature and T = background
(excellent). Beneficial uses are water supply temperature.
(domestic, industrial, agricultural); stock watering;

fish and shellfish rearing, spawning, and Idaho and Washington specify that turbidity shall
harvesting; wildlife habitat; recreation (primary neither exceed 5 nephelometric turbidity units
contact); and commerce and navigation (BNA, (NTU) over background levels when the
1991). background level is 50 NTU or less nor have more

than a 10 percent increase when background is
Oregon defines various portions of the Columbia more than 5 NTU. Oregon simply specifies the 10 '
and Snake rivers as beneficial for public and percent increase criterion (BNA, 1991).
private domestic supply, industrial water supply,
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Dissolved oxygen standards vary for each State. velocity, lessened the turbulence, and shortened the
Idaho has specific criteria below existing dams. free-flow sections of the Snake River, the river is
From June 15 to October 15, these criteria are set not able to equilibrate the excess dissolved air
at 6.0 Irfilligrams per liter (mg/l; 30-day mean), 4,7 between the dams, and the supersaturation condition

mg/l (7-day mean minimum), 3.5 mg/l can persist for extended distances, This is
(instantaneous minimum), and 6 mg/l or 90 percent especially true during periods of high flow and
of saturation (whichever is greater) for salmonid continuous spillage.
spawning uses. Oregon specifies 90 percent of
saturation for portions of the Columbia mainstem, The spill over the dams in the lower/middle Snake
and Washington specifies _ mg/l for Class A waters River has increased gas supersaturation, although

(BNA, 1991). pre'dam conditions might have also experienced
supersaturation. Levels in the lower Snake River

Fecal coliform and pH standards vary among are influenced by flow from the Clearwater River
States, use classifications, and river system reaches. (including releases from Dworshak) as well as the
Typically, pills restricted to levels between 6,5 middle Snake River, and typ!cally range from 105
and 8.5 pH units. Fecal coliforms must be less to 110 percent saturation na the Lower Granite
than 100 organisms/100 ml. forebay during the spring in high flow years.

Levels successively increase downstream through

2.3.2 Lower/Middle Snake RIver the Little Goose, Lower Monumental, Ice Harbor,

Water Quality and McNary forebays when all projects are
spilling, Installation of spillway deflectors at

Within the study area the water quality of the Snake Lower Granite, Little Goose, and Lower
River varies depending upon the location. River Monumental dams has reduced the levels of

dissolved gas supersaturation associated withreaches from Brownlee Reservoir to the confluence

of the Salmon River depend upc,n the water quality spillway discharges. However, maximum
of the middle Snake River, Generally, the n'fiddle supersaturation ranging from 110 to 140 percent
Snake River receives poor ratings because of has been observed for extended periods during high
human-caused and natural conditions. Downstream flow events. Thus, State standards are exceeded

of the confluence with the Salmon River, and during certain periods of the year, when high

especially below the confluence of the Clearwater spilling occurs.
River, the lower Snake River water quality is
somewhat improved because it mixes with water 2.3.2.2 Water Temperature
from two other systems, Water quality from
Dworshak Reservoir, on the North Fork of the Water storage capacity at the four lower Snake

Clearwater River, is controlled (dissolved gas levels River reservoirs is very limited and retention time
and temperature) to meet requirements of is approximately 8 to 20 days. Therefore, thermal

stratification (vertical temperature gradients
Dv, orsh_tk National Fish Hatchery. decreasing from top to bottom) is rare, but during

some low flow years, it may occur for short
2.3.2.1 Dissolved Gas Saturation periods and range up to 7°F (3.9°C). In general,

however, the r:,aximum difference is about 4°F

I3issolved gas supersaturation in the Snake River is (2.2°C). Temperatures are generally lower during
caused when water passes over a dam's spillway, the spring of a high flow year, but they increase in
"l'he spilling water carries trapped atmospheric air July or August.
deep into the waters of the plunge pool or "stilling
basin" where increased hydrostatic pressure Vigg and Watkins (1991) have further characterized
dissolves the air into the water. At depth, this temperature in the Snake River as follows:
dissolved gas is "supersaturated" in relation to

conditions at the surface. When brought to the Mean water temperature in the lower Snake
surfa::e, the gas will either come out of solution during 1985-89 was above 70°F (21,C) from 17

and equilibrate with atmospheric conditions or form July to 19 August; considerable annual variation
bubt;les. If these bubbles form within the tissue of occurred with temperatures exceeding 70°F

aquatic organisms, they might injure or kill the (21°C) from 10 July to 14 September in
organism, Since the dams have slowed the individual years (Figure 2.3-1). Based on an
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Figure 2.3-1. Annual variation in water temperature (F) at Lower Granite Dam; 1985 to 1989.
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analysis of 1938 to 1966 USGS data, the effect dissolved oxygen levels, Toxaphene residues, in
of t[ae hydropower system and other concentrations associated with reduced growth

anthropomorphic (human-caused) changes on and reproductive failure, have been detected in
temperature in the Columbia River became fish taken from the Snake River at Weiser and

apparent in the mid-1950s; the major effect has Hells Canyon Dam, Overall water quality in the
been shifting temperature maximums so ,that Snake River drainage remains unchanged and in
warmer temperatures occur later in the,year poor condition with the ex_ptlon of slight

(EPA and NMFS, 1971; Crawf_,!_z;,!zt _#i1,_1976), improvements in bacteria at Weiser, Below
The most significant changes b_',,'_'beJ_",nabove Hells Canyon Dam, water quality remains in fair
the confluence of the Snake an0 Cot_mbia, condition and unchanged from past records,rivers, Pre-dam (1955 to 1958) water' ' '

The slight improvement in metal toxicity istemperatures were high >72°F (22°C) in the
lower Snake River during told-July to late believed to be due to hydrologic factors.
August (Figure 2.3-2; FWPCA, 1967), Other

The report also states that non-point source inputshuman-caused watershed disruptions (e,g.,
defoliation and water diversion) probably from irrigation returns and grazing areas are the
elevated maximum temperatures over historic principal pollution problems in the reservoir
levels in the Snake River Basin (for example, complex. The EPA has classified the middle Snake
irrigation-associated influences increased fiver River as having nmrginal water quality (receiving
temperature 6°F (3,3°C) to 7°F (3.9°C) moderate or intermittent pollution) (BPA, 1985).
between Parker and Kiona in the Yakima River

(FWPCA, 1967). Water quality data near the confluence of the Snake
and Columbia rivers are collected by the USGS at

The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) maintains a Burbank, Washington. Data for the most recent
temperature station (Anatone) on the lower Snake year are presented in Appendix A, Table A-5,
River 1.2 miles downstream of the Grand Ronde These values are consistent with the above

confluence, The most recent data from this station description,
are presented in Appendix B.

In summary, the waters of the lower and middle

2.3.2.3 Other Water Quality Snake River are degraded; the waters are high in
Parameters nutrients, dissolved solids, and bacteria that result

in high productivity. Water temperatures are

Water quality conditions for other parameters in the somewhat elevated and depleted of dissolved
lower and middle Snake River have been oxygen in certain areas. Although not well

summarized as follows (Idaho Department of documented, it is likely that organic residuals
Health and Welfare, 1982): associated with pesticide and herbicide applications

are also present. Ali of these observations are

The Snake River trend stations have historically consistent with the quality of irrigation return
recorded escalating concentrations of bacteria, water, which constitutes a high percentage of the

nutrSents, and suspended sediment as the fiver middle Snake River flow.
flows from Marsing to Weiser. A current
comparison of water quality between Marsing
_ud Weiser cannot be determined due to

insufficient data at Marsing; however, the Snake 2.3.3 Lower/Mid,lie Columbia River
[River] at the Weiser station continues to reflect Water Quality

consistently high nutrients and sediment.

Bacterial densities exceed criteria for primary The entire Columbia River Basin encompasses a
contact recreation (May-September) at Weiser, 259,000-square-mile area. There is no authoritative

Subsequent decreases in bacteria and suspended description of overall water quality conditions in
sediment are observed below Hells Canyon the basin, in part, because the basin is shared by
Dam, after the river has passed through two nations and six States. Each State has unique
Brownlee, Oxbow, and Hells Canyon water quality standards, management programs, and
Reservoirs. Nutrients continue to be of concern monitoring programs. Technical specialists and the a
below the dam accompanied by occasional low general public have identified the need to develop a

i1% #mL#'lh
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comprehensive water quallty _formatlon base to Dissolved gas eoneentratlons in the Columbia River
understand the water resources of the Columbia System have been monitored by the Corps' North
River Basin, To address this need, the Washington Pacific Division since 1968, A Dissolved Gas

and Oregon State le_gislatures established the Bl- Monitoring Program became an integral part of the
State Lower Columbta River Water Quality dally reservoir regulation activities during 1979, In
Program in 1990 to characterize water quality 1984, the number of diesolved gas monitoring
conditions in the lower 146 miles of the Columbia stations was inere.cse,d from 5 to 15 sites, These

River, Results from this program were unavailable sites range from near Grand Coulee Dam (RM 597)
at the time this OA/E1S was prepared, Sufficient to downstream of Bonneville Dam (RM 145), The
information from other sources was available to concentration of dissolved gas is measured at each
address the two parameters of greatest concern major area of concern during the late spring and

relative to the proposed action: dissolved gas summer when significant spill is expected in the
saturation and water temperature, system, Spills from the dams are then adjusted by

shifting the power loads to other dams in the

2.3.3.1 Dissolved Gas Saturation system to minimize spill and gas supersaturation,

The factors affecting dissolved gas saturation in the 2.3.3.2 Water Temperature
Columbia River are similar to those described in

Section 2,3,2 for the lower Snake River. When The physical characteristics associated with water

spilling is minimal (September through March), the temperature have major effects on the distribution
saturation level is near normal (100 percent), of water in reservoirs because of the variable
However, dissolved gas concentrations might density of different temperatures, The temperature

increase to as much as 140 percent during heavy of water within a reservoir depends upon the
spill from April through August, volume and temperature of the entering water, the

volume and temperature of the already impounded

Dissolved gas supersaturation associated with Corps water, the surface area, weather conditions, the
dams in the Columbia-Sn,eke River System has shape of the bottom of the reservoir, the location of

generally exceeded the States' maximum acceptable the outlets for water withdrawal, and the rate of
standard of 110 percent saturation, One problem is withdrawal,
the release bf water over the spillways, much of
which is provided for fish passage. However, Reservoir regulation (i.e,, how a reservoir is
water entering the Corps impoundments from refilled) also plays a major role in how solar
Canada or the upper Snake River might already be radiation and atmospheric temperature affect the

supersaturated with dissolved gas, especially thermal characteristics of each type of reservoir,
nitrogen, The thermal charactedstles of the large storage

projects are very different from those of the run-of-

The Corps has made major efforts to reduce gas fiver projects, The deep storage projects have
supersaturation in the Columbia River System, water retention times of several months, are
One approach has been to develop structural thermally stratified, and have complex hydro-
components called "flip lips" that were installed in dynamic thermal mixing characteristics, The
the mid-197Os at the base of some Corps' spillways relatively shallow run-of-fiver reservoirs have short
(e,g,, Bonneville and Lower Monumental dams), retention times of only a few days, and have more

A detailed description of flip lips is provided in uniform water temperatures from the surface to the
Appendix C, These flip lips were designed to bottom,
reduce the plunge of water into the pools below the
dams, and consequently, avoid the hydrostatic Lower Columbia River water temperatures vary
pressure that forces the atmospheric gases into seasonally and have a recorded range from 31°F
solution (Figure 2,3-3), Neither spill control (e.g,, (-0,5°C) to 75°F (24°C), Winter temperatures

reservoir regalation and releases through turbines to (December to Mm'eh) range from 32°F (0°C) to
minimize spill) nor flip lips have been completely 48°F (9°C), _d from March and June, water
effective in reducing dissolved gas to _fe levels, tcmpcrardrcs rise to about 58°F (14°C), By

August, the fiver usually warms to its annual
maximum average of 68°F (20°C),
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DESCRIPTION OFEXISTING ENVIRONMENT

2,3,3.3 Other Water Quality inducedeffecton the ClearwaterSystemts
Parameters I_orsh_ Reservoir,1_lsstorageruervoiris

deep (600 feet in the for_bay) and narrow;
The most recent USGS State Water Resources Data consequently, the lake them'rally stratifies

Reports provide information on other water quality consistently every year with a thermocline at
parameters (Appendix B), The existing water approximately 40 to 50 feet, De,cp water (below 40
quality of the lower Columbia River can be to 50 feet) temperatures r_rn_n consistent
described as good, Concentrations of dissolved throughout the year at about 39°F (4°C) to 41°F
oxygen are relatively high, ranging from (5°C), Retention time in the reservoir is about 1
approximately 70 to 135 percent saturation, with a year, The reservoir has been characterized as
mean saturation of 105 percent, Based on previous ' oltgotrophtc (i,e,, low in productivity and nutrient
studies, the pH value generally ranges from 6,4 to limited),
8,5 pH units (Corps, 1977), Fecal ooltform
bacteria, expressed as Most Probable Number Dissolved oxygen concentrations at Dworshak
(MPN), have recently ranged from < 1 to 120 Reservoir are expected to be stroller to those
colonies per 100 ml, Typically, MPN values have' experienced at the Columbia River System dams
been under 40 colonies per 100 ml (Appendix A), discussed above, The USGS station at Spalding,

Idaho, a nattonal stream qualtty accounting network

Suspended sediment loads depend on the volume of station, provides data on other water quality
water, flow velocity, and the slope of the rtver_'.d, parameters, Data from the most recent available
The primary sources of river sediment are the year are presented in Appendix B, These data are
erosion of stream banks, farm land, forest lands, consistent with the oligotrophic characterization of
and the drainage from urban centers, The resulting the reservoir and indicate exceptional water quality
suspended material is continuously moved that is low in dissolved solids and devoid of
downstream and redeposited in areas where the inorganic eontamhaants,
water velocity decreases, Suspended solids in the
Columbia River rarely exceed 1,00t3parts per 2.4 ANADROMOUS FISH
million (ppm), and the annual suspended sediment
load averages about 15,000,000 cubic yards for the 2.4.1 Background
entire river, Approximately 98 percent of dredged

Columbia River bed sediments below Bonneville Several species and races of anadromous fish
Dam is clean, fine sand, The remaining material is inhabit the Columbia River and pass over all or
typically organic matter that might come from log some of the mainstem hydroelectric dams during
rafts, wood debris, fish and waterfowl carcasses, their life, These fishes include spring, summer,
aquatic vegetation, domestic and industrial waste, and fall chinook (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha),
discharges, agricultural runoff, and other sockeye (O, nerka), echo (O. kL¢utch), chum (O,
miscellaneous materials, At present, these organic keta), and pink salmon (O, gorbuscha); steelhead
materials have little, if any, effect on water quality trout (O, myk_'s); slc-run cutthroat trout (O,
because the)' are usually diluted by the large flows cIarkii); shad (Alosa sapidissima); sturgeon
of the Columbia River, Stringent water quality (Acipenser transmontanus); and lamprey
standards and regulations have greatly restricted the (Entosphuenu_ tridentatus).
release of potentially harmful substances into the

river (Corps, 1977) (see Appendix B), Junge and The spring, summer, and fall races of chinook
Oakley (1966) and Bottom and Jones (1990) have salmon enter and migrate through the Columbia
noxed that mainstem and estuarine turbidity have River at different times of the year, They also
dramatically decreased since construction of the spawn at different times and places and differ in
nminstem _lams, age of juvenile migration, run strength, and

whether stocks are hatchery or wild,
2.3,4 Clearwater River Water Quality

2.4.1.1 Spring Chinook Salmon
Data fc,r the Clearwater River System are limited,

although studies are being conducted that may Adult spring-run chinook begin entering the
provide useful information, A major human- Columbia River in February, By July, most have
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passed by the Corps projects on the lowor to Soptember, with the majority passing the dams in
Columbia and Snake rlwrs (Flgur_ 2,4-1), Most Jun_, J,uly, and early August, Most adults spend 2
chinook migrate from early April through mtd-June or 3 years in th_ ocean bdore r_tuming (CBFWA,
and spawn tn trtbutarlos far upstream above th_ 1991b), IJke th_ spring ohinook, rho spawning
influence of the projects, On the trip to th_ ocean, r_gtons for the summer ohtnook axe, found in the
,juvenile spring chinook outmigrate as yearlings Snake River tributaries,
from about March through June, The majority pass
the mainst_m dams in April and May (Figure 2,4,1.3 Fall Chinook Salmon
2,4-2), rear in the ocean, and return to the river

after 2 years, A significant number spend 3 years Adult fall-run chinook b_gin _nt_rlng the Columbia
in the ocean, som_ remain 4 or 5 years, and a few River in July and pass the mainstem dams by the
return after 1 year as "jacks," early maturing fish ond of November (Figure 2,4-1), The majority of
(CBFWA, 199,1b), fall Chinook pass from mid-August to November,

Therearetwo basicracesoffallchlnook--tulcsand

The Sn&e Riverspringandsummerchinookstocks updwr brlghts,Therulesareanearlyspawning
are proposed for listing as a threatcne,d species m_d (September), lower river variety of fall chinook,
as an evolutionary significant unit under the ESA, Tules returning to areas above Bonneville Dam arc
Spring and summer chinook migrate above ali eight primarily hatchery fish, because there is wry little
Corps projects to spawn in small streams at high natural spawning above the dam, Most natural
elevations (Matthcws and Waples, 1991), There spawning occurs in the tributaries of the Bonneville
arc five major spawning and rearing basins for Pool, Some of the wild-spawned rule fry rea: in
these stocks: three large rtwr basins (Clearwater, the shallow water of the reservoir until they

_Grandc Rondo, and Salmon) and two smaller basins migrate in the spring, Lower river, hatchery, and
(Tucannon and Imnaha), wild tulcs migrate down the Columbia River from

June through October, and the majority pass by the
The spawning timing and habitat of the Snake River dams in July and August (Figure 2,4-2),
spring race is typically earlier and higher in the

watershed than the summer race, But, because Upriver brights arc a late-spawnlng (November
their migration tt,_: _ can overlap, they might through January) upriver variety comprised of both
occupy the same region of a river during a hatchery and wild fish, Wild fish in the mainstcm
spawning period; therefore, gene flow between riwr, primarily bdow Priest Rapids Dam, rear in
these races cannot be ruled out, For this reason, the shallow water of the rapids downstream, includ-
they could not be classed as different stocks for ing the four lower Columbia Rtwr reservoirs,
proposed ESA listing by the NMFS (Matthews and Upriver bdghts outmtgrate during the same
Waplcs, 1991), However, because genetic approximate period as tules, Some upriver brtghts
separation is not the only consideration, the final rear during the outmigration in the lower Columbia

ruling on whether to separate the two stocks under and Snake River reservoirs, particularly in Lake
the ESA has not been made, Umatilla above John Day Dam, The current

spawning range of the propos_'t threatened Snake
2.4.1.2 Summer Chinook Salmon River stock is limited to approximately 103 miles

of the maJnstcm Snake River--from Hells Canyon
Adult summer chinook begin entering the Columbia Dam to the Lower Granite pool and the lower
River in May and pass the mainstem dams by reaches of the Inmaha, Grande Ronde, Clearwater,
September (Figure 2,4-I), The majority pass from and Tueannon rivers, Some deepwater spawning
mid-June through mid-August, Summer chinook may be available below the tailraees of the lower
generally spawn and rear in tributaries upstream of Snake Riv6r dams (Waples et al,, 1991a), Fall
the influence of the projects, although some of the chinook that rear in the Snake River typically
upper Columbia River subyearlings rear in the outmtgrate before mid-July be.cause the warm
lower Columbia region, Juvenile summer chinook temp-_raturesin late summer are not suitable for

outmtgrate from the Snake River as yearlings chinook, Tule stocks typically rear in the ocean for
primarily from March through June; the majority 2 to 3 years; upriver bdghts rear in the ocean for 3
pass by the dams in April and May (Figure 2,4-2), to 4 years (CBFWA, 1991b),
l.:pper Columbia River smolts outmigrate from May
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DESCRIPTION OFEXISTING ENVIRONMENT
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2,4,1,4Sookeye Salmon th_rlvorfromlateAugustintoOctober(CBFWA,
1991b),Theupstreammigrationforthewinte_r

Adult sockeye salmon begin _ntorlng the Columbia rnoe bogtns in November and ediltinues through
River in April and eonttnuo to pass by tho dams March, Tho majority of summer ste_lhead passage
througt_ October (Corps, 1991b), The majority of o_curs from mid-June through October (Figure 2,4-
adult passage occurs from June through early 1), Ste,elhead spawn and rear in tributaries above
August (Ftguro 2,4-1), Sockey_ spawn and rear In the influence of the malnstem projeots, Juvt_ntle
systems with lakes, primarily on the upper steelhead outrrdgrato as yearlings primarily from
Columbia River System In the Wenatehee _tnd March through June, with the nu_orlty passing in
Okanogan rivers, with some remnant runs tn the April and May (Figure 2,4-2), Many summer
Snake River System (CBFWA, 1991b), Sockeye steelhead over'winter tn the matnstem reservoirs,
typically spawn tn S_ptember and Ootober; Including trtbl,tarles of the Bonneville Pool, and
spawning peaks tn mid-September, Most sockeye pass the projects ha the early spring, Most adults
rear in lakes for over 1 year and rnlgrnte spend 2 years in the oee.anbefore returning to their
downstream in the spring (May and June) of their spawning ground; some return after 1 year, and a
second year (Figure 2,4-2), Most Columbia River small portion returns oven later,
sockeye spend 2 years in the ocean before returning
to the river (CBFWA, 1991b), Ali sockeye In the 2,4,1,6 American Shad
Columbia River System are natural stocks because
no hatchery operation c'lrrently occurs, Adult shad, the only member of the herring family

found tn the fresh waters of the Paetfic Coast,

The Snake Rtver System sockeye, ltsted as an begin enterlng the Columbia Rtver in April and
endangered species on November 20, 1991 by the eonttnue to pass the matnstem dams through
NMFS, Is currently limited to Redfish Lake in the August, The majority of upstream passage occurs
Stanley Basln in Idaho, 900 miles from the ocean from mid-May at Bonneville Dam through July,
(Waples et al,, 1991a), These fish typically arrtve Shad spawn tn the open water of the matnstem
from told-July through August at Redftsh Lake to reservoirs during July and early August, and their
spawn In beaches during October (Chapman et al,, spawning peaks from July 20 to August 5 (Wydoski
1990), Juveniles reactin this lake 1 to 2 years and Whitney, 1979), Extensive rearing takes piace
before migrating from April through mid-May, In in productive shallow.water zones of the reservoir
recent years, the majority have passed Lower until the juveniles are ready to migrate, When
Granite Dam by mid-June (Chapman et al,, 1990), juvenile shad are 4 inches long, they outmigrate as

subyearllngs primarily from October through
2.4.1.5 Steelhead Trout December, with the majority passing the dams in

late October and early November, Adult shad
Adult steelhead enter/he Columbia Rtver as winter spend 3 to 4 years at sea before returning to the

and summer races year-round, The winter race is home stream to spawn (Wydoski and Whttney,
restricted to regions from the Bonneville Pool 1979),
downstream,

2,4.1,7 Sturgeon
The, summer races occur in most areas but are the

only run in the upriver areas, The upriver summer The white sturgeon, a member of ancient groups of
steelhead are divided into two groups: Group A fish without true bone, is the largest anadromous
and Group B, Group A fish are present in ali fish in the Western Pacific, reaching a size up to
upriver basins while the Group B fish are only 1,800 pounds (Wydoskt and Whitney, 1979),
produced in the Clearwater and Salmon rivers of Although this fish is anadromous, few currently
the Snake River drainage (CBFWA, 1991b), A migrate above Bonneville Dam (Corps, 1991b),
number of Group B steelhead hold over and However, many subpopulatlons extst in the
mt_zratein the following year, The sununer race individual reservoir pools of the Columbia and
enters the river beginning in February and passage Snake rivers, completing their llfe cycle wtthout
at the mainstern dams continues through December, migrating to the Pac!ric Ocean, The anadromous
Group A summer steelhead mainly enter the river stocks may be present in the lower river year-
from June to early August while Group B fish enter round, Spawning typic dly occurs from May into
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DESCRIPTION OF 2EXISTING ENVIRONMENT

July (Wydoski and Whitney, 1979). High chinook and eoho stock for other facilities.
concentrations ¢,f eggs are found within a few miles Herman Creek, just upstream of Oxbow Hatchery,
below Bonneville Dam suggesting spawning in this and Wahkeena Pond are satellite facilities
region (Nigro, 1990). Eggs develop into larvae associatedwith this hatchery. Two other hatcheries
that settle to the bottom. The young-of-year fish are located on the Bonneville Pool. The Little
areoften found in deep-water areas below White Salmon Hatcheryat the mouth of Little
Bonneville Dam and in the lower ColumbiaRiver White Salmon River rears both fail and spring
reservoirs, often in sandy regions (Nigro, 1990). chinook. Tule chinook is the primarystock reared
Although sturgeon are primarilya bottom-feeding at the Spring Creek National Fish Hatchery.
fish consuming crustaceans, clams, and insects
(N_gro, 1990), they often consume quantitiesof fish Irrigon Hatchery.in Oregon is on the John Day
(Wydoski and Whitney, 1979). Sturgeon maturein Pool at RM 279. This facility rears spring and fail
9 to 16 years and may live to be over 80 years old chinook and steelhead. Ali fish are released off
(Wydoski and Whitney, 1979). site, and no facilities are available for adult entry

because adultsare transferredfrom other facilities.

2.4.1.8 Lamprey Umatilla Hatchery, currently under construction
just below Irrigon Hatchery, will operate the same

The Pacific lamprey is a member of the group of as In'igon Hatchery.
fish without bones and resembles an eel. As

adults, during the saltwater phase of their life Lyons Ferry Hatchery, located on the north shore
history, lamprey behave as parasites on other fish. of thi',Lower Monumental Pool just below the
The adult Pacific lamprey begins upstream mouth of the Paiouse River, is the only facility on
migration in the Columbia River in April and the Snake River that rears fail chinook salmon, lt
continues through August. The majority of also rears steelhead. Spring chinook are reared
upstream passage occurs from May at Bonneville here but are not collected or released directly from
Dam through mid-July. Lamprey spawn typically this facility. The hatchery's brood stock are
in June and July in the sandy bottoms in the upper collected from lee Harbor Dam and from direct
ends of pools of small tributary streams, including adult returns to the hatchery.
streams feeding the mainstem reservoirs (Wydoski
and Whitney, 1979). The juveniles (ammocoetes) The Dworshak National Fish Hatchery (NFH) is
emerge and drift downstream to burrow in the mud located on the north fork of the Clearwater River
in low-velocity reaches of small tributary streams, and raises stedhead and spring chinook. The
After residing in the mud for 5 to 6 years, juvenile Clearwater Fish Hatchery, across the river from
lamprey outmigrate to the sea primarily from April Dworshak NFH, will raise the same stocks when
through mid-July, with the majority passing the construction is complete.
dams in May and June.

2.4.3 Run Status and Trends
2.4.2 Hatcheries

Prior to development of the region by non-natives,
Over 80 hatcheries producing salmon and steelhead the annual runs to the Columbia River were
are located on the Columbia-Snake River System. estimated to be 8 to 16 million fish. Recent
However, only those hatcheries that could be records indicate that the runs are about 2.5 million
directly affected by potential operational changes (including known fish harvested in the ocean) of
are addressed, which about 0.5 million are wild fish. In 1990, 1.2

million salmon and steelhead actually entered the
Eight hatcheries and three satellite stations are Columbia River, excluding ocean harvest. About
located within the project area. The Bonneville 0.3 million of these were wild fish (ODF&W and
Hatchery rears upriver bright and tule fail chinook. WDF, 1991). Columbia River harvest of chinook
About 1 mile above Bonneville Dam on the Oregon and sockeye beginning in 1886 is presented in
side of the river is Cascade Hatchery that rears Figure 2.4-3 to indicate the historical run changes
primarily coho. Further upstream is Oxbow of these stocks. Prior to about 1940 or possibly

e located of the of Cascade later, most of the Columbia River stocks were
Hatchery east town

Locks. This is a small facility used to start harvested in the river, so the numbers are a good
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indication of run trends during this period, wild runs. Snake River stocks, in contrast, showed
Significant decreases in these two stocks occurred an increase in escapement in 1990 over record low
prior to 1900; then again, after about 1920, numbers in 1989 (PFMC, 1991). The escapement

abundance gradually decreased through 1940. information from Matthews and Waples (1991)
Later reductions occurred in the stocks, but harvest indicated actual escapement to the spawning ground
in the Columbia River is not a reliable indicator of of both spring and summer chinook (Figure 2,4-4)
total runs because harvest in the ocean and further (see spring chinook above). Hatchery stocks have
upriver may have become important. Yet, counts shown a slight depression in recent years.
of salmonid over Bonneville Dam have not changed

markedly since the dam was built. However, runs The upriver bright wild fall chinook stock, the
decreased substantially from historical levels by major wild fall stock above MeNary Dam, has

1940 for both chinook and sockeye, declined from record numbers in 1987, but this
species remains more abundant than in most years

Recent trends in stocks of the Columbia and Snake since 1971 (PFMC, 1991). Hatchery stocks from
rivers show similar patterns. Recent counts at this region have followed a similar trend. Hatchery

Bonneville and McNary dams indicate that upriver stocks (below Bonneville Dam) remain healthy,
spring chinook stocks (total hatchery and wild), following a trend similar to upriver fish, except that
reached lows in the early 1980s to mid-1980s, but 1990 showed a sharp decline in total river run
rebounded in subsequent years. However, they (PFMC, 1991). Hatchery stocks between McNary
declined in 1989 followed by' a slight/ncrease in and Bonneville dams remain healthy but also had a
1990 (PFMC, 1991). Wild stocks have followed a sharp decline in 1990 (PFMC, 1991).
similar trend. Hatchery stocks below Bonneville

Dam have remained healthy, and in 1990 had the The historical rtms of fall chinook for the Snake
largest in-river run since before 1971 (PFMC, River are not known but were probably a large part
1991). of the total chinook runs. Abundance decreased

early in the century by the construction of Swan
The low estimate of total chinook produced from Falls Dam in 1910 that blocked 150 miles of

the Snake River Basin prior to 1850, based on spawning habitat. By 1958 another 165 males of
habitat, was 1.4 million fish. Other estimating spawning habitat was lost with the construction of
methods suggest the run could have been twice this Brownlee Dam. Other dams, including Hells
size based on other estimates. By the mid-1900s Canyon (completed in 1967), excluded access to
historical abundance of spring and summer chinook prime upstream spawning areas. The lower four
from the Snake River had been reduced by 95 Snake River projects also reduced spawning area.
percent. In the last 30 to 40 years, abundance has Estimated average escapement went from 72,000 •

been decreased another tenfold so that current fish in 1938 to 1949 to 29,000 fish during the
populations of wild fish are only 0.5 percent of 1950s (Waples et al., 1991a). By 1964 to 1968
historical levels (Matthews and Waples, 1991). average counts over Ice Harbor Dam were 13,000

fish. Through 1980 ali fish in the basin were of
The Snake River wild chinook population, as wild origin. The Snake River wild fall chinook
indicated by the number of spawning redds for gradually declined from these levels to about 1,000
summer and spring chinook combined, declined in the mid-1970s. Escapement ranged from 200 to

from 13,000 redds in 1957 to 620 redds in 1980 400 fish from 1983 to 1989, with a sharp decline to

(Figure 2.4-4). The number of redds increased only 78 fish in 1990 (Figure 2.4-4) (Waples et al.,
gradually through 1988 to 3,395 but declined again 1991a). The trend for Lyons Ferry Hatchery
to 1,008 in 1989 and 1,224 in 1990 (Matthews and stock, the only active fall chinook hatchery on the

Waples, 1991). Snake River, has been a decree,sing return (Waples
et al., 1991a). Waples et al. (1991a) noted that

Bonneville Dam counts indicated upriver summer increasing numbers of stray fall chinook from the
chinook rebounded slightly from low numbers in Umatilla River (up to 30 percent of all fall chinook
the early 1980s to a slight peak in 1987 and have in the Snake River) could have a negative effect on

been declining since that time (PFMC, 1991). the genetic integrity and possibly she viability of the
About 65 percent of these fish are wild stock wild Snake River fall chinook stock.
(CBFWA, 1991b), so trends indicate declines in
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Based on counts from Priest Rapids Dam, upper The earliest identified negative human impact

Columbia River wild stocks of sockeye salmon, was fishing, Early harvest focused on
excluding the Snake River, have remained healthy chinook; when the chinook harvest declined

but are continuing to decline, since large runs of after 1884, emphasis shifted to steelhead and

1984 and 1985 (Chapman et al., 1990). The sockeye (1890 to 1900), followed by chum

historical run size of sockeye from the Snake River mad eoho (1920s). By 1945, ali species had
was estimated to be about 150,000 fish (NPPC, declined significantly.

1986). Much of the original rearing habitat is no

longer accessible. Current estimates of potential Other impacts closely followed fishing. By
for escapement to the re_g Stanley Basin lakes 1900, mining had become important in areas

is about 6,000 (CBFWA, 1991b). Redfish lake is of Oregon, Washington and Idaho. By 1925,

the only one of the five lakes in this basin that there were major increases in land devoted to
currently is accessible to sockeye. This lake has an agriculture, and there were also major

estimated potential to produce 1,500 spawning advances in irrigation and logging as weil.

adults (Chapman et al., 1990). The returns of By 1941, large hydropower projects (Rock
sockeye destined for Redfish Lake have been less Island, Bonneville and Grand Coulee dams)

than 1,000 fish since 1970, and less than 100 since had been built. The period 1940 to 1965 saw

1981 (Chapman et al., 1990). Based on counts past major increases in logging and water storage

Ice Harbor, escapement averaged less than 20 fish for a variety of purposes including

from 1985 to 1988. Only two fish returned in hydropower generation and irrigation,
1989, and none in 1990 (Figure 2.4-4). However,

to date in 1991, eight sockeye have passed Lower A brief review of the apparent influence of these
Granite Dam and four have returned to Redfish and other factors on the sizes of the runs follows.
Lake.

2.4.4.1 Harvest History
The numbers of other anadromous stocks on the

Columbia River show varying trends. Coho on the Methods of capturing fish on the Columbia River

Columbia River, which are nearly ali of hatchery have changed dramatically. Historically, the
origin, have declined significantly since a record Indians captured fish with methods ranging from

return to the river in 1986. Runs are now well gaffs to nets. The Indians constricted fish

below the 10-year, in-river average. Coho destined migration routes for major harvest; they harvested
above Bonneville Dam have followed the same large numbers of salmon and steelhcad at Celilo

declining trend (PFMC, 1991). Wild steeLhead Falls above The Dalles Dam. They fished from
have been depressed in recent years, although shore or platforms using dip nets (long-handled

hatcheD' stocks remain stable (Table 2,4-1). Shad nets). This region was inundated in 1957, so

populations have shown sharp increases in Indian fishing changed from dip nets to set gill nets

abundance with some of the highest numbers (anchored nets that catch fish by the gills) (NPPC,
recorded over Bonneville Dam (nearly 3 million in 1986). The region of the Columbia River between

19._) in the last 10 years (Corps, 1990a). Pacific Bonneville Dam and McNary Dam is still

lamprey populations are declining. The status of commercially fished exclusively by Natives in this
white sturgeon in the lower Columbia is being manner. Prior to 1939, Kettle Falls above Grand

investigated (Nigro, 1990). Coulee Dam was another major Indian fishing area

where Indians used baskets and spears to harvest
2.4.4 Factors Affecting Run Status fish.

As summarized by the NPPC (1986), the decrease Commercial fishing in the lower Columbia River
in salmon and steelhead has been an ongoing trend has relied on various methods to harvest fish over e

that began with the arrival of white settlers (in the the years. As harvests increased and concern for

mid-1800s) to the Pacific Northwest. the runs became more apparent, many types of
fishing gear were banned. Banned harvest methods
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Table 2.4-1. Recent salmon and steelhead (including jacks) passage at selected Corps projects.

Project

Lower Granite/

Species Bonneville McNary Ice HarboW

Spring Chinook

1971-80 118,801 48,143 32,208
1981-85 67,956 36,611 17,216
1986-90 100,621. 53,621 28,664

1990 96,252 44,499 20,730

Summer Chinook

1971-80 50,399 34,266 11,369
1981-85 27,076 18,228 4,972
1986-90 33,254 24,346 6,505
1990 28,021 22,248 5,794

Fall Chinook
i

1971-80 209,027 62,838 4,282
1981-85 233,189 95,471 3,959
1986-90 340,026 161,335 6,277
1990 216,717 80.692 5,317

Steelhead

1971-80 142,555 109,795 38,057
1981-85 238,979 117,211 83,338
1986-90 286,574 151,917 96,229

1990 183,027 95,061 56,859

Coho

1971-80 50,832 12,693 749

1981-85 41,172 3,817 26
1986-90 52,467 1,888 0
1990 24,852 2,056 0

Sockeye

1971-80 57,818 39,769 299
lo81-85 105,136 47,597 127

1986-90 69,259 51,235 14
1990 49,581 46,145 0

Source: Corps, 1991b.

a/ For chinook, Ice Harbor counts were used for ali years. For all other stocks, Ice Harbor counts were
used for 1971 through 1974, and Lower Granite counts were used for all other years.
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include gaffs and spears, purse seine (a large net River stocks, particularly after the middle of the

used to surround fish, _ither from boat or shore), 19th century.
whip seine (similar to purse seine), drag seine, set

nets (anchored gill nets), traps (contains guides Ocean troll harvest of chinook salmon began to

leading fish to trap), and fish wheels (large wheels compete with river harvest in 1912 (NPPC, 1986).
with scoops placed near shore that turned with the In the 1970s, more than 60 percent of the total
current, scooping up migrating adult fish), chinook salmon run harvest was in the ocean, with

Currently, the only eommeraial gear used on the the greatest portion of fish harvested off Alaska and
lower Columbia River is drift gill nets (gill nets British Columbia. Typically, less than 10 percent

that drift with the current), of the total chinook run was harvested in rivers

during this period (NPPC, 1986). The 1985 U.S.-
Around 1912, ocean commercial harvest began off Canada salmon treaty has reduced harvest of U.S.
the mouth of the Columbia River. Fishermen in fish in Canadian and Alaskan waters,

small boats trolled baited hooks or lures. Later,

larger boats were built that permitted harvesting in Recent tag data indicate that ocean harvest of

the salmon feeding areas farther offshore, spring and summer Snake River chinook stocks is

Currently, this method still harvests substantial probably less than 5 percent of the total run
numbers of Columbia River stocks from Alaska to (Chapman ct al., 1991). In-river harvest of ali

Columbia-Snake upriver spring and summerCalifornia. Sport fish harvest did not become a

factor in the harvesting of Columbia River stocks chinook is 10 to 13 percent. The harvest rate of

until after World War II (NPPC, 1986). Sport Snake River fall chinook is much higher, possibly

harvest has varied by region, basin, and stock, with 75 percent of the total run, with ocean harvest
good early records not available. Spring chinook accounting for about 35 percent (Chapman ct al.,

harvest in the lower mainstem Columbia was high 1991). Sockeye harvest in the Columbia River
before 1950 was up to 86 percent of the total run,

in 1961 to 1974 but has decreased considerably declining to less than 60 percent during most years
since that time. Steelhead harvest in this region from 1950 to 1969 (Chapman et al., 1990). The
was also high in the 1960s but has declined harvest rate between 1974 and 1983 averaged less
substantially since that time. Lower fiver tributary than 2 percent, despite levels averaging 37 percent
harwest by sport fishing has been variable with of the run from 1985 to 1988. The proportion of
some sport fishing showing increases since the Snake River stocks in these harvest rates is

1950s while others have not. In Idaho, Snake unknown.
River sport harvest of chinook was high in the

1950s but has declined substantially since then. 2.4.4.2 Dam Development
In many years since 1965 harvests of some stocks

have been closed. Steelhead harvest, decreasing Dam development in the Columbia River Basin

from high levels in 1960 to record low levels in began in the 1800s. Mainstem dam development
1976, increased to high levels again by the early began with Rock Island Dam on the Columbia
1980s. River in 1933 and continued through 1975 with the

, completion of Lower Granite Dam on the Snake

After an initial sharp decline around 1890, harvest River. Most of the dams were constructed from
of chinook salmon in the Columbia River remained the 1950s through the 1970s. Fourteen mainstem

fairly constant to about 1920, then it gradually Columbia River and 13 mainstem Snake River

decreased from 1920 to 1966 (Fulton, 1968). dams were constructed in areas critical to the
Much of this decline can be attributed to other upstream and downstream migration of anadromous

sources of mortality (e.g., dams, logging, mining, fish stocks. Including tributary are.as, 136 dams
have been built for hydroelectric and otherand agriculture), but not overharvest. A decreasing

trend of Columbia River commercial harvest is purposes in the Columbia drainage (NPPC, 1986).

apparent for both chinook and sockeye from the Dam construction has had varied effects on
late 1800s to the present (Figure 2.4-3). These

anadromous fish stocks. Dams without upstream

figures do not account for ali harvest of Columbia fish passage facilities completely block access to
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spawning and rearing h_bitat for returning adults, guided and pass through the turbines. At dams
Even where fishladdersorotherupstreampassage withoutscreensorcollectionfacilities,the only

facilities are provided, returning adults may downstream passages are over the spillway or
encounter delays from increased water through the turbines or sluiceways (see Section
temperatures, water quality degradation, adverse 2,2,4),
flow conditions, and other factors associated with

the dams. Dams and reservoirs also have had a Each passage has distinctive fish mortality risks,

significant effect on juvenile fish by impeding their Overall, the key negative factors that have
downstream migration and elevating risk factors, attributed to loss of juvenile fish include the
such as predation and disease, in the downstream following:
journey,

• turbine mortality,
About 31 percent of ali anadromous fish habitat * spillway mortality,

(stream miles) that existed in predevelopment times * delayed migration,
has been blocked by dams (NPPC, 1986). Major * increased predation,
habitat loss due to blockage by dams has occurred * gas supersaturation, and
in nearly ali major drainages of the Snake River * temperature effects on rearing and

System (Table 2.4-2). The loss in this system migration,
equals 46 percent of the predevelopment habitat.

More than two-thirds of this loss occurred in areas Juvenile fish passing through turbines can be killed
above Hells Canyon Dam. Additionally, many or injured by turbine blades or by hydraulic
miles of stream that are still accessible to fish have pressure and shear, Estimates of turbine mortality
been converted from free-flowing water to vary from one study to another and from one
slackwater reservoir conditions; accessible location to another in the Columbia-Snake River

reservoirs account for 362 miles on the mainstem System. Specific estimates range from about 2 to
Columbia River and 137 miles on the Snake River. 32 percent per project (the higher value includes

These areas generally no longer supply spawning unusual tallwater predator mortality) (Ledgerwood
habitat for anadromous stocks, due to inuni:tatior_ of ct al,, 1990; Weber, 1954; Long ct al., 1968),
former spawning beds, although juvenile rearing is The most accepted level is about 15 percent
possible. (NPPC, 1989), which includes direct and indirect

moru.,lity.
In addition to the construction effects, the operation

of these dams has had other negative effects on Spillway direct mortality is estimated to be 2
anadromous fish stocks. The effects have varied by percent per project (NPPC, 1986). Non-fatal
project, changed over time with the application of injuries during spillway transit, such as descaling,
different engineering solutions, and have affected leave juveniles vulnerable to disease, Stunned or

.juvenile and adult fish in different ways. disabled fish exiting spillways are more susceptible
to predation than unstunned or uninjured fish,

Juvenile salmon and steelhead migrating Actual direct and indirect mortality from passing
downstream can pass each dam they encounter in over spillways could be much higher than
several different ways. One way is to travel over 2 percent,
th_. spillway, although this avenue is only open if
water is being spilled. Alternatively, fish can Migration delay and the resulting reduced survival
travel with the river flow toward the powerhouse, of juvenile fish have been attributed to slower
Fish screens and/or sluiceways are either installed velocity and increased water retention time in the

or'will be installed at ali the run-of-river dams. reservoirs (see Section 4.2). lt is generally
These systems either collect or divert a portion of accepted that a variety of factors increase mortality
the downstream migrants away from the turbines, of juvenile migrants at extreme low flows. These

Collection systems are installed at the same dams to factors include residualism (smolted fish reverting
divert fish from the powerhouse and either bypass to freshwater physiology and remaining in the
them back to the river downstre.am of the dam or reservoir); predation; stress; increased fish disease;

route them to holding facilities for later transport and poor condition and improper timing of arrival
by barge or truck. Some fish at these dams are not at the estuary, which is dependent on the level of
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Table 2.4-2. Salmon and steelhead habitat lost in the Snake River and tributaries and remaining
habitat presently available by major drainage, '`/

Miles of Habitat _

Major Drainage Miles of Lost Habitat Presently Available

Mainstem Snake and minor

tributaries 440 175

Tucannon 0 55

Clearwater 627 1,248

Grande Ronde 0 647

Salmon 88 1,834

Imnaha 0 223

Powder 200 0

Burnt 140 0

Weiser 256 0

Payette 470 0

Boise 520 0

Owyhee 485 0

Malheur 20....._5 ._..Q

Total 3,431 4,182

Source: NPPC, 1986.

aJ This report applies to salmon, but it is probably generally applicable to steelhead also.

b/ Current available habitat greatly underseeded with chinook stocks (Strategies for Recovery of
Snake River Salmon, State of Idaho, 1991, 31 pages).

smoltification (CBFWA, 1991a; Giorgi, 1991). Weitkamp and Katz (1980) also cited studies that

The effects of reduced water travel time on fish indicated an estimated 6 to 60 percent of adult
su_'ival during higher flows is less clear (Giorgi, salmon and steelhead were killed in the middle

1991; Kindley, 1991), although there is a Columbia River from gas supersaturation fr_
statistically significant relationship between flow 1965 to 1970. Gas bubble disease was observed in

and fish travel time (Berggren and Filardo, 1991). juveniles at Columbia River dams during several
years in this period, lt was estimated that, prior to

Increased gas saturation has been found to cause the installation of two dams on the Snake River,

significant mortalities of juvenile and adult fish; smolt mortality was 5 percent; after installation,
Weitkamp and Katz (1980) summarized much of mortality was 70 percent. Most of this loss,'.
the literature about the effect of gas supersaturation although unproven as to source, was attributed to

on fish, including those in the Columbia River (see increased gas supersaturation resulting from the
also Section 2.1). Studies found that juveniles near dams (Rulifson and Abel, 1971). Since this time
the surface of the water suffer high mortality when problems have been corrected and most mortalities

gas saturation is greater than 120 to 125 percent, are believed to have been eliminated (Ebel, 1979).
i
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Increased water temperature.s reduce juvenile high-flow years (Gibson et al., 1979). Some
rearing in some reservoirs. Preferred temperature mortality is caused in passage independent of flow,
for chinook, for example, is 54°F (12°C) to 57°F as was documented at John Day Dam where

(14°C) (Brett, 1952). Even though they can mortality was estimated to be 20 percent
survive higher temperatures, they tend to avoid independent of flow (Gibson et al,, 1979),
temperatures above 59°F (15°C) (Brett, 1952), In
some years, temperatures reach levels by early July Several proj_t-related structural and operational
that are not tolerable for salmottids. For example, measures have be.en impl,mente, d to reduce these
in the Snake River reservoirs after early July, adverse effects on fish. Many of these measures
temperatures reach 62°F (17°C) to 72°F (22°C) designed to improve juvenile fish survival include:
(Chapman et al., 1991). Bell (1986) reports an

optimum rearing temperature of 45 to 58°F (7 to • fish screens and juvenile bypass
. 14°C) and an upper lethal limit of 77°F (25°C). and/or transport,

• designated fish spill,
Adult salmon and steelhead have been blocked from • designated fish flows,

migrating during some years because of elevated ® flip lips to reduce dissolved gasses,

temperatures. The optimum temperature range for • improved fish ladders,
chinook migration is 49 to 58°F (9 to 14°C), while • predator removal, and

suitable temperatures are 38 to 68°F (3 to 20°C) • controlled peaking,
(Bell, 1986). Adult salmon migration can be

blocked at temperatures over 70°F (21 °C) (EPA, Fish screens have been installed at five mainstem
1971). In the Snake River, high temperatures over dams (will be six in 1992, seven by 1994, and eight
70°F (21 °C) in 1967 and 1968 in late summer by 1998) to divert migrating juveniles from the
impeded migration of some summer chinook and turbines. Sere.cns pass diverted fish back to the
steelhead. Some dead fish, whose deaths were river at Bonneville and John Day dams. At Lower

possibly caused by these temperatures, were found Granite, Little Goose, and MeNary dams, fish can
in the Columbia River downstream from the mouth be di _,erted, gathered, and transported by truck or
of the Snake River (Vigg and Watkins, 1991). barge to below Bonneville Dam for release to avoid
Before lower Snake River dam construction, the various sources of mortality on the downstream

measured temperatures in the Snake River were trip. Some fish at th_se dams are bypassed back to
higher than those recently recorded at least through the fiver to meet the fish agency management
August (Vigg and Watkins, 1991). strategy of "spreading the Hsk." The percent of

fish screened and/or transported varies by species,
Adult migration can be directly and indirectly time of year, and project; more than 50 percent of

impeded at dams, resulting in assumed mortalities, yearling chinook and steelhead and less than 50
Returning adults could have difficulty locating the percent of subyearling chinook and sockeye are
entrances to fish ladders and spend excess time transported. For example, in 1985, 51 percent of
milling about below dams. This causes the fish to spring chinook and 74 peree_! of steclhead were
use more energy, depleting stored energy reserves, transported. (See Section 4.2 for details a,
and potentially causing premature death. High individual dams).
water temperatures, particularly in the Snake River,

have been found to delay upstream migration (see Designated water _illecl for fish and storage
above). The higher water temperatures axe thought tale.ases have been adopted as part of the Columbia
to be a result of the increased time that water is Basin Fish and Wildlife Program as part of their

retained in the reservoirs, although this has not "spread the risk" strategy. Controlled spills divert
been proven. Increased mortality per dam has been fish from turbines in designated periods, typically
generally considered to be between 5 and 10 during the peak downst .re.ammigration periods.
percent (NPPC, 1989). More recent information Water Budget storage releases increase water

indicates it is more likely 3 to 4 percent (personal velocity through the reservoirs and help flush fish
conu'nunication, Ted Bjorrm, Idaho Cooperative over spillways.
Fish and Wildlife Research Unit, University of
Idaho, Moscow, Idaho, October 1991), with Spill deflectors, called flip lips, have been installed

increasing levels of mortality occurring during on most major dams on the Snake and Columbia
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riversto reducesup¢rsaturat_ldissolvedgaslevels 2,4.4,4 Logging
that, in the past,havebeenrecordedduring_-
spill periods (see Section 2,3 for description), Logging was probably the first non-native industry
Levels above those considered safe (less than 110 to develop in the Columbia River System (NPPC,
percent) still occur annually on the Columbiaand 1986), Early logging was typically restrictedto
Snake rivers, but current levels are less than lowland areas, resulting in little disturbancefrom
condit_,_nsrecordedprior to installation of the flip sedimentationthat can be detrimentalto streams.
llps, From about 1880 to 1920, streams were often used

to transportcut logs. Occasionally, damswere
2.4.4.3 Agriculture constructedandthenbreachedto sluicelogs. This

resulted in extensive streambedsecuring, primarily
Over 12 percent of the Columbia Basin is farmland, in the lower reaches of the Columbia tributaries.
Most of the farmacreage is in central Washington Logging increased sharply duringand after World
and southern Idaho. Farm acreage in the basin War 11. Logging in the Snake River drainage
increased gradually until 1960 and then leveled off. increased most dramatically in the early 1960s,
Irrigated farmland has increased from0.5 million from lows of 1- to 30-million board feet per year to
acres before 1900 to 7,6 million acres by 1980 over 600-million board feet per year, and remained
(NPPC, 1986), Total irrigated land in the Snake high through the 1980s (NPPC, 1986),
River Basin has followed a similar pattern,
increasing from about 2 million acres in 1930 to Logging has significant adverse effects on fish
4,5 million acres in 1980 (NPPC, 1986), habitat, The major effects are increased

sedimentation, reduced egg survival, loss of
More than half of the Columbia Basin is suitable streamsidecover, increased streamtemperatures,
for livestock grazing, Records since 1945 indicate and reduced instream habitat, Significant adverse
that public land grazing peaked in the 1950s, but effects on fish habitat and/or production in Snake
fell in the early 1980s by about 10 percent in River tributarieshave been documented since the
Washington and Oregon and about 25 percent in advent of increased logging activities in the 1960s
Idaho from those peak levels (NPPC, 1986). (Chapman et al., 1991).
Nevertheless, grazing acreage and intensity remain
high. 2.4.4.5 Mining

The adverse effects of agriculture are many: loss of Mining was one of the earlier industries to develop
streamside vegetation, increased temperature, in the Northwest. By the late 1800s, some of the
increased erosion adding silt to spawning beds, major mining areas were in Snake River
reduced flow in rearing areas, impedance to fish anadromous fish habitat (NPPC, 1986). Gold and
migration, addition of toxicants and nutrients to silver mining were more extensive in Idaho than in
streams, and loss of fish in unscreened irrigation Washington and Oregon. Mining methods included
diversions. Unscreened diversions are one of the both underground mining and dredging or sluicing
major problems. While most irrigation intakes of riverine (placer) deposits. Some of the heaviest
have been screened, many screens are not in-stream mining occurred in Snake River
functional; they wash out of the fiver, catching fish tributaries, destroying large areas of aquatic and
that stick to the moving screens (NPPC, 1986). riparian habitat. Other impacts from mining
Many of these problems have been reduced, but not included acid mine leaching and heavy sediment
eliminated, deposition. Most of the damage from mining

occurred in the first half of this century, although
Grazing is one of the major factors affecting the some degradedhabitatstill exists in Idaho
quality of stream habitat in Idaho, About 80 tributariessuch as the South Fork Clearwater, Bear
percent of anadromousfish habitat in the Snake Valley, and Crooked River (NPPC, 1986),
Riverdrainageliesinareasmanagedby federal

agencies,and muchof this land is opento grazing 2.4.4.6 Hatcheries, Disease, and
(Chapman ct al., 1991). Stream habitat, and its
ability to produce salmonids, deteriorates in regions Genetics .
that are grazed. Stream bank erosion reduces pool
habitat, loss of streamside vegetation allows Currently, a large portion of total salmon and
streams to warm, and increased sediment in the steelhead trout runs to the Columbia River System
'o,,aterreduces egg survival, originate from a hatchery. Therefore, factors
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affecting the success of hatchery fish greatly Hatchery fish that spawn in the wild may reduce
influence total runs to the river. Several problems the viability of the stocks. Chilcot¢ et al, (1986)
occur with hatchery fish compared to wild stocks, found that natural-spawning hatchery steelhead in
Generally, hatchery stocks have poorer smolt-to- the Kalama River produced smolts with a survival
adult survival rates than do wild stocks, Survival rate only 28 percentof that of wild fish, The
from a given hatchery also tends to decline over extent of wild spawning by hatchery stocks in the
time. For example, the Pacific Salmon basin is variable, lt may be large in some areas

Commission (PSC, 1990) has kept records on the with large hatchery runs ultimately reducing the
relative survival of 32 stocks of chinook salmon (ali viability and production of wild fish. In the Snake
but 2 hatchery origin) from Alaska, British River, although large outplanting of hatchery fish to
Columbia, Washington, and Oregon. They found streams has occurred, wild spawning of hatchery
that 17 stocks (55 percent) had a long-term releases of spring and summer chinook is
decreasing trend in survival, independent of fishing apparently low OVlattbews and Waples, 1991).
mortality, while only 5 stocks (16 percent) showed However, re.c_nt (since 1983) stray hatchery fall.
an increasing trend. Trends for the other stocks chinook from the lower river may be entering the
were either indeterminant (1 stock) or based on spawning areas of wild fall chinook in significant
insufficient data (9 stocks). This included stocks numbers, and hatchery fish from earlier activities
from areas above the dams on the Columbia River (1983 or earlier) in the basin could have been

and from other areas not affected by the dams. spawning in the wild (Waples et al., 1991a),

Another hatchery problem that might have serious 2.4.4.7 Other Effects
consequences on fish survival is the incidence and

severity of disease. One of the most severe Several other factors, as yet poorly quantified, also
problems of fish in the Columbia River is bacterial could be having significant effects on salmon and

kidney disease (BKD). The bacterium that causes steeihead production in the Columbia-Snake River
this disease can be transmitted from parents to their System. These effez;ts include increased marine

eggs. BKD most seriously affects spring chinook mammal predation, shad competition, and high-seas
smolts. Warren (1989) and Paschoand Elliott drift net harvest.
(1991) indicated that prevalence of the disease in

smolts in Snake River F_eral hatcheries ranged Populations of marine mammals have been
from 15 percent to 100 percent. Juveniles reared increasing since the Marine Mammals Protection

from adults with low indicators of the disease Act of 1972. Many of these mammals feed on
survived from release to return to the hatchery at a salmonids, Recent records indicate tha_.the harbor

rate three times higher than predicted, while adults seal population has increased around the Columbia
with high levels of indicators of the disease River mouth. The highest historical incidence
survived at 70 percent of the predicted rate. (19.2 percent) of injuries from seal bites on spring
Raymond (1988) believed the lack of improvement and summer chinook were recorded in 1990

in survival of hatchery spring chinook from the (Chapman et al,, 1991), The level and proportion
Snake River in the 1980s was caused by BKD of this impact on salmonid populations are not clear

mortalities after smolts reached the ocean. This because salmon typically make up a small portion
disease theoretically could be passed on to wild of seals' diets.
fish. Its incidence in the wild currently may be

high (Pascho and Elliott, 1989; Elliott and Pascho, Shad were introduced to the Columbia River from
1991). Recent progress has reduced the level of east coast stocks in the 1880s. Since fish counts

BKD in hatchery fish in Washington State began at Bonneville Dam in 1938, numbers have

Department of Fisheries hatcheries through increased dramatically from less than I0,000 to
inoculation with erythromycin (Michak ct al., over one million fish annually in the 1980s. The

1990), However, Pascho and Elliott (1989, 1991) highest number on re.cord was counted in 1990 at 3
indicated that up to 100 percent of the spring/ million fish (Corps, 1990a). The direct and
summer chinook leaving the mid-Columbia and indirect effects of the shad population on _tlmonid
Snake rivers tested positive for BKD. stocks are not well understood. However, there is

a possibility of predation by shad adults on

salmonid smolts. Adult shad migration may cause
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stress to adult salmon at ladders because of their Resident fish in the reservoirs occupy numerous
higher numbers. Finally, competitionbetween shad habitatsand ofter/ase separate habitats for different
and salmonidjuveniles for food resources in the life history stages (Bennett et al., 1983; Bennett
estuary and possibly the ocean environmentaffects and Shder, 1986; Hjortet al., 1981; Bennettet al.,
salmon survival (Chapman et al., 1991). 1991). Eachreservoir has three general zones

which are characterizedby differenthabitats (l-Ijort
The exact effect of high-seas drift net fishing on et al., 1981). The first zone is the forebay area,
Columbia River stocks is not known. Results from which is typically lacustrine in nature. At the
observers on Japanese drift net fishing vessels upper end of the reservoir is ase,cond zone that
suggest that the effects are probablysmall because tends to be shallower and have significant flow
less than 10,000 salmon and steelhead were velocities. In between these two zones is a
reported captured in one fishing season transition s rea that changes in the upstream end
(International North Pacif.c Fisheries Commission, from riverineto more lake like in the downstream
1991). However, recent undercover operations direction. Each zone can include several habitat
have indicated that thousands of metric tons of types; however, most can be characterized as either
selmonids have been captured from illegal drift net backwater (including sloughs and embayments) or '
operations that are not monitored by observers, open-water habitats (Hjort et al., 1981; Bennett et
The magnitude of this activity on salmonid el., 1983; LaBolle, 1984).
populations remains unquantified.

Backwaters and embayments generally provide
2.5 RESIDENT FISH AND AQUATIC slightly warmer habitat, finer sttbstrate, and

ECOLOGY submergent and emergent vegetation. Backwater
areas are used for spawning by bass, black crappie,
white crappie, bluegill, pumpkinseed, yellow perch,

2.5.1 General Conditions and carp('Bennettet al., 1983;BennettandShrier,
1986;Hjort etal., 1981;Bennettetal., 1991;

Fish species in the reservoirs of the lower Snake Zimmermanand Rusmussen, 1981). Fish normally
and Columbia rivers include a mixture of native spawn in shallow water less than 6.5 feet deep.
riverine and introduced species that typically are Spawning and incubation times vary between
associated with lake-like or lacustrine conditions species', however, most of these backwater species
(Bennett et al., 1983; Bennett and Shrier, 1986; spawn from May through mid.July (Figure 2.5-1).
Hjort et al., 1981; Mullan et al., 1986). Dominant

native species include northern squawfish, redside Shad, cyprinids, suckers, walleye, sandroller, white
shiners, mountain whitefish, ctriselmouth, bridgelip sturgeon, and possibly redside shiner spawn in open
sucker, and largescale sucker. The most common water. PricEy sculpin spawn in both open water
game species include walleye, bluegill, smallmouth and backwater, based upon the distribution of
bass, largemouth bass, white crappie, black prolarvae (Hjort et al., 1981). The greatest
crappie, American shad, carp, channel catfish, and abundance of larvae are generally found in the
yellow perch, backwaters and nearshore areas. Only yellow

perch and prickly sculpin larvae are commonly
Cold-waterresident species (such as trout and found in open-waterareas.
mountain whitefish) that were once common in the

Columbia and Snake rivers have declined since the Most of the native species spawn in flowing waters
construction of the dams. Species composition has at the headwaters of the reservoirs or in tributary
changed due to the blockage of spawning streams. Some species, however, al,_ spawn in the
migrations and modification of habitats (Mullan et reservoirs. For instance, northern glUaWfishwill
al., 1986). The prey base also has changed since spawn either in flowing water or along gravel
the construction of the dams, shifting from beaches in reservoirs (Wydoski and Whitney,
dominance of benthic organisms to dominance of 1979).
pelagic phytoplankton. This shift in prey
organisms might also have contributed to the Juvenile fish are found in abundance in backwater

decline of cold-water resident species (Sherwood et and open-water areas where flowing water is found.
al., 1990). The two habitats are occupied by distinctly different
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Figure 2.5-1. Spawning and incubation chronology of fish species.
Sources: Bennett et al., 1983; Stober et a1.,1979.
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fish species. Introduced species, which are backwaterareas may affect the habitat selection of
primarily lacustrine fishes, are more common in the several species.
backwater areas while native riverine species are
most common in the flowing water regions (Hjort Zooplankton abundance is also related to water
et al., 1981; Bennett et al., 1983; Bennett and retention time in the reservoirs. During spring
Shrier, 1986; Mullan et al., 1986). Juvenile shad floods, large influxes of nutrients enter the
are widely distribute,l in reservoirs, which may be reservoirs. Long water retention times (i.e., 3 to
related to the dispersion of their semi-pelagic (not 4 months) enableprimary and secondary producers
attached, seml-buoyant) eggs (l-]jortet al., 1981). to use these nutrients over a relatively long period

of time. Shorter retention times reduce the time
Adult distribution is generally similar to spawning the spring influx of nutrients is present in a
and juvenile distribution but can change depending reservoir, and, therefore, limits the potential
upon feeding strategy. Adults may occur productivityof the reservoir (Beckman et al., 1985;
throughout the habitats and move seasonally or Peone et al., 1990).
daily to different areas (Bennett et al., 1983;
Bennett and Shrier, 1986; Hjort et al., 1981). Benthic organisms can also contribute significantly
Although adults will use various habitats, lacustrine to the diets of many reservoir fish species (Bennett
species ar,; generally abundant in shallow, slower et al., 1983). Benthic production is usually
velocity backwater areas and native riverine species minimal in shallow-water areas because water level
occur abundantly in areas with flowing water fluctuations expose the organisms. As a :esult,
(Bennett et al., 1983). benthic organisms are usually depleted in littoral

zones where water levels fluctuate (Mullah et al.,
In general, the backwater areas have the greatest 1986).
abundance of fish in ali life stages. D_p habitats
support fewer fish. The majority of the species 2..r" ? Lower Snake River Reservoirs
found in deeper waters are non-game suckers

(Catostomidae) and Minnows (Cyprinidae). White Reservoirs in the lower Snake River are typically
sturgeon (Acipenser transmontanus) are also found warm in summer and either do not stratify or only
in deeper waters. Mid-depth habitats support a stratify weakly. They have a relatively long
community higher in species diversity and (roo-hly 15 to 25 years) history of sedimentation;
abundance than deep habitat, but generally lower in therefore, finer substrates prevail. The fine
abundance than shallow habitat (Bennett et al., substrates, warmer temperatures, and associated
1991). lower dissolved oxygen levels tend to favor warm-

and cool-water species (Bennett et al., 1983).
In many reservoir systems, fish abundance in

shallow waters has been shown to correlate with the Approximately 25 to 30 species of resident fishes
presence of aquatic or submerged vegetation, are known to inhabit the lower Snake River

However, the results of studies conducted in Little reservoirs (Table 1, Appendix B). About half of
Goose Reservoir by Bennett et al. (1983) did not these are introduced species. Native fishes include
indicate a strong correlation between fish sturgeon (Acipenseridae), trout and salmon
abu_adanceand aquatic vegetation. (Salmonidae), minnows (Q/prinidae), suckers

(Catostomidae), and sculpins (Cottidae). The
The use of backwater areas by numerous species largest family representation of introduced fishes is
may be at least partially related to the availability from the sunfish (Centrarchidae) family. Seven
of pre),. Zooplankton are generally sparse in the members have been introduced including
Columbia River except in sloughs and backwaters largemouth bass, smallmouth bass, pumpkinseed,
(Mullan et al., 1986; Stober et al., 1979). High bluegill, black crappie, white crappie, and
concentrations of zooplankton in the backwater warmouth. Numerous catfish species (Ictaluridae) '
areas attract smaller prey species that feed upon are also common in the Snake River reservoirs.

these organisms. In turn, high concentrations of They include channel catfish, flathead catfish, '
prey fishes attract larger predator fish species, brown bullhead, yellow bullhead, and tadpole

O Therefore, higher concentrations of zooplankton in madtom. Most of these fishes have beenintroduced for sporting purposes..
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There is little difference in the species composition (such as Little Goose), fish migrate to the tailwater
of th,_four lower Snake River reservoirs. Species of the next damupstreamfor spawning and
foundinhigherabundanceinallreservoirsinclude possiblyfeedingbenefits.Althoughno datawere
suckers_ridgelipandlargescale),northern foundtocomparerelativeabundanceofnative
squawfish,smallmouthbass,chlselmouth,and speciesinthefourreservoirs,theavailabilityof
rexlsideshiners(Bennettetal.,1983;Bennettand flowingwaterhabitatinLowerGraniteandLower
Shrier,1986;Bennettctal.,1988).Speciessuch Monumentalwouldprovidebetterhabitatfornative
ascrappies,slanfish,andlargemouthbassare speciesthanLittleGooseandIceHarbor.
highlyabundmltinbackwatersofallreservoirs.

Oth_rspeciesa_eequallyabundantinsome Mostofthedominantsportfishes(Centrachidae)in
reservoirs (AppeLdix D; Bennett et al., 1983). the lower Snake River reservoirs require high,
Minor variations in species composition are related quality, shallow-water(6.5 feet or less) habitats for
to variations in the availability of backwater spawning and rearing (Bennett et al., 1983; Bennett
habitats and flowing waters in the various and Shrier, 1986). In addition to the requirement
reservoirs, of shallow-water habitat, that habitat must also

remain inundated throughoutthe incubation period
Little Goose and Lower Monumental reservoirs to ensure good c,gg survival. Fluctuations in water
have a greater number of backwater areas than the surface elevation can, therefore, have potentially
Lower Granite and Ice Harbor reservoirs (Bennett large effects on spawning success, particularly in
et al., 1983). The confluences of two major April through July when most shallow-water
tributaries (Palouse and Tucannon rivers) with the species spawn. Bennett et al. (1983), however,
Snake R!ver provide additional backwater habitat in found that current project operations appear to have
Lower Monumental. Therefore, these reservoirs little effect on rcc:_itment into the sport fishery.
tend to support larger numbers of species that are

dependentupontheseshallow-waterhabitatsduring 2.5.3 LowerColumbia River
some part of their life histories, Channel catfish Reservoirs
and carp are more abundant in Lower Monumental

and Ice Harbor reservoirs. Their abundance in The species composition of the lower Columbia
these reservoirs is believed to be related to the River reservoirs is very similar to that of the lower
availability of suitable habitat (waters with little Snake River reservoirs. Dominant species in the
current, often soft substrates with emergent and low?,r Columbia River include largemouth bass,
submergent aquatic vegetation). Yellow perch are smallmouth bass, walleye, squawfish, crappie, and
also more abundant in reservoirs with aquatic suckers (Appendix D). Most of these species have
vegetation. Smallmouth bass, pumpkinseed, and been introduced into the system. Native species in
white crappie are more abundant in upriver the reservoirs include northern squawfish, redside
reservoirs (Bennett et al., 1983). shiner, various species of sucker, mountain

whitefish,, and sand roller. The warm waters and
Native species (including white sturgeon, slow flows in the reservoirs tend to favor the
chiselmouth, northern squawfish, and redside production of the introduced warm-water species.
shiners) primarily inhabit areas along the main river

cha_nel and are most abundant in flowing water The four lower Columbia River reservoirs

(Bennett et al., 1983). The confluence of two (McNary, John Day, The Dalles, and Bonneville)
major tributaries (Palouse aud Tueannon rivers) vary in the amount of open-water and backwater
provides access to flowing water for native species habitat they contain. In general, Bonneville and
in Lower Monumental, The confluence of the The Dalles contain fewer backwater areas than John

Clearwater and Snake rivers provides important Day and MeNary. Because backwater areas are
flowing water habitat in Lower Granite. The native generally more productive for resident species,
specie._primarily spawn in the tributaries; however, John Day and McNary are probably the most
headwe,ters of reservoirs serve a similar function, productive of the four reservoirs,
For example, in Lower Granite Reservoir, northern

squawfish migrate upstream to the lotic (flowing Studies conducted in John Day Reservoir indicate
water) conditions in the Snake and Clearwater that spawning sueee.ss in any year for a given
rivers. In other reservoirs without major tributaries species depends upon water surface elevation as
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well asotherfactors(]-Ijolt ct al,, 1981), Low 2.5.5 Dworshak Reservoir
water surface eleva:ion can reduce the available

habitat, and fluctuating elevations can expose eggs Dworshak Reservoir is a deep, oligotrophic storage
during incubation, Most fish in the lower reservoirwith a steep-sided shoreline (Falter,
Columbia River reservoirs spawn from June to 1982). The reservoirstratifies during the summer,
mid-July, providing warm-waterhabitatin the surface layer

and cold water at depth (Falter, 1982), Dissolved
2.5.4 Brownlee Reservoir oxygen is typically sufficient to support fish

production. Most phytopl_kton and zooplankton
Brownlee Reservoir has elevated water production occurs in the epilinmion, which
temperatures, thermalstratification,high primary generally extends over the upper 40 feet of the
productivity, and seasonal nutrient cycling patterns reservoir (Corps, undated). The reservoir has
(BPA, 1985). Nutrient inputs from upstream drawdowns of up to 155 feet (Maiolie, 1988) in the
irrigation returnsand sewage outfalls axe high and fall and winter, and is subsequentlyrefilled in
contribute to the high productivity levels in the spring and early summer(Corp_;,undated).
reservoir. Oxygen content of the waters below the Because of the extensive variation in water surface
thermocline frequentlyapproacheszero in summer, elevation and continued wave action, aquatic
Furthermore, decomposition of organic matter macrophytesare virtually non-existent along the
contributes to nutrientcycling and oxygen shorelines and benthic productionis low (Corps,
depletion, undated).

The reservoir primarily supports a warm-water Primary sport species present in the reservoir
fishery. Smallmouth bass, channel catfish, and include kokanee, rainbow trout, snudlmouth bass,
black crappie populationsare the dominant game largemouth bass, bull trout, cutthroattrout, brook
species (Rohrer, 1984; Table 3, Appendix B). The , trout, mountain whitefish, and brown bullhead
reservoir is particularly noted for its smallmouth (Maiolie, 1988; Appendix D). Because of the steep
bass and channel catfish fisheries {BPA, 1985). shorelines, little shallow-waterhabitat is available
Carp and sucker, which are typically productivein to supportnatural reproductionof smallmouth bass
warm, highly vegetatedwaters, are also very (Corps, undated). Maximum spawning habitat
common. Studies have indicated that productionof exists at full pool. Trout and kokanee spawn in the
game fish in the reservoir might be limited by fall primarily in the tributariesto the reservoir
availability of forage species (Bennett and (Maiolie, 1988). lt is presumed that mountain
Dunsmoor, 1986; Rohrer, 1984). whitefish also spawn in the streamsor in the

ClearwaterRiver upstreamof the reservoir.
Many of the species in the reservoir are bottom Kokanee mortality rates in the reservoir appearto
spawners andtherefore may be affected by be unusually high. Mortality of young fish is
variations in water surfaceelevations. Smallmouth estimated near 80 percent (personal communication,
bass, which typically spawn at elevations of 1 to 15 Melo Maiolie, IdahoDepartmentof Fish and
feet may be particularlysensitive to variations in Game, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, August 23, 1991).
water surface elevation. Smallmouth bass spawn in Entrainmentof fish may be partiallyresponsible for
May and June, and spawning varies somewhatwith this mortality. An unknownbut possibly
water temperatures. Spawning habitatin Brownlee substantial number may be entrainedthrough the
Reservoir has not been identified, but it is most penstocks duringpower generation. The magnitude
likely confined to tributaryinflow areas, gravel of entrainmentor the exact relationshipbetween
ledges in the littoral zone, edges of islands, or drawdown and kokanee entrainmentis unknown,
anywhere where there is suitable, relatively silt-free although the perceptionis thatthe greater the
gravel. Springspawning normally coincides with drawdown, the greater the entrainment. Initial
near-peak reservoir levels when shallow gravel investigations suggest that large numbers of
areas are most likely to be inundated. Other spring kokanee are entrained with releases greater than
spawners may be equally affected by the 8,000 cfs (personal communication, Melo Maiolie,
drawdowns. Idaho Department of Fish and Game, Coeur

d'.ZOene,Idaho, August 23, 1991). The
temperatures of the Clearwater River below
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bworshak Dam are colder than the fiver, and the periodically depicted kokan_ population in Lake
species composition of the deer reflects this Roosevelt,
difference. The primary resident species in the
Clearwater River include rexiside shiners, rainbow The rainbow trout fishery is also a supplemented
trout, suckers, and mountain whitefish. Northern fishery, In addition to the production from the

squawfish, sr,udlmouth bass, kokan_, dace, and hatchery managed by the Confexierat_d Tribes of
sculpins arc also present in low numbers, the Colville Reservation and other State and

Fe,dcral hatcheries, rainbow trout naturally

2.5.6 Lake Roosevelt reproduce in someof the tributazies to the
reservoir.

Walleye, yellow perch, and largescal¢ sucker are
the most abundant species in Lake Roosevelt Although not strictly a "put and take" fishery,

(Appendix D). The primary species targeted by numerous net pens located throughout the r_servoir
sports fishers, in order of importance, include are used to raise rainbow trout to catchable size;
rainbow trout, walleye, kokanee, smallmouth bass, then they are rele.ased into the reservoir from May
and yellow perch, through June (Pe.one ct al., 1990), Most of these

fish are caught within 14 months of the time they

The walleye is an exotic species, introduced into are released (Pe.one et al., 1990). Large
Lake Roosevelt during the 1940s or 1950s, that has drawdowns in the spring sometimes affect the net

thrived in the reservoir. Wa'i!eye spawn in the pen operations by forcing operators to move their
Spokane Arm of the lake in April and May (Pe,one net pens often. Protected are.as for some of the net
et al., 1990). The youn_/ii_h arc typically found in pens arc not available at lower pool elevations, In
littoral are.as associated :,dth woody debris and previous years, some operators have r_le.ase.d their
adults are most common near the mouths of fish early (April instead of May or June) in

embayments and tributaries (Peone et al., 1990). response to extreme drawdowns,
Spawning success of walleye in the reservoir
appears to be unaffected by current variations in Yellow perch and smallmouth bass spawn in
water surface elevation. In fact, walleye spawn spring, primarily from late April through mid-May
during a rise in water surface elevation in the (Pe.one ct al., 1990), These species aJ':o spawn

spring that corresponds to some extent to the primarily in shallow-water arc.as.
refilling of the pool in May and June, lt is
generally believed that the lack of forage, rather Annual spring drawdowns affect phytoplankton and
that,, spawning habitat, currently limits walleye zooplankton production in the reservoir be.cause of
production (Peone ,t al., 1990). Walleye appear to de,creases in water retention time and subsequent
have a competitive advantage over the native reductions in the availability of nutrients (Beckman
northern squawfish in that the walleye numbers ¢t al., 1985). Zooplankton densities and biomass

have steadily increased while populations of are generally high when water retention time in the
northern squawfish have decreased, reservoir is high and vice versa. Water retention

rtime of about 30 to 35 days appeared to be of

Kokanee are landlocked sockeye salmon. The critical importance to provide sufficient forage for
original kokanee population in this reservoir kokanee, rainbow trout, and other young.of-year

pmhnhly came from a portion of a sockeye run that fish (Pe,one et al., 1990).
was prevented from migrating to the ocean after
Grand Coule_ Dam was constructed. This 2.6 TERRESTRIALECOLOGY
population ma), have originally spawned in Arrow

Lakes, as did the sockeye runs before them. 2.6.1 Habitat
Closure of Arrow Lakes re.duce.d the mount of

spawning habitat available to them. The population The Columbia and Snake rivers delineate

has also been severely affected by flood control and transitional zones between several physiographic
hydropower drawdowns in the spring, following the _ provinces in Washington and Oregon, including the
closure of Arrow Lakes and the completion of the Willamette Valley; South, West, and High
third powerhouse at Grand Coule_ Dam. Recently, Cascades; and Columbia River Basin (Franklin and

two hatcheries were constructed to replenish the Dymess, 1973). Consequently, plant communities
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throughout the project area are extremely diverse, includingshallow-water, riparian,wetland,
The ColumbiaRiver represents a sea-level embayment, and designated managed habitats.
transition from marine to continental climate that is

separatedby majormountainbarriers,Plant 2.6.1.1 Shallow Water
associations east and west of the Pacific Crest have

therefore adapted to regional and local differences Shallow-water habitat cxists primarily along the
in edaphlc conditions, moisture regimes, and fire shoreline of the lower Columbia and Snake rivers
histories.WestofthePacificCrest,theColumbia andaroundislandswithinthevariousprojectpools.
RiverpassesthroughthemesophyticDouglas-fir Extensiveshallow-waterhabitatexistsatJohnDay
(Pseudotsugamenzieaii)/westernhemlock(Tsuga andMcNarypoolsandisconsideredtobe
heterophyIIa)association(FranklinandDyrness, relativelylimitedinothermalnstempoolsand
1973).JusteastofHood River,thexerophytic storagereservoirs.Shallow-waterbedsinthese
Douglas-fir/Oregonwhiteoak(Quercusgarryana) areastypicallysupportaquaticplantsthatprovidea
associationpredominates, valuablefoodsourceforwaterfowl.Precise

location,extent,andcompositionofaquaticbeds
NorthwardfromRichland,Washington,the withinshallow-waterareasislargelyunknown
ColumbiaRiverpassesthroughfourmajor throughouttheprojectarea.Ingeneral,however,
vegetationzones,includingthefollowing'.(i) aquaticbedsaremostprevalentinshallow-water
shrub-steppe[withsagebrush(Artemisiasp.)],(2) areaswheresandandsiltdepositshave
steppe(lackingsagebrush),(3)Ponderosapine accumulated.
(Pinus ponderosa), and (4) a broad zone supporting

Douglas-fir and grand fir (Abies grandis) (Franklin 2.6.1.2 Riparian
and Dyrness, 1973; Payne et al., 1975).

Riparian habitat along the lower Columbia River is
The Snake River and associated tributaries limited primarily to riparian shrub, riparian
(including the Clearwater River) in eastern hardwood, and riparian herb types (Table 2.6-1).
Washington and Idaho pass through the xerophytic Collectively, the four projects on the lower
shrub-steppe, Ponderosa pine, and Idaho white pine Columbia River include approximately 5,600 acres

(Pinus monticola) series (Franklin and Dyrness, of riparian vegetation that occur mainly in the
1973; Daubenmire and Daubenmlre, 1984). The backwaters. Riparian vegetation is most abundant
white pine belt consists of mixed stands of white along the MeNary Pool and least abundant along
pine, grand fir, Douglas-fir, Engelmarm spruce The Dalles Pool (Table 2.6-1). The relatively short
(Picea engelmanniO, and western red cedar (Thuja pool and juxtaposition of highways and railroads
plicata). Both the Columbia and Snake rivers are has limited establishment of extensive riparian areas
major migration and dispersal corridors for plants at The Dalles Pool. The McNary Pool is an
and wildlife and have a high degree of endemlsm extremely diverse area consisting of numerous
(Franklin and Dymess, 1973). islands, shallow-water and backwater areas,

riparian forests, and wetlands. Riparian hardwoods
The project reservoirs have influenced the extent in this area are some of the largest in the region.
and distribution of numerous plant and wildlife In general, riparianhardwoods associated with the
communities that have existed within the river lower Columbia River projects are characterized by
corridor for many years. Local plant communities (in orderof abundance) Russian olive (Elaeagnus
have established under normal pool fluctuations and angustifolia), willows (Salix spp.), black
periodic drought. Specifically, dpa.dan, wetland,
and shallow-water habitats on the lower Columbia i
and Snake rivers have established under normal,

daily pool fluctuations of 3 to 5 feet. Similarly,
plant communities along the storage reservoirs
(Brownlee, Dworshak, and Grand Coulee)
established under extensive drawdowns of up to 50
feet during the growing season. The following
discussion is limited primarily to the major plant
and wildlife associations within the project pools,
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cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa), red alder (Alnus detailed list of plants is available for the study area
rubra), and white alder (A, rhombOqora), Riparian (Asherin and Claar, 1976; Tabor, 1976; Lawke and
shrubs include willows, young hardwoods, and Buss, 1977).
false indigo (Amorpha sp.). Riparian herbs include

a mixture of various forbs and grasses that occupy Although information on riparian vegetation at Lake
sand, mud, and gravel bars in the pool areas, A Roosevelt was unavailable for this OA/EIS, this
more complete listing of plant species characteristic reservoir lacks extensive riparian communities
of the study area is available in Asherln and Cla_ (Payne et al,, 1975), The southern portion of Lake
(1976), and Tabor (1976). Roosevelt is within the shrub-steppe region of

eastern Washington (Franklin and Dyrness, 1973)
Several factors have contributed to the lack of and is therefore subject to periodic drought.

extensive riparian areas along the lower Snake Consequently, extensive reservoir drawdown often
River, The steep shorelines associated with project occurs in winter and spring, This situation has
rese_oirs is primarily responsible for limiting resulted in plants being perched well above the

development of riparian communities in the project water table during the early spring (Fayne et sd,,
area, Furthermore, extensive grazing (Lewke and 1975). In the upper reaches of the lake, moisture

Buss, 1977), the expansion of railroads, and the is more abundant and established plants are not as
gradual inundation of the river bottom by dams subject to extended drought, However, most
have also limited riparian vegetation to narrow riparian habitat at the lake is associated with small
vegetation corridors and backwater areas. These streams and springs (Payne ct al,, 1975). Riparian

particular changes have reduced the extent of many vegetation has established in areas of silt
of the woody plant communities such aS accumulation that are subject to only infrequent
cottonwood, willow, and white alder that onc,z flooding. Associated riparian species in these areas
characterized the riparian zone, The woody plant include cottonwood, birch (Betula sp.), red alder,
community that remains in this area is more white alder, red-osier dogwood (Comus

drought-resistant and is composed of black locust, stolonifera), and alder buckthorn (Rhamnus
Russian olive, and various hybrid cherries (Prunus alnifolia),
sp.) (Asherin and Claar, 1976).

Dworshak Reservoir, along the Clearwater River,
Along the lower Snake River, the project reservoirs is bordered by approximately 2,250 acres of

are characterized by scrub-shrub, forest scrub, and riparian vegetation (Table 2.6-1). The primary
forest-shrub riparian communities (Table 2.6-1). riparian association along the reservoir includes red

Collectively, the four lower Snake River reservoirs alder/maidenhair fern (Adiantum sp.) (Asherin and
are bordered by approximately 900 acres of Orme, 1978). Coyote willow, black cottonwood,

riparian vegetation. Riparian areas range from 148 and serviceberry also occur in this area. less
acres at Ice Harbor to 285 acres at Lower Granite. common species include western red cedar, paper
In general, riparian hardwood forests on the lower birch (B. papyrifera), western larch (Lar/x sp.),

Snake River are dominated primarily by Russian and Douglas-fir. The understory shrub layer is
olive but also include black cottonwood, black noticeably undeveloped and conststs primarily of
locust, hackberry (Celtis reticulata), and white mock orange (Philadelphus lewisii) and mallow
aider. Scrub-shrub includes coyote willow (S. ninebark (Physocarpus malvaceus); this vegetation

argophylla), other willows, and false indigo, type is considered unique and rare along the
Herbaceous plants in this area include dotted reservoir (Asherin and Orme, 1978).
smartweed (Polygonum punctatum), eocklebur

(Xanthium sp.), thistle (Carduus sp.), and mustard Riparian vegetation along Brownie. Reservoir was

(Brassica sp.). A few large sand bars and islands quantified by percentage of shoreline vegetation for
occur along the river that also support plant specific segments of the reservoir (BPA, 1985), At
commtanities typically dominated by licorice-root the upper end of the reservoir, willow comprises
(Glycyrrhiza lepidota), cocklebur, and willows. 12.6 percent of the shoreline vegetation, This
One of these islands, New York Island, is an vegetation type is dominated by peach-leaf willow
important nesting area for Canada geese (Branta (S, amygdaloides), coyote willow, and red willow

canadensis) (Lewke and Buss, 1977). A more (S, lasiandra), lt grows between the high- and
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low-water lines and is flooded annually, Creeping acres, and range from 4 acres at Lower Grantte to
wildrye (Elymus triticotdes) is the dominant species 87 acres at Lower Monumental, Cattails and
on islands at the upper end of the reservoir, A bulrush (Sclrpus sp.) are the predominant wetland
limited distributionof cattail (_pha sp,) and plants at these reservoirs,
cottonwood occur around shallow bays in the upper
reservoir, Lake Roosevelt lacks extensive wetland areas,

Wetlands dominatedby canary reedgrass
Vegetation in the many small, side canyons along (Calamagrostts sp.) are limited, but occur pflmarily
Brownlee Reservoir varies cons:iderablydepending in the northernportion of the reservoir where
on slope, aspect, and length of time water is moisture is more abundant (Payne et al., 1975),
present. If water is flowing during the entireyear,
white alder dominates several different associations. Wetland vegetation in the vicinity of the Dworshak
In narrow, steep canyons, a dense tree and shrub Pool consists of approximately72,5 acres of the
association with a poorly developed herbaceous' deciduous scrub-shrub type (Table 2,6-1). Wetland
layer occurs. Black cottonwood is occasionally habitatassociated with Brownlee Reservoir is
interspersed with alder. Wider, gentler canyons limited to shallow bay areas at the upper end of the
have more diverse plant associations and are reservoir and is characterized by sparse amounts of
characterizedprimarily by an equal mix of alder cattails (BPA, 1985), Detailed plant lists are
and cottonwoed, available for each of these reservoirs (Asherin and

Orme, 1978; BPA, 1985),
In addition to riparian communities along Brownlee

Reservoir, at least five upland grass/forb and six 2.6.1.4 Ernbayrnents, Ponds, and
uplandshrub/grassor brush/grassvegetationtypes Associated Tributaries
occur along the Hver (BPA, 1985). Small patches

of conifers occur in several locations along the Embayments are bodies of water separated from the
river, and rocky cliffs, talus slopes, and sanddunes main channel, usually by highway or railroad
abut the project reservoirs. This variety of habitats causeways, and are typically connected to the main
close to water at relatively low elevation results in channel by culverts or side channels. Embayments,
many types of wildlife along this portion of the ponds, and associated tributariesprovide backwater
Snake River. habitat that support the majority of emergent

wetland and riparian communities at each of the
2.6.1.3 Wetlands lower Columbia River reservoirs (Table 2,6-1).

Individual embaymentsrange from less than 5 acres
Wetlands associated with the project reservoirs to 548 acres, Collectively, the four lower
along the lower Columbia River are characterized Columbia River projects contain approximately
by the emergent variety (Table 2.6-1), These 3,700 acres of embayments and associated habitats.
wetlands generally occur where drainage from Backwater areas are most abundant at John Day
adjoining slopes is interrupted by railroador and least abundantat McNary. Although
highway embankments, or agricultural activities, site-specific information on this habitat type was
In general, wetland vegetation consists primarily of lacking for the other project areas, the lower Snake
rushes, sedges, and cattails. Collectively, the four River projects collectively contain about 328 acres
project reservoirs on the lower Columbia River are of backwater habitats.
borderedby approximately 1,500 acres of emergent

wetlands, Wetlands are mostabundantat McNary 2.6.1.5 Designated Managed Habitat
' and least abundantat Bonneville (Table 2,6-1).

Extensive wetlands occur at the McNary Pool along Several areas designated for habitat management
the upper end near the confluence of the Walla occur along the lower Columbia and Snake rivers.
Walla and Snake rivers and at the confluence of the Three designated sites (no acreages given) occur
Yakimaand Columbia rivers, along John Day and The Dalles pools and are

managed by the Oregon Department of Fish and
Wetlands along the lower SnakeRiver pools are Wildlife, Five additional areas totaling over 4,500
also characterized by emergents (Table 2,6-1). acres occur on the McNary Pool (Table 2.6-1) and
These wetlands are limited to approximately 116 are managed by the Corps as HMUs (Sather-Blalr
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et al,, 1991) HMUs are lands designated to be groups: waterfowl, raptors, upland game birds,
managed primarily for wildlife habitat. These aquatic furbearers, big game, otherwildlife groups,
areas provide essential habitat fornumerous plants and threatened and endangered species (Asherin and
and wildlife of the lower Columbia-Snake River Claar, 1976; Tabor, 1976; Asherin and Orme,
System and have been developed or have 1978), Each group is discussed below,
establishea naturally under prolonged periods of
normal reservoiroperatingconditions, The 500- 2.6.2.1 Waterfowl
acre McNary Wildlife Nature Area is locatedjust

downstream of McNary Dam, and the 3,600-acre Wintering waterfowl are probably the most
McNary National Wildlife Refuge (NWR) is abundantwildlife re,source on the Columbia and

manag_ by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Snake rivers. Resident, breeding waterfowl
(FWS) near the confluence of the Snake and x,umbers are generally low except for Canada geese
Columbia rivers, Approximately 760 acres Of (Branta canadensis), which occur throughout the
irrigated HMUs are associated with the four lower projects, and various duck species concentrated in
Snake River projects (Table 2,6-1) (Sather-Blalr et and around the Umatilla NWR,
al., 1991), Irrigated HMUs receive surface water

from the project reservoirs and are deFendent on Apparently, because of the lack of agricultural
high pressure irrigation systems for continued lands in the Columbia River Gorge, the Bonneville
vegetativegrowth, These HMUs have been planted Pool supports fewer (approximately 2,500 to 3,000)
extensively with trees and shrubs, food plots, and wintering waterfowl than either The Dalles or John
herbaceous forage species as an intensive Day, Wintering concentrations of diving ducks,
management technique to replace riparian areas lost primarily scaup (Aythya sp,), are distributed
when the dams were constructed, throughout the pool, Adjacent lakes, marshes, and

backwaters are important foraging and loafing areas
Approximately 760 acres of irrigated lands are for wintering waterfowl at the Bonneville Pool, In
associated with the intensively managed HMUs on addition to wintering concentrations, up to 168
the four lower Snake River projects (Table 2,6-1) goose nests were located in 1991, primarily along A
(Sather-Blair et al., 1991), The largest HMU is reservoir islands at the Bonneville Pool, Wells

located at Ice Harbor Dam, HMUs at each of the Island at Hood River supported 74 nestJ in 1991,
project dams have been planted extensively with

trees and shrubs along reservoir shorelines and with Waterfowl use in The Dalles Pool is primarily
herbaceous plants to establish feeding areas for associated with reservoir islands used extensively
various wildlife, by nesting Canada geese and wintering ducks and

geese, In 1991, 117 goose nests were recorded in
2.6.2 Wildlife this area, The majorityof goosenestingin the

pool occurson Brown's, Little Miller, and Rufus
The prqject reservoirs provide food, water, and islands. Most geese with broods feed along park
cover for numerous wildlife species and are lawns, grass-forb communities adjacent to the river,
especially important east of the Pacific Crest where embayments, and backwater areas,
moisture is extremely limited. Although detailed

informnttonabout the distribution and abundanceof The John Day Pool and Umatilla NWR support one
wriou_ wildlife species in the project areas is of the most significant wintering concentrations of
limited, fiparlan areas and wetlands associated with waterfowl, particularly Canada geese and mallards
the project reservoirs on the Columbia, Snake, and (Anas platyrhynchos), in Oregon and Washington,
Clearwater rivers provide essential habitat for 42 At present, a peak population of 600,000 ducks,
reptile and amphibian species, 263 bird species, primarily mallards, and 100,000 geese inhabit this
said 81 mammal species (Payne et al,, 1975; Tabor, area in early December. Most of these birds
19";6;Lewke and Buss, 1977; Asherin and Orme, winter in the vicinity of the Umatilla NWR.
1978), Wildlife in these areas are typically Wintering waterfowl in this area strongly depend
concentrated in pockets of natural and developed on agricultural crops (field corn and winter wheat)
habhat along the reservoirs. Wildlife that typically grown in the region. For example, a single aere of
u._eriparian and wetland areas associated with the corn can generally support up to 10 mallards
project areas can be divided into seven main wintering in the Columbia Basin (Anonymous,
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1983), The Columbia River and its islands also wetland habitatat this pool and extensive reservoir
provideprotected and relatively undisturbed drawdownduring the waterfowl nesting season.
loafing, resting, and roosting habitat for wintering
waterfowl, Dworshak Reservoir along the ClearwaterRiver

does not providenesting habitat for waterfowl, A
In 1991, 323 goose nests were located along the lack of nesting islands and few vegetated shoreline
John Day Pool. In addition, more than 14 species areas are probably responsible for the absence of
of ducks, with an annual production oi 2,000 to waterfowl nesting in the area,
2,500 young, typically nest in this pool, The
majorityof waterfowl nests occur Onislands in the Approximately 30 species of waterfowl have been
Umatilla NWR, although McCredieand Three Mile reported using the Snake River in the vicinity of
islands also support substantialgoose numbers. Brownlee Dam (Asherin and Claar, ]976). Of
McCredte and Three Mile islands are near shore these, six species are known to nest, or are
and, therefore, are susceptible to the formationof suspectedof nesting, near the dam. These species
land bridges. Most of the remainingreservoir include Canadagoose, mallard, northernpintail (A.
islands are farther offshore and protected from acuta), American widgeon (A, americana),
mammalian predation, green-winged teal (,4, crecca), and common

merganser(Mergus merganser). Canadageese are
Brood-rearingareas in the John Day Pool primarily the most numerous waterfowl species nesting in this
occur along sloughs and backwater areas near the area; most geese nest above Browniee Dam. Up to
Umatilla NWR (Asherin and Claar, 1976), Gently 200 pairs of geese, representing 20 to 25 percent of
sloping shorelines with grass-forb communities are the entire goose-nesting population on the Snake
typically used as foraging areasby geese inhabiting River from Waiter's Ferry to Farewell Bend, have
these areas, been reported nesting on islands in the Brownlee

Pool (BPA, 1985). In 1975, 741 goslings were
McNary Pool supportsa large population of nesting produced from 151 nests located on islands in the
Canadageese. The 25-plus islands, together with Browniee Pool. Annual productionin the reservoir

, the McNary NWR and HMUs, producedup to 675 rangedfrom 186 to 320 goslings during 1975 to
gos?ings and provided habitatfor nesting ducks, 1983 (BPA, 1985). Three major nesting islands
primarily mallards, in 1991, Most goose nesting in totaling 13 acres occur within the pool area when
1991 at McNary Pool occurred on seven islands, the pool is at elevation 2,065 feet, These islands
with the greatest numbers of successful goose nests are considerably larger during reservoir drawdown.

_ (73) occurring on BadgerIsland. Canadagoose Additionalpairs of geese also nest along the banks
n_sting on the lower Snake River occurs primarily and cliffs of the reservoir. Major broodingareas ,
or_,reservoir islands and along cliffs. Of the four along Brownlee Reservoir are located in pasture
pii_!jeetareas on the lower Snake River, Little lands and alfalfa fields in the vicinity of nesting
Goose supports the highest goose-nestlng densities; islands. Agricultural land in the Farewell
90 nests producing 448 goslings were reported in Bend/Olds Ferry and PorterFlat areas is also
I99t: The remainingprojects supportedthe heavily used by goose broods.

,following nesting goose densities in 1991: Lower
Grnnite, 34 nests, 88 goslings; Lower Monumental, As many as 7,678 ducks (mostly mallards and
5 nests, 20 goslings; and Ice Harbor, 3 nests, 12 common mergansers) and geese have been recorded
goslings, wintering on the Snake River in the vicinity of

Brownlee Reservoir (Asherin and Claar, 1976). Of
Overall density of wintering ducks is considered these, approximately900 goldeneye (Bucephala
low at Grand Coulee primarilybecause of colder spp.) have been observed wintering along the
winter conditions and lack of adequate food middle and upper reach of the Snake River
supplies. Some goose nesting has been reported in including the Brownlee Pool (Tabor, 1976).
the vicinity of Northporton reservoir islands

mainly between the SpokaneRiver and Northport 2.6.2,2 Raptors
(Payne et al., 1975). In general, however, nesting

concentrationsare considered low primarily Riparian forests and wetlands along the Snake,
because of the lack of extensive riparian and Columbia, and Clearwaterrivers provide perching
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and nesting opportunities, and concentrated prey Dworshak and Brownlee reservoirs for nesting and
(e,g,, small mammals and songbirds) for up to 24 foraging (Asherin and Orme, 1978),
raptor species (Tabor, 1976; Asherin and Claar,

1976;AsherlnandOrme, 1978), Of these,only 2.6.2.3 Upland Game Birds
the osprey (Pandton haltaetus), northern harder

(Circus cyaneus), and bald eagle (Haiiaeetus Riparian and wetland areas associated with the
leucocephalus) are directly associated with flpafian project reservoirs provide habttat for at least 12
or wetland areas in the reservoirs, The bald eagle species of upland game birds (Tabor, 1976;
is discusse.d in Section 2,6,2,7 below, Asherin and Orme, 1978), Although most of these

birds are generally associated with upland areas,
On the lower Columbta River, osprey nesting is they also use riparian areas for water, food, shade,
confined principally to the Bonneville Pool area and nest cover, Riparian vegetation in these areas
where substantial forested habitat occurs adjacent to provides nesting cover and winter food sources for
the river, Approximately 10 to 12 osprey nest sites wild turkey (Meleagrts gallopavo), ruffed grouse
are found along the Oregon and Washington shores (Bonasa umbellus), and ring-necked pheasant
of Bonneville Pool, 'Additional osprey nest sites (Phastanus colchicus), Although information on
are known to occur within the Columbia River distribution of these species is incomplete for the
Gorge, at Lake Roosevelt (Payne et al,, 1975), and project areas, wild turkeys can be found in riparian
Dworshak Reservoir (Asherln and Orme, 1978). stands near Bonneville and Grand Coulee. Turkeys
Most osprey nesting associated with the project are also present in low numbers on the Snake River
occurs along the reservoir shoreline and near HMUs during the winter and spring (Tabor, 1976),
shallow bays or inlets. Ruffed grouse occur in riparian habitat primarily at

the lower end of the Bonneville Pool (Tabor,
The presence of raptors other than the osprey and 1976). Grouse use riparian areas for water and
bald eagle in riparian zones is influenced primarily brood-rearlng, Ring-necked pheasants are strongly
by special habitat features that sometimes occur in associated with riparian and agricultural areas along
association with the project reservoirs (Payne et sl,, the Columbia and Snake rivers and are particularly
1975). In general, cliffs and large trees along fiver abundant at the John Day Pool and the HMUs
banks t?,'picallysupport diverse raptor populations, along *_heSnake River during breeding and
The project reservoirs along the lower and upper wintering (Lewke and Buss, 1977). Mourning
Columbia River and along the lower Snake River doves (Ze)=aMamacroura) are found throughout the
provide cliff areas in proximity to the fiver that study area and use dpafian vegetation for nesting
may provide potential nest and roost sites for and roosting where upland forests are sparse
golden eagles (Aquila chrysaetos) and prairie (Tabor, 1976), Chukars (Alectorts chukar) are
falcons (Falco mexican_v) (Payne et al., 1975; common in suitable habitat east of The Dalles, and
Asherin and Claar, 1976; Tabor, 1976), Large locally abundant along the Snake River upstream
trees aloI_gthe lower Columbia River near the from Central Ferry. Chukars are very rare along
Umatilla NWR provide important nest sites for Dworshak Reservoir, Chukars are dependent on
Swa_inson'shawk (Buteo swainsoni), red-tailed the rivers, backwaters, embayments, seeps, and
hawk (B. jamaicensis), great homed owl (Bubo springs for water _urces, especially during the
_'irgi_liatms),and northern pygmy owl (Glaucidium fall. However, they are apparently less del_ndent
gin,ma) (Payne et al., 1975; Asherin and Orme, on the riparian zone in wetter years and often move
1978). Moreover, large cottonwoods and dense to much higher altitudes as green forage becomes
stands of Russian olive provide nesting habitat for available (McKern, 1976), Periodic drought also
up to eight species of raptors along the lower seems to affect reproductive success of ehukars
Columbia and Snake rivers (Tabor, 1976). Other 0VlcKern, 1976). Chukara axe particularly
raptors, including American kestrel (F. sparverius), abundant east of The Dalles and from Central Ferry
corm'non barn-owl (Tyto alba), we.stem screech owl upstream along the Snake River (McKern, 1976,
(Orus "tce.nnicortii),long..eaxed owl (Asio otus), Asherin and Orme, 1978), Common snipe
short-eared owl (A. flammeus), and northern (Gallinago gallinago) are most common in tidal

saw-whet owl (Aegolius acadicus), rely heavily on zones and are locally abundant where appropriate
riparian trees and coniferous forests adjacent to habitats are available upstream. Snipe occur inland

through Lake Roosevelt and MeNary, Lower
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Monumental, and Lower Granitereservoirs big game occurring in the lower Columbia River
(McKem, 1976). include elk (Cervus canadens/s) and white-tailed

deer (O. virginianus). Both species occur in low
2.6.2.4 Aquatic Furbearers numbersalongtributariesassociatedwith theJohn

D=:yand McNary pools.

Aquatic furbearersoccur in each of the project
reservoirs and include muskrat (Ondatra Big game along Lake Roosevelt, in order of
zibethicus), beaver (Castor canadensis), river otter abundance, include black bears, mule deer, white-
(Lutra canadensis), and mink (Mustela vison). In tailed deer, and elk (Payne et al., 1975). Big
general, this group is dependent on riverineareas, game, primarilydeer, at Lake Roosevelt use a
embayments, ponds, tributaries, and riparian forests variety of upland and riparian areas year-round.
for den sites and foraging areas. The presence of a Riparian shruband cottonwood provide important
water barrieraround den sites provides essential summerrange for big game at this reservoir. In
protection from predators and is especially addition, deer forage along extensive mudfiats that
important when young are present in the early have been colonized by annual forbs and grasses
spring and summer, following spring drawdown (Payne et al., 1975),

Elk, however, seem to avoid riparian areas at thisi,

Beaver distribution within the project reservoirs is reservoir (Payne et al., 1975).
strongly associated with the presence of cottonwood
and protected areas such as embayments, inlets, Both Dworshak and Browniee reservoirs are
ponds, and sloughs (Asherin and Claar, 1976). important winte'ringareas for deer and elk. Big
Muskrats are particularly abundant in embayments game at these reservoirs use a variety of habitats in
,and sloughs where aquatic plants are Mso abundant, addition to exposed mudflats that have been seeded
Mink and river otter use the project reservoirs, naturally by annual forbs during spring drawdown
ponds, sloughs, and backwater areas for foraging (Asherin and Orme,'1978).
and denning. Both the mink and river otter use
riprap areasalongthe banksof the lower Snake 2.6.2.6 Other Wildlife
River as den sites (Sather-Blairet al., 1991).

The project reservoirs provide essential habitatfor
2.6.2.5 Big Game numerousreptiles,amphibians,smallmammals,

bats,colonialnestingbirds,shorebirds,and
Black-tailed deer (Odocoileus hemionus) (west of songbirds (Asherin and Claar, 1976; Tabor, 1976;
the Pacific Crest) and mule deer (east of the Pacific Asherin and Orme, 1978). Up to 65 (50 percent)
Crest) are the most common big game inhabiting of 129 vertebrate species occurring along the Snake
the project area (Tabor, 1976). In general, River Canyon in Washingtonale dependenton
densities of black-taileddeer and mule deer tree-shrubrip:a-ianhabitat associated with the

as.qociatedwith Bonneville and The Dalles pools are project reservoirs (Lewke and Buss, 1977). In
considered low, especially along the Oregon general, riparianand wetland areas supporthigher
shoreiine, where deer habitathas been highly population densities and species numbers than
fragmented by Interstate 84 and the expansion of dryland shrub-steppe,talus, cliff, and/or grassland
the railroadsystem (Tabor, 1976). Mule deer habitat, which are also prevalent along the project
u,._ur in habitats adjacent to John Day Pool and reservoirs. Habitats associated with the river
along the lower Snake River reservoirs (Asherin generally support trees or dense grass-forbcover
and Claar, 1976; Tabor, 1976). Along McNary that provide more structurallycomplex areas and
Pool and the lower Snake River reservoirs, mule more abundantforage resources than adjacent
deer are found in increasing numbers upstream, uplands.
reaching peak numbers on Lower Granite Pool and
the upper half of Little Goose Pool. White.tailed Shallow-water areas, embayments, shorelines ,
deer are locally abundant in the vicinity of the riparian areas, and wetlands associated with the
Tucannon River-Snake River confluence and at the project reservoirs provide important foraging and '
Wallula HMU. Habitat important to mule deer at nesting habitat for shorebirds and colonial birds.
John Day includes bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata), Nine great blue heron (Ardea herodias) rookeries,
tributaries, riparian, and wetland areas. Additional ranging in size from 3 to 555 nesting pairs, and 3
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nesting colonies (10 to 30 pairs) of black-crowned communication, K, McAllister, Washington
night herons (Nyaicorax nycticorax), forage sad Department of Wildlife (WDW), January3, 1992,
nest along the main c_nnel _nd backwater areas of Corps, unpublished). In _'ddltion,a seventh pair of
the Columbia River (Tabor, 1976). An additional peregrines is suspected to be nesting at the John
heron rookery, consisting of three to five nesting Day Pool (Corps, unpublished). Peregrine falcons
great blue herons, occurs just below lake may occasionally use portions of the project area
l_oosevelt (Payne et al., 1975). Other species, during migration as weil. Sporadicsightings of
including California gulls (Lar_ atriciUa), ringed- migrating peregrineshave been reported throughout
billed gulls (L. delawaremis), Forester's terns eastern Washington; however, most peregrine
($teraaforsterO, Caspian terns (5. cuspia), and falcons are sighted in coastal areas (personal
double-crestedcormorants (Phalacrocorax auritus) communication, K. McAllister, WDW, July 24,
nest in large concentrationson the lower Columbia 1991). Wintering areas most commonly used by
River, particularly on Crescentand Foundation peregrines in Washington also occur along the coast
Islands along the McNary Pool. Pied-billed grebes in intertidalmudflats and estuaries of the Skagit
(Podilymb_ podiceps) and rail Species use many of Flats, Gray's Harbor, and Willapa Bay near the
the backwater areas throughout the project area. mouth of the Columbia River (Pacific Coast
Killdeer (Charadrius vociferus) and spotted American Peregrine Falcon Recovery Team, 1982).
sandpiper (Actitis macularia) nest and forage just
upslope from the high pool line and along the Currently, six to seven bald eagle nesting territories
shoreline throughout the project area. In addition, are associated with reservoirs in the project area,
over 1,000 white pelicans (Pelecanus specifically on Bonneville and Lake Roosevelt
erythrorhynchos) typically occur along the lower (personal communication, K. McAllister and D.
Columbia River from Bordman,OregontoVemita Anderson, WDW, July 18, 1991). One bald eagle
Bridge. Locally, white pelicans are common nest site is located on the lower Columbia River, in
during the summer in embaymenL%shallow-water Washington, immediately above Bonneville Dam
ponds, and potholes associatedwith the John Day and five to six bald eagle nest territoriesare located
and McNary pools, on the shoreline of Lake Roosevelt (personal

communication, K. McAllister, WDW, July 18,
A number of insectivorous species that inhabit 1991). No bald eagle nest sites have been reported
riparian and wetland areas are present in substantial on eitherthe lower Snake or Clearwaterrivers
numbers throughout the project area. These (personal communication, K. McAllister, WDW,
insectivorous species include various woodpeckers, July 18, 1991; personal communication, .
warblers, flycatchers, bats, common nighthawks G. Stevens, Idaho National Heritage Program
(Chordeiles minor), and small mammals. (IDHP), July 18, 1991).

2.6.2.7 Threatened and Endangered h addition to nesting populations, the project
Species reservoirs supportrelatively high concentrationsof

winteringbald eagles. Results of Washington mid-

The bald eagle md peregrine falcon(Falco winter bald eagle su/veys indicate that in 199o
approximately 150 to 200 e,gleswinteredonLakeperegrinus) were identified by the FWS as

Federally listed threatenedor endangered species Roosevelt, 40 on Umatilla NWR and 15 elsewhere
potentiallyoccurring'in the project area. Detailed on the lower Columbia River, and 10 on the lower

Snake River (personal communication, R. Taylor,information onthesespecies is provided in the
Biological Assessment (Appendix E). WDW, July 23, 1991; lsaacs, 1991). In Idaho,

from 1980 to 1991, winteringeaglesranged from 4

The peregrine falc.o_ may forage in wetlandsand to 29 birds on r_vorshakReservoir, and in 1990,
riparian areas associatedwith the project reservoirs, approximately 150 eagles were reportedwintering
However, peregrine falcons are known to use only on Brownlec Reservoir (personal communication,
the project area on the lower Columbia River. One G. Stevens, INHP, July 18, 1991; K, Steenhof,

Bureauof LandManagement, Boise District,pair nests approximately5 miles downstreamof
Bonneville Pool; four pairs nest between Bonneville July 18, 1991).
and The Dalles pools; and one pair nests
immediately above The Dalles (personal
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The Heritage Programs of Washington, Oregon, of southernBritish Columbia. The general physi-
and Idaho were contacted to obtain information on ographyof the region is shown in Figure 2.7-1.
state-listed and candidateplants and _,vildlifethat The physiographic provinces within the area of
potentially occur in the vicinity of the pr.oject considerationinclude the Okanogan-Selkirk
reservoirs. Information on listed-species for the Highlands, the Columbia Basalt Plain; the South
project reservoirs was based on records obtained CascadeRange, the Willamette Lowland, the
from established search areas specific to each Rocky Mountains, and the Blue Mountain., (Figure
state's Heritage Program. The IN'HPlimited the 2.7-1; Baker et al., 1987; Galster et al., 1989).
searcharea to within 6 miles o_ the project The ColumbiaRiver originates in Canadaand flows
reservoirs for highly mobile sl.'eciessuch as the south through the Okanogan-SelkirkHighlands.
gray wolf (Canis lupus) (personidcommunication, Then, the river flows across the Columbia Basalt
G. Stephens, Data Manager, IN-HP,25 July 1991). Plain where it is joined by the Snake River. From
The gray wolf was listed on the state list provided this confluence the Columbia River flows west,
by the Heritage Program; however, wolves exiting the Columbia Basalt Plain; thenit flows
typically forage over extensive areas including 6etween the South Cascade Range, the Willamette
v.unJeroushabitattypes. Therefore, at this time, no Lowland, and finally, through the Coast Ranges.
detern_nation has been made on whether a The lower Snake River flows northalong the
Biological Assessment is necessary for this species, easternmargin of the Blue Mountains, then turns
The occurrences of remain,.,g species in Idaho are west as it flows through the Columbia Basalt Plain.
within roughly 1 mile of the reservoirs. Both the The Snake River also receives water from several
Oregon Natural Heritage Program (ONHP) and tributaries, including the ClearwaterRiver, that
Washington Natural Heritage Program(WNHP) drain the Rocky Mountains. Along much of the
limited the searcharea to within roughly 2 miles of Columbia Basalt Plain and the Blue Mountains,
the reservoirs (personal communication, T. Weber, these two rivers flow within canyons that are
Data Manager, ONHP, 30 July 1991; K. several hundred to over 2,000 feet deep.
McAllister, Data Manager, WNHP, 25 July 1991).

The Okanogan-Selkirk Highlands consist primarily
The list of occurrences provided by the heritage of granitic and metamorphic rocks with sedimentary
programswas further refined to include only rock. The bedrock geology of the Columbia Basalt
wildlife that use wetlands and riparian areas ms Plain consists primarily of thick successions of
primary habitat for feeding or breeding as defined basaltic lavas. Numerous basaltic formations are
by Brown (1985) and Thomas (1987). Habitat distinguished within these lavas, and they are
information on state-listed plant species was generally known as the Columbia River Basalt
obtained from Hitchcock and Cronquist (1973) and Group (CRBG) (Galster and Sager, 1989). The
discussions with loca! heritage botanists, original extrusion of these basalts blocked rivers

and impounded lakes. Therefore, several areas
The project reservoirs along the Columbia, Snake, have fluvial and lacustrine sedimentary rocks inter-
and Clearwater rivers in Washington, Oregon, and calcated between the basalt flows. The South
Idaho provide essential habitat for numerous Cascade Range consists of older volcanic and
state-listed and candidate species (Appendix F). granitic rocks with a series of superimposed
Listed species potentially associated with project Quaternary volcanoes. The Blue Mountains have a
wetlands and riparian areas include numerous core of volcanic and sedimentary rocks. To the
plants, insects, herpetofauna, birds, and mammals, north, thc_ecore rocks are covered by the CRBG,
Like the numerous plants and wildlife species which in turn has been upwarpedslightly by the
associated with project area wetlands and riparian Blue Mountains. To the east, the Snake River
areas, listed species have also become established flows along the flank of the Blue Mountains where
under normal reservoir operating conditions that the CRBG does not obscure the underlying rocks.
have been in place for several decades.

Before entering the Blue Mountains, the Snake
2.7 GEOLOGY AND SOILS Riverflowsthrougha bedrocksequenceof

fine-grainlakeandmarinesedimentsthatare

The lowerColumbiaRiverdrah,smuch ofthe susceptibletolandsliding(BPA,1985).The
northwesterninterioroftheUnitedStatesandsome ClearwaterRiver,inthevicinityofDworshak
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Figure 2.7.1. Physiographic provinces (Source: Galster et al., 1989).
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Reservoir, flows through metamorphic and igneous Columbia Basalt Plain in a region known as the
rocks within the Rocky Mountain physiographic Palouse (Busacca et al., 1985). These materials
province (Corps, 1975). occur only to a minor extentaround the perimeter

of the region's reservoirs, At Ice Harbor Dam,
During the Quaternary period, repeated advances of there is a large wind-derived sand deposit
the Lake Pend Orville lobe of the Cordilleran ice (Miklanctc, 1989a), and small are.asof sand dunes
_h_.etdammed the Clark Fork River and impounded exist along some reservoirs,
glacial Lake Missoula, This lake released
catastrophic floods numerous times during the late Sedimentation within the reservoirs is dominated by
Pleistocene, scouring much of the surface of the river influx and wave-eroded materials, The
Columbia Basalt Plain. In the vicinity of Grand heavier sediments, gravels and sands, can no longer
Coulee Dam, another glacier lobe dammed the be transportedbeyond the length of each reservoir.
Columbia River creating glacial Lake Columbia Lighter sediments, silts and clays, move through
(Hansen, 1989), The glacial Lake Missoula floods spillways, fishways, and powerhouses. River
entered and overtopped this lake. A similar flood erosion is concentratedwithin a narrow band
emerged from pluvial Lake Bonneville (now Great between tdgh- and low-pool levels along the upper
Salt Lake) and flowed down the Snake River reservoir shorelines,
(Malde, 1968),

Landslides of various 'ypes occuralong the
These floods eroded the river valleys and produced reservoir shorelines, These landslides are generally
large deposits of river sediments (Baker et al,, within the surficial sediments, especially those that
1987). These river deposits occur as scattered are somewhat poorly drained because of an
terraces along the river valleys, The flood erosion admixture of finer grain sediment. Some landslides
also produced steep slopes that have undergone involve the CRBG and its interbeddecl river and
some retreat, producing steep, coarse-grain talus lake deposits (Sagar, 1989a, 1989b, 1989c). Some
slopes along the bedrock cliffs. Post-glacial river of the larger landslides |u'e currently immobile
incision has reworked some of the older river while others still move at slow rates (Sagar,
deposits producing lower elevation and younger 1989a). The Grand Coulee area has had an
alluvial terraces that are scattered along the rivers, especially large number of landslides (l-lansen,
Since impoundment, some smaller rivers have 1989).
deposited alluvial fans where they enter the

reservoirs; others are completely drowned, forming 2.8 AIR QUALITY
small embayments, Ali the Pleistocene and

contemporary fiver and alluvial fan deposits consist This discussion of the air quality in the existing ,
of gravels and sands with minor amounts of silt and environment focuses on factors that could be

clay, influenced by the proposed flow measures. The air
quality of the Columbia River System study area

During the Pleistocene glaciation, sea level was varies widely because it is influenced by local air
several hundred feet lower than it is today. The pollution sources, local meteorology, and local
lower Columbia River eroded a deep canyon to topography. In general, the area is relatively arid
reach the lower sea level and this erosion created in the summer, and disturbance of surface silt and

oversteepened slopes in the lower valley, These sand can generate high localized particulate matter
slopes have failed, producing large landslides, concentrations.
Rising of the sea level at the end of the glaciation
drowned the Columbia River, causing sediment 2.8.1 Fugitive Dust
deposition and creating numerous islands along its

lower channel. The study area experiences dry summer conditions
and receives the bulk of precipitation item OctoberDuring the Pleistocene and into the post-glacial

period, winds eroded exposed fine-giain sediments, through April (Ruffner and Bair, 1979). For this
These silt-size sediments, known as loess,' have reason, high dust conditions are expected during

been deposited over large areas. These de\_osits late summer and early fall, EPA has addressed the
are most common on the upland surfaces o_the issue of rural fugitive dust on several occasions (52

\ CR 24716). While rural areas may experience
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locally elevatedconcentrationsof fugitive dust,the 2,9 TRANSPORTATION
study area is largely designated as attaining air

quality standards. The exception ts the area near The Columbia River has historically been a major
Wallula, Washington, which has been designated by transportation corridor. As the only nearly sea-
the Washington Department of Ecology and the level passage through the Cascades, it provlded a
EPA as not being likely to meet standards for key linkage to the ocean from the eastern inteflor
particulate matter smaller than 10 microns (PM-10) portions of the Northwest for both natives and
(56 FR 11101), settlers, Today, the Columbta River and the Snake

River dtreetly provide water transportation while
2.8.2 Odors th_ adjacent river valley is used as a land

transportationcorridor,
As flows vary in the rivers and reservoirs, newly

exposed sediments can generate objectionable odors 2,9.1 Navigation
as organic materials decay. Odors in nature are

subjective and localized. There arc no national The Columbia-Snake Inland Waterway is a 465-
standards for odors, and EPA has chosen not to set mile-long water highway formed by the eight
allowable limits because no human health hazard mainstem dams on the lower Columbia and Snake

has been identified with ambient concentrations of rivers. The waterway provides navigation access
commonly occurring odorous substances. How- from l_¢wiston, Idaho to the Pacific Ocean. lt
ever, many states have nutsance related rules

serves commodity shipments from a large tributary
designed to protect the enjoyment of property, For area in the Northwest and from as far away as
example, the rules of the Washington Department South Dakota (Corps, 1989b). Specific elements
of Ecology (WAC 173..400-040) state that "(a)ny include navigation channels and locks, port
person who shall cause or allow the generation of facilities, and shipping operations.
any odor from any source which may unreasonably

interfere with any other property owner's use and 2.9.1 1 Navigation Channelsenjoyment of his property must use recognized
good practice and procedures to reduce these odors
to a reasonable minimum." The Federal barge navigation channel begins at the

Columbia River entrance and extends inland to

Lewiston, Idaho on the Snake River. The existing
2.8.3 Chemical Emissions authorizednavigationsystemprovidesfor a

40-foot-deepby 600-foot-widechannelfromthe
Because the system produces enormous electric Columbia Bar (CRM 3.0) to Vancouver,
generation, any potential loss of generation could Washington (CRM 105.6) on the Columbia River
ultimately be replaced by nuclear plants or by (Corps, 1986a). Upstream from Vancouver, the
burning additional fuels in thermal powerplants in authorized channel is 27 feet deep by 300 feet wide
the reglnn. Several large coal-fired powerplants to The Dalles, Oregon. However, the channel is
serve the. region, including stations near Centralia, only maintained to 17 feet. The authorized channel
Washington ,and Boardman, Oregon. There are from The Dalles to Lewiston is 14 feet deep by 250
nuclear powerplants on the Columbia River in feet wide.
Oregon and Washington. Each plant is licensed so

_hat ,:.i',craflonof the plants at maximum capacity Maintaining these depths can re,quire both dredging
will not cause any ambient air quality standard to and water management actions at the dams,
be exceeded. No area immediately influenced by Contacts with barge industry representatives
emissions from these plants is designated by indicate that sites on both the Snake and Columbia
pollution control agencies to exceed air quality rivers have recurring siltation problems,
standards. For this reason, the existing air quality necessitating periodic dredging in order to maintain
near the thermal plants is acceptable based on 14-foot-deep channels. The most prominent
standards to protect human health and welfare, problem are,as include Sehultz Bar on the Little
These standards are applicable to powerplant Goose Pool (recently dredged), the Snake-
emissions for sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, Clearwater River confluence, and the area just
carbon monoxide, particulate matter, lead, and downstream of the Ice Harbor locks. Rocks and

hydrocarbons, which can lead to ozone formation, other submerged obstacles can present navigational
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problems at other sites at lower water depths, On the MoNary Pool, eddies and other conditions
,, Bargeoperatorshavealsoexperienceddifficultie_ causemarginalwaterdepthsatsome facilities,

in lock transits during high currents, eapeelally downstream of Clover Island. These
depths historically have been a problem for Harvest

Navigation Looks, The navigation locks on the States and otherelevators in the Tri-Cities area,
mainstem dams provide hydraulic lifts of up to Other facilities with marginal water conditionsat
approximately 100 feet in elevation. In addition to present include the Cargilland Connell facilities at
the overall lift, the operating range of a navigation Burbank, the Boise Cascade facility at Wallula, and
lock is determined by the depth of the sills at the the Umatilla elevators,
upstream and downstreamends of the lock. The

existingBonnevillelock has a downstreamsill 2.9.1.3 Shipping Operations
depth of 23 feet at minimum tailwater elevations,
but the new lock will have a minimum downstream The barge industry operating in the Columbia-
sill depth of 19 feet after the current improvement Snake River System includes the following six "
project that should be completed by 1993. The firms: Bemea Barge Lines, Brlx Maritime, Brusco
existing Bonneville lock upstream sill depth is 30 Tug & Barge, James River Corporation/Western
feet at MOP ele':ation of 70 feet, but the,new lock Transportation, Shaver Transportation, and
will have a minimum depth of 19 feet. The Tidewater Barge Lines. Approximately 40
remaining lower Columbia and Snake River dams towboats and 175 barges operate in the upper river
have upstream and downstream sill depths of according to the American Waterway Operators,
15 feet, Brix and Tidewater are particularly acttve in the

Snake River, Typical operations involve a tow,
2.9.1.2 Port Facilities , ranging from one to five barges towed by a single

towboat. Freight revenue from Snake River
A detailed inventory of port facilities on the accounts represents approximately 60 percent of
Columbia-Snake River reservoirs is provided in total annual Columbla-Snake River revenues for
Appendix G, The distribution of port terminals by one major barge company, Corresponding data for
type and pool is summarizzd in Table 2,9-1, other firms were not divulged,

The number of port facilities on ali eight reservoirs The Columbia-Snake Inland Waterway through
totals 54, including 34 on the lower Columbia MeNary to the Lower Granite Pool handled a
River and 20 on the lower Snake River, The cumulative total of nearly 6.7 million tons in 1990,
geographic distribution of port facilities reflects the This included cargo originating in the Lower
concentration of shipping activity near Lewiston on Granite, Little Goose, Lower Monumental, Ice
the Lower Granite Pool and Pasco on the McNary Harbor, and McNary reservoirs, Cargo flows on
Pool, Grain terminals are the most common these pools increased steadily as project completion
facilities, accounting for nearly half of all terminals procee,cled upstream, Since 1980, cumulative cargo
within the study area. Minimum water depths volumes have ranged from approximately 5 to 8
alongside these facilities range from 10 to 40 feet million tons per year (see Appendix F). Tonnage
fbr active facilities (Corps, 1986). using at least a portion of the Snake River segment,

as measured by the figures for Ice Harbor,
Port facilities at Clarkston and Lewistonhave averaged about 3.8 million tons per year from 1980
histories of siltation problems. These problems are through 1990.
caused by the hydraulic conditions created where
the Snake River enters the Clearwaterarm of the Downstream tonnage in 1990 was more than four
pool formed by Lower Granite Dam. River water times the volume of upstream tonnage. This
slows as it enters the pool, dropping large mounts volume difference is primarilybecause of the large
of' s¢,it;.'nent. Maintaining water depth has been movements of grainbound for export terminals
most critical on the south side of the river at below Bonneville, Grain shippers are the primary.
Clarkston and to a lesser extent at Lewiston, users of barge transportation in the shallow draft
Facilities on the noah bank downstream of the areas of the Columbia-Snake River System, Most
Clearwater-Snake confluence have reported few frequently, one barge of general cargo or wood
problems, chips is moved in a tow with twoor more grain
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Table 2,9-1, Number and type of port facilities by pool, lower Columbia and Snake rivers,

, Number of Terminals by PrimaryUse
IIIIJlll I I I I ii III I

Heavy Lift/
Petroleum Chemical/ Wood Container

Pool Grain Products Fertilizer Products General Other Total
J

Bonneville 2 2 4

The Dailes 1 1

John Day 4 2 1 7

McNary 7 3 3 1 4 4 22

Ice Harbor 2 2

Lower

Monumental 1 1

Little Goose 5 5

Lower Granite J -. ._ _ _ __ 12

TOTAL 26 3 3 I0 8 4 54

Source: Corps, 1986a.

barges. Without the large grain movements, it is Graniteaccounted for the remaining 11 percent.
likely that either rates for transportingother cargos
would be substantiallyhigher or barge service Improvements in vessel loading at lower Columbia
would not be available at all. River ports below Bonneville have led to an

increasingnumberofvessels drawingmorethan35
The majority of the tonnage moving downdver feet of water. A total of 484 vessels was reported
originates at the Lower GranitePool, which to have exceeded this level over a recent 18-month
accounts for 38 percent of the total downbound period (Ogden Beeman and Associates, 1990).
tonnage. R_tive shares for the McNary and Those vessels ali need a 40-foot-doep channel at a
Little Goose pools are 28 percent and 22 percent of minimum, Approximately 60 percent of these
downbound tonnage. Relatively little tonnage vessels carried grain. The increasing traffic of
originates at the Ice Harbor (9 percent) and Lower deeper draft ships has led to concerns about
Monumental (3 percent) pools. Downriver cargos maintaining navigation access in this reach, because

include grain, primarily wheat and barley; wood even slight modificationto existing water depths
products, such as pulp and paper exports from the could cause access difficulties at the Port of
Potlatch Company in Lewiston; and vegetable Portlandand possibly other facilities.
products, primarily peas and lentils. These cargo

groupstypicallyrepresent98 percentof totalannual 2.9.1.4 Upper River Navigation
dovemiver cargo.

While the authorized and mtintained inland
McNary is the most importantupbound cargo navigation channel ends at the head of the McNary
destination on this section of the river, accounting , and Lower Granitepools, river reaches and
for 1.2 million tons (primarily petroleum products) reservoirs above these pools are used for various
or 89 percent of total upboundtonnage. Lower types of navigation. The most common type of
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, upstream navigation is for recreation, Many types Waterway, the area potentially affected by the
' of motorized and non-motorized pleasure craft are proposed flow me,usuresincludes primarily the

used by private boaters on the mid-Columbia grain growing areas of Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
reservoirs, the Snake and Clearwater dyers above and Montana, These =u'easare served by the
Lower Granite and I)worshak reservoirs, and the Burlington Northern Railroad (BNRR), the Union
three reservoirs (Brownlee, Oxbow, and Hells Pacific Railroad (UPRR), and several shortllne
Canyon) of the Hells Canyon Complex, operations, Among the latter, the Camas Prairie
Commercial tour, guiding and transportation Railroad serves Idaho and Washington, and the
services also exist in some locations, particularly on Montana Rail Link serves Idaho and Montana,
the Hells Canyon reach of the Snake River
upstream from Lewtston, Idaho, An open-river In Washington, the BNRR and UPRR have an
channel with a minimum depthof 3 feet extends for agreement to jointly manage the mainlinetrack
90 miles on the Snake River above Lewiston from Seattle to Portland, From Vancouver,
(Corps; 1984), Washington,the BNRR line rims along the northern

side of the Columbia River throughthe Tri-Cities
Another specific commercial use of affected project to Spokane, lt continues north to Sandpolnt, Idaho,
waters for navigation is transporting logs at then runs southeast to Missoula, Montana and on _i
Dworshak, Logs from harvest operations in the into the Midwest, The BNRR has crossings into /
North Fork Clearwater River drainage above the Oregon at Portland, Wtshram, and Wallula, The
reservoir are hauled to staging areas at various UPRR runs along the southern side of the "
points along the reservoir and are rafted to log Columbia River from Portlandto Hinkle, Oregon, _I
dumps near the dam, The logs are collected at the thenruns south to Boise and on into the Midwest,
dumps and transferred to trucks for hauling to Both the BNRR and ,the UPRR provide extensive
mills. Using the reservoir for a portion of the trip trackage in ali four states,
can save significant trucking distances over low-
speed roads. Log transportation on the reservoir is The Can'ms Prairie Railroad is a joint venture
not possible dunng periods of significant operated cooperatively by the BNRR and UPRR,
drawdown, Camas Prairie tracks connectRevling and Kamiah

in Idaho through Lewiston to Riparla on Lower
The status of the log dump sites is summarized in Monumental Reservoir in Washington, Montana
Table 2,9-2, The Robinson Creek and Breakfast Rail Link provides service from Sandpoint, Idaho
Creek dump sites have never been used by to Garrison, Montana,
Potlatch. Use of the Milk Creek dump site is
limited by its elevation and the configuration of the Rail line abandonment has occurred extensively in
reservoir bottom at this location, The other three the Northwest, particularly In Washington and
sites are used regularly, Idaho, Since 1976, Idaho has had abandonment of

542 miles of track, accounting for 20,6 percent of
The recent history of log handling on Dworshak the 2,631 miles in existence at that time (Henry,
Resen'oir is as follows: 1991). Washington lost 1,557 miles of track

duringthe same period, A numberof other rail
1988 25 million board-feet of logs segments have been placed in Category 1 status
1989 14 million board-feet of logs with the Interstate Commerce Commission, which
1990 22 million board-feet of logs makes them a candidate for abandonment within 3
1991 expect 20 million board-feet of logs at the years, Much of the abandoned track served the

Little North Fork dump site grain-producing areas of these two states.

The average for this period is 20 million board-feet Most notably, the Palouse region of Washington
pcr year. and Idaho has been affected by abandonment, A

recent study indicated that 285 miles (35 percent)
2.9.2 Railroads of the original 825 miles of rail in the Palouse area

had been abandoned by 1987 (Idaho Transportation

O Based on origin-destination relationships for Department [ITD] and Washington Statecommodities shipped on the Columbia-Snake Inland Department of Transportation [WSDOT], 1987).
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Table 2,9-2, Dworshak log dump characteristics,

Elev, At
Constructed Maintained Lower End of

Log Dump Site by by Ramp Location

Little Meadow Creek Potlatch Potlatch 1,580 Left Bank RM 37,3

Robinson Creek Corps Nobody 1,565 Right Bank RM 39,3 '_

Breakfast Creek Corps Nobody 1,570 Little North Fork at Breakfast Cr,

Benton Cree,k Corps Potlatch 1,570 Left Bank RM 43,5

Little North Fork Potlatch Potlatch 1,570 Little North Fork, Right Bank

Milk Creek USFS USFS 1,590 Right Bank RM 52.2

Current abandonments include a section of BNRR 2,10 AGRICULTURE
line to Moscow, Idaho,anda sectionof twoUPRR

lines in Whitman County, Washington (approved 2.10.1 StudyArea Overviewfor abandonment in October 29, 1990), A section
of the Camas Prairie Railroad from Lewlston to

The study area for agriculture was defined toGrangevllle is threatened. The main reason for
include 15 counties adjacent to the affectedabandoning rail lines in Whitman County was

competition from barge transportation on the Snake projects. Of these counties, 8 are in Washington, 5
are in Oregon, and 2 are in Idaho (Table 2,10-1),River. These railroad abandonments have taken
The latest Census of Agriculture r_ports that aboutaway options for shippers in certain areas to switch

easily to rail, 2,9 million acres of cropland were harvested in the
study area in 1987 (USDA, 1987a, 1987b, 1987c).

2.9.3 Highways Approximately 720,900 acres (about 25 percent) of
the total harvested cropland were irrigated (Table
2,10-1). An estimated 380,000 acres (_bout 53

The highway network serving the study area percent) of the irflgat_ cropland is irrigated with
includes interstate, Federal, State, and county water drawn from the eight lower Columbia and
highways. With respect to the proposed actions, Snake River pools and Brownlee Reservoir,
the primary interest centers upon routes that could Overall, approximately 13 percent of the harvested
be affected by potential diversion of commodities cropland in the study area counties was irrigated
from barge transportation, These highways are from these pools.
categorized in Table 2,9-3 as primary and

secondary, facilities; alternative routes north of the According to the Census, the pre,domlnant irrigated
lower Snake River pools are also identified, crop in most counties in the study area is hay, and

wheat is the second most irrigated crop. The
Bs,_,.dllpon preliminary review of the existing statistics vary widely by county, however. In
highway network serving the study area, the Benton County, Washington, for example, 29
majority of the links in the network are currently percent of the irrigated cropland was devoted to
ser, ing low traffic volumes. Excluding Interstate com, 22 percent to orchards, and 22 percent to84 and some portions of U.S. Route 395 with 4

potatoes; only 27 l:mrcentwas devoted to hay and
travel lea_es,the majority of the remaining primary wheat combined.
and secondary highways have 2 travel lanes, These
highways generally serve rural areas with few large
population concentrations, 2.10.2 Irrigation from Affected Pools

Although the Census of Agriculture provides the
most comprehensive picture of agricultural patterns
in each county, the countywide statistics are not
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Table 2,9-3, Key study area highways,

Highway Segment/Location
i i iJ,i t i i , i , i l li . i i,i tl , n i Juj ii . i J

PrimaryHighways

Interstate 84 U,S, 97 (Blggs) to Pendleton
Interstate 82 1 84 to U,S, 395 (Pas0o)
U,S, 395/730 I 84 to U,S, 12
U,S, 12 U,S, 395 (Pasco, WA) through Lewis County, ID
U,S, 95 Lewis and Adams Counties, ID
OR 11 I 84 to WA state line

WA 14 U,S, 97 (Maryhlll) toI82 (Plymouth)
WA 124 U,S, 12 (near Pasco) to U,S, 12 (Waltsburg)
WA 125 WA 125 to OR state line
WA 193 U,S, 12 to Port of Wilton

Secondary Highways

U,S, 395 U,S, 12 (Pasco) to WA 260 (nem' Mesa)
WA 260 U,S, 395 to WA 261
WA 261 WA 260 to US 12
WA 127 U, S, 12 to Central Ferry
WA 129 U,S, 12 to OR state line

WA 397 (proposed) US 395 to Finley Industrial Park

Alternative Routes North from Snake River

U,S, 195 U,S, 12 to WA 26
WA 26 U,S, 195 to U,S, 395 °
WA 260 WA 261 to WA 26

WA 263 (proposed) WA 260 (Kahlotus) to Windust

necessarily representative of those who draw Not ali irrigators on the affected pools were
irrigation water from particular sources. The contacted because there is no complete, up-to-date.
eropptng patterns of those drawing water from the list of those who draw water from the pools, The
Columbia and Snake River pools may not follow list of those contacted was drawn from information

the countywide trend because the farms are located provided by the State agenetes responsible for
at lower elevations and are suitable for a different granting water withdrawal fights, from the Corps
array of crops, list of those holding permtts for pumping stations,

and from industry groups such as the
Because of the limitations associated wtth relying Columbia/Snake Irrigators Association and the
on Census of Agriculture data to depict the Eastern Oregon Irrigators Association, The State
agricultural characteristics of Columbia and Snake agen0y and the Corps records do not reflect
River irrigators, the Corps contacted local irrigators changes in ownership since the water fight was
to determine the size and characteristics of their acquired or the pumping station was permitted,
farming operations. The irrigators were Also, they do not indicate if the owner of the water
inter,'iewed by telephone, and were asked a series fight or pumping permit leases ali or part of the
of questions concerning the characteristics of their water to other irrigators, Over 80 interviews were
pumps, the crops grown on thelr irrigated acreage, conducted, of which 65 provtded information used
and their perception of their optlons if the pools in this characterization of irrigated agriculture, and
were drawn below the point where their pumping served as the. basis for estimating Impacts on
stations operate, agriculture. The interviews not Included here were

eliminated for two reasons, First, some of those
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interviewedusedirrigationwatertoirrigatelawns pA_',_.,,ordlngtoidahoandOregonwaterrights
or golf courses, to assist in fish and wildlife habitat information, there are approximately 1,400 acres of
management, or for other nonagricultural purposes, irrigatedland along Brownlee Reservoir (BPA,
That information was provided to othermembers of 1985), The low total acreage reflects the poor
the OA/EIS team for use in their evaluation of local topographyconditions, which make much of
impacts on other resources, such as wildlife habitat; the adjacent area unsuitable for large-scale
Second, some interviewed irrigators draw water cultivated agriculture, There are 12 irrigation
from the Snake River upstream of Brownlee withdrawals downstream of Brownlee Dam and 17
Reservoir, and it was determined that none would irrigation withdrawals upstream, The total amount
be affected by any alternative under conslderatlota of water diverted Is 36,3 cfs, Typical pumping
in this ObJEIS, The focus of this analysis is plant elevations are 2,034 feet, The Corps located
therefore on the 65 successful interviews with and successfully interviewed operators of only three
agricultural irrigators who drawwater from the farms, representing 324 acres, who would be
Bonneville, Dalles, John Day, McNary, and ice potentiallyaffected by any of the alternatives,
Harborpools and Brownlee Reservoir, No

. agricultural irrigators were found who draw water Lake Roosevelt is the irrigation water source for
from the Lower Monumental, Little Goose, or the vast Columbia Basin Project, Wateris pumped
Lower Granite pools, Those interviewed control from 270 to 360 feet from the reservoir into a
255,512 acres of irrigated land, or about 7i percent feeder canal to Banks Lake, where it is distributed

of the approximately 360,000 acres irrigated with by canal to irrigators, The Columbia Basin Project
water from the study projects, and the sample is currentlyirrigates over 500,000 acres from Banks
believed to be representative of most irrigators, Lake through the main canal and other features,

Irrigationrequires approximately 2,3 to 2,7 MAF
Table 2,10-2 summarizes the interview results, of water annually and tn 1988 produced crops
Fifty-seren irrigators, repre,,_nttngover 249,027 valued at over $430,000,000, The diversion of 2,3
irrigated acres, draw water from the John Day, MAF is slightly over 2 percent of the average total
McNary, and Ice Harbor pools, The other pools annual flow of the Columbia River at GrandCoulee
account for significantly less irrigated landbut are Dam,
also represented by the interviews,

Crops grown with irrigation water from the lower
The chief crops include potatoes, corn, vegf_table Columbia and Snake River pools are sold to diverse
row crops, wheat, and alfalfa hay, Of the major markets throughout the country, Some crops, such
crops, the land devoted to fruit, potatoes, and other as apples, are sold fresh nationwide, At the other
vegetables ts most valuable, Irrigated acr_ge in end of the spectrum, 85 percent of the potato crop
fruit and vegetable crops produces crops valued at is sold for local processing into frozen french fries
$I ,500 to $3,000 per acre per year, while acreage before being shipped to consumer markets, In
in wheat, hay, and field corn is valued at about addition to providing water for irrigation, irrigation
$400 to $500 per aere per year (WASS, 1990), return flows provide for recreation and fish and

wildlife values within the basin before

Except In The Dalles Pool, most irrigators use approximately 35 percent of the initial diversion
fixed pumps; that ts, the pumps are fixed in the returns to the Columbia River,
po,.,lat a certain elevation and work only within a

limited range, Most are fixed at or near MOP for 2.11 ELECTRICPOWER
the reservoir, Many pumps are accompanied by

boosters that assist in lifting the water from the The Columbia-Snake River System has been
reservoir surface to the cropland, As shown on heavily developed for hydroelectric power
Table 2, 10-2, the lift can vary from a modest 2 feet generation, The Federal Columbia River Power
to over 700 feet, The an_ountof lift is a key System (FCRPS), the integratedsystem of 30
determinant in the power required by irrigators to Federal hydroelectric projects in the Columbia
maintain their operations, Irrigators stated that River Basin operated by the Corps and BoR, has a°
power usage costs ranged from $3 to $120 per aere total installed generating capacity of approximately
per year, with an average of $75 per aere per year, 21,700 megawatts (MW) (Corps, 1984), Actions

to modify flows on the Snake and Columbia dyers
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would have implications throughout the FCRPS as _ reservoir levels to fluctuate frequently within the
well as for other hydroelectric facilities owned by normal operating range.
public and private utilities.

In most of the Northwest, seasonal variation in
2,11.1 Existing Hydroelectric power demandreflectsa patternof pe_tkloadsin

Facilities the winter and lowest loads in the spring and
summer. Output from both storage projects and

Ali 11 dams at which the proposed flow measures run-of-river projects, therefore, tends to be highest
might be undertaken have hydroelectric facilities, during the winter, as described in Section 2.2.
The 10 Corps and BoR projects are part of the Brownlee is an exception to this pattern because
FCRPS, while Brownlee is owned and operated as irrigation pumping demands produce the highest
part of the IPC electric system. These projects loads on the IPC system during summer (BPA,
collectively have a total of 126 individual 1985). Annual streamflow patterns also influence
generating units with a total installed capacity of generation patterns. During years of relatb,ely high
17,904 MW (Table 2.11-1). The combined runoff, hydro plants are often operated at high
capacity of the 10 Federal projects represents about levels in the spring to take advantage of the surplus
three-quarters cf the overall capacity of the water to generate non-firm or secondary energy.

FCRPS. Including Brownie.e, the total 11-project This has particularly been the ease under system
capacity is equivalent to about 45 percent of ali management for the Water Budget, as power
hydroelectric resources in the Columbia River planners have generally tried to maximize hydro
Basin. By project, installed capacity ranges from output and keep thermal plants inactive during the
460 MW at Dworshak to 6,494 MW at Grand Water Budget period to avoid spilling water that
Coulee. would otherwise not be used for power production.

The hydraulic capacity of a project can be a 2.12 RECREATION
significant variable in planning and evaluating flow-

related actions. The maximum water volume that The rivers, reservoirs, and adjacent landareas
can be routed through the powerhouses of the included in the scope of this OA/EIS are regionally
affected projects ranges from 10.5 kefs at important recreational resources. Although a wide
Dworshak to 375 kcfs at The Dalles. Hydraulic variety of activities occur at project recreational
capacity is at least two times the average annual sites, the OA/EIS concentrates on recreational

streamflow at each project, allowing generating resources that are water oriented and affected by
operations to provide additional power during high project operations. The affected projects offer
flog, periods, numerous opportunities for water-based recreational

activities including boating, swimming, fishing,
2.11.2 Operations and Generation waterskiing, andwind surfing. Many boat ramps,

Levels beaches, ma."inasand other facilities have been
developed to support these activities. Land-based

Power generating operations follow a variety of activities such as camping and picnicking are also
cyclic patterns. Because hydro projects can popular and often occur e,t facilities oriented to the
increase or decrease their generation rapidly, they reservoirs.
are usually operated to follow the peaks in power
demand. Output levels generally vary significantly 2.12.1 Facilities and Activities
on a daily basis, with generation much higher
during daylight hours than at night. On a weekly Project re,ere.atic_nalsites vary greatly in terms of
basis, power loads and generation tend to be size, type of facilities, level of development,
considerably higher on weekdays than on features, management, use, and accessibility (Table
weekends. The mainstem dams, in particular, often 2.12-1 on page 2-73, Appendix H). Virtually ali
follow these daily and weekly cycles, causing sites provide for recreation that is either dependent

on water or enhanced by the proximity of water.
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Table 2.11-1. Hydro project characteristics.

Generation Hydraulic
Project No. Units Capacity (MW) Capacity (kcfs)

Dworshak 3 460 10.5

Grand Coulee 24 6,494 290.5

Brownlee . 5 675 33.5

Lower Granite 6 930 130

Little Goose 6 930 130

Lower Monumental 6 930 130

Ice Harbor 6 695 106

McNa ry 14 1,127 232

John Day 16 2,484 350

The Dalles 22 2,047 375

Bonneville 1....88 _ 270

TOTAL 126 17,904 --

Sources: Corps, 1988 a-d; Corps, 1984; Corps, 1989a; BPA, Corps, BoR, 1991,

Larger, more intensively developed sites often have McNary project is likewise a regional resource,
a variety of facilities to support different activities attracting recreationists from the Tri-Cities area and
and most offer boat access and/or access for other, smaller local communities. Project

people. Many provide boat ramps, docks, marinas, recreational sites and facilities are important to
campgrounds, mad day-use areas with developed urban and rural communities. In communities such

swimming and picnicking facilities. These sites as Hood River and The Dalles, project recreational

typically have paved launch lanes and parking sites and facilities are focal points in existing
areas, restrooms with running water, retail and community recreational development efforts and

service concessions, landscaping, and irrigated lawn will continue to be in the future. Project
areas. There are also many smaller sites that are recreational sites are equally important to rural and
less developed and support one or two key uses. In smaller communities and may be the only
addition to developed facilities, there are many recreational facilities available to their citizens.
informal sites that only provide access to the water

or to publicly owned lands. The lower Columbia River area is the setting for a
variety of recreational activities (Figure 2.12-1).

2.12.1.1 Lower Columbia The mostpopular in the Columbia Gorge is driving
for pleasure and sightseeing. Parks, viewpoints,

Recreational facilities on lower Columbia River rest areas, and seenie highways allow drivers to
projects are significant regional resources. The view the spectacular scenery of the Columbia River

Bonneville and Dalles projects attract large Gorge National Scenic Area (CRGNSA).
numbers of recreationists from local communities

and the Portland metropolitan area. Upriver, the
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Table 2,12-1. Recreational facility inventory.'a

Sites Moorage
Total No. with and Wind Sites with Sites with Sites with

of Boat Marina Surf Swimming Camp- Day Use
Project Facilities Ramps Facilities Beaches Beach grounds Facilities

Bonneville 20 8 5 9 6 6 14
t

The Dalles 11 8 -- 2 4 4 10

John Day 16 13 6 2 9 6 12

McNary 19 14 7 -- 7 4 8

Ice Harbor 6 6 1 -- 4 3 5

Lower 6 5 1 -- 1 2 6
Monumental

Little Goose 6 6 1 -- 2 2 6

Lower Granite 16 13 3 -- 6 3 11

Dworshak 11 5 1 -- 3 4I/ 5

Brownleeb/ 6 5 4 3 6 6

Grand Coulee 35 17 8 31 13

Source: NPS, undated.

aJ Dworshak also has approximately 125 boat-accessible mini-camps.
b/ Exhibit R, FERC Project 1971, Idaho Power Co., Undated, 1990.

The Columbia River Scenic Highway runs along many developed and undeveloped sites. Fishing for
the Oregon side of the fiver above U.S. Highway cold-water species such as steelhead and salmon is
30 and Interstate 84. The section of U.S. Highway especially popularbelow the tailraces and at the
30 above Lake Bonneville between Mosier and mouths of tributaries. Embayments, sloughs, and
Rowena is well known for its vistas of the small lakes (seep lakes) separated from the main
Columbia Gorge. The scenic highway is perhaps reservoirby railroador highway embankmentsare
the best known but not the only sightseeing feature, popular (although generally undeveloped) locations
Other sightseeing attractionson the lower Columbia for fishing for warm-water species such as bass.
River include visitor centers at the Bonneville, The Boating on the lower Columbia Erojeets is
Dalles, John Day and McNary dams. primarilya means for fish:.ng. Water skiing and, to

a much lesser extent, cruising are also popular
Water-oriented attractions are popular at the lower boating activities.
Columbia projects, with almost 30 percent of
visitors reporting participation in one or more Wind surfing is a key activity for observers and
water-orientedactivities (boating, fishing, water participantsin the Columbia Gorge, which has
skiing, or swimming [see Appendix HI). Activities become an internationally known location for the
such as fishing (which is the second most popular sport. The constant wind, flowing fiver, and
recreational activity at these projects) occur at sheltered embayments are attractive to beginning
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and expert windsurfers, Swimming is another both sides of the river from Troutdale to the
water-oriented activity at project recreational sites, Deschutes River, The CRGNSA is managed by the
It primarily occurs between June and August and U,S, Forest Service (LISPS)and the Columbia

accounts for about 8 percent of the visitor use at River Gorge Commission, 'l_e FWS manages the
Corps facilities, Umattlla and MeNary National Wildlife Refuges,

The States of Oregon and Washington manage
Reereattonists who are involved in water-oriented several State'wildlife areas and HMUs, The

activities also frequently participate in non-water refuges generally have minimal visttor facilities and
dependent activities such as picnleking, walking support aetivlttes such as hunting, wildlife viewing,
trails, and camping, Activities the,t do not occur on and fishing,
water are often enhanced by proximity to it, That
is particularly true at project sites located near Recreational facilities on the Columbla River
urban areas, such as at the McNary project located continue downriver beyond the Bonneville Dam and
near the Tri-Cities, Here seven sites are leased by are affected by upriver ope_ttons, The use of boat
the Corps to citivs or counties and used as local ramps, moorage facilities, swimming beaches, and
parks. Picnicking and trail use are the two most other recreational amenities are directly related to
popular forms of recreation. At more remote the amount of water released from Bonneville.
projects such as John Day, activities such as fishing
and boating are predominant, 2.12.1,2 Lower Snake

Facilities at more developed project sites typically Most of the project recreational sites on the lower
include picnic tables, fire grills, group shelters, Snake River are located in rural, remote areas and
irrigated lawns and trees, parking, and comfort are removed from population centers (Figure
stations. Most recreational sites at lower Columbia 2.12-2), The exceptions are the recreational sites
projects also have facilities oriented to water-related at the MeNary and lee Harbor projects that are
activities (see Table 2.12-1), There are 43 sites close enough to be used by residents of the Tri-
with one or more boat ramps, 18 moorage Cities, and sites at Lower Granite near the

facilities, 26 sites with developed swimming Lewiston-Clarkston area, Many Lower Granite
beaches, 13 wind-surfing beaches, 20 campgrounds sites are located within or close to the central areas

and 44 sites that have day-use amenities. The most of Lewiston and Clarkston and are essentially urban
highly developed project is Bonneville with 20 in character and use. Project sites and facilities are
formal recreational sites and numerous informal important contributors to the quality of life of the
sites, two cities, Several lower Snake River project

recreational sites are adjacent to very small
Lower Columbia River facilities are operated and communities, but most are remote, Recreational
managed by a variety of agencies and jurisdictions, sites on project reservoirs represent the bulk of
The Corps is the primary manager of project water-oriented recreational opportunities in
facilities, although entities that manage recreational southeastern Washington, especially for smaller
facilities adjacent to project reservoirs include the rural communities and residents.
FWS, the Washington and Oregon State Parks

Depa_'tments, the Washington Department of Water-oriented activities such as fishing, boating,
Wildlife, the Oregon Department of Fish and and water skiing take piace at ali four projects.
Wildlife, port authorities, local counties and Swimming occurs at ali projects and is actually the
municipalities, and several private concerns, most popular activity at Little Goose. Land-based

activities such as picnicking, trail use, and camping
Several special recreation, preservation, and natural are popular to varying degrees at different projects.
resource areas are located near lower Columbia Pienleking is the first, second, or third most

River projects. They are primarily concerned with popular activity at the lee Harbor, Little Goose,
natural resource management and preservation but and Lower Monumental projects, respectively. At
also support developed recreational sites and Lower Granite, trail use is the most popular aetivify
provide for dispersed, low-density recreational due to the high use of trails at Lewiston-Clarkston
activities, The best known of these special areas is riverside parks. Camping occurs at Fishhook and
tbe CRGNSA, which includes 253,500 acres on Charbonneau parks and at Lyons Ferry, Central
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Ferry, Chief Timothy, Windust and Hells Gate 2.12.1.3 Dworshak
StateParks,

The Dworshakprojectislocatedfarfromany
Thenumberandtypeofwaterdependentfacilities majorpopulationcenters,yetitiswlthlnweekend
'varygreatlybetween_thefourlowerSnakeprojects drivingdistancefroma numberofsmaller
(seeTable2,12-I),IceHarborhasfourmajor communities(Figure2,12-3),Dworshakisthe
parksandtwoboatlaunchingsites,Allofthesites onlylarge,forestedlakefoundwithina 100-mile
areisolated,althoughthedownstreamsites(Levey radius(Corps,1975),As a result,itisconsidered
Park,iceHarborandCharbonneau)arelocated animportantregionalrecreationalresourcefor
withinapproximatelyI0to15 milesofPascoand easternWashingtonandwesternIdaho,The
Kennewtck, Lower Monumental is more isolated Clearwater River below Dworshak is also

than Ice Harbor, The six developed recreational considered an importantregional recreational
sites range from a simple fishing access ramp to resource, primarilybecause of its excellent
Lyons Ferry State Park and the Port of Columbia's steelhead fishing (Krumpe, 1987), Operations at
Lyons Ferry Marina, Dworshak have significant effects on recreationon

the Clearwater,
Recreationaldevelopment at Lower Monumental
has been restricted by the high basalt cliffs that Because of limited road access to Dworshak,
surround the project, The Little Goose project development has been minimal, Also, the time
likewise has had development limited by rugged required by most visitors to get to Dworshak and
terrain, The project has two developed sites leased the relatively small local population has placed
by the Corps to the State of Washington (Central recreationalemphasis at Dworshak on overnight
Ferry and Lyons Ferry state parks) and one le.ased visitation rather than day use, There are three
by the Port of Whitman County (Boyer Park and developed campgrounds, Dworshak State Park
Marina) that offer a variety of recreational (leased to the state of Idaho by the Corps), Dent
facilities, The three other Little Goose sites have Acres, and the Dent Acres group are.a,with a total
boat ramps, of 240 vehicle sites and 25 tent sites thatare

accessible to vehicles, The Three Meadows unit of
Recreational sites at Lower Granite have the widest the state park has cabins and a lodge thatcan
variety of activities and greatest numberof accommodategroups of up to 100 people, In
facilities, The highest concentrationof sites at addition, Dworshak has the distinction of being one
Lower GraniteLake is in the Lewtston-Clarkston of the few lakes in the Northwest with boat-

area, Most of the recreationalareas are urbanin accessible campsites that contain picnic tables, fire
character and use. The riverside parks in grills, tent pads, outhouses, and trash receptacles.
Lewiston-Clarkston are located between Lower

Granite Lake and city neighborhoods. Water- Most activities at Dworshak are water oriented and

oriented activities such as boating and swimming there are a number of facilities to provide access to
are popular activities at the parks, but the most the water. There are six boat ramps at Dworshak
popular activity is using the extensive riverside trail that are usable to various elevations and a 140-plus
systems that are available at Swallows Park, slip marina at Big Eddy that has a restaurant, store,
Greenbelt Park, and Lewiston Levee Parkway. and marine fuel facility, In addition, there are five
Two marinas are located in the Lewiston-Clarkston day use facilities located adjacent to the lake and
area (Red Wolf and Hells Gate State Park) and three developed swimming beaches.
se_'e local and transient boats. An increasing but

unspecified number of private 60-foot-plus boats Because Dworshak is a storage reservoir, it has
are reported to be using Clarkston as a destination, significant seasonal drawdowns of up to 155 feet,
Two cruise lines operate from spring to fall As a result, most facilities are not designed to
between Portland and Clarkston. In addition, operate to the full extent of the drawdown. The
several companies operating out of the Lewiston- ef'feets of existing drawdowns on facilities are
Clarkston area offer jet boat tours of Hells Canyon. discussed in Section 4.
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2.12.1.4 Brownlee 2.12.1.5 Grand Coulee

Brownlee is the most remote of the projects Lake Roosevelt, behind Grand Coulee Dam, is one
included in this OA/HS, but was the most popular of the most significant recreationalresources in the
fishing reservoir in Idaho in 1989 (Zimowsky, Pacific Northwest (NPS, undated), The project is
1990). lt is located on the Snake River included in the Coulee Dam National Recreation
approximately 20 miles upriver from the northern Area which is managed by the National Park
boundary of the Hells Canyon National Recreation Service (NPS). Most of the project's recreational
Area (HCNRA). Access to the reservoir is best at and interpretive facilities fall under the jurisdiction
the northern and southern areas of the project, of the NPS. The NPS manages 17 developed sites
where developed facilities are located, There are with boat rampsand an additional 14 sites without
six developed recreationalfacilities at Brownlee ramps, The Colvllle FederatedTribes and Spokane
managed by IPC (Copperfield Park, Woodhead Tribe manage several recreational facilities
Park), Baker County (Hewett Park), BLM (Spring including Keller Park, Pierre campground, Rodgers
and Steck recreational sites) and the State of Bar campground, and BarnabyIsland campground,
Oregon (Farewell Bend State Park). Farewell Bend The 130-mile-long lake reaches into Canada and
State Park is the most extensive recreational has numerousrecreational facilities, which include
development on the project. All the above- camp sites accessible by car, eatnpsites accessible
mentioned facilities have day-use and overnight by boat only, boat ramps, moorage facilities, boat
facilities, and ali but one have boat ramps. In fuel, waste disposal services, stores, and
addition, there are many primitive sites along the restaurants. A number of small communities along
lake, some of which are 'maintainedby IPC, Some the lake have businesses thatservice recreational
recreational sites are accessible only by boat; others users, particularly boaters.
can be accessed via the 45-mile-long dirt road that
follows much of the west bank of the project. Recreational activity is centered around boating,
Some of the primitive sites have crude dirt or fishing, camping, and swimming. Water-based
gravel boat ramps. The middle section of the activities are especially popular at GrandCoulee.
project adjacent to the road is used mainly by bank Sixteen free boat ramps allow access to the lake
anglers and hunters (BPA, 1985). Besides hunting from numerous locations. Moorage facilities at
and fishing, other popularactivities include motor places such as Keller Ferry and Seven Bays
boating, water skiing, _'_reational vehicle and tent accommodate a wide variety of boats types and
camping, swimming, and picnicking. A total of sizes. House boats have become a common sight on
3,200,000 fish was caught at Brownlee between Lake Roosevelt in recent years and over 50 are
February 1989 and January 1990, which resulted in rented by the Colville Federated Tribes from Keller
a rate of 3.77 fish per angler hour. Ferry and Seven Bays marinas(Roosevelt

RecreationalEnterprises, 1988). Swimming unde.r:
The HCNRA downstreamfrom the Brownlee lifeguardsupervision is possible between Memorial
project is a major national, regional, and local Day and Labor Day at six developed beaches.
recreational resource (BPA, 1985). The stretch of Lake Roosevelt offers many species of game fish,
river below the Hells Canyon Dam has been but walleye is the most popular (NPS, undated).
designated a Wild and Scenic River and the 33-mile Other game fish include rainbow trout, kokanee,
segment of the Snake River north (downstream)of small mouth bass, white sturgeon, and yellow
the northern border of the HCNRA is being studied perch.
for inclusion in the National System of Wild and
Scenic Rivers (BPA, 1985). Most of the Campingand picnicking are popular land-based
recreational activities that occur in the HCNRA are activities and are accommodated at 32 campgrounds
related to the water. These activities include scatteredaround the lake, numerouspicnic facilities
rafting, kayakhag,power boating, fishing, camping, at campgrounds,and other day-use sites. Hunting
and picnicking. Most are dependenton river flow also occurs in parts of the recreationalarea during
and the amountof water released from the different times of the year. Game species include
upstreamreservoirs, including Browniee. upland birds such as quail, chucker, and pheasant,

and migratory birds such as Canadagoose, duck,
and mourning dove. Big game species include

_l_ black bear, whitetail deer, and mule deer.
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2.12.2 Visitation Patterns LowerGranite-1,551,000

Recreational visitation varies considerably among Use of recreational facilities at lower Snake
the projects, The Bonneville project received the projects is largely by local people, The majority
highest number of recreation days, an estimated (approximately 80 to 90 percent) of visitors come
3,034,000 in 1989, In contrast, the remote Lower from within 100 miles of the project they visit and

Monumental project received the least amount of most come from much less than that, Visitors at
visitation with 84,000 recreation days in 1990, the two most popular projects, Lower Granite and
Unlike visitation, seasonality of use is similar Ice Harbor, largely come from the adjacent large
among projects (sea Figure 2.124), Ali projects metropolitan areas of Lewiston-Clarkston for
receive their highest amount of visitation during the Lower Granite and the Tri-Citles for Ice Harbor,
summer. Visitation at the four projects' recreational sites

appears to be closely linked to weather, with most

2.12.2.1 Lower Columbia use occurring during the summer,

The projects on the lower Columbia River receive 2.12.2.3 Dworshak
the most use of any of the study areas being
examined in this OA/EIS. Visitation estimates for The Dworshak project was the second least visited

these projectswere gathered for developed project of all the projects examined, lt had an
recreational sites managed by the Corps, Visitation estimated 212,000 visitors producing 353,600
data for non-Corps projects are limited, but recreation days of use in 1990, lt also had the
included when possible, No 'data are available for most pronounced seasonal use patterns, Visitation
dispersed, non-site specific recreation, The lower at Dworshak is influenced by weather and project
Columbia River projects are very popular, and all operations, Historically, Dworshak has reached its
are heavily used, with each receiving over lowest pool elevation in March when visitation is
1,000,000 recreation days per year, The low and then is refilled to its highest elevation in
Bonneville project received the highest number of July, The Water Control Manual for Dworshak
total recreation days with an estimated 3,034,000 in calls for the reservoir to be held on or near
1989, because of its proximity to the Portland maximum pool elevation until Labor Day to benefit
metropolitan area. Because pool levels on lower recreational use, After Labor Day, an attempt is
Columbia River projects fluctuate daily and weekly made to keep the pool above elevation 1,560 until
rather than seasonally, weather is the greatest after the fall hunting season to allow hunters to use
determining factor in visitation. Although some boat ramps and remote mim.camps. Use increases
visitation occurs ali year, most recreational activity from 8 percent of annual visitation in May to 14
on lower Columbia River projects occurs during the percent in June. Visitation remains high all
summer. Fifty-seven percent of all annual summer, Seventy-seven percent of ali annual
visitation occurs during the warm weather months visitation occurs during June through September
(June through September)..August, the warmest when the weather is warmest, and the reservoir is
month of the year, is the most popular month for at high-pool elevation, After September when the
visiting lower Columbia River projects and weather is cooler and wetter and the reservoir
accounts for 17 percent of the annual total, begins to be lowered, use drops off dramaticaAy

until May,

2.12.2.2 Lower Snake Visitation data for recreational activities on the

Visitation at lower Snake River projects varied Clearwater River is primarily concerned with
considerably from project to project. The steelhead fishing, the most popular activity.
following are the estimated number of recreation During the prime steelhead months of October and

days in 19.00 at each project. (A recreation day is November, releases from Dworshak are regulated
defined as the presence of one person on an area of and cannot exceed inflow by more than 1,300 cfs,
land or water for the purpose of engaging i_ one or except during emergencies or freshets. Angler
more recreational activities during a portion or all hours on the Lower Clearwater from 1986 to 1987
of a 24-hour period), were highest in October (131,000 hours), declined

in November (52,600 hours), leveled off from
lee Harbor - 482,000 December through March (between 22,700 and

Lower Monumental - 84,000 14,740 hours per month), and dropped in April
Little Goose - 226,.-000
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Figure 2.12.4. Seasonality of recreation use,

(900 hours) (personal communication, K, Ball, anglers the most popular period for fishing was

Idaho Department of Fish and Game, January 3, between April 1 and May 31, Typically, Brownlee
1991), is at its lowest pool elevation in April and then

rapidly gains elevation until lt reaches its high-pool

2,12.2.4 Brownlee elevation in June, Fishing hours leveled off during
June and July and dropped significantly during

Browrdee is the most isolated of the projects yet tt August, In September, fishing hours pteked up

received 279,000 recreation days ha 1983 (BPA, again and then dropped in October (the last month
1985), The majority of visitation was by day users in the survey),
(215,000) at Farewell Bend State Park, which is

located near Interstate 84 and serves as a AS part of the relteensing efforts for the Brownlee

convenient rest stop. Visitation at other project, the lee conducted an angler survey of
recreational facilities was much less, approximately Brownlee Reservoir (Idaho Power Company,

64,000, Visitation by commercial and private 1990), Between February 1989 and January 1990,
power and float boaters in the nearby HCNRA was an estimated 852,000 angler hours were expended
42,400 recreation days in 1982, at Brownlee (Idaho Power Company, 1990), Of

that number, 749,000 angler hours were expended
Available seasonal use data tor the Brownlee during the 'summer" months from April 1, 1989 to
project are limited to angler s _rveys, The Idaho September 30, 1989. During the summer ,
Department of Fish and Game conducted a fish 52 percent of the anglers were from Idaho,

hart'est survey of boat and bank anglers in 1984, primarily the southwestern part of the state

The stud), revealed that for both boat and bank (21 percent of Idahoans were from Botse,) Oregon
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residentsaooounte,d for 42 pesroontof theaummor 2,13,1 AestheticResource
_glors and oatnoprirmtrily fromnortheastOr_gon, Characteristics

2,12,2,5 Grand Coulee 2,13,1,1 Lower Columbia River

The.GrandCouleaproj_tla a m_or attractionto TheslowerColumbiaRlvorlandscapeunltesxtends
recreationalusers,VisitationhassteadilyBrown fromtheColumbiaBasaltPlalnon theesa.stemond,

from519,300in1985to1,560,000in1990,Th_ torhoSouthC.asoadosphysiographlcprovinceatthe
number of tents and r_re.atlonal vc_htcleshas also wc_sternend (Oalster et al,, 1989), The unit Is
increased from 87,000 In 1985 to 155,700 in 1990, oharaotertzeglby the high, ate.ep,side walls of the
The numbt_rof beat launch_s tripled from 1985 to Columbia Gorges, On th_ Or_gon side_,th_ae_walls
19_, 19,300 to 60,100, The most popular slt_s In haw sh_r cliffs, tnm-oove_re,d slopes, and
1990 wer_ Kettle Falls (292,000 visits), Fort numerous watesrfallsin the Bonnovllhsarea w_st of

Spokane (238,000), Spring Canyon (195,800), Hood Rlwr, Th_ spectacular scattingwas thtskay
S_wn Bays (162,700), and K_llor Ftsrry(126,900); reason thtsColumbia RlvtsrOorg_ National Sconlc
ali of thes_ slt_s have n number of water-oriented Area was ¢stablishe.d(Figur_ 2,13-1), Th_ w_tttsr
and other facilities, w_storn part of th_ unit ts heavily fortste.d and

tnoluded In rho Douglas.ftr/western htsmlock
Seasonal use is gre.attst during rho summer, In association, East of Hood Rlvtsr, rho landscap_
1990, th_r_ wore approximately 156,000 visits in bezom_s moresarid and transits from tha Douglas-
May and almost th_ sam_ number in Juno, In July, flr/Ortsgonwhlt_ oak association to st_pp_ (with
th_ number incr_qed to 306,900, and by August, tt and without stag_brush)wg_tatlon zones (Franklin
was 318,700, Th_ number of visits dropped to and Dyrnoss, 1973; Payn_ (stal,, 1976), Land on
103,300 in Sept_mb_r and continued to de.cltnoto a the_Or_gon std¢ of th_ unit is mainly publicly
low of 24,800 in February, The numbe_rof visits owned and ts l_ss intensively dovolope,d than th_
closely parallels th_ pool _l¢vatlon of th_ r_s_rvoir, prlnmrlly prlvatdy-owneA Washington side, Land
The reservoir normally re.aches full pool In July us_ along th_ lower Columbia River la vart_.l and
and remains within sewral feat of lt through the includes agricultural, for,stry, ?ezroational, port,
end of the >'ear, At the b_gtnning of th_ year, the industrial, fish and wlldllf, consorvation,
res_:_'oir is lowered and do_s not reach an residential, and commercial dowlopm_nt, S_v¢ral
elevation high enough to allow somt_water-oriented towns are_located on bonoh_s adjacent to th_ river
recreational facilities to bo accessed until June,

or on top of th_ nearby bluffs, Vtsual and physical
access to the unit ts phsntlful as a result of major

2,13 AESTHETICS state and interstate highways that follow the
Columbia River, towns located adjacent to the

The projects addrest_edin this OA/EIS are located fiver, and a numberof recreational access points
In _rid or semi-arid eastern Washington, eastern and parks,
Oregon, or weste_mIdaho (Figure 2,1-1), In this
open _u_dgenerally dry land, water features attract 2,13.1.2 Lower Snake River
much attention and are important aesthetic

resources, _e general character of th_s_ _sourc_s Theslower Snak_ Rtwr passes adja_nt to and
in sum.atrlzed below for five broad units spanning through th_ Blu¢ Mountains and Columbia Basalt
the lower Columbia River, lower Snake Rlwr, Plain physiographic provinces (Galste,r _t al,,
Dworshak, Brownlee, and Grand Coul_ project 1989), V_gestatlontypes tnclud¢ th_ shrub steppe,
art_s, Ponderosa pln_ and Idaho white plne_s(srtts

(Franklin and Dymess, 1973; Daubonmtro and
Daubenmir_, 1984), The_wesst_srnend of rite unit
near Ice Harbor Dam ts composed of low hills
cowr_ with stoppo vogotatlon, Upstream, th_ sldo
walls of th_ riwr valley be_omo ste.¢poras rho river
passe.sthrough a high canyon that varies in depth
from 200 to 2,000 le.ct, The st_p, rugged buttes
and canyon walls framing the dv,r sr, th_
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donalnant landscape features of' the unit (Ftgure grazlng, ranchhag, recreatlon, and scattered rural
2, 13-2), Land use !t_ the unit is wu'led, Near and residential (BPA, 1985), Access to the north end
acUacent to the rlver are agricultural uses, port of the project and the dam Is vla IdMlo Route 71 or
fi_cllltles, residential and recreational developments, Oregon Route 86, South from the dam, access is
Developrnertt near the river is fairly intense at the restricted to a gravel road (Snake River Road) on
eastern and western ends (Lewlston-Clarkston and the west stde of the wdley, lt can only be reached
the 'l"ri-Cttles, respectively), Parks, n.tarhaas, and from the north by State lloute 86 near the Brownlee

housh.tg developments ac!lacent to the river create a Dam or via Rlcl'thmd, Oregon, The southern end
suburbarl/urban character In places, In contrasl, terminates near Interstate 84, approximately 15
the more remote interior portion Is less developed miles east of Wetser, Idaho, The narrow, windbag,
and relatively difficult 1o access, steep road ts approxlrnately 42 reties from the

Brownlee Dam and ts travelled prhnarlly by
2.13.1.3 Dworshak Reservoir recreational users dttring the times of the year tt Is

open,
Dworshak Reservoh' is located In the North Fork of

the Clearwater River valley in the foothills of 2.13.1.5 Grand Coulee
Idaho's Bitterroot Range, which Is a branch of the

Rocky Mottntalns, The reservoir winds tts way I_,ake Roosevelt passes through the Okanogan
through remote, hilly terrain covered with Fllghlands and Columbia River Basin physlo-

coniferous forests (see Figure 2, 13-3), The graphic zones as tt follows the ancient bed of the
coniferous forests are included in the white pine Columbia Rivet' north to Canada (Galster et al,,
belt and are composed of mixed stands of white 1989), The four major vegetation zones that are
pine, Douglas-fir, Engelmanrl spruce and western found along the terratn adjacent to katke Roosevelt
red cedar (Franklin and Dyrness, 1973; include steppes wtth mad without sagebrush,
Dattbenmtre and Daubtnmire, 1984), Access to Ponderosa pine forests, and a mtxed zone of
Dworshak iNlimited though most commonly Douglas-fir and grand fir (Franklin and Dyrness,
achieved via LJ,S, Highway 12 near Orofino, 1973; Payne kt al,, 1976), Despite the presence of
Idaho, Other routes Include local and county buttes and steep motmtatnous terratn, the 0,5- to l-
roads, most of which are gravel or dirt, Land uses mile-wide lake is Grand Coulee's dominant
adjacent to the reservoh' include forestry, landscape feature (Ftgure 2, 13-5), The Colvtlle

recreation, power generation operations, Industry, Nattonal Forest and Colvllle Indian Reservation
fish and wildltfe management, and public port; border most of the west side of l.,ake Roosevelt,
forestry is the primary use and occurs on private With the exception of several small Communities
and public land, The USFS, Bureau of Land such as Grand Coulee, Hunter:t, and Kettle Falls,

Management (BI_,M), Idaho State I_,and Board, the landscape of the forest and reservation is
Burlington Northern Railroad, and the Potlatch relatively natural and undeveloped, North of the
Corporation are the major owners and managers of confluence of the Spokane River is the Spokane
adjacent lands, Indian Reservation, which also has a predominantly

natural character, Orr the south side of the

2.13.1.4 Brownlee Reservoir reservoh' between the Spokane River confluence

and Grand Coulee, the land is largely privately

Brownlee Reservoir is located upstream from Hells owned, Orchards and other agricultural lands are
Canyon National Recreation Area between the Blue located tn several places on the bluffs and benches
Mountains in Oregon and the Seven Devils in above the river, Physical and visual access to l.._tke

Idaho, The sides of the narrow v-shaped canyon Roosevelt ts gained from local communities,
are extremely steep and high, The slopes are developed marina facilities, and campgrounds,
generally covered with grasses and sagebrush, and Local roads, state highways 25 and 174, and U,S,
the steep canyon walls are the dominant landscape Route 2 also provide views of the lake,
fe'tture (F"igure 2, 13-4), ']'he BI_,Mand the USFS
manage _nuch of the land adjacent to the reservoh',

There are also parcels in the southerrl, rnore
agricultural area that are privately owned,
Aclditional acUacent land use includes livestock
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Figure 2.13-3. Dworshak landscape unit (looking north at Canyon Creek recreation
facility boat ramp).

i iii i

Figure 2.13-4. Brownlee landscape unit (looking east from Snake River Road _t
informal boat launch).
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Figure 2.13-5. Grand Coulee landscape unit (looking west from Seven Bays Marina).

2.13.2 Existing Reservoir Visual are less visually affected than flatter shorelines. In
Conditions project areas where the pool is adjacent to railroad

or highway embankments, fluctuations are often not

2.13,2.1 Run-of-River Reservoirs noticeable becauseof the steepnessof the
embankment slopes and t riprap armament on the
embankments. The texture and color of the riprap

Run-of-river projects such as those on the lower is consistent at different levels of the embankment,
Columbia and Snake rivers have limited storage

so fluctuations in pool levels do not create much
capacity and tend to fluctuate daily and weekly, visual contrast.
rather than seasonally as do storage reservoirs.
Pool fluctuations at Columbia and Snake run-of-

Areas of more open, less steep terrain are more
river projects currently range between 3 and 5 feet affected by drawdowns. In such terrain, every
on a weekly basis. A 3- to 5-foot pool elevation vertical unit of shoreline exposed is associated with
change is not a significant visual event along most several horizontal units of exposure. At the lower
of the lower Columbia and Snake project shores for

Snake and Columbia projects, those conditionsseveral reasons. Most of these reservoirs lie in
typically occur where there are flat and low-lying

relatively steep, narrow river valleys that have been benches adjacent to the river, at embayments, near
largely inundated by project pools. The shorelines islands, and where side canyons enter the main

adjacent to the pools are generally steep, so that for river valley. Because these areas are relatively flat
every unit of vertical distance a pool drops, there is and accessible, these are often areas where

a correspondingly small amount of horizontal recreation, transportation, and other types of
shoreline exposed (the opposite is true in shallow development have occurred. As a result, riverbeds
conditions). Therefore, steeper project shorelines
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that are exposed at low-pool elevations in areas that refilling does not take piace until late June or early
receive heavy recreation, transportation,or other July. These reservoirs are gmeraUy maintainedat
uses are easily observed. At Bonneville, riverbed high levels throughoutthe remainderof the
areas exposed at low-pool elevations that are summer.
visually accessible include shallow riverbeds and
embaymentsnear Stevenson and Home Valley, 2.13.3 Potential Viewers and Viewing
ChamberlainLake, and shallow riverbeds and Patterns
islands near Hood River and Mosi_r. Comparable
areas at The Dalles include Horsethief Lake, the People viewing a resource will have differe4at
riverbed around Brown's Island, the mouthof the perceptions of the resource based upon several
Deschutes River, and the area on both sides of the factors. Categorizing major user groups by factors
river between Biggs and John Day dams. Similar that influence perception is a useful way to
conditions on the John Day Pool occur near differentiategroups of viewers with different levels
Quesnel, Roosevelt, Three-mile Canyon, Crow of sensitivity to existing and changingaesthetic

situations(Federal Highway Administration,1983).Butte, Umatilla, Plymouth and the numerous
islands and embayments of Umatilla National
Wildlife Refuge. McNary has a similar situation, The threeviewer groups identified and discussed in
with shallow riverbeds near Wallula, Villard this OA/EIS are highway travelers, recreational

users, and local residents. Highway travelers
Junction, Burbank,and Casey Pond, various include people in transit, simply passing by a
embayments adjacentto the river, and much of the project, or people sightseeing. Highway travelers
Snake riverbed between StrawberryIsland and Ice tendto view the projects from a distance, for a
HarborDam. short time while traveling at high speeds, and thus

may not be strongly affected by project operations.
Riverbeds that are exposed under normaloperating Recreationists, on the other hand, tendto view
conditions at low-pool elevations and are easily projects for a longer time at close range. Project
observed on Snake River projects include Lyons operationscan have a more directeffect on their
Ferry State Park and the mouthof the Tucannon viewing opportunitiesand experiences. Local
River at Lower Monumental; the Meadow Creek residents may view projects from various roles,
embayment and Deadman Creek at Little Goose; such as propertyowner, recreationist, or simply as
and Chief Timothy State Park, shallow riverbeds they go about their everyday business. Their
near Wilma, Lewiston, Clarkston,and Asotin individualexposures to project visual changes may
Marina at Lower Granite. be brief but would likely occur repeatedlyover

long periods.
The majorityof project users and viewers probably

find the reservoirs and recreationalfacilities more The numberof each type of viewer and the total
aesthetically pleasing at full pool. However, numberof potential viewers varies tremendously
because of the relatively insignificantelevation among projects. The potentialof viewer exposure
changes (3 to 5 feet) that occur with current to project operationalchanges is greatestat
operations and the short cycle of pool fluctuation, Bonneville, which is paralleled on both sides by
the visual evidence of nonmt pool fluctuation is majorhighways carrying millions of travelersevery
probablynot very noticeable to the casual viewer, year. Bonneville also is close to the Portland

metropolitanareaand attractsheavy recreational
2.13.2.2 Storage Reservoirs use(over 3 million visitors in 1989), and has a

signifi_nt residential populationwithin viewing
Drawdowns are much greater at the three storage distance. Other projects, such as Lower
re_rvoirs. With pool fluctuationranging from 30 Monumentalare more remote with few nearby
to 155 feet, a significant amountof shoreline is residents, limited highway and comparatively tittle
exposed annually at Dworshak, Brownlee, and recreationaldevelopment.
Grand Coulee. Exposed shoreline in the storage
projects contrasts significantly in color and texture Driving for pleasure and sightseeing are popular
with the adjacent uplands, particularlywhere there recreationalactivities at most of the projects.
is adjacent dark green shruband tree cover such as These potentialviewers can be assumed to be
at Dworshak and much of GrandCoulee. Low relatively sensitive to visual quality. The
pool elevations typically are reached in April and percentageof drivers on nearbyhighways engaged
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in sightseeingor drivingfor pleasureis un_own, 2.14 CULTURAL RESOURCES
but is likely to be a substantialminority during the

warmer months of the year when recreationaltravel Human occupationof the study area dates backis most common.
over 10,000 years, Identified culturalresources,

Quarterlybreakdowns of annual trafficcountsfor both prehistoric and historic, are rqn'mmtative of
highways near projects can give a rough idea of the the total span of humanuse and occupation of the

area. They includevillages, fishing sites, tradingseasonality of potential viewer patterns. Highway
traffic countsnear three of the projects were posts,campsites, agriculturaland industrial
examined to review seasonal patterns(Table communities, railroads, burialsites, homesteads,
2.13-I). The highways examined were Interstate canneries, mining sites, snd military forts.
84 near Rowena, Oregon (adjacentto the
Bonneville project); SR 14 near Maryhill, The following section discusses the kinds of
Washington (adjacentto The Dalles project);and cultural resources thathave been recorded along the
U.S. Highway 395 near Kettle Falls, Washington lower Snakeand Columbia rivers, and at the
(which crosses Lake Roosevelt). By quarter, the Dworehak, Brownlee, and GrandCoulee projects.
percentage of annualtraffic did not vary
subst_tially among the three locations. In each 2.14.1 Lower Snake River and
case, summer traffic had the lightest quarterly Dworshak
percentage, at 30 to 32 percent of the annual total.
The _pringand fall quarter percentages consistently The following culturalresource information for the
rangedbetween 24 and 27 percent. In general, four lower Snake River run-of-riverreservoirs and
these figures indicate that highway travel is more Dworshak Reservoir is based on the Corps cultural
evenly distributedthroughout the year than resource managementplan for these five projects.
recreational use in most cases. Seasonal

recreationaluse patterns for four selected projects During the earliest period of human occupation
were previously indicated in Figure 2,12-4. (10,000 to 8,000 years before the present time

[BP]), people are believed to have foraged for a
Average recreationaluse at ali four projects wide variety of food resources located in different
increased steadily from February and reacheda topographiczones. The next period (8,000 to
peak in the summer. July, August, and September 4,500 years BP) witnesseda warming trend and an
were the three most popularmonths, accounting for economic shift toward more use of plant foods and
50 percent or more of annual visitation. Grand aquatic resources including salmon and freshwater
Coulee and Dworshak received from 40 to 50 clams. From 4,500 to 2,500 years BP, area people
percent of their annual visits in only two months, gathered into pit house (a semi-subternmean '
July and August. Bonneville and John Day dwelling) villages and intensified the use of plant
exhibited a similar summer concentration, although foods and river clams. From 2,500 to 250 years
ax_reuseoccurred in spring and fall at these BP, the numberof pit house village sites expanded
pn)jec.ts, as did the use of salmon and plant foods. The bow

and arrow was also introduced duringthis time.
Local residentsview projects on • year-roundbasis. The last 250 years coincide with the historic and
The projects with the largest populationsand ethnographicperiod from the acquisition of the
greatest numberof potential viewers are run-of- horse in the early eighteenthcentury by native
river projects on the lower Snake tad Columbia peoples to their relegationto reservations in the late
rivers,primarily Bonneville, The Dalles, and nineteenthcenturyand the settling of the area by
Lower Granite. Because the mainstem pools Euro-Americans.
regularly fluctuate from 3 to 5 feet, Iocal_residents
dc, not view exposed shorelines for long periods. Ethnographically,the areawas occupied by
The relatively small numbersof people who live numerous aboriginalbands who spoke the Ssdxaptin
near the storage reservoirs, view the full aesthetic language. They lived in villages along intermediate
effects of the large seasonal drawdowns, and master size streams. Temporary camps were

also used but only for short periods and special
purposes. Political organization consisted of
loosely associated groups of separate bands, each
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Table 2.13-1. Seasonality of potential viewers from selected highways.
iii i iii i i ii

Winter Spring Summer Fall
(Dec-Feb) (Mar-May) (Jun-Aug) (Sept-Nov)

1. Percentage of AnnualTraffic Flow on 19 24 31 26
Interstate 84 at Rowe.na, OR

2. Percentage of Annual Traffic Flow on 16 27 32 25
SR 14 at Maryhill Spur, WA

3. Percentage of Annual Traffic Flow on 21 25 30 24
US 395 at SR 25 junction north of
Kettle Falls, WA

Sources:
t

s/ National Park Service, 1990.
b/ Personal communication, C. Pietrok, Oregon Dept. of Transportation, August 1, 1991.
c/ Washington State Dept. of Transportation Summary of Traffic Records R071 in 1990.
d/ Washington State Dept. of TransportationSummary of Traffic Records RG71 in 1984.

with its own territory and headmen. These bands continued settlement. The 1900s has seen the
shared similar customs, language, some subsistence damming of the Snake River, the development of

. activity sites, and associated for mutual defense, major irrigationprojects, and continued growth in

but remained fairly distinctive otherwise. Food the
region.

resources consisted of various species of fish
(primarily salmon and steelhead), plants, and A total of 289 known archaeological sites are
animals collected within an annual subsistence located within the four lower Snake run-of-river
round based on the time of year when each food reservoirs (Lower Granite - 136; Little Goose - 76;
source was available. With the introduction of the Lower Monumental - 42; and Ice Harbor - 35), and
horse in the mid-170Os, the range of tradeand 210 within the Dworshak Reservoir. The sites are
subsistence roundsfor some bands (e.g., Nez both prehistoric and historic and range in age from
Perce) greatly increased. Bison-huntingon the the earliest period of humanoccupation to recent
Plains became an annualor frequent activity which times. At present, three archaeological districts
also resulted in elements of the Plains culture being (Lower Snake River, Windust Caves, and Palouse
introduced into the Plateau area. Canyon) and three sites (StrawberryIsland,

Marines Rockshelter, and Hasatino) listed on the
The historic period began with the arrival of the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) are
Lewis and Clark expedition in 1805. This was located within the boundaries of these projects. In
followed by other expeditions which further addition to NRHP status, Marries Rockshelter
explored the region and established trading located within the Lower Monumental Reservoir
operations. Missionaries arrived in the 1830s, soon also is • designated National Historic Landmark.
to be followed in the 1840s by increasing numbers
of settlers coming west. In 1855, a treaty between 2.14.2 Lower Columbia
th_ United States and many of the Plateau Indian

groups was signed establishing area reservations. The Corps culturalresources managementplans for
Gold was discovered in the 1860s in Idaho leading the four projects along the lower Columbia provide
to a rush of people into the area and further the basis for the information thatfollows.
settlement. This was also the era of the steamboat.
The 1880s brought constructionof railroadsand
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Developmentalongthe lowerColumbiaRiver At the timeof Euro-Americancontact,theupper
largely parallels that of the lower Snake River Columbia River was occupied by bands speaking
during most of the 10,000 years of occupation, the Saltshlanguage, Ethnographicstudies of the
Ethnographically, from The Dalles Reservoir San Potl and Nespelem, who occupied the area,
downrtver, certain differences from the sites indicated they were semi-sedentary huntersand
uprivercan be found, includingdwellings gathererswho occupied pernum_t winter villages
constructedof wood (planks, poles, _d beA), ,,long the Columbia River and its majortributaries,
heavy reliance on salmon as a food resource, In the spring through fall, groups of people moved
extensive use of dugout canoes, above-ground between temporary camps from which small game
burials in special structures at centuries-old was hunted, shellfish gathered, and edible roots
cemeteries, and use of the Chinookanlanguage, procured, In 1872, the Colville Indian Reservation
Other thanthese characteristics, the development of was established,
the lower Snake River area parallels the lower
Columbia River. In the early 1800s, the first Eur_Americans

mtered the area. The Hudson Bay Company
There are a total of 424 known archaeological sites establishedFort Colvile at Kettle Falls in 1823, and
within the four Corps reservoirson the lower a Catholic mission was established nearbyin 1847.
ColumbiaRiver (McNary - 124; John Day - 224; Few Euro-Americansresided in the areauntil the
The Dalles - 56; and Bonneville - 20). There are 1870s and 1880s when ranchers startedto arrive,
two historicproperties on the National Register of In 1882, Fort Spokane, a militarypost, was built at
Historic Places on the Bonneville Pool--the the confluence of the Spokane and Columbia rivers.
Bonneville Dam Historic District and the North More intensive homesteading did not occur until the
Bonneville Archaeological District. There is also a early twentiethcentury. Constructionof Grand
listed historic propertyon the John Day Pool--the Coulee Dam began in 1933, bringing large numbers
JohnDay Archaeological District. of people into the area.

2.14.3 Grand Coulee Asa result of archaeological investigations, about
300 prehistoric and historic archaeological sites

The following informationon GrandCoulee aroundLake Roosevelt and an additional26 sites
culturalresources is takenfrom Masten et al, immediatelydownstream of Grand Coulee Dam
(1986), datacollected during excavations for the have been recorded. An additional 177 sites have
Chief Jo_ph Dam Cultural Resources Project for been reported in ethnographic sources, and historic
the Corps of Engineers, excavations in the Kettle maps and recordsindicate the locations of an

Falls vicinity conducted for the BoR and the additional 31 unrecorded historic sites. Segments
General Management Plan for Grand Coulee of the reservoir shoreline have never been subjected
National Recreation Area (NPS, 1980). to systematic survey and, most likely, contain

additionalunrecordedresources. Prehistoricsite

Archaeological investigations at Kettle Falls and types recorded included large villages, smaller
Rufus Woods Lake indicated thatthe Grand Coulee habitationsites, activity-specific resource
vicinity has been continuously occupied for at least procurement/processingsites, cemeteries, and
7,000 years. Prehistoricpopulationswere semi- isolatedburials. Small habitationsites are the most
sedentaryhunters and gathererswho used locally common type recorded, many of which appearto
available natural resources from the fiver flood have humanburial components. Historic site types
plain and adjacent uplands, as well as more include homesteads, mines, and towns. Fort
removed upland treas. The riverine zone was the Colvile and St. Paul's Mission are maintainedby
most intensively used; base camps were maintained the NPS as interpretivesites and are listed on the
there from which smaller groups traveled to collect NRHP. Twenty prehistoric sites at Kettle Falls
resources available elsewhere. By 5,100 years have been listed on the NRl-lP as a National
before present, occupantsconstructedsubstantial Historic District. Sites below GrandCoulee Dam
semi-subterraneanpit houses andprocessed and are included in the Rufus Woods Lake National ,
stored foods for winter consumption. Historic District. Most other recorded sites around

the reservoirhave been insufficiently t;tudiedto
determine if they are eligible for the NRHP.
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Although numerous sites have been inundatedby commodity production areas that rely on the rivers
the reservoir, clearly many scientifically and for transportation, These use relationshipsdefine a
culturallysignificant sites remain within _e primary influence zone thatcan extend up to 30 or
drawdown zone and around its shoreline, 40 miles on either side of the fiver system. For

analytical purposes, the socioeconomic study area
The Spokane Reservation and the Colville for this OA/EIS was defined to include ali counties
Reservation, adjoining Lake Roosevelt in the State that areadjacent to the 11 projects that c_uld be
of Washington, are occupied by the Lower Spokane involved in the proposed actions, The study area
and the elevm ConfederatedTribes of the ColviUe, therefore incorporatesthe Washington and Oregon
which includes the Colville, Lake, Nez Perce, counties along the Columbia River from Bonneville
Cheltn, Methow, Nespelem, NorthernOkmogtn, to the Snake River confluence; ali of southeastern
San Poil, Sinkaietk, Sinkauise, and Wenatchi tribes, Washington; the northeasternWashington counties
These peoples arepart of the ColumbiaPlateau adjacentto Grand Coulee; and seven Idahocounties
Culture Area and represent a vital link to the surroundingDworshak, Brownlee, and downstream
culturaland historic values in the region, reaches of the Clearwater and Snake rivers.

2.14.4 Brownlee The majoflty of the study area is sparsely populated
and urbanizationranges from small, rural

Historic and archaeologic_dresources in the Snake economies to a major metropolitanarea, Partof
River Canyon area that includes the Brownlee Portlandin MultnomahCounty, Oregon lies in the
Reservoir are of major significance in defining and western reach of the study area. The land use in
understandingthe culturalhistory and way of life of this area is heavily urbanized, with majorport
people in the region over the last 8,000 years. Site facilities and heavy and light manufacturing
types and themes include prehistoric sites aa well as activity. Farthereast, the Columbia River becomes
historic Chinese settlements, mining, transportation, a series of slack water pools as it traverses a broad
rtnchlng, homesteading, and Native Americanand canyon throughthe plateau country of Oregon and
Euro-Americancontacts. Washington. Land use in this stretch is

predominantlyagricultureand open space, with
Prehistoricsite types include pithouse villages, large farmsprevalentand population centers widely
se.asonalcampsites, rock cairns, pictographs, dispersed. The eastern region of the study area,
petroglyphs, fish walls, and sweat lodges. The which extends into western Idaho, is largely rural
prehistoric cultural resources of the Snake River with agricultureand forest productsas the pflmary
Canyon provide a valuable perspective relatingto industries. The local economies in the study area
the adaptationand movement of prehistoric have a strong orientationto the river system. It is
populations; the diffusion of cultural traitsand not only a source for farmland irrigation and
elements between the Great Basin, Plateau, and transportationfor agriculturaland timberproducts
Plains culturalareas; the development of Plateau but also Asan attractionfor recreationalusers,
culture; and the development and changes in Nez mother primaryactivity generator in the region,
Perce subsistence and social patterns over time, [For a complete inventory of landuse in the study

area, the readeris referred to the Columbia Basin

C.rrently, there are 13 prehistoric sites and 7 Water WithdrawalEnvironmental Review,
_!storJc sites inundatedor located between high- Appendix A: Land Use (Corps, 1979), which is
and low-pool elevations in the Brownlee Reservoir. hereby incorporatedby refenmce.]
A complete inventory of historic or prehistoricsites
has not been conducted in the reservoirarea. The key socioeconomic factors of population

characteristics,employment by industry,

2.15 SOCIOECONOMICS unemployment, and income measures for these
counties are presented below.

The socioeconomic influences of the proposed
actions will be felt primarily within the 2.15.1 Population
corr,munities along the Columbia-SnakeRiver
System, in nearbyupland areas that drawwater The total populationof the study area in 1990 was
suppliesfromtherivers,andinmore exte_ive 1,215,938.MultnomahCounty,Oregon,which
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contains part of the Portlandmetropolitanarea, _ counties were among those that showed
accountsfor almost half this figure with a consistent growth.
population of 583,887, In addition to Multnomah

County, the larger, moreurbanizedcounties in the 2.15.2 Employment
study au_.ainclude Benton (112,560), Grant (

(54,758), and WaUaWalla (48,439) in Washington, Appendix I presents non-agriculturalwage and
and UmatiUa (59,249) in Oregon, Of the imlaryemploymentby industryfor the study area
remaining 25 counties, 12 have populations counties in 1990. Reliable agriculturalemployment
between 10,000 and 40,000, and 13 have data are difficult to obtain and could not be

populations of fewer than 10,000 persons. The included. In addition, 1990 employmmt by
general population trendin the Pacific Northwest industryand unemploymentdata for particular
has been away from rural areas toward those more counties in Idahoand MultnomahCounty, Oregon,
urbanized, were not available in time for this OA/EIS.

Appendix I displays comparative population data Total county non-agricultundemploymentranged
for each county within the study area and total from a low of 510 employed persons in Oiiliam
population for the statesof Washington, Oregon, County, Oregon to a high of 62,000 employed in
and Idaho for 1970, 1980, and 1990. These states the Benton/Franklincounties area of Washington.
experienced respective populationgrowth rates of The government sector (with an employment share
17.8 percent, 8.0 percent, and 6.7 perceat between range of 16 to 65 percent) provided the largest
1980 to 1990. Although the population is still share of total employment for ali but 6 counties in
growing, the 1980 to 1990 growth rates are the study area, Wholesale and retail trade provide
significantly lower than those during the previous the largest share of total employment in Asotin (31
decade in which Washington's populationgrew by percent), Hood River (28 percent), Malheur(33
21.1 percent, Oregon's by 25.9 percent, and percent), and Nez Perce (25 percent) counties. In
Idaho's by 32.4 percent. Benton/Franklinand Morrow counties,

manufacturingprovided the greatest share (23
The study area population growth patterns generally percent and 38 percent, respectively).
mirrored thoseof the states--high growth rates

during the 1970s and slowed growth or actual For several counties, food processing companies
decline during the 1980s. During the 1970s, are significant employers within the manufacturing
counties exhibiting extremely high growth rates industry. In Oregon, food processing accounts for
included Benton, Ferry, and Stevens Counties in 93 percent of manufacturingemployment in
Washington with respective rates of 62.0 percent, Malheur County, 75 percentin Morrow County,
59.0 percent, and 66.5 percent; and in Oregon, and 60 percent in Umatilla County. Similar figures
Morrow and Umatilla counties with growth rates of in Washington are 76 percent in GrantCounty and
68.4 percent and 31.0 percent, respectively. Only 53 percent in Walla Walla County. Transportation
4 counties in the study area experienced an actual and public utilities (TPU) provide a relatively small ,
decline in population during this same period;these shareof total non-agriculturalemployment in the
were Columbia and Garfield in Washington; study area. The greatest share is in Payette
Gilliam in Oregon; and Clearwater in Idaho. County, Idaho, where TPU accounts for 12 percent

of total employment;however, the remaining
The populationin the study area did not thrive in counties have TPU shares in the range of 0 to 6
the 1980s as it had in the previous decade. During percent.
this period, none of the counties experienced

population growth greater than the state average Ali counties in the study area for which
growth rates. Almost half of the counties unemployment statistics were available experienced
experienced a decline in population and only one, a decline in the unemploymentrate from 1986 to
Grant County, Washington, had populationgrowth 1990. However, relative to the statewide
greater than 10 percent. The counties which unemploymentrates for those years, the study area
experienced decline or slowed growth were the experienced higher unemployment. Only 5 of 30
smaller, ruralareas, while the larger, more counties had unemploymentrates below the

corresponding state level in 1986 compared to 8 of
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27 counties in 1990. The relatively low- provides the best means of transportingtimberto
unemployment counties were Asotin, Garfield, market. Dworshak Reservoir is used to transport
Lincoln, and Whitman in Washington;Gilliam, approximately 20 million board-feetper year of
Malheur, and Multnomahin Oregon; and Nez logs to the damsite,
Perce in Idaho, The lowest 1990 unemployment
rate in the region was 2.2 percent in Whitman There are approximately 2,8 million acres of
County, which typically has one of the lowest rates cropland in the study area, 720,800 acres of which
in Washington. The highest unemploymentrate in are irrigated(see Section 2,10). Of this total,
the region for 1990 was 16.0 percent in Skamanla 380,000 acres are irrigatedfrom the Columbia and
County, an area of chronically high unemployment. Snake River Pools, Overall, the two primary

irrigatedcrops are hay and wheat, which are valued
2.1 5.3 Income at $200 to $550 per acre per year, Potatoes and

other vegetable row crops grown in the area are

A common income measure used in describing the valued at $1,500 to $3,800 per acre per year,
relative wealth or well being of an area is per These and other crops produced through irrigated
capitapersonal income (PCPI). In 1989, only two farming are sold to markets throughoutthe country
counties in Washingtonexceeded the state PCPI of and provide substantial revenue to the region.
$17,696. Garfield and Lincolncounties had Total value of crops produced from irrigatedlands
respective income levels of $21,190 and $21,792. in the study area exceed $263 million (see Section
Six counties in Oregon exceeded the state average 4.8.3). In addition, farm operations benefit from
of $16,003; these were Gilliam, Morrow, the relatively inexpensive power provided by the
Multnomah, Sherman, Wallowa, and Wasco. Columbia-SnakeRiver System hydroelectric
ShermanCounty had by far the highest 1989 PCP] projects, spending an average $75 per acre per year
of any county in the study area ($24,474 or 153 for electricity to operate irrigationpumps. Large
percent of the overall Oregonincome level). In irrigatorsexpend over $1 million per year for
Idaho, Adams, Lewis, and Nez Perce counties electricity (see Section 4.8.2).
exceeded the state PCPI of $13,760.

The Columbia and Snake rivers are heavily

2.1 5.4 Key Resource Users developed for hydroelectric power generation (see
Section 2.11). Ali 11 dams have hydroelectric
facilities, which collectively provide an installedThe Columbia-SnakeRiver System provides a

variety of resources for public and private use. cap_ity of 17,904 MW (45 percent of the
Key resource users include transportation,logging, hydroelectric resources in the Columbia River
agriculture, electric power, and recrt.ation. Basin).

The 465-mile waterway represents a key link to the The reservoirs and adjacent lands of the Columbia-
Snake River System provide importantrecreationalea_t_:.ninterior region, providing barge transport

from the Pacific Ocean to Lewiston, Idaho, the resomv.es (see Section 2.12). A total of about 150
a.,osl inland port (see Section 2.9). The sites offer opportunities for boating, swimming, •
transportationsystem consists of navigation fishing, water skiing, windsurfing, camping, and
_h2a'melsand locks, port facilities, and shipping picnicking. The projects generally are heavily used
up_rations. The channels are maintained at for recreational purposes, with a total of 14 million

recreation days reported on the 11 study are_ pools.authorized dimensions by the Corps, and locks on
the mainstem dams provide hydraulic lifts for barge Visitation levels range from a high of about l
a_'_.:ess.Six barge compaaies operate approximately million recreation days per year at Bonnevil)!e to a
40 towboats and 175 barges on the Columbia-Snake low of 84,000 annual recreation days at Lower ,
River System. Fifty-four port facilities and Mon_tal (see Table 2.12-2).
shipping operationsprovide transportfor the
various agriculturaland timberproducts produced In addition to irrigationof agriculturalland, water
in the region, pumped from the Columbia-SnakeRiver System is

used for other purposes as weil. Of the 22 non-

Logging activity in the study area is localized agriculturalwater users interviewed, 4 were
around the Dworshak project, where the lake municipal/industrial users, 7 were recreation-
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related, 8 were _Us, and the remaining 3 were and transferredto the Bureau of IndianAffairs
residential users who draw water for their lawns (BIA). These five sites me:
and other uses, Municipalusers draw from the
pools to contributeto the jurisdictions' water WindRiver (23,6 _res)
supplies, Industrialusers, such ts Potlach Cooks Landings(also known as Little White
Corporationin Lewiston, incorporatewater into Salmon site; 3,14 acres)
their treatmentprocess duringproduction, Underwood(also known as Big White Salmon
Recreation-relatedusers includecountryclubs, site; 4,19acres)
which use the water to irrigate golf courses, and Caw..adeLocks (1,6 acres)
various state and county parks, which use the water Lone Pine (9,0 acres)
for irrigationand other water supply. HMUs draw
water for maintaining preservation areas, In addition to these in lieu sites, Title IV (Columbia

River Treaty Fishing Access Sites) of Public Law
Municipal and industrial water withdrawals from (PL) 100-581 authorized the Corps to acquire,
the river system are concentratedon or near the develop, and transferlands along the Columbia
Lower Graniteand McNary pools, Waterusers River on Bonneville, The Dalles, and John Day
w_thdrawlngdirectly from these pools include the pools in supportof treaty fishing of four treaty
cities bf Richland, Kennewick, and Pasco and tribes (the Nez Perce Tribe; the Confederated
industrialfirms nearby. The City of Lewiston and Tribes of the Umatilla Reservation; the

the Potlatch Corporationhive water supp!yintakes ConfederatedTribes of the Warm Springs
on the ClearwaterRiver above Lower GranitePool. Reservation;and the ConfederatedTribes and

Bands of the YaklmaIndian Nation), A two-phase
The extremely short timefran_ for conductingthis study is currentlyunderway to address 21 sites
study _d the s'tzeof the study area preventeda under PL 100-581; these sites are known as the
thoroughanalysis of individual ports. However, Section 401 sites. These are to provide access and
survey datafrom a Port of Whitman County study facilities in supportof treaty fishing use by the
provides general information regarding firm tribes. In addition, the law directs the Corps to
activity. Twenty-one of the 24 firms located on or identify, acquire, and improve six sites adjacentto
near the Port of Whitmanwere interviewedwith Bonneville for treaty fishing access _d to conduct
regard to employment, wages, and probable facility improvementsat five existing in lieu sites,
impacts of fiver drawdown (personal
communication, K. Casavant, November 1991). Current fishing techniques are very similar to those
The 21 firms employ about 705 people, 80 percent practicedhundredsof years ago, although modem
of whom work at facilities located directly on the equipment has replaced traditionalequipment, Fish
river. The average wage bill is $225,000 per firm are takenat or near the Cascade Locks and Lone
with a total wage value of $4.3 million. Of the Pine site by dip-netting from platforms fastenedto
firms interviewed, 11 to 15 indicatedthat they the steep banks of the fiver. Active dip-netting
would be forced to leave their location under a sites are concentratedon the Washington shore
long-term drawdown, immediatelyupstream of Bonneville, but there are

also some sites in The Dalles and John Day pools,

2.15,5 Indian Fishing Rights
Another method used to harvest fish is by setting

Native Americans have fished, camped, and lived gill nets with one end secured to the shoreline or
on the shores of the Columbia River for centuries, buoy sad the otherend projecting into the fiver.
Salmon play an importantrole in the lives of these This method is practiced throughoutthe three
Native Americans, not only as • food sourcebut PortlandDistrict projects, with operationsbased
also as part of their culture and religious beliefs, primarily at the Underwood, Wind River, and
Iz.'_1939, after completion of the Bonneville Dam, Cooks Landing sites, ali in Washington. Some gill
an understandingwas reached between various nettingsites are used primarily for camping during
Nati_'e American tribes and the Corps thatprovided fishing seasons. Boats are launchedand moored
land._to c.o_te for those flooded by the dam. from these or nearby public launching sites, nets
Five sites, known as in lieu sites, were acquired are dried and repaired,and fish are unloaded for

transportto local fish buyers or for drying, The
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fishing season may extend 8 to 9 months for some
Native American families, The fisheries are

regulated by Federal-State-Indianconservation
agreements,

2.16 PROJECT STRUCTURES

Structural features of the projects lave been
described in varying detail in Sec,tions 2.2 and 2.9.
Reducing pool elevations below MOP would raise
several concerns about the integrity of dam
embankments, tatlwaterstilling basins, bridge
abutments, rtilr_ and highway embankments, and
levees.

Dams along the Columbia and Snake rivers consist
of navigation locks, spillway dams,
powerhouse/intake structures,and earth-fill
embankments. These features are founded in
bedrock, though excavation throughsurficial
sediment was sometimes necessary. The dam
embaaknmntsare ea_-filled, consisting of a
heterogeneous mixture of materials from 6 inches
in diameter to silt and clay size, The dam
embankmentsare protected by ripraponly to MOP,
Water thatis passed through spillways accelerates
greatly, Imdthis energy is dissipated in tailwater
stilling basins thatwere constructed immediately
below the spillways,

.,
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3.0 PROPOSED ACTIONS AND ALTERNATIVES

3.1 BACKGROUND of about 100,000cfs at that time'ofyear, "]"beproposal
is based on the CBFWA position that downstream

Representativesof the primary fiver resources in migrants are swept along with the fiver currentand
the region came together in 1990 to recommend their rate of travel is relatedto water velocity.
immediate action to protect declining wild salmon Velocity, as measured by water particle travel time, is
stocks. As presented to the Salmon Summitand in governed in part by the amountof flow in the fiver
other forums, these reco_dations mainly (CBFWA, 1991a).
focused on managing fiver flows to benefit the
diminishing numbers of salmon. During this same time, Idaho Governor Cecil Andrus

proposed the "Idaho Plan," a key feature of which calls

Two actions were requested by the governors of for lowering (drawing down) the four lower Snake
Idaho, Oregon, Washington, and Montana and rese_,oirs (see below) to increase fiver velocity
Senator Mark Hatfield of Oregon. The first was equivalent to a flow of 140,000 cfs (1.40kcfs) at full
for NEPA documentation of sections proposed to pool during downstream migration. This would lower
improve flow conditions in 1992. This OA/EIS the reservoirs far below current minimum operating
provides the NEPA documentation for the actions levels and significantly affect other fiver interests.

. requested and those cleemednecessary to provide a Irrigatorsand navigators who depend on stable water
reasonable range of alternatives. The second levels were particularly concernedwith the effects of
request was for the Northwest Power Planning this plan. They proposed more limited flow
Council to devise long-term strategies to protect enhancement options combined with improved habitat,
key salmon stocks, more efficient hatcheries, restricted fish harvests, and

improvedfish passage facilities at the dams.

The rationale and background for the first request
has been addressed in Chapters 1 and 2. The The NPPC initially concentratedon habitat and
backgroundof the second request is discussed here. production modifications, while requesting that the

Corpsmd other fiver managementagencies examine

NPPC is charged with preparinga Fish and flow improvements. The fiver managementagencies
Wildlife Program for the Columbia River Basin and developed and considered a numberof strategies to
a regional Electric Power and ConservationPlan, modify operatio_aof the river system duringsalmon
both of which are periodically updated. The NPPC migrationas documented in this OA/EIS. On
contracted with the region's tribesand fish agencies December 11, 1991, the NPPC adopteda numberof
in 1990 to prepare a plan integratingali of the amendmentsto the Fish and Wildlife Program that
salmon and steelhead rearing subbasins within the included several mainstem survival measures related to
Columbia River System. This includes the lower, fiver operations. The final OA/EIS hasattempted to
middle, and upper mainstem Columbia River, the fully addressmd coordinate the flow-related elements

of the NPPC plan that the fiver managementagenciesmainstem Snake River, and 27 major tributaries.
The tribes and agencies worked together through would need to implement.
their umbrella organization, the Columbia Basin
Fish and Wildlife Authority (CBFWA), and devised 3.2 ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS
an "Integrated System plan." The NPPC stipulated
that, in considering its planning goals, the area A wide range of potential measures to improve flow
above Bonneville Dam would have priority (NPPC, conditionsduring the 1992 salmon and steelhead
199la). migration is considered in this OA/EIS. Options

available for implementation in 1992 can be grouped
The CBFWA proposed a program emphasizing into four general alternatives: (1) maintenance of
enhanced fiver flows in the lower Columbia and existing conditions ('no action'), (2) reservoir
Snake rivers to increasejuvenile salmon survival, drawdown, (3) flow augmentation, and (4) combination
The specific flow target recommended for the of drawdown and augmentation. The OA/EIS measures
lower Snake River was 140,000 cubic feet per the effects of the latter three flow improvement
second (cfs) from April 15 through June 15. This alternatives against the no action alternative (the way

O target is considerably higher than the typical flow
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i

the Columbia River System was operatedfrom salmon. Future operationalsuccess will be comparedto
1985 through 1990). thresholdsidentified in the Recovery Plan,

Much migrationr_h indicates that survival of This would produce a water particle travel time of
juvenile salmonids, particularlythose migrating about 148 hours throughthe four-projectreach, This
downstreamduringthe spring freshet (streamflow travel time could be achieved in three ways:
increasefrom snowmelt runoff) might be misted to
water flow or velocity (see Section 4.2,1 for • lowering the pool elevations of the lower Snake
details). According to this research, the longer the River projects such that the average water
juveniles remain in the slow-mov/ng reservoirs, the particle velocities would produce a 148-hour
more susceptible they are to predators ,mc;other travel time given existing (pre-1991) operation
hazards. Furthermore, if they are to survive the of the upstreamstorage projects (the reservoir
transition to saltwater, it is importantthat they drawdown alternative)
arrive at their saltwaterdestination when they are /
physiologic.ally ready for that enviromnent. If the // • increasing discharges at the lower Snake River
smelts are delayed too long, they might lose their // projects by augmenting flows with additional
physiological ability to survive in saltwater / releases fromupstream storage projects in an
(although they might smelt again). Thus, the ' effort to obtain a flow of 140 kcfs during
objective of improving flows is to decrease time migration (the flow augmentation alternative)
spent in the reservoirs, and thereby (presumably)
increase the survival during downstream migration. • a combinationof the two preceding measures
If water velocity is increased, smelts should be able that would meet the 148-hour objective by a
to travel downstream faster than has occurred in the j combinationof flow augmentation and reservoir
past. drawdown

Instream velocity can be increased either by 3.2.1 Existing Conditions (No Action)
reducing the space through which the same amount

of water must flow, or by adding water to normal NEPA requires that each EIS include an existing
fiver flow. Reservoir drawdown increases velocity conditions or "noaction" alternative against which the
by passing the same amount of water through a effects of ali "action"alternatives are measured. Under
smaller cross-sectional channel area. Flow this alternative for 1992, no action would be taken to
augmentation increases velocity by for_ing a greater alter the normal operation of the reservoirs and dams on
amount of water through the system, the lower Columbia and Snake rivers durir_qsalmon

migration. Normal operations are the man _erin which
The overall objective of reservoir drawdown and the projects and fish programs were operated from
flow augmentation plans is to reduce water particle about 1985 to 1990.
travel time. A more specific objective might be to

achieve travel times equivalent to those that would The Corps would use the Juvenile Fish Transportation
be realized if the CBFWA flow recommendations Program as the primary method to move juvenile
were met. This proposal is discussed in more salmon downstream more rapidly from April through
detail in Section 4.2; briefly, CBFWA has mid-July on the lower Snake River and until mid-
recommended a discharge of 140 kcfs for the lower September on the lower Columbia River. Mainstem
Snake projects if they are operating in their normal reservoirs would operate within normal ranges (Table
pool fluctuation range. The cooperating agencies 3.2-1). To enhance the movement of fish from dam to
have neither adopted nor endorsed the CBFWA dam, fiver flow would be augmented by releases of
proposal as a basis for managing the fiver system, stored water between April 15 and June 15 under the
However, it is a proposal that has widespread Water Budget. Water would be spilled over Lower
recognition within the region, and provides a useful Monumental, Ice Harbor, John Day, and The Dalles
frame of reference and comparison, projects in the spring and summer to move fish over the

dams insteadof through the turbines. Juvenile and
In the future, the cc_peratlng agencies will be adult fish passage facilities at ali eight run-of-river
responsive to the as yet undeveloped NMFS projects would continue to operate throughoutthe fish
Recovery Plan or Plans for the Snake River passage season. The Corps would continue to actively
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Table 3.2-1, Key elevations of mainstem reservoirs (feet mean sea level [msl]),
i iii i i iiii iii i i i

Minimum Operating
Project Normal OperatingRange Pool (MOP) Spillway Crest

• , ,i i

Lower Granite 738-733 733 681

Little Goose 638-633 633 581

Lower Monumental 540..537 537 483

Ice Harbor 440-437 437 391

McNary_ 340-337 335 291

JohnDaỳ / Variesb/ 257 210
i

The Dalles_ 160-155 155 121

,Bonneville" 76.5-7l.5 70 24

Source: Corps,1989a,1988a-d,1968,1962,1961a.

a/ Spillwaycrestelevationincludedforreferenceonly;optionsunderconsiderationdo notinclude
drawdownnearspillwayfortheseprojects.

b/ 256-268fromJuly1toOctoberI.
260-265fromNovember1 toMarch l andMay 15toJuneI.
262-265fromMarch I toMay 15.
June and October are transition months,

monitor the juvenile and adult migration at Corps elevation. Lowering elevations reduces the cross-
dams which generally involves counting fish sectional area of the reservoir, and allows the fl0w to
moving through the fish ladders and the collection travel more rapidly, The increased water velocity
and bypass facilities and sampling the condition of results in reduced water particle travel time throughthe
juvenile fish collected. The Corps would also reservoir, which presumably can translate into reduced
continue its researchactivities related to fish travel time for migrating smolts,
migration.

Reservoir drawdown is ronsidered a potentialaction for
The environmentalconditions that would continue the eight dams on the lower Snake and Columbia rivers.
under this alternative were previously described in These lock, dam, and reservoirprojects are operatecias
detail in Section 2.0 of the OA/EIS. run-of-riverprojects within the integrated Columbia

River Basin System. As such, under normal operations
3.2.2 Reservoir Drawdown their surfaceelevationsfluctuateon a daily andweekly

basis within a relativelynarrow range between the

"lifts alternative involves lowering the reservoir minimum and maximum operating pool levels.
elevations at the lower Snake and lower Columbia

reservoirs during ali or part of the smolt migration. Table 3.2-1 shows the normal operating range,
For a fixed flow (volume of water per unit time) minimum pool, and spillway (overflow structureof the
through a reservoir, average instream water dam) crest elevations for the eight projects. In many,
velocities are increased by lowering the surface but not ali cases, the normal operating range extends to

the minimum pool level. Graphs of actual operating
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conditionsfromApril15throughAugust15of elevationwillbeallowedtofluctuatewithina l-foot
1988 are presented in Appendix A to illustrate these range above MOP, Operationof the rese_'voirsat MOP
patterns, would fall within the authorized operatinglimits as

identified in the respective project water control
By controlling the spillway gates and flows through manuals, The maximum change in elevation from the
the powerhouse, reservoir levels can generally be averageoperating pool during a typical fish migration
maintainednear virtually any elevation between season in each case would range from 1.4 to 3.3 feet,
spillway crest and maximum pool, generally a as shown in Table 3,2-2.
range of 30 to 50 feet or more. With this degree
of physical operating flexibility andeight possible Draft Lower Snake Projeote to Near Spillway
projects at which to implement drawdowns, there Crest. The option of lowering the four lower Snake
are nearly sn infinite numberof possible projectsto MOP would reduce water particle travel
combinations of reservoir drawdowns. Based on time, But in most years, it would not likely achieve
operating considerations and flow velocity travel times equivalent to the CBFWA flow proposal.
objectives, the Corps has identified nine finite To achieve CBFWA travel times, more drasticpool
options (in addition to existing conditions and lowering, or flow augmentationin additionto
including two different timing scenarios for two of drawdown,would be reqtfired.
the d/awdown concepts) thatrepresent the range of
reservoir drawdown alternatives. Seven of these Opening the spillway gates and allowing the pools to
options apply to the lower Snake River projects, drop to free-flow elevations represents the lowest pool
while two could be implemented at the lower elevations that could be physically achieved without
Columbia River projects. The basic specifications passing some of the flow through the turbines. It would
of each of these options are summarized below, also represent the lowest possible water particle travel

time,
lt should be noted that flood control requirementsat
John Day would not be compromised. Operation Generally, achieving free-flow elevations would require
for flood control purposes at ali projects will a drawdown of 30 or more feet below the average
override any actions proposed in this OA/EIS. normal elevation. The projects would be operated

totally at run-of-fiver conditions, with water discharged
3.2.2.1 Lower Snake River Projects at the samerateasit entersthereservoir. For a

numberof reasons (as discussed below), the
The options for drawdown on the lower Snake powerplants would be shut down, and ali water would
River were developed by regional interests, many pass over the spillways, This action would increase
of whom participatedin the Salmon Summit. water velocity by significantly reducing the cross-
Following the conclusion of the Summit, a series of sectional area of the reservoir.
three workshops was held to develop these options.
One of the main objectives in developing the Spillways are designed in such a way that the pool
options was to obtain biological information elevation realized under free-flow operation will vary
associated withjuvenile salmon migration, with discharge. When river flows are high, the pool

elevation will go up. When flows decrease or are low,
Draft t.ower Snake Projecte to MOP. Under thepoolelevationwill go down. Thus, thespecific
rhicnption_ the Corps would operate the four lower elevations that would actually occur at each project in
Snake River projects (Lower Granite, Little Goose, 1992 would depend upon what the streanfflows will be,
Lower Monumental, and Ice Harbor)at MOP from that is, the runoff conditions that would be experienced
Apt'ii 1 to July 31. These reservoirsnormally during the migration season and the flow augmentation
fluctuate 3 to 5 feet on a weekly basis; however, program adopted by the agencies.
under this option, reservoir elevations would
rev__inrelatively static. Operation at MOP is During May 1990, the streamflow at Lower Granite
defined as operating as close to the normal varied from about 40 to 120 kcfs, which would have
m/n.imumpool elevation as possible while allowing resultedin free-flow reservoir elevations rangingfrom
tbr _e m_avoidablefluctuations in inflow and a 691.0 to 700.5, A streamflow of 54 kcfs would have
linfited amount of load shaping at the powerplants, produced a travel time at Lower Granite equivalent to
More ._,ecifically, it is assumed that the pool the CBFWA streamflow proposal of 140 kcfs at normal
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Table 3,2-2, Elevation changes with lower Snake River projects at MOP,

' Spring 1988
Average
Elevation MOP Change

Project (feet msl) (feet msl) (feet)

Lower Granite 734,8 733 -1,8

Little Goose 636,3 633 -3,3

Lower Monumental 538,7 537 -1 _7,

Ice Harbor 438,4 437 -1,4

.Source: Corps, 1988a-d,

Table 3.2-3, Elevation changes with lower Snake River projects operated near spillway crest,

Spring 1988 Corresponding
Average Free-flow Free-flow Pool Change

Elevation Discharge "1 Elevation from
Project (feet msl) (cfs) (feet msl) Normal

Lower Granite 734,8 54,000 693 -41,8

Little Goose 636,3 55,000 596 -40,3

1..ower Monumental 538,7 58,000 499 -39,7

Ice Harbor 438,4 45,000 404 -34,4

Source: Corps, 1988a-d,

a/ Represents free flow over spillway that would produce same water particle travel time as 140,000 cfs at
average pool,

pool operation, Table 3,2-3 shows the _e-flow by the State of Idaho at the Salmon Summit and

reservoir elevations at each of the four projects for advocated by numerous parties during scoping for this
discharges equivalent to the CBFWA flow proposal OA/EIS, Alternatively, this drawdown could be
at full pool, These flows represent the lowest maintained through August 15 to extend the velocity

streamflows at which the CBFWA travel times can increases through the bulk of the fall chinook migration,
be achieved,

To constrain the risk of river bank failure along the

Drawdown to near spillway crest could be margins of the reservoirs, the Corps has specified a
maintained from April 15 through June 15, drawdown limit of 2 feet per day. Consequently,
corresponding to the major portion of the attaining the target elevations by April 15 would require
downstream migration period for sockeye and that the drawdowns be initiated by approximately
spring and summer chinook, This scenario is March 25.

similar in this respect to the "Idaho Plan," proposed
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Draft Lower Granite to 710 Feet, Remaining downstreammigrantswerepresent,the testmonitoring
Projects to MOP. Underthis option,Lower programwouldnot includesmoltmigrationstudies.
GraniteReservoirwouldbedrawndown to 710
feetfrom April 15 toJune 15, whileice Harbor, Two Reservoir Drawdown Test: Draft Lower
Little Goose,andLower Monumentalwouldbe Granite and Little Goose in March to Simulate
drawndownto MOP during the sametime. ' Spillway Free Flow. The basicgoalof this testis to

gatherdataon deepreservoirdrawdownfor usein
The 710-feet elevation was selected because this is evaluating long-term reservoir drawdown operations,
the lowest reservoir level at which the Lower The main objectives is to evaluate environmeatal and
Granite adult fish ladder can operate, Water could stmcaa-al effects of reservoirdrawdown to near
not be supplied at the upstream end of the ladderat spillway crest,
elevations below 710 (see Section 4.2 for details).
Unlike options with drawdown to near spillway Lower Granite Reservoir would be to drawn down to
crest, this option would theoreticallyallow elevation 705 at a maximum rate of 2 feet per day,
continued upstreammigration via fish ladders While Lower Granite is maintained between elevation
throughtheentirelowerSnakeRiverreach. 705and703,LittleGooseReservoirwillbedrafted2

feetperdayuntilthetailwaterisequivalenttoneart,

Four.Week Tesi: Draft Lower Granite to spillwaycrest. At thispoint,Lower Granitewould be
Spillway Crest. Theobjectiveof thisoption draftedto near spillwaycrestat a rateof 2 feetper day.
would be to conduct a 4-week test drawdown when Effects of spill on up to the stilling basin will be tested
it would not adversely affect adult or juvenile by spilling up to approximately 100 kcfs for up to 3
salmon migrations. Lower Granite Reservoir hours while drafting to elevation 703 and then shutting
would be dropped to near spillway crest, and the off the spill for inspection of the basin, Lower Granite
other three Snake River projects would be operated would then be refilled to 705 prior to the next test,
at normal levels, Elevations for the respective This test would be performed each day as Little Goose
projects would be as indicated in Tables 3,2-2 and is drafted from 10 to 20 feet (to whatever elevation is
3.2-3. equivalent to near spillway crest), The minimum draft

elevation for Lower Granite would be 696 feet, which
Physical conditions a_ the projects would be would occur if actual flows are 100 kcfs. The specific
carefully monitored, with primary focus on Lower design of the test will be evaluated daily, and adjusted
Granite, to attempt to determine the level of if necessary, dependingupon flows, dissolved gas
physical effects likely to occur if major drawdowns levels, structural problems, etc.
were implemented in the future for longer periods
at one or more lower Snake projects, The primary Physical conditions at Lower Granite would be carefully
concerns of the monitoxingeffort would include monitored with specific attentiongiven to the impact on
quantitative information on bank stability, erosion bank stability, the Lewiston levee system, and ali other
and sedimentation, water quality, and hydraulics at physical areas potentially at risk, Riprapand rock fill
reduced re_rvoir levels, Results from this test would be stockpiled at three locations in case repairs to
could be used to better evaluate other reservoir embankments ,,re needed, If extensive repairs are
drawdown options and suggest structural or required, refill of the pools could be delayed by several
operational measures in response to observed months. Monitoring systems would determine the
effecl._, levels of dissolved gas supersaturation that would occur

at consecutive reservoirs. Data would be gathered on
Two specific times of the year are under water particle velocity at varying pool elevations. Fish
consideration for the timing of this test. A test conditions such as injury and gas bubble disease would
from July 15 to August 15, 1992 would coincide be monitored at ali points at which fish are collected,
with low levels of upstream adult migration in the Other environmental resources would be subject to
transition between the summer and fall runs, and intensive monitoring during the test period. Tests
downstream migration would be minimal, would be stopped and refill would begin if monitoring
Alternatively, a test from February 1 to 28, 1993 indicates that fish or other key resources would be
would occur at a time of minimal upstream harmed by continuing the test,
migration and no downstream migration, Because
the.._ test drawdowns would occur when few or no
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The time of the test, March 1 through March 31, is As with reservoir drawdown, a wide variety of options
the earliest possible time such a test could be to increase Snake and Columbia fiver flows are
undertaken under the current EI_ process (the considered in this OA/EIS, These options vary with
Record of Decision [ROD] is scheduled to be respect to source of the water used to augment flows,
signed February 14), Also, since there will be a the volume of storage to be released, and timing of
few juvenile and adult anadromous fish in the releases, Because of the multiple purposes of the
system, the risk of fish injury is minimized, The affected projects and the integratednatureof the
emergency fish ladderexit will be operated when Columbia River System, a number Ofthese options
Lower Granite Pool elevation is at 710 feet and would affect otherprojects in the system,
above, Refill to minimumoperating pool would be
achieved by April 1 to permit fish _ge, 3.2.3.1 Snake River

3.2.2.2 Lower Columbia River , TheSnakeRiverBasiaaboveLowerOra,_t_hasa

Projects relatively small water storage capacity compared to total
runoff, Two of the largest usable storage sources in the

Draft Lower Columbia Projects to MOP. This basinare DworshakandBrownle¢reservoirs,with
optionwouldlowerali fourlower ColumbiaRiver storagecapacitiesof 2,016 and980KAF, re.spcctively.
projects(Bonneville,The Dalles, JohnDay, and Thesereservoirsprovidethestoragecurrentlyusedfor
McNary) to MOP from April 1 to August31. WaterBudgetreleasesandwouldlikelyprovidethe
Reservoirelevationswouldremainrelativelystatic bulkof the storagereleasesrequiredfor 1992 flow
during this period. The changein elevationfrom augmentationoptions. Other,smallerstoragereservoirs
averagenormalto MOP in eachcasewouldrange upstreamfrom Brownlc¢couldbeusedas sourcesof
from about 3,5 to 10 feet, as shown in Table 3.2-4, uncontractedwater for flow augmentation, Water that
MOP is the lowest reservc_rlevel at which the is excess to the needs of various irrigation districts and

projects were designed to operate, farmers is allocated to water banks for later withdrawal,
If needed for flow augmentation, the cooperating

Hold McNary to 337 feet and John Day to agencieswould attemptto purchasesuchwater from
262.5 feet, Lower Bonneville and The Dalles willing sellersfor usein 1992. Althoughthereareno
to MOP. Under this option, McNary and John contracts for such purchases in piace now, based on
Day would be operated at elevations somewhat recent experience the cooperating agencies assume (for
above MOP, while Bonneville and The Dalles modeling purposes only) that at least 100 KAF would
would be lowered to MOP, The higher elevations be available in 1992.
for McNary and John Day correspond to pool
levels intended to avoid major disruptions to key Flow augmentation options for the Snake River consist
water users, Because these elevations have been of a variety of modifications to existing Water Budget
prevalent conditions, a number of water uses in the releases. In some cases, these would be combined with
McNary and John Day pools have become reservoirs being held to flood control rule curves and/or
dependent on these water levels and are not a shift of flood control capacity from Dworshak and
currently viable_atminimum pool levels. Brownlee to Grand Coulee, Volumes under

considerationgenerally range from 600 KAF to 1,200

3.2.3 FlowAugmentation g,_ from Dworshak, up to 200 KAF from Brownlee,
and up to 300 KAF from multiple smaller sources
above Brownlee. The most extreme case involves using,Theprinciple of flow augmentation is the same as
the full storage available at Brownlee and Dworshak ifthat for the Water Budget, Additionalwater would

be discharged from the storage reservoirsduring requiredto meet a 140 kcfs flow target.
the spring migrationto increase river flow. For a
given set of mainstem reservoir elevations, the Although storage drafts from Brownlee have been
increas_ flows would result in higher water included in several of the options, these drafts are
velocities through the reservoirs, The increased primarily for comparison purposes, The Corps has no
flows and velocities would presumably flush fish authority to require drafts from Brownlee because
down the fiver more quickly and reduce their Brownlee is a privately owned dam operated in

accordancewith a license issued by the Federal Energyexposure to predators and other hazards in
reservoirs, Regulatory Commission, Because this license does not
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Table 3,2-4. Elevation changes with lower Columbia River projects operatedat MOP.
i Iii

Spring 1988
Average
Elevation MOP Change

Project (msl) (msl) (feet)
i

Bonneville 73,9 70 -3,9

The DiLlies 158.5 155 -3,5

John Day 266,9 257 -9,9

McNary 338,5 335 -3,5

Source: Corps, 1989a, 1968, 1962, 1961a,
li

require release for flow augmentation, any storage given year would depend on that year's runoff, but at
drafts made from Brownlee for this purpose would least some water would be available in most years, In
have to be voluntary on the part of Idaho Power dry years, however, it is usually necessary to draft
Company, below the MRCs to meet firm power requirements, so

no additional flow augmentation would be possible,
Note that the volume discharges listed for
Dworshak refer to the total discharge through the The second modification would allow for the transfer of
project during the cited time, and this includes both system flood control storage from Brownlee and
inflow and storage draft (if any), The volumes Dworshak to Grand Coulee, In some years, this allows
cited for Brownlee refer to additional storage drafts for the storage of additional water for flow
above those included in the existing operation. The augmentation in space that would otherwise need to be
upper Snake River volumes represent drafts from evacuated to provide flood storage space. This shift is

, irrigation reservoirs upstream of Brownlee, This made possible because these projects have regulation
water is 'loaned" to the lower basin during the objectives for both the Snake River ('local control')
juvenile migration season and is replaced in the and the lower Columbia River ("system control").
winter, This arrangement results in incre.ased Under certain combinations of runoff from the upper
Brownlee inflows in May (and June for some Columbia and Snake tributaries, that part of flood
options) and correspondingly reduced inflows in control storage space allocated to system control could
December, January, and February, be transferredto GrandCoulee, leaving space for the

local control objective. The 1991 implementationof
Two additional m_iifications to the historical this operation was described in Section 2.2.5,
operation at Dworshak and Brownlee have also

been considered, The first is to require the projects Based upon an analysis of the 50-year flow conditions,
to operate to the mandatory flood control rule guidelines have been established to ensure that both
curves (MRCs), Historically, the reservoirs have flood control objectives and Grand Coulee operating
often been drafted below the MRCs during the fall, constraints would be maintained. These result in a
winter, and early spring for non-firm energy flood control shift from Dworshak to Grand Coulee
production, By requiring the reservoirs to remain being allowed only when the forecast April to July
on the MRCs, it would be possible to make water inflow to Dworshak is less than 2,6 MAF, and the
formerly used for non-firm energy production in Grand Coulee pool elevation would remain above

the winter and early spring available for 1,220,2 feet at any time and above 1,240 feet by May _
augmentation during the juvenile migration season, 31, A flood control shift from Brownlee to Grand qP
The amount of flow augmentation available in a Coulee would be allowed only if the forecast April to
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July inflow to Brownlee is 4 MAF or lower and the * Option G, Variable discharge of up to 900 KAF
same Grand Coulee elevation constraints could be from Dworshak, a variable storage draft ranging
mt, Based on an examination of the 1928 to 1978 from 50 to 200 KAF from Brownlo¢, and a fixed
flow conditions, it appears that the flood control storage draft of 100 KAF from upper Snake
shift could be implemented on the average of 1 River projects to moot a target flow of 100 k0fs
year out of 3 for either Dworshak or Brownlc¢, at Lower Granite in May, including transferof

system flood control to Grand Coulee, but not
The variouscombinationsofstoragereleasesand operationtoMRCs,
othermodificationsresultina totalof I0specific
$nakoRiverflowaugmentationoptions,inoluding • OptionH, Dischargeup to1,200KAF from
theI/sscCase(existingcondition),The.acoptions Dworshaktomoota targetflowof85kofsat
are de.scribedbelow, Alphabctio designators have Lower Granite from April 15 through May 31_
been used in this presentation to help track the no contribution from Brownloe or upper Snake;
large number of options, also includes operation to MRCs from January1

until April 30 and transfer of system flood
® Option A (Base Case), Discharge of up to control to Grand Coulee,

600 KAF from Dworshak as needed to meet

, a target flow of 85,000 cfs (85 kcfs) at • Option I, Fixed discharge of 600 KAF from
LowerGranite;currentfloodcontrol DworshakandflxMstoragedraftof150KAF

, operationandno specialr_lease_qfrom fromBrownle¢inMay; no contributionfrom
Brownle¢orupperSnakeRiverprojects, upperSnake;alsoincludesoperationtoMRCs

andtransferofsystemfloodcontroltoGrand
• OptionB. Fixeddischargeof1,200KAF Coulee.

fromDworshakandfixMdraftsof200KAF

fromBrownle¢and300KAF fromupper • OptionJ, Variabledischargeof900KAF or
SnakeRiverprojectsduringMay; current morefromDworshaktonmcta targetflowof
floodcontroloperation, I00kcfsatLowerGranitefromApril15to

May 31;alsoincludesoperationtoreachMRCs
• Option C. Same as Option B except that by April 15 and transfer of system flood control

the Dworshak, Brownlo¢, and upper Snake to Grand Coulee, but no Water Budget
discharge.s/drafts would be divided equally contribution from Brownloe or upper Snake
between May and June, River, Additional water from Dworshak (above

900 KAF) will be released when refill probability
,, Option D. Same as Option B except that is in excess of 70 percent. '

operation would be modified for Dworshak
and Brownloc to require: (1) operation to * NPPC Plan. Variable discharge from
MRCs before May 1, and (2) system flood Dworshak from April 16 to June 15; includes
control being transferred to Grand Coulee, operation system flood control shift to Grand

Coulee and operation to MRCs from January
• Option E. Same as Option D except that 1 to April 15; amount of Dworshak discharge

the Dworshak, Brownle_, and upper Snake is function of Lower Granite runoff forecast:
River discharge.s/draftswould be divided (1) up to 16 MAF, 900 KAF plus flood
equally between May and June, control shift (this is the shapeable Water

Budget, which is in addition to the 2 kcfs
• Option F. Draft whatever is necessary from Dworshak minimum discharge); (2) between

Dworshak and Brownle¢ to meet a target 16 and 29 MAF, total discharge (including
flow of 140 kcfs at Lower Granite in May, minimumdischarge) is inflow plus storage
including a fixed draft of 300 KAF from above 70 percent refill curve on April 15; (3)
upper Snake River projects and transfer of above 29 MAF, no special operation will be
system floodcontrol to Grand Coulee but not made at Dworshak for Water Budget;
operation to MRCs, Brownle¢ to be operated for benefit of fall

chinook; 190 KAF from upper Snake
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Riverprojects,Fora morecomplete The NPPC Planwasdevelopedby theNorthwestPower
de,_riptton of the NPPC plan, see Planning Council independently of the OA/EIS, The
Appendix J, Council's intent is to develop a plan that can be used to

modify the Water Budget operation in their current Fish
It might not be possible to fully implement some of and Wildlife Program to accommodatecurrent concerns
theseoptionsduring1992becauseoperating aboutpotenthdlyendangeredanadromousfishspecies,
decisionsfor1992mustbemade beforethe

OA/EIS process is complete, An example would The Council began their work following the initiation of
be requiring Dworshak to operate to MRCs from this OA/I/IS and they had the benefit of the work the
the fall throughearly spring, For 1992, the best Corps did on the draft OA/I/IS, However, their
thatcouldbeachievedmay betooperateisclose scheduleandtheOA/EISscheduleweresuchthat the
to the MRCs as is possible once the OA/l/IS two agencies did not have an opportunity to coordinate
process is completed, Full operation to MRCs their plans prior to the date the Co_ctl had to take
would be possible only in subsequent years action on their plan (December 10 to 11, 1991), The
(assuming that it were decided to implement this Corps of Engineers is not legally bound by Council
measure in future years), actions, but since their actions represent the consensus

opinions of the member states, these actions are given
Note that Option J and the NPPC Plan have been careful consideration by the Corps in developing the
added since the draft OA/EIS was released, This recommended plan,
option was developed in response to comments on
the draft OA/EIS and to regional deliberations The NPPC Plan is in many ways similar to Option J,
subsequent to the release of the draft OA/EIS, The but it does differ in several important respects, These
intent of Option J is to combine the most attractive differences are discussed in Appendix J,
features of the original Options O and H, Option J
retains the basic 900 KAF Dworshak discharge 3.2.3.2 Columbia River
requirement,floodcontrolshift, and 100kcfs flow
target of Option G, From Option H comes In addition to the supplementalwater that might be
operation to MRCs and broadening the duration of added to the Snake River, Columbia River flows could
the Water Budget to include the last half of April, be augmented by releases from Grand Coulee and

Arrow, Potential Columbia River actions could involve
The 900 KAF Dworshak discharge requirementhas two strategies, These are a measure designed to
been redefined somewhat, To take advantage of achieve a target flow of 200 kcfs at The Dalles
additional water available in higher water years, the (sometimes referred to as 'Target 200") the NPPC
900 KAF cap may be lifted to allow water above amendmentsfor Columbia River Operations,andnon-
the 70 percent confidence refill curve to be rel_ treaty storage releases,
to increase the Water Budget, To improve the
probability of refill in moderate water years, the The NPPC (1991b) Plan for Columbia River operations,
9_t KAF discharge requirementis reducedby as describedin the Amendment to the Columbia River

limiting Dworshak discharges to the greater of Basin Fish and Wildlife Program(Phase II) December
either (1) the minimum level necessary to ensure 11, 1991 is as follows. Although three measures are
that the 100 kcfs flow target will be met at Lower listed, two are essentially the same and will be treated
Granite, or (2) the 2 kcfs minimum discharge, as such, these are the Target 200 and NPPC measures,

Although Option (3 included storage releases from * When the adjusted April forecast for the January
the upper Snake River reservoirs and additional through July runoff at The Dalles is less than 90
rulca..w..gfrom Brownlee, these have not been million acre-feet, have water in storage and
included in Option J, This is because imposing available for juvenile fish flow augmentation by
operational changes on these reservoirs is beyond April 30. The appropriatevolume is derived
the authority of the three participating Federal from the curve in Figure 9 (from NPPC, 1991b)
agencies, lt should be recognized, however, that based on an official April forecast, adjusted to
effbrts underway outside of the scope of this the National Weather Service 95 percent
OA/H.(Smay lead to additionalWater Budget confidence level, This volume is in addition to

contrlbutions from these projects, the existing water budget volume, When tpplied
/
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to the lowest 20water years in the historical available at GrandCoulee or Arrow to retain this
water record, this volume of water would storage,
provide approximately the flows shown in
Figure 10 (from NPPC, 1991b), The release of this storage in May and Junewould

supplement, not replace, the existing Water Budget
• This amendment calls for the same amount supply, There would be a limit of 3 MAF on the

ofstorageasdoesTarget200, I_alsocalls amountofTarget200waterthatcouldbestored,
for the same schedule of water budget
discharge (May and June), The apparent Based on three different Snake River operations,
difference is the mannerof accounting for corresponding to Options A, G, and H, three Target
water acquisition and the use of a target flow 200 options were considered.
(200 kcfs at The Dalles), The NPPC plan
does not develop an accounting • Option S, Discharge of up to 600 KAF from
methodology, This does not modify the Dworshak as needed to meet a target flow of
environmental effects, so this difference is 85,000 cfs (85 kcfs) at Lower Granite; current
not of importance, Although the NPPC plan flood control operationand no special releases
does not explicitly address target flows at from Dworshak or upper Snake projects,
The Dalles, examination of Figure 10 (from
NPPC, 1991a) shows that flows would, on • Option T, Fixed discharge of 900 KAF from
the average, vary from about 120 to about Dworshak, a variable storage draft ranging from
270 kcfs, Because Target 200 used mean 50 to 200 KAF from Brownlee, and a fixed
monthly flows as a criteria of meeting flow storage draft of 100 KAF from upper Snake River
targets, this apparent difference does not projects; also includes transferof system flood
exist, The flows that would be observed control to Grand Coulee but not operation to
under the Target 200 measure would also MRCs,
vary from about 170 to about 270 kcfs on

the average, The cooperating agencies have • Option U. Discharge up _o 1,200 KAF from
therefore concluded that since the two Dworshak to meet a target flow of 85 kcfs at
measures have the same average effects they Lower Granite from April 15 through May 31; no
would be treatedas one measure, Because contribution from Brownlee or upper Snake
Target 200 was the term used to describe River; also includes operation to MRCs to April
Columbia River flow augmentation for the 15 and transfer of system flood control to Grand
Draft OA/EIS, the term Target 200 will be Coulee,
used to describe the effects of the NPPC

measure ta Final OA/EIS, Non-Treaty Storage Releases, In 1984, BPA and
B,C, Hydro signed a 10-year agreement to coordinate

Target 200 (Options S, T, and II), Target 200 is the use of an additional portion of the water stored in
an operational strategy intended to provide a target the reservoirbehind Mica Dam in southeasternBritish
flow of 200 kcfs at The Dalle,s in May and June in Columbia, Because this was water storage was not
as many years as possible, In many years, runoff covered in the Columbia River Treaty, the agreement is
is sufficient to provide the target flows simply by referredto as the "Non-TreatyStorage Agreement,"
following existing operating procedures, However, The two agencies agreed in 1990 to expired the Non-
during those years when it appearsthat the target Treaty Storage Agreement and extend it Imtil 2003,
flows could not be met following normal operating The new agreement more thandoubles the amount of
procedures, additional storage would be retained in water that can be scheduled for release by the United
Grand Coulee and Arrow for release in May and States from 2 MAF to 4.5 MAF, The power-
June, This would be accomplished by curtailing generating capability represented by the storage will be
non-firm sales and/or making spot market shared equally by BPA and B.C, Hydro, Additional
purchases of power from January to April, thus, description of the Non-Treaty Storage Agreement and
making it possible to retain storage that would its implementation is provided in BPA's environmental
otherwise be released for power generation, This assessment of the agreement (BPA, 1990), which is
would of course be contingent on space being hereby incorporated by reference,
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In addition to the two signatories, the owners of the a small set of combination alternatives considered to be
five non.Federal mid-Columbia hydroohctrtc likely scenarios based on signtficaat water particle
projects and their power purchasers are interested travel time improvements and avoidance of the most
parties to the Non.Treaty Storage Agreement and severe i,n._pacts,The,so combination alternatives did not
share its obligations and benefits, BPA has incorporate drawdown to near spillway ore.stwith flow
completeda companionagreementwiththese augmentation,forexample,becausethe drawdown
ownersandwithmany oftheutilitiesthatpurchase alonewouldprovidelargereduotlonsinwaterpartlclo
power from the,soprojects, because the hydropower travel time, Furthermore, storage that could oAherwtse
benefits represented by the new non-treaty stooge be used for flow augmentation might be needed to refill
depend_on the cooperation of the mid-Columbia the lower Snake River reservoirs in th_scase,
dam operators,

Basedon thistypeofassessment,CombinationOptions
A portionofthisstoragecouldbe madeavailableto X, Y, andZ havebeenidentifiedaslikelyscenarios,
augmentColumbiaRiverflows,For1992,the

cooperating agencies are considering _leastng non- 3.2,4.1 Combination Option X
treaty storage in Mica Reservoir to augment
Columbia River flows at The Dalles in July and • Release up to 600 KAF from Dworshak to meet a
August, The objective of this option would be to target flow of 85 kcfs at Lower Granite in May
maintain somewhat higher flows after the peak of (flow augmentation Option A, existing condition),
the snowmelt runoff to benefit upstream and
downstream fall chinook migrations, _ About half • Flow augmentation from Grand Coulee and Arrow
(1,2 MAF) of the U,S, share of non-treaty storage to meat 200 kcfs at The Dallea from April 15 to
would be available for summer augmentation, This June 15 (Target 200, Option S),

' would increase average inflows at The Dalle.s by 10

kcfs, • Operate the four lower Snake River projects at MOP
from April 1 to July 31,

3.2.4 Combinations of Drawdown

and Augmentation • Operate John Day at elevation 262,5, McNary at
337, and Bonneville and The Dallea at MOP from

A complete program of flow improvement April 1 to August 31,
measures for 1992 could include a combination of

reservoir drawdown and flow augmentation options, 3.2,4.2 Combination Option Y
Thedrawdownalternativehasoptionssubsets
addressingthe Snakeor ColumbiaRiverportionsof , Releaseup to 900KAF from Dworshak,150KAF
thesystem, Thesewould logicallybecombinedin fromBrownie,e, and 100KAF fromabov¢Brownlee
some fashion to effect water travel time changes on to meet a target flow of 100 kcfs at Lower Granite
both rivers from drawdown, Flow augmentation, if' in May (flow augmentation OptionO),
implemented, would also logically be done on both
rivers, Finally, it is likely thatthe most significant • Flow augmentationfrom Grand Coulee and Arrow
changes in water travel time could be accomplished to meet 200 kcfs at The Dalles from April 15 to
by combining both drawdown and flow June 15 (Target 200, Option T),
_ugmcntation options affecting both rivers,

• Operate the four lower Snake River projects at MOP
The large numberof drawdown and augmentation from April 1 to July 31,
options clearly gives rise to an even largernumber
of possible combinationalternatives, It i8neither , OperateJohn Day at elevation 262,5, McNary at
possible nor necessary to specifically evaluate each 337, and Bonneville and The DaUesat MOP from
of these potential combination alternatives in the April 1 to August 31,
OA/EI$, The cooperating agencies initially

reviewed the basic evaluation results for the various 3.2.4.3 Combination Option Z
drawdown and augmentation options with respect to

changes in water panicle travel _in_ and expected • Release up to 600 KAF from Dworshak to meet a
environmental impacts, The agencies then selected target flow of 85 kcfs at Lower Granite in May
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(flow augmentation Option A, existing different water temperaturerele&_ schedules on
condition), reservoir levels sad refill probabilities in the following

year. The three Dworshak release schedules areas
• Flow augmentationfrom Grand Coulee and follows:

Arrow to meet 200 kcfs at The Didies from
April 15 to June 15 (Target 200, OptionS). • 10 kcfs from August 1 to August 31

® 25 kcfs from August 1 to August 31
s OperateLower Monumental, Little Goose, and • 25 kcfs from August 1 to August 15

Ice Harborat MOP from April 1 to July 31.
These comparewith normal August releases which

• OperateLower Graniteat elevation 710 from average 2.4 kcfs and are often at the 2-kcfs minimum.
April 15 to June 15.

The lO-kcfsreleasefor ali of Augustresultedin August
• Operate JohnDay at elevation 262.5, McNary drawdowns of about 33 feet, which compare with

at 337, and Bonneville and "_e Dalles at MOP normal drafts w_ch are typically in the 3-feet range.
from April 1 to August 31. The 25,kcfs draft for ali of August caused draftsnearly

100 feet deeper than normal. Limiting the 25-kcfs

3.2.5 Storage Releases for releaseto 15 days,resultedin snaventgedraftof 43
Temperature Control feetgreaterthannorn_l.

By late summer of most years the temperatureof In the firstand third cases, the reservoirwas able to
the Snake River as it enters the ColumbiaRiver recover by substantiallyreducing discharges during the

fall and winter. However, when releasing 25 kcfs fornear Pasco, Washington is several degrees warmer
the entire monthof August, the imnact on the reservoirthan the receiving waters. This can create a

temperatureblock for fall chinook and steelhead was so severe thatin low-flow years it adversely
adults attemptingto migrateupstream,resulting in affected refill in the following year. Even by reducing
delayed migration and stress to fish. Releasesof discharges to the 2-kcfs minimum from September
large volumes of cool water from Dworshak in late throughmid-April, when Water Budget operationwas
summerto ameliorate these temperatureconditions assumed to begin, the reservoircould not recover.
are being considered. The primatTobjective is to
reduce the temperatureof the Sn_dleRiver at its Althoughthe water temneraturerelease schedules
mouth, described above are more severe than what will likely

be proposed for the 1992 test, they do provide a
A release of cool water was r::_i, from Dworshak relationshipwhich will make it possible to determine
in August and September 1991. During this the impact of other release schedules. Impact analyses
period, fiver/reservoir temperaturesand velocities in Section 4 are based on a likely 1992 test release of
were measured. These data are now being 10 kcfs for 20 days, resulting in a draft of up to 20 feet
analyzedto determine the ability of Dworshak to at Dworshak in August.
reduce Snake River temperatures below Ice Harbor
Dam. 3.2.6 Preferred Alternative

Dworshak's ability to provide adequate cooling of The cooperating agencies did not elect to identify a
the Snake River at Ice Harbor in Septemberof preferredalternative for 1992 fiver operations in the
1997 is dependent on many f_tors, including the draft OA/EIS. Eecause of the complexity of the issues
level of Dworshak reservoirand Snake River and potentialoptions, the agencies wanted to obtain
temperatures, public review of the various options and their effects

before selecting a preferr__ ,'Ian. By deferring
Another test release of Dworshak water is planned selection of a preferredplan to the final OA/EIS, the
for 1992, with requirements being set by conditions cooperatingagencies were able to more efficiently
that will exist in August. coordinate plan selection and evaluation with the NPPC

planningprocess.
A series of HYSSR resetyear simulationstudies
was performed to determine the impact of three
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As a result of the malysis presented in the draft flows of about 200 kcfs at '/'he Dalles are
OA/EIS, public review of the document, and _xpected.
further analysis in response to review comments,
the cooperating agencies have selected a set of • Field studies will be conductedin August 1992 to
options thatcomprise the preferredalternative for test the effectiveness clfi¢,_l water releases from
1992. The preferred alternative includes the Dworshak Dam to rtduc__water temperaturesin
following measures discussed previously in Sections the lower Snake River _ benefit adult fall
3.2.2 _hrough3.2.5: chinook. If Dworshak is full or nearly full by

the end of July, draft the reservo_ up to 20 feet
• Drafting ali 4 lower Snake River projects to in August as needed for the temperatusecontrol

MOP from April 1 to July 31. evaluation. This could results in Dworshak
releases of up to 360 KAF. In September,

• Conductinga two-reservoir drawdown test at beginning immediatelyafter Labor Day, release
Lower Granite and Little Goose reservoirs up to 200,000 acre-feet of additionalcool water
on the lower Snake River in March. from Dworshak reservoir, as needed for the

temperaturecontrol evaluations. If Dworshak
• John Day Pool would be drafted to near reservoir is not full, use of Dworshak for

elevation 262,5 starting on May 1 and temperaturecontrol will be addressedin the July
ending on August 31. 'Ibis elevation will be meeting of the Fish OperationsExecutive
maintainedfor as long as possible without Committee,
impacting irrigators located on the reservoir.
The pool will be raised accordingly to assure The environmental effects of these individual
that irrigators are not _ffected. components of the preferredalternativeare discussed in

detail in Section 4. The collective effects and the basis
• Lower Snake River flow augmentationof for selecting this plan are addressed in _Section5.

900 KAF or more from Dworshak based on

total basin runoff forecast (April-July)of 16 3.2.7 Monitoring
MAF (or less) at Lower Granite. This

volume of water is in addition to any Any option selected will include monitoring to observe,
minimum flow release requirementsat measure, and evaluate changes to key resources and
Dworshak. When run.off forecasts are concerns. An extensive and comprehensive monitoring
above 16 MAF, the above volumes will be programwill be developed prior to implementationof
provided with the following conditions: 1992 flow improvementoperations, lt includes

biological, physical, water quality, and structural
1) When naturalflows at Lower Granite parameters,as well as navigation, recreation, irrigation,

Dam exceed 100 kcfs, the volume of and cultural resources. Table 3.2-5 outlines the major
water from Dworshak will be reduced, elements of an evaluation program for potential

reservoir drawdown options on the lower Snake River.
2) Additional water from Dworshak (above Sim;larelements will be evaluated for any lower

900 KAF) will be released when refill Columbia River drawdown options and flow
probability is in excess of 70 percent, augmentation measures. Additional informationon

implementation and monitoring is provided in
Dworshak will be operatedto MRCs and Section 5.5. Development of the detailed programwill
flood control shift to Grand Coulee would be coordinatedwith regional interests, including fish
occur when the forecast April to July inflow agencies and tribes.
to Dworshak is less than 2.6 MAF.

3.3 ALTERNATIVES ELIMINATED FROM
• Lower Columbia River flow augmentationof

up to 6.4 MAF _fJanuarythroughJuly DETAILED CONSIDERATION
runoffis 80 MAF or lessand 3.4 MAF if
runoff is 90 MAF or more duringthe This section of the OA/EIS examines additional
months of May and June. Mean monthly alternativesthatwere not evaluated in detail because

they did not appear to be feasible or representedlong- 11W
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term actions that could not be implemented in the test value of this option. Furthermore,this option
1992. would not significantly reducejuvenile fish travel time

because two of the reservoirswould remain full,
3.3.1 Additional Reservoir Drawdown C..otmequently,the cooperatingagenciesdecidedto

Options ' remove this option from further consideration as a 1992
flow improvementmeasure,

Numerous possible scenarios for reservoir
drawdown exist in additionto thoseidentifiedin 3.3.1.2 Cycle Lower GranRe Pool
Section3,2.2, Two specific options thatwere Between MOP and Elevation 710
identified in scoping but not carried throughthe full
analysis are su_zed below. This option would alternately drop Lower Granite

Reservoir to elevation 710 and refill to MOP

3.3.1.1 Partial Drawdown of Lower approximatelythreetimesfrom April 15 throughJune
Granite and Lower IS. A comparisoncouldthenbe madebetweenjuvenile
Monumental Below MOP fish traveltimeat MOP andat a loweredreservoir

elevation, lt was suggestedthat three or more

This option would drop Lower Granite Reservoir to replicates would improve the statistical reliability of the
elevation 710 feet and Lower Monumental test. The cycles could be arranged on the following

schedule:
Reservoir to elevation 509 from April 15 to June
15. Little Goose and Ice Harbor reservoirs would
be maintained at minimum or normal operating Lower to 710 feet 12 days
levels. A desired element of any reservoir Maintain elevation 710 3 days

Refill to MOP, 733 feet 1-2 daysdrawdown test is the ability to compare between
normal operation and drawdown conditions, Maintain at MOP 3 days
particularly with respect to juvenile fish travel time. Repeat
This alternative was suggested as a means to allow

This option was not recommended for two reasons:comparison of fish travel times between alternating
pools of normal and drawn down elevations to
determine if a 23-foot drawdown was effective in (1) lt would not be possible to control other
reducingjuvenile fish travel time. factors affecting juvenile fish travel time over

thecourseofthetimeperiod,suchas

Juvenilefishwouldbetaggedandreleasedatthe increasesinflowandtemperature.
headofLowerGranitereservoir,ltwouldthenbe

necessarytorecordtraveltimetoeachofthefour (2)Individualfishtraveltimefromtheheadof
lowerSnakeRiverdams.Juveni!efishfacilitiesat LowerGraniteReservoirtoLowerGranite

Dam rangesfromlessthan1 daytoover40LowerGranitewouldnotbeoperationalbecauseof
the drawdown. Little Goose facilities would be days. Median travel time, based on both the
operating, but this would be the only location out travel times of individual fish and groups,
of the four dams where juvenile fish could be generally ranges from 4 to 20+ days.
collected for any tag or mark recognition. A //ecause of the time it takes for fish to
suggestion was made to use juvenile radio tags, traverse the reservoir, tagged groups of fish

would be travelling during both MOP andwhich would allow identification of fish throughout
the four reservoir system, but further research drafted pool conditions, as well as during
indicated that this technology is not recommended drafting and refill.
for juvenile chinook salmon. Radio tags are

Because of' the testing limitations and expectedlack ofrelatively large in comparison to juvenile chinook
body size, and previous test results indicated the significant travel timechange, this option was removed

from detailed consideration.
possibility that these tagsaffect fish buoyancy and

migrational characteristics. 3.3.2 Major Structural Measures
Ta_ inability to compare between drawdown and
normal operating conditions essentially eliminated A large number of potential structuralmodifications to

the run-of-river projects have been identified as possible
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measures to help improve fish passage conditions. * Completely removing one or more of the
Many of these potential measures have been mainstem dams,
identified by the Corps, based on operating
experience with the projects, Others were This is a relatively complete, but not exhaustive, list of
proposed by various Salmon Summit participantsor the possibilities for structuralmodifications, New
contributors to the scoping process for this proposals will no doubt be identified as the OA/EIS
OA/EIS. process and future studies continue. As indicated by

the list, these proposals focus on ways to improve fish
Structural modifications thathave been proposed to passage conditions, particularlyfor downstream
date include the following: migrants. One of the major themes to emerge from the

Salmon Summit and the OAJEISscoplng process was
• Modifying the juvenile fish bypass systems the desire for successful simultaneous passage of both

to allow effective operationover a wider upstream and downstream migrants. It is clear from
range of reservoirelevations, the list of structuralproposals that there is no consensus

as to the best solution.
s Modifying adult fish ladder entrances and

exits to allow effective operation over a The apparent feasibility of proposed structural measures
- wider range of reservoirelevations, is also variable, if understoodat all, because little or no

evaluation has been conducted. Some potential
• Constructing an open-channel flume or measures have been reviewed and found to be not

pipeline for juvenile fish to bypass ali of feasible. For example, an engineering consultant
the lower Snake and Columbia River dams. engaged by the State of Idaho to consider some

proposed structuralchanges to the dams concluded that
• Removing turbinesand generators to actions such as modifying navigation locks or removing

provide safer powerhouse passage for turbineseither had fatal flaws or could not be
juvenile fish. adequatelyassessed in a quickpreliminary study

(MorrisonKnudsen Corporation, 1991). Some other
• Modifying the entrancesto navigation locks actions, such as removing one or more dams, would

to provide a new downstreampassage clearly have major consequences and would require
mode, as an alternativeto spillway or years to develop a regional consensus on feasibility. A
turbine passage, numberof structuralproposals may have technical

merit, but plans and effects have not been established to
• Constructingnew sluiceway bypass the point where such actions could be implemented

structures through existing dam soon. To the extent possible, measures relating to
embankments, project features that are integral to issues addressed in

this OA/EIS (primarily fish passage facilities) are noted
• Lowering spillway crest elevations to allow in the technical discussions in Section 4.0.

the spillways to pass low river flows at
desired velocities under free-flow The general disposition of the proposed structural
conditions, measures by the cooperating agencies is that they are

measures requiringa relatively long time to study and
• Modifying powerhouses or taiiraces to act upon, and could not be implemented in 1992.

provide acceptable tailwater conditions for Because these measures would take piace at Federal
operation at reduced reservoir elevations, projects, they would need to follow the standard Federal

implementation process. This would include
• Constructing new low-level outlets at Congressional authorizationand appropriationof funds,

riverbed level to freely pass a portion of detailed design for facility modifications, necessary
spring flows, environmentalcompliance documents, and development

and execution of construction contracts. Even for
• Developing new facilities and equipment for relatively small actions, this process can take 2 or more

enhanced operation of the juvenile fish years.
transportation program.

Notwithstanding this disposition of proposed structural
measures for 1992, the cooperatingagencies will
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continue to evaluate many of the concepts listed incidental captureand provides opportunitiesfor
above and other ideas as they arise, The agencies illegal harvest,
feel that a number of these proposals may hold
promise as contributions to a futuresolution for Ali of these measuresappear to have some technical
optimal fish passage conditions, Such structural merit, and many or ali may be requiredat some time if
measures have been under consideration for some the region is to make significant progress toward
time under other agency pmc_,._e___;ep_te from restoring anadromousfish stocks, However, these
this OA/EIS. This evaluati_ of '_!_tentl:_!long- measures are also outside the scope of this OA/EIS

term actions wit! continue ,¢_i_t_xei!_rps proceeds BPA is supportingvarious hatchery and habitat
with its Columbia River Salmott Mitig_ition measures throughits funding of the Fish and Wildlife
Analysis, and as the three cooperating agencies Program, while the BoR is active in water conservation
proceedswith the Columbia River (SOR), and screening diversions, These actions are part of

ongoing processes that predate,t_dsOA/EIS and need
3.3.3 Non-ProjectMeasures not beduplicatedin the OA/EIS, Basedon these

considerationsof scope,authorityandseparate
Regional deliberations over the status and recovery programs, these non-project measures have not been
of salmon stocks have also identified many given detailed consideration in this OA/EIS,
proposed measures that would not directly involve
the Federal projects. Most of these concepts have 3,4 SUMMARY OF RESERVOIR
beenunderconsiderationby fisheriesmanagersfor REGULATION CHANGES
a decade or more, and manyare in the process of
implementationthrough the NPPC Fish and

The reservoirdrawdown and flow augmentation optionsWildlife Program, Proposed measures in this
category include the following: identified in Section 3.2 are specified in terms of

reservoir elevations _d flow discharges. Implementing
these actions would result in changes to reservoir• Stream and watershed improvements to

restore salmonid spawning and rearing elevations and outflows comparedto existing conditions.
While these changes might be considered impacts in the

habitat, normal sense, in reality they are also characteristicsof
the proposed actions that provide the basis for the• Screening of irrigationand other water

intake facilities that present migration impact analyses presented in Section 4.0 of the
OA/EIS. Consequently, the expected changes in

hazardsfor salmonids, reservoir conditionswith the various options are
summarizedbelow, along with a discussion of projected• Water conservation programs to reduce the
success in meeting target flows and reducing wateramount of water diverted from streams for

consumptive uses, particle travel time,

• Improved hatchery facilities and operations 3.4.1 Malnstem Reservoir Drawdowns
to increase survival of hatchery fish and
reduce competition with wild fish, The drawdown options under consideration range from

modest reductions below normal pool elevations to

• Non-point source water quality controls to more extensive d_'awdow'n_tresulting in free-flowing
improve the quality of runoff entering spillway conditiot_s. A comparative summary by
streams, project of the potentisi m_ervoir elevations is found in

Table 3.4-1. More detailed information was previously
• Restrictions on ocean and freshwater provided irtSection 3.2.

harvest of salmon, to protect threatened
stocksthatare intermingled with more 3.4.2 Mainstem Refill Requirementsand
h_lthy stocks. Effects

• Banning high-seas driftnet fishing for squid, The drawdown of Columbia and Snake River mainstem
w.hJchposes risks to salmonids from reservoirs would re.suitin decreases in downstreamflow

levels during refill periods. Similarly, refill periods
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Table 3.4-1. Summary of reservoir elevations and refill requirementsfrom drawdownoptions,

Drawdown Elevations Refill Requirements
Normal (KAF_ ......um

Operating To or Nem"Spillway Four-Week To or Near
Project Range Near MOP (at 140 kcfs) Test at MOP Spillway Crest

Lower Columbia

Bonneville 71.5-76.5 70 NA NA 87 NA
The Dalles 155-160 155 NA NA 52 NA

John Day variable 262,5 or 257 NA NA 150 NA
McNary 337-340 337or335 NA NA _ NA

474

.Low0rSnake

Ice Harbor 437..440 437 404 437-440 9 164
Lower Monumental 537-540 537 499 537-540 9 145
Little Goose 633-638 633 596 633-638 32 229

Lower Granit_ 733-738 733 693 710 23 276

73 814

Source: Corps, 1989a, 1988a-d, 1968, 1962, 1961a.

a/ Refill requirement for drafting Lower Granite to elevation 710 is 180 KAF.

would result in temporarily decreased water particle Granite and The Dalles with the proposed flow
travel time while outflows are reduced below measures would be as follows:
inflows.

Flowat Flowat

Refill requirements for the eight mainstem LowerGranite TheDalles
Month (kcfs_ ,, _cf_;_reservoirsundervariousdrawdownoptionsare

summarized in Table 3.4-1, These refill May 105-133 295-321
requirements could be met by holding outflow June 90-105 247-262
below inflow until the pools had refilled, then July 37-39 158-162
returning to true run.of-river operation. August 20.21 111-112
Alternatively, refill could be accomplished more
quickly and without diminishing downstream flows
by releasing water from upstream storage,
assuming that sufficient water is available when The largest refill requirement among the drawdown

options considered would result from combined
needed for refill, drawdown of the lower Snake River projects to near

Assessing these refill options and their effects spillway crest and the lower Columbia River projects to
MOP. This case would produce a refill requirementofrequires consideration of river flows at the time
814 KAF for the lower Snake River and 474 KAF for

refill would occur, Typical flow ranges at Lower
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the lower Columbia River, Accomplishing refill in 3.4.3 Storage Reservoir Elevations
1 month would require continuous flows into

storage of 13,5 kcfs and 8 kcfs, respectively, The Nine options different from the Base Case were
lower Snake River storage flow corresponds to considered for reducing travel time through flow
about 14 percent of typicalJune flows and augmentation from Dworshak, Brownlee, and a
35 percept of typical July flows. With a drawdown combinationof smaller reservoirs in the Snake River
to near spillway crest lasting through August 15, Basin, These options (Options B throughJ) are
the refill requirementwould be equivalent to describedin Section 3,2,3,1, Two additional strategies
65 percent of typical August flows, Similarly, the deal with flow augmentation from Arrow and Grand
combined lower Snake and Columbia refill Coulee on the mainstem Columbia, as described in
requirementWouldrepresentabout 8 percent of Section 3.2,3.2,
average Columbia River flow at The Dalles in June

and 19 percent of average flow in August, Simulation Studies, The various Snake River
J

alternatives were modeled to determine potential
Instantaneousminimum discharge requirementsthat impactsto the reservoir levels, flows, and power
vary during the year apply to the projects, The generation, The simulation studies were done by the
rrfinimumflow at Lower Granite in late summeris Corps of Engineers using the HYSSR model, Similar
11.5 kcfs, Withoutchanging or violating the studies were performedfor the mainstem Columbia
minimum discharge requirement, refill from inflow strategiesby BPA, using the SAM model. Both are
in this case would require more than I month, complex mathematicalmodels thatsimulate the
Another refill concern is the associated effect of operationof the coordinatedregional hydro system over
increasing water particle travel time during the a 50-year period of hydrologic record, spanning 1928
refill period, The change in water particle travel through 1978, Although the OA/EIS is focused on
time would roughly correspond to thr_percentage alternatives for operationsin 1992, the analysis
reduction in flow, throughouta long period of record reveals what might

occur given the fact that the water conditions that will
Refill requirements raise three issues in addition to prevail at the initiationof such proceduresare as yet
flow effects at the mainstem projects. One issue is unknown. Simulationsperformed thus reveal what
the effect on Dworshak if refill were accomplished would be expected if the forecast is for high, average,
from storage, Release of 814 KAF to refill the or low water years, Similarly, the analysis provides an
lower Snake River projects would require a 50-foot indication of what could be expected if a given option
draft at Dworshak during the summer, were implemented over an extended period of time.

The second issue concerns water depths below Flood Control Assumptions. Oue of the key
Boaneville, The maximum combined lower Snake assumptions made in these studies was that there would
and Columbia refill requirementcorresponds to a be no degradation in flood protection, In ali of the
flow of about 21,5 kcfs, In the extreme refill case studies, care was taken to ensure that reservoir levels
during late-summer flow conditions, this represents never exceeded the flood control rule curves. Some of
approximately 19 percent of typical flows at The the options included the transferof system flood control
Dalles. If refill were accomplished within 1 storage space from Dworshek and Brownlee to Grand
month, the reduced flow could result in a water Coulee, However, this shift was made in such a way
level reduction of up to approximately 2 feet below that there was no reductionin local flood protection for
Bonneville. Extendingthe refill period would Lewiston and the lower Clearwater, and sufficient
reduce the effect proportionately. Similarly, refill additionalspace was provided at GrandCoulee to
beginning in mid-Junewould have less effect on ensure that flood protectionfor Vancouver, Portland,
flows because average flow levels are typically and adjacent areas would not be diminished.
much higher in June.

Base Case. The purpose of the model studies was to
The third refill issue is the lost power generation compare the benefits (reduced travel time) and costs
for the case where the lower Snake River projects (increased reservoir fluctuations and losses in power
are drawn down below MOP. No generation generation) to current reservoir operations. Reservoir

would be possible at these projects until they refill operationprocedures have been evolving over the past
to MOP. several years, both in response to the Water Budget and
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other measures intended to increase survival of hydropoweror to maintainminimum flows, After
downstreammigrants and to the dynamic regional Labor Day, drafts are initiatedfor hydropower, with
power sittmtlon, Because some special operations the additional objective of reaching elevation 1558,0 by
were implemented in 1991 in response to the December 15 in order to provide the 700 KAF flood
Salmon Summit deliberations, the operating control requirement, On January 1, the first runoff
procedures in place in the previous year were forecasts become available and drafting continues,
determined to be appropriatefor the Base Case, primarilyfor power generation, with reservoir
The Base Case was designatedas OptionA and is elevations being constrained on the high side by the
described in Section 3.2,3,1, MRCs and on the low side by a rule curve designed to

e_ure an acceptable refill probability, Drafting below
Summary of Results, Accompanying tables the refill curve would occur only to maintainminimum
summarizethe impact of each of the options on downstreamflow requirements, Furtheradjustments
drawdown and refill for Dworshak, Brownlee, and am made to this operation as new runoff forecasts
GrandCoulee, Impacton reservoir drawdown is become available, The reservoir reaches its low point
described in terms of 10, 50, and 90 percent in mid-April, Between mid-Apriland July the reservoir
exce,e.deneelevels for May, which is the month in is allowed to refill with snowmelt runoff, with a
which the reservoir drafts are made for flow gradually diminishing amount of space being provided
augmentationin most of the options, The for flood control and with releases being made for
_0 percent exeeedence level, for example, is the power generation, In addition, up to 600 KAF of
median end-of-May elevation from the 50-year Water Budget releases are made duringMay to help
simulation, For any given year, there is a meet an 85 kvfs flow requirementat Lower Granite,
50 percent probability thatthis elevation will be
equaled or exceeded at the end of May, This The operationof Dworshak would vary considerably
emphasis on elevation probabilities is the most _ among options, Table 3,4-2 summarizesthe reservoir
appropriate evaluation posture in trying to asses the operating characteristics for most of the options,
likely outcoaw.s of a l-year (1992) event, Impact Figures 3,4-1 and 3.,4-2 are plots of reservoir elevation
on reservoir refill is expressed in terms of percent for the Base Case and selected options for three water
of years in which the reservoir fills to within 5 feet conditions: (1) a multi-year low flow period (1928 to
of full pool by the end of July, The results are 1931), (2) a high runoff year (1950), and (3) an average
di_ussed further by project in the following runoff year (1951) at Dworshak,
.sections,

A detailed ease-by-case descriptionof the itr_act of
3.4.3.1 Dworshak each of the options on the Dworshak r_ervoir operation

is included in Appendix J, The main points are

Specified discharge or flow augmentation options summarizedas follows,
using storage from Dworshak range from 600 acre-
feet to 1,200 acre-feet. One option includes a Options B through E are similar in that they require a
di_harge of whatever is necessary, in conjunction fixed discharge of 1,200 KAF in every year. In Option
with Brownloe, to meet a target flow of 140 kcfs at B, 1,200 KAF must be discharged in May. The basic
I._wer Granite during May, operating strategy is similar to currentoperations except

for a much higher May discharge requirement. The
Selected data for the project are: result is that in ali but high runoff years, deeper drafts

are experienced in May, and the probability of refill by
Maximum Operating Pool: El. 1,600 the end of July is reduced from68 percent to 8 percent.
Top of Inactive Pool: El. 1,445 Furthermore, as can be seen from Figures 3.4-1 and
Re_rvoir Storage: 2,016 KAF 3,4-2, reservoir elevations remain well below Base Case

elevations for much of the year in low to average water
years,

Under current operations, Dworshak is usually at
its maximum elevation in July, following the Option C is similar to Option B except that the 1,200
snowmelt runoff, The objective is to maintain the KAF is divided between May and June, The result is
reservoir at this elevation through Labor Day, higher elevations than Case B at the end of May but
although some drafting may be required for lower elevations at the end of June, Because 2 months

of natural inflow can be included with the 1,200 KAF
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Table 3,4-2, Dworshak Reservoir response to flow augmentationoptions,

PercentChanceEnd-.of-MaY PercentChance
_.- .... ReservoirElevation WillBe EqualOr Exceed Of RefillAtEnd,, , L i

Option ._ _ 10% 50% 90% Of July_
v - , i i , , , ,.,.. i

A 1,586 1,557 1,515 68

B 1,546 1,506 1,445 12 , ,

C 1,581 1,548 1,504 8

D 1,556 1,516 1,468 14

E 1,587 1,560 1,514 10

F 1,512 1,445 1,445 12

G 1,579 !,550 1,507 58

H 1,588 1,558 1,524 70

I 1,588 1,555 1,511 32

J 1,586 1,558 1,506 74

NPPC Plan 1,589 . Ir559__ 11516_.. 64

a/ Maximum pool at El, 1,600 with refill credited at El, 1,595 or above.

instead of just one, less storage needs to be drafted Option F demonstrates the maximum contribution that
from Dworshak, with the result that the reservoir is Dworshak and Brownlee could make to reducing travel
generally higher than for Option B for most of the time by making ali of the storage in the reservoirs at
year, However, because the draft extends into the end of April available if needed to meet a 140 kcfs
June, the probability of refill by the end of July is flow target, The result was that Dworshak was drawn
re_luced, to the bottom in 45 out of 50 years, As might be

expected, Dworshak seldom refills and would be
Options D and E correspond to Options B and C operating in the bottom portion of the reservoir most of
except that the project is operated to the MRCs the time in ali but high water years (see Figures 3,4-1
instead of the power rule curves during the fall, and 3,4-2),
winter, and early spring, This results in higher

re._rvoir elevations and a higher refill probability Option G is intended to represent an operation that has
than for Options B and C, but the refill a high probability of being implementable in 1992. lt
probabilities are still well below the Base Case, makes up to 900 KAF of inflow and storage available

from Dworshak to meet a 100 kcfs flow target in May
A trta.iorproblem with Options B throughE is that at Lower Granite. End-of-May reservoir elevations are
requiring a fixed discharge in ali years means that generally lower than for the Base Case, as is the refill
large releases are sometimes made in years when probability. However, refill performance is much
they are not necessary, when Base Case operation better than for any of the preceding optioas, and
would have already met Lower Granite flow Figures 3.4-1 and 3.4-2 show thatyear-roundreservoir
requi: ;ments. A better approach ..,ould be to make elevations are much closer to current operations,
a _pe,cified amount of discharge available for Water
Budget, but to use it only as required to meet Option H makes up to 1,200 KAF available from
Lower Granite flow targets. Options F, G, and H Dworshak, but this discharge is distributedbetween the
follow this approach, last half of April and ali of May. The Lower Granite

flow target is only 85 kcfs. Because the project is
operated to the flood control rule curve in the spring,
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Figure 3.4-1. Dworsh_ Project elevations, low runoff years: 1928 to 193]. '
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the impact of the WaterBudget draft is not as great control, Meat options call for the drafts to be made in
as OptionG, and the refill performance is in feet May, but some call for a longer period,
bettor than even the Base Case,

Selootoddatafortheprojectare:
Option I is generally similar to the BaseCase
except that the project is forced to operate to the Full Pool: El, 2,077
MRCs if water is available, This results in year- Empty Reservoir: El, 1,976
round reservoirelevations being generally higher Aattve Storage: 980 KAF
than the Base Case, May drafts are comparableto
the Base Case, Although the reservoir does not Current operations call for a reservoirdrawdown to
fully refill as often as the Base Case,it frequently elevation 2,0_4 by March 1 of eaoh year to provide
comes to within 10 feet of being full so that the 500 KAF for flood control, except in drier year_ when
average elevation at the end of July is the highest the flood control requirement is determined by basin
of any of the options, conditions, Wet years can result in the requirementto

draw down the reservoir below elevation 2,034 and
Option J is slndlar to Option H except that the flow possibly even empty the reservoir to elevation 1,976 by
target is 1(30kcfs instead of 85 kcfs, and the April 1, An attempt is nmde to fill the reservoir by
Dwolshak discharge requirementis 900 KAF or July 1, and full pool is reached in about 90 percent of
above, Because of the operation to MRC, summer the years,
elevations are higher thanOption O in manyyears, :
although the overall refill probability is about the Only six of the options described in Section 3.2.3,1
same, (Options B throughG) call for revisions to the

Brownlee reservoir operation. A detailed discussion of
Although the refill performancevaries in individual the operationalimpact of each option is included in
years, the effect of the NPPC Plan on Dworshak Appendix J, Table 3,4-3 lists the drawdown and refill
Reservoir operation is quite similar to Option J characteristics of the various options, and a brief
overall. Option J has a better refill performanceLq summary of the results follows.
low runoff years because discharge is limited to

900 KAF instead of 900 KAle plus minimum flow The only months in which there were significant
plus flcvodcontrol shift (if any). The NPPC Plan departures from Base Case elevations were May, June,
has better refill in moderate runoff years, and July, In four of the options, the drafts for flow

augmentation were made in May, and milli tocurrent
To summarize, the greatest change from historical operating levels was accomplished in June and July by
operations would occur with unlimited withdrawals reducing releases for power,
to meet downstream target flows of 140 kefs during

May (Option F), The next most severe cases ire As can be seen from Table 3,4-3, Options B, D, and G
those involving fixed withdrawals of 1,200 KAF have similar impactson drawdown and refill, with end-
during May or May/June, Remaining options (G, of-May elevations running nearly 20 feet below the
H, I, J, and the NPPC Plan) could be judged to Base Case and the reservoirbeing restored to Base Case
have similar and less pronouncedeffects on levels by the end of July. In OptionsC and E, only
reservoir levels and fluctuations, part of the draft is accomplished in May, so the end-of.

May elevations are somewhat higher and the end-of-
3.4.3.2 Brownlee Jtme elevations somewhat lower. The largest impact

occurs under Option F, which calls for unlimited drafts
Some flow augmentationoptions using storage from in May if needed. Brownlee was drawn empty in 28
Brownlee involve a fixed draft every year, while years out of 50. Under this option, the reservoir did
others employ a variable draft, based on inflow not returnto Base Case elevations until September in
forecasts, ranging from 50 to 200 KAF, Another some water years,
option would use whatever storage is necessary, in
conjunction with Dworshak, to meet target flows of 3.4.3.3 Grand Coulee
140kcfsat LowerGranite,Thesedraftswouldb¢

in addition to current drafts for power and flood Flow augmentation options involve either shifting
system flood control storage availability to Grand
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Table 3,4-3, Brownlee Reservoir response to flow augtnentatlonoptions,
IL --- - I III I I II I I I I I _ I III III -'" __ lUll [ LIII llllll I __ -- _ " IIIII [I II I _ I illllll ---- __ i

PeP..entChanceEnd-of-May
........Rese_rvo!rE_ley,a!Ion W!llB..e..E.q_lOr Ex_ee:_j............ PercentChance

Option 10% $0_ 90% Of RefillAtEndOf July"
,, -- .... a,, , - _ -- , ,,,,,, i ,,,,, ..... _ ,, , ,,, - -- _. - _ ,,,

A 2,077 2,063 2,025 34

B 2,062 2,046 1,990 34

C 2,070 2,055 2,014 34

D 2,062 2,046 2,002 34 '

E 2,069 2,055 2,014 34

F 2,045 i,976 1,976 32

G 2,062 2,048 1,997 32

H 2,077 2,064 2,025 34

I 2,066 2,058 2,008 34

J 2,077 2,C63 2,026 34

, _NPPC Pl_.. 2_077.. _ _ .2,.O63.......... 2_026..... 34 ......

. a/ Maximum pool at EI,.2,077 w!.!hrefill cr.edit_ at E!' 2,07.2 or above, ............

Coulee from Dworshak or Brownie.e, thus allowing 1,220.2 feet at ali times and reach 1,240 feet by
forthemaintenanceofincreasedstorageinthose May 31.Draftsbelow1,220.2feetinterruptcrucial
projects, or using the storage to meet targeted flows ferry service across Lake Roosevelt and adversely affect
downstream, the ability of the project to meet power emergencies and

water supply requirements, Lake Roosevelt must be at
Selected data for the project are: elevation 1,240 by May 31 to allow pumping into Banks

Lake for irrigationwater supplies,
Full Pool: El. 1290

Empty Reservoir: Ei. 1208 Simulation results for the various options with respect
Active Storage: 5,185 KAF to reservoir elevations are shown in Table 3,4-4.

Median reservoir elevations for the end of May are
Current operations result in a drawdown from 1,240 feet in ali cases, while the 10 percent and
January through June for flood control purposes 90 percent exceedence levels vary by no more than
and to provide power during the peak seasonal 5 feet among options, The July refill probability in ali
denmnd period, The greatestdrawdownsusually cases is either 90 or 94 percent, Significant differences
occur in April, while the highest reservoir in reservoir elevations were simulated in a few of the

elevations normally occur from July through water years, However, this generally occurred only in
December, The spring drawdown typically reduces critical period years, a condition thatcould not be
the reservoir storageby approximately55 percent, duplicated in 1992 due to 1991 runoff levels,

Based on the operational restrictionsemployed, Simulations of Target 200 cases also indicate only
modeling of the 50-year period between 1928 and modest changes from the base case, Target 200
1978 resulted in a potential shift in system flood scenarios call for augmentationfrom Grand Coulee
control to Grand Coulee for 15 years from storage to achieve flows of 200 kcfs at The Dalles in
Brownlee and 17 years from Dworshak. The May and June. Evaluation of Target 200 options
modeling restrictions included hard constraints that revealed negligible changes in reservoir responses from
the Grand Coulee Pool elevation remain above the corresponding case without Target 200 operations,
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Table 3,4.,4, Grand Coulee Reservoir response to flow attgmentatlon options,
......

Percent Chm'loe End-of-May Percent Chance,
Reset, cir Elevation Will Be Equal Or Ex0eod _ Of Refill At End

Of JUly'j
Option 10% 50% 90% ........ .... _

A 1,267 1,240 1,229 90

B 1,267 1,240 1,229 90

C 1,267 1,240 1,229 90

Db' 1,267 1,240 ' 1,229 90

EI'' 1,267 1,240 1,229 90

P' 1,270 1,240 1,232 90

G_'' 1,270 1,240 1,229 ' 90

H_'' 1,269 1,240 1,229 90

Ii'' 1,269 1,240 1,229 90

J 1,272 1,240 1,229 94

NPPC Plan 1,267 1,240 1r229 90

a/ Maximu!n pool at El, 1290 with refill credited at El 1285 or above,
b/ Options incorporating possible flood control shifts from Dworshak and Brownlee,

One of the prtrnary effects of Target 200 options 3.4.4 Combinations of Reservoir
would be tc, increase Grand Coulee elevations Drawdown and Flow
during earl.,,' spring, Because of operating Augmentation
restrictions° however, the May and June target
flows were not always met in the analyses, The
degree of success tn meeting the targets is Three likely comblnatlons of drawdown and
described in Section 3,4,5, augmentation options were presented in Section 3,2,4,

The Individual elements comprising these combinations,

and thetr reservoir regulation effects, have ali been
Use of non.treaty storage releases to augment described previously, Matnstem reservoir elevationColumbia River flows would not have a measurable
effect on Grand Coulee elevations, These releases changes were identified tn Section 3,4.1, 'whtle storage

reservoir responses were summarized in Section 3,4,3,

would occur in July and August, after any other These reservoir effects are generally addtttve among the
augmentation measures had been completed, Grand Individual combination elements, In some cases, Grand

Coulee outflows would be increased in response to Coulee operations are affected by flow augmentation
higher infiov,'s from releases at Mica, such that options for both the Columbia and the Snake rivers, butnormal summer elevations would be maintained at
Grand Coulee, both effects are captured in the model analyses,

In summary, there appear to be no significant 3.4.5 Target Flows
differences in reservoir elevation impacts at Grand
Coulee between the Base Case and any other Fifty-year simulation studies produced the following
options under consideration, ranges of average monthly flows at Lower Granite and

The Dalles for the various flow augmentation options,
"l'hese ranges are presented in the table below:
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Flows ('kcfs) and Snake rivers could not reach the 140 kcfs flow

Month Lower Granite The Dalles target.

July 37-39 158-162 A review of year-to-year reservoir operation at

August 20-21 111-112 Dworshak indicates that deep drawdowns, particularlySeptember 21-26 109-111
October 24-25 120-121 in dry years, can dimir_ish augmentation capacity in
November 26-30 122-125 following years. Simulation of the same options shows
December 31-35 149-152 less impact on Br0wnlee augmentation capability inJanuary 37-46 241-252
February 42-47 180-187 years immediately following dry years.
March 49-52 177-180

April 82-89 219-223 3.4.6 Water Particle Travel Time
May 105-133 'l 295-321 bl
Junc 90-105 247-262 t'/

Reducing water particle travel time is the primary

objective of most of the alternatives presented in this

Sources: HYSSR, SAM analyses. OA/EIS. As discussed earlier, water particle travel
a/ Target flows var), among 85,100 and 140 kcfs. time is a function of two variables: (1) the streamflow
b( Tarset flows of 200 kcfs in Ma_,'and June. rate, and (2) the volume displaced by the streamflow.

The reservoir drawdown alternatives are designed to

Tl_e annual probability of meeting various target reduce the volume to be displaced, while the objective
flows with the respective augmentation options is of the flow augmentation alternatives is to increase the
summarized in Table 3.4-5. The probability of streamflow rate.
meeting a May target flow of 85 kcfs at Lower

Granite in any one year ranges from 68 percent to This section presents data on the probability of
100 percent. The latter probability is associated achieving various levels of travel time for some of the

with both Options B and F. key alternatives. The water particle travel time
equivalent to the CBFWA flow proposal is used here

The probability of meeting a 100 kcfs target is only as a form of reference, not a measure of success.
better than 50 percent for ali options except H,

which is 46 percent. In contrast, the probability of Figures 3.4-5 through 3.4-8 show the results achieved
meeting a 140 kcfs target is only 46 percent with by some of the key reservoir drawdown and flow

the unrestricted draft (Option F) and no more than augmentation options, both singly and in combination.
28 percent with an), other option. Flow augmentation options analyzed singly are Options

A, B, F, and G (see Section 3.2.3.1). Options A and F
Simulation results with respect to target flows at

represent the two extremes, and Options B and G are
Lower Granite over the range of water conditions intermediate operations.
are depicted in Figures 3.4-3 and 3.4-4 for four

representative options. The results depicted in The reservoir drawdown options examined include

Figure 3.4-3 indicate that achieving an 85 kcfs operation at full pool, operation at MOP, and operation
target flow from April 15 through June 15 under with spillways on free flow. Under current operations,low flow conditions would be difficult.

average pool elevations are about halfway between full
Achievement of the target flows under these pool and MOP. Ali three of these reservoir drawdown
conditions would result in depletion of reservoir alternatives were examined in combination with fl0w

_tora_a at Dworshak. augmentation Option A (Base Case or existing

conditions) and Option F, to bracket the full range of
Under average (1951) flow conditions (Figure 3.4- combinations. Travel times were derived for two

4), the 140 kcfs Lower Granite target flow can be reaches: the Snake River from the junction with the
achieved only with Option F. The 140 kcfs target Clearwater to the mouth of the Snake, and the entire

flow gas not met at Lower Granite under "high" lower Snake-lower Columbia reach from the junction
(1950) water conditions because 1950 was high with the Clearwater to Bonneville Dam.
only on the Clearwater. Flow conditions on the
Sna3:e River itself were only average. Thus, even

These figures are "probability" plots of water particle
through high flows were contributed by the

travel time. The plots were constructed for the variousClea_'ater, the combined flows of the Clearwater
options by converting the simulated May monthly flows
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Table 3.4-5. Probability of meeting target flows (%).'J

Target Flows

Option 85 kcfs 100 kcfs 140 kcfs

A 68 44 16

B 98 84 22

C 84 56 16

D 98 84 28

E 84 54 16

F 98 96 46

O 90 56 18

. H 84 46 18

I 86 56 16

J 74 52 18

NPPC Plan 76 50 18

a/ Probability applies to meeting flow target during period of release specified for
respective options,

for each of the 50 years in the period of record to Snake River (6.4 days). The probab.ility of achieving

corresponding travel times. This was done by this goal in any year is approximately 17 percent for the
assuming specific elevations for each of the eight current Dworshak and Brownlee operations (Option A)
lower Snake River and lower Columbia River with the lower Snake projects at full pool. When the
projects (i.e., full pool, MOP, or spillway free pools are lowered to MOP, the probability increases to

flog,). For each option, the 50 travel time values 25 percent. For the near spillway crest option, the
were ranked and then assigned a relative CBFWA goal is achieved in ali years. For this case it
prcbabilfl); for example, 2 percent (1/50) was was necessary to calculate a specific May pool elevation

assigned to the lowest particle travel time in the 50 for each water year, because the free-flow spillway pool
years. Although not probability functions in the elevation is a function of the discharge in that month.)
strictest sense, these plots give a reasonably good

idea of' the relative effects of pool levels and flow Similar plots are shown for the three pool alternatives
augmentation measures on water particle travel in combination with the most extreme flow

time. They also show the approximate probability augmentation operation, Option F. At maximum pool
. of being able to meet specified travel time and MOP, the probability of meeting the CBFWA goal

objec:ives in any year. is increased by about 40 percent compared to Base Case

flow augmentation. Nothing is gained by combining
3.4.6.1 Snake River Option F with the near spillway crest option because the

CBFWA goal was already being met 100 percent of the
Figures 3.,4-5 and 3.4-6 show the travel time time.

probability distribution for the lower Snake River.

Also shown is the water particle travel time A curve representing pre-dam natural conditions is now
equivalent to the CBFWA flow proposal for the shown on Figure 3.4-5 because this is not an alternative
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Figure 3.4-3. Lower Granite Project flow, low runoff years: 1928 to 1931.
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Figure 3.4.4. Lower Grarfiteproject flow, high (1950) and average (1951) runoff years.
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in this study. For reference purposes, however, Figure 3.4-8 compares the four flow augmentation

under the natural conditions the curve would be options (A, B, G, and F) for the combined lower
virtually a straight line beginning at 1.0 day at 2 Columbia-lower Snake reach given that the eight
percent and extending to about 1.7 days at 100 run-of-river projects are being operated at MOP. The
percent, probability of achieving the CBFWA objective during

the period of additional releases increases from 43

Figure 3.4-6 compares the effect on water particle percent for the Base Case to 56 percent for the Option
travel time of the four representative flow G flows, and to 66 percent for Option B, For Option
augmentation options (A, B, G, and F), For F, the probability is further increased to 90 percent.
simplicity of plotting, the probability curves are
shown for only one reservoir drawdown option, 3.4.6.3 Co,rlclusions
MOP. Since Options A and F bracket the other

two cases, inferences regarding water particle travel In examining opportunities for flow augmentation using
time for Options B and G at other pool elevations Dworshak Reservoir, a wide range of options was

can be gained by interpolating between the curves tested. Most of these options were designed to test the
on Figure 3.4-5. For MOP elevations, it can be impact of specific operating strategies, but it was
seen that only a modest reduction in water particle recognized that it would be unlikely that any of the flow
travel time can be obtained by Option G. A greater augmentation options outlined in the draft OA/EIS
reduction can be achieved by Option B, and Option would be selected for implementation in their original
F meets the CBFWA goal (during May) almost 70 form.
percent of the time.

In the preliminary final OA/EIS, a new option was
3.4.6.2 Snake Plus Columbia added (Option J), which incorporated some of the best

features of the previous options. Subsequent to issuing

Figures 3.4-7 and 3.4-8 show the results of the preliminary final OA/EIS, the Northwest Power
extending the water particle travel time computation Planning Council adopted a series of amendments to
through the lower Columbia River projects to their Columbia River Basin Fish and Wildlife Program,
Bonneville Dam. The figures reflect base condition some of which applied to the Water Budget operation of
operation of the upper Columbia River System and Dworshak. Their Dworshak operation was also added
two to four options for Snake River flow to the list of flow augmentation options as the NPPC
augmentation. Also shown on the plots is the water Plan.
particle travel time associated with the CBFWA

flow proposals at maximum pool (15,1 days). The NPPC (1991b) Plan was compared with Option J,
and it was found that each plan was strong in certain

Figure 3.4-7 _,adicates that for Base Case conditions areas and weak in others. The principal advantage of
at maximum pool, there is approximately a 33 the NPPC Plan was that it provides more flow
percent chance of meeting the objective in any augmentation than Option J in low runoff years
)'ear. Lowering the pools to MOP increases this (forecasted runoff at Lower Granite of 16 MAF or

probability to 43 percent, Implementing Option F less). The NPPC plan provides a minimum shapeable
in the Snake River provides a significant increase in Water Budget of 900 KAF in addition to Dworshak's 2

the probability of achievement during May, to kcfs minimum discharge requirement, which would be
about 90 percent in the case of MOP pool 242 KAF over the April 16 to June 15 period.

elevations. Figure 3.4-7 does not show the impact Additional water would be available in some years from
on water particle travel time of the combination of shifting system flood control from Dworshak to Grand

drawing the four lower Snake River reservoirs Coulee. Option J provides 900 KAF also, but this
down to spillway free flow and lowering the four volume must provide flow to meet the minimum

lower Columbia River projects to MOP. However, discharge requirement and the storage gained from the
this can be estimated for the Base Case by moving flood control shift would be used to improve refill
the MOP curve down by the difference between the rather than adding to the Water Budget. Option J will
MOP (Base Case) and near spillway crest (Option provide more than 900 KAF if the April 15 runoff
F) curves on Figure 3.4-5. The result is that the forecast indicates that this can be done while

CBFWA goal would be met in ali years without maintaining a 70 percent probability of refill; this
additional flow augmentation, happens in approximately one-third of the water years.
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elevations can be expected to be 5 to 10 feet higher

For mid-range runoff forecasts, and in particular under the same water conditions for Option J compared
those in the 16 to 21 MAF range, Option J ' to the NPPC Plan.
provides more Water Budget than the NPPC Plan.

Between 19 and 29 MAF, the NPPC Plan limits the Only a short time was available for review of the NPPC
Dworshak Water Budget contribution to water in Plan, and even now some of the key implementation
excess of that required to provide 70 percent details have not been worked out. However, the

assurance of refill (as estimated on April 15), cursory analysis summarized above indicates that the
Option J provides a guaranteed 900 KAF, regard- best plan for the 1992 operation would be one that
less of refill probability (unless the combined runoff combines the higher Water Budget performance of the
of ali Snake River tributaries is sufficient to NPPC Plan in low runoff years with Option J, which
provide 100 kcfs at Lower Granite without the full provides more Water Budget flows in years of moderate
900 KAF from Dworshak). The result is that of runoff and a better probability of refill in years when
the 12 years in the 16 to 21 MAF forecast range, the I00 kcfs flow target can be provided without a large
Option J provides 900 KAF or more in 11 years, contribution from Dworshak. Analysis of the results of

• while the NPPC Plan falls short of 900 KAF in 7 combining Option J and the NPPC Plan indicates that
of the 12 years, sometimes providing 500 KAF or for this plan the probability of refill at Dworshak is 56
less. In the one year in which Option J provided percent. This refill probability is lower than that of
le'ss than 900 KAF, the discharge at Lower Granite either Option J (74 percent) or the NPPC Plan

met the 100 kcfs flow target with a Dworshak (64 percent). This is because the combination plan
contribution of less than 900 KAF. In the 7 years optimizes the flow augmentation performance of both
in which the NPPC Plan failed to provide 900 plans resulting in the slightly lower refill probability.
KAF, the runoff forecast was low and the 70 Accordingly, the recommended Dworshak flow
percent refill requirement limited the amount of augmentation plan for 1992 is one that follows the

water that could be provided for Water Budget. NPPC Plan if the April Lower Granite runoff forecast
is less than 16 MAF and Option J if the forecast is 16

For the higher runoff forecasts, the NPPC Plan MAF or greater. This plan is summarized in Table
provides more water from Dworshak than Option J 3.4-6.
in most years. This is because Option J limits
Dworshak discharges when the 100 kcfs Lower In terms of long-term implementation, there are still

Granite flow target is already being met. In such many unanswered questions with resr_ect to the
cases, the Dworshak discharge would be limited in Dworshak operation. One aspect addresses what might
Option J to the greater of: (1) the Dworshak be the best operation between the end of the refill

discharge required to ensure that 100 kcfs would be season and January 1, This is dependent to some extent
met, or (2) the 2 kcfs minimum discharge (higher on the results of tests to determine if there are

Dworshak releases would be allowed in those high significant benefits from drafting Dworshak in August
runoff years when refill is already assured). The for water temperature. Some tests have already been
intent of this provision is to improve Dworshak performed and additional tests are scheduled for 1992.
refill when flows at Lower Granite are already

high. The NPPC Plan makes ali water above the Another aspect is the fact that the National Marine
70 percent refill curve (as of April 15) available Ibr Fisheries Service has not yet had sufficient time to
Water Budget. The result is that, under the NPPC make a detailed review of the merits of either the

Plan. there are more years when flows at Lower options presented in this OA/EIS or the NPPC Plan

Granite exceed 100 kcfs. On the negative side, in with respect to their endangered species recovery
some of these years Dworshak fails to refill. This planning. Furthermore, NPPC staff recognizes that
is because the actual runoff was lower than the there are many details that must be worked out before

April forecast indicated, and water that could have their plan could be implemented, and they expect to
been used for refill was used to increase Lower initiate coordination with the operating agencies and
Granite flows that were already 100 kcfs or higher. NMFS early in 1992 to further refine their plan and

modify it if necessary.
In comparing Dworshak refill performance

associated with the two plans, studies indicate that Therefore, it must be emphasized that the proposed
the Option J would provide better refill Dworshak operation should be viewed strictly as the
performance. In the driest years, July 31 best option for the 1992, and that the Corps, NMFS,
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NPPC, BPA, the BoR, and other interests will

continue their analysis and coordination throughout
1992 with the objective of developing a satisfactory
long-term operating plan,

This OA/EIS does not recommend specific flow
augmentation operations for Brownlee or the upper
Snake River reservoirs, This is because the
cooperating agencies have no authority over these
projects except with regard to flood control _d
navigation, The Northwest Power Planning
Council made some recommendations with respect '
to these projects in the December 11, 1991
modifications to their Fish and Wildlife Program.

lt is anticipated that the Council will work with the
project operators and other interests to develop

. operating plan for these projects for 1992.
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4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVES

This section presents the anticipated effects on the Simulation studies also indicate that such releases

physical, biological, social, and economic would not have significant effects on operations at
environments assc._iated with the implementation of Grand Coulee, _ The complete range of imp_ts ,
the options outlined in Section 3, lt provides the from implementation of such an action were
scientific and analytic basis for the comparison of previously addressed in BPA's environmental

alternatives presented in Section 5. assessment of the Non-Treaty Storage Agreement
(BPA, 1990), which is hereby incorporated by

Section 4 details the effects of the options by the reference,
same resource areas used in Section 2, the

description of the affected _vironment (i.e., water An attempt has bgea made to tell a complete story
quality, anadromous fish, resident fish, etc.), for each resource area and impact issue rather than
Impacts have been identified for each resource, for each option. Because there are so many

along with the level of impact per option. The affected resources and numerous options, the
flow augmentation options in general would have analysis is complex by necessity. In an effort to
little significant impact on ali but resident fish, keep it as coherent as possible, summary tables that
recreation, and aesthetics, and in many cases, the identify the significant impacts of each alternative
differences in impact among flow augmentation are provided at the beginning of each resource
option's are minor. Therefore, there is little area. Impacts not identified in the table are either
discussion of the impact of these options on other not significant or non-existent.
resource areas. In the interest of space, the
analysis does not detail ali of the effects from each This document was prepared in in extremely short
of the combination alternatives since they are timeframe, allowing for development of little new

generally additive, data or information. Therefore, the analysis
presented in this section is based on existing

Further, there is minimal discussion of the Non- available information, This re,_'ultsin a number of

Treaty Storage Option for the Columbia River. areas of uncertainty, some of which will require
This option would result in a maximum discharge several more years of research before answers are
of an additional 10 kcfs on the Columbia River in known. Where precise information was lacking,
July and August. Compared to flows at The Dalles the cooperating agencies used their best
typically ranging from about 120 kcfs to 190 kcfs, professional judgment to identify the effects thought
discharges of this magnitude would not have most likely to occur.
significant in-river effects at The Dalles.
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ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTSOF ALTERNATIVES
, i , i

4.1 WATERQUALIFY
_ , ,,, ,

Alternative/Option Potential Significant Impacts (Positive and Adverse)

Reservoir Drawdown

Snake River

Ali 4 projects to MOP • Insignificant changes in gas saturation levels, temperatures,
(April 1 to July 31) turbidity,and other parameters.

All 4 projects to near spillway crest • Potential gas saturation increase of up to 130 to 150 percent,
(April 15 to August 15) gradually increasing from one project to the next (110 acceptable

State standard and EPA criteria),

• Potential minor temperature change, possible peak shift and
reduction.

' . Noticeable increase in turbidity,

Ali 4 projects to near spillway crest • Similar to spillway drawdownto August 15 except with a decrease
(April 15 to June 15) in darafion, ,

Lower Granite to near spillway crest • Gas saturation increase but less severe than dropping ali 4 to near
(February 1993 or July 15to spillway crest,
August 15) • Potential increase in turbidity,

Lower Granite to 710 feet, others to • Gas saturation could rise to 120percent (and up to 140 percent
MOP (April 15 _oJunc 15) below Lower Granite); elevated saturation levels also experienced

downstream (110 percent acceptabl_Slatestandardand EPA
criteria),

' • Potential increase in turbidity,

Lower Granite/Little Goose drawdown . Potential elevated gas saturation levels,
test (l_"larch) • Potential temporal increases in turbidity,

t, Lower Columbia

_'", Ali 4 projects to MOP • Potential gas saturation slightly higher than existing, possibly'_,

' (April 1 to August 31) rising to 120 percent with maximum up to 130 percent (110
percent acceptable State standardand EPA criteria),

' . Greater daily fluctuations in temperatures and increased daily
, maximums.

• Temperature maximums potentially reached weeks earlier in Lakes
Wallula, Umatilla, Celilo, and Bonneville.

• Minimal localized impacts to turbidity,

John Day at 262,5 feet, McNary at 337 , Potential gas saturation the same as existing levels between 115
feet, remainder at MOP and 120percent (110 pereent acceptable State standard and EPA
(April 1 to August 31) criteria).

• Temperatures remain within typical range,
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ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS 4OF ALTERNATIVES

Water Quality (continued)

lm

Alternative/Option Potential Significant impacts (Positive and Adverse)

Flow Augmentation

Dworshak • Water temperatures expected to decrease below DworshakDam, (particularly in Clearwater and lowerSnake rivers with largest , r _ _ I ; [reductions occurring with greatest flow releases (e,g,, 1,200 KAF), ...._

• Water quality of lower Snake would be slightly improved by
dilution from cleaner Northfork water with the less clean mainstem
Snake water,

' Slight potential increase in dissolved gas levels in mainstem Snake
below the dams,

• Noticeable differences in thermal profiles at le.astat Lower Grantte
, with significant Dworshak releases,.effectnot expected to be

stgniBcantat Ice HarborDam.

Bro wn le e • Chemical Waterqualityof lower Snake Riverdegradedby flow
augmentationfrom Brownlee. 0

Grand Coulee • Greater fluctuations in temperaturesand increaseddailymaximums
(still within normalrange),

Combination • Effects additive; seedrawdown and augmentation,

Temperature Control Test • Significant positive impact on temperature at Lower Granite.
(A u gu s t) Anticipate shift in temperature prof'tle of approximately 2 to 3

weeks atLower Granite,

• No significant change in temperature expected at Ice Harbor,

,,.., ..., ..

The proposed actions would affect flow conditions characteristics. Existing Corps systemmodels,
on the Columbia and Snake rivers. Because the which incorporate some physical water quality
various alternativesand options are essentially parameters, were not calibrated to address the
defined by these changes, effects on the key proposed alternatives, or the models are not
parameters of flows and elevations are summarized applicable. Modeling, therefore, has not been
in Section 3,4. conducted specific.ally for these alternatives, with

the exception of temperature models which are
The water quality of the affected system, as presently under development. Given these
demonstrated in Section 3.1, is an extremely constraints, it was not possible to quantify impacts
complex issue because the water is comprised of at to specific water quality parameters for the
least three major distinct systems: the proposed alternatives. However, it is possible to
lower/middle Columbia River, the lower/middle identify relative impacts for the major alternatives
Snake River, and the Clearwater River. Each of and infer the order of magnitude or ranges of
these rivers contains major reservoirs with unique impact for certain key parameters.
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ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTSOF ALTERNATIVES

ii, i

4.1.1 Gas Saturation toabout125Wcent_t_ 5 milessadstayed
there for the next 40 miles of The Dalles Pool.

4.1.1.1 Background
Maximum total dissolved gas saturationdata for

The seriousnessof the problem of dissolved gas 1984 to 1990 are presented in Table 4.1-1. Two
supersaturationin the ColumbiaRiver surfacedin factorsmust be noted in considering these data: (1)

spring 1968 when the powerhouse for JohnDay flows were below normal for mach of the period,
Dam was constructed. The project was closed reducing saturation because less water was spilled',
during part of construction and the entire flow of and (2) the monitoring stations are located almost

the fiver was passed over the spillway. Many adult exclusively in the forebays of the dams. Thus,
salmon died of gas bubble disease from the spill, typicalmaximumstilling basin (spill side)
Gassupersaturationhas probably existed in the saturationlevels are expected to be higher than the
Columbia River System since before Bonneville values presentedin Table 4.1-1, perhaps by as
Dam was constructedin 1938. Gassupersaturation muchas 5 to 10 percent. Data from Boyer (1974)
has been known to occur in un/m-poundednatural suggested that before flip lips were constructed,
streams like the Salmon River in rapids, waterfalls, maximumnitrogen supersaturationbelow the
and at points where a cold stream having high spillway ranged from 135 to 155 percent. Note
saturationconcentrationwarms to a higher that nitrogensupersaturationcan be a few percent
temperature. It is, therefore, likely that gas higher than totalgas saturation.
supersaturationoccurred at the confluence of the
Snake and Columbia rivers and at Oelilo Falls. Figures 4.1-1 through4.1-4 show the maximum
However, natural supersaturationvalues were and minimum total dissolved gas percentage of
probablymuch lower than those caused by the saturation at JohnDay, The Dalles, and Bonneville
dams. dams, and at Warrendale(6 miles downstreamof

Bonneville Dam) from April through September
The Columbia River experienced major flood 1990. This was ga example water year where
runoff in 1974, resulting in high spills. The level April-to-Septemberflows (at The Dalles)
of dissolved gas was generally in excess of 115 represented 99 percent of average (1926 to 1990,
percent at nearly ali projects from April through adjusted for upstreamstooge). The dissolved gas
July. The highest recorded value was 144 percent levels in 1990 at John Day Dam generally ranged
nitrogensaturation immediatelydownstreamof from 100 to 115 percent of saturation,while The
Lower Monumental Dam on June 19, 1974. After Dalles values generally ranged from 100 to 120
1974, the Corps altered its reservoir storage percent and Bonnevillevalues ranged from 100 to
practices to minimize spill at ali the Corps dams on 123 percent. The dissolved gas levels 6 miles
the Columbia and Snake rivers, added flip-lips, and downstream of Bonneville Dam at Warrendale(RM
redistributedspills to selected projects. 140) ranged from about 100 to 118 percent of

saturation.

In several reaches of the lower Snake and middle
Columbia rivers, dissolved gas levels exceeded 120 Figures 4.1-1 through 4.1-4 also show the
percent for shortperiods in 1986. Warm weather maximum and minimumdaily dissolved gas
in late May rapidly melted the snow causing saturation values experienced between 1984 and
unexpectedly incr_ river flows. About 34 1989. These figures serve to illustratethe complex
percentof the Snake River flow passed over the relationof spill flow (highest in late spring and
spillways of lower GraniteDam and about41 summer) and temperature(highest in mid- to late
percent of the Columbia River flow passed over the summer) to gas saturation. Higher flow w lues
spillways of Priest Rapids Dam for about 10 days induce increc_d mixing that can reduce
ending in early June. supersaturation;however, in unmixed reaches

higher flows imply less time to readjustto
In spring 1990, a powerhouse fire at John Day (equilibrate) gas saturation. For a fixed amount of
Dam forced ali of the river flow to be released over gas, the lower the temperature the more gas can be
the spillways. The resulting dissolved gas dissolved before supersaturationoccurs. Although
saturation levels rose to 140 percent immediately dissolved gas levels dissipate to some degree
downstreamof the darn, but levels droppedrapidly between projects, levels would become successively
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Table 4,1-1, Maximum total dissolved gas satttration (in percent) in the CBlumbia River
Basin,

_tion 1990 1989 1988 1987 1986 1985 1984

International Boundary 124,6 124.6 123.5 123,1 134.2 123,6 125,6

Below Grand Coulee 119.9 120,5 110.7 114,3 139,2 114.9 113.1

Clfief Joseph 120,2 117.0 112,7 115.1 118,4 116.5 114.7

Wells 119.5 116.1 111.6 114.2 125,7 115,5 118.1

Rocky Reach 132.3 113,3 110.8 115.3 123,4 114.2 122.8

Rock Islandand

Wanapum 131.2 114,8 111.6 117.2 118.1 113.6 122.0

Priest Rapids 133.0 121,6 126.8 122.7 128.4 123.0 128.3

Lower Orariite 111.0 111.4 111.3 116.0 112.2 111.7 121,7

Little Goose, 124.3 110.0 115.1 114.7 124.4 114.1 128.2

Lower Monumental 124,7 119.9 110,9 113.4 130.0 - --

Ice Harbor 117.9 118.9 116,3 114.6 140,6 119.0 138.3

McNary, WA 124,4 115.7 115.3 118,0 125.9 120.6 127.7

McNary, OR 126,0 120.6 121,1 118,9 134,1 119,8 132,8

John Day 118,3 v 119.7 115.9 114.5 124.4 111.8 121.5

The Dalles 127.3 113.6 110.3 112.8 133.8 124.8 132.6

Bonneville 128.9 113.6 107.2 110,8 123.5 ....

Warrendale 130,5 116.2 109.5 113.8 134,3 113.9 127.0

Source: Corps, 1990b.

a/ Excludes abnormal levels resulting from excessive spill associated with powerhouse fire.

higher if ali projects were spilling, supersaturated waters. Spill at dams in the Hells

Canyon complex during higher flow years may also
Dissolved gas levels in the lower Snake River are result in elevated dissolved gas levels. The flow
affected by incoming flow from the Clearwater and from the Clearwater River mixes with the Snake

middle Snake rivers. Spill from Dworshak, either Ri'.'er at Lewiston, at which point high dissolved
during periods of high flow or for Water Budget gas levels, if present, have dissipated to some
releases, results in an increase in dissolved gas extent. Higher dissolved gas levels may be diluted
levels in the Clearwater River near Dworshak by mixing with less saturated flows from the other
National Fish Hatchery at higher than estimated river. Dissolved gas levels as high as 121.7
(115 percent), but data are very limited and do not percent have been recorded in the Lower Granite

describe the downstream extent of these forebay, although monthly averages range from
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Summary of Daily Max/Min Total Dissolved Gas (TDG) Saturation Percent
Station 3757 - JDA
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Figure 4.1-1. Total dissolved gas percent saturatior_ at John Day Pool,

Summary of Daily Max/Min Total Dissolved Gas (TDG) Saturation Percent
Station 3700 - TDA

4-6 Figure 4.1.2. Total dissolved gas percent saturation at The Dalles Pool.
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Summary of Daily Max/Min Total Dissolved Gas (TDG) Saturation Percent
Station 462- BON
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Figure 4.]-3. Total dissolved gas percent saturation at Bonneville Pool,

Summary of Daily Max/Min Total Dissolved Gas (TDG) Saturation Percent
Station 356 - WRNO
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Figure 4.1.4, Total dissolved gas percent saturation at Warrendale, Oregon,
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approximately 105 to 110 percent duringhigher falls, From the Payette River to Brownlee Dam,
flow years, and 100 to 104 during yearsof no spill, dissolved nitrogeneoncentratiottsremain near 100

percent saturation, Nitrogen saturationconsistently
' Under currentpractices, spill generally occurs at increasesat least slightly in the fore,bays of

Lower Graniteand Little Goose only duringhigh Brownlee and Oxbowdams,
flow conditions, when river flow exceeds
powerhouse capacityor electrical energy demandis In the Oxbow Reservoir, dissolved nitrogen
low, Dissolved gas levels, therefore, arenot concentrationsranged from 102 percent to 124
increased betweenLower Graniteand Little Goo_ percent saturationduringthe spill period, In
unless spill occurs. During the night (from 6:00 gmeral, the nitrogen concentrations increased
p,m. to 6:00 a.m,), 70 percent (or more) of flow at dowastream from Brownlee Dam and reached a
Lower Monumental and 25 percent of flow at Ice peak in the Oxbow Dam fore,bay. At Oxbow Dam,
Harboris spilled to pass juvenile fish, This spill dissolved nitrogenconcentrationsdecreased
results in an increase of dissolved gas levels of significantly below the spillway and, to a lesser
over 136 percent immediately below Lower deg',ve, below the powerhouse during the spill
Monumental Dam (equivalent data are not available period. However, during the non-spill periods, the
for Ice Harbor at this time), although levels Oxbow powerhouse increased the nitrogen
dissipate and spill flow is mixed with turbine flow, concentration toe high of 111 percent.
both of which result in lower levels present in Ice
Harbor forebay, At Hells Canyon Dam, dissolved nitrogen

concentrations below the dam were greater than
During years of high spill, dissolved gas levels those in the forebay during both the spill period and
continue to increase throughout the lower Snake the non-spill period, Downstream from Hells
River reaching a maximum at lc. Harbor, In Canyon Dam, nitrogen levels decreased slowly
1984, maximum levels of 111, 125, and 138 during the maximum spill period, Dissolved
percent were recorded in the forebays of Lower nitrogen levels of less than 110 percent saturation
Granite, Little Goose, and Ice Harbor dams, are reached only near the confluence of the Snake
respectively, These levels resulted from extended and Salmon rivers.
periods of relatively high spill, Monthly averages

were considerably lower, The increasing maximum 4.1.1.2 Drawdown Options
gas levels as one moves downstream illustrate the

cumulative impact of multiple dams spilling and This group of options would produce the most
suggest that supersaturated dissolved gag is not noticeable impacts to gas saturation, The water
completely dissipated between projects, release changes would generally cause further

departure from the water quality standards for
The most comprehensive information on dissolved dissolved gas saturation,
gas saturation in the middle Snake River came from

a study conducted during spill periods from March Drafting the lower Snake River reservoirs to MOP
to July 1972 (BPA, 1985), The results of this would potentially result in some degree of
monitoring program are summarized below and are additional spill because of the reduced peaking
illustrated in Figure 4,1-5. Note that these results capacity of the powerpl_mtsat or near MOP. This /
are reported in terms of percent nitrogen saturation, is because a relatively static water level would be
which is related to dissolved gas saturation by the maintained, Spill would not likely be continuous
approximate formula: Dissolved gas percent = for in extended time except in a high water year, in
0,21 (,percent oxygen saturation) + 0.79 (percent which case, spill would continue for weeks to
nitrogen saturation). Typically, dissolved nitrogen months. Also, nighttime spills might be required
levels are about 5 percent higher than total because of the lower regional power demancLsat
dissolved gas at the ranges under discussion for this night. If a continuous spill occurred, the potential
system. Note also that total dissolved gas, not just for extended periods of gas supersaturation in the
nitrogen, is of concern to organisms, stilling basins exists, resulting in downstream

dissolved gas supersaturation in the project forebay,
The Snake River exhibits dis_Ived nitrogen levels Maximum values would likely fall within the range
typically near saturation, particularly below natural observed for existing conditions, typically 111 to
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125 percent, with infr_uent occurrences of up to also likely result in lower gas l,evolscomparedto a
140percentsaturation, summeraction,Inaddition,thelackofspill

downstreamwouldallowdissolvedgusesto
DraftingthelowerSnakeRiverreservoirstonear continuetodissipatethrougheachsuccessive
spillwaycrest(for2 to4 monthsatspillwaycrest project,ratherthanbuildingup,
andan additionalI to3 monthstoaccountfor

drawdownandrefill)wouldrequiretheentireriver Overall,impactswouldbesignificantbutlessthan
dischargetobepassedoverthespillwayateachof thatcausedby spillingatalldams,withmaximum
thefourprojects,Becausepoolelevationswould dissolvedgaslevelsatLowerGraniteperhapsas
bereducedcomparedtonormaloperating highas140percent,Statedissolvedgasstandards
conditions(andthoseunderwhichtheJuneI spill ofII0percentsaturationwouldbeexceeded,
testwereconducted),theplungepoolinthestilling
basinofthedam immediatelyupstreamwouldbe Attherequestofthosewho participatedinthe
shallowerbecauseofreducedtailwaters,Both developmentofthelowerSnakereservoir
factors would tend to reduce dissolved gas levels, drawdown alternatives, a test of I00 percent spill at
However, uausually low tailraces would make the Lower Granite was conducted on June l, 1991,
deflectors ineffective (at Lower Granite, Little The primary purposeof this test was to observe
Goose, and Lower Monumental dams),,causing a flow conditions below the dam that may occur if
substantialincrease in the downstream dissolved Lower GraniteReservoir was drawndown to
gas levels, ltis not possible to predict the overall elevation 710, and the other throe lower Snake
effect of these interacting factors, but it is likely reservoirs were maintained at MOP, Although
that dissolved gas levels would increase above Lower Granite Reservoir was maintained at MOP,
120 percent from Lower Granite downstream and general flow patterns should have been indicative of
could reach levels of 140 percent during periods of what would occur if the reservoir was operated at
spill caused by drafting, The problem would be 23 feet below MOP. Three spill patterns were
exaggerated over historical high dissolved gas tested over four hours, and flows were obaerved
levels as there would not be significant mixing with downstream of the powerhouse and the adult fish
turbine discharge flows (which do not elevate collection facilities, During ali spill patterns, a
background dissolved gas levels), Higher gas levels large counter.clockwise eddy was formed
would dissipate to some degree, but water would downstream of the powerhouse, Dissolved gas
still be supersaturated with dissolved gas when it levels measured during the spill test were initially
enters the forebay of the next dam downstream, approximately 101 percent and reached a high of
Based on past monitoring efforts, dissolved gas 137,9 percent at the ca)nclusion of the test,
levels would become progressively higher as the Although the head would be less under a drawdown
water passed over the four lower Snake River scenario, levels of dissolved gas are likely to
spillways, lt is possible to have dissolved gas exceed 120 percent because the spillway deflectors
levels ranging up to 135 to 150 percent maximums (flip lips) are ineffective under these conditions,
for the entire spill period in the lower dam Concentrations of dissolved gas would also depend
forebays. The level would greatly exceed State upon flows, A level of 100 kcfs was chosen for
standards of 110 percent saturation, See Section the teat, This represents a likely maximum during
4,2.1.7 for potential impacts of these levels, a low flow year, but could be greatly exceeded if

higher flows are present in 1992,
Drafting Lower Granite to near spillway crest and
the other Snake River projects to MOP might Drafting Lower Granite Pool to elevation 7I0 feet
require the entire fiver discharge to be passed over during the fish migration and the other lower Snake
the spillway at Lower Granite Dam only, In this River dams to MOP would likewise require the
even_.,gas supersaturation would again likely occur, entire river discharge to be passed over the
but the effect is not expected to be as severe as spillway at Lower Granite Dam only, Although
drafting all four reservoirs to spillway crest, head would be reduced when compared to normal
Because of the pool elevation in Little Goose operation, high flows and ineffective spillway
Reservoir, the Lower Granite spillway deflectors deflectors could result in dissolved levels in excess
might remain partially functional. Colder water of 120 percent and up to 140 percent, These levels
temperatures during the winter test window would would again dissipate downriver, although
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insufficient data exist to allow predictionof to those of a high flow year under present spill
longitudinalprofiles of saturation values, This conditions, perhaps 115 to 130 percent saturationin
would exceed State dissolved gas standards, the Snake River System for portions of the season,

Levels in the lower Columbia River would likely
Drafting Lower GraniteReservoir to 705 and Little correspondto maximumlevels observed during
Goose to an elevation at which the tadlwaterwould peak flow discharges as described for drafting of
be equivalentto near spillway (two-reservoirtest) lower Columbia River projects, Nighttime spilling,
from March 1 through 31 could have similar effects which increases saturation, would be expected
on gas saturation, but the test is designed to pass ali because of the power demand curves, If flow
flow through the powerhouse as long as possible, sugmentation is used in conjunction with
If spill was used to draft the reservoirs, the drawdown,gas supersatm_tionwould be increased
spillway deflectors would likely be ineffective, relative to the additionalflow over the spillways
tending to increa_ saturation levels, while the and would likely be similar to thatprojected for
shallower depth of the plunge pool would tend to drawdown, A similar effect may be anticipatedfor
decrease saturation levels, While one purpose of Brownlee although supportingdata were not
this test is to obtain information on gas saturation, available,
it is expected that supersaturation will occur, and

the actual test design mayhave to be adjusted to 4.1.2 Temperature
minimize supersaturation and to protect fall chinook

below Lower Granite, 4.1.2.1 Background

Drafting lower Columbia River projects would The major efl_t of the dams on the Columbia
result in higher dissolved gas saturation levels over River System on water temperature has been toexisting conditions downstream of the lower
Columbia River dams, More water, over and delay the thermal maximums occurring in late

summer, plus perhaps a slight increase in overall
above the spill agreement, would be released over average temperature (Vigg and Watldns, 1991),the spillways during the night because of low
nighttime power demands, Consequently, a larger This is Ixw..aus¢of two factors, First, upper SnakemadClearwater river reservoirs store heat in the

volume of water over a longer period would elevate surface layers, This heat is released in latedissolved gas saturation values near or above 120
summer to early fall, Second, the lower Snake

percent, with maximums up to 125 to 130 percent, River pools gain heat from the large surface area

Partial drawdowns (e,g,, McNary to 337 feet, John (larger than pre-dam) available for heat gain and
Day to 262,5 feet, and the balance of lower the slower travel time of water (increased hydraulic
Columbia River projects to MOP) would generally residence time) in the pool (slower than pre-dam),
exhibit dissolved gas levels that are between the However, Chapman et al. (1991) suggested that
existing conditions and drawing ali four lower average temperatures are slightly lower than pre-

dam conditions, indicating additional factors are
Columbia River project pools to MOP, Nighttime involved,
spills would again be anticipated, Thus,

supersaturation of 115 to 120 percent could be The water temperature monitoring at the Corps
expected, projectshas been part of the same program as

dissolved gas monitoring, Table 4,1-2 shows the
4.1.1.3 Flow Augmentation maximumwater temperaturesat the 17 monitoring

sites, Figures 4,1-6 through 4,1-9 show the
Dissolved gas supersaturation levels in the vicinity maximum and minimum water temperature at John
of the stilling basins would likely increase with Day, The Dalles, and Bonneville dams, and
augmented flows and would be proportional to the Warrendale for 1982 through 1990,additional amount of water released over the

spillways. No increases are anticipated in a low Water temperatures for 1990 in the John Day Pool
flow year (i,e,, no spilling), Water passed through ranged from about 50°F (10*C) in early April to
the turbines does not increase dissolved gas daily maximums of between 68 and 75"F (20 to
saturation, Although data were not readily 24°C) in late July and early August, The Dalles
available, it is expected the levels would correspond Pool varied from 52"F (li*C) in late April to a
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Table 4,1-2, Maximum water temperature(oC) Columbia River Basin,

Location 1990 1989 1988 1987 1986 1985 1984
J i illil iii ii iiiiii i i i li i i i iiillSii iii i i ii ii ii i iii ....

InternationalBoundary 17,6 19,1 18,7 16,9 24,1 22,1 20,3

Below GrandCoulee 19,7 i9,4 17,9 18,6 18,4 - -

Chief Joseph 19,9 19,4 19,3 2013 18,2 24,7 23,0

Wells 20,0 20,0 16,5 16,1 i5,5 - 22,3

Rocky Reach 21,0 20,2 15,7 17,4 16,9 26,5 22,3

Rock Island and Wanapum 23,8 21,3 17,0 18,2 17,8 - -

Priest Rapids 22,9 22,5 21,2 20,1 19,6 25,0 24,9

Lower Granite 26,5 21,7 24,4 23,5 24,8 25,5 22,9

Little Goose 26,9 24,7 25,5 25,9 25,8 19,9 18,5

Lower Monumental 25,9 25,0 24,3 24,8 24,8 19,1 18,5

Ice Harbor 26,7 25,4 23,1 24,8 26,7 15,7 18,2

McNary, WA 23,9 24,1 23,9 25,2 23,0 14,8 16,8

McNary, OR 23,8 23,4 24,5 23,4 24,7 19,9 16,2

John Day 25,2 22,3 23,7 25,0 22,8 17,9 15,5

The Dalles 24,2 21,7 23,4 23,6 23,3 22,7 19,3

Bonneville 23,2 25,4 22,2 22,2 23,2 21,8 20,3

Warrendale 23,2 21,5 22,0 22,0 22,8 25,0 23.4

Source: Corps, 1990b,

maximum of about 73°F (230C) in early August, year (1987 and 1984, respectively), These data
The Bonneville Pool varied from about 50°F illustrated the noticeable effect flow can have on
(10°C) in early April to maximum daily values of temperature, although air temperature also accounts
about 730F (230C) in earl) August, Downstream for variation in these profiles,
of Bonneville (at Warrendale) temperatures varied
from about 52°F (l l'C) in late April to daily 4.1.2.2 Drawdown Alternatives
maximums of about 730F (230C) in early August,
The air temperature for this period was 4,70F If the Snake River dams are drafted to MOP, water
(2,6*C) warmer than average inApril, 1,1°F temperatures might be altered because of decreased
(0,60C) cooler than average in May, and 50F surface area in the bat3kwatersand hence reduced
(2,8*C) warmer than average in September, June, solar heating, as well as increased water particle
July, and August were slightly below average, A velocity (flow through the system), lt is likely that
comparison with the earlier year's data,_ggests the suchchangeswould fall within the range oftypical
significant influence air temperature has on the temperatures for the existing system, A drawdown
overall water temperature, extending into August would result in the most

Table 4, 1-3 provides temperature ranges during the noticeable elevation in temperature,
spring and summer of a typical low and high flow _f

7
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Summary of Dally Max/MIn Water Temperatures
Station 3757- JDA
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Figure 4,1-6, Maximum and minimum water temperatures at John Day Pool,

Summary of Daily Max/Min Water Temperatures
Station 3700- TDA
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Figure 4,].7, Maximum and minimum water temperatures at The Da]]¢s Pool,
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Summaryof DallyMax/MlnWaterTemperatures
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Figure 4,1.8, Maximumand minimumwatertemperaturesat BonnevillePool,
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Figure 4,1.9, Maximum and minimum water temperatures at Warrendale, Oregon,
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T_ble 4,1-3, Temperaturedata for lower Snake River, typical low-flow sad high-flow year,--_-_ _ i _ - - _ iii IlL _ [ii Iiii - i i illll i L_ - .................... :aoi_

1987 1984
I . _. - " ' . I I I t I I H ,I

Project/Month Tem.p, (°F) Temp, (OF)
__--- iii,i ii i,i ii i i i l,il ..... i Ii ii ,, i ii iii I liiil i i ......

McNary
April 45-52 47-49
May 52-56 48-55
June 56.66 54-60
July 66..69 60-67
August 69-70 67-72
September 66-70 63-69

Ice Harbor
April 46-56 -
May 55-59 52-54
June 59-67 54-60

July 68.70 60-70
August 70-72 70-72
September 67-71 63-71

Lower Monumental

April 45.53 45-50
May 54-58 50-54
June 57-66 54,.61

July 66-71 61-71
August 70-71 72-73
September 66-71 63-73

Lower Granite

April 46-53
May 51-59
June 58-72

July 68-72
August 70-72
September 62-73

Source: Corps, Walla Walla District, unpublished data,
_ ,, _ . , |,, , . , li li, li ,H i

Drafting lower Snake projects to near spillway crest increase because of decreased mixing time of
might alter thermal characteristics because of reservoirsat drawdown, and loss of he.at buffering
reducedheatexchangeandincreasedwaterparticle capacitybecauseofdecreasedreservoirslz¢,
velocity (flow), While it is not possible to predict However, average water temperatures might
the overall effect with certainty, a shift of several decrease if incr_ water particle velocity (flow)
degrees 34 to 36'F (1 to 20C) could occur during is sufficient to prevent thermal equilibrium with the
the summer months, with thermal maximums atmospheric temperature, If drawdown is extended
occurring _rlier in the season (Vigg and Watkins, into August, more nottc_tble increases in tempera-
1991), Daily temperature maximums might ture might be observed, Recent unpublished Corps
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modeling data (COLTEMPModel) suggested that. t Partialdrawdown of the JohnDay _nd McNary
slight increase in avertge temperaturemay occur, pools would not be as dramatic'M drawing down

ali four lower Columbia reservoirs, The water

Impactsassociated with other operating scenarios temperaturesin the John Day and McNary pools
on the Snake River (e,g,, draftingLower Granite to would be closer to existing conditions, The water
710 or spillway crest) would be similar but less temperaturesin The Dalles and Bonneville pools
pronounced, Minor impacts might occur to thermal might reachdaily water temperaturemaximum
characteristics,perhaps with a temporal shift in levels thatare sUghtlyhigher than existing
n_udmum system temperature,a slight increaseor conditions, The maximumwater temperaturesat :,
decrease in daily m_imums and minimun_, and Warrendalendght, therefore, generally be warmer
limited changes in overall system average than existing conditions, Changes of up to few
temperatures, degrees Fahrenheit mightbe observed, However,

average temperatures might not exceed the range
Drafting Lower OraatteReservoir to near spillway found under existing conditions, An extended
crest andLittle Goose to an elevation at which the drawdown into August would exhibit the most
tailwater would be equivalent to near spillway (two- noticeable changes,
reservoir test) from March 1 through 31 is not

expectedto havepronounce_effectson system 4,1.2.3 Flow Augmentation
temperature, The downstreamreservoirs have not
yet experienced the summerwarn_g cycle and are Flow augmentationmay significantly affect
closer in temperatureto the released water, temperaturecharacteristics,especially as,,mciated
Perhaps a 1 to 2°F(0,6 to 1,1°C) shift may be with rel_ from DworshakReservoir, Data
noted, well within normaltemperaturevariation, from the September 1990 flow releases test

illustratedpotentialthermal impacts of flow
Drafting the lower f'_lumbia projects to MOP attgmentationfrom Dworshak, lt must be noted,
would also exhibit similar effects, The decreased however, thatbecause the test was conducted in the
water volume (mass) and decrea.uxldepth would fall, atmospherictemperaturesand average water
reduce the heat buffering capacity of the reservoir temperatureswere dropping, Excerpts from a
pools, Thus, they would more rapidly come into memorandumfor record (Turner, 1990) detailing
equilibrium with air temperature, The water these impacts follow:
temperaturewould thus be subject to greater

fluctuations, and daily maximumscould increase 'On September4, 1990, the Reservoir
and minimums decrease, However, the increased Control Center increa._ the Dworshak
water particle velocity and decrea._t surface area Dam discharge, achieving full powerhouse
would tend to offset increases in average discharge of 9,5 kcfs on September 8,
temperatures, Thus, daily maximums would likely Along with this flow increase, water
increase to levels near those recorded as the temperature was decreased from 53 to 470F
maximum (1982 to 1989) daily water temperatures (11,6 to 8,3°C) over 4 days, then this
during July, August, and even September, These temperaturewas held at 47°F (8,3°C) until
maximumscould be reached several weeks earlier September 17, after which it was increased
than usual in Lake Umatilla because of its again to 53°F (11,6°C) by September21,
shallowness, and somewhat earlier in lakes Celilo The temperatureschedule was based
and Bonneville, However, average water primarily on coordinationwith the
temperaturesmight not significantlychange, but Dworshak National Fish Hatchery, They
could be lower or higher depending upon surface to withdraw water from the north fork

volume ratios, depth profiles, and hydraulic ClearwaterRiver for hatcherysupply, The
residence time, lt is likely that each reservoir implemented schedule was based on the
would experience a slightly differentimpact, maximum temperaturedecreases that
becau_of these factors, An extended drawdown hatchery biologists felt fish could tolerate
in August would exhibit the most noticeable without creating unacceptableimpacts on
changes, fish growth in raceways and egg

development, Thus, a cold-water discharge
was provided for 17 days, with a total
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release volume of about320 KAF into the Columbia River Inter'tribalFish Commission
lower Snake River in an attemptto cool the (CRITFC)to lower Snake,Rlver temperaturesin
fiver down, Average Ice Harbordischarge late summerto a target level of 680F (20oc), The
for the monthof Septemberwas 25,9 kcfs, scenario was to release cold water from Dworshak

and store warm water, to the extent possible, at
The Dworshakreleases had a significant Brownlee, This combinationof _tlons was felt to
effect on water temperaturesat the have the greatestopportunityto achieve the target
Dworshak hatcheryand Potlatch, temperatu_ at Ice Harbor,
ClearwaterRiver temperaturesdroppedto
53 to 54'F (11,6 to 12,2"C) and entered Preliminarymodeling results (see Appendix K)
the Lower Granitereservoiralong with questionwhether the temperatureobjectives could
Snake River water which was considerably be satisfied, There are furtherquestions over the
warmer, holding 720F (22ec) during the availabilityof large volumes of water for release in
early days of the test (Figure 4,1-10), late summer,Igiven potential use of storage for
Following test releases, ClearwaterRiver spring flow augmentationor for refill of mainstem
temperatures increased to 57'F (14'C), reservoirs after drawdown, effects on Dworshak
about 8 degrees cooler than at the beginning hatcheryoperations, and other issues, In view of
of the release, these questions, the cooperatingagencies were not
, able to complete the full level of environmental
Lower Granite temperatures were not analysis on this alternative in the draft OA/EIS;
affected very swiftly by the Dworshak however, the agencies remain committed to inves-
rely, Project temperaturesremained at tigating this concept.
70 to 710F (21,1 to 21,60C) until
September 17, when temperaturesdropped The proposed temperaturecontrol test, draftingup
to 67°F (19,4°C) by September 20 (Figure to 20 feet from Dworshak in August (10 kefs for
4,1-10), This was about 2 weeks after 20 days) is expected to have a significant impact on
beginning the cold Dworshak releases, temperatureat L,ower Granite,but a negligible
Temperature profiles showed surface impact at Ice Harbor Dam. Figures 4,1-10 and
reservoir temperaturessimilar to Snake 4.1-11 present the results of the most recent Corps
River inflows, dropping gradually with modeling using the COLTEMP model, These
depth and showing a more pronov.nced results suggest the primaryimpact is an anticipated
decrease with depth in the upper portions of shift in the temperature profile of approximately 2
the reservoir (Figures 4,1-11 and 4.1-12). to 3 weeks at Lower Granite, but no noticeable
These effects became more pronounced on differences at Ice Harbor Dam.
the September 24 sampling trip, which
indicated that the colder Clearwater River Discharges from Dworshak in the spring (e,g,,
water, rather than mixing with the much May 100 kcfs/900 KAF) would not be expected to
warmer Snake River water at the con- have as pronounced an effect on the system thermal
fluence, flowed under the Snake River profile, as summer warming of the SnakeRiver
water because of its higher density and and reservoirshas not yet occurred, which creates
flowed in a density currentto _tially fill the largertemperaturedifferential. However,
the dead storage space in the reservoir, It depending upon release point, noticeable decreases
took about 2 weeks for the firstof this deep (perhaps5 to 10*F [2.8 to 5,6"C] maximum) may
water to reach the project and influence be observed in the Clearwater River, depending
temperature there," upon spring air temperatureprofiles, Detailed

modeling results were not available for this
The Corps evaluated_on a preliminary basis the scenario.
feasibility of using cool water releases to moderate

late summer temperaturesat the mouth of the Snake Vigg and Watkins (1991) noted that cold-water
River, This was done by operatingtemperature rel_ from Dworshak Dam directly conflict with
and hydrologic models to simulate the effects of the downstream requirementsof the Dworshak
such releases, This analysis was developed National Fish Hatchery for wanner water to rear
specifically in response to a request from the summersteelhead and spring chinook, A water
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temperaturestudy sponsored by the Nez Perce However, localized mixing zone areas could
Tribe for the ClearwaterRiver is currently experience radical changes(e,g',, pure effluent) if
underway;this studymightyield additiomduseful permitted(and unpermitted)point source discharges
informationon potential thermal impacts, (i,e., discharge pipes) are exposed because of

drawdown. This would be a violation of State
Flow augmentation from the ColumbiaRiver gandards, Increased flush_g might increase
mainstem would come from the GrandCoulee and phytoplanktondensity because of nutrientloading,
Mica. This would result in the spillway release of This increased density might be offset by a
water above normal operatingconditions, It is reduction in the critical depth (depth to which
likely thatthis wouldshift waterqualityparameters phytoplanktongrowthcouldoccur) because of
to values normally observed during a high flow increased sediment turbidityand decreased clarity,
year (i,e., _tillwithinthe range reported for the Decreased pool elevation would limit the aquatic
existing Columbia River System), Thermalprofiles weed growth zone, reducing opacity resulting from
would likely be shifted, as described for draftingof the organisms, The pH would also be lowered
lower Columbia River projects, This effect is not because of changes in the organisms, and the day to
expected to be nearly as significant as that night variationsin dissolved oxygen would be
described and tested for Dworshak Reservoir reduced.
because of the differences in source locations of the

reservoir water and their topographic profiles. Drafting the lower Columbia River dams to MOP
Because water from Grand Coulee is expected to be might result in a few noticeable effects to water
warmerthan water at Dworshak when released, it quality. There would be localized water quality
will warm further as it moves downstream, changes because of exposed sewer outfalls in the

JohnDay, Bonneville, and The Dalles pools. Also,

4.1.3 Turbidity and Other Water there wouid be a change in the corresponding

Quality Parameters mixingzone characteristicsbecausedischarges
would occur near or at the surface as compared to

4.1.3.1 Drawdown Options the submerged discharges of the existingconditions, This could result in a violation of State
and Federal standardsand conditions of NPDES

Effects to turbidity and other water quality permits, During low flow years, further flow
parameters would be minimal as the result of
drafting Snake River projects to MOP. Increased reduction from mid-July through mid-September
dissolved oxygen levels might be observed if could create opportunity for localized proliferation
continuous spill were required, and localized of algae, which can cause localized changes in pH
increases in turbidity noticed for short periods, and dissolved oxygen levels. Localized elevated
Other parameters would be expected to fall within turbidity levels along ,someshorelines, quiescent

embayments, and near tributary entrances to the
historical ranges for the existing system, mainstem Columbia River might also occur but are

not expected to be a system-wide water quality
Drafting several reservoirs to near spillway crest iS,Sl,le.
might have noticeable effects. Higher flows,
increased velocity, and exposed reservoir littoral
areaswould ali serveto increaseturbidity, 4.1.3.2 Flow Augmentation
Depositional areas would be altered, and noticeable
clarity changes are anticipated. An initial flush of Water quality effects to additional parameters

would be more noticeable in the Snake River
previously deposited sediments might occur
resulting in temporary but noticeable increases to system. This is because Browtdee and Dworshak
turbidity, Dissolved oxygen levels would also have radically different water quality. Brownlee
increase, paralleling dissolved gas increases, Other Reservoir is dominated by middle Snake River
water quality parameters are not expected to be water, which is considered to be poor quality
greatly affected. These effects would also be because of high nutrients, very high dissolved
anticipated for the March two-reservoir test at solids, and possible contaminants (e.g., pesticides)
Lower Granite and Little Goose, associated with the high percentage of irrigation

return water. The suauner water temperature of
the Snake River mainstem is also elevated (up to
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approximately 10*F [5.6'C]) in comparison to Brownlee Reservoir are extremely productive in the
surrounding rivers, summer and the reservoir,is essentially eutrophic,

with low levels of oxygen at depthsover 100 feet
In contrast, Dworshak Reservoir is oligotrophic and and has a distinct thermocline (thermally stratified),
the water quality of the ClearwaterRiver is Oxygen and temperatureproblemsalso preclude the
excellent (i,e,, pristine), The reservoir is also deep development of any significant salmonid fishery in
and stratified, with a large body of constant the reservoir, During August and early September,
temperature cold water (39 to 41*F; 4 to 5'C). water temperature above 100 filet exceed 700F
Therefore, excluding the effects of the Salmon (21"C). Below 100 feet, where suitable
River (also pristine) and the GrandeRonde, the tt_mperaturesfor salmonids are found, dissolved
general chemical quality of the lower Snake River oxygen concentrations of 0 to 3 ppm limit the
(below Clearwaterconfluence) is expected to reflect ability of fish to use this zone.
the differential releases from Brownlee and

DworshaL Hence, flow augmentationfrom 4.1.4 TOXlCSand DiseaseOrganisms
Brownlee would tendto degrade the existing

chemical water quality of the lower Snake River, During seeping and deliberations before the seeping
with the lower bound water quality slightly superior process, contaminated sediment in the Snake-
to that of the existing Brownlee Reservoir. Clearwater River confluence area was identified as
Conversely, flow augmentation fromDworshak a possible concern with reservoir drawdown.
would tend to slightly improve the existing Drawdown could cause sediment to be resuspended
chemical water quality of the lower Snake River, and carried downstream, posing a possible hazard
Combinations of releases from both reservoirs to those who use the Columbia Snake River waters
would likely not alter most chemical quality for a variety of purposes. Potential risks from
parameters significantly beyond the typical ranges existing waste dumps and exposed sewer outfalls
and fluctuations now observed on the lower Snake also could result from the proposed actions.
River,

4.1.4.1 Contaminated Sediments
A controlled-flow study (Bayha, 1974), performed

between March 20 and March 25, 1973, illustrated In order to evaluate potential chemicals posing a
the relationship between flow and water quality in possible health hazard in the Columbia-Snake River
the Snake River from Hells Canyon Dam to the System, a preliminary human health risk evaluation
mouth of the Grande Ronde River. The data based on EPA Risk Assessment Guidance (EPA,
obtained during the study were not completely 1989) was conducted. People most likely to be
adequate to describe reservoir water quality or exposed are residents and visitors from surrounding
year-round conditions in the Snake River. communities using the system for recreation.
However, these data provided a summary view of Potential pathways for exposure to chemicals are
non-sumner conditions at various flow levels below eating fish, incidental drinking of surface water
Hells Canyon Dam. Appendix A presents water while swimming, skin contact with surface water
quality of samples from above and below while swimming, sediment ingestion from exposed
Brownlee, Oxbow, and Hells Canyon dams. The mud flats, and skin contact with sediment in
waters of the reservoirs are homogeneous in the exposed mudflats.
spring, arid no changes in the chemistry of waters

released from these reservoirs at various flow rates Maximum chemical concentrations in sediments for
were reported, the Snake-Clearwater River confluence area were

evaluated (Battelle, 1986; Corps, 1987). Interstitial
The data in Appendix A do not indicate what water concentrations (i.e., water within the
conditions would exist during warm summer sediment) were calculated using equilibrium
months, but earlier reports described summer partitioning coefficients. These coefficients allow
reservoir conditions. For example, Goodnight estimates of contaminant distribution between

(1971) performed limnological and water quality sedime,nts and water (interstitial). The interstitial
sampling (Appendix A). Using total dissolved water concentrations estimated were then assumed
solids and total alkalinity as indices of productivity to represent surface water concentrations in the
of lake waters, it was concluded that the waters of river. This is an extremely conservative
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assumption (i,e,, overestimationof risk) because it determiningrealistic exposure conc4mtntttonsresults
does not consider factors thatwould dilute in overestimatesof potentialhealth risks, It should
concentrationsdue to fiver volume and other tlso be notedthatdilution and diminishing effects
dimini_;hingeffects. If dilution and diminishing associatedwith increasedwater release from
effects were considered, the surfacewater exposure upriverhydro facilities were not considered in the
concentrationswould be reducedby several orders development of water column concentrations,
of magnitude. These factorswould significantly reduce potential

concentrationsand, thus, reduce potential health
The humanhealth risk evaluationindicatedpotential risks, Increasedsediment suspension and
concern(i.e,cancerriskinexcessofonechancein depositionwouldbeexpectedwithlargeinfluxesof
1,000,000ofcontractingcancerina lifetime)for water,thoughthesignificanceoftheselevels
several chemicals includingpolytromatic cannotbeas_e.ss_basedon available information.
hydrocarbons (PAHs), pesticides (e,g., DDD and
DDE), and metals. Organic constituents(i,e., To provide a more realisticevaluation of potential
PAHs and polychlorinatedbiphenyls (PCBs)) healtheffects associated with exposure to
showed potentialconcern to humanhealth through Columbia-SnakeRiver water and sediment,
fish ingestion, skin contact from swix_g and additionalmedia-specific data (i,e,, sediment, water
sediments. Cancer risk ranged froma low of column, and fish tissue concentrations)would be
4,13E-08 (incidentalingestion of surface water) required, In addition, specific demographic
(e,g., approximatelyfour chances in 100,000,000 informationwould allow a more realistic
of contractingcancer or 4,13 x l0s) to a high of characterizationof populationsor sensitive
1.13E+00 (dermal contactwith sediment), subgroups thatmay be at potential risk,
Non-carcinogenlc effects rangedfrom a low of

1,81E-05(incidentalingestionofsurfacewater)to 4.1.4.2 Existing WasteDumps
ahighofI,15E+ 02 (dermalcontactwith

sediments).Summarytablesofintakesand DuringconstructionoftheLewistonlevees,a
estimatedriskarepresentedinAppendixB. considerablemount oftoxicandorganicwaste
However, these risks can be brought into material was placed in a landfill, The fill location
perspective through some comparison with is on the north bank of the Snake River at the
commonplace risks, For example, over a 70 year mouth of the Clearwater, The site was used as a
lifetime a person has a 1.9E-01 chance of dying source of fill material for the Lewiston levees,
from complications induced by smoking,

The composition ofthe buffed contaminantsis
Metals were not evaluated for potential health unknown. The Corps will initiate contact with the
effects fromwater exposure, Generally, metals EPA and the proper Idaho authorities to begin
have a low absorption rate. Thus, water contact investigating these contaminants, The Corps
activities (e,g,, swimming) are not of concern, (Walla Walla District) is expecting to check its
Because most metals do not accumulate in most sampling design and schedule with the Seattle
aquatic organisms, eating fish may also not be a District, which is the Hazardous and Toxic Waste
concern, Metals can be Picked up through direct Design District for the North Pacific Division,
skin contact with sediments, However, mercury

can be converted in aquatic sediments to a form Normal pool elevation of Lower Granite Reservoir
that is both more toxic (methylated mercury) and causes approximately half the fill area to be
readily accumulated in fish. The potential for toxic submerged. By lowering the pool, groundwater
effects from organic mercury cannot be evaluated enclosed within the fill area might migrate through
with the available exposure concentration the landfill liner and into the fiver, However,
information, health risks from potential exposure to encapsulated

waste cannot be evaluated at this time because of
There is considerable uncertainty in the evaluation, insufficient contaminant concentration information,
Generally, uncertainty is due to variability in
exposure input parameters, contaminant transport
modeling, toxicological evaluation of contaminants,
and analytical data, A lack of system modeling fear
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4.1.4.3 Exposed Sewer Ouffalls 4.1.5 Summary
i

Lowering reservoir levels on the Columbia-Snake The water quality of the system is complex;
River could expose sewer outfalls, Localized water however, impactsare identifiable on a generalized
quality changes could be expected because of these basis, Key impacts to water quality associated with
exposed outfalis, particularly in the more developed drawdown or flow augmentation(or combinations
lower ColumbiaRiver pools, There would be a thereof) involve dissolved gas saturation,
change in the mixing zone characteristicsbecause a temperature,and possibly turbidity, Dissolved gas
reduced pool level would cause mu'facedischarges, levels already exceed State standardsof 110 percent
as compared to the submerged dischargesof the madare expected to increaseunder almost tll
existing conditions, This action mightcause health options. Some dissolved gas levels would result in
impacts as well as violations of permitregulations, a greater deviation from standard, with potential
Health risks from such potentialexposurescannot maximums greater than 140 percent in some cases,
be fully evaluatedat this time because of Thermal char_teristlcs would be altered, Annual
insufficient informationon outfall locations and temperaturemaximums might occur earlier, Daily
elevations, and on contaminant concentrations, temperaturevariationswould be greater, On

average, Snake River reaches might be cooled
Two specific potential exposures have been slightly, and lower Columbia reaches warmed
identified through review of the draft OA/EIS, The slightly, State temperaturestandardsmight be
existing outfall pipe from the City of Bingen exceeded in limited instances, Turbiditymay not
(Washington) wastewater treatmentfacility has an be noticeablyaffected on a systemwide basis;
invert elevation of 71,8 feet in the Bonneville Pool, however, small localized impactswould occurwith
Due to the water surface profile, a reservoireleva- potential for exceedence of State standardsat these
tion at Bonneville Dam of 70 feet (MOP) cones- locations, Otherwater quality parametersare not
ponds to a surface elevation of about 72,3 feet at expected to be significantly changed on a system-
Bingen, Consequently, it is possible that the wide basis, Reduced water levels might expose
Bingen outfall would be near or at the surface if effluent dischargepipes, affecting mixing zones and
Bonneville were lowered to MOP, The City of resulting in potential exceedence of water quality
Bingen has expressed concern over their ability to criteria or standards and violation of NPDES
meet water quality discharge criteria under these permit requirements at discharge points,
conditions (personal communication, Charles B,
Long, Mayor, City of Bingen, November 11, Finally, considerable uncertainty exists with regard
1991), to conditions affecting the risk from contaminated

sediment to humans. Additional information must

The other known potential exposure is the City of be gathered before an accurate appraisal of health
Clarkston sewage outfall. The Clarkston treatment risk can be made,
plant has two outfall pipes at different elevations in

the Lower Granite Pool (personal communication, 4.1.6 Mitigation
JohnSimsandLarry Esvelt, City of Clarkston,
October 31, 1991). The higher outfall, which may The primary water quality impact would be
be used primarily for overflow, appears to be associated with gas supersaturation caused by
between 6 and 15 feet below the existing normal increased spill, This impact could be minimized by
water level (about elevation 735 to 737 feet), reducing spill amounts as problems develop. An
Consequently, this pipe could be exposed with any additional measure developed to reduce gas
of the drawdown options that would draft Lower supersaturation associated with spill are flip lips in
Granite below approximately 720 to 730 feet. The spill bays. These devices, however, are only
significance of this exposure would depend upon effective over a limited flow range. A potential
the City's ability to use the lower pipe, and on the longer term mitigation measure could be to
duration of the drawdown, construct addihonal flip lips and to develop devices

that might function under higher spill conditions
and reduced reservoir elevations.
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Turbidity effects might be reducedby addltiomd
shorelineprotection, Potentialproblems associated

' with sewer outfaUexposure might be mitigated by
extension of such fa_ilitles so that they function
under lower pool elevations,

No readily implementable measure to ameliorate
temperature effects is available,
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4.2 ANADROMOUSFISH

Considerable uncertainty exists regarding the relationship between water particle tra_,el time, juvenile travel time,
and juvenile sur_'tval; tiffs uncertainty ts greatest for flows generally above 85 kcfs in the Snake River and 220

kcfs in the Columbia Rtver, Reported are differing compart_ns of this relationship that bracket the range of
values that ma5' be expected pdmartly for yearling juveniles, No clear relationship exists for subyearllng fall
chinook or sockeye juveniles, although increased flow _ate appears to reduce travel time, The information
presented encompasses differing juvenile travel ttme estimates and calculates the corresponding juventle survival
relationship for yearling juveniles by utilizing etther a 0,7 percent Increase tn survival per day travel time ts
reduced or models depicting historical survival,

Alternative/Option Potential Significant Impacts (Positive and Adverse)

Reservoir Drawdown

Snake River

Ali 4 projects to MOP , Water particle travel time reduced by a maximum 7 percent
(April I to July 31) (normally half of this) over entire range of flows,

• • Smolt travel time reductions through Lower Granite Pool
(assuming, because of lack of specific data, that smolt travel time
is equal to water particle travel time) would be the same a.schanges
in water particle travel thne over the entire flow range (maximum 7
percent reduction [normally half of this]),

• Minor potential smolt travei time changes would occur from Lower
Granite Dam to Ice Harbor, most changes less than 1day reduction,
or 6 percent maximum change from existing conditions,

• Absolute percent smolt survival increases from Lower Granite Pool
to Ice Harbor Dam, depending on the models used, ranges from 3,9
to 0.2 percent maximum (normally half these values) at medium
flow (80 kcfs), with lower percent increases at htgher flows.

• Minor reduction in rearing habitat for subyearllng chinook,

Ali 4 projects to near spillway crest • Water particle travel time reduced by about 54 percent over entire
(April 15 to August 15) range of flows,

• Smolt travel time from Lower Granite Pool potentially reduced
significantly, depending on the model, by 17,4 to i0,8 days at a
low flow of 40 kcfs, by 4,6 to 3,7 days at a medium flow of 80
kcfs, and greater than 2,2 days to less than 0,7 days at a high flow
of 120 kcfs,

• Absolute smolt survival change is unknown but may be worsened
from existing conditions by 1) elimination of fish transport from
all Snake River facilities subjecting typically transported fish to
longer travel times, 2) increased mortality from significantly
increased highgas supersaturation levels, 3) increased downstream
predation and turbine mortality for typically transported fish,
4) significant loss of shallow.water rearing habitat in the Snake
River, and 5) reduced benthic and pelagic food production,

• Elimination of all adult fish passage during drawdown and rese_,oir
refilling period, eliminating passage of all spring and summer
chinook,

• Temperature peak would be shifted several weeks earlier, possibly
impeding early portion of tlm adult run. Cooler temperatures could
benefit later portions of the run.
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Anadromous Fish (continued)
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Alternative/Option Potential Significant Impacts (Positive and Adverse)
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Reservoir Drawdown (continued)

Snake Rl_'er (continued)
Ali 4 projects to near spillway crest , Similar to spillway drawdown to August 15 except with a decrease
(April 15 to Juno 15) in duration ofce_ln negativeeffects (e,g,, reduced food production,

tncrea._d predation, gas supersaturation mortality, effects from
elimination of bypass/collection/transport facilities),

, Reduced adver_ effects toadults trodsubyearling chinook relative to
longer drawdown as discussed above,

Lower Granite to near spillway crest , Effects similar to reduction to MOP except as discussed below,

(Fcbruar3' 1993 or July 15 to , Water particle travel time reduced by about 3,5, 1,6,and 0,8 days
August 15) over flows of 40, 80, and 120kcfs through Lower Granite pool

(others see above),
, Survival increases, similar to reduction to MOP for ali Snake River

Projects, would occur with summer test (no fish tn February) but
may be less for reasons presented for reduction to near sptllway
crest (see above),

• The July option of this alternative proposed to be conducted during
the latter part of the subyearling smelt migration, Effects on travel
time and survival of these fish are unknown,

• During the July and August alternative although turbine mortality
would be eliminated at Lower Granite Dam, juvenile subye.arling
survtval may be worsened because 1) no juvenile fish transport
from Lower Granite Darn, 2) increased mortality from high gas
supersaturation in Little Goose Pool, 3) increased predation in
Lower Granite Pool from predator concentration, 4) possible
increased spillway passage mortality, 5) increased downstream
turbine passage and predation mortality for fish typically
transported, and 6) reduced shallow.water rearing habitat in Lower
Granite Pool,

• No adult passage above Lower Granite during drawdown periods,
affecting adult summer chinook and lesser portions of fall chinook
and summer steelhead,
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Anadromous Fish (contlnt.led)
I ,

Alternatlve/Ol_tion Poto,ntlal Significant Impacts (Positive and Adverse)
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Reservoir Drawdov,'ll (continued)

Snake Rl_'er (continued)

Lower Granite to 710 feet, others to , Effects shnllar to reduction to MOP except as discussed below,
MC)I-"(April 15 to June 15) , Water particle travel time reduced by 2,3, 1,2,and 0,8 days for

flows ranging from 40, 80, and 120 kcfs, respectively, In Lower
Granite Pool or aleut 44 percent from extstlng (others shown
above),

, Assume smelt travel time potentially reduced through Lower
Granite Pool the same as water particle travel time,

0 Absolute smelt mortality through Lower Granite Pool potentially
reduced by 1,6,0,8, and 0,6 percent for flows 40, 8(1,and 120kcfs,

, respectively, if _ travel time is considered,

, Although turbine mortality would be reduced atLower Granlw
Dam, other factors will possibly reduce,overall survival Including:
1) no transport of fish from Lower Granite Dam, 2) Increased
mortality from higher gas supersaturation levels in Little Goose
Pool, 3) Increased predation tn Lower Granite Pool on subyearllngs
from predator concentration, 4) possible Increased mortality from
spillway passage, 5) increased downstream turbine and predation
mortality for fish typically transported at Lower Granite, and
6) reduced shallow-water rearing habitat in Lower Granite Pool for
subyearllng chinook,

, Adult migration may be greatly Impededor eliminated at Lower
Granite,

Lower Granite/LittleGoose drawdown , Effects similar to reduction to MOP except as discussed below,

test (March) • Water particle travel lime reduced by about 3,5, 1,6, and 0,8 days
over flows of 40, 80, and 120 kcfs through Lower Granite Pool,
Little Goose water particle travel reduc.edbetween MOP and
spillway crest (see above),

• Juvenile and adult passage survival not affected as limited passage
occumng,

, Potential reduced rearing habitat and tlabltat quality for fall chinook
in Little Goose and Lower Granite pools,

• Potential partial stranding of fall chinook fry or alevtns in gravel tn
Little Goose Pool,

• No adult passage above Little Goose during drawdown periods
delaying less than 3 percent of summer steelhead,
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Anadromous Fish (continu_)
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Alternative/Option Potential Significant Impacts (Positive and Adverse)
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Reservoir Drawdown (continued)

Lower Columbia , Water particle travel Umereduced by about 16to 19 percent from

Ali 4 projects to MOP maximum pool overentire range of flows, Actual reduction about
(April I to August 31) 10percent relative to existing operation,

• Smelt travel time through lower Columbia System potentially
reduced by 2,5 to 2,0 days at 160kcfs, 2,0 to 1,2 days at 200 kcfs,
and 1,6 to -0,5 at 260 kcfs,

, Absolute smelt survival through lowerColumbia System
potenUally increased by 1,8 to 1,4 percent at 160 kcfs, from 1,4 to
0,8 percent at 200 kcfs, and from 1,6 to -0,4 percent at 260 kcfs,

. At The Dalles, efficiency of sluiceway bypass could be reduced
forcing more fish through turbines increasing mortality,

• At John Day and McNary, turbine efficiency is reduced, potentially
increasing mortality of fish passing through turbines by about 1,3
and 1percent, respectively,

. Slight increase in gas saturation, especially under high flows, with
minor effects on fish,

• Minor reduction in shallow-water habitat reduces rearing habitat for
subyc_ltn8 chinook,

John Day at 262,5 feet, McNary at 337 • Water particle travel time reduced by about 12 to ld percent from
feet, reminder at MOP maximum pool over entire flow range,
(April 1 to August 31) • Smelt survival through lower Columbia System reduced by

slightly less than reduction for ali at MOP,
• At The Dalles, efficiency of sluiceway bypass could be reduced

forcing more fish through turbines, increasing mortality,
• Slight increase ingas saturation at The Dalles and Bonneville

with minor effects on fish, especially under high flows,
• Minor reduction in shallow-water habitat at The Dalles and

Bonneville not expected to cause adverse effects onrearing to any
stock,

Flow Augmentation • Although some alternatives include flow from Grand Coulee,
most flow augmentation alternatives occur primarily with water
from Dworshak, Hells Canyon, or a combination increasing flow
in the Snake River into the Columbia below the confluence of the
Snake and Columbia rivers. Available storage and discharge
capability will allow for a flow rate increase of 0 to 38 kcfs from
these two Snake River reservoirs, Available storage will allow
for limited periods of flow at these rates over what currently
occurs, As an example, only one of the alternatives will allow for
mo_e than 1 month of continuous flow increase of 20 kcfs over
what currently occurs from these projects, Ali of the alternatives
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Anadromous Fish (continued)

Alternative/Option Potential Significant Impacts (Positive and Adverse)
t_ ii Hi. ii ii i i i i

Flow Augmentation (continued) are designed to increase flog' in May, with some including parts of
April and June without consideration of the available flog, for later
periods, The exact flow wtll dependent on what ts currently
available and target flows selected, The alternative wtth flow from
Grand Coulee could increase flow by 0 kcfs to more than 30 kcfs
in the Columbia River only,

. Greatest effect on water particle travel time from high
augmentation of 20 kcfs: in the Snake River during low flow (60
kcfs) at maximum pool reduction would be 8 days, or 22 percent4
at medium flow (100 kcfs), the reduction would be.2,8 days, or 14
percent, In the Columbia River reach, the reduction ts from 5
days at low flow (100 kcfs) to 7 days at high flow (300 kcfs),

, Smolt travel time in the Snake River would be reduced by 4 to
8 days at low flow (40 kcfs) and 1 to 2 days at medium flow
(80 kcfs),

• In the Columbia River reach the reduction of smolt travel time
would be 2 to 3 days at low flow (160 kcfs) and 1 to 2 days at
medium flow (200 kcfs),

• Flow augmentation reduces available flow in the summer (July to
September) possibly affecting summer downstream migrants,

• Minor potential gas saturation level increases,
• No effect on adult migration,
• Effects on absolute smolt survival for both Columbia and Snake

River combined for a flow augmentation of 20 kcfs range from
5,6 to 14,2 percent for low flows (Snake 40 kcfs, Columbia 160
kcfs); 1,1 to 11,5 percent for medium flows (Snake 80 kcfs,
Columbia 200 kcfs); and 0,1 to 2,8 for high flows (Snake120
kcfs, Columbia 260 kcfs),

Combination • Effects additive; see drawdownand augmentation,

Temperature Control Test • Enhance upstream migration success of some fall chinook and
(A u gu st) steelhead in late August through early September by potentially

lowering temperature2 weeks earlier than cun'ent condition,
• Reduced growth of part of Dworshak hatcherysteelhead,
. Possible less water available for following spring releases,
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4.2 ANADROMOUS FISH

Considerable uncertainty exists regarding the relationship between water particle travel time, juvenile travel time,
and juvenile survival; this uncertainty is greatestibr flows generally above 85 kcfs in the Snake River and 220
kcfs in the Columbia River. Reported are differing comparisons of this relationship that bracket the range of
values that may be expected primarily for yearling juveniles, No clear relationship exists for subyearling fall
chinook or sockeye juveniles, although increased flow rate appears to reduce travel time, The information
presented encompasses differing juvenile travel time estimates and calculates the corresponding juvenile sur_'ival
relationship for yearhng juveniles by utilizing either a 0,7 percent increase in survival per day travel time is
reduced or models depicting historical survival.

Alternative/Option Potential Significant Impacts (Positive and Adverse)

Reservoir Drawdown

Snake Rirer

Ali 4 projects to MOP • Water particle travel time .reducedby a maximum 7 percent
(April 1 t.oJuly 31) (normally half of this) over entire range of flows.

• Smolt travel time reductions through Lower Granite Pool
(assuming, because of lack of specific data, that smolt travel time
is equal to water particle travel dme) would be the same as changes
in water particle travel time over the entire flow range (maximum 7
percent reduction [normally half of this]),

• Minor potential stool! a'avel time changes would occur from Lower
Granite Dam to Ice Harbor, most changes less than 1 cia),reduction,
or 6 percent maxirr,umchange from existing conditions.

• Absolute percent smolt survival increases from Lower Granite Pool
to Ice Harbor Dam, depending on the models used, ranges from 3.9
to 0.2 percent maximum (normally half these values) at medium
flow (80 kcfs), with lower percent increases at higher flows.

, Minor reduction in rearing habitat for subyearling chinook.

Ali 4 projects to near spillway crest • Water particle travel time reduced by about 54 percent over entire

(,April15 tOAugust 15) range of flows.
, Smolt travel time from Lower Granite Pool potentially reduced

significantly, depending on the model, by 17.4 to 10.8 days at a
low flow of 40 kcfs, by 4.6 to 3.7 days at a medium flow of 80
kcfs, and greater than 2.2 days to less than 0.7 days at a high flow
of 120 kcfs.

• Absolute smolt survival change is unknown but may be worsened
from existing conditions by 1) elimination of fish transport from
all Snake River facilities subjecting typically transported fish to
longer travel times, 2) increased mortality from significandy
increased highgas supers'auration levels, 3) increased downstream
predation and turbine mortality for typically transported fish,
4) significant loss of shallow-water rearing habitat in the Snake
River, and 5) reduced benthic and pelagic food production.

• Elimination of aU adult fish passage during drawdown and reservoir
refilling period, eliminating passage of all spring and summer
chinook.

• Temperature peak wouldbe shifted several weeks earlier, possibly
impeding early portion of the adult run. Cooler temperatures could
benefit later portions of the run.
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Proposed actions assessed in this OA/EIS are GranitePool (about 120 miles): From a similar
centered on the conceptof reducing the water study in 1988 (Kiefer and Forster, 1990b), spring
particle travel time (time it takes a unit of water to chinook mortalityand steelhead mortality from the
get from one point to another) down the Columbia- upper Salmon River to the head of Lower Granite
SnakeRiver System. (The traditionaland generally Pool (about420 miles) were estimated to be 63 and
accepted way to calculate theoretical water particle 85 percent, respectively. These results need to be
travel time is to divide reservoiror fiver reach consideredwith caution, as they were not intended
volume by daily discharge rate.) These alternatives to be used as an estimate of migration mortality;
are being considered primarilybecause of however, they suggest thatsignificant smolt
statements msde and datapresentedby the mortality can and does occur independentof effects
Columb,a Basin Fish and Wildlife Authority at the Federal projects. The sources of their
(CBFWA, 1991a) concerning the relationship mortality are not completely known. But Giorgi
between flow, water particle travel time, and (1991a) suggested several possible causes of this
juvenile (smolt) _dmon and steel.headsurvival, high mortalitythat may not have been present
The effect of flow on adult upstreammigration is historically. These factors include high BKD
also considered, disease among hatcheriesand wild spring chinook

stock, high numbers of hatchery-released fish
To evaluate the effects of the various options, a depleting the food source of the migration corridor
primary understanding of the relationship between (currently, 5 to 10 times the number of smolts are
water particle travel time (or flow) and fish travel present in the region thanwas there in the 1960s),
time (or survival) is discussed, followed by an large numbers of hatchery smolts adversely
assessment of othereffects of the various options, affecting migration behaviorof wild fish, and low
This evaluation is based on the most recent analysis vitality of hatchery stocks.
of these relationships.

4.2.1.1 Flow Effects on Survival
4.2.1 Juvenile Anadromous Fish

This section contains/bur parts: (1) a summary of
The following sections discuss the various factors current knowledge of the effects of flow on smolt
affecting smolt survival resulting from the travel time and survival, (2) a summary of the
alternativvs, The analysix;is limited to the affects effects of the various alternativeson water particle
that may occur while fish are passing through the travel time, (3) effects of the alternative.s on smolt
mainstem Snake and Lower Columbia River travel time, and (4) attempts to apply this
projects, information to the various alternatives to assess

effects on smolt travel time and survival.

lt is imtxmant to note that factors outside of the
project area have significant effects on downstream Current Knowledge of Flow, Travel Time, and
migrating sm,,It survival before they arrive at these Survival Reletionships. Overall, this OA/EIS
projects. There are indications that, historically, presents the scientific uncertainty that exists
mortality that occurred during migration in this regarding the relationship between flow, travel
system may have been quite low. Raymond (1979) time, and survival. This discussion presents a wide
found mortality of chinook yearlings from range in analyses among regional experts and their
Whitebird on the Salmon River to Ice Harbor Dam interpretations of the biological data. One analysis
(about 223 miles, with no intervening dams at the was not selected as fight or wrong, since all are
time) averaged 11 percent for three years. The based on the same database, which is very limited.
portions of this mortality that occurred in the river The Corps believes the public should be aware of
and in the reservoir are not known. However, this issue since the flow/travel time/survival
recent information on smolts that migrate down the relationships are the basis for the drawdown
rivers above Lower Granite Pool indicates these experiment. _veral primary sources have been
fish may have higher mortality. For example, used to assess the relationship between flow, fish
Kiefer and Forster (1990a) estimated 60 and 47 travel time, and survival: The Biological and
percent mortality of chinook and steelhead, Technical Justification for the Flow Proposal of the
respectively, during spring outmigration in 1989 Columbia Basin Fish and Wildlife Authority, by the
from the Crooked River to the head of Lower CBFWA (CBFWA, 1991a); (2) The FlowSurvival
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TravelTimeRelationship;Reviewand Analysisof CBFWA (1991a)-The authorsconcludethat

5upportiqf!fnormationandRationaleFor Flowsfor 'Traveltimeisa key migrationalcharacteristic

Juvenile Spring and Summer Chinook Migrations by reflecting the dynamics of the downstream
Ray Kindley of the Pacific Northwest Utilities migration of juvenile salmonids. The physiological
Conference Committee (IGndley, 1991); and (3) condition of smolts changes over the time they are

Biological Issues Pertaining to 5molt Migration and migrating. Travel time determines whether the
Reservoir Drawdown in the. Snake and Columbia remits arrive at the estuary during the biological
Rivers with Special Reference to Salmon Petitioned window, so they can successfully survive the
for Listing Under the Endangered Species Act transition to salt water. Travel time is inversely
(Giorgi, 1991b) by Al Giorgi of Don Chapman related to flow. With the present hydrosystem,
Consultants Inc. Several other sousces were also even extremely high flows cannot achieve pre-dam
reviewed but were used less extensively in the water velocities."
analysis. A brief summary of some of these
sources and their conclusions are presented below. The authors recommend flows of up to 300 kcfs in

the Columbia River and 140 kcfs in the Snake

The basic conclusion of the following reports is that River during peak spring outmigration (April 1 to
there is a statistically significant relation'ship Jlme 15) to protect downstream migrating smolts of
between smolt travel time and water flow, at least steelhead, chinook, sockeye, and coho. The
to some threshold flow level (80 to 10<3kcfs in the authors state, "The similarity of fish travel time to
Snake River and 190 to 240 kcfs in the Columbia water particle travel time indicates a causative,

River). The degree of this correlation varies by rather than simply a correlative, rehtion between
species, location, se.ason, and flow. While flow is flow and travel time of juvenile salmonids.'
strongly correlated with smolt travel speed or

survival at lower flows, its importance at higher The primary basis for these recommendations is
flows is less well defined and may not correspond data concerning flow, travel time, and survival.
with increased travel speed or survival in these The primary data presented are developed from
flow ranges. Also, the importance of flow in older (1973 to 1979) study data (Sims and
affecting the migration rate of some endangered or Ossiander, 1981) that show significanceand strong
potentially endangered stocks is less clear (fall correlation (usually P-less than 0.01, and r:
chinook and sockeye). There are various other greater than 0.8), based on seven annual data

factors that also correlate significantly with points, for the relationship between flow and travel
migration rate, including the level of smolt time and the relationship between flow and survival
development, of yearling chinook and st_lhead from the upper

Snake River Dam to The Dalles Dam. The flow

Reference is made throughout this section to the range of this analysis was 40 to 160 kcfs on the
terms "significant" and 'correlated." These terms Snake River and 115 to 340 kcfs on the Columbia
are used according to their statistical definitions. If River.

a relationship is significant, this indicates a
relationship other than just "random chance" is The authors conclude that flow affects survival of

occurring between two variables, lt does no.._! ali species and life stages even though spill was
indicate the strength of the relationship between the found to significantly relate to survival in these
variables. Correlation (described by an r2 value) earlier studies, md other factors recently found to
indicates the strength, or how closely matched, the correlate with travel time had not been tested in

measured data follow a predicted relationship. A earlier studies.
regression line is the most common method used of

predicting the relationship between variables. A There are several possibly negative effects of delay
low correlation (F near 0) means the predicted line in migration. Delay reduces success of survival in
is not a good fit with the measured data. A high the ocean either because the smolts do not arrive in
correlation (r: near 1) does fit the measured data the ocean when food is abundant or their

weil. Two variables can be significant, but be physiological development has proceeded
either weakly or highly correlated. The higher the improperly, leaving them unable to complete the
correlation, the stronger the relationship, normal transition from freshwater to saltwater.

The authors also suggest that predation may
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increase with lower flows because predatorsmay nmge of 190 to 240 kcfs in the lower Columbia
have easier access to smolts or because higher River do not appreciably redu_ travel time,"
water temperaturesassociated with lower flows

increase the food intake by the predators, Higher Kindleyanalyze_lthroeregions for yearling chinook
temperatures occurring later in the migration season smolt travel time relationships: the head of Lower
are believed to be detrimentalbecause they GranitePool to Lower GraniteDam, Lower
indirectly adversely affect survival (e,g., increase Granite Dam to McNary Dam, andMcNary Dam
predation and food requirements), to John Day Dam (John Day Pool), Generally,

when the data were available, Kindley found
Berggren and Filardo (1991) examined the aignificantrelationshipsbetwoen travel time and
relationshipsbetwoen flow and other variables to flow, release,date, and ATPase activity level
the travel time of yearling chinook salmon and (adenosine triphosphatase,a measure of smolt
steelheaxtin Le Snake River and subyearling development), Because there tre significant
chinook in John Day Pool. They conducted correlations among these factors, it is not possible
univariate analysis with just flow and then to determinewhich factor is the cause of the
multivariate analysis using flow and other variables, change in migration rate. Kindley found a negative
The Snake River analysis used data from 1982 relationship (i.e., slower migration correlated with
through 1990 and found yearling chinook travel higher flow) in one (nine fish recaptured) of the
time correlated with the reciprocal of flow two sets of data for Lower Granite Pool, 1989,
(r: - 0,43), Subyearling chinook travel time in the Flow was significantly correlated with yearling
John Day Pool (data from 1981 to 1983 and 1986 chinook travel time (with F values less than 0.66).
to 1988) was statistically significant but weakly Another significant but strongly correlated factors
correlated with the reciprocal of flow (r: = 0,33). were gill ATPase level and release date (r: value
Multiple regression analysis for yearling chinook in greater than 0.8).
the Snake River was significant and increased the
correlation (r: = 0.74) with the addition of two In studies that evaluated travel times for tagged
variables, days to prior arrival at the trap (as an yearling chinook released at Lower Granite and
indication of stage of smolt development) and recaptured at McNary Dam, flow (measured at Ice
change in flow. For subyearling chinook in John Harbor) versus smolt travel time did not have a

Day Pool multiple regression analysis was significant (p ffi 0,55, ra = 0.03) relationship while
significant and increased correlation (1":= 0.60) ATPase levels were significant and strongly
with addition of change in flow and release date correlated (r2 = 0.79). Kindley suggested that part
(also as an indication of smolt development). Flow of the flow problem might be that Columbia River
remained the primary component in both the Snake flows did not correlate with Snake River flows.
River and John Day Pool analysis, Berggren and
Filardo did not attempt any bivariate analysis with Kindley used data from 1986 to 1988 to assess flow
any other factor than flow. versus yearling chinook travel time relationships in

John Day Pool. Flow did have a significant and
The data sets predicted reduced travel time with strongly correlated relationship (pffi.0001, ra =
increased flow. The greatest effect on travel time 0.88) for the flow range of 135 to 285 kcfs.
occurred at lower flows, while changes were less Analysis conducted only on flows greater than 195
pronounced at higher flows. Berggren and Filardo kcfs revealed no significant relationship between
concluded that the similarities in water particle travel time and flow, while the release date was

travel time and smolt travel time suggest a significant for this reduced data set. A polynomial
causative and not a simple correlative relationship, regression of the whole data set indicated little

reduction in travel time for flows above 240 kcfs.

Kindley, 1991 - Using analysis of recent data (1986 Kindley concluded that travel time in John Day
to 1990) from the Snake and Columbia rivers, Pool improved as flows increased, but only to
Kindley concluded "Flow levels up to certain flow flows in the 190 to 240 kcfs range.
ranges decrease the travel times for migrating
juvenile chinook salmon. Travel time estimates Kindley concluded, "Water particle travel time is
indicate that flows in excess of a range from 85 to an unreliable predictor of juvenile spring and
95 kcfs in the lower Snake River and greater than a summer chinook travel time, Travel time is a
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product of many factors; flow is merely one factor, Giorgi (1991b) also summarized data on yearling
State of physiological development, or chinook smolt travel time ,throughJohn Day Pool,
smoltification, significantly influences travel time," The Fish Passage Center's (FPC's) analysis of data

from 1986 to 1988 indicated a significant and
Giorgi, 1992b - Giorgi examined the available strong relationship between flow and travel time
information on yearling chinook responses to flow and recommendedthat flows remain above 220 kcfs
in three regions: the Lower Granite Pool, the Snake during this below-average-flow year, Different
River from Lower Granite to McNary Dam, and approaches to these data resulted in different
John Day Pool. He found that while there are conclusions. For example, Kindley (1991) found
some significant relationships between flow and that a flow thresholdmay exist near 190 to 240
migration rate, they are not clear. He also found kcfs. Analysis of later data (1989 and 1990) by
very limited data demonstrating a relationship Kindley did not find consistent relationships
between increased flow and increased smolt between flow and travel time. Two regression
survival, models, log and polynomial, were evaluated to

predict yearling chinook smolt travel time. The log
Giorgi's review of data on the Lower Granite Pool model, developed by the FPC (1989), continues to
yearling chinook migration rate indicated that there show reduced travel times with increased flow, but
is a relationship between flow and migration rate, the relationship greatly diminishes at higher flows.
but the relationship is not consistent, This is The polynomial showed that travel time decreases
demonstrated by the fact that fish entering from the up to 200 to 240 kcfs,
Clearwater River migrate much more slowly than
fish entering from the Snake River, Although there In Giorgi's (1991b) assessment of survival data, he
are differences between studies, some studies found questioned the validity of relating these historical
that yearling chinook smolts generally moved twice values to flow because many other factors have also
as fast at 100 kcfs as at 50 kcfs, Other studies varied among years (e.g,, flows through turbines,
examining the data indicated that other factors bypass flows, and ,environmental factors). Giorgi
showed stronger correlations between travel time re-analyzed the historical survival versus flow
and flow, including release date and level of smolt indices and found the best fit of the data was a

development (as measured by gill ATPase activity), quadratic regression (r2=0,77). His analysis
indicated that the rate of survival rose little at flows

Giorgi (1991b) found that yearling chinook smolt greater than 100 kcfs in the Snake giver,
travel time data for the Snake River reach to

McNary Dam also had varying results, While Petrosky (undated) reanalyzed data from 1970 to
some data indicated a relationship between flow and 1980 estimating smolt survival in the Snake River
travel time, other sets showed no relationship but primarily using data from Raymond (1979). His
had strong correlations to release date or level of analysis suggested increased survival would occur
smolt development, In one ease, strong at flows higher than 85 kcfs. He concluded that an
downstream migration occurred at flows of 31 to exponential analysis (that is one that continues to
78 kcfs, The analysis of flow or other effects is increase with increasing flow) best fits the data
confounded because they are often correlated, but indicating significant and strong correlation to
the cause cannot be determined, increasing smolt survival with increasing flow (r: =

0.71), When he applied polynomial analysis
Giorgi (1991b) developed and examined varying (which he believed was not the best way to analyze
sets of regressions from historical to present data the data) to the data, his figures indicated
(1972 to 1987) to predict yearling chinook travel increasing survival even in the range of 85 to 110
time through Snake River to McNary Dam, The kcfs. He believed the exponential analysis is most
highest correlation model was a third order valid based on the fact that historical survival

polynomial (F'0.90) indicating no reduction in without dams was much higher for the same stretch
travel time at flows over 110 kcfs, In general, ali of river. Also, some of the data that suggested a
models indicated that little change in smoit travel leveling off of survival at flows in the range of 80
time occurs at flows greater than 80 to 100 kcfs, to 120 were from years when high mortality was

occurring in the river from increased gas
supersaturation, The total effect of this gas
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supersaturationcannot be determined, but at present capturedvaried from 85 to 103 kcfs at Lower
undernormalprojectoperationitisgenerallynot GraniteDam,
believedtobea problem,althoughitcouldbe.

4.2.1.2 Effects of Flow Options on
Few of the data examineddemonstrateda positive Water Particle Travel Time
relationship between travel time and increasod flow

for subyearling chinook. In addition, one study Based on the previous discussion, it is apparent that
(Sims and Miller, 1982; Miller and Sims, 1983, water particle travel time may affect fish travel
1984) found no significant relationshipor time and survival. Water particle travel times for
correlation between travel times and flows for the various tx_olelevations for the Snake and lower
subyearling chinook (flows ranging from 112 to Columbia projects are shown in Tables 4.2-1 and
393 kcfs in John Day Pool), These authors also 4,2-2.
found thatmany of these fish mmainod in the same

region or moved upstream in the reservoir over Snake River. Water particle travel time is similar
time. One study of data from 1981 to 1983 and

among Snake River project pools, ranging from 21
1986 to 1988 found a statistically significant but percent of the total water particle travel time for
weak correlation between flow and travel time the reach in Lowei Monumental to 30 percent in
(r:=0.33) (Berggren and Filardo, 1991). Giorgi Little Goose (at maximum pool) within the Lower
(1991b) concluded, 'of the analyses conducted to Snake River reach. At typical medium spring
date, none have identified a convincing substantive flows of 100 kcfs in the Snake River, decreasing ali
relationship between subyearling chinook migration reservoirs to MOP from maximum pool reduces
speed and river flow/water velocity." In addition, water particle travel time by 0.6 day (from 8.5 tO
Giorgi found that no data are available specifically 7.9 days), At high flows of 140 kcfs, the change is
for the Snake River subyearling chinook. 0.4 day(from 6.2 to 5.8 days), and at low flow of

60 kcfs, the change is 1 day (from 14,2 to 13.2
In 1991 a study on the Snake River with 104 days). At ali three flow levels, the decrease in
subyearling chinook (presumably fall chinook) water particle travel time relative to maximum pool
found a positive significant relation to travel time is 6 to 7 percent.
through Lower Granite Pool with flow and fish

length (memorandum from Michele DeHart, FPC, The largest effect on water particle travel time in
to Merritt Tuttle, NMFS, October 16, 1991), The the Snake River, without'flow augmentation, occurs
relationship was significant and correlated when ali reservoirs are lowered from full pool to
(r: = 0.58) with the two parameters. About equal

near spillway crest. At medium flow, the change is
explanation could be assigned to the two variables 4.5 days (from 8.5 to 4.0 days); at bdgh flow the
(i.e., correlation with just flow may be about 0.3,

change is 3 days (from 6.2 to 3,2 days); and at low
although this was not presented). This indicates flow, it is 8,5 days (from 14.2 to 5,7 days) (Table
that a significant but weakly correlated relationship 4.2-1). The range in percent decrease in water
would exist between just flow rate arid rate of

particle travel time is from 48 percent at high flow
migration of fall chinook in the Snake River. to 60 percent at low flow.
Giorgi noted that other factors such as temperature

and date of release also correlated with travel time. Intermediate re.servoir elevations would have lesser

effects on water panicle travel time in the Snake
Limited data are available on sockeye salmon River. For example, lowering Lower Granite to
migration rate in the Snake River. During 1991, 710 feet and others to MOP from maximum pool
20 PIT-tagged sockeye released from Redfish Lake, reduces travel time from 0.9 to 2.3 days from high462 miles above Lower Granite Dam were

to low flow, or 15 to 16 percent from maximum
recaptured. These data indicate a significant pool (Table 4.2-3).
relationship with weak correlation (r_ = 0.28)

between flow rate and migration rate of these fish Several flow augmentation alternatives for the
(memorandum from Michele DeHart, FPC, to Bert Snake River were modeled based on predicted
Bowler, Idaho Department of Fish and Game, July available flow rel_ from Dworshak and

19, 1991). The range of flow when fish were Brownlee reservoirs, different goals of flow
releases, and expected restrictions on the available
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storage and reservoir levels, Ten flow maximum pool would be reduced 3,5 days or
augmentationalternativeswere modeled to assess 25 percent(from 14,2 to 10,7 days), which is one
whattheaveragechangeinflowwouldbeforthe ofthelargestreductionsinwaterparticletravel
second half of April and ali of May, and June, time with flow augmentation, During a more
The purposes of the alternativesevaluatedwere to typical flow year (100 kcfs), at maximum operating
increaseflowsfordifferentperlods,includlngMay, pool,anadditional20kcfswouldreducewater
April,andMay, andAprilthroughJune, particletraveltimeby 1,3daysor15percent(from

8,5 to 7,2 days),
Basedon the model analysis, additional flows in
May above what normally occurs (baseline) ranged The March test drawdown option would reduce
from 1 to 37 kcfs, Only threealternativeshad water particle travel time in Lower GranitePool
flows of 20 kcfs or higher, while seven estimated slightly more than the 710 alternative (lxs_use
flow increases of less than8 kcfs in May at Lower minimum elevations will be from 705 to 696 feet),
Granite Dam, The highest flow increase alternative Also, water particle travel time in Little Goose
(an additional 37 kcfs in May) used a target flow of Pool would be reduced about midway between the
140 kcfs for Lower Granite Dam in May, The MOP and spillway options as the pool would be up
other two alternatives with high flow releases of to 15 feet below minimum pool, However, the
about 20 kcfs used the goal of increasing flow in objective of this option is to provide test data on
May only with no target flow but an increase in physical parameters rather than travel time benefits
available storage volume from Dworshak (600 to the few migrating fish that will be present,
KAF) and Brownlee (200 KAF) reservoirs over a
normal May flow release, The alternatives with Columbia River. At typical Columbia River

lower additional flows in May assumed one or spring flows of 200 kcfs, lowering the tbur lower
more of the following factors: less available storage Columbia River pools to MOP would decrease
water for release from the two upper reservoirs; water particle travel time by 2.1 days (from 11,3 to
extended flow release periods; different target flow 9.2 days) from the Snake River confluence to
goals; greater restrictions on instantaneous flow Bonneville Dam (Table 4,2-2). The reduction at
releases from Dworshak Reservoir; and other high flows of 300 kcfs would be 1.2 days (from 7.5
operational restrictions, Depending on the goals of to 6.3 days), and at a low flow of 100 kcfs, the
each model, flow could be less in other months reduction would be 5.0 days (from 22.3 to 18,3
than what currently occurs. At least four of the days). Ali three flow levels have similar decreases
models indicated reduced June flows of 4 to 6 kcfs of 16 to 19 percent in water particle travel time
over baseline through the process of increasing relative to maximum pool,
flows in May.

Leaving John Day Pool at elevation 262,5 feet
The example of 20 kcfs was used as representative would have lesser effects, reducing existing travel
of a high flow augmentation in water particle travel time by 0.9 to 3.1 days or 12 to 14 percent from
time calculations and related analysis, high to low flows, respectively (Table 4.2-3).

Because John Day Pool has the largest volume of
The length of time that 20 kcfs could be delivered the lower Columbia reservoirs, from 54 to 57
depends on available storage used for flow percent of the total water particle travel time for a
augmentation. For ali but one of the augmentation given flow occurs here. The Dalles Pool, the
options, a flow of an additional 20 kcfs could be smallest reser',,oir, accounts for less than 10 percent
supplied for 28 days or less in in average water of the theoretical water particle travel time in the
supply year. With the allocation of this flow lower Columbia reach.
increase to May or June, lower flows than typical
would occur in summer months. Although the estimated decrease, in water particle

travel time are from 16 to 19 percent for the
Flow augmentation would have varying effects on Columbia River reach, this is based on reducing the
water particle travel time depending on existing reservoirs from maximum to minimum pool, In
flow, reservoir elevation, and quantity added, For normal operations, reservoirs operate below full
example, if augmentation of 20 kcfs were possible pool, For example, John Day Pool, which has the
during a low flow year (60 kcfs), travel time at largest volume, operates near 262 feet for part of
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the year, Lowering this pool from normal in May or June will result in increased water
operation to MOP (257 feet) would result in a particle travel time in summer months (July to
decrease in water particle travel time of about 9 September), This is because, increased spring
percent, Considering that ali projects normally ire releases would likely use some water that would
operated between full pool and MOP, a more otherwise be available later, n)(mltlng in below-

reasonable estimate of reduction in water particle normal summer flows,
travel time by lowering the projects to MOP is

.tout 1opercent, 4.2.1,3 Effects of Flow Options on
Smolt Travel Tlme

Augmenting flow by 20 kcfs in the Columbia River

during a low flow period (100 kcfs) would reduce Y_rllng Chinook,
the water particle travel time by 5 to 5,5 days or25

to 27 percent for the Columbia River reach, over Snake River - Lower Granite Pool. Because numy
the potential range of reservoir operations variables affect yearling chinook smolt travel time)
considered, At high flow (300 kcfs), the reduction accurate predictive models of travel time through
for this reach would be less than 0,7 day, or 10 Lower Granite Pool have not been developed,
percent over considered operations, While the relationship between flow and travel time

is not consistent in this pool, the strongest single
Snake and Columbia Rivers, Combined alter- factor correlating with travel time has been found

natives for the Snake and Columbia rivers have a to be flow (Buettner, undated), So for purpose of
wide variety of effects on theoretical water particle this OA/EIS, the ability to predict smolt responses
travel time ('Table 4,2-3), Through the project area to water particle travel time is needed, Therefore,
from the Clearwater River to Bonneville Dam, the making the assumption that smolt migration rates
water particle travel time is 36.5, 19.8, and 13,7 are directly related to water particle travel time for
days, respectively for low (60 kcfs Snake River, lack of appropriate data provides a relative estimate
100 kcfs Columbia River), medium (100 kcfs Snake of smolt travel time (Table 4.2-1) and a basis for
River, 200 kcfs Columbia River), and high (140 comparison without definitive data,
and 300 kcfs, respectively) flows at maximum pool

elevations (Table 4,2-3), Maximum reduction in Reducing pools to MOP at 40, 80, and 120 kcfs
water particle travel time would occur with the would result in an estimated reduction of yearling
combination options of Columbia River projects at chinook smolt travel time of 0.4, 0.2, and 0.1

MOP and all Snake River projects at spillway crest, days, respectively, through the pool, Because the

resulting in water particle travel time of 24,0, 13,2, Lower Granite Pool is usually operated at less than
and 9,5 days for low, medium, and high flows, full pool during migration periods, the reduction in
respectively (Table 4,2-3), Overall, for low, travel time would be about half those values, If

medium, and high flow, this would reduce water augmentation flows of 20 kcfs were added at
particle travel time by 12,5, 6.6, and 4,2 days, maximum pool, smolt travel time would be reduced

respectively, or 34 to 31 percent over maximum by 1,8, 0.5, and 0,3 days, respectively, at initial
pool, Combinations of intermediate options would flows of 40, 80, and 120 kcfs,
reduce water particle travel time by 5,4, 2,9, or

1,8 days, respectively, or 15 to 13 percent relative The apparent reduction in smolt travel time by
to maximum pool (Table 4,2-3), lowering Lower Granite to elevation 710 feet over

flow ranges of 40 to 120 kcfs is 2.3 to 0.8 days,
A high augmentation of 20 kcfs in May or June The March drawdown alternative (705 to 696 feet)
during low flow (i,e,, increasing Snake River flow will reduce migration rate to a similar level;
from 60 to 80 kcfs and Columbia River flow from however, few fish will be present. In addition,

100 to 120 kcfs) at maximum pool would reduce based on these same assumptions, reduction to near
the water particle travel time by 8 days (from 36,5 spillway crest would reduce travel time by 3,5 to
to 27 days), or 22 percent, During medium flow at 1.0 days, Estimated changes in smolt travel time
maximum pool, the reduction would be 2,8 days resulting from these two options must be weighed
(19,8 to 17 days), or 14 percent, Effects are carefully against potential negative effects of

relatively less with reduced pool elevation options, dissolved gas supersaturation, physical injury, loss
In nearly ali cases, in augmentation flow of 20 kcfs of bypass and transport operation, and other factors
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(discussed in later sections), Therefore, apparent different regression modols based on the above
reductions in smelt travel time may be outweighed mmlysis (Figure 4,2-1), With those models, he
by other factors for which there sao no previous analyzed the relationshipbetween flow and travel
experience to develop predictions on survival time in this reach, Oiorgi (1991b) suggested that
benefits, because of the general and limited nature of the

data, the polynomial model that he developed and
Snake River. Lower Granite Dam to Ice Harbor the rooiprocadflow model developed by Borggren
Dam -No studieson yearlingc,kinooksmeltshave and Film'do(1991)encompassedtherangeof
beenspecificallyconductedonjusttheSnakeRiver flow/mlgrationratevaluesthatmay beexpeotedin
underexisting conditions (ali dams in piace with this region,
currentoperating programs), Raymond (1979)
conductedstudies/n this reach from 1966 to 1975, The polynomial model developed by Otorgl (1991b)
While this data may also have been used, the Corps indicatedno reductionin traveltime at flow greater
chose to use the more recent data, However, than 110 kcfs, The reciprocal flow model
varied relationshipshave been found between flow developed by Berggrenand Film'do (1991) indicated
and traveltime for yearling chinook from L_wer that traveltimes decreased with increasing flow, In
Granite Dam to McNary or John Day dams, general, however, at water particle travel time
Although factors such as smelt development have greater than 1,9 to 2,4 days per project (which
also been found to correlate strongly with travel corresponds to 80 to 100 kcfs at normal pool
time in this area, different models (regressions) levels), the decrease in travel time is small (Oiorgi,
were developed to determine the relationship 1991b), Thus, Oiorgi (1991b) concluded this range
between flow and travel time in this region, G_orgi of travel times should be suitable for effective
(1991b) presented the results of the various models migratory conditions,
(Figure 4,2-1),

A summary of the relationships of these two
Using models based on past operations to determine models (Oiorgi, 1991b and Berggren and Filardo,
changes in smelt travel time for different project 1991) mada corresponding calculated average per
alternatives on the Snake River relies on many project (three lower Snake River pools) water
tenuous assumptions, Most models developed show particle travel times resulting from the models are
significant relationships between flow madsmelt presented in Table 4,2-4,
travel time, at least to a threshold level (80 to 100

kcfs in the Snake River and 190 to 240 kcfs in the Using Table 4,2..4, example.sof the relationship
Columbia River), However, they differ in what between changes in project operation and smelt
this relationship is and to what level of flow the travel times can be estimated, Although projects
relationship either is positive, or shows marked sre operated normally at less than full pool in this
changes with flow increase, For the following region operation at full pool condition is assumed to
analysis, several models were examined to obtain be maoptimistic estimate of gains expected from
examples of how these 1992 options may alter changes in operation, Over the range of flows
smelt travel time, The travel times of various typically occurring in the Snake River during
groups of fish from Lower Granite to McNary Dam outmigrations, the reduction in water particle travel
have been evaluated by several authors, time when projects are reduced from maximum
Differences of opinion exist over how to interpret pool to MOP is 6 to 7 percent, The Corps
the data, as discussed previously, To sumnmrize assumed in the example that a reduction to MOP
the range of estimates for this reach of the Snake resulted in a eh_ge in water particle travel time of
River, Giorgi (1991b) compared water particle 7 percent over the entire range, To be consistent
travel time at MOP for Little Goose, Lower with the water particle travel time changes
Monumental, and Ice Harbor, This reach was presented earlier, ali calculations are presented for
selected for comparison because it has the historical nxluction from maximum to minimum pool levels,
data gathered and analyzed by several groups (Sims Actual reduction would be about half of this

et al,, 1983; Chapman et al,, 1991; Kindley, because pool levels are normally maintained
1991), Other data sets from the same region were between maximum and minimum levels,
analyzed by CBFWA (1991a) and Berggren mad
Filardo (1991), Giorgi (1991b) presented four
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Figure 4,2.1, Comparison of four models describing the relationship between yearling

chinook travel time and flow in the Snake River, plus water particle travel

time (Source: modified from Giorgi, 1991b),

As examples of the changes that may be expected reduction) under both models, Actual changes
with different alternatives, three flow levels (40, would be about half at those shown because nom'_l

80, and 120 kcfs) wer_ used to show estimates in operation is less than full pool, The polynomial
smolt travel time (Table 4,2-5), These changes model indicates an incraa_ in travel time at higher
were estimated by comparing the proportional flows, With flow augm_tation of 20 kcfs as in
change in water particle travel time to proportional example, at a base of 40 kcfs, the reduction in
change in smolt travel time predicted by the travel time would be from 7,2 to 3,9 days, At a
reciprocal flow _d polynomial models, Reducing high flow of 120 kcf_, reductions would r_ge from
projects to MOP from maximum pool would reduce ..0,3 to 0,6 day smolt travel time for the two
estimated smolt travel time from Lower Granite models, Intermediate changes would range from
Dam to lee Harbor Dam (by 1,8 to 0,9 days) at 40 0,8 to 1,2 days, If both projects were lowered to
kcfs for the two models, At the high flow of 120 MOP and had 20 kcfs augmentation flow,
kcfs, the estimated reduction in smolt travel time reductions in travel time at the three flows would
ranges from -0,1 to 0,3 day, The intermediate be approximately additive, Therefore, at 40 kcfs
flow of 80 kcfs results in the same change (0,6 day with both pools lowered and 20 kcfs additional flow
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Table 4.2-4, Predioted average median yearling ohinook travel time per Snake Rtve_'project,

.............. ] . 5'1' IIIH , ' L , 11 , __ , I11 ,

Smolt Travel Time (Days)v

Flow (kofs) Water Particle Polynomial'¢ Recipro_ Flow'v
Travel Time

(Days)_

40 5,2 7,3 5,0

50 5,9 4,2

60 3,5 4,9 3,7

70 4,0 3,4

80 2,6 3,4 3,1

90 3,0 2,9

I00 2,1 2,8 2,7

110 2,6 2,6

120 1,8 2,6 2,5

130 2,6 2,4

140 1,5 2,7 2,3

a/ Estimates are basexl on models that were fit to the data set presented in Giorgi (1991b),
b/ Average water particle travel times calculated from Corps travel time curves at maximum pool for

Little Goose, Lower Monumental, and Ice Harbor pools,
c/ Described in Giorgi (1991b),
d/ Derived from different data set than polynomial model; by Berggren and Filardo (1991), The

values they calculated were for travel time from Lower Granite to McNary Dam, These values
presented are their estimates divided by 4 to obtain estimateper project,

changes,thereductionintraveltimewouldbe reductions(orincreasesaspredictedby the
about 9 and 4 days for the polynomial and polynomial model at intermediate and higher flows)
reciprocal flow models, respectively, At high is not appropriate, especially when considering
flows,thechangewouldbelessthan1dayincrease modelsthatpredictchangesinsurvivalbasedon
orreductionintraveltimeforthisreach,whileat changesintraveltime,aswillbediscussedlater,
interme,diateflowitwouldbclessthan2 days However,inanefforttoprovidesomebasisfor
reduction, comparison, yearling chinook smelt travel times

based on these models are presented,
Table 4,2-5 also presents the change in smelt travel
time estimates based on a reduction to near Smelt travel time changes through Little Goose
spillway crest at the three flows; however, this Pool would be between MOP and spillway crest for
condition has never been tested and is outside the the March downstream test; however, few fish will
normal range of activities at these projects, be present then,
Therefore, use of these models to measure actual
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Table 4.2-5. Estimated changes J.nyearling chinook traver, time from Lower GraniteDam to Ice HarborDam.

Yearling Chinook Travel Time (Days)

Polynomial Model': Reciprocal Flow Model':

Starting
Flow (kcfs) Option_ Start New Change Start New Change

40 To MO1_ 21.9 20.1 1.8 15.0 14.1 0.9

40 +20 kcfs 21.9 14.7 7.2 15.0 11.1 3,9

40 Near Spillway 21.9 8.0 13.9 15.0 7.7 7.3

80 To MOP_' 10,2 9,6 0,6 9.3 8.7 0,6

80 + 20 kcfs 10.2 8,4 0.8 9.3 8,1 1,2

80 Near Spillway 10,2 8,1 2.1 9.3 6.3 3,0

120 To MOP_/ 7.8 7.9 -0.1 7.5 7,2 0.3

120 +20 kcfs 7.8 8.1 -0.3 7.5 6.9 0.6

120 Near Spillwaya' 7.8 >8,1 <-0.3 7.5 <6.3 >1.2

a/ Based on respective models presented in Giorgi (1991b).
b/ Options are lowering rese_'oirs to MOP, adding 20 kcfs flow at maximum pool, and reducing to spillway

crest.

c/ Based on the difference from maximum to minimum pool, actual changes would be about half of those
shown because pools are normally operating at less than full pool.

d/ Values out of range of models.

Columbia River - The only data available, by Kindley (1991) of the Pacific Northwest Utilities
independent of Snake River data, to evaluate the Conference Committee (PNUCC), which uses bias-
yearling chinook migration rate in the lower corrected data, not used by the FPC (Figure 4.2-2).
Columbia River are for the John Day Pool (Giorgi, Kindley (1991) concluded from his analysis that at
1991b). Giorgi (1991b) pointed out that none of a flow greater than 190 to 240 kcfs, little change
the available data measured smolt development, occurs in travel time. The shortest travel time with
which has been closely correlatedwith the smolt this model occurred at 260 kcfs. The FPC model
m;gration rate. indicates that travel time continues to decrease with

increased flow, but at reduced rates at higher flow.
Giorgi (1991b) presented two models developed to In contrast, the estimated water particle travel time
predict yearling chinook smolt travel time based decreases almost linearly with increased flow. The
only on flow in the John Day Pool. One is the polynomial regression more closely followed this
logarithmic model developed by the FPC (1989) relationship. In Giorgi's discussion of the two
and the other is a polynomial regression developed models, he stated, "Themodels are so dispa_te,
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Figure 4.2-2. Relationship between yearling chinook travel time and flow between
McNary Dam and John Day Dam. Freeze-branded fish were released in

the tailrace and recovered at John Day Dam (Source: Georgi, 1991b).

i

any alternative actually implemented will be Examples of how smelt travel time might vary in

cloaked in uncertainty and require thorough and the lower Columbia River with some of the options
extensive evaluation studies," is presented in Table 4,2-7, based on the

determination that water particle travel time

The extrapolation of these data to the entire lower decreases by 10 percent over ali flow ranges when
Columbia River has many potential problems. John projects are lowered to MOP. Reductions to MOP

Day Reservoir is the largest of the four lower at a relatively low flow (160 kcfs) reduces

Columbia reservoirs and generally accounts for estimated smelt travel time by 2.5 and 2.0 days for
about 56 percent of the total water particle travel the FPC and PNUCC models, respectively.
time in this region (Table 4.2-2). The overall Changes at the upper flow range of 260 kcfs would

effect on travel time of the fish and how they be less, ranging from 1.6 days to a -0.5 day for the
behave in different reservoirs at the same flow two models. Augmentation flow of 20 kcfs has an

could lead to spurious conclusions. For effect similar to lowering the projects to MOP. If
comparison purposes, a range of possible values flows were augmented and the reservoirs were
based on tl_e two models at a typical flow level is lowered to MOP, the net effect would be similar to

presented (Table 4.2.-6). adding the two effects shown; at 160 kcfs, the net
reduction would be 4 to 5 days. At a flow of 260
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Table 4.2-6. Predicted yearling chinook travel time through John Day Pool.

Smolt Travel Time (Days)

Water Particle

Flow (kcfs) Travel Time '¢ FPC w PNUCC ¢

160 6.7 9.1 7.2

180 5.9 7.5 5,9

200 5.5 6.3 5,0

220 5.0 5.4 4,4

240 4.5 4.6 4.1

260 4.1 4.1 3.9

280 3.8 3.6 4.0

300 3.7 3.2 4.2

Source: Modified from Table 3 in Giorgi (1991b),

a/ Water particle travel time at elevation 262 estimated from Corps travel time curves,

b/ The FPC model is a logarithmic function (FPC, 1989).

c/ The PNUCC model is the polynomial function presented by Kindley (1991).

kcfs, the smolt migration rate might be reduced by River indicated varied benefits from increased flow
,& about 3 days or increased by 1 day under the two (see below). Therefore, benefits to fall chinook

models, from increased flow are less dear.

Subyearling Chinook. There are no studies Studies performed on the Columbia River for

available for fall chinook migration in the region subyearlings include fall chinook and upper
from Lower Granite Dam to Ice Harbor Dam, and Columbia summer chinook (Giorgi, 1991b). They
only one recent study (in 1991) is available for fall suggested that the relationship between subyearling
chinook migration in the Lower Granite Pool chinook travel time and flow range from
(memorandum from Michele DeHart, FPC, to statistically significant but weakly correlated to not

= Men'it Tuttle, NMFS, October 16, 1991). This statistically significant i_ the Columbia River.
study, using multiple regression, found a significant NMFS studied subyearling chinook travel behavior

relationship between fall chinook travel time and in the John Day Pool from 1981 through 1983.
the independent variable flow and fish length. It Based on these studies (Sims and Miller, 1982;
did not examine the effects of just flow but stated Miller and Sims, 1983, 1984), the authors
the two variables (flow and fish length) accounted concluded there was no relationship between flow
for about equal portions of the variability in fish and travel time between the flow range of 112 to
migration rate. No investigations describing the 393 kcb. The researchers noted that 54 percent of
relationship between survival and flow for fall the fish tagged for identification were recaptured at
chinook salmon have been conducted in the Snake or upstream from the original release site.

_ River. Studies conducted on the lower Columbia Subyearlings did not appear to be actively

O migrating. Oiorgi et al. (1990a) examined the adultcontribution data from the NMFS studies and
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includedtwovariables,temperatureandrelease polynomialregression).Basedon thisandother
date, in addition to flow. The authors found no data, associated travel time/flow relationships have
relationship between travel time and flow. been used to identify the minimum flows for fish

protection of 85 kcfs at Lower Granite Dam and
Berggren and Filardo (1991) regressed subyearling 220 kcfs at McNary Dam (Oiorgi, 1991b).
chinook travel time in the John Day Pool againsta
subset of the groups tagged in 1981 to 1983, and Most of these analyses of flow/survival of yearling
1986 to 1988 by NMFS, as weil m ag_lst chinook and steeiheadwere based on studies using
transportcontrols released at the McNary tailrace, release points in the Snake River (Lower Graniteor
The correlationbetween travel time and flow was Little Goose) downstream to recovery points in the
statistically significant but weakly correlated Columbia River (The Dallos). As pointed out by
(ra=0.33). This low correlation indicates that the Giorgi (1991b) anddiscussed earlier, there are
measured migration rate for smoltsat any given several serious concerns with using these data to
flow is wide. predict flow/survival relationships (e.g., lack of

estimates of variance, annual changes in the
This reduces the ability to accurately predict hydrosystem, confoundingeffects of spill,
specific changes in travel time with changes in variations in fish guidance efficiency, and number
flow. The implication is that with an increased of turbines in operation).
flow, some reductionin travel time wiU occur but
the level of this reductionis unclear. Sims and Ossiander(1981) provided some of the

early data that correlatedsurvival of yearling
Based on Berggrenand Film'do,CBFWA (1991a) chinook and steelheadto flow quantity in the Snake
concluded that increased flow benefits subyearling River. They also found a significant relationship
chinook traveltime, although the benefit diminishes between spill quantityand survival. Because flow
at higher flows, and spill are highly correlated, it is not possible to

differentiatewhich has the greater effect on
Sockeye. One limited study (20 fish in 1991) as survival. However, they did not examine effects of
presented in a memorandum from Michele DeHart, any other variableson survival.
FPC, to Bert Bowler, Idaho Departmentof Fish
and Game, July 19, 1991 on sockeye salmon CBFWA (1991a), based extensively on Sims and
indicated a significant but weak correlation in the Ossiander's (1981) work, provided estimatesof
Snake River between migration rate and flow from benefits to survival associated with increased flow,
Redfish Lake to Lower Granite and Little Goose which are the regressions of Snake River chinook
dams. No information is available for the and steelheadannual survival indices versus flow at
Columbia River. The Dalles Dam. The relationship proposed in

figures presented by CBFWA suggests that
4.2.1.4 Effects of Flow Options on increasingColumbia River flow from 200 kcfs to

Juvenile Survival 220 kcfswould increaseabsolutesurvivalratesof
non-transportedSnake River yearling chinook

General. Smolt travel time has been used as the salmon (traveling from Lower Granite or Little
Goose downstreamto The Dalles) from 11 percentprimary index of non-traasportedsmolt survival, in

part because of the difficulty in measuring smolt to 13 percent based on the annual survival indices
survival through a pool or reach where multiple (derived by interpolation). For steelhead, the
variables confound the analysis, survival rate would increase from 8 to 10 percent.

Annual indices of smolt survival in the fiver during Because of the nature of the annual survival
migration without transport were plottedagainst an indices, it is not possible to isolate benefits that can
index of flow based on studies conductedby Sims be associated with the Snake River reach and lower
and Ossiander (1981), Committee on Fisheries ColumbiaRiver reach. It is not possible to define

the precision of these estimates, because none areOperations (COFO) (1982), and Sims et al. (1983),
as described by Giorgi (1991b). The results provided with the CBFWA document. Finally, it is

not possible to estimate which portion of the systemindicated thatsurvival increasedhistorically to a
survival response can be attributedentirely to flow,point and then decreased with increasing flow (a
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because there were so many changes made to the to O.1 percent at flows of 40, 80, and 120 kefs,
system aad volumes spiUedduring the period rt_ectively. Values would actually be about half
tested. Sims and Ossiander (1981) attributeda because normal pool levels are less than maximum.
larger effect on survival from spill than flow, For It could be predicted that increasing flow by 20
those reasons, the annual survival indices only kcfs would increase absolute survival by 1.3, 0.4 to
provide a general indication of survival rt_ponses 0,2 percent for the same flow values, For ali but
to flow, They do not account for annual variation one flow augmentation option, a flow increase of
in factors such as smelt development, spill, 20 kefs over baseline flow would only be available
temperature, number of turbines operating, and for less than 1 month of continuous release in an
numberof bypasses installed, average water year, If it was assumed that other

factors have no effect, based ggLxon travel time,
Using an alternative method, Bell ot al, (1976) tried absolute survival would increase by 2.4, 1.1, and
to estimate the relationship between travel time and 0.7 percent with pool reduction from maximum to
flow by taking the available survival reach near spillway at flows of 40, 80, and 120 kcfs,
information, subtracting estimated mortality respectively, It must be emphasized thatoperation
associated with turbines, nitrogen saturation, and at 710 feet or near spillway crest would cause other
spillway passage, and comparing the resultant negative factors (discussed later) that would likely
reservoir survival to flow, These authors outweigh the benefits of estimated reduced travel
calculated daily reservoir losses to be 0.7 percent time though this pool.
for smelts that were about 5 inches long,

. Snake River. Lower Granlte Dam to Ice
Estimates of change in yearling chinook survival Harbor Dam. Two ways of estimating in river
will be presented by river segments for different survival of non-transported fish are presented in the
alternatives in the following subsections. Survival literature, The first _ the values from Bell et al.
is calculated as changes in absolute percent (not (1976), 0.7 percent loss per day of estimated smelt
relative) survival for fish that are not transported travel time, and the estimated smelt travel time
for each of the river segments, values from the polynomial model and reciprocal

flow model (Table 4.2-5), To use the reciprocal
Estimates of changes in survival due to increased flow model of Berggren and Filardo (1991), the
flow or reduced water particle travel time are estimated migration rate measured from Lower
highly speculative. Many other factors influence Granite to McNary Dam was equally apportioned
survival independent of flow or travel time. among the four pools. The second method uses the
Therefore, the following calculations of changes in quadratic and linear models discussed by Giorgi
survival based on changes in travel time or flow (1991b) that directly predict changes in survival
should be viewed with caution as the level of from changes in flow. The estimates of these two
accuracy and precision cannot be determined, methods are shown for selected options at flows of
Because of the many variables affecting survival, 40, 80, and 120 kcfs (Table 4.2-8).
the calculations of survival shown to the nearest 0.1

percent are only presented to show general trends The estimated changes from the two methods in
and magnitude of differences between different chinook yearling traveling time from Lower Granite
alternatives and should not be consider a statistical Dam to Ice Harbor Dam (from the smelt travel
level of precision. The values are simply the time section) times an estimated mortality rate of
results from the models used rounded to the nearest 0.7 percent per day (Bell et al., 1976) will predict
0. Ipercent. changes in absolute survival with selected options.

Reducing pools from maximum pool to MOP at 40
Snake Rivet - Low_ Granite Pool. Using Bell's kcfs will increase absolute, survival by 1.2 or 0.6
estimateofreservoirattrition(0.7percentperday), percentbasedon thepolynomialandreciprocal
general estimates of changes in survival from flow models, respectively (Table 4.2-8). Lowering
different options can be estimated based on the projects to MOP at 80 kcfs increases absolute

estimated changes in travel time through Lower survival by 0.6 percent for both models. Operating
Granite Pool (as presented in the previous section), at MOP at higher flows may actually decrease
Lowering this pool from maximum pool to MOP survival. Actual calculated changes in survival
would increase estimated absolute survival from 0.3 would be about half because the pool level is
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Table 4.2-8, Estimatedhypotheticalchanges in absolutesurvival of non-transportedyearling chinook from
Lower GraniteDam to Ice HarborDam. `/

i , i i

Smolt Survival Change (Percent)

• Smolt Trgvel Time Modelstc Flow Models./

Starting

_low (kcfs) O_tiona/ Polynomial Reciorocal Flow _

40 To MOPv 1,3 0,6 _ 2,1 -

40 +20 kcfs 4.9 2,7 10,9 -

80 To MOP v 0.4 0,4 3,7 0

80 +20 kcfs 0,6 0.8 9,9 0

120 To MOP v -0,1 0,2 0.8 0

120 +20 kcfs -0.2 0,4 2,0 0

a/ Precision less than the 0,1 percent displayed,

O b/ Survival based on estimated smolt travel time changes by using the polynomial or reciprocal flow models,from Giorgi (1991b) shown earlier (Table M-4) and multiplying by mortality of 0.7 percent/day from Bell
et al. (1976).

c/ Estimated survival based on models shown in Giorgi (1991b) foreffects of flow changes directly on
survival.

d/ Options are lowering reservoirs from maximum to MOP or adding 20 kcfs flow it maximum pool.
e/ Model from Chapman et al., 1991; only used data from flows greater than 84 kcfs,
f/ Predicted changes relative to normal pool levels would be about half of those as pools are normally

operated at less than full pool.

typically operated at less than full pool. The Using the quadratic formula presented by Giorgi
addition of 20 kcfs to a flow of 40 kcfs would (see Table 4 in Giorgi, 1991b), changes in survival
increase absolute survival by an estimated 5.0 to can be estimated from changes in water particle
2.7 percent. At 80 kcfs, the increase would be travel time resulting from various options. For the
about 0.6 to 0.8 percent, and at higher flows, gains calculations for this OA/EIS, it was assumed that
would be less and possibly negative. If flow the water particle travel time fm each flow level
augmentation of 20 kcfs and lowering the reservoir used in this model was at maximum pool (Giorgi's
to MOP were both implemented, the effects would Table 4 shows water particle travel time at MOP).
be nearly additive; therefore, at low flow (40 kcfs), Changes in the predicted survival were calculated
the change may be at its highest at 6,3 to 3,4 by extrapolatingthe relative change in water
percent based on the two models. Increasesat particle travel time to proportionalchange in
higher flow (80 kcfs and above) with both absolute survival of the quadratic model, Based on
drawdown and flow augmentation are much lower, the quadratic model, lowering the reservoirs to
about 1 percent or less.... MOP increases absolute survival from 0.8 percent

(40 kcfs) to 3.7 percent (80 kcfs) (Table 4.2-8).
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Again, real estimated changes would be abouthalf absolute survival increases range from 1,4 to 0,8
because normal pool operationsare less than _t at 200 kcfs to 1,6 to -0.4 percent at 260
maximum pool level, kefs for the two medals, respectively, Addin_ a

20-kofs flow has nearly the same estimated effect as
Augmentingflow by 20 kcfs has a greater effect on lowering the reservoirs to MOP for the same flows,
increasingabsolute survival, resultingin sa Benefits are greatestat lower flows, For example,
increase of an estimated 10.9 percent (at 40 kcfs) to survival changes range from 2.0 to 1,6 percentat
2,0 percent (120 kefs). Lowering pool level and 160 kcfs and from 0,9 to -0, l percent at 260 kefs,
augmenting flow of 20 kcfs would be nearly Lowering the reservoirs to MOP and adding 20
additive in its effect on absolute survival at a kcfs would have nearly additive effects on su_'vival.
specific flow; therefore, by lowering reservoirs to For example, at 160 kcfs increased survival would
MOP and adding 20 kcfs, increased absolute be about 4 to 3 percent, while at 260 kcfs, there
survival could be calculated to be about 13 to 14 would be a change in survival of about 3 to I
percent increase at flows of 40 and 80 kcfs, percent, based on the two models, However, use
respectively, and less than 3 percent at the higher of augmentationflow of 20 kcfs in the spring may
flow (120 kcfs), Water to augment flows by 20 reduce
kcfs would be available for less than 1 month of flow in the summer, adversely affecting later
continuous operation with ali but one option. In outmigrants.
addition, the use of aa additional 20 kcfs in spring
would reduce typical flows in the summer, which The March drawdown of Lower Granite and Little
would negatively affect later outmigrating smelts, Goose pools would not affect survival during

migration, as few smelts will be migrating during
Based on the linear model developed by Chapman this time,
et al, (1991), which used only data for flows over
84 kcfs, no increase in survival would be predicted Summary. Estimated changes in river survival of
forany activity at flows over 80 kcfs (Table 4,2-8), non.transported fish, based on water panicle travel

time changes, should be considered only as an
Survival estimates for yearling chinook with the index because many factors that affect survival are
lower Snake River reservoirs operated near independent of water particle travel time, But,
spillway crest were not calculated because none of based on these estimates, the greatest benefit would
the models used above were developed under such occur at lower flows in both systems, The largest
radically different project operations, Also, many increase in estimated survival from any single
potentially negative effects not accounted for in alternative would occur by augmenting flows by 20
these models (see later discussion) may occur to kcfs during low flow years. However, flow
smelts with this option, Therefore, no reasonable augmentation of 20 kcfs above baseline would be
estimate of changes in survival of yearling chinook limited to less than 1 month of continuous operation
smelts can be estimated for the near spillway crest per year for ali but one option. In addition, its use
option, in the spring reduces flow in summer and may

adversely affectany summer outmigrants. Further,
Columbia River. Estimated mortality rates for water for flow augmentation is likely to be less
selected options were calculated for the lower available during a low flow year when it would
Columbia reach using estimated daily reservoir have the most benefit. Many assumptions were
attritionvalues developed by Bell et al. (1976) or used to estimate survival rates for the various
changes in absolute survival (Table 4.2-7). These alternatives. Many factors besides water travel
rates were based on changes in predicted smelt time affect survival, Therefore, estimates of
travel time (Table 4,2-7), At a flow of 160 kcfs, survival should be considered more as an index of
the predicted increase in survival by lowering the change than as absolute estimates,
projects to MOP would be 1.8 and 1.4 percent,
based on changes in the number of days yearling Based on the values presented for each alternative
chinook smelts spent migrating through the in the survival section, as applied to the various
reservoir, as determined by the FPC (1989) and regions of the study area, a range of survival
PNUCC (Kindley, 1991) models, respectively estimates can be made. The lowest estimated
(Table 4.2-9). At higher flows, the predicted increa_ in survival was calculated by adding
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togeth,_rthe lowest values from any of tlaomodels these models was suitabld'to predict damages in
used within each of the three regions whom survival.
estimates were made [i,e,, Lower GranitePool in
the smolt survival section, Lower Granite Dam to The available information regardingthe relationship
Ice HarborDam (Table 4,2-8), and McNary Pool betweea/nc_ flow (or decreased pool
to Bonneville Dam (Table 4,2-9)] for respective elevations) and survival is limited and subject to a
flows and options. This was done in the same great deal of Scientificuncertainty. The
manner for the highest values, A summary of relationshipbetween inc_ flow and reduo.ed
these calculationsis presented in Table 4,2-9, smelt travel time is more clear, Therefore, a

considerableamountof attentionhas been focused
For lower flow conditions (Snake River at 40 kcfs, on this measurementas a general evtluator of
Columbia River at 160 kcfs),lowering ali migr_onsuec,e_,
Columbia and Snake River projects to MOP would
result in an estimated increase in survival of 2 to 4 While some studies suggest increasing reductions in
percent for fish oflglnating above Lower Granite yearlingchinook smelt travel time with increasing
Dam (Table 4.2-9), Estimated changes in survival flow in the Snake and Columbia rivers (e.g.,
would be even less than those as Snake River Filardo and Berggren, 1991), some other recent
projects are nomudly operatedat less than full analyses suggest there is a threshold for flow, or
pool. Survival benefits would be expected to possibly water particle travel time, above which
increase with lower flows in both systems, In reductions in smelt travel time does not occur,
general, the benefits decrease at higher flows with a Oiorgi (1991b) suggested water particle travel time
range of 1 to 5 percent increase in survival at equivalent to flows above about 80 to 100 kcfs does
intermediate flows (Snake River at 80 kcfs, not substantially reduce yearling chinook travel
Columbia River at 200 kcfs), and 0 to 2 percent at time in the Snake River, Kindley (1991) suggested
higher flows (Snake River at 120 kcfs and from his analysis of John Day Pool data that
Columbia River at 260 kcfs), yearling chinook travel time does not decrease

substantially at Columbia River flows above about
Flow augmentation of 20 kcfs would generally have 190 to 240 kcfs.
greater potential for increasing survival than
lowering projects to MOP over the same flow The issue of quantifying the effects of lowering the
ranges (Table 4.2-9). At low flows (see above), lower Columbia River pools on smelt survival still
the estimated increase in absolute survival for remains, Simply stated, there is very little data on
Snake River fish from 20 kcfs of augmented flow the survival of smelts through the lower fiver. The
would be 6 to 14 percent. At intermediate and annual survival indices, which reflect the reach
high flows, the range of survival increase would be fromLower Granite to The Dalles, are the best
1 to 12 percent and 0 to 3 percent, respectively, data sets available, but their utility in predicting

smelt survival has been a subject of debate.
The options that would draft ali Snake River
projects to near spillway crest or Lower Granite to Although some benefits to spring and summer
elevation 710 feet would greatly reduce water chinook may be achieved with the alternatives
panicle travel time, particularly at low flow; considered, the benefits to Snake River sockeye
however, specific changes in juvenile survival (endangered) and Snake River fall chinook
based on these estimated reductions cannot be made (proposed as threatened) are less clear, based solely
because survival changes would not be occurring in on water particle travel time reductions, Only
isolation. Other factors associated with these limited data (1991 only) are available from portions
options (e.g., lack of smelt transport, increased gas of the Snake River that suggest a significant
saturation, and increased spillway mortality) would relationship between flow and smelt travel time,
be expected to offset velocity-related improvements Although potential benefits seem apparent, data and
by increasing mortality of migrating fish. No analyses to support these benefits are few. Also,
models that estimate survwal have been developed there is sufficient uncertainty, even in the data that
for the Snake River System for full spill conditions, exist for the more abundant species, to make
because ali existing models have been developed, reasonableestimates of gains in travel time
withflowsthroughturbines,Therefore, none of
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reduction or surviwJ from the proposed The effioienoy of capture for subyearllngchinook
alternatives, and sockeye is less than50 percent (Table4,2-I0),

Under the,currentoperating regime, significant

4.2.1.5 Effeots of Flow Options on ;.cr._ havebeenfoundin survivalof transported
Juvenlle Bypass, Collection, f.u c_ook sad sp_g chinook (P_ amdAtheo_,

1985; btatthews et al,, 1990) comparedto
and Transport ..uzportl, For example,althoughwide

Fish bypass facilities and transportcould be variabilityoccurs among test results, the followingtransportbenefit'ratios of transportedto
negatively affected by most alternatives, Fish untnmsportedfish (i,e,, relative survival between
bypass facilities (including submerged traveling transportedmarked fish to marked control fish not
screens and sluiceways), which divertjuvenile fish transported)from McNary Dam for test years 1978
from entering the turbines, are located at ali project to 1980 (Park and Atheam, 1985) and recent data
dams except Lower Monumental (which has a for Lower Orantto Dam for 1986 (Matt.hewset al,,
facility under construction with operation by spring 1990) are presented:
1992), Ice tiarbor and The Dalles currently only
have sluiceways for fish bypass,Thesewillbe ....
replacedwithsubmergedtravelingscreensby 1994
and 1998, respectively. A description of how these Lower
facilities operate and where they are located is McNary Granite
presented in Section 2,2, These facilities are
mostly traveling screens while some have Subyearling Chinook 4:1 --
sluiceways, Additionally, Juvenile fish are captured Yearling Chinook -- 1,6:1'
at Lower Granite, Little Goose, and McNary dams Steelhead 2,5:1 1,9:1
and transported for release downstreamof Coho 2:1 --
Bonneville Dam, The efficiency of the collection
and bypass facilities varies by project (Table

* C,I, (95 % 1,01 to 2,46)4,2-10), In 1991, for example, 8.4 million and 2,2
million smelts were transported from Lower
Granite and Little Goosedams, respectively, to However, the overall survival from smelt to adult
below Bonneville Dam (FPC, 1991b), remains low for ali fish, The reasons for the low

survival arenot totally known but may be partly the

The percentage of total downstream migrants that result of bacterial kidney disease (BKD) that could
arrive at the dams that are transportedaround dams be causing high mortality of fish even after they
is high and can be more than 60 percent of Snake arrivebelow Bonneville Dam (Raymond, 1988),
River smelt migration. This is true at least for Generally in the Columbia and Snake rivers,
yearling spring and summer chinook and possibly hatchery fish have much lower survival rates from

smelts to adults than do wild fish of the same40 percent for subyearling fall chinook when no
spill occurs, and fish guidance efficiency (as species and region (Raymond, 1988),
indicatedbelow)is used as a reasonable
representation of proportion of stocks collected and Drafting ali Snake River pools to near spillway
transported. Generally during migrationperiods, crest would eliminate ali transportof fish because
little involuntary spill occurs at Lower Granite the collection systems would not be operational,
Dam, The collection facilities ibrtransport at Lower

Graniteand Little Goose dams rely on operationof

FishGuidance]_clency thesubmergedtravelingscreenslocatedinthe
openingstotheturbines,Thescreensrelyonthe

Yearling Chinook 63 % turbines being in operation, as they separatethe
Fall Chinook 40 % fish from the upper portion of the water flowing
Steelhead 81% toward the turbines, Also, at water levels below

MOP, them would not be sufficient head (water
elevation) within the system to allow water with the

Therefore, these percentages of the SnakeRiver
stocks are typically transportedat Lower Granite,
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fish to flow through the orifices and the bypass an additionalreservoir before they could be
conduits in the dam to the collection or d/scharge collected at Little Goose Dam,
location,

Reducing Lower Oraa/toto the range of 705 to 696
Under these conditionsjuvenile fish that would feet and Little Goose up to 15 feet below minimum
normally be bypassed or transporteddownstream pool in Mu0h would eliminate the transportfacility
would insteadpass through the turbines, In use, FIowewr, less than 10 percent of yearly
general, passing throughturbines is comider_ly chinook or even fewer of other fish (underyoarling
worseforfishthanpassingoverspillwaysor chinook,st_lhea_d,andsockeye)typicallymigrate
throughcollestionorbypasssystemsexceptat beforetold-Aprilandtransportationtypicallydoes
Bonneville Dam. Turbine mortalitywould not begin until March25, Effects on transported
presumably be so high at reservoir elevattom below fish would be minor,
MOP as to defeat the purpose of pool lowering,
requiring that power generation cease during the The lowering of any of these projoo_ to MOP
dntwdown period for these options, should have minor effects on fish, Although the

, fish passage systems are de,signedto work over the
Spilling the entire flow at ali dams would eliminate entire rangeof operatingpools, the efficiency
turbine mortality in the Snake River, The level of (defined as the portion of smelts diverted from the
mortality from spillage injuries could increase, but turbine intakes) might ohaa_gewith lower pools,
no data currently exist to assess if or hew much
greater this would be, Additional mortalitycould At The Dalles Dam, 43 percentof the daytime
also occur from increased dissolved gas migrating fish pass through a sluiceway, Lowering
supersaturation (see Section 4,2,1,7), If fish are this pool could reduce efficiency of the sluiceway
not transported, they would also be subject to bypass because flow in the sluiceway would be
natural mortality (by predation) that would occur reduced from 4,800 to 3,600 cfs, thus reducing
during passage through each reservoir, Fish that attraction flow, Survival of fish passing through
pass through the four Snake River dams would be these sluiceway systems is generally considered to
collected at McNary, or they would have to pass be close to 99 percent, Therefore, any reduction in
through the remaining four dams and reservoirsand the efficiency of this system could result in an
be subject to any additional mortality that may increase in fish passing throughturbine,s where the
occur during this pas,age, Additionally, even with fish have in assumed survival rateof about 85
Snake River projects lowered to near spillway crest percent, As a result of the reduced efficiency,
and the lower Columbia projects to MOP, smelt there would be an increase in the overall project
travel time would be much longer for fish not mortality.
transportedthat for those than would have been
transported, Typical travel time from collection, Augmented flow would have no significant effects
holding, and barge transportfrom Lower Granite to on bypass or transportationof fish.
below Bonneville Dam is less than 3 to 5 days,

Under the above condition, even if smelts traveled 4.2.1,6 Effeots of Flow Options on

at the same rate as water particles, their travel time Turbine and Spillway
would be considerablylongerundermostflows, Survival
For example, at medium and low flows, water

particle travel time would be 13 and 24 days, Under some of the options, significant numbers ofrespectively, from Lower Granite Pool to
Bonneville Darn with this alternative (see Table juvenile salmon and steelhe,ad could suffer from

increased turbine mortality. Although the current
4.2-3), operating plans for the Columbia and Snake rivers

are designed to minimize turbinepassage by
Reducing Lower Granite Pool to elevation 710 juvenile fish, large portions of the migrants still
would make it impossible to collect and transport
fish from this facility, The majorityof fish pass throughthe turbines, Estimates of turbine
transportedfrom the Snake River are collected at mortalityduring passage on the Columbia River

System have ranged from 2 to 4 percent
Lower Granite Dam, Therefore, a majorityof the (Ledgerwood et al,, 1990; Weber, 1954) to 33
juvenile outmigrants would have to travel through percent including predation (Long et al,, 1968),
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The generally assumed value is about 15 percent ' ColumbiaRiver projects, However, this mortality
direct and lhd/feet mortality (NPPC, 1989), does not account for any delayed mortality that

could ocour from passing over spillways, Under
Turbine mortality is affected by several f_tors, the spillway crest alternatives considered for the
The two factors considered to be of primary Smtke PAverprojects, direct and IndireGtmortality
importance are the effloim_oyof the turbineand the of fish passing over the spillways could increase,
depth thatit is submerged, Lowering pools from 3 Some fsmtorsindicatehigher mortality(e,g,, lower
to 5 feet in most Columbiaand SnakeRiver _lwater, higher nitrogen, less efft0t_t energy
projects would not change the existing mortality dissipation causing greater turbulence and possibly
because turblnes operateat optimum e/_ciency shear)and others lower mortalitywith less head,
within these pool levels, The exception is when This increase in mortality cannot be determined
John Day is lowered to 257 feet (reducinghead fromexisting information,
from I i I to 98 feet), At John Day, this decreased
pool elevation would cause a reductionin turbine The test drawdown of Lower Granite and Little
efficiency trod a resulting increase in mortalityof Goose in Marchmay have minor effect on survived
about 1,3 percent (basedon estimatesthat decreases of fish because less than 10 percent of ali smelts
in the percent survival are proportionalto decreases will be migrating at thts time, although most of the
in turbine efflcien0y, U,S, Army Corps of fish that migrateduring this period arc wild
Engineers, Progress ReportNo, 6), Lowering John summer chinook,
Day also would reduce submergence on McNary
turbines, which is estimated to increasemortalityat 4,2.1.7 Dissolved Gas Saturation
this facility by as muchas I percent (Cramerand
Oligher, 1961), Overall, if John Day is lowered to Some alternatives could result in tnor_

257 feet, additional mortality to fish would be mortalitiesof juvenile salmon and steelhead from
about1,3percentatJohnDay,andI percentat increaseddissolvedgassaturation,Theincidence
McNary, ofgasbubblediseaseiswelldocumentedon the

ColumbiaRiverSystem,Incidenceofgasbubble
IftheSnakeRiverprojectsareloweredtonear diseaseinfishdependson thelevelofsuper-
spillwaycrestandturbineswerenotoperated,all saturation,durationofexposuretothefish,water
turbinemortalityattheseprojectswouldbe temperature,generalphysicalconditionofthefish,
eliminated, However, a larger number of fish and the swimmang depth maintained by the fish
wouldpassthroughop_mtlngturbinesinthelower (EbolandRaymond,1976),WeitkampandKatz
ColumbiaRiverbecausejuvenilefishtransport (1980)alsosuggestedthatfishtoleranceto
facilitiescouldnotoperate,exceptatMcNary Dam supersaturationdependson theirlifehistorystage
(seediscussiononjuveniletransport,Section andfollowstwogeneraltrends:(I)tolerance
2,2,4,2),Inaddition,increasedgassaturationfrom decreasesfromverygreatintheeggstagetovery
spillmay increasemortalitywhen fishpassthrough lowinolderjuveniles;and(2)toleranceincreases
the turbines (see Section 4,2,4,3, Dissolved Gas following the juvenile life stage, with adultsbeing
Saturation), This mortality increase is caused by a the most tolerant free-swirmmnglife stage, They
suddendropinpressurethatwouldoccurwhen alsoreportedthatjuvenilefishsubjectedto
water passes through the turbines, which would sublethal levels of supersaturationmay recover
increase the effects of gas supersaturation, when returned to normal saturation levels, but adult

salmontds do not recover,
Additional flow would have no direct effects on

turbine mortality because the operatingefficiency Current standardsrecommend levels below 1I0

and depth of submergence for the turbines would percent saturation, Weitkamp and Katz (1980)
not change, reviewed the literatureon effects of dissolved gas

saturation, They cited a study on the Columbia
Based on studies at McNary and Big Cliff Dam, River that found 50 percent mortality occurred to
estimates of direct mortality of smelts passing over juveuile chinook in 10 days at gas saturationlevels
spillways average about 2 percent (Shoeneman et of I18 to 123 percent, while similar mortality
al,, 1_1), These test results are believed to be occurred in two days at concentrationsabove 125
characteristic of current operating ranges on the percent, Both tests were conducted with fish in
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water less than 3 feet. ,Intheir review summary, upperSnake to Ice HarborDam and from the upper
they stated, "Theabove studies indicate thata d_tm(this damvaried during other yearsof tests) to
dramaticchange occurs in both the numberof The Dalles Dam. However, otherknown causes of
deathsand time of death at approximately120 to mortality such ts disease, turbine-relatedfactors, or
125 percent saturationin shallow water (3 feet or predationwere included in these estimates.
less)." At higher concentrations,mortalities
increased dramatically. For fish in deeperwater, Relationshipsbetweenjuvenile travel time,
dissolved gas concentrationswould have to be supersaturationof nitrogen, and survivalof juvenile
higher because for every 3 fee; of depth, the chinook from the Salmon River to Ice Harborwere
effective gas saturation is reducedby 10 percent, developed (Ebel et al., 1975). Decreasing the

travel time from 25 to 12 days, even with an
Intensive laboratoryand field investigationson the increase from 130 to 136 percent of nitrogen
effects of supersaturationwere conductedfrom saturation,was reportedto increase survival from
1966 through the nfid-1970s. Some of the results 25 to 50 percent. Reducing the overall saturation
of these investigations were summarizedby Ebel et levels to 109 percent for part of the migration also
al.(1975).Exposureofjuvenilespringchinook increasedthesurvivalft'ore25 to37 percent.
andsteelheadto120percentsaturationfor3 days Theseestimatesshouldbe usedcautiously,because
in shallow tanks resulted in 100 percent mortality, other mortality factors were not measured.
A threshold level where mortalitysignificantly However, it appears that in years when fiver flows
increased was 115 percent saturation. Follow-up were normal to high and correspondinggas
studies reportedby Ebel et al. (1975) suggested that saturationlevels were high, mortality from gas
mortality decreased when juveniles were given the supersaturationcan overrideother mortalityfactors
option to sound (swim deeper in the water), but and result in substantial losses of juvenile
.that substantial mortality still occurreda,tle_eIs saimonids, ranging from 40 to 95 percent.
above 120 percent. Field evaluations confirmed

' .these results. Live cage tests conducted by several During 1990, ali the flow was released over the
agencies and summarized by Ebel et al. (1975) John Day spillway because of a fire that occurred
suggested that nearly 100 percent mortality at this project. The FPC (1991) reported, "There
occurred in surface cages and ranged from 6 to 68 were no reports of major injury to fish as a result
percent in deep cages, depending on the level of of gas supersaturation. However, large numbers of
saturation and stock of fish used in the test. sockeye, coho, and steelhead exhibited symptoms
Substantialmortality occurred in the deep cages of the disease, with the highest incidence recorded
when _taration levels ezceeded 125percent. Free- from the group of steeiiw.sd released from the barge
swimmingjuveniles v._,, also evaluatedby above John Day Dam subsequent to the fire in the
sampling gatewell catches in 1970 and 197'1at Ice John Day Powerhouse. These fish passed John
Harbor Dam. Incidence of gas bubbledisease Day Dam when 100 percent of the flow at the
symptoms on chinook migrantsranged frw,n 25 to projectwas being spilled and dissolved gas levels
45 percent in 1970; estimates of survival of reached 135 percent supersaturation." Currently,
chinook from the Salmon River to Ice Harborwas the dissolved gas level below the dams peaks
30 percent. In 1971, incidence of ges bubble annuallyat close to 120 percent, although high
disease ranged from 10 to 32 percentduringthe levels in the spring are closer to 110 percent. The
main migration .season,and estimates of survival currentgas saturationmonitoring stations (Water
were 50 percent. However, Ebel et al. (1975) Quality, Section 4. I) may not be measuring the
suggested that incidence of symptoms of gas bubble higher levels because they are located in the
disease _nnot be directi_ ".orrel,,tedto percent forebays. Therefore, actual concentrations below
mortality, but is indicative of the level of stress a the spillways may b,_higher because the gas often

population is suffering from exposure to dissipates as it mov,.,_downstream. For example,
supersaturated atmospheric gas. in 1991 a newly placed monitoring stationbelow

the spillwayat Lower Monumental recorded peak
Ebel et al. (1975) reportedestimatesof pelcent levels of 136 percent during spill specifically
mortality associated with supersaturationof gases provided for fish passage.
relative to the factorsknowntoaffect juvenile
survival. These estimates were calculated from the
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These results suggest that current levels may be a be going through the turbines instead of over the (
problem for juvenile salmonids, particularly during spillway.
periods of high spill. Therefore, increases in gas
saturation could contribute to mortality of The test drawdown _,,fLower Granite and Little
downstream migrating smelts. Goose in March Would be conducted in a manner to

minimi_,_ increas_ i_ dissolved gas levels, Few
Overall, operation at MOP might increase exposure f-tshsre present in the reservoir (less than
to supersaturated gas because more spill might 10 percent of smelts occur there)but potential
occur at night than under current operations, impact could be to the fall cbi_ook fry present in
Projects would have reduced ability to store water the reservoir or alevins still in the gravel during
at night if the water levels were maintained at these periods. An estimated 4,000 rearing fall
MOP. Because nightly power demands sre not as chinook were present in 1991 in Little Goose Pool
great as daytime, more flow could go over the prior to the migration period (Bennett et al., 1991).
spillway at night. However, some flexibility is This number of rearing fall chinook is substantial
available so that spill may not increase at night, relative to their numbers currently migrating
The degree of supersaturation may also increase through the system (about 14,000 collected in 1991
because the reduction of the water levels in pools at Lower Granite Dam [FPC, 1991b]). These fish
below each project "_,ouldreduce the effectiveness would be especially susceptible to injury from gas
of the flip lips and, hence, increase gas saturation, supersaturation because these smaller fish rear in
These changes in gas supersaturation levels and shallow water and alevins in the gravel may also be
exposures could result in minor negative effects on in shallow water where effects of supersaturation
fish, especially under higher than average flow are the worst.
conditions.

4.2.1.8 Predation
Reducing ali reservoirs on the Snake River to near

spillway crest would most likely have significant Predation is currently considered one of the major
adverse effect.; on juveniles during high spring sources of smelt mortality during migration in the
flows. Predicted dissolved gas saturation levels Columbia and Snake River System (Poe and

would be over 120 percent and could be over 140 Rieman, 1988) and is believed to cause mortality
percent (see Water Quality Impacts, Section 4.1). equal to or greater than that caused by passage at
Because ali flow would be passing over ali four the dams (Rieman et al., 1991). Changes in

projects, the gas saturation would tend to increase predation rates for the various options will vary by
from one project to the next, with the highest levels option and fish species. Bennett (1991), in his
below Ice Harbor. Without the fish transport assessment of effects of lowering ali Snake River
system, ali smelts originating above Lower Granite projects to near spillway crest, stated that although
Dam would be subject to increased dissolved gas predators would be concentrated, the reduced
levels as they travel downstream. As discussed residence time experienced by steelhead and

above, based on the work done by Ebel et al. yearling smelts and increased turbidity would
(1975), increased gas saturation levels in this range, probably result in reduced predation in this system.
during spring of normal and high flow years could There is some information on the Columbia River

increase gas saturation to where it is the overriding that suggests that within the normal age of
survival factor in the system, possibly causing operations, an increased flushing rate may not
mortality in the range of 40 to 95 percent, reduce predation (Beamesderfer et al., 1990).

Bennett also stated that lowering the Lower Granite
Adverse effects from dissolved gas would likely be Pool to elevation 710 would reduce predation in
less from lowering Lower Granite to 710 feet and this IX)OI. Yearling chinook and steelhead appear to
operating the others at MOP than from lowering "stage" or remain in this pool for longer periods
projects to spillway crest, although levels below than lower Snake River pools. Consequently, the

this dam would still be in the range of measured effect of lowering this pool may be greater than
mortality in tests. Some dissipation of dissolved other pools because staging may be reduced,
gas level is likely to occur below Lower Granite as shortening the time fish might be subjec_ to '
downstream reservoirs would be at MOP and have predation. Whether fish would actually migrate
lower spill quantity because most of the flow would
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more rapidly from this pool if it w_ lowered changes in relative predatordistributionin
cannot be determined, tailwaters and forebays, may be influenced by floe,

and ultimately affect predation.
In contrast, reducing pool levels to near spillway
crest or Lower Granite to elevation 710 feet may Based on the information by Beamesderferet al.,
increase predation on fall chinook in the Snake (1990), increased temperaturecould significantly
River pools. Unlike most steelhead and yearling increase predation. Predationis currently a major
chinook, the migration ra_ of fall chinook through source of loss of juvenile fish in the Columbia
reservoirs is either minimally affected or not River. For example, Columbia River subyearling
affected at ali by flow because they ssc actively chinook losses may be as high as 61 percent during
rearing in these regions. Therefore, reduced August in the John Day Pool. Overall loss in this
reservoirvolume would concentrate the predators pool during a season has been estimated at 14
and rearing fall chinook in the same regions,while percent of ali smolts 0Uemaa and Beamesderfer,
not causing significant increases in migration rates 1988). It lassbeen estimatedthat the annual
through the reservoirs. These effects would be temperaturemight peak 2 weeks earlier if the
most apparet,, in Lower Granite Pool relative to reservoirs in the lower Columbiawere lowered (see
other reservoirs. This is because increased spill Water Quality, Section 4.1). If this occurs,
would createhigher velocities below spillways that predation might increaseon earlier stocks such as
may reduce predator concentrationsbelow the dams yearling chinook and steelhead but decrease on fall
(paler et al., 1988) which are traditionally regions summer and upper Columbiasummer chinook.
of high predation (Poe and Rieman, 1988). Bennett However, temperaturesmight remain higher, which
(1991) concluded that there may be no effect on would maintain predationlevels on fall chinook.
predation from reducing Snake River reservoirs to The temperature changes have not been modeled,
MOP because predators are concentrated in so predictions of effects on fish are also unknown.
tailwater and forebay areas and distribution is not However, these effects are a possibility. With

, likely to change substantially, reservoirs on the Snake River at MOP,
temperatures are also expected to shift earlier, but

Lowering the Columbia and Snake river projects to may be lower later. The net effect of these
MOP might have no significant direct effects or, changes is that predation might be slightly reduced,
predationfor the same reasons, although any although the outcome is not clear. Reducing ali
increased temperatures resulting from drawdown Snake River reservoirs to near spillway crest might
could result in increased predation. Changes in result in a net reduction in temperature,which
flow may not alter predation activities, might also reduce mortalities from predation.
Beamesderferet al. (1990) developed a model to However, the overall effect of temperaturechanges
determine factors affecting predationrates in the on predation (which have not been accurately
John Day Pool, which covers the rgnge of flows predicted at this time), concentrating predators and
expected at MOP. The authors stated, "Changes in juvenile salmonids in smaller pool areas, and
flow are not expected to cause large changes in increasing water particle travel time cannot be
predation in John Day Reservoir. Survival was not reasonably predictedat this time.
sensitive to residence time." This conclusion

suggested other factors, such as increases in , Flow augmentation may also reduce temperature
predation, may outweigh any benefits from but changes are likely to be small. Therefore,
reduction in smelt travel time. They found that the effects on predation may be minor.
major factor correlating with predation was
temperature, mainly because the comaunption rate Reservoir drawdown to spillway crest or Lower
of squaw'fish(the main predator in this region) Granite to 710 feet could enhance predation control '
increases dramaticallywith increasing spring and by concentratingpredators. However, turbidityand
summertemperature up to 72°F (22°C). For possibly redistributionof predatorscould reduce
example, the numberof smelts that could be predator control. Northern squawfish populations
consumed by a squawfish daily increased from may be less directly affected from drawdown than
about I to4, with a correspondingtemperature other resident species because they are typically
increase of 54 to 63°F (12 to 17°C). lt is possible abundant under lotic conditions. However, the
that factors not included in the model, such as reductionof rearing habitat for juveniles and
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reducedfoodproductioncouldreducepopulation, remaininvery sl:u_Iow-water,|ow-velocityareas
primarilyof youngerage-.clL_es,whichwould thatwouldbe mostaffectedby thedrawdown,thus
probablyhave fimited direct effectsonpredation reducingthequantityof their rearinghabitat,
rates.

Reducing pool levels to MOP in the lower
4.2.1.9 Eftect on Hebltat ColumbiaRiver or SnakeRiver wouldhavelesser

effects thandrawdown to near spillway crest on the

Drawdownofanyformwouldreducerearing SnakeRiver,becausemuch oftheshallow-water
habitat quality and possibly quantity for salmon and habitatwould still remain in both systems (see
steelhead in the Columbia-SnakeRiver System, Resident Fish discussion concerning shallow-water
The most detrimental effects would be drawdownto habitat). However, the level of impact cannotbe '

near spillway crest of the four Snake River determinedaccurately at this time and may still be
reservoirs. Fall chinook would be affected most significant.
because they spend longer periods rearingin
reservoirs before migrating than other stocks. In different studies on the lower Columbia River
Shallow-water, low velocity habitatin these pools, it was found that some juvenile salmonids
reservoirs (less than20 feet deep and sandy) is the reside for various periods in backwaters and
preferredrearing area for fall chinook (Bennett, sloughs along the fiver, particularly in the spring
1991). Ali of the current shallow-waterregions and summer(Zimmerman and Rasmussen, 1981;
would be lost with drawdown to spillway crest in Parente and Smith, 1981). The most abundant and
each resergoir. These areas are also the most longest residentsof these backwaters are

productive for benthic food sources, which are used subyearlingchinook (most likely fall or upper
heavily by salmon and steelhead during rearing and Columbia River summer chinook), Predationby
migration. Although other shallow water areas will resident fish in these backwaters is apparently low
be present with the drawdown, these areas will be (Parente and Smith, 1981). Residency varies
less productive because the benthic food density among backwaters from a few days to weeks, and
will be less. Also, the decreased channelarea will sometimes longer in systems where fish cannot find
increase velocity, furtherreducing preferredhabitat the outlet. Growth is apparentlygood in these
of fall chinook. Because of increased flushing, regions, with food sources varying mostly between
reducedzooplankton abundancewould reduce food zooplanktonand benthic insects. The importance
resources. Drawdown to elevation 710 feet in of these shallow backwater areas to total
Lower Granite would still dewater most of the populations of salmonids in the Columbia and
currently used habitat for fall chinook in this Snake rivers is not known but is probablymost
region. Reduction of Lower Granite ranging from important for subyearling chinook, which typically
705 to 696 feet and Little Goose 10 to 20 feet rear in the mainstem Columbia and Snake rivers
below full pool would have similar effects as the fromearly spring to early or late summer before
710 option. However, because the drawdown test migrating as smolts.
will occur in early spring, very few or no juvenile
fall chinook originating from above Lower Granite Reduction of pool levels to MOP on the lower
Dam will be present in Lower Granite Columbia River will result in loss of some shallow-
Pool(personal communication, David H. Bennett, water habitat used for rearing. The importance of
Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources, this loss cannot be assessed since the quantity and
University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho, December 6, importance of other suitable habitat is not known.
1991).Althoughsomefallchinookjuveniles As discussedabove,fallchinookandupper
originating from spawning directly in Little Goose Columbia fiver summer chinook will be most
Pool may be present during the March test, they heavily affected.
are expected to begin to emerge from the gravel
about mid-March. The habitat will still be less Strandingof salmonids from any alternative is
productive when fish arrive because of lost benthic unlikely with the possible exception of stilled
production. Also, Little Goose fry of fall chinook backwater areas. Drawdown with any alternative
could be affected the most because they would be will be no more than 2 feet per day. This rate
out of the gravel during the March drawdown test. should allow fish to move out of any shallow,
During this period, these smaller fish would likely shoreline areas before becoming stranded.
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Backwater areas in the regions of potentially the salmonids (greaterthan I I0 to 130 percent
highest drawdown, the Snake River, are saturation).
uncommon. Thus, the potential for rearing fish,

such as underyearlingchinook, being stranded in 4.2,1.10 Summary of Effects on
theseregionsis unlikely. Juveniles

Stranding of fall chinook eggs or alevlns in redds Benefits associated with any option considered in
from the drawdownof Little Goose Pool in March this OA/EIS are based on past studies of the
is of concern. A search for reddswill be made Columbiaand Snake River System which indicated
prior to these tests and, if reddsare foundin the that increasesin flow tncrea_ the rate of
potentialdrawdown zone, drawdown will not occur downstream migrationand, therefore, presumably
beyond this elevation. However, there is the increasejuvenile fish survival. An underlying
possibilitythatred&couldbe missedwhichcould assumptioninthesestudieshasbeenthatchangesin
result in potential impacts to theselife stages from flow are the cause for changes in migration rate
the drawdowntest. Additional monitoringwill and, consequently, survival.
occur during drawdown to ensure protectionof

redds. In conductingthe analyses for this OA/HIS, a
major assumptionin most of the determinations has

Other miscellaneous factors could affect habitat for been that changes in water particle travel time,
juvenile salmonids. Suspended sediment levels will proportionalto past calculated flow effects, would
increase with drawdown alternatives that lower equal the same changes in either migration rateor
pools below MOP. Under the worst case survival of smolts: While this assumption seems
scenarios, it was estimated suspended sediment reasonable for the reservoirsunder the range of
could average 200 mg/l for 27 days in Lower normal operation, it is not reasonableto apply the
GranitePool. These levels could reduce food assumptions to radically different operations. This
supply for juvenile fish but are nothigh enough is because (1) ali models thatpredict changes in
over the short term to cause direct mortality migration rate and survival were determinedunder
(Alabaster and Lloyd, 1982). If concentrations the normal range of project operation, and (2)
were to remain in this range for a whole month, many potential and real additional impacts are
they could cause some direct mortality of juvenile likely to occur from options designed to increase
salmonids (Newcombe and MacDonald, 1991). water particle travel time by radical changes in
However, the higher turbidity would also increase operation.
cover protection from predators.

Based on a variety of different models for
The direction and magnitude of temperaturechange conditions other than reducing Snake River projects
with deep drawdowns is not well known. It is to near spillway crest, even the highest estimates of
thought that drawdowns to spillway crest might increased survival are relatively low (Table 4.2-9).
produce hotter temperatures earlier in the year, and Reducing Ml projects to MOP is predicted at
that highs may be higher and lows lower than at maximum to increase absolute survival by 4, 5, and
present. If temperaturesshift to higher levels 2 percent from Lower GranitePool to Bonneville
earlier, this could be detrimental to rearing and Dam at low, medium, and high flows, respectively.
migratingstocks of salmonids. Augmenting flows by 20 kcfs, which could only

occur for limited periods (less than one monthfor
Nothing is known about potential changes in fish ali but one alternative)would at most increase
disease organisms from drawdown, so no assess- absolute survival by 14, 12, and 3 percentat low,
ment can be made. medium, and high flows, respectively.

Increaseddissolved gas saturation from high spill If water particle travel time is the only significant
that would occur with deep drawdowns would also factor affecting smolt survival during passage down
reduce invertebratefood supply for fish. Many of the Snake and Columbia rivers, then options that
these invertebrateorganisms (pelagic crustaceans, cause the greatest reduction in water particle travel
benthic insects) suffer mortalities from gas time would show the greatest benefit to migrating

( supersaturationat levels similar tojuvenile smolts. However, available inforn_tion and lack
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of knowledge of the total effects of some of the _ in the low range (,possibly40 to 60 kefs) on the
various options suggest that some options designed Snake River,
to reduce water particle travel time would have
significant negative effects or minor or unknown Reducing the Columbiato MOP and augmenting
benefits on smelt survival, flow may also reduce smelt travel time, particularly

: atlowflows(intherangeof160to200kcfsori

The combination _',f.,.rodu/_ingthe Snake River less). Overall reduction in smelt travel time in this

projectston_..,__jl,l:#gi!:Cre-st;augmentingflow, reachwouldbesmall,particularlyatmediumand
andreducingth_¢ilksil,_/_biaRiverprojectstoMOP higherflows,
would cause the g_at_t tOfitlreduction in water
particle travel time. However, different studies With each of the options, other factors affecting
suggest that the effects on smolt travel time and survival would also ch_ge, If SnakeRiver
survival from reducing water particle travel time projects are operatedat near spillway crest, fish
(i,e,, based on effects with changing flow) are survival might be positively affected by reduced
varied. Therefore, a simple reduction in water smelt travel time and possible reducedpredation.
particle travel time may not benefit smelt survival, However, two additional negative factors may
Some information suggests that there may be a occur to reduce smelt survival, First, it is probable
waterparticletraveltimeplateauinboththeSnake thatgassaturationwouldincreasetotoxiclevelsin
andColumbiariversabovewhichno reductionsor theSnakeRiver,thuscausingincreasedmortality
minorreductionsinsmelttraveltimeoccur,That becauseallsmeltswouldpassdown theSnake
range in the water particle travel time may be the River under relatively higher gas saturation.
equivalent of 80 to 100 kcfs in the Snake River and Because the fish collection facilities at Lower
190 to 240 kcfs in the Columbia River at full pool. Granite and Little Goose would not be operational
Other analyses of the data suggest that smelt travel with this alternative, even if dissolved gas
time will continue to decrease proportional to water saturation i,_not a problem, a high proportion of
particle travel time, Regardless, with ali options fish from the upper region would be subject to
other than spillway crest, smelt travel time increased injury and mortality from passing the
reduction will be very slight at flows above those dams because they would not be transported.
projected at the plateau levels. These values are Second, eliminating transportwould increase the
based on yearling chinook studies, travel time significantly for the fish that would

normally have been transported. Fish transported
Effects on subyearling chinook (includes fall, and from Lower Granite take at most 3 to 5 days from
Columbia River summer chinook) of reducing the collection to release below Bonneville Dam. Even
water particle travel time arenot clear; they range with moderate and high flows with Snake River
from significant but weakly correlated to no effect projects at spillway crest, smelt travel time would
on smelt travel time. Limited data on the Snake be 24 and 13 days, respectively, assuming that
River (one study in 1991) in Lower Granite Pool travel time is directly proportional to water particle
suggest that sockeye salmon smelt travel time is travel time. This alternative would also reduce
significantly related to flow when fish size is rearing habitat for fall chinook and possibly
considered. There have been no tests on Columbia increase predation on these stocks, because they do
River sockeye, but their similar migration timing not move dir_fly with reducedwater panicle travel

and size suggest they may have similar responses to time. _/
water particle travel time as yearling chinook. /
However, this has not been tested. Otheranalyses Operating Lower Granite at elevation 710 feet
suggest that low_ringreservoirs to spillway crest, would have some of tl_esame effects as lowering it
even at high flows, could cause significant to near spillway crest at similar flow levels.
reduction in smelt travel time. Based on these, Moderate to minor reductions in migration rate
studies, a reduction in water particle travel time for would occur for some stocks, but probably not for
ali Snake River projects to near spillway crest fall chinook. Some increased dissolved gas
would have the effect of reducing water particle saturation could cause mortalitybelow Lower
travel time to levels above the threshold values Granite, but these levels would be reduced
(equivalent to 100 to 140 kcfs) when river flows downstream. Ali downstream migrants from the

Snake River would be exposed to these elevated gas
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levels present below Lower Granite, _me fish reddsare found, Currently, the location,
would not be transported,but many would be abundance, and depth of spawning areas are not
capturedat Little Goose Dam, the next dam known for this pool. Rearing habitat in this pool
downstream. Habitatquality for fall chinook would would experience desiccation and loss of benthic
be reduced and predationprobablywould increase food organisms before fry are present, The rearing
in Lower Granite,Pool, These factors would area for early emerging fry, which prefer low
probably remain negative at moderate to high flows velocity, shallow waters, would also be reduced.
because fall chinook movement is not well Gas supersaturationfrom the spill could also affect
correlated with flow changes, eggs, alevins, and fry, However, the tests will be

conductedin a mannerto preventexcessive levels
Reducing reservoirs to MOP or augmentingflow of supersaturation. Effects would be worse on fry
would have minor benefits on smolt survival in the because they prefer shallow water where
Snake and Columbiarivers, Changes in water supersaturationeffects are most severe to fish.
particle travel time by reducing reservoirs to MOP Lower Graniterearing habitatwould also be
are about 10 percenton the Columbia River and 7 adversely affected because of loss of benthic
percent on the Snake River, Therefore, smolt resources from the drawdown. However, the
travel times cannot be changed markedly, even if currentshallow-water habitatwill still be present
there is a one-to-one relationshipbetween smolt for other importantuses (e.g,, predatorand high-
travel time and water particle travel time. Flow flow avoidance)when the majority of fall chinook
augmentationof 20 kefs has a greatereffect on arrive, after the drawdown test, Loss of transport
reducing water particle travel time in the Snake facilities and traveling screen operationwill have a
River than reducing reservoirs to MOP. The minor effect because less than 10 percentof any
effects on water particle travel timeof both flow stock is likely to pass Lower Granite Dam before
augmentations and operating reservoirsat MOP are the systems are operating (starting typically March
similar to the Columbia River. The benefits are 25),
most apparent at low flow in the range of 40 to 60

kcfs in theSnakeRiver andlessthanabout160 4.2.2 Adult Anadromous Fish
kcfs on the Columbia River. With ali but one fl0w

augmentationoption, the ability to supply additional 4.2.2.1 Adult Passageflow of 20 kcfs is limited to less than 1 monthof

continuous operationsin _ average flow year. Adult fish passage would be affected differently
under various options. The most detrimental

Other factors affected by these options are effects would occur from lowering ali Snake River
generally neutral although there may be minor projects to near spillway crest. The least
negative effects on fish diversion from turbines, detrimental is under currentconditions.
possible gas level increase effects, and slight

reduction in reanng habitat quantity for subyearling If ali Snake River projects are lowered to near
chinook in the Columbia River. Flow spillway crest, no adult fish passage would be
augmentationwould result in greaterbenefits if possible at any Snake River dana. This is because
augmentationsare relatively high (e.g., 20 kcfs), several functions critical to ladder operationwould
particularly during low flow migration periods, not be possible (see Section 2,2 for additional

informationon fish ladder operation). The specificThe test drawdown of Lower Graniteand Little reasons the ladders would not function include:
Goose in March could have similar effects to

lowering the pools to spillway crest. These effects * insufficientwater depth in the forebay to
would mostly be insignificant because of the cover the exit and allow water to flow into
season, and the duration restrictions placed on the the ladder for fish to exit
tests to protect fish resources. The most significant

impact wol,ld be to rearing fall chinook which are s ins:afficientwater depth in the forebayto
spawned in Little Goose Pool. Lowering could
desiccate redds before frf have emerged in the supply auxiliary pumps

spring. However, a search will be made for redds * insufficient tailwater elevation to allow

prior to sampling, and lowering will not occur if auxiliary flow tailwater pumpsto operate
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* insufficient tatlwaterelevation to cover fish that the ladderworks, specific flow and velocity
entrance , criteria must be provided both at the entrances and

in the ladder.
unsuitabletailwater hydraulics for adult
fishway attraction Althoughsome of the flows needed for these

facilities are in the range of typical spring flows
For a ladder to function, flow needs to get intothe (generallyaverage 100 kcfs during peak flow
top end of the ladder (the exit), With the pool months), most are not, which generally eliminates
lowered to near spillway crest, no flow would enter the ladderuse under these options. None of these
the top end of the ladderunless the volume of flow conditions could be changedby altering ladder
is high enough in the river to cause the riverlevel construction,pump design, or adding more pumps
to rise to the exit level, by the proposed test period in 1992. Planning,

design, funding, and procurementprocesses would
At ali projects, flow would have to exceed 300 kcfs require more time than is available.
for the water level to be at the same elevation as
the primaryfish ladderexits under spillway crest Drawdown to near spillway crest would affect
drawdown. Substantially higher flows would be upstreammigration of differentstocks depending on
needed to covez exits, Flows of this magnitudedo the durationof the drawdown. The drawdown
not occur in the Snake River, so no water would from told-Aprilto mid-Junewould affect mostly
flow naturally into the fish ladderexit. spring chinook, eliminating til upstreammigration
Additionally, the ability to add water to the ladder of this stock. If drawdown goes into mid-August,
by auxiliarypumps at the forebaywould requireat ali summer chinook stocks would also be affected.
least 161 kcfs to bring the river level up high Sockeye, which typically migrateupstreammainly
enoughforthepumpstofunction.The inabilityto inJuneandJuly,wouldbeaffectedwithboth
usethesepumps,evenwiththeflowfromthe options.Moststeclheadwouldnotbeaffectedas
upstreamendoftheladder,wouldreducethe mostpassupstreaminSeptemberandOctober,
abilityoffishtomigrateuptheladder, althoughsummerstockswouldbe affected.

However,iftherefillperiodislengthy,some
Withtheloweringoftailwaterlevels,mostladder portionsoftheSeptemberruncouldbeadversely
entranceswouldbeoutofthewater.Thefish affected.Evenafterspillwaydrawdowntestsare
ladderentranceatIceHarborwouldnotbeaffected stopped,severaldaysorweeksdelay,dependingon
byflowquantitybecausethetailwaterisnot theflow,wouldoccuruntilallreservoirsare
affected.Becauseofthefree-flowconditions, refilledtolevelsallowingtheoperationofladders.
tailwaterelevationswoulddropattheotherthree Eventheearly_ringdrawdowntestsmay affect
projects,leavingladderentrancesoutofthewater summerchinook,whilelatertestsmay cause
exceptathigherflows.Minimum flowrequired extendeddelaysonstocksarrivinglater,including
forladderentrancestobeatleastevenwithwater fallchinook.
levelare54kcfs,148kcfs,and 102kcfsatLower

Monumental,LittleGoose,andLowerGranite,. Eveniffishladderswerefunctional,theproposed
respectively.Evenhigherflowswouldbeneeded /spillregimewouldgreatlylimitfishmigration.
toattainanelevationsuitableforfishtoswiminto The spilltestofI00kcfsatLowerGraniteDam in
theladder...... June1991indicatedverypoorconditionsforadult

fishattractiontotheladders.The primarypurpose
Additionalflowattheladderentrance,abovewhat ofthistestwastoobserveflowconditionsbelow
is needed to allow fish to swim up the ladder, is the dam that may occur if Lower Oranite Reservoir
essential for fish to detect the entranceto the ladder is drawndown to elevation 710, and the other three
when higher river flows (relative to flow coming lower Snake reservoirsare maintained at MOP.
down the ladder) and turbulenceoccur. Without Although Lower Orate Reservoir was maintained
this additional flow, fish will have great difficulty at MOP during this test, general flow patterns
detecting the entrance andentering the ladder. To should be indicative of what will occur if the
ertsurethat properattraction flow occurs at the reservoir is operatedat 23 feet below MOP
ladder entrance, additionalwater is pumped to the (elevation 710). Three spill patternswere tested qP
entrance regionsby auxiliary pumps. To ensure over a 4-hour period, and flows were observed
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downstream of the powerhouse and the adult fish adult migration because the ladders were designed
collection facilities, During ali spill patterns,a to operate over the array of flow, elevation, and
large cotmter_lockwise eddy was formed turbineoperation thatwould occur,
downstream of the powerhouse, During the spill
test,thenorthandsouthshoreentranceswere Augmentedflowinthehighrangeof20kcfswould
washedout,Thenorthpowerhouse¢ntrmceswere probablyhavenoeffecton migrationorsurvival..
not blocked, but extreme turbulenceand high The CBFWA (1991a) suggested that flow increases'
velocities would likely nmko access for fish very may benefit upstream migrants. Gibson et al,
difficult, Part of the problem is that flow patterns (1979) found that increased flow correlatedwith
assumed for ladder entrance design are based on apparentredu',astsurvival between lower Columbia
operation of the turbines; when the turbines are not River projects. However, the flow ranges where
operated, flow patternsare not favorable for the effects were noted wore over a much wider
successful ladder operation, Therefore, based on range, and many of the losses may have been from
these tests, it was concluded that fish would ladderdeficiencies that have been corrected,
generally have a very difficult time migrating Analysis by Bjomn (personal communication, Ted
upstreamat these flow levels, under any patternof Bjomn, Idaho CooperativeFish and Wildlife
spill (letter fromTed Bjomn, University of Idaho, Research Unit, University of Idaho, Moscow,
Moscow, Idaho, June 6, 1991). In formertests of Idaho, October 1991) on past Snake River passage
radio-tagged adult chinook, it was found thatat suggested that better adult passage occurs with
spill levels of 40 kcfs at Lower GraniteDam, adult lower flows, Chapman et al, (1991) exandned
spring chinook delayed migration. Similar delays recent data on apparentlosses of adultchinook
were noted during high spills at Ice Harborand migrantsbetween Columbia River projects and
Lower Monumental (Turner et al., 1983, 1984). found no correlations (i,e., no increase or decrease
These results suggest that impedimentsto migration in adultchinook losses between dams with changes
are likely at the otherprojects, and may occur even in flow) with flows between approximately 100 to
at lower spill volumes, These delays could 400 kcfs.
potentially affect spawning success,

4.2.2.2 Dissolved Gas Saturation
Operating Lower Granite at elevation 710 and
others at MOP would greatly imped,_or eliminate Negative effects similar to thos_ described for
upstream migration at Lower Granite Dam only. juvenile fish would occur to adult salmon and
Although the fish ladder exit and entrance could be steelhead from the various alternatives. As

maintained with water, the tailwater flow hydraulics Weitkamp and Katz (1980) stated in their literature
from spilling ali the flow and not operating the review of gas saturation effects, results from
turbines would be disrupted, studies of the Columbia River from 1965 through

1970 showed that 6 to 60 percent of adult salmon
The test drawdown of Lower Granite and Little during this period were killed by high gas
Goose in March will have minor effects on the saturation levels. The authors stated that carcasses
passage of adult salmon and steelhead. Ladders at of adults were found in the fiver when nitrogen gas
Lower Granite and Little Goose dams will be saturation was higher than 120 percent, while few
inoperable during about half of the test period, but were found when saturation was less than 112
few adult fish pass at this time of year. Typically, percent. They also stated that adult salmon were
no spring chinook pass Lower Granite Dam prior to more tolerant of gas bubble effects than juveniles,
the end of March (Corps, I991). About 3 percent although few studies were available
of all steelhe.adpass I.owe,' Granite in March, and forconfirmation, Information from laboratory and
probably only half of the._ would be delayed by the field evaluations suggests that adults have similar
test. This delay may cause some additionalpre- symptoms and exposures to juveniles, but adults
spawning mortality of these steelhe,ad. Other can avoid th_ disease betterdue to their sounding
stocks will not arrive at Little Goose until after the capability. Ebel et al. (1975) reported that in
tests are complete, laboratory tests, coho salmon were the most

susceptible of the adults tested and spring chinook
The operation of the lower Columbia and Snake were the most tolerant with 50 percent mortality
rivers at MOP are not likely to have any effect on
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occurring in both groups after 7 days _d22 days, next, with the highest levels below Ice Harbor,
reslx_tively, at 115 percentsaturation. Lowering the Lower GranitePool to elevation 710

would still result in elevated dissolved gas levels
Field evaluationshave con_ thatsubstantial that could be harmful to adults passing throughthe
losses of adult salmontds occur in the river pool (see juvenile discussion), The effects would
environment, Ebel et M, (1975) reportedthat in be worse if adultmigration was delayedor stopped
1962, large numbers of adultprespawnlng past this area, subjecting the fish to extended
mortalities occurred in the McNary spawning periods of high gas supersaturation. Duration of
channel, Further investigation revealed that large exposure as well as percent is a contributingfactor,
numbers of the adults were blind as a result from Projectsat MOP could also cause some negative
high levels of gas saturation, In levels of high affects; but currently, it is not expected they will be
saturation(116 to 130 percent), 34 percentof the significantly out of the range of what normally
test fish were blind within 10 days and 88 percent exist,
of these fish died before spawning. It was
determinedthat blinded females did not dig redds, The test drawdown of Lower Granite and Little
andmaleswereunsuccessfulincoveringeggswith GooseinMarchwouldhaveminorimpactson
milt, Ebel also reported that in 1968, levels of adults from gas supersaturation, This is because
saturatedgas wore measured from 123 to 143 very few fish would be present in Little Goose Pool
percentbelow John Day Dam, Thirteen sockeye when gas levels may be elevated; elevated gas
and 365 chinook salmon were recovered in one day levels will be minimized (planned spill will occur
below the project, Based on the _ecoveryof dead l&s than4 times during the month)but may be
salmon, Eb_l ot al, (1975) reported that the Oregon more frequent, and if high, tests will be stop#
Fish Commission estimated that over 20,000 (see pas,sagodiscussion),
summerchinookworemissingbelowJohnDay
project, Augmented flow should not affect these values or

increase adverse effects,
Additional flow control and spill deflectors (flip

lips)wereinplaceatsomedamsby thelate1970s, 4.2,2.3 Spawning Habitat
Thesereducedthelevelofnitrogensaturationand,

consequently, reduced the amount of time Some options may affect fall chinook salmon
salmonids were exposed to high levels of saturated spawningareas on the Snake River, Currently,
gasses in the Columbia and Snake rivers, Levels about30 percent of fall chinook that pass Ice
above those considered safe (less than 110 percent) HarborDam do not pass Lower Monumental,
still occur annually on the Columbia and Snake Al_ough these fish could be suffering mortality or
rivers, but most of the mortalitiesassociated with be over-counted at Ice Harbor due to fall back, it is
gas saturation are believed to have been eliminated also possible that a majority of these fish is
(Ebel, 1979), spawning below Lower Monumental, Further, it

has been reported that spawning of fall chinook
Currently, there are few reports of recent impacts may be occurring below Lower Granite Dam
from gas saturation on the Columbia and Snake _ennett, 1991), If fall chinook spawn in these
rivers, but there have been reportsof upstream areas, it is probably in water 10 to 30 feet deep just
migrant salmon at the Snake River projects arriving downstreamof the dams, Drawdown to near
at ladders with open sores on their heads (personal spillway at either of the dams, or Lower Granite to
communication, Jerry Harmon, NMFS, Lower elevation 710 feet, in places upstreamof the pools
Granite Dam, July 1991), This type of injury may would not directlyaffect the availability of
becausedbyhighgassaturationlevels, spawning habitatintheseareasbecausetheywould

bebacktopre-testingwaterlevelsduringthefall
Loweringallpoolelevm_onson theSnakeRiver spawningandfall-winterincubationperiods.
wouldhavethegreatestnegativeeffectbecause However,ifthelowerreservoirsdisruptbottom
dissolved gas levels would probably be kighe" than structure in the spawning areas, they may be
120 percent, and possibly higher than 140 percent unsuitable for spawning. There is currently no way
in the spring (see water quality section). Levels to estimate these effects. No other spawning areas
would increase downstreamfrom one pool to the would be affected by any alternative because they
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are ali above the eight reservoirs of the project would have minor effects on potaathd spawning
area, habitat for fall chinook in this pool, The region

thatcontains potentialconditions suitable for fall
Drawdowns of the reservoirs to the spillway crest chinook spawning is about 4 miles long along the
level or Lower Granite Pool to 710 feet could north shore from Lower Granite Dam downstream,
temporarilydelay upstreammigration at the deltas Most of this ea'eaisnot expected to be,physlcally
of the Snake and Clearwaterrivers, and the disruptedfrom drawdownand will be completely
Tucannon which drains into Lower Monumental covered with water prior to fail spawning,
Pool, However, all migration, except for fish However, any spawning redds that may be present
alreadyinthepools,wouldhavestoppedpriorto inwaterlessthanI0to20 feetdeepcouldbeloft
major delta erosion due to Inoperationof ladders dry before ali of the fry have emerged in the
fromthedrawdown, spring,Expected emergenceisprobably frommid-

Marchtomld-Aprilpersonalcommunication,
The SnakeandClearwaterdeltaswc_uldnotbea DavidH, Bennett,DepartmentofFishandWildlife
problem because they have been dredgedon a Resources, University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho,
consistent basis, Therefore, these large flows and December 6, 1991), However, surveys are planned
fine sediment will cut rapidlythrough the remaining prior to conducting experiments to locate any
sediments and preventpassage delays, Passage redds, If redds are found in the potential
may be more of a problem at the mouth of the drawdownzone, reservoir lowering will not occur,
Tucannon River because this riverdelta has not Monitoringwill occur during the test to attemptto
been dredged. Also, it is a small stream so it may ensure reddsare protected,
take longer for the flow to cut through the delta to

a sufficientleveltoaUow upstreampassageof 4.2.2.4 Temperature
adults,Thisfiverhasspringchinookandsome fall

chinook,ltisunlikelythatfisheotddgettothis Thevariousoptionsthatresultfromchangesin
poolbecauseoflowerdam passageproblemswith temperaturecouldaffectadultmigration,In
thedrawdown,IffishdidreachtheTucannon general,adultsalmonandsteel.headmigrationis
duringsucha drawdown,theymay bedelayeduntil impededattemperaturesabove70°F(21°C)(EPA,
latesummer,eitherafterthedeltalasscuta new 1971),In1967and 1968,hightemperatures(75to
c_,,',_el or the reservoir has returned to full pool, 790F, 24 to 260C) at the mouth of the Snake River
This would be more of a problem for spring blocked upstream migration of summer chinook and
chinook, which typically enter the Tu_on River steelhead. Currently, lower Snake River
in May and June, Fall chinook do not enter until temperaturesfrom 1985 to 1989 averaged higher
late summer, than70*F (21'C) from July 19 to August 19 (Vigg

and Watkins, 1991), However, there has been a
The delta erosion and inc_ sediment general decrease in the trendof late summer
concentration are not likely to prevent adult fish temperaturesin the Snake River from 1962 to 1989
fromhoming during migration. However, because (Chapman et al,, 1991). No reliable estimatesof
of the preventionof migration from lack of ladder temperaturechanges from any of the drawdown
operation,veryfeworno fishwouldbepresentin alternativescanbe made;onlythegeneraldirection
the pool during the delta erosion, The high of possible changes can be estimated. Therefore,
average suspended sediment concentration predicted the effects on salmon and steeLheadare difficult to
for full drawdownof Lower Granite Pool is predict. It is expected that only slight changes in
200 rag/l. Whitman et al. (1982) found that it took temperaturewould occur from lowering the
suspended volcanic ash of 650 mg/l to disrupt reservoirs to MOP on the Columbia and Snake

homing behavior of chinook salmon in the Toutle Rivers. Temperature is not currently considered a
River,Washington.Ifthe200mg/lwere problemformigrantsintheColumbiaRiver,so
maintained for a whole month in the reservoir, minor changes should have no effect.
some mortality of adult salmon and steelhead could

occur (Newcombe and MacDonald, 1991). Changes at MOP on the Snake River should not
change adult migration unless _ey cause

If Little Goose is lowered by up to 15 feet below temperatureincreases during the period of highest
minimumpoolinthe Marchdrawdownta.st,it temperaturein the summer,when summermadfall
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chinook and steelhead migration could be impeded, exooed 70OF, so the real effect of lowering the,so
Drawing the rosorvoirs to spillway crest is beUevod temperatureson migration is not known,
to shift the temporatm'epeak to _vorfl weeks
earlier, Thismayimpedemigrationof anearlier 4.2.3 Other AnadromousStooks
portion of the run, possibly affecting more summer
chinook migrants if temperaturesare high, but Amodc,aa shad rearing habitatand spawning
effects on laterportions of the runs, including fall success might be affected by some of the
chinook which typically migrate after told-August, alternatives,but effects would be minor except for
could be reduced if temperatures are cooler, i smallportion of population thattts_ the Snake
Temperature increase, even below lethal levels, River, Lowering the lower Columbia Rtvor
could reduce the spawning suec,oM of fish thatpass p_ojoot8to MOP would reduce the rearing area for
through the region, those fish _d roducafood supply by dewatering

some shallow areas that are typically watered,
Flow augmentationthatoccurs in spring and mid- However, some benefit to food production could
summermay have little effect on temperatureand, occur by stabilizingthe water level and reducing
therefore, little effect on adult migration, Tests the chance of strandingfiah in the shallows from
from Dworshak Dam (Vigg and Watldns, 1991) daily drawdown of 0,5 to 1,5 feet, Velocity
wore conducted in September when flows are low, throughthe pools would increase slightly during
The authors found thattemperatureswere reduced spawning, possibly affecting spawning success,
by about4OF (2,20C), but the temperature changes However arid.summerchanges oven with
were not conclusive, Considering thatbase flows augmentationflow would not be expected to change
in the Snake River would be higher during most of ovendl velocity by more than about 20 percent,
the flow augmentationperiod (April to mid.July),
any effects of Dworshak release_ would be reduced American shad typically spawn over a wide range
to less than thatfound by Vtgg andWatktm (1991) of flows, apparentlysuccessfully, so minor changes
due to dilution, Based on the av_lable information fromproposed actionsshould not have significant
on temperaturechanges, it appearsflow effects, Similar effects would occur on the Snake
augmentationwould have little effect on migration, River, but any effects to the populationwould be

reducedbecause relatively few fish use the Snake
Temperaturecontrol test releases of 10 kcfs from River, Lowering ali Snake River projects to
Dworshak Reservoir in August for 20 days could spillway crest would eliminateupstream migration
help passage of adult summer or fall chinook and into this system in the spring and summer,
steeLheadup the Snake River by cooling Snake Lowering Lower Granite to elevation 710 would
River temperatures, Various scenarios of cold- prevent migration above this dam because_the fish
water flow releases from Dworshak Reservoir were would have difficulty finding the ladder entrance
evaluated to determinewhich would be most caused by turbulence from total spill; however, this
beneficial to adult fidl chinook given specific is a small region of habitat for the species and the
operationconstraints on the reservoir (Karr ot al,, majority stay in the ColumbiaRiver,
(1991), Since these model runs wore made,

reservoir operations have changed so that Lampreyrearing and migration could be possibly
alternative flows were available to evaluate, These significantly affected from some of the alternatives,

O'latest flow alternativeswere evaluated. The results Lowering the Snake River pr 9eels to spillway crest
of this latest evaluation indicateda proposed flow would eliminateany upstreammigration in the
releases of approximately10 kcfs for 20 days in Snake River System as they would be migrating
August from DworshakReservoir will reduce water duringspring. Some effects could occur to the
temperaturesat Ice Harbor Dam about 2 to 3*F in juveniles from drawdown to MOP in the lower
a year like 1991. This would assist upstream Columbiaor Snake rivers. They typically rear as
migration of fall chinook and some steelheadby ammocoetes (larvae) inhabiting fine silts and
lowering temperaturesto 70*F about two weeks backwatersof streams, Some of these areaswould
earlier than would occur without this flow (in 1991, be dewaterod, but much of this habitat typically is
temt_ratureswould have been lowered to 70*F by partially dewatereddaily under normal conditions;
August 23 compared to September 8). Currently, under MOP conditions, the likely relative habitat
some fish migrate upstream when temperatures area not currentlyaffected is relatively small.
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Howewr, rearinglarva currentlyin theSnake 4.2,4 Hatcheries
River wouldbe_versely affeot_l fromdrawdown

to spillway or_t u ali of the suitablehabitatwould Hatchery operations could experienae = variety of
be dewatered, Lowering Lower Granite to dir_t and ind|reoteffeot_ from the proposed
elevation 710 feet might have the same effect u to actions, including operationaldifficulties from
spillway crest in this pool, changed water levels, temperatureeffects on

hatchery water supplt_, and po_lble lowering of
White sturgeonare present in the anadromousform water table levels near hatcherywells, Impacts to
below Bonneville Dam, sad as mostly non- the hatcheries and rearing ponds are generally
anadromous isolatedpopulationsof resident stocks expected to be minor, However, there is an
in the Columbia and Snake River pools, None of uncertainpossibility that water-relatedchanges
the alternativesshould affect the anadromous form could result in moderate impacts to hatchery stocks
because conditionsbelow Bonneville would not producedat some of the facilities,
change, However, residentstocks could be

affected by various alternativee, Lowering ali Corps staff postulate that water temperatures at the
Snake River projects to near spillway crest could lower Columbia giver projects would increase
affect spawning and rearing habitat; however, the earlier in the summer and possibly reach higher
net effect is not known, Sturgeon apparently prefer levels with operation at MOP, Water temperature
the fast water areas below dams for spawning, in the aquifer supplying the Bonneville Hat0hery
With the drawdownnear spillway crest, the ranges from 47 to 53°F (8 to 12°C), If fiver
distributionof this habitat would be larger, possibly temperatures lnor_u_d sufficiently to raise aquifer
increasing suitable spawning area, Rearing habitat temperatures more than 1 or 2°F (-17,2°C), growth
in these reservoirs is typically the deeper portions of juveniles and survival of adult salmon at the
of the reservoirs (Nigro, 1990), but juveniles have Bonneville Hatchery might be of concern,
been found in shallow-water regions (Bennett, Temperatures above 54°F (12°C) sigaificently
1991), This option will have less effect on deep- increase holding mortalityof chinook salmon,
water habitat than on shallow-water habitat so, which already have a mortality rate of 19 percent.
otherthanreducingthenetdepthofthis=rea,there Incre.asodtemperatureswouldtnduc_ a higher
wouldbelittleeffecton theseregions,Howover, juvenilegrowthrate,requiringearlyreleasethat
theimportanceofthelossofshallow-watorhabitat couldaffectsurvival,
forrearingisnotknownandthishabitatcouldbe

importanttothesurvivalofyoungsturgeon, Releasesofe.ohofromWahkeenaPondbelow

Whetherthereduceddepthwillmaketheseregions BonnevilleDam couldbeaffectedwithprojects
unsuitableforrearingolderfishisnotknown, operatedatMOP orwithsignificantlyincreasod
LoweringonlyLowerGranitetonearspillwaycrest springflowaugmentation,Riverflowsbelow
orto710feetwillreducethedepthofrearing BonnevilleDam mustbe below200kcfsforcoho

habitatonly in Lower Granite Pool, possibly to leave the rearing pond because the pond cannot
affecting only thatpopulation. Drafting of Lower be drainedat higher flows. Typi-c.aloperationof
Granite to 705 and lower Little Goose to 10 to 20 reservoirsallows for some storageof water by
feet below full pool in the March to mid-April fluctuationsof 0.5 to 1.0 feet per day. Without
period will have similar effects as lowering the this storage capability (if leaving reservoirat
pools to spillway crest in these two only pools, MOP), ali flow coming downstream must be passed
with major effects limited to early spring. The through the project. If flows are higher than200
effects of ali other alternatives are likely to be kcfs inMay, which is common, operating the lower
insignificant because they have little effect on deep- fiver projects at MOP allows forno storage, so ali
water habitat or high-velocity spawning areas below flow would continue down the river and echo

each projects. However, some loss of shallow- releases from this facility could not occur.
water habitat, possibly important to young
sturgeon, will occur with any of the drawdown Lowering the Bonneville Pool to MOP could
alternatives in the Snake and Columbia rivers, increase predation on fish released from the Little

White Salmon facility. Released smelts tend to
Flow augmentation is not likely to have any effect hold in Draino Lake, a backwater area of the pool,
on these three species, which would be greatly reduced in volume. This
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lowered water depthwould concentrate smolts and even after the tests were done and the pooh
predatoryfish, u weil M increase access to fish for returnedto nonn_ levels,
predatorybirds, The adult hatchery ladder
entrance at Spring Creek Hatcherymight not be Release of 45°F Waterduring August would affect
effective with d_wdown of, the lower Columbia juvenile steelhead productionat Dworshak
River projects to MOP because rooksemerge at the Hatchery, The naturally warmerwaters (versus
entrance at sn elevattoh of 70 feet in the Bonneville re0iroulation)available August I t_'ough Ootober 1
Pool, provide for the best fish growth, The progeny

from the groups of fish spawned list will not have
Water supply to the Irrigon and possibly UmatiUa attainedadequate size before the cool water release
hatcheries 'couldbe reduced by lowering John Day and thuBwill be I0 to 15 mm below the desired
Pool to MOP or to 262,5 feet, The Ranney Well size of 200 mm, This would tffeot _proxtnmtely
water supply system currently in piace appearedto 750,000 fish out of the total approximate
be at its limit of supply when the pool was lowered produotionof 1,750_000, Effects on the hatchery
to 262,5 feet this year, The supply quantity can be minimized by minimizing the durationof the
appears to be correlatedto the pool level, Pool release (volume does not have an effect),
reductions might therefore limit water supply and

ultimatelyreduce the capacity of the facilities or 4.2.5 Mitigation
necessitate earlier releases of fish,

4,2,5.1 Juveniles
Drawdownofthe Lower MonumentalPoolwould

threaten the water supply pipeline to the Lyons Juveniles would be significantly affected when
Ferry Hatchery (see Section 4,14,6), Loss of this alternativesare implemented which preclude
watersupplywouldseverelyreducetherearing operationofjuvenilefishbypassfacilitiesand,asa
capacityofthehatchery,whichisdesignedtorear result,operationofthejuvenilefishtransportation
116,400poundsofsteelhead,101,800poundsof program,No readilyimplementablemeasurecould
fallchinook,45,000poundsofrainbowtrout,and beprovidedby 1992toallowoperationofthese
8,800 pounds of spring chinook, facilities underthese drawdowIisalternatives,

Juvenilebypass systems functionwithin specific
Ali hatchery facilities above Ice Harbor, including reservoir levels; operatingoutside these levels
Lyons Ferry in the Lower MonumentalPool, would would result in an inoperablesystem or increased
not have spring run brood stock (spring/summer juvenile mortality.
chinook,somesteelhead)with theSnakeRiver

projectsdrawndown tonearspillwaycrest,Nose Forthetransportationsystemtooperate,juveniles
ofthespringstockswouldbeabletopassupstream mustfirstbecollected,Thisiscurrently
becausetheadultfishladderswouldnotbe accomplishedby usingjuvenilebypasssystemsat
operationalundertheseconditions,IfonlyLower threeprojects,The lossofjuvenilebypasssystem
Granite were drawn down to near spillway crest, operationwould preclude transport at the inoperable
only Lyons Ferry would have access to adult spring facility. While upstream juvenile trapsmight be
stocks, Drafting Lower Granite to elevation 710 deployed to mitigate this loss of collection
feet would nearly or totally prevent spring run capability, effective traps could not be provided by
stocks from getting to hatcheries above this dam. 1992. Part of the benefit of the juvenile
Also some steelhead stocks, mostly those migrating transportationprogram is avoiding increased losses
in the mid-sumaner,would not arrive at the from predation, To offset these losses, the
hatcheries. But the proportionaffected would be a preda_r removalprogram could be intensified but
small portion of the runs be:causemost migrate not implementable by 1992 to offset loss of
upstream in September and October, after the transport.
drawdownperiod. Operating Lower Monumental

to spillway crest would also cause structural Another significant impact to juveniles would be
damage to the water supply system to Lyons Ferry gas supersaturation. As disc_ in the water
hatchery. This would eliminate productionof fall quality section, little can be done to raitigate this
and spring chinook and steelhead at this facility impact except for reducing spill volumes when

problems are encountered.
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4.2.5.2 Adults

Impactsof alternativeswhich preclude adult
passage (.poollevels to spillway crest or high spill
conditions) cannot be readily mitigated. The
effective operationof fish ladders requires
m__ng a carefully balanced flow volume and
velocity to first attractadults into the system and
then to ensure their movement throughthe system.
The volume of water requiredand criteria that must
be met does not readily allow a "quickfix" to
provide passage.

Another alternativediscussed to mitigatethe loss of
ladder function is to use a trap and haul facility. A
trap, however, requiresflow conditions for
attractionand collection similar to those required
for ladders. In addition, the large number of adults
thatwould require handling (approximately 34,000
chinook and 6,000 steelhead at Ice Harbor) makes
this approachinfeasible for 1992. Furthermore,
the destination of these adults would not be known
and the effect of such hr,ndling may be deleterious.

The potential loss of adult entrance into Spring
Creek hatcherywas furtheridentified as a potential
problem. This might be mitigated by removing
rock outcroppings which create this problem.

Temperature impacts could not be mitigated without
modifying release strategies.
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4.3 RESIDENT FISH AND AQUATIC ECOLOGV

Alternative/Option Potential Significant Impacts (Positive and Adverse)

Reservoir Drawdown

Snake River

Ali 4 projects to MOP • Spawning and rearinghabitat reduced.
(April 1 to July 31) • Possible benefits to spawning success due to stabilized water

surface elevations.

Ali 4 projects to near spillway crest • Large reductions in suitable shallow-water spawning habitaL
(April 15 to August 15) • Reduced benthic and plankton production and, hence, prey

availability, with reduced fish growth.
• Increased gas saturation,
• Increased fish mortality.

Ali 4 projects to near spillway crest • Similar to ali projects near spillway with decrease in duration.
(April,15 to June 15)

Lower Granite to near spillway crest • Similar effects on Lower Granite as in all projects to near spillway
(February 1993 or July 15 to and other projects similar to that described under MOP.
August 15)

Lower Granite to 710 feet, others to • Greatly reduced spawning habitat in Lower Granite,
MOP (April 15 to June 15) • Reduced benthic and plankton production in Lower Granite.

• Reduced fish growth in Lower Granite.
• Other projects as in MOP.

Lower Granite_ittle Goose drawdown • Potential shifting of resident fish populations between pools.
test (_arch) • Reduction in suitable shallow-water foraging habitat.

• Reduced benthic production and, hence, prey availability,
• Increased gas saturation andpredation,

Lower Columbia

Ali 4 projects to MOP • Spawning and rearing habitatreduced.
(April 1 to August 31) • Possible benefits to spawning success clueto stabilized water

surface elevations,

• Possible reduction in plankton production.

John Day at 262.5 feet, McNary at 337 • Possible enhanced spawning and rearing conditions.
,feet,remainder at MOP

(April 1 to August 31)
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Resident Fish (continued)

Alternative/Option Potential Significant Impacts (Positive and Adverse)

Flow Augmentation

D worshak • Increased entrainmentof kokanee and trout.

• Reduced plankton production thereby reducing food sources for fish.

• Reduced spawning success

• Slight cooling of Clearwater River, delaying biological processes.
• Reduced effects with flood control shift.

Bro wnlee • Increases in entrainment of fish with small to moderate
withdrawals.

• Reduced benthic and planktonic production with moderate releases,
• Impacts on spawning success, feeding success, and survival with

unrestricted draft increasingwith magnitude of withdrawal.
• Reduced effects with flood control shift.

Grand Coulee • Potential significant impacts (positive and adverse) to net pen
operations.

• Increased entrainment of fish.

• Delayed zooplankton development.

Combination Alternatives • Effects additive; see d.,'awdownand augmentation.

Temperature Control Test • Reduced abundance of zooplankton and terrestrial insects.
(August) • Reduced feeding success ofresidc,r_ flsh.

¢

• Delay of biological processes in theClearwater River and reduced
growth of riverine species.

• Probable loss of habitat for riverine fish species.
• Reduced temperature stress in fish of Lower Granite and Ice Harbor

reservoirs.
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4.3.1 Potential impact Mechanisms The number of fish entrained into turbines or lost
over spillways can be affected by changes in flow

Variations in existing operations at Snake and regimes that tend to carry increased numbers of
Columbia River dams might potentially affect eggs and juvenile fish through the fore.bay of
resident fish populations. Most of these potential dams. Loss of fish over or through the dams can
impacts are related to spawning success, early also be affected by the depth of water at those
suxvival of juveniles, and availability of prey. facilities. The majority of the fish in the open

waters of the forebay tend to be conceatrated in the
Changes in water surface elevations that drain upper water column. Therefore, decreases in water

backwater areas can have immediate and long-term surface elevation increases the probability of
effects on resident populations. Decreased water entraining fish. k

surface elevations before spawning can affect the
amount of shallow-water habitat available for Macrophyte abundance could be either increased or

spawning. Drawdown might reduce the total decreased by the proposed actions. Constant water
amount of spawning area available by drying areas surface elevations would tend to encourage
normally used by resident fish populations, macrophyte development, while the loss of
Alternatively, they might increase spawning habitat shallow-water habitat might reduce the area where
by reducing water depth over broad areas ordinarily macrophytes can develop and/or decimate portions
at intermediate depth, of the existing macrophyte production.Macrophyte

production can be important because it provides
Suitability of habitat within a reservoir for substrates for invertebrate development, spawning

spawning is not only a function of depth, but also substrates for some fish species, and cover for
substrate and flow. Most of the shallow-water rearing fishes.

spawning species spawn over coarse sand or
gravel. Flow is also often a factor in the selection Decreased water retention time affects

of spawning areas. Therefore, the effects of phytoplankton and zooplankton in the reservoirs
decreasing water surface elevations on the through decreased availability to nutrients.
availability of spawning habitat depends on the Reduced plankton production, in turn, has the

available shaUow-water habitat following drawdown potential of affecting fish production as a result of
and the substrata and flow characteristics of that decreased prey availability.
habitat.

Reductions in water surface elevation below normal

Decreasing water surface elevations could result in pool levels might reduce benthic production because

desiccation of eggs and reduced _rvival to juvenile of reductions in availability of shallow-water habitat
stages (Bennett et al., 1983; Hjort et al., 1981; and possible differences in substrate of remaining
Bennett and Shrier, 1986; Mullah et al., 1986; or resulting shallow-water habitat.

Peone et al., 1990; Stull and Emery, 1985).
Increases in water velocity can fiarther influence Higher turbidities would tend to decrease plankton
distribution of eggs and larvae and might result in production as a result of reduced light penetration
lower survival if the eggs and larvae are carried to in the water column. This, in combination with
unfavorable habitats (Hjort et al., 1981). reduced retention times, could affect food

availability for larval fishes, juveniles, and other

Increasesim springtemperatures irt the reservoirs planktivorous fishes.

could accelerate spawning, increase planktonic and
benthic production, increase growth rates of fish Each of these avenues for effects to aquatic
species, possibly increase survival of warm-water organisms has the potential to affect individuals in
species, and possibly decrease survival of cold- or the populations. Although individuals in a
cool-water species. In reservoirs with species that population might be affected, the overall population
are currently temperature limited (e.g., mountain might remain undisturbed. The potential that these
whitefish), ;;mali increases might raise temperatures mechanisms have to change overall populations
in excess of tolerable levels and result in increased depends upon whether the populations are limited

mortality of these species. Long-term changes in by the impact mechanism. For instance, if
species composition couldresult, spawning habitat is amply available and, under
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normal circumstances, undentsed, red_tions in the reductions in shaUow-waterhabitat,particularlyat
available habitatmight not have a negative impact Little Goose Reservoir, would tendto negatively
on the population as a whole, Likewise, red_tion_ affect spawning success. The net effect of
in food availability might not affect populations if drawdownon spawning and incubationsuccess is
food levels normally present in the reservoir far uncertain. At Little Goose, the effect is expected
exceed levels requiredto maintain the populations, to be negative. At the other reservoirs, populations

may be slightly enhanced by operations at MOP.
Gas supersaturation is expected to increase if spill
is dramatically increased at the reservoirs. If The drawdown might slightly increase the amount
supersaturation levels exceed 115 to 120 percent, of tailwaterspawning habitatthat in turnmight
resident fish present in the Surface water of the increase the spawning succe_ of resident cold-
tailrace might suffer substantialmortalities, water species. These species, however, are
Generally, shiners and crappieshave a tolerance primarily tributaryspawners and any increase in
similar to saLmonids;blue gills and northern spawning success is expected to be insubstantial.
squawfish are more tolerant thansalmonids; and Northernsquawfish spawn in either runningwater
bullheads, carp, and bass are among the most or along the shores of the reservoirs. Little change
tolerant of the Snake and Columbia River System in spawning success of squawfish is anticipated.
species (Weitkamp and Katz, 1980).

Larval fish abundance in Lower GraniteReservoir
4.3.2 Lower Snake River Reservoirs in 1991tendsto supportthisconclusion.The

reservoir has been operated under MOP conditions

4.3.2.1 Operation at Minimum in 1991and larval fishabundancein the reservoir
Operating Pool appears to be exceptionally high. This is I)elieved. to be related to the reduced but constant water

levels. Initial identification of these larval fishes

O With ali four reservoirsat MOP from April 1 indicated that most are suckers, but northernthrough July 31, water surface elevations would be squawfish also appear to be abundant. These initial
held near the lower elevation of the normal April to results suggested that northern squawfish and

August operating range. Although the average
sucker abundancemight be somewhatenhanced as

water levels would be reducedby up to 3 feet
during this time, they would be held fairly constant a result of the more favorable rearing conditions.

Other shallow-water spawning species might also
relative to normal operations (Appendix D). be benefitted.

Most of the resident fish in the Snake River
Water retention times in the reservoirs would be

reservoirs spawn from April 1 to July 31. Larger adequate to enable zooplankton populations toamounts of shallow-water spawning habitat would
increase to densities high enough to provide food

generally be available at ali four reservoirs at MOP for larval fishes. Turbidity might increase slightlywater surface elevations relative to the amount of
habitat available at full IX)OIelevations when water levels are initially reduced to MOP

around the first of April, which could temporarily
(Table 4.3-1). Full pool elevations, however, do reduce productivity. However, turbidityshould
not represent actual shallow-water habitat normally return to and remain at ambient levels for the
available because elevations normally fluctuate

remaindecof the drawdown. Therefore, turbiditywidely (Appendix D). Ali pool elevations but Little
should have little overall effect on plankton

Goose fluctuate between full pool and MOP during productivity (Bennett, 1991).
the spring. Fluctuations at LiRle Goose are not as
pronounced. Truly viable spawning habitat

Benthic community production would probably notavailable under normal conditions at most of the
be affected under operation at MOP at any of the

reservoirs is probably similar to or slightly greater reservoirs except Little Goose. Present operatingthan levels available under MOP. Stabilized water
conditions routinely include water level fluctuationssurface elevations would tend to ensure that most
between full pool and MOP, which have probably

spawningactivity occurs in areas that would be

O inundated throughout incubation. Hence, eliminated the benthic community within theoperations at MOP should have a small positive fluctuation range. Therefore, under constant water
effect on successful egg incubation. However, levels at MOP, the benthic community would not
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Table 4.3-1. Percent change in available shallow-water area at Snake River reservoirswith MOP and spillway
crestwater surface elevations relative to availability of shallow-water area at full pool.'J

Water Depth

Spillway Crest MOP 710

Reservoir 0-9 ft 10..19ft 0-.9 ft 10-19 ft 0-9 ft 10-19 ft

Ice Harbor 321 159 124 179 - ..-

Little Goose 56 36 154 74 - -

Lower Granite 107 45 122 105 181 71

Lower Monumental 333 124 140 127 -- .--

a/ Calculations are based on HEC 2 transectdata and assume depths along transects represent the entire
reservoir.

be affected and might temporarily increa_ in 1991). Similarly, flows in the river and spill levels
shallow water. At Little Goose, the reduced would not change significantly. Therefore, fiver
available habitat would likely result in reduced populations should also be unaffected by operations
benthic production, at MOP.

Constant water surface elevations might also benefit In summary, operation of ali four lower Snake
macrophyte production by providing relatively River reservoirs at MOP from April 1 to July 31
stable water depths over shallow-water areas, would not be expected to activate any of the
Increased macrophyte abundance could enhance mechanisms that would affect resident fish
invertebrate production and provide cover for populations. Therefore, operations at MOP are
rearing fishes. This, in turn, could positively affect anticipated to have minimal and possibly positive
survival of juvenile fish. effects on resident populations.

Significant water temperature changes would not be An alternative to drawing ali four Snake River
anticipated with this option; hence, temperature is reservoirs to MOP is to draw Lower Granite
not expected to affect existing annual growth rates Reservoir to a level midway between MOP and
of fish. Additionally, food availability (benthic and spillway crest water surface elevations (elevation
planktonic) is expected to be unchanged. Therefore 710) and draw the other three reservoirs to MOP.
feeding success, which affects growth, should be This option should result in significant increases in
unchanged, and turbidity is not anticipated to be the amount of shallow water in Lower Granite
great enough to affect feeding success. Annual Reservoir. However, most of this shallow water
growth increments of fishes would probablybe would have substrates of silt and mud, unsuitable
similar to currentconditions in the reservoirs, for most resident fish. In additional, silt and mud

does uot to support much benthic production.
Neither water levels nor water flows during this Drawdown of Lower Granite to 710 feet would also
operation at MOP would be sufficient to result in increase flushing time sufficiently to have a
increased loss of juveniles/adults from the reservoir significant negative effect on plankton production.
through the turbines or over the spillways (Bennett, The net result of this drawdown would most likely
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be the production of a very weak yearelass of most The overall change in shallow-water areas,
resident fish species in Lower Granite Reservoir. increased flows in the muchof the shallow area
Feeding success and growth would also be affected, that would be available, and the presence of fine

substrateswould be expected to significantly affect

4.3.2.2 Operation Near Spillway mostresidentfishspawning.The five majorsport
Crest fish in the system---sn_Lmouth bass,black and

white crappies, channel catfish, and largemouth

One of the existing key changes undereither of the bass--probably would not stw.cessf_lly spawn
options for spillway crest operationwould be the because of the decreased water levels, increased
general loss of available shallow-waterhabitat, velocities throughthe reservoirs, loss of backwater
The large drawdownsassociated with operationsof habitat,and high abundanceof finer substrate
spillway crestwould expose ali of the (Bennett, 1991). Other species commonly
shallow-waterhabitatpresent under existing classified as non-gamespecies that are typically
conditions. Ice Harborand Lower Monumental more abundantunder riverineconditions are redside
reservoirs, however, would have substantially shiners, ¢hiselmouth, mountainwhitefish, and white
larger amountsof shallow water area available at sturgeon. These species spawn in flowing waters
spillway elevations (Table 4,3-1). The shallow so their spawning would probably not be affected.
water in Little Goose Reservoir would be greatly If sufficient rearing habitat were available for
reduced and the area of shallow water in Lower juveniles, these species could increase by a small
Granite Reservoir would be lower than under MOP amount. Becausenorthern squawfish spawn in
elevations, reservoirsand also in flowing water, squawfish

spawning success is anticipated to be affected very
little.

Substrates in shallow areas present at the new
lower water elevation would consist of silt and fine

material, which has been deposited over the Aquatic macrophyteswould be largely eliminated in
lifetime of the reservoirs. These substrates likely each of the reservoirsunder this scenario. Under

current conditions, aquatic macrophytes providewould not provide suitable spawning area for most
shallow-waterspawning species, cover and constituteattachmentmedia for aquatic

invertebratesused by juvenile and some adult

The change in shaUow-waterarea and in substrate fishes. Loss of macrophyteswould further reduce
present in those areas in the reservoirswould likely food and cover for species such as largemouthand
have large effects on aquatic productivity, smallmouth bass, pumpkinseed, northernsquawfish
Although of very Limitedarea, shallow water and redside shiners. Macrophytes currently
represents the most productive areas of the lower constitule a sigaiticaat source of cover in the lower
Snake River reservoirs. Benthic abundance is Snake River reservoirsand their loss would result

generally higher in shallow water where sandy in a reduction in rearing habitat, primarily for
substrates are available and, hence, would tendto juvenile fishes. Loss of macrophytes would
be reduced below existing conditions with probablyresult in a significant reduction in yellow
operations at spillway crest. This reductionwould perch, the _bundance of which is closely correlated
representa direct reductionin food availability for with the presence of ma_.rophytes(Bennett, 1991).
organisms thatnormally prey upon the benthic
community. It would also reduce the productionof In the absence of a temperaturemodel, the effect of
crayfish, the primary food item for most predatory the reservoirdrawdownto near spillway crest on
species in the lower Snake River reservoirs water temperaturesis uncertain. Reduced water
(Bennett et al,, 1983). temperatureswould probablyresult in slower

growth for fishes thatare currently temperature

Higher velocities and lower retention times through limited, includingsmallmouth and largemouthbass,
the re,servoirs would result in substantial reductions sunfishes (bluegill, pumpkiaseod and warmouth),
in zooplanktonproduction, a major food item of crappies, channel catfish, and other non-game
these fishes during their larval and early juvenile species. Juveniles of warm-water species produced
rearing. Expected higher turbiditieswould further during 1992 would probably exhibit reduced
reduceplankton production and, subsequently, food over-winter survival because of their smaller body
availability for larval fishes, size. Reductions in prey availability would tend to
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further reduce growth potential. Species thatprefer mortalitiesin resident fishes in the tailracearea
lower water temperatures (mountain whitefish, (Fickeisen and Montgomery, 1978; Montgomery
occasional resident salmonid) mightbe benefitted and Becker, 1980). The extent of impact to
by the cooler temperaturesalthough reductions in resident fish resulting from elevated gas levels is
prey might offset potential improvementsin unknown.
growth. However, increasedwater tenkeeraaae.s
could accelerate the spawning period in the Operatingthe four lower Snake River reservoirs
reservoir. Fish growth would also be enhanced, near spillway crest from April 15 to June 15 as
In addition, warmer temperatureswould enhance opposed to operating through August 15 would be
planktonproduction and might partially offset less damaging to the resident fishery because of the
reductions in productivity resulting from increased difference in duration. Under this option, similar
turbidityand reduced retentiontime. changes in the physical habitat would occur, but

water surface elevations would be returnedto the

Increased velocities, reductions in volume of normal operating range at an earlier date.
standing water, reductions in zooplankton Exposing the shorelines to desiccation at this time
production, and the loss of larger substrateare ali would result in loss of aquatic maer0phytes,
factors that would potentially affect resident fish. benthos, and spawning and rearing habitat.
These factors would tend to result in reduced Increased turbidities and reduced water retention

spawning success of shallow-water species, reduced times in the reservoirs would reduce plankton
prey availability, reduced feeding success, and production. Because of the shorter time, effects on
reducedgrowth of warm-waterspecies. Increased plankton production would not be as great as
turbidity might further reduce feeding success and anticipated over the longer drawdown period.
growth, but turbiditymight also provide cover from

predation. The worst-case scenario for turbidity 4.3.2.3 Lower Granite to near Spill-
increasespredict200 mg/l for 30 days. _ way Crestand LittleGoose
Investigation results of effects of suspended to elevation at which tail-
sediments on fish species are highly variable and
depend on the species tested and the composition of water is equivalent to near
the suspendedmaterials. In some experiments spillway crest, March 1 to 31
suspended solid concentrations from 200 to several
thousand mg/l have caused deaths among fish Drawdown of Lower Granite and Little Goose
exposed for several weeks. Other experiments reservoirs during the period from March 1 to 31
have indicated good survival of fish in the same will avoid the spawning period of most reservoir
range (Alabaster and Lloyd, 1982). Generally, species. The quality of the spawning habitat
studies indicate some mortalityat concentrations available in early April may be degraded relative to
greater than 200 mg/1 and few mortalities at that present at normal pool, particularly for those
concentrations less than 100 mg/l (Alabaster and species which require rocks or other structure for
Lloyd, 1982). Turbidities in the Columbia/Snake spawning (e.g., walleye).
River System are expected to range between 100
and 200 mg/l for about 1 month. Depending upon The spring drawdown will also result in a general
the composition of the suspended sediments, these loss of shallow-water habitat used for foraging.
levels are likely to cause some mortalities in the Since the drawdown would occur prior to the
most sensitive species (whitefish, trout, kokanee, juvenile rearing period, the effects of the loss of
and walleye), and may also affect some moderately shallow habitat will not be as great as those
sensitive species. Increased turbiditiesgenerally described for later drawdown. However, fish
have the greatest impact on sensitive spawning and present in the reservoir will be subjected to some
incubation periods, level of stress, and will be pushed into open water

where predation on these fish is likely to be greater
Operation of the lower Snake River reservoirs near due to the absence of cover. Foraging success is
spillway crest would require routing ali fiver flow likely to be affected to a degree due to the loss of
over the spillways. Increasedflows over the dams benthic organisms in the limited shallow water
might result in gas supersaturation levels in excess areas during the drawdown.
of 115 to 125 percent, which would likely cause
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4.3.3 Lower Columbia River becauseofstabilizedwater levels. Slight
Reservoirs reductions in some areas might occur because of a

loss of shallow-water habitat. Reductions in water

4.3,3.1 Ali Reservoirs to MOP retentiontimesand inc_ turbiditymighthave
some impact on plankton production. It is

Under this option, water surface elevations would unknownwhether these reductionswould be
be held near the lower elevation of the normal sufficient to decrease feeding success of fish and

other aquatic organisms.
April-to.August operating range at ali four lower
Columbia River reservoirs. Although the average
water levels would be reduced during this time, 4,3,3,2 John Day and McNary Above
they would be held fairly constant relative to MOP
normal operations. The shorelines of these
reservoirsare generally not as steep as the Snake The second drawdown option for the lower
River reservoirs. This is particularlytrueof John Columbia River reservoirs would hold Bonneville
Day and McNtry. As a result of the more gradual and The Dalles pools near the lower elevation of
slopes of the shorelines, larger areasof temporarily the normalApril to August operating range, while
available shallow-water habitat would be lost. elevations of John Day and McNary pools would be
Most of this area, however, is subjected to near normal (262.5 and 337 feet, respectively).
occasional desiccation under normal spring and Although the average water levels would be
summerreservoir operations (Appendix D). reducedby up to 3 feet during this period, they

would be held fairly constantrelative to normal
The total amount of shallow-water (less than 10 feet operations.
deep) habitat available at MOP in McNary
Reservoir is estimatedto be 115 percent greater Effects on resident fish populations would be
than at full pool (based on data from 67 HEC2 similar to those described under MOP conditions

• transects and assuming that data is representativeof for ali four lower Columbia River reservoirs.
the entire reservoir). Taking into account Shallow-water habitat in the John Day and McNary
fluctuating water surface elevations, the actual reservoirs would likely be more available than
difference in the amount of shallow water available underMOP conditions, Production of benthic

between operations at MOP and existing conditions organisms and macrophytesmight be enhanced as a
is probably insubstantial, resultof stabilized water elevations. Spawning

success might also be enhanced relative to
Above MOP evelations, normal fluctuations of the conditions at MOP. Changes in water retention
reservoir would tend to expose developing eggs. time arenot expected to result in substantial
Hence, the amount of viable spawning habitatat changes in planktonproduction, but increased
MOP is probably similar to thatavailable under turbiditymight reduce overall productionlevels.
normal conditions. Under normal operations, water Overall, fish production should be slightly
surface elevation variations are not as pronounced improved over operation at MOP and under
at John Day and The Dalles; therefore, reductions existing conditions.
in available shallow-water habitat would tendto be

greater and would tend to result in greater impacts 4.3.4 Augmentation
on spawning and egg incubation. Reduced

fluctuationsin water surface elevation should result 4.3.4.1 Dworshak
in greaterhatching success of eggs spawned in

shallow water in Bonneville and McNary pools. Alternatives include flow augmentation from
Therefore, the effect of operations at MOP at Dworshak Reservoir at 600, 900, and 1,200
Columbia River dams would be very similar to the acre-feet. The final alternative includes water
effects of operations at MOP for the lower Snake releases at whatever level is required to attain a
River reservoirs, targetflow of 140,000 cfs at Lower GraniteDam

in May. Under the first three alternatives, water
As is the case in the upper SnakeRiver reservoirs, surface elevations would be reduced from 0 to 36.3
benthic and macrophyticproduction might be feet below normaloperating levels. Underthe last
slightly improved in the Columbia River reservoirs
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alternative,elevationsin the reservoirwouldbe In recentyears,studieshavebeenconductedto
reducedby anaverageof 70.9 feet. Undernormal assessfactorscontributingto this mortality.
conditions,themservoixfluctuates_pmxinmtely Prelimlnat7 resultssuggestthatmostof the
45to 150 feet annually, with average fluctuations entmiament occurs during the winter and em'ly
in the range of 75 to 125 feet (Statler, 1990). The springwhen the reservoir is drawndown to its
reservoir is typically filled from March 1 through lowest levels. It is difficult at this time to
July 1. Flow releases under the alternative determinehow the additionaldrawdown would
operatingplans would generally result in delayed affect the kokaneepopulations.
refilling and possibly incomplete refilling of the
dam ratherthan increased drawdownof the Snudln_uth bass also depend upon terrestrial
reservoir; however, some increasedreductionin insects and might be adversely affected not only
water surface elevation might =Isooccur, through the reductionof insects as a direct food

item, but also through the impacts that the reduced
Generally, major effects to aquatic organisms are terrestrialinsect biomass would have on
not anticipated because the reservoir is alreadya insectivorous fishes upon which the bass prey.
highly disturbedsystem because of the broad range
of water level fluctuations that occur annually under Smallmouth bass spawning might also be affected
normal conditions. Aquatic macrophytes and by the withdrawals, There are relatively few
aquatic macroinvertebratesare virtually non-existent shallow-water areas suitable for smallmouth bass
in Dworshak Reservoir; hence, drawdownswould spawning in the reservoir and maximum habitat
not affect production of these organisms, It is availability is at full pool. Water withdrawals
unknown how delayed refilling of the reservoir would reduce the availability of spawning habitat
would impact plankton production; however, during the spawning season. The effects that this
studies conductedby the University of Idaho would have on the bass population is unknown.
indicate that slight reductions in plankton
productionwould occur at lower pool levels and Numerousother species of fish have beer.
that production would be best maintained through documented in Dworshak Reservoir that have a
maximizing water surface elevations in summer and variety of food and spawning requirements, lt is
fall. There may also be a decrease in terrestrial likely that either the feeding or spawning success of
insects present in the reservoir caused by decreases many of these species would be affected by the
in the area of shoreline which is inundated in the withdrawals. The degree of effect is impossible to
spring and increases in the distance between estimate.
terrestrialvegetation (a source of insects) and the
shoreline. Increased flow releases out of Dworshak Dam are

not large enough to have a major impacton
Kokanee feeding success would not be significantly riverinespecies below the dam. However, water
affected since kokanee feed primarilyon plankton released from the dam would tend to cool the river,
(Mauser et al., 1990) which are not anticipated to which might delay biological processes in the fiver
be affected significantly, including invertebrateproduction, spring spawning

of river spawning species, and egg incubation,
The principal food source for rainbow trout during
the spring is terrestrialinsects. A reduction in the 4.3.4.2 Brownlee Reservoir
abundance of terrestrialinsects may constitutea

moderatestress on the trout populations. Trout 150,000 IIrKI 200,000 Acre-Feet Releases.
spawning is expected to be unaffected. Current operatious call for reservoir drawdown to

elevation 2,034 feet by March 1 of each year.
Kokane¢, however, might be aff_ted by additional Attempts are made to refill the reservoir by July 1;
mortality due to loss of fish over or through the however, a second dip in water surface elevations
dam. Currently, kokaaee populations in Dworshak is predicted in May. Under the flow augmentation
have extremely high mortalityrates (> 80 percent) al_,ernativescalling for the release of 150,000 and
between yearclasses (personal communication, 200,00 acre-feet of water, the average annual
Melo Maiolie, Idaho Department of Fish =hdGame fluctuation in water elevation is not appreciably
ODFG), Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, August 23, 1991). different from existing conditions. Refilling of the
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reservoir, however, is delayed ar_proximately1 Entrainmentof fish into the turbines or over the
monthunder these alternatives, spillway could potentially increase with increased

flow releases. The potential for loss is related to
Many of the species in the reservoirare primarily the rate of drawdown and the depthof water
bottom feeders such as suckers, channelcatfish, released. Alternatives calling for limited releases
and carp and would not be affected by reservoir are not likely to significantly affect entrainment
drawdowns. Black crappieand snudlmouth bass, because drawdown ratesand resultingwater surface
however, make extensive use of shaUow water and, elevations are not substantiaUydifferent from
hence, would be the game species most affected by existing conditions.
reservoir drawdowns.

Flow augmentation releases from Brownlee
SmaUmouth bass typically spawn in April, May, Reservoir would result in increased flows in May
and June in shallow-water areas. Because the and decreased flows in Juno in the fiver below the

shorelines are steep, suitable shallow-water area is dam. Although most bass and resident trout in the
believed to decrease as water level is reduced, river spawn before or during May, eggs incubate
Poor or no reproductionhas been reported in years through June. Increased flows during May would
when water surface elevations are low (BPA, reduce dewatering of redds. The increased flows,
1985), Since water levels are normally rising however, would also encourage fish to spawn
during the spawning and incubation period, the higher along the banks of the fiver. Incubating
reduced reproductive success is more likely related eggs present at higher elevations in June might
to a lack of suitable Spawninghabitat than to become dewatered as flows are reduced. It is
desiccation of eggs. unknown whether the advantages of increased flows

in May would offset the impacts of the decreased
Under ali alternative flow releases calling for flows in June (BPA, 1985).
release of 150,000 and 200,000 aCre-feetof water,
some spawning habitat would likely be lost. The OnlimRed Withdrawals to Meet 140,000als at
Idaho Department of Fish and Game has indicated Lower GranRe Dam. The alternative calling for
that a stable or refilling pool in Juno can often unlimited withdrawals to meet 140,000 cfs at
result in great enough spawning success to offset Lower Granite Dam in Maywould require
losses caused by declining pools in April and May unusually low drawdowns during the spring and
(letter from T. Morse, July 31, 1991). The various would essentially empty the reservoir in/nest
alternatives ali call for an increasing pool in June. years. This level of drawdown would have
However, some loss of production is likely due to devastating impacts on the resident fish population.
timing of drawdowns and the second dip in water Benthic and planktonic production would be
surfaceelevations during egg incubation, severely reduced. As a result, the availability of

prey for resident fish species would be greatly
Some unquantified impacts to smallmouth bass diminished. Introduced lacustrinespecies would
spawning might therefore occur under the not be expected to s_awn under these conditions.
alternatives calling for limited flow releases. In addition, much of the existing rearing habitat for

juveniles and adults would be lost. The reduced
It is anticipated that benthic and primary availability of rearing habitat together with the
productivitywould be unaffected by changes in reduced forage base would likely result in high
reservoir elevations from April through June under mortalities of ali age groups. Native fiverine
these two alternatives, species might spawn successfully in their normal

spawning areas; however, the reduced volume of
Water releases mightaffect temperature in the water and reduced prey availability would probably
reservoir. In the absence of a temperaturemodel, support fewer fish. Hence, riverinespecies might
it is impossible to predict the degree or direction of have high mortality rates.
change. Minor changes in temperature are not
expected to affect sport species in the reservoir Downstreamof the reservoir, greatly increased
(BPA, 1985). flows in May followed by decreased flows in June

would probably result in desiccation of incubating
eggs present in the fiver in June. The increased
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flows in May could also flush larvae, which zooplsmkton production is likely to occur, the
hatched in April and May, downstream. Finally, amount is difficult, if not impossible, to predict.

the reduced plankton production in the reservoir Getlerally, water retention time of less than 30 days
would also result in reduced prey availability in the in spring is considered to be deleterious to feeding
river below the dam. resident fish populations. Water retention time may

fall below 30 days for a period of time under this
4.3.4.3 Transfer of Flood Control option. Reduced levels of zooplankton would tend

to result in reduced feeding _ and reduced

Storage growthof resident fish.

Transfer of flood control storage from Dworslutk
and/or Brownlee reservoirs to Grand Coulee to free Little natural spawning of kokanee occurs in Lake

up water for flow releases would result in greater Roosevelt which may be related to the decreasing
than normal drawdowns at Grand Coulee and lesser water surface elevations that normally occur
drawdowns at the other two reservoirs. This throughout the spawning and incubation period.

alternative would provide a more stable pool level The increased spring drawdown could potentially
at Dworshak and Brownlee reservoirs, which would expose a larger number of redds and result in

further reductions in natural reproduction ofsignificantly reduce impacts of flow releases at
those reservoirs and could benefit the fisheries, kokanee in 1992. The decreased water retention

time and probable reduction in zooplankton

Reductions in water surface elevations at Grand production may substantially affect feeding success

Coulee, however, could potentially affect fisheries of kokanee although previous studies failed to
of that reservoir. An increasing pool is anticipated document reduced growth (or zooplankton
during the walleye and yellow perch spawning and production) with decreased water elevations. The
incubation which should minimize or prevent effect on feeding success may be minimal and

insubstantial. The lower water surface elevation
desiccation of eggs. Previous studies conducted on
Lake Roosevelt have indicated that the provision of maY also result in increased entrainment of juvenile
a constant or rising pool positively affects yellow kokanee, however, the relationship be_tween
perch production (Becknmn et al., 1985). The entrainment and water surface elevation is unknown
proposed drawdown would be similar to that which at this time.
occurred in 1989. Production of yellow perch was

high in 1989 (Peone et al., 1990) suggesting that Increased spring drawdown at Grand Coulee might
also affect the net pen operation, causing operatorsthe proposed drawdown should not have a

substantial impact on spawning success of spring to move their nets and possibly release fish earlier
spawners provided that an increasing pool is than normal (April versus May/June) (Peone et al.,
maintained. Decreased water retention time would 1990), Because of their smaller size and the

likely cause zooplankton populations to develop greater flows in the reservoir, these fish might be
later with some effect on developing young fish. more prone to move downstream and be entrained

through the turbines or spill tubes than fish released

Stober et al. (1981), Beckman et al. (1985), and in May and June (Peone et al., 1990).
Peone et al. (1990) have ali documented an increase

in zooplankton populations with increasiagwater 4.3.5 Temperature Control Release
surface elevations (which generally correspond to
water re_ntion times). Zooplankton abundance, The up to 20 feet drawdown of Dworshak
however, is also affected by numerous other factors Reservoir in August associated with the temperature
such as photoperiod, water temperature, and control release will tend to reduce water retention
predator density. The interaction of these factors time which will likely affect zooplankton

can obscure the relationship between water production. Standing crops of zooplankton in the
retention time and zooplankton production, reservoir, however, have been documented at
Production in 1989 when retention time was higher levels than required by the existing resident

particularly low was higher than that measured in fish populations (Peone, 1990). Hence, reductions
either 1980 or 1982 (Peone et al., 1990), in zooplankton production is not expected to

suggesting other factors were controlling overall significantly affect feeding success of reservoir fish
production. While some level of reduced populations.
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The drawdownof thereservoirin Augustwill re_rvolr temperatm_toldsubsequentlywill reduce
result in a decrease of terrestrialinsects present in temperature_tress in the reservoir fish populations.
the reservoirdue to the decrease in total shoreline

areaand theincreasein thedistancebetween 4.3.6 NO Action
terrestrialvegetation(= sourceof insects)andthe

shoreline.This reductionin theabundanceof Theno actionalternativewouldresultin nochange
terrestrial insects will likely aft'oct the foraging in the resident fish populations.
success of some fish species includingsmallmouth

bass and rainbow trout. 4,3,7 Mltlgatlon

The drawdowncould poteatiallyexposedeltasat The mostsignificantimpactsto re,sidentfish,
the mouths of tributariesand disturbupstream excepting some flow augmentationeffects on
migration of kokanee and trout. The elevation of B:ownlee, occur as a result of the drawdown
this drawdown, however, will be higher thanthat options for the lower Smtkeand ColumbiaRivers.
proposed for earlier m the season. Sediments These actions dewater shallow-waterareas and
accumulated at the mouths of the tributariessince associatedwetlands that _u'eessential for resident
the 1991 summer drawdownare most likely fish in the Snake and Columbia rivers. Some
dominatedby fines. These sedimentsare expected mitigationactionscould be achieved if an active
to rapidly _.rod(away duringthe springdrawdown, plantingprogramwere to coincide with the
creating a channel in the deltaarea. ? amulation expected drawdown. However, such actionswould
of _'edimentsbetween spring and August is not not likely be ready to be implementedin 1992.
expedted to be great enough to refill these chzanels. Should the option that calls for a flow of 140,000
Hence, late sumner and fall spawningruns up the cfs in the Snake River be,implemented, some of the
tributari_ are not expected to be affected by the expected losses of resident fish in Brownlee could
drawdown, be mitigated by developing special harvest

regulations. In the longer term, resident fish
Normal.August temperaturesin the Clearwater impacts might be mitigated by a resident fish
River below Dworshak Dam range from 16 to hatchery restocking program.
19°C and discharge ranges from approximately
2,000 to 9,000 cfs during the period. During the
temperature control release, water temperatures in
the Clearwater River will be approximately 9 to
11°C lower than normal in August and flows will
increased to approximately 10,000 cfs. The
reduction in temperature will result in reduced
productivity and reduced growth potential of
resident fish during the month of August and could
potentially cause temperature shock at the su,xr of
the release period. The increased flows are likely
to reduce the amount of _eadng habitat available,
particularly for smaller fish (e.g. juvenile rainbow
trout) which will result in increased competition
among fish in the riverand may result in increased
mortality. Fish and fish habitat upstream of
Dworshak Dam will not be affected.

Reservoir species in Lower Graniteand Little
Goose Reservoirs will also be affected by the
temperature release. In these reservoirs, summer
temperatures often approach critical levels where
fish become stressed and may suffer mortality.
The temperature control releases will reduce
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4.4 TERRESTRIAL ECOLOGY

Alternative/Option Potential Significant Impacts (Positive and Adverse)

Reservoir Drawdown

Snake River

Ali 4 projects to MOP • Minimal impacts to (a) aquatic plants and invertebrates; (b) riparian
(April 1 to July 31) communities; (c) wetlands; and (d) wildlife.

• Potential tempora, y increase in herbaceous vegetation in the
drawdown zone.

All 4 projects to near spillway crest • Substantial loss of aquatic plant and invertebrate commc,_ities
(April 15 to August 15) associated with shallow-water habitat.

• Substantial changes to riparian communities; greatest at Lower
Granite, Little Goose, and Lower Monumental.

• Wetlands would experience severe moisture stress.

• Islands used for goose nesting would be land-bridged, increasing
predation. Nest platforms used by geese would become useless.

' • Decrease in prey species won which raptors depend for food;
possible increase in vulnerability of raptor prey species; and
possible increase snag abundance in riparian zones.

• Adverse impact to upland game bixds, big game, furors,
reptiles, amphibians, small mammals, bats _'.tate and Federally

listed species, and others from xeduced riparian and wetland habitats.

Ali 4 projects to near spillway crest • Similar to spillway drawdown above; decrease in duration/severity.
(April 15 to June 15)

Lower Granite to near spillway crest • Identical to near spillway crest drawdown at Lower Granite; decrease
(February 1993 or July 15 to in duration and severity; MOP effects at remainder.
August 15)

Lower Granite to 710 feet, others to • Effects similar to Lower Granite at spillway, others at MOP,
MOP (April 15 to June 15)

Lower Granite/Little Goose drawdown • Impacts to vegetation and wildlife similar to those described for
test (March) 4-month spillway crest option at Lower Granite and Little Goose

pools, but considerably less severe except for nesting waterfowl.

Lower Columbia

Ali 4 projects to MOP , Exposure. of over 10,000 acres of shallow-water habitat, most at
(April 1 to August 31) Umatilla NWR, resulting in significant loss of shallow-water

habitat.

• Significant impacts to riparian communities at John Day and
McNary, and in the Umatilla and McNary NWRs. Significant
impacts on wetland development at John Day and McNary.

• Impacts to waterfowl nesting and aquatic furbearers are expected to
be most significant at John Day.

O
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T:rrestrial Ecology (continued)

Alternative/Option Potential Significant Impacts (Positive and Adverse)

Reservoir Drawdo,.vn (continued)

Lower Columbia (continued) • Impacts to John Day and McNary will be similar,but less severe

John Day at 262.5 feet, McNary at 337 than those at MOP; MOP impacts at Bonneville and The Dalles are
feet: remainder at MOP describedabove.
(April 1 to Augt'st 31)

Flow Augmentation • Minimal impacts to vegetation or wildlife expected on Brownlee,
Dworshak, Grand Coulee, or downstream pools.

Combination Alternatives • Effects additive; seedrawdown and augmentation.

Temperature Control Test • Minimal impacts to vegetation expected on Dworshak pool.
(August)

Effects to aquatic and riparianvegetation from expected to occur in these aquatic pl_+ and
reservoir drawdown would del>endon a number of invertebratecommunities that have become
facto','s including project length; reservoir established over long periods under the existing
topography; duration, timing, and magnitude of _eservoirconditions. Densities oi aquatic plants
drawdown in relation to normal operating and invertebrates might temporarily increase in
conditions; and severity of summer droughts. In newly established, shallow-water areasas a result
general, drawdown effects would be most severe of pool drawdown. Some shift downward along an
for the Snake River projects at spillway crest and elevation gradient for aquatic plants might also
least significo.ntat the storage reservoirs, which occur. However, eventual return to normal pool
already experience extensive drawdowns, level would likely preventestablishmentof plants in
Furthermore, drawdown to MOP is not likely to lower elevation zones.
differ from existing conditions for projects where
the proposed drawdown is within the lower limits Impacts of the 4-week (March 1 to March 31)
of normal operating conditions, drawdown of Lower Granite and Little Goose to

spillway crest and near spillway crest, respectively,
4.4.1 Shallow Water would be similar but less severe than the 4-month

(April 15 to August 15) drawdown of both

The composition, nature,and extent of aquatic and reservoirs to spillway crest due both to the timing
invertebrate communities associated with and duration of the drawdown. The 4-week

shallow-water habitat throughout the project area drawdown would occur 1 month earlier in the year
are poorly documented. Thus, impacts of pool than the 4-month drawdown, before the peak in the
drawdown to resources cannot be assessed growing season. Thus, those plants and benthic
quantitatively. However, these resources are organisms occupying areas that become exposed
expectod to be adversely affected to some degree with drawdown will likely die, but most will
by pool drawdown. Aquatic plant and invertebrate probably re-establish once the pools are returned to
communities are expected to be most affected by normal levels.
the 4-month spillway crest option on the lower
Snake River, and by the MOP option on the lower Estimates of shallow-water habitat loss under the
Columbia River particularlyat John Day, which MOP option are available only for three pools on

O has extensive shallow-water habitat. A net loss is the lower ColumbiaRiver. The greatest changes to
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shallow-water habitat under the MOP option are would already be under moisture stress; moisture
anticipated at the John Day Pool; drawdown from recharge is especially important during the growing
maximum pool level to MOP at John Day is season for riparian plants. Species in the riparian
expected to expose about 8,400 acres of zones that would be particularly sensitive to
shallow-water habitat. The majority of this drawdown include shallow rooting plants such as
exposed acreage would likely occur at UmatiUa willows, Russian olive, false indigo, white alder,
NWR. Actual loss of shaUow-water habitatcaused and mulberry. Although data on drought tolerance
by MOP drawdown at John Day would likely be in these plants are limited, a dramatic removal of
significant, but less severe, since estimates were soil-water content for more than 30 days, as
based on loss from full pool level to MOP and John proposed under the 4-month spillway crest option,
Day is not normally operated at its maximum, is probably the upper limit for most riparian
Estim-tes of shaUow-waterhabitat loss were not 'vegetationin the area.
available for the McNary Pool. However, losse_ at
McNary would be less than at John Day, since the Effects of the 4-month spillway crest option would
MOP alternative would draw down McNary to be considerably more severe than those under the
within 1 foot of normal pool elevations (338 to MOP option on the lower Snake River reservoirs,
340 feet). Although an estimated 1,400 acres of since spillway crest water levels deviate
shallow-water hab2'at is expected tobe exposed in dram_.ticallyfrom normal operating pool levels.
Bonneville Pool and 465 acres at The Dalles Pool Drawdowns to spillway crest on the lower Snake
under the MOP alternative, shallow-water habitat River could range from up to 49 feet at Ice Harbor
loss at these pools should be relatively insignificant, to 57 feet on Lower Monumental, Little Goose, and
In addition to the lack of shallow-water habitat at Lower Granite reservoirs. Riparian communities
these }>.ols, neither pool normally operates at associated with these pools would therefore
maximumpool level and both normally operate experience si_fic.snt losses due to drawdowns of
within a couple of feet from MOP (see Table 2-3). this duration and magnitude. Impacts of the 4-

week drawdown of Lower Granite and Little Goose

The proposed drawdowns of Brownlee, Dworshak, to spillway crest and near spillway crest
and Lake Roosevelt pools and the 20.-day (respectively), however, are expected to be minimal

• drawdown of Dworshak in August (temperature because the drawdown would be relatively short in
control test) would have minimal effects on duration and would occur before the peak in the
shallow-water habitat, since shallow-water habitat is growing season.
extremely limited at these pools and the associated
aquatic plant and invertebrate communitieshave Among the lower Snake and lower Columbia
developed under widely fluctuating pool levels reservoirs, effects on riparian communities under
since the dams were built, the MOP option would be most significant at John

Day. This project has extensive backwater areas,
4.4.2 Riparian Communities and riparian vegetation is considerably more

abundant than at any of the other project reservoirs.
Detailed information on the distributionand Effects of the MOP option would extend into the

composition of riparian communities along the Umatilla NWR and HMUs, which receive moisture
project reservoirs is limited. Thus, the assessment from the reservoir. In contrast, effects of the MOP
of impacts to riparian communities from the option and the 20--daydrawdown of Dworshak Pool
proposed drawdowns is qualitative. The primary in August to riparian communities on the lower
impacts of the preposed drawdowns to riparian Snake River and the storage reservoirs should be
communities on the Columbia and Snake rivers relatively minimal. Development of riparian

would depend largely on the extent, duration, and communities is extremely limited along the
location of drawdown. Although riparian vegetation shorelinesof these reservoirs (especially at the
associated with the project reservoirs is accustomed storage reservoirs) and is basically restricted to the
to 3- to 5-foot water fluctuations, negative effects relatively limited backwater areas.
are expected since the proposed drawdowns would
occurduring the growing season, x2ffectson
riparian vegetation would likely be exacerbated
during a drought year, when riparian communities
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4.4.3 Wetland ;.to the Umatilla NWR and HMUs. Impacts to
McNary are not expected to be as severe since

Detailed information on wetland communities is drawdown to MOP would vary by only 1 foot from

limited for the project area, precluding any normal operating condition.
quantitative assessment of effects on wetlands at

this time. In general, effects of the proposed The proposed drawdown of Brownlee, Dworshak,
drawdowns on wetland communities in the project and Lake Roosevelt pools, and the 2e-day
area would likely resemble those already discussed drawdown of Dworshak Pool would have minimal
for riparian habitat (see Section 4.4.2). impacts on wetlands; wetland development at the

, storage reser:oirs is extremely limited, and

If wetlands in the project area depend on existing reservoir levels would generally vary within the

pool levels for sufficient water, then wetland plants range of elevations under existing conditions.
associated with the lower Snake River reservoirs

would likely show severe signs of moisture stress 4.4.4 Embayments, Ponds, and
under the 4-month spillway crest option. Associated Tributaries
Moreover, in some cases they might be replaced

entirely by more drought-resistant species. Among The primary effects to embayments, ponds, and
the lower Snake reservoirs, effects of spillway crest associated tributaries caused by the proposed
drawdown would probably be most dramatic at drawdowns on the Columbia and Snake rivers

Lower Monumental. This rese_voir supports the would also be largely dependent on the extent and
most extensive wetland communities of any of the duration of drawdown. As the reservoirs are

lower Snake River projects. Upland plants drawn down, embayments and associated habitats
(primarily annuals) and exotics (primarily purple would lose their hydraulic connection to the main
loosestrife [Lythrum. salicaria]) might invade newly channel and begin to dry up, Associated plant
exposed areas; however, it is unlikely that these communities would also experience moisture stress
plants would become fully established before refill as discussed above. Some of these effects might be
of the reservoirs in the late summer. Invasion of offset by the development of new backwater areas
emergent plants (such as cattails and bulrush) into within the drawdown zone. However, the lack of

lower elevation zones could also reduce the amount adjacent, established shoreline vegetation coupled
of open-water habitat available for waterfowl use in with greater exposure to wind would lessen their
some areas. Establishment of wetland communities value to most wildlife currently inhabiting
might also occur around backwater areas in the embayment areas.
drawdown zone, although backwater areas are

relatively limited on the lower Snake resercoirs. A dramatic reduction in the number and size of

embayments and associated habitats would probably
Impacts of the 4-week drawdown of L.ower Granite occur under the 4-month spillway crest option.
and Little Goose to spillway crest and near spillway Most of the areas would also likely be affected at
crest (respectively), however, are expected to be MOP and few areas would be impacted under the
minimal since the drawdown would be of relatively 4-week drawdown of Lower Granite and Little
short duration and would occur before the peak in Goose. Information on the number or extent of

the growing season, embayments that would be affected by reservoir

drawdown is currently unknown for the project
Similar to effects on riparian communities, effects area. However, it is likely that effects would be
on wetlands under the MOP option on the lower greatest under the 4-month spillway crest option on
Snake River reservoirs should be considerably less the lower Snake River. Effects of drawdown to

severe than those under the spillway crest option. MOP for the lower Columbia River projects are
Amongthe lower Snake and lower Columbia River expected to be most significant at John Day because
reservoirs, effects of the MOP option are expected of the extensive development of embayments at this

to be most severe at the John Day. Extensive site. The proposed drawdown on Brownlee,
wetland areas have developed in associated Dworshak, and Lake Roosevelt pools and the 2,3-
backwater areas at this pool, particularly in the day August drawdown of Dworshak would have
Patterson and McCormick Slough Units. Effects on minimal impacts to embayments since reservoir
wetland areas from the MOP option would extend levels would generally vary within the range of
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elevations under existing conditions, and limited s the accessibility of aquatic vegetation for
embayment developmenthas occurred at the storage waterfowl foraging may temporarily
reservoirs, increase,

4,4.5 Waterfowl "Thedegreeof these effects to waterfowl
populationswouldbesite-specificanddepend

The most significant impacts on terrestrialvAldlif¢ largely on the timing, duration, and level of
as a result of the proposed drawdowns would likely drawdown, Effects of pool drawdown to nesting
be to island-nesting waterfowl occurring in waterfowl would likely be greatestat John Day,
reservoirsof the Columbia and Snake rivers, where island-nesting waterfowl are most abundant,
Potential negative impactsof increased drawdowns and st any of the lower Snake River pools if they
at any of the project reservoirsmay include the were drawn down to spillway crest. Effects to
following: waterfowl from drawdown of Lake Roosevelt,

Dworshak Reservoir, and/or Brownlee Reservoir,

• a decrease in the quantity of aquatic plant where nesting geese are less numerous, should be
beds and benthic invertebratesas food minimal. However, the net effect of the proposed
sources for waterfowl in shallow-water drawdowns c_tmot be definitely determinedwithout
areas; more detailed, site-specific information regarding

quantitative impacts on aquatic vegetation and

• a decrease in the numberof embayments and invertebrateprey populations and the exteat to
protected shallow-water areas for waterfowl which ¢mbaymcnts and backwater areas would
nesting, roosting, loafing, feeding, and ix.come desiccated.
brood rearing;

Based on existing information, effects to waterfowl

* land-bridglng of some islands used for goose from lowering pools on the 2olumbia and Snake
nesting and increasedaccess of these nest riverswould likely be significant, Drawdown of
sites by mammalian predators; ali four pools on the lower Snake River to spillway

crest is expected to land-bridgeever3' island used
• an increase in escape distance between for goose nesting on this segment of river,

shoreline foraging resources and the water; increasing the accessibility ot these islands to
and mammalian predators. In addition, ali nest

platforms used by geese at the four pools on the
• a decrease in marsh vegetation used for lower Snake River would likely become useless

nesting cover by ducks, with drawdown to spillway crest. The increased
distance from these platforms to water would likely

In addition, a number of positive effects to reduce the potential for platform use by geese.
waterfowl populations could result from the Nest platforms are especially important goose
proposed drawdowns: production sites at the Ice Harbor and Lower

Monumental pools. Approximately 90 percent and

s surface area of some islands currently used 95 percent of the goose nests on Ice Harbor and
by geese for nesting might increase without a Lower Monumental pools, respectively, were
concomitant land-bridge forming; located on nest platforms. In contrast, 50 percent

and 5 percent of the Canada goo_ nests at Lower

• additional islands might be exposed that Granite and Little Goose pools, respectively, were
could be suitable for waterfowl nesting; located on nest platforms. In addition, cliff-nesting

by Canada geese was relatively common on the

• the density and accessibility of invertebrate lower Snake River projects. Drawdowns would
populations for waterfowl foraging might increase the distance go,slings must travel from
temporarily increase in certain shallow-water these sites to the water, thus increasing their
areas; and vulnerability to predation.

Drawdowns to spillway crest on the lower Snake
River projects are also expected to desiccate ali
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O backwaterponds associated with the four lower would still be significant; these distancesareSnake River pools. These areasare currentlyused expected to increase by approximately20 feet.
for duck production. Influences of drawdownof
the lower Snake River pools is tlso expected to Abundanceand distributionof aquatic plant and
negatively affect the associated I_Us, The benthic invertebratecommunities near shore and in
relatively small numberof _ goose nests embaymentsare expected to shift in responseto the
located in the HMUs are expected to be lost as a proposeddrawdowns. These communitieswould
result of greater accessibility for mammalian become desiccated in some a.reas;however, in
predatorsif the associated pools are drawn down to otherareas, these resources may become more
spillway crest especially under the 4-month spillway concentratedand closer to the surface, resulting in
crest drawdown option. Sucha drawdown, temporary increase in availability to waterfowl.
therefore, could critically reduce the Canada goose Consequently, concentrationsof foraging waterfowl
productionalong the entire lower SnakeRiver. that use these resources may also shift. Both short-

and long-termquantitativeeffects on the aquatic
As stated previously, effects of drawdowns to MOP plant andbenthic invertebratescommunities,
on waterfowl nesting would likely be significant, however, cannotbe determinedwithout site-specific
but less severe than those caused by drawdowns to informationdescribing their distribution and
spillway crest. On the lower SnakeRiver, six nest abundancein the project area.
islands at Lower Graniteand two islands each at
Ice Harbor, Little Goose, and Lower Monun_ntal Effects to wintering Canadageese in the project
are consideredvulnerable to land-bridgingat MOP. area are expected to be negligible because winter
In April 1991, a 2-week drawdown to MOP near wheat crops, which are not irrigated,should still be
Rufus, Oregon, resulted in 8 depreciatednests on capable of supportinggeese after drawdown.
islands used for nesting by Canadageese. Similarly, impacts to wintering ducks are expected

to be minimal, provided that irrigatedcrops are not

O ' It is expected that drawdown to MOP would result significantly affected by the proposed drawdowns.in the loss of up to 44 goose nests on Rufus Island Loss of irrigatedcrops, especially corn, would
and 50 nests on Three-Mile Islanddue primarilyto increase the severity of impacts, particularlyto
predationeffects. Chief Timothy Island on Lower overwinteringducks.
Graniteand New York Island, the primary goose

productionsites on the lower Snake River, 4.4.6 Raptors
however, are not expected to become land-bridged
because of drawdown to MOP. Drawdown of Negative effects to raptors causedby the proposed
McNary Pool to 337 tbet is expected to land-br/dge drawdownson the Columbia and Snake rivers
three islands used for Canada goose nesting, would depend primarilyon: (1) loss of riparian
However, detailed water-depth infornuttion in the habitat, embayments, and wetland habitat along
vicinity of the nest islands is aecessary to affected reservoirs, and (2) reductions in prey
accurately determinethe potential for land-bridging densities associated with these habitatlosses. In
of individual nest islands as a result of drawdown, addition, some benefits to raptorsmay occur

including: (1) an increase in distance prey species
Effects of drawdowns to brood-rearingare,ts for would have to travel from water to cover, (2)
Canada geese in the project areas are less clear. In higherconcentrationsof prey (primarily fish)
areas where waterfowl and their broods are within remainingshallow-water areas, and (3)
dependent upon shoreline forage resources, escape increasednumber of snags within the riparian zone.
distance from these feeding sites to the water would Although some inferences can be made based on
increase and may result in greatermammalian anticipatedchanges in habitat, the net effect of
predation. On the lower Snake River, drawdown these changes cannot be determined without more
to spillway crest is expected to increase the distance detailed information regarding: (1) abundange,
from shoreline vegetation to waterby distribution,and dependencies of various prey and
approximately 65 to 140 feet at Ice Hsrbor, Lower raptorspeci_ on riparian and wetland
Monumental, Little Goose, and Lower Granite communities, and (2) impacts of reservoir
pools. Effects on distances between shoreline drawdownon riparian, wetland, and embayment
vegetation and water caused by drawdownto MOP areas in the drawdown zone.
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Riparian, wetland, and embaymeat areas that by the proposeddrawdowns would negatively affect
become desiccated because of reservoirdrawdown those upland gamebird populations that are either
would influence local distributionand abundance of partially or totally dependent on these riparian areas
prey, particularlysmall mammals, fish (see for their existence. The severity of these impacts,
Sections 4,2 and 4,3), and songbirds. Raptors however, would depend somewhat upon the amount
dependenton these prey species may show of rainfallduring 1992, Wildlife thatdepend on
concomitant shifts in population numbers and riparian vegetation for nesting cover and winter
distribution. However, this effect may be partially food (e,g., wild turkey, ring-necked pheasant)
offset by increases in distance between the water's would probablybe more affected by drawdown
edge and escape cover expected from drawdown, than those that use riparian areas secondarily (e,g,,
which could increase raptor prey captures as weil. chukas), However, even species that use riparian
In addition, fish might become concenhated in habitat secondarily might suffer increased losses to
portions of the remaining channel following predationbecause of the need to travel greater
drawdown, providing piscivorous rapt.ors(bald distances from hiding/escape cover to reach
eagles and ospreys) with additional foraging drinking water. This is especially important during
opportunities, However, the benefit to fish-eating dry summerperiods, In addition, loss of
raptors might be temporary because of overall embayments along the lower Columbia River as a
reductionsanticipated in resident fish populations result of drawdown might result in more birds
due to drawdowns (see Section 4.3). having to cross Interstate 84 at the John Day Pool

to reach water on the other side. This would
Under the 4-month spillway crest option, any undoubtedly increase the numberof road-killed
desiccation of large trees within the fiver corridor upland gamebirdsnear John Day.
might initially provide additional perch and nest
opportunities for raptors, because tree death would Four-month drawdown to spillway crest on the
contributeto snag recruitment rates. However, lower Snake River would have considerably more
such tree death would be greatly limited if dramatic impacts on upland gamebird populations
reservoirsare returnedto normal pool levels in than the proposed 4-week drawdown to spillway
August and if drawdowns are not repeated the crest or drawdown to MOP. Elevation changes at
following year. the Brownlee, Dworshak, and Lake Roosevelt pools

from flow augmentation or temperature control
The degree of these effects to raptorpopulations rel_ (at Dworshak) would h:./e minimal impacts
would be site-slx_cificand depend largely on the on upland gamebirdpopulationJ and would likely
level of drawdown. Effects of pool drawdown be restricted to those birds nesting on the narrow
would likely be greatest for the lower Snake River band of riparian vegetation that would be desiccated
projects under the 4-month spillway crest option, during the spring. Specific losses to upland
because a drawdown of this duration and magnitude gamebirds,however, are difficult to assess without
would substantially alter riparian, wetland, and more complete information regarding the
embaymentareas on which many prey species are composition, abundance, and distributionof species
dependent, Impacts to r_.ptorsfrom drawdown of inhabiting riparian areas that would potentially be
the Lake Roosevelt, Dworshak, and Brownloe affected along the Columbia, Snake, and
reservoirs and the 4-week drawdownof Lower Clearwater rivers.
Granite and Little Goose pools are expected to be
minimal since impacts to their nesting habitat and 4.4.8 Furbearers
prey species are expected to be minimal.

Negative impacts of the proposed drawdownson
4.4.7 Upland Game Birds furbear_rswouldprimarilyincludethefollowing:

(1) exposure of muskrat and beaver dens during the
Effects of the proposed drawdowns on upland spring and summer when kits are present, (2)
gamebirdpopulations would be largely dictated by reduction in riparianareas used by foraging
the following: (1) changes in riparian vegetation beavers, (3) reduction in wetlands used by
along the affected reservoirs, and (2) increased muskrats,and (4) exposure of riprap used by otters
distance between vegetated shorelines and the pool as den sites. Impacts to mink and fiver otter might
edge. The expected loss of riparianhabitatcaused also occur if embaymentsand associated tributaries
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and ponds become desiccated. However, these It is also anticipatedthatdeer losses due to
losses mightbe partially offset if pending occurs drawdown of Dworshak, Lake Roosevelt, and
within the drawdown zone. Brownlee pools and the 4-week drawdown of

Lower Graniteand Little Goose pools would be
- Losses to riparian,wetland, andembayment areas minimal since the storage reservoirswould deviate

on which furbearersdependwould be most only slightly from existing conditions and the 4-
significant on the lower Snake River if projectsare week drawdown is relativelyshort.
drawndown to spillway crest for 4 months.
Effects of drawdownsto MOP wouldlikely have 4.4.10 Other Wildlife
the most significant impactat John Day since this
pool has the most extensive embaymentsand ponds. Informationon site-specific impacts to the large
Drawdowns at Lake Roosevelt, Brownlee, and/or number of wildlife species occurring in the project
Dworshak are not likely to affect aquatic area is currentlyunavailable. However, some
furbearers, since pool levels would generally vary general inferences can be made based on predicted
within the range of elevations under existing changes in habitat.
conditions.

Concomitantchanges in wildlife communities
4.4.9 Big Game associated with theprojectreservoirsare likely to

occur in response to habitatchanges induced by
Primaryeffects to big game would likely include reservoirdrawdown. Species directly dependenton

, the following: (1) reduction in riparianhabitat and riparianand wetland communities and
embayments that provide foraging and wintering shallow-water areas for food, water, and cover
areas for deer; (2) increase in distance from water's would likely experience local population declines.
edge to cover; (3) increase in land bridges;and This could potentially include up to 65 vertebrate
(4) increase in road kills. An increase in the species that depend on riparian habitat(see Lewko
distance to cover might decrease deer productivity and Buss, 1977) including numerous reptiles,
because of higher predation losses. Desiccation of amphibians, small mammals, bats, colonial nesting
watering areas during the summer could also be birds, and songbirds. Colonial nesting birds might
particularlydamaging to deer productivitybecause be affected if islands used for nesting become land-
of potentially high losses to fawns. Drawdown, bridged or if trees used for nesting die. Drawdown
which results in loss of embayments or other water might also expose substantialmudflats that might
sources, might increase road k!lls as deer cross significantly affect freshwaterclams, but could also
highways in searchof replacementwatering areas, provide additional foraging and nesting
This effect is most likely to occur on the Oregon opportunities for shorebirds. Moreover, if fish are
side of Interstate84 where the highway is closest to concentrated in the remainingchannel within the
the river, drawdown, several piscivorous species might

benefit. These species include belted kingfisher
Reservoir drawdown to spillway crest for 4 months (Ceryle alcyon), herons, mergansers, mink, and
on the Snake River is likely to impact big game. river otter.
Under this alternative, embayments and riparian
areas would be greatly affected, resulting in a The degree of these impacts to wildlife
reduction in deer foraging and wintering areas. As communities would be site-specific and depend
the quality of deer range declines, deer productivity largely on the timing, duration, and level of
levels are expected to decrease along the Snake reservoir drawdown. Consequently, it is
River. Along the Columbia River, minimal anticipated the 4-month spillway crest option
impacts to big game are expected at MOP since proposed for the lower Snake River and drawdown
few deer occur in riparian habitats adjacent to the to MOP on John Day would have the greatest
fiver. The highways and railroadsabutting the impacts on wildlife associated with riparian and
fiver serve as barriersto big game and also wetland communities. Impacts to wildlife from
fragment the existing habitat. Losses to riparian drawdown of Lake Roosevelt and Dworshak and
areas would, therefore, probablybe minor since Brownlee reservoirs and the 4-week drawdown of
habitat fragmentationcaused by highway and Lower Graniteand Little Goose are expected to be

d railroads is probably limiting deer use in this area. minimal.
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4.4.11 Threatened and Endangered eagles foraging along the Columbia, Snake,
Species and Clearwaterrivers in the future;

4.4.11.1 Peregrine Falcon , more fishcouldbecomestnmdedorconcentrated in resultant shallow-water

Peregrine falcons not associated with nest sites areas, thus temporarily increasingtheir
along the Lower Columbia would likely not be availability to bald eagles (s00 Section 4,3);
affected by the proposed pool lowerings; use of ,,
regions of the project area outside of Bonneville s more nesting waterfowl might become
and The Dalles by peregrines appears to be low, vulnerable to predation during 1992 as a

result of loss of nesting and escape cover
Nesting peregrines using the Bonneville and The causedby temporarydrought and/or an
Dalles pools am also not expected to be affected by increasein distance between shoreline escape
drawdownsincedrawdowntoMOP isnotlikelyto

coverandwater'sedge(seeSection4,4,5);
significantly alter wetlands or riparianareas on and
which associated prey species depend (see Sections
4,4,2 and 4.4,3), Thus, based on existing
information, none of the proposed flow options is * more large snags might become available for

bald eagle perching and roosting as a result
likely to affect peregrine falcon use of the project
reservoirs, of project-relateddesiccation.

Likewise, the propo,*eApool lowering could
4.4.11.2 Bald Eagle negativdy affect bald eagles inhabiting the

' Columbia, Snake, and Clearwater rivers in the
Bald eagles using the project area might be affected following ways:
by theproposedpoolloweringsifoneor more of

the following occurs'. * overall numbers of resident fish might
decline because reductions in shallow-water

• nesting bald eagle food sources (primarily habitat at spillway crest (see Section 4.3);
fish and waterfowl) are significantly affected

on the Bonneville Pool or Lake Roosevelt * a decrease in 1992 waterfowl production
during the nesting season (mid-February might occur (see Section 4.4,5), thus
through August); decreasing bald eagle foraging opportunities;

• wintering bald eagle food sources (primarily * a decrease in waterfowl wintering in the
waterfowl and upland gamebirds) are project area might occur (see Section 4,4.5),
significantly affected in the project area thus decreasing winter food sources for bald
between November and April; and eagles;

• occurrence of potential perching, roosting, * a decrease in upland gamebirds might occur
or nesting trees in, the project area (soc Section 4.4,7), thus decreasing bald
(primarilycottonwoods and Ponderosa pines) eagle foraging opportunities; and
is significantly affected.

• a decrease in the recruitment of potential
Temporarily lowering water levels at any of the perching, roosting, or nesting trees because
project pools has the potential to both positively of project-related desiccation.
and negatively affect bald eagles using the

Columbia, Snake, and Clearwater rivers, Bald The extent to which these potential impacts might
eagles could benefit from pool drawdowns in the affect bald eagles would depend largely on the
following ways: location, time of year, timing, and degree of pool

lowering. Potential effects on bald eagles would be
• more adult fish might eventually return to greatest where they are most concentrated and the

the project area for spawning (see Section degree of pool lowering is relatively high, and least
4.2), providing more potential food for bald significant where eagles are uncommon and pool
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lowering is minimal, Although nesting bald eagles storage reservoirs, however, would likely have only
occur only on Lake Roosevelt _] Bonneville minor impacts to listed plants since both
Reservoir, and wintering eagles are concentratedon alternativeswould deviate only slightly from
Lake Roosevelt and Brownlee and Dworshak existing reservoirconditions, Listed plant species
reservoirs, impactsof pool drawdownto the might show signs of moisture stress particularlyif
surrounding environmentat these reservoirs are drawdown occurs from April 15 to August 31 as
expected to be minimal (see Section 4.4), Impacts proposed for the lower Columbia River projects.
of lowering pools on the lower Snake River to This mightbe especially importantat the John Day
spillway crest would be considerablygreater to the and McNary pools where riparianand wetland
surroundingenvironment than lowering the pools to areas that potentially support listed plants are most
MOP; however, bald eagle use of the lower Snake extensive. Heytever, the MOP option is net
River is basically restrictedto the winter and expected to cause widespread shifts in vegetation
appears to be minimal. Althougha more detailed communities that support listed plant species (see
assessment of the effects on bald eagles is not Section 4.4.2 and 4.4.3).
possible at this time, none of the proposed flow
options is expected to affect bald eagle use of the Response of listed wildlife to drawdownswould
project reservoirs. Site-specific information is likely depend on site-specific changes in essential
needed regarding the abundanceand distributionof habitat components associated with the project
waterfowl and upland gamebird species in the reservoirs. Species with limited dispersal
project area, and th_ impacts of pool lowering to capabilities (e,g,, many herpetofauna and insects)
waterfowl food supplies; waterfowl and upland would be especially vulnerable to drawdownand
gamebirdnesting and escape cover; land-bridglng would, therefore, at least temporarilyexperience
of waterfowl nest islands; and bald eagle nest, local population declines due to potential reductions
roost, and perch trees, in breeding success and loss of habitat. Other

wildlife could potentially experience impacts
4.4.12 State-Ustedand Candidate through loss of habitat or prey species associated

Specie8 with wetlands and riparian areas. This might be
especially important for insectivorous species such

Site-specific impacts to the large numberof as bats and martins and species dependenton the
state-listed and candidate species potentially narrow fringe of riparianvegetation associatedwith
occurring in the project area cannot be determined the project reservoirs such as various herpetofauna
at this time without further study of local and herons. Listed species associated with
abundances, specific habitatassociations, and backwaterareas such as herons, turtles, frogs, and
species-specific responses to reservoir drawdown, ducks would also likely experience local population
However, some general inferences can be made declines if backwaterareas become desiccated. In
based on predicted changes in habitatcaused by contrast, some listed wildlife might temporarily
reservoir drawdownunder the differentoptions, benefit from changes in habitat thatincrease

vulnerabilityof prey species (e.g., see raptor

Each of the listed plant species in the project area section) or from greater exposure of mudflats along
typically occurs in moist areas that have established shoreline areas (e.g., shorebirds).
under moisture recharge from existing reservoir
conditions. Reservoir drawdownto spillway crest As with other wildlife species in the project area,
would at least temporarilyeliminate many of these the severity of the above impacts to listed wildlife
plants along the lower Snake River. It is also would dependon duration, timing, and extent of
possible that some of the more vulnerable listed reservoir drawdown. Since the spillway crest
plants could be replaced by colonizing species alternativewould likely have the most significant
(e.g., purple loose.strife)thatare typical of impactsto wetlands, riparianareas, embayments,
disturbedareas. This may be especially important and shallow-waterhabitats, listed wildlife species
on the lower Snake River where grazing impacts associated with these areas would probablyat least
have resulted in plant communities dominated by temporarilyexperience local population declines.
weedy species (see Tabor, 1976; Lewke and Buss, Drawdown to MOP on the lower Columbia or
1977), Drawdown to MOP on the lower Columbia Snake fiver and drawdown of the storage reservoirs
and lower Snake rivers and drawdown of the would likely have only minor impacts to listed
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wildlife because reservoir conditions would deviate wildlife communities because the proposed
only slightly from existing conditions, drawdown would deviate only slightly from nortnal

operating conditions.

4.4.13 Cumulative Impacts
Losses to wildlife habitat under the various options

Reservoir drawdownwould likely contributeto would include temporary reductions in shallow-
cumulative impactson terrestrialresources of the water, riparian, and wetland habitats; embayments;
lower Columbia, lower Snake, and Clearwater and designated habitat managementareas, including
rivers, Since the projects were built, riparianand several wildlife refuges and H.MUs that depend on
wetlandhabitatshave declined on regionaland local moisturereceived from the project reservoirs,
levels primarilybecause of agriculture and urban Numerous associated plants and wildlife, including
expansion, hydroelectric development, and timber state and federally listed species, have established
harvest (see Lewke and Buss, 1977; Swift, 1984; in these areas over prolongedperiods of reservoir
Kauffman, 1988). Habitat loss is the primary operation. Loss of habitatfor these species would
cumulativeimpact for most plant and wildlife be most significant under the 4-month spillway
species in the project area. crest option. The most substantialimpacts to

wildlife, however, would include land-bridging
Reservoir drawdown would also likely increase goose nesting islands and reducing aquatic plant
livestock damage to riparian habitat, which has and benthic invertebratefood sources for waterfowl
already beenextensive throughout the Snake on the lower Snake River under the spillway crest
Columbia River Basin (see Lewke and Buss, 1977). option and at John Day at MOP. Associated
Exposed shorelineswould allow livestock access to mitigationfor these losses and losses to HMUs
HMUs that are currently fenced to prevent would be greatestunder this alternative. The
livestock damage under existing reservoir proposed flow modificationswould likely contribute
conditions, to cumulativeimpacts on terrestrial resources of the

lower Columbia, low0r Snake, and Clearwater t.

Additionalcumulative impacts caused by reservoir rivers. Since the projectswere built, riparian and
drawdown would include riparian and wetland wetland habitatshave declined primarily because of
losses associated with increased dredging for agriculture and urban expansion, hydroelectric
navigationand disposal of dredge materials, development,and timberharvest. The proposed
blasting of rocks to provide navigable waterways, flow modifications would add to these impacts as
and dredging to access causeways for irrigation stated above and would likely contribute additional
pumps associated with the HMUs, lt is likely that losses as a result of increased dredging to keep
these impacts would be greater under the spillway waterways navigable,
crest option on the lower Snake River.

Beneficial impacts are also anticipated from the

4.4.14 Summary proposed flow options and include temporary
incr_ in foraging areas for shorebirds,

Impacts to aquatic and riparian vegetation and temporary concentrations of raptor prey and
associated wildlife groups from reservoir drawdown waterfowl food sources into remaining shallow-
would be most severe under the 4-month spillway water areas, and localized increases in snag
crest option on the lower Snake River. The 4-week densities along shoreline areas.
drawdown of Lower Granite and Little Goose

reservoirs is expected to have considerablyless 4.4.15 MitigaUon
severe impacts to wildlife and vegetation than the
4-month spillway crest drawdown, except for Extensive documentation, research, and monitoring
island-nesting waterfowl. Drawdown to MOP have been conducted to determine the original
would be less dramatic than the 4-month spillway habitat losses from construction of the project
crest option, although considerable impacts would reservoirs, lt is anticipated that under each of the
also occur at John Day where extensive shallow- reservoir drawdown options, additional monitoring
water habitats and riparian vegetation have and further research would be required to fully
developed. Drawdown of the storage reservoirs is assess impacts and determine appropriate mitigation
not expected to significantly affect vegetation and requirements for losses to shallow-water habitat,
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wetlands, embayments, ripa_'ianareas, and I-_Us.
Mitigation for habitatlosses at HIdUs would
require, where possible, the use of irrigationpumps
and new wells to deUveradditionalwater to
affected areas.

Since extensive vegetationhas establishedboth
along the shorelineand in HMUs and otherhabitats
associated with the reservoirs, replacement would
be necessary to preserve wildlife values. Thus,
additional mitigationfor vegetation losses would
have to be developed, Livestock watering corridors
would also have to be replaced or eliminated.
Additional fencing would also be needed to prevent
grazing impacts to exposed areas at HMUs.

Loss of goose nesting areas because of reservoir
drawdownwould require additionalstudy to
document the extent of impacts and need for
appropriatemitigation. Planting the exposed mud
flats with annual food plants might be an
apprc_priat¢action for waterfowl and deer, and
could provide some aesthetic benefits.
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4.5 GEOLOGYAND SOILS

Alternative/Option Potential Significant Impacts (Positive and Adverse)

Reservoir Drawdown , ,

Snake River t"i,:' '!_!!,_,,

Ali 4 projects to MOP • Slight increase in slope movement rates,
(April l to July 31) • Minimal shoreline erosion of beaches, recreauon facilities, roads,

andrailroadgrades,

Ali 4 projects to near spillway crest • Increased beach erosion,
(April 15 to August 15) • Exposure Ofsubstantial portionof unprotected railroad and highway

embankment,

• Wave erosion would likely affect dam embankments.

Ali 4 projects to near spillway crest . Similar to near spillway crest drawdown but with decrease in
(April 15 to June 15) duration,

Lower Granite to near spillway crest • Effects proportional to near spillway and MOP 'alternatives noted
(February 1993 or July 15 to above,
August 15)

Lower Granite to 710 feet, others to • Effects proportional to near spillway and MOP alternatives noted
MOP (April 15 to June 15) above.

Lower Grani_ittle Goose drawdown • Same as spillway effects for Lower Granite and Little Goose but
test (March) lesser potential "becauseof reduced duration.

Lower Columbia

Ali 4 projects to MOP • Slight increase in slope movement rates.
(April 1 to August 31) • Minimal shoreline erosion of beaches, recreation facilities, roads,

andrailroadgrades.

John Day at 262.5 feet, McNary at 337 • Effects similar to MOP for The Dalles and Bonneville, minimal for
feet, remainder at MOP John Day, McNary.
(April 1 to August 3l)

Flow Augmentation . Increase in erosion and sedimentation.
• Variability among options.

Combination • Effects additive; seedrawdown and augmentation.

Temperature Control Test . No significant impacts because drawdown and di_harge are within
(August) normal operating ranges.
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Reservoir drawdown and increased flow velocities to move (Sagar, 1989a). Based on observations
would affect shorelines by decreasing slope stability from 1960 to 1970 at Collins Point, a lobe of one
and by increasing beach and river erosion. These landslide continues to move at a maximum rate of

processes would redistribute coarser sediment 1,5 feet per year (Sagar, 1989a). This movement,
within the reservoirs while much of the fine however, is correlated with precipitation and seems
sediment would pass through them. Railway and unaffected by fluctuations in pool levels (Sagar,
highway embankments would also be affected by 1989a). At Lake Celilo and Lake Umatilla, there
wave erosion, are several slope failures whose movement might

be increased at low reservoir levels. Overall, slope

4.5.1 Slope Stability movement rates and slumping would increase
slightly in ali reservoirs on a small, localized basis.

Lowering reservoir levels lowers the factor of Dworshak and Brownlee reservoirs, however, are
safety for slope stability (Lawson, 1985). This operated as storage reservoirs and experience wide
lower safety factor occurs because the slope load elevational fluctuations every year. Consequently,
factor is increased by the increased slope height and they would not experience increased mass
the additional groundwater weight. When reservoir movement rates.

levels are lowered, groundwater from exposed
materials begins to drain out of bedrock and 4,5.2 Beach Erosion
surficial sediments. This groundwater drainage
increases pore water pressure within the materials As waves affect a shoreline over time, the shoreline
and seepage pressure where it exits from the progressively becomes adjusted to the available
deposit. The increased water pressures decrease wave energy. These shorelines develop equilibrium
slope stability. Regionally, soil moisture is highest beaches that are minimally affected by wave energy
in April, at the beginning of the drawdown period, (Lawson, 1985). Previously, the reservoirs have
from winter storms, spring snowmelt, and water been operated at MOP for minimal periods and

•draining into the bedrock and sediments during high have not been operated below MOP, so equilibrium
reservoir levels, beaches are not developed at these low elevations.

Consequently, beach erosion along shorelines
Slope instability can be reduced by lowering would increase as waves attack these lower level
reservoir levels at a rate that does not greatly positions.
exceed the groundwater drainage rate (Lawson,

1985). The estimated maximum tolerable MOP levels are generally 3 to 5 feet below full
drawdown rate is 2 feet per day in the pool. The reservoirs have riprap protection down
Columbia-Snake River reservoirs. Renewed wave to MOP, in most locations where wave erosion has

erosion also occurs at new pool levels which locally been a problem. Therefore, at MOP, shoreline
increases the slope angle and reduces the factor of erosion of beaches, recreation, facilities, roads, and

safety (Lawson, 1985). Slope stability under the railroad grades would be minimal. Spillway
proposed two-reservoir drawdown would be locally elevations, however, are up to 50 feet lower in
reduced, but not markedly reduced overall. The elevation than MOP.
levees at Lewiston and the darn embankments

should be monitored carefully during these tests. Waves would have little impact on bedrock-
dominated areas and there would be minimal to no

Fluctuating reservoir levels would result in wave erosion at these sites. Areas dominated by
increased movement of active landslides. Major surficial sediments, however, would have no beach

acttve landslide problems are not reported at the profiles developed and would expeEence
Snake River projects (Miklancic, 1989c, 1989d, accelerated erosion. This erosion would move

1989e, 1989f), so substantial landslide activity is sediment into deeper water. Beach erosion would

not expected. Numerous landslides are reported also create steep slopes that would have the
up- and downstream of Grand Coulee; however, an potential to produce small-scale mass movement.
extensive stabilization program has been

implemented (Hansen, 1989) and a large increase in At recreational facilities, roadways, and railway
movement is not expected. Lake Bonneville also grades that are developed on surficial sediments,
has extensive landslides and two of these continue beach erosion might cause undercutting and local
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collapse of the structures if these surficial patterns, These braided segments would have
sediments are exposed, Dworshak and Brownlee sufficient water discharge and depth so that fish

reservoirs currently experience wide elevational passage would not be affected,
fluctuations, so beach erosion rates would not
increase, In the lower Snake River reservoirs, maximum

drawdown would expose between 6 and 11 miles of

4.5.3 Soil and Streambank Erosion river, With flow augmentation, discharges in these
channels would be between 20,000 cfs and 140,000

Reservoir drawdown would expose shoreline areas cfs, which would be sufficient to erode and
and areas of the normally drowned river channel, transport available gravels, sands, and finer
immediately downstream of the lower Snake River materials downstream to the reservoir, Gravels and
dams. Soil erosion results when rainfall exceeds sands would settle to the bottom of the reservoir.

the infiltration capacity of a soil, resulting in water Water velocities tlu'ough the reservoirs would vary
flow over the soil's surface. This surface flow, between 0.6 to 1.25 feet per second (fps). These

along with raindrop impact, detaches soil particles velocities are sufficient to keep most silts and clays
and transports them to stream channels and then in suspension and to transport them through the
into the reservoir, Soil erosion is minimized by the reservoir. The deposited gravels and sands would

high infiltration capacities of coarse-grained be drowned by subsequent reservoir rise. The
sediments, by vegetation cover, and by low streams draining into tributary alluvial fans would
rainfall. The exposed materials would be similarly erode and redistribute the heavy sediments
dominated by gravel or sand with a high infiltration to the lower reservoir levels, These materials
capacity. They would have no vegetation cover to would also be drowned by reservoir rise to normal
minimize overland flow velocity, Rainfall will be operating levels. This redistribution might deepen
highest in April and May and minimal during the some channels and locally alleviate the need for
June through August period, dredging.

During free-flow conditions (with reservoir drawn During free-flow conditions, some channel erosion
down near spillway crest), sediments in the upper would occur in the exposed reaches. At these sites

part of each Snake River reservoir would be any utilities that cross the reservoir could be
exposed. The rivers would experience normal exposed or damaged. Sewer, natural gas, and
streamflow along these exposed reaches. The water lines could be affected at Lewiston. Under
amount of soil erosion under the proposed two- the two-reservoir drawdown, bank erosion might
reservoir drawdown will depend on the amount of occur locally depending on wind conditions. If no
rainfall that occurs during the drawdown tests. The major storms occur, it should be minor except at
lower Columbia River reservoirs would not be the most unstable sites.

below MOP under any proposed actions and would
not create free-flowing river reaches. With normal 4.5.4 Sedimentation
river flow, the environment in the exposed reaches
would change from depositional to normal river Sedimentation, or particle settling, occurs when

sediment transport as the lower pool elevation water velocity falls below that necessary :o keep
displaces the reservoir downstream. The exposed the particle rolling along the bottom or in
sediment would be eroded from the riverbanks and suspension. Sediment is transported by the

the river bed and transported downstream until it mainstem rivers, tributaries, and by wave action.
enters the lower pool elevation of the reservoir, The sediment load delivered to the reservoirs is
Tributaries that enter the reservoirs have also high as shown in Table 4.5-1. Gravels and sand
deposited sediment either as alluvial fans or as cannot bypass dams and are trapped within each
bottom sediments in drowned embayments, reservoir. Silt and clay can bypass dams and only
Reservoir drawdown would cause these tributary small percentages are trapped in quiet water areas
creeks and rivers to erode through their own of eac_ reservoir.
deposits in order to reach the lower reservoir level.
During drawdown, erosion into sediments deposited The remobilization of sediment downstream from
previously by the Columbia, Snake, Tucannon, and the Snake River dams and from tributary alluvial
Asotin rivers might produce braided stream fans and embayments would result in sediment
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Table 4.5.1, Sediment delivery in the Columbia River Basin.

Suspended Load Total Load

Location Aere feet/year Tons/year Acre-feet/Year Tons/Year

Lower Columbia River 3,609 5,501,761 '_
8,988 13,702,500 b/

151156 23,107,394 */

Walla Walla River/

McNary Dam 7,674 11,700,000 °/

Yakima River 184 280,0(K_

Snake River/
Lower Granite Dam 1,535 2,340,0OTY'

Palouse River 1,036 1,580,000 r/

aJ Sternberg, 19. J
b/ Corps, 1962
c/ Mapes, 1969
d/ Nelson, 1974

e/ USGS, 1980
f/ Boucher, 1970

erosion, transport, and sedimentation. The The Lower Granite Reservoir traps about 85

majority of this sediment would have already been percent of the incoming upstream sediment supply
part of the reservoir bottom and most of it would which averages 2.3 million tons per year (Table
be drowned by subsequent reservoir rise. There 4.5-1). Sediment in the upper reservoir _:onsists
would also be increased rates of landslide activity., primarily of sand (Figure 4.5-1) while silts and
beach erosion, and soil erosion that would slightly clays dominate farther down the reservoir. The
increase sedimentation rates. Gravels, sands, and greatest volume of sediment is stored in reaches 4
some silt wo'tlld settle out in the reservoir. Most of through.6 (Figure 4.5-2) which are predominantly
this sediment would be deposited in deeper water silt (Figure 4.5-1). Typically the thickest sediment
where it would not affect flood height or navigation deposits are toward the centerline of the reservoir

(Corps, 1987). Some embayments would with the sediment depth tapering towards the
experience slightly increased sedimentation rates, reservoir margins. In the active drawdown,
Decreased reservoir travel times, however, would portions of the upper reservoir, native materials,
increase the amounts of silts and clays that would and sediment deposited during full pool are eroded
pass through the reservoirs during drawdown and and redistributed deeper in the reservoir.
flow augmentation. This results in a loss of
nutrients from the system. H,.torical reservoir operations, with drawdowns to

MOP at elevation 733, promote movement of
The Lower Granite Reservoir is discussed here as sediment from reaches 10 through 13 to farther

an example of the types of sedimentation impacts down the reservoir. With drawdowns to the
that could be expected during reservoir drawdown, spillway elevation 681, the sandy delta deposits in
Drawdown to MOP exposes about 220 acres of reaches 8 through 13 would be eroded further down
reservoir shoreline. Drawdown to the spillway the reservoir by free-flowing river conditions. A
exposes about 2,700 acres, total of about 10.5 million tons of sediment,

primarily sand (Figure 4.5-1), would be
redistributed from reaches 8 through 13 to reaches
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6 and 7, Ali of the sand, about 9,5 million tons, over the approximately 27 days lt would take to
would be deposited in reaches 6 and 7, Much of reach spillway crest; (2) the sediment ts distributed
the silt and clay (about 1,1 million tons) would evenly over the entire reservoir volume at the given
flush through the reservoir downstream. The need reservoir level', (3) sediment flushing from the
for further dredging in the area of the Snake and reservoir occurs at the same rate as water particle
Clearwater confluence would be greatly reduced or travel time for various reservoir levels; and (4)no

eliminated by the redistribution of sediment deposition of silt arid clay occurs during the
downstream at spillway elevation, drawdown interval, The values rise to the

maximum at spillway crest and then decline, These

To estimate the kinds of sediment production that concentrations are not high enough for a long
could be expected from sheetwash and filling enough time to have adverse effects on fish
deposits in the drawdown zone, the Universal Soil (Alabaster and Lloyd, 1982),
Loss Equation (USLE) was used (Goldman et al,,
1986) assuming that half the shoreline is composed The sediments ha the upper part of the Lower
of credible materials, The USLE indicated that Granite and Little Goose rese_'olrs would be

drawdown to MOP for 5 months per year would mobilized during the two-reservoir drawdown tests,
erode 2,500 to 3,000 tons of sediment from one This sediment transport would contribute to higher
half of the 220 acres of exposed reservoir, With sediment concentrations and turbidity, These levels
drawdown to the spillway, the USLE indicated should be less than indicated above since soil and
about 45,000 tons of sediment production would beach erosion would be less, Additionally, the

result, This amount would include approximately' tests would be conducted for short periods,
22,500 torts of sand which would be redeposited reducing the volume of sediment mobilized, These

lower in the reset'cir each year. lt would also reservoirs should have their sediment
include about 15,000 tons of silt; some of which concentrations and turbidity monitored during the

would be redeposited in the reservoir with part drawdown tests,
flushing downstream, The clay portion would
amount to about 8,000 tons that would mostly flush 4.5.5 Conclusions
downstream, Since much of the reservoir margin

is composed of bedrock and gravel, these values Overall, slope movement and beach erosion would
should be the maximum sediment production from increase slightly, and soil and streambank erosion
surface erosion, Wave erosion would also be would increase moderately, Slope movement and
active on parts of the shoreline, beach erosion would influence stnlctures and would

add sediment to the reservoirs. Soil erosion would

To estimate the additional input from wave erosion, redistribute sediment that is already deposited in the
it is assumed that the total shoreline erosion is four reservoirs, Streambank erosion would redistribute

times the USLE value, This amounts to 180,000 sediment that is already deposited in the reservoirs
tons of sediment production, Combining this value but might also erode embankments and undermine
with the sediment redistribution by the free-flowing levees in the Lewiston area, High river levels and
river sections amounts to about four times the streambank erosion downstream from Bonneville
average natural upstream sediment supply to the Dam would inundate river banks and would cause

Lower Granite Reservoir (Table 4.5-1), Most of some bank erosion, Coarser sediment that is

this quantity, however, consists of sand with only eroded would be redistributed into lower parts of
about 1 million tons being silts and clays, The 1 reservoir. In the upper pools, and at tributary
million tons of silts and clay are about 45 percent entrances to reservoirs, the redistribution of

of the average annual total load (2,3 million tons) sediment might reduce the need for dredging,
delivered to the Lower Granite Reservoir. Finer sediment that is eroded would predominantly

' remain in suspension and would be transported
An estimate of maximum sediment concentration downstream to the ocean, The increase in

from the addition of 1 million tons of silt and clay suspended sediment, compared to known inputs,
to Lower Granite Reservoir yielded a value of would be within the range of t'¢pical turbidity
200 mg/1, This value is based on the assumption historically occurring in,the system, _b.
that: (1) erosion of the available sediment load in qPthe free-flowing river reach is distributed evenly
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AtelevatlonsbelowMOP, howevc_r,slopestability,
beacheroslon,andstrcambankerosionwouldcause
significantunderminingofrailroadandhighway
embankments,levees,andofsomebrldgspiers,
Thisinstabilltycouldproducelifethreatening
situationsandwouldrequirea signlficant
expendltureoftimeandmoneyforobservationand
maintenance.

4.5.6 Mitigation

Mitigation for erosion caused by one of the options
could vary from a simple replacement of material
lost to extensive reconstruction of embankments

with riprap protection, Due to scope and timing
considerations, the Corps does not propose to add
this protection before implementation for measures
for 1992. However, emergency actions to repair
damage could occur as needed in 1992,
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4.6 AIR QUALITY

Alternative/Option Potential Significant Impacts (Positive and Adverse)

Reservoir Drawdown

Snake River

Ali 4 projects to MOP • A slightly but no significant change from present air quality,
(April 1 to July 31)

Ali 4 projects to near spillway crest • Most exposed shoreline and bottom areas, there,fore most
(April 15 to August 15) widespread fugitive dust and odors, No significant air quality

' impact.

Ali 4 projects to near spillway crest • Similar to near spillway crest drawdown from April 15 to August
(April 15 to June 15) 15 except with decreased duration,

Lower Granite to near spillway crest • See spillway and MOP effects above,
(February 1993 or July 15 to

August 15)

Lower Granite to 710 feet, others to • See spillway and MOP effects above,
MOP (April 15 to J unc 15)

Lower Granite/Little Goose drawdown • See spillway and John Day at 262.5 feet,
test (March)

Lower Columbia

Ali 4 projects to MOP • Slightly more exposed reservoir shoreline and bottom areas but no
(April 1 to August 31) significant change from present air quality,

John Day at 262,5 feet, McNary at 337 • See spillway and MOP effects above,
feet, remainder at MOP

(April 1 to August 31)

Flow Augmentation • Incremental increases from present in extent and duration of exposed
bottom areas with some resulting fugitive dust, particularly at
Dworshak and to lesser extent at Brownlee,

Combination • Effects additive; see drawdown and augmentation,

Temperature Control Test • See effects of flow augmentation,
(August)
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Flow measures that change the fiver and reservoir generation, ali other factors remaining equal, If the
levels might have some localized impact on fugitive exposed area of a representative reservoir changes
dust levels because more silt and sand would be by 1,000 acres and the effect of crust formation on
exposed, Blowing silt and sand might alter the erosion rates is about 80 percent (BPA, 1985), then
emissions from coal-fired and nuclear powerplants 0,35 pound per acre per day would be generated,
in the region, This section considers potential air or 350 pounds per day per reservoir, The effect of
quality impacts in a general sense, For any given this wind-blown dust would be highly localized in
year, the effects of meteorology, local precipitation, the fiver valley and would not likely affect public
and topography on air quality are likely to health, Blowing dust and sand could annoy
overwhelm any variation in flows as a factor for recreattonists using the facilities, ]'he most likely
influencing air qualtb', places where this might occur are shallow

embayments such as Welty Bay near Kettle Falls,

4.6.1 Fugitive Dust In the vlcintty of Wallula, Washington, any
increased fugtttve dust generation could be

Reservoir drawdowns would expose reservoir construed to affect air qualtty in an area not now
shoreline and bottom areas that are normally not attaining the ambtent air qualtty standard for PM-
available to wind actton, Similarly, flow 10,
augmentation could change the drawdown and refill
patterns of the affected storage reservoirs and 4.6.2 Odors
marginally increase the extent of exposed bottom
area in these locations, in both cases, exposed Odors would be generated by newly exposed
areas covered with fine sediments (silts and clays) sediments containing substantial organic material,
would d R, out and begin contributing dust to the Once dr2,,and crusted, the sediment odor generation
atmosphere, would likely be substantially diminished, The

duratton of odor generation would be strongly
The pJ'imar'y effect of flow measures that expose influenced by local precipitation, which could keep
f'me sediments to wind erosion would be some loss sediments damp, and by local winds, which could
of enjoyment for recreattonists and taearby residents increase the rate of drying, As with fugtttve dust,
of the rivers and reservoirs, Blowing dust is not the impact of odors is localized and not a
likely to be a health effects concern for short significant public health concern, There are no

duration exposures experienced by the general factors available to quantify the rate of odor
public, and EPA has reason to belleve that rural etntsston generation or the degree to which the
fugitive dust is less harmful than urban fugitive public might be affected, The extent of odor would
dust (52 CR 24716), be somewhat dependent on the extent of the

sediments exposed; therefore, flow measures which
Fugitive dust emission rates based on wind erosion decrease impoundments would increase the
from agricultural lands can be used to estimate the exposure of potentially odorous sediments,
amount of material that is entrained from exposed
sediments (Midwest Research Institute, 1974), Up 4,6.3 Chemical Emissions
to 1,75 pound per acre per day can be eroded from

exposed dry sediments, which contain substantial Reservoir drawdown and flow augmentation could
silt, This emission rate assumes no crust has adversely affect both the amount of hydroelectric
formed on the sediments, which would reduce the generating capacity on the fiver system and the
emissions considerably, However, recreational amount of non-firm electricity produced (see
vehicle traffic during windy conditions could create Section 4,9), BPA would need to obtain varying
substantial increases in emissions, such as amounts of replacement power, depending upon the
experienced on rural unpaved roads, Emission specific flow measures implemented and the
rates for fugitive dust increase with wind speed eventual water and load conditions in 1992,

(Winges, 1991), Replacement power could be imported from outside
the region, or it could conceivably be obtained

Flow measures that decrease reservoir storage and from Pacific Northwest thermal power'plants,
expose more sediments during the late summer
would lead to higher levels of fugitive dust
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The air pollution releases at thermal powerplants powerplants in the region would likely be negligible
that could be associated with decreased generating since those units do not normally supply peaking
capacity at hydroelectric plants can be generically capacity power,
estimated based on emission llrnlts established by

EPA, Howev,r, it cannot be determined which of 4,6,4 Mitigation
the several powerplants would be used to make up

for the lost _apaelty, Thus, the impact on local air Most Mr qualtty impacts would occur as a result of
quality can be assumed to be acceptable in ali exposing large expanses of previously submerged
eases, Every thermal powerplant In the region laud, Air quality impacts could be mitigated by
(including several plants in Wyoming owned by an), actions taken to seed these areas for wtldllfe or
local utilities) Is licensed to operate at its maximum the protection of exposed embankments with rtprap,
capacity and still maintain air quality standards, Additional air quality impacts might occur wtth the
This ts accomplished by limiting the amount of use of fossil fuels for power generation, This
pollutatats in fuels, or by requiring a degree of might be mitigated by reducing the extent higher
pollution control necessary to maintain standards, polluting facilities are used,

EPA has administered a program of ever increasing
stringency for large new sources of air pollution,

which applies in part to utility powerplauts burning
coal, oil, or gas (40 CFg 60), The standards,
which are least stringent, allow e,mtsslons
summarized below:

Particulate matter 0, 1 lb/MMBtu
Sulfur dioxide 1,2 lb/MMBtu

Nitrogen oxides 0,2 - 0,7 Ib/MMBtu

(Pounds per million (MM) British thermal unit of
heat input,)

Making certain engineering assumptions regarding
typical thermal efficienctes and emission rates for
large utility coal-fired powerplants (i,e,, 10 Btu
heat input for each watt output, and 10,000 Btu per
pound of coal) results in the following maximum
estimates for additional emissions which could

result from the generation of a megawatt-hour of
electricity:

Particulate matter 1 pound
Sulfur dioxide 12 pound
Nitrogen oxide 7 pound

If several hundred megawatts of peaking capacity
were shifted from hydroelectric generation to

thermal powerplants, the emission of air pollutants
would be increased by several hundred pounds of
particulate matter mad oxides of sulfur and nitrogen,
This increase is assumed to be consistent with

permit conditions imposed on the thermal
powerplants in the region to protect ambient air
quality, The impact on air quality at nuclear
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4.7 TRANSPORTATION ,.
a

: i I i ,i , ii , ,. ,i i ,ii Hl ,, _ ,

Alternative/Option Potential Significant Impacts (Positive and Adverse)
, ,,, - - - ,i ,, , i, ,, i ,,,,,= ,, , ,, i ,, , , ,, , , ,,,

Reservoir Drawdown

Snake River

Ali 4 projects to MOP . Potential adverse tmpacLsnegated by dredging in early 1992,
(April 1 to July 31)

Ali4 projects to near spillway crest • Barge transportation on lower Snake River closed for 5 months,
(April 15 to August 15) • Potential barge rate increase from 25 to 40 percent to compensate

for revenue loss,

• Total transportation costs for all commodities Increased by $5,7
million,

. Refill could reduce water depths below Bonneville by 1 to2 feet,
with potential added shipping cost of up to $0,6 million,

Ali4 projects to near spillway crest . Barge transportation on lower Snake River closed for 3 months,

,!April 15 to June 15) . Total transportation costs for ali commodities increased by $2,8
million,

• Potential barge rate increaseof 20 percent to recover lost revenues,

Lower Granite to near spillway crest • Barge service on Lower Granite interrupted for 1 month,
(Fcbruar3' 1993 or July 15 to • Total transportation costs increased by nearly $0,4 million,
August 15)

Lower Granite to 710 feet, others to • Barge _rvice on Lower Granite closed for 3 months,
MOP (April 15 to June 15) . Total transportation costs increased by $0,9 million,

Lower Granite/Little Goos,e drawdown . Barge service on Lower GranLteand Little Goose closed for up to6
test (March) weeks,

. Total transportation costs increased by $0,5 million,

Lower Columbia

Ali 4 projects to MOP • Potenti',fladverse impacts negated by dredging in early 1992,
(April 1 to August 31)

John Day at 262,5 feet, McNary at 337 • Similar to MOP effects above,
feet, remainder at MOP

(April 1 to August 31)
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Transportation (continued)
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Alternative/Optlon Potent!al Significant Impacts (Positive and Adverse)

I 11 1 I I I II II I II I I I II I III I I II I . II . I ....... .

Flow Augmentation • Dworshak log transport costs incrmseM by $0,3 million for Options
B fl_ough F,

Combination • Effects sdditive; see drawdown and a.gmentatlon,

Temperature Control Test • Possibl_ late..cason interruption of log transportation on
(August) Dwcrshak,

The proposed flow improvements under insufficient depths at the navigation locks, in the
considerationcouldaffectseveraldifferentmodes shallowerportionsofthereservoirs,and atport

oftransportation,A primaryconcernisthe facilitiesalongtheaffectedre..mm'oirs,The

disruptionofbargenavigationon theriversystem, consequencesofminorchangesinwamr levels

Additionalnavigationissuesincludepotential would generallylm nninconveniencetoshipping

imp_rmentofde.ep-draftshippingon thelower operationsand increasedcosts,Alteratively,
Co]umblaRiverand useofDworshak Reservoirfor significantdrawdownswouldcompletelyinterrupt

lografting,Proposedactionscouldalsomsafltin bargetransportationon theaffectedpoolsforthe

directphysicalimpactstorailroadsand highways, durationofdrawdown andrefill,Thiswouldhave

aswellasindirecteffectson thosefacilitiesthrough directimpactson thebargingandtransfer

diversionofbargetraffic, operationsand indirectimpactson producersand
alternative modes of transportation,

4.7,1 Navigation
Reservoir drawdown and flow augmentation could

The key impactissuefornavigationis thepotential alsoaffectnavigationontheColumbiaRiverbelow
disruption ofbargetrafficon theColumbla-Snake Bonneville,Specifically,fiverlevelscouldbe

Inland Wate_'ayabove Bonneville, Wheat and raised somewhatduringthe springcomparedto
barleyproducersine_tem Washington,nor'them normalconditions,Conversely,reductionsin

Idaho,and northeastOregonrelyon barge downstreatmflowstoaccomplishrefillofreservoirs

transportationon thewaterwaytomove grainto aftermajordrawdownscouldtemporarilydecn',ase

export facilities, Barge shipping and transfer river levels and channel depths, This could have
operations are designed around MOP elevations, consexluence,s for doep.-draft shipping in the lower
the water level at which there is an authorizM Columbia,
14-feet minimum channel, Pool elevations have

typicallybeanheldaboveMOP andnavigation A finalissueconcernstheeffectsofflow

interests have become accustomed to depths greater augmentation on Dworshak Reservoir, where
than 14 feet, Reservoir drawdown would reduce commercial navigation ts an authodze, d project

water depths in the navigation channel, Depending function, Logs are dumped into the reservoir at
upon the degree of drawdown, this could result in ramps built for that purpose mad rafted down to a
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log handling facility at the dam, The ability to put • Stevenson In-Lieu, RM 151
logs into the resen, otr ts sensitive to pool elevation, • Government Cove, RM 151,9

• Rock Creak Cove and Access Channel, RM 150

4,7.1,1 Physical Effects of Reservoir • Wind River Boat Ramp, Access Channel, Log
Drawdown Storage Pond and Access Channel, RM 154,8

• Ltttlc White Salmon Rtver Hatchery, l_dVl162

'Two levels of response to the physical oha.nges of • Port of Hood River industrial Park and Access
reservoir drawdown have bean Identified, At one Channel, RM 169

level, barge transportation would be able to • Underwood In-Lieu, RM 169; Hood River Inn,
conthaue, with perhaps some localized navigation RM 169,8; Area D SD&S, RM 171,5
difficulties, Beyond a c_rtain l_vel of drawdown, • Bhagen Boat Bashi and Access Channel,
barge transportation would be completely RM 171,7
interrupted for the duration of the drawdown, • SD&S Lumber Dock, Access Channel and Log

Storage Area, RM 170,6

Drawdownto MOP, Existing project operations • Mayer State Park Boat Ramp and Access
generally maintain the level of the mainstem Channel, KM 181
rese_'otrs approximately 1 to 3 feet above • Mt, Ftr Dock Faelltty and Access Channel,
minimum pool, Under these conditions, barge RM 187
navigation within the channel and to port facilities • Joe Bemert Dock Facility, RM 188,5

Is generally unimpeded, e Cargtll Grain (Kelly) Dock Faclltty and Access
Channel, RM 188,6

Lowering the pools to MOP could have a limited • The Dallas Boat Basin and Marina, RM 189,7
Impact on terminals that currently have a draft
limitation, such as grain elevators at Clarkston and The Dalles Pool
Lewiston, unless dredging were conducted to
maintain navigation clearances at MOP, The • Biggs Grain Dock Facility and Access Channel,
Corps, in conjunction wtth towboat operators and RM 208
ports, used existing information to tdentlf)' 17 port
facilities where access might be constrained if the John Day Pool
system were drawn down to MOP, The Corps
subsequently conducted a bathymetrtc survey of the • Rock Creek Park Boat Ramp, RM 229
waterway _mdport areas to pinpoint terminal and • Roosevelt Gratn Dock Facility and Access
channel problem areas, Channel, RM 243,5

• Port of Morrow Dock Factltb' and Access
Channel, RM 270

Based on this information, the Corps developed a
proposed dredging program for potential problem
locations on the lower Columbia and Snake rivers, MoNary Pool

The dredging was authorized and funded under
Public Law 102-104, the Energy and Water • Boise Cascade Port Facility, RM 316

Development _Appropriations Act passed by • Port of WaJla Walla at Burbank, Snake RM 0
Congress on August 17, 1991, Dredging activity
will be conducted between January 1992 and late Little Goose Pool
February 1992, Presently, dredging is planned for
28 sites, listed as follows, by pool: . Port of Almota, RM 104

Bonneville Pool Lower Granite Pool

• Stevenson Co-Ply, RM 149 • Port of Lewlston, Clear_,ater RM 1
• Cascade Locks Marina and Access Channel,

RM 149,2 NEPA implementation for the dredging activity has

• Port of Skamanla County Dock Facility, been accomplished through separate environmental
RM 150 assessments prepared by the Portland and Walla

• Herman Creek, RM 151
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Walla Districts of the Corps (1991c, d), which are Cargo statistics for April, Ma)', and June 1990 are
hereby _corporated by reference, presented in Tables 4,7-1 through 4,7-3, Assuming

1990 is a representative year, these data provide a
In addition to required dredging at port facilities, reasonable approximation of the grain tonnage that
there ts a general concern that increased velocity in would be affected by drawdown to near spillway
the channel could result in more dredging required crest from April 15 to June 15, Grain loadings in
to keep the channel at 14 feet, April, Ma),, and June were approximately 22

percent of wheat tonnage and 11 percent of barley
In absence of dredging, a likely response to access tonnage for the year, By pool, wheat loadings in
limitations from drawdown to MOP would be light the Snake River section ranged from 11 percent to
loading of barges using the affected terminals, Tug 25 percent of the annual total,

, and barge industry representatives report that the

typical draft of vessels operating in the shallo W Corresponding percentage figures for other
sections of the Columbia and Snake River is as commodities are Indicated in Table 4,7..4, Wood

follows: chips and manufactured forest products originate in
both the Lower Granite and McNary pools, (These

Vessel TypeDraft (feet) McNary Pool data are presented primarily for
comparison purposes, as drawdown below MOP is

Grain Barges (Jumbo) 13,6 not under consideration for McNary,) Shipments
Container Barges l0 originating in these pools tn April, May, and June
Log/Chip Barges 11 represented 20 to 25 percent of annual shipments of
Tugsl 1 to 12 these products, About 21 percent of annual pea

and lentil shipments, which originate In the Lower
Granite Pool, occurred in April, May, and June,

There is a mandatory Corps requirement of 1 foot The corresponding proportion of upbound
of clearance from all vessels at the navigation lock petroleum products bound for the transfer facilities
sills, Because the sills are located at a design depth in the Tri-Cities area was 13 percent,
of 15 feet, or 1 foot below MOP, there would be

sufficient lock clearance with operation at MOP, Temporary closure of barge transportation would
although transit times could Increase, force shippers to evaluate one of four basic

responses:
Consequently, the controlling factor would be the
depth of the river bottom in the channel and • store the commodities over the period of the
terminal approaches, Within reasonable limits, closure;

primarily determined by the draft of the tugs, • accelerate shipment or preposition product
barges could carD' less than full loads to access downstream before closure;

terminals that have less than a 14-foot water depth, • divert shipments to rail; and
• divert shipments to truck,

Drawdown Significantly Below MOP. At some
reservoir level slightly below MOP, barge traffic Ali four alternatives might be constrained and
would cease, As the reser_'oh' elevation decreases would result in substantial cost increases that would

below MOP, the depth at the navigation lock sills be borne by producers or shippers, The viability
would become the controlling factor, Based on the and likelihood oi' these responses are examined
15-foot design depth of the sills, typical tug drafts, below for the key commodities,
and required clearances, the critical elevation would

appear to be about 2 feet below MOP, Operating the lower Snake River projects near
spillway crest elevations from April 15 through

Options with deep drawdowns would significantly June 15 would result in a 3-month closure of the
affect the Pacific Northwest grain industry and waterway, including drawdown and refill time,
other major shippers of commodities on the Snake Likely responses by shippers are reviewed below
River portion of the waterway, The degree of for each commodity group,
effect would var), with the duration and extent of
the drawdown,

i
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Table 4.7-1. Total t6nnage of grain moved by pool, 1990. "/

Total Percentage Percentage
Pool Wheat Barley Grain Barley Wheat

Lower Granite 1,259,007 128,230 1,387,237 9.2 90.8
Little Goose 923,559 260,138 1,183,697 22.0 78.0
Lower Monumental 128,502 10,090 138,592 7.3 92,7

Ice Harbor 447,834 ....53,013 500,847 10._.._ft6 89.4
Total '2,758,902 451,471 3,210,373 14.1 85.9

Source: Corps, Walla Walla District, unpublished data.
a/ 1990 is considered a representative year by the Corps for measuring potential system impacts.

Table 4.7-2. Tonnage of grain moved by pool in April, May, and June 19907/.

Wheat Barley Total Percentage Percentage
Pool A/M/J A/M/J A/M/J Barley Wheat

Lower Granite 316,272 16,142 332,414 4.9 95.1
Little Goose 213,065 30,552 243,617 12.5 87.5
Lower Monumental 13,846 2,800 16,646 16.8 83.2

lee Harbor 66,636 1,780 .,68,416 2......._6 97._4
Total 609,819 51,274 661,093 7.8 92.2

Source: Corps, Walla Walla District, unpublished data.
a/ 1990 is considered a representative year by the Corps for measuring potential system impacts.

Table 4.7-3, Percentage of annual wheat and barley shipments in April, May, and June 1990, by pool."

Pool Wheat Barley Total

Lower Granite 25.1 12.6 24..0
Little Goose 23.1 11.7 20.6
Lower Monumental 10.8 27.8 12,0

Ice Harbor 14..__2 3.,4 1._3.7

Total 22.1 11.4 20.6

Source: Corps, WaUaWalla District, unpublished data.

a/ 1990 is considered a representative year by the Corps for measuring potential system impacts.
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Table 4.7-4. Non-graln commodity shipments moved by pool, April, May, and June 1990.

Lower Granite McNary

A/M/J A/M/J
Total A/M/J Percent Total A/M/J Percent

Downbound Products

Wood Chips 285,296 72,840 25,5 92,218 20,690 22,4

Pulp, Paper and 98,104 24,108 24.6 74,044 14,830 20.0
Other Manufactured
Forest Items

Vegetables (i.e,, peas 46,452 9,627 20.7 ......
and lentils)

Upbound Products

Petroleum ...... 74,567 9,507 12.7

Effects on Grain Traj_c - The ability to store grain merchandiser or trading company. This company
over a 3-month closure varies widely by facility is responsible for delivering the grain to the
(see Table 4.7-5). Some elevators have space for 3 downriver terminals.
or 4 million bushels of grain and annual turnover of
4 times. These facilities would be the most likely The merchandiser or trading company only buys
to hold grain over a closure without requiting new the grain after a sale has been made. Therefore,
storage facilities or a shift to alternate delivery downstream would ot'dy occur after a sale

transportation modes. Other elevators, primarily has been made. The price of grain paid to the
on the Ice Harbor Pool, have storage for less than farmer is the free-on-board (FOB) downstream
1 million bushels and turn this inventory over 20 elevator price, less the cost to transport the grain.
times a year. These facilities would not be able to The additional cost to transport the grain would
store grain over a closure and would have to find therefore ultimately fall onto the shoulders of the
alternate transportation. If barge traffic were not farmer. The merchandisers would be reluctant to
resumed by har_'est time in July and August, move grain downstream to pre-position until after
owners of ali elevators would be searching for the sale has been finalized. Hence, pre-positioning
means to move product, is not a likely option for grain sales.

However, there is an idle grain elevator located at
Accelerated shipment or pre-positioning of wheat the Port of Longview. This facility, which has a
and barley to downriver elevators would be storage capacity of 200,000 bushels, could be used
constrained by lack of storage for surge exports for downriver storage in the event of problems with
(large, unanticipated volumes) and the nature of upriver storage.
grain export transactions. This option was
mentioned by some grain elevator operators Barley, which is primarily used for animal feed,

contacted, but its potential was assessed as limited can be stored outside at the expense of shrinkage of
under existing conditions. The sale of grain 1 to 4 percent of volume, as well as additional
requires substantial coordination between the handling costs. Wheat cannot be stored outside
farmer, the sellers, and the ultimate purchasing (unprotected) without sil;nificantly reducing its
country, The importing country typically purchases market value,
grain for delivery within 30 to 60 days of sale.
The farmer owns the grain until it is sold to the
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Table 4.7-5. Grain traffic/storage comparison, 1990,

Total Inside

Wheat Barley Grain Storage Annual
Pool Tonnage Tonnage Tonnage Tonnage Turnover

Lower Granite 1,259,007 128,230 1,387,237 316,257 4.39
Little Goose 923,559 260,138 1,183,697 238,879 4,96
Lower Monumental 128,502 10,090 138,592 36,363 3.81
Ice Harbor 447,834 53,013 500,847 24,545 20.40
McNar3' 1,162,094 32,540 1,194,634 499,242 2.39

Sources: Corps, Walla Walla District, unpublished data.
BST Associates,

Construction of additional storage facilities for a Lack of rail access is a problem for nearly ali of
test drawdown would not be a viable response, the elevators on the river. Of the 19 facilities

The impact would only occur for 3 months of 1 handling grain from McNary upriver, only 5 have
year and would not allow an adequate return on rail access. Three of 7 facilities on the McNary
investment. Pool have rail access, with capacities ranging from

10 to 26 cars. There is no rail capacity in the Ice
Existing storage in the elevators in the Lower Harbor, Lower Monumental or Little Goose pools.

Granite and Little Goose pools is probably adequate Two of the four grain elevators on Lower Granite
to handle the grain that typically moves during have rail access; they can accommodate 8 cars and
April, May, and June. However, additional 6 cars, respectively. Ali ports with the exception
inventor 3, carrying and storage costs would occur of one on the Lower Granite Pool and one on the
(addressed below), and the ability of grain Little Goose Pool have rail access nearby.
producers to sell their crops if a surge demand However, it could be expen.qive to provide rail
occurred during the drawdown would be access in some cases.
constrained.

Most of the grain terminals were designed to
Assessment of the prospects for diverting grain offload grain from trucks and load it onto barges,

shipments to rail or truck must account for the and are not located on rail spurs. Once the product
relative capacities of the equipment units. The is in these elevators, transfer to rail is not currently
volume of grain loaded by pool in April, May, and possible. The river elevators are typically fed by
June 1990 is translated into equivalent numbers of 10 or 20 inland elevators, some of which are on

barges, railcars, and trucks in Figure 4.7-1. The rail spurs, lt is possible that some product may be
total of 218 barge loads of grain would require able to move through these inland facilities. Two
nearly 6,610 railcars or 22,034 truck loads if railheads located near Pullman and the Oregon Unit
diverted to these modes. The next least expensive Train Facility south of Walla Walla can load rail
mode of transportation after barge is rail, which is cars and might be able to handle some of the load.
approximately twice as expensive. Other

constraints would prevent railroads from carrying Those elevators on the river with the ability to load
more than a fraction of the grain that now moves railcars can load at a rate of 4 or 5 cars per shift,
by water. These include lack of rail access, compared with 30 carloads per barge loaded in four
inadequate loading capability, and relative shortage hours. These elevators neither have the conveyor
of grain cars. system in piace to load ears quickly nor the track
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Figure 4.7-1. Equivalent number of loadings (roundtrips) for wheat and barley,

April to June 1990 shipments (Source: BST Associates).

for a 26-car-unit train, One operator reported it addition, rail rates would likely increase as
would cost more than $500,000 to =:ld the track, competition from water transportationdecreased.
conveyors, and other infrastructure necessary to
efficiently load to rail in the volumes required, if A recent InterstateCommerce Commission CICC)
the necessary land were available. (1990) report _dressed the issue of the adequacy

of grain hopper supplies. The primary problem is
Lack of rail cars could make rail access a moot unanticipated surges in grain export demand, For
point. There is seldom a surplus of grain hopper emunple, the Soviet Union recently purchased 318
cars in the United States fleet, and these cars axe million bushels of corn for short-term delivery
not positioned where they could easily haul Pacific between October and Dec.ember 1990. This was
Northwest grain, In May and June, the Pacific the equivalent of 94,000 jumbo covere_lhopper
Northwest would be competing for hopper cars carloads, Events such as this eaanot be met with
with California, Texas, and other areas with earlier the existing supply of hoppers be.c,ause railroads
harvests. In July and August, there would be an will purchase hoppers only to m_t normal loading
extreme shortage of ears as the rest of the country requirements, The existing hopper car fleets are
har,'ests grain. Railroads would require 120-days estimated at 24,458 ears (19,600 owned and 4,858
notice to position hopper ears in the Northwest, and lea.sed)for UPRR and 26,100 ears for BNRR. In
would charge a significant premium for this. In January 1990, BNRR ordered 1,000 newjumbo

hoppers at a cost of $44 million,
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BNRR and UPRR would probably attempt to serve If railcars are not available, storage is probably the
grain shippers during a barge shutdown. However, next best alternative, Downriver storage is
grain industry operators question the railroads' extremely tight, Chips would most likely be stored
ability to provide the cars. They noted the lack of at downdver and upriver sites. However, the cost
proximate loading facilities and substantially higher of carrying additional inventories must be included
than normal rates for cars as obstacles to diverting in the impact assessment,
grain to rail.

' Typically, a ton of green chips moving on a barge
Trucking is by far the most expensive means of will produce one-half bone dry unit (BDU), Based

moving grain from Lower Granite to Portland, on prime rate plus 1/2 percent (i,e,, 9 percent per
costing as much as $1,00 per bushel versus $0.16 year as used in the grain inventory cost analysis),
for barge and $0.32 for rail, The grain trucking and an average rate of $120 per BDU), the
industry in the upper Columbia-Snake River region inventory cost of carrying chips either upriver or
is an integral but limited part of the transportation downriver is $65,556 for the 3-month drawdown.

system, lt is efficient at moving small amounts of Over a 5-month period,_the inventory cost is
grain for short distances from many points to a $183,924.
central destination, the elevator. To move large
amounts of grain for long distances would require The Potlatch Corporation is the primary generator
more trucks and more drivers than are available, of pulp and paper moving downstream from Lower
For a closure in April, May, and June, it is very Granite. In addition, Potlatch receives pulp,
unlikely that grain would move far downriver by supplies, and empty containers upriver by barge,
truck, Grain would only be likely to move ali the Barge service is extremely important to Potlatch.
way downriver if the closure lasted well into the During the scoping process, the company noted that
harvest season. At this point, producers might be it currently ships about 30 percent of its paperboard
willing to pay the high transportation cost and and pulp production downriver and to the export
absorb a loss rather than not move the grain at ali market (personal communication, T, Maddock,
and have no piace to store it. Again, however, the Potlatch Corporation, June 14, 1990). Potlatch has
capacity of the truck fleet is nowhere near that identified the next best alternative to barge ser,ice
needed to meet demand if this situation were to as being boxrail service with transloading to
occur, container in Portland. However, Potlatch also

questions whether sufficient rail cars (about 200 per
Effects ct1 Other Traffic - Wood chips can be stored month) would be available,
in outside storage facilities at downstream facilities,
on barges, or in piles at the upriver port terminals. The American Dry Pea and Lentil Association

exported approximately 179,000 tons of product in
Three sources supply the wood chips loaded on 1990, Of chis total, 46,500 tons (75 percent) were
Lower Granite, and ali of these sources are moved by barge, A few major shippers located
currently on rail lines (]-lenrT, 1991). However, near the Snake River in the Washington and Idaho
none currently use rail service. These producers Palouse region account for this barge traffic.
could shift to rail if rates were attractive enough. Competition for this product in world markets is
If not, storage is probably the optimum alternative, particularly intense, and shipping rates are

extremely important in the product's marketability.
Wood chips from the Lower Granite Pool serve If barge traffic were not available to shippers, the
several mills in the lower Columbia River. Three next best alternative would be to ship the product
sources supply the wood chips loaded at Lower by rail to lower Columbia River or Puget Sound
Granite, and ali of these sources are currently on ports. This would be done at a rate two times the
rail lines (Henry, 1991), None currently use rail current barge rates.
service. These producers could shift to rail if rates

were attractive enough. However, the availability Petroleum products move from lower Columbia
of chip cars is very limited at present, One mill transfer facilities to Tri-Cities distribution facilities.

operator indicated that rail cars were not available. Approximately 13 percent of these products moved

O by barge in 1990 from April through June. Shipper
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alternatives include receipt of product by pipeline Typic al storage charges are approximately $0,025
and use of additional storage, per bushel per month, Typical inventory carrying

costs are bksed upon a monthly charge calculated at

4.7.1.2 Economic Effects on Barge 9 percentper year interest rate (i.e,, prime plus 0.5
percent to 1 percent) and a price per bushel of

Transportation $3,45 for grain,

Drawdown to MOP. As discussedabove, the
Additional storage charges and inventory costsimpacts to navigation from reservoir drawdown to

minimum pool include additional dredging in the would be incurred during a 3-month closure, This
channels and at the terminals to ensure that would amount to $2,2 million for shipments from

navigation is possible, The costs of this activity the lower Snake River (see Table 4.7-6),
•, can.notbe fully estimated with data currently

Diversion to rail or especially truck for deliveryavailable, The Corps recently completed a
bathymetric study of the Snake and Columbia rivers downstream would be very unlikely because of the
that will enable an estimate of the costs associated relative costs involved, Rail transportation is
with this alternative, approximately twice as expensive as barging, while

trucking is approximately 5 times as expensive

Reducing pools to a level at which barges Would (Table 4,7-7). Rail diversions would further
need to operate at reduced load would result ha an depend upon availability of cars (which is

questionable) and freight rates that might be higherincrease in transportation costs, Barge shippers pay
on a per-ton basis, with a guaranteed minimum than normal,
amount, If the), ship less than the minimum, the
fee per barge is the same regardless of weight A comparison of additional storage/inventory

carrying costs with rail costs (escalated by 20shipped, and therefore the unit cost will increase as
the amount shipped decreases, percent to simulate the expected rate response)

reveals that storage charges are approximately

70 percent of additional rail costs using existing railOperating at minimum pool would also increase the
time and cost of loading barges at depth-limited rates. Storage would therefore be used unless it is

not available (e,g,, as at Ice H,.rbor pool) (Tablefacilities, As a result of the dredging program
described in Section 4,7,1,1, these costs would be 4,7-8),

avoided for 1992 options involving drawdown to
The only likely diversion to trucks would occurMOP, There could also be additional cost

associated with increased time to navigate the locks with options where Lower Granite Pool were
as a result of increased velocity, This has not been drafted to elevation 710 or near spillway crest and
quantified, other pools were held at MOP, In this case, trucks

normally bound for Lower Granite elevators would

April 15 to June 15 Drawdown Below MOP. be diverted to the Little Goose Pool and possibly to
For grain, the best option (i,e., lowest cost) in the Lower Monumental Pool, The extent of this
response to a 3-month shutdown would be storage response might be limited by the capacity of roads

to Almota to accept the additional traffic,at the elevators, Upriver grain elevator operators
can provide storage for shippers during the months
of the shutdown depending upon the size of their During the shutdown, shippers would lock for the

next least expensive alternative. Grain shippers atstorage facilities, Generally, with the exception of
ali pools except Ice Harbor would store grain forthe Ice Harbor Pool, upriver storage is adequate to

meet the needs of a 3-month shutdown, the 3-month shutdown, As mentioned above, lee
Harbor storage is inadequate to meet the demand,

However, in order to store the grain, upriver Therefore, shippers would move their product by
elevator operators would require an additional rail, which is the next best option,
storage and inventory carrying cost, The storage
cost covers physical use of the silos, The inventory The net expected cost effects for grain shippers

therefore are the estimated existing rail costs forcarrying costs cover the elevator operators buying
the grain and holding before it can be sold, Ice Harbor Pool and the storage and inventor3, costs

for the other pools, In aggregate, grain shippers
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Table 4.7-6, Estimated grain storage and inventory carrying costs for April-June barge closure,

Storage Inventory Total
Pool Costs ($)=/ Costs ($)b, Costs ($)

r"

Lower Granite 548,483 567,680 1,116,163
Little Goose 401,968 416,036 818,004
Lower Monumental 27,465 28,427 55,893
lee Harbor 112,886 116,837 229,723

Total , 1,090,803 1,128,982 2,219,785

Source: Local grain industry specialists, BST Associates,

a/ Additional storage costs of $0,025 per bushel per month are typical tn the regional grain industry, Average
time of storage is 2 months,

b/ Inventory carrying costs are calculated based upon a grain price of $3,45 per bushel and an interest rate of
9 percent per ),ear during the 3-month storage time,

will experience an increase of $2,3 million dollars U,S,
due to additional storage, inventory and rail costs
as shown in Table 4,7-9, April 15 to August 15 Drawdown Below MOP,

The consequences of operating the four lower
Pea and lentil shippers would probably ship their Snake River projects near spillway crest for a 5-
products to the lower Columbia River by rail, This month period from April 15 to August 15 would be
would at a minimum double their cost of significantly different from the effects of a 3-month
transportation during the closure, Potlatch officials closure, This is largely because the longer
estimate that their cost increases could run drawdown would overlap with the harvest season,
$140,000 per month or $420,000 for a 3-month which would drastically reduce the ability of

shutdown, assuming that rail cars were available, producers or shippers to store grain until barge
service resumed,

The total increase in transportation costs for ali
shippers during a 3-month shutdown from April Traffic movements by pool and product for the
through June is estimated at nearly $2,8 million April-August period of 1990 are summarized in
(Table 4,7-10), The additional costs to grain Table 4,7-11, Grain accounted for about

shippers represent about 81 percent of this total, 87 percent of the total tonnage during this period,
By commodity, the April-August proportion ranged

Shippers worr 3, about the potential effect of from 35 to 44 percent of the annual total, The
drawdowns on the long-term viability of the barge tonnage of grain shipped from April through
industry, The potential financial impact of a 3- August 1990 translates into approximately 382
month closure in 1992 on individual barge barges, 11,466 railcars, and 38,222 trucks
companies is unknown, Barge traffic provides the (Figure 4.7-2).
lowest-cost transportation for these shippers and

keeps rail rates competitive within the sphere of The options available to producers and shippers for
influence, Rail rates could increase if barge service an April through August navigation closure are
is lost or curtailed, This would be especially more constrained than is the case for an April
important if a surge export demand occurred during through June shutdown. If ali the grain shipped
the shutdown months, Under these circumstances, during the longer period were stored temporarily,
the higher cost of Northwest wheat might force the the storage and inventory costs would equal $5,8
importer to consider sources of grain other than the million (Table 4,7-12). However, storage in the
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Table 4,7-7, Wheat shipping rate differentials for representative movements,

Di fference Di fferenc e
Movement/Mode Cost/Ton ($) to Barge(S) to Rail(S)

From Lower Granite to Lower Columbia Elevators

Bargg.al 5,55
Rall o, 10,15 4,60
Truck Only c/ 28,50 22,95 18,35

From Lit'fie Goose to Lower Columbia Elevators

Bargga,/ 5,33
Rail 0/ 10,37 5,04

t Truck Only c/ 27,17 21,84 16,80

From l.,ower Monumental to Lower Columbia Elevators

Barge a/ 5,02
Rail t,/ 10,00 4,98
Truck Only c/ 22,67 17,65 12,67

From lee Harbor to Lower Columbia Elevators

Barg_ a/ 4,70
Rail o; 9,72 5,02
Truck Onlyc/ 21,17 16,47 11,45

From McNar3' to Lower Columbia Elevators

Bargea, / 4,32
Rail t_/ 8,89 4',57
Truck Onlyc/ 18,75 14,43 9,86

Assumptions/Sources:
a/ Tidewater Barge Lines - Rate Schedule,
b/ UPRR/BNRR 3 car rates,
c/ Truck costs determined at $1,25 per mile for round trips based upon 1-way mileage below from Rand McNally; trucks

carr.v a 30-ton payload,

Note ',

Highway Mileage to Vancouver/Portland

Lewiston 342
Almota 326
Kahlotu s 272
WaUa Walla 254

' Pasco 225

upriver elevators is barely adequate to handle the hopper car fleet conditions noted previously, If
amount of grain shipped in April, May, and June, three equipment were available, additional rail costs

lt is inadequate to handle the additional volumes would be $5,5 million if ali of the grain were

shipped in July and August, due to the volume of diverted to rail at existing rail rates, Total

newly harvested grain, diversion to truck would produce additional truck
costs of $24,6 million (Table 4,7-13),

Diversion of grain to transportation by rail or truck

would require sMppers to pay a substantial The likely response of shippers in this case would

premium to make hoppers and trucks available, be to store as much grain as possible at existing
Even with such a premium, it is very doubtful that facilities and then switch to rail for overflow

the equipment would be forthcoming in view of the volumes, The total estimated storage, inventory,
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Table 4,7-8, Cost comparison of grain aiternattves for April-June barge closure,

Storage & Existing Existing 20 % Higher 20 % Higher
Inventory Rail Truck Rail Truck

Pool Costs ($)=/ Costs ($)b/ Costs ($)b, Costs ($)_/ Costs ($)°'

Lower Granite 1,116,163 1,529,104 7,628,901 1,834,925 9,154,681
Little Goose 818,004 1,227,829 5,320',595 1,473,395 6,384,714
Lower Monumental 55,903 82,897 293,801 99,476 352,562
Ice Harbor 229,723 343,448 1,126,811 412,138 1,352,173

Total 2,219,785 3,183,279 14,370,110 3,819,935 17,244,132

a/ Based on Table 4,7-7,
b/ Based on Table 4,7-8,

c/ Due to short-term nature of the closure, a surcharge for frail and trucks may be 20% or higher,

Table 4,7-9, Summary of cost impacts for grain with April-June barge closure,

Pool Cost

Lower Granlte _' 1,116,163

Little Goose _' 818,004

Lower Monumental '_' 55,893

Ice Harbor I'' , 343,448
TOTAL 2,333,510

Assumptions: ,al Storaee and inxentor3, costs
b/ Rail Costs above bare;e costs

4,7-10, Increased total transportation costs for April to June barge closure,

Commodity Impacts ($)

Grain

Stored 1,990,061
Railed 343,448
Total 2,333,510

Wood Chips 65,556

Pulp & Paper 350,000

Peas & Lentils 95,000

Total Impact 2,844,066

Source: BST Associates,
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Table 4,7-11, April through August traffic movements, 19_,

Total Annual April-August April-August
Tonnage Tonnage Percent

Wheat/Barley

Lower Granite 1,387,237 529,845 38,2
Ltttle Goose 1,183,697 415,786 35,1
Lower Monumental 138,592 17,716 12,8
lee Harbor 500,847 183,294 36,6

McNa_, .1_194,634 5 IO,414

Total 4,405,007 1,657,054 37,6

Wood Chips

Lower Granite 285,296 136,240 47,8

McNary 92,218 =28,70.'i. 31,1

Total 377,514 164,945 43,7

Pulp, Paper, etc,

Lower Granite 98,104 41,129 41,9
McNary .7.4,044 _

Total 172,148 73,414 42,6

Peas, Lentils

Lower Granlte 46,452 16,108 34,7

Source: Corps, Walla Walla District, unpublished data,

and rail costs for train shippers are estimated at 20 through April 10, due to the need to remove and
$4,7 million (Table 4,7-14), Total estimated reinstall the navigation lock guldewalls before and
transportation costs for all commodity groups after the test, The annual 2-week lock maintenance
during a 5-month closure are indicated in Table period will be scheduled for the test period to
4,7-15, Methods for assessing responses and costs reduce the net duration of the navigation closure,
for non-grain products were as used previously for

the 3-month closure, The total costs in this case The barge traffic movements that would likely be
are estimated at $5,7 million, with the grain share affected by this closure are summarized in Table
at 84 percent of the total, 4,7-16, Traffic during the period March 1 through

April 15 has been used to approximate the traffic
Lower Granite/Little Goose Test Drawdown - volume expected to be affected by this closure,
The proposed test drawdown of the Lower Granite The proportions of annual traffic affected range
and Little Goose reservoirs in March 1992 would from about 3 percent for wood chips to 15 percent
interrupt barge service on these two pools for up to for pulp and paper, About 12 percent of annual
approximately 6 weeks. The test itself is scheduled grain shipments on these two pools move during
to occur from March 1 to March 31, Navigation this period,
service would not be possible from about February
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Table 4,7.12, Estimated grain storage and inventory carrying cost, for April to August barge closure/"

Pool Storage Costs ($) Inventory Costs ($) Total Costs ($)
i

Lower Granite 1,311,366 1,357,264 2,668,630
Little Goose 1,029,070 , 1,065,087 2,094,158
Lower Monumental 43,847 45,381 89,228

lee Harbor 453,650 469,_27 923,178

Total 2,837,934 2,937,262 5,775,196

' Source: Local grain Industry specialists, BST Associates,

aJ Additional storage costs of $0.025 per bushel per month are typical tn the regional grain industry,
Average time of storage Is 3 months.

Table 4,7.13, Cost comparison of grain transportation alternatives for April to August barge closure.

Rail Costs at

Storage & Rail Cost at Truck Costs 20 Percent Truck Costs
Inventory Existing at Existing Higher Rates at 20 Percent

Pool Costs ($) Rates ($) Rates ($) ($) Higher Rates

Lower Granite 2,66_,630 2,437,287 12,159,942 2,924,744 14,591,931
Little Goose 2,094,158 2,095,561 9,080,766 2,514,673 11,450,746
Lower Monumental 89,228 88,225 312,687 105,870 487,898
Ice Harbor 923,178 920,130 3,018,835 1,104.157 5,047,889

Total 5,775, }96 5,541,205 24,572,232 6,649,446 29,486,679

Table 4.7-14. Summary of cost impacts for' grain with April to August barge closure.

Storage/Inventory
Pool Cost ($) Rail Cost ($) Total Cost ($)

Lower Granite"' 1,116,163 908,182 2,024,345
Little Goose _'_ 818,004 867,731 1,685,736
Lower Monumental"' 55,893 5,328 61,221
Ice Harbor " 920,130 920,130
Total 1,990,061 2,701,374 4,691,345

a/ The llkel:,' response of shippers would be to store as much grain as possible at existing facilities and
then switch to rail for additional overflow volumes. Approximately 592,677 tons of grain would be
stored (51.7 percent of total) and 533,963 tons railed (48.3 percent), The enttre cost of additional

storage, inventory, and rail costs Is estimated to be $4.7 mlliton for grain shippers.
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Table 4,7-15, Increased total transportation costs for April to August barge closure,
, ..., J, ,., i,,, i

Commodity Impact ($)

Grain
Stored 1,990,061
Railed 2,701,374

Total 4,691,435

Wood Chips 183,924

Pulp & Paper 630°000

Peas & Lentils _ 171,000

Total Impact 5,676,359

Source: BST Associates,

Tables 4,7-17 through 4,7-19 provide the basic data not likely be redeployed elsewhere on the
supporting estimation of Increased transportation waterway,
costs for this option, The grain tonnage shipped
from March 1 to April 15 corresponds to Wtthout a cargo base during the shutdown period,
apprc)ximately 99 barge loads, 2,981 rallcars or barge companies might be forced to try to raise
9,936 truckloads, Storage in upriver elevators their rates during the remainder of the year to
would be the most economical optton for grain compensate for the loss of revenue during the
shippers, as with prior cases, and the storage shutdown, This would apply if grain were diverted
capacity tn uprlver elevators Is more than adequate to a competitive transportation mode, The revenue
to htu'ldle this amount of grain, Additional storage increase would be approximately 25 percent in
and inventory carrying costs for this closure are order to compensate for a loss of 3 months, and
estimated at approximately $333,600 (Table 42 percent for a loss of 5 months,
4,7-18), Including the additional transportation
costs for pulp and pea and lentil shippers, the total However, tt was concluded that storage at the
transportation cost Impact ts estimated at upriver elevators is adequate to handle the load
approximately $511,600, No Increased costs are from an April to June shutdown, Under this
expected for wood chips as the small volume scenario, the barge industry would have to carry 12
affected could probably be accommodated within months of grain tn 9 months, This could entatl
the downriver storage capacity, adding new equipment, which would be at an

increased cost, Barge rates would probably
F_ects on Barge h_dusrty. The grain trade on the increase less thsa_25 percent in thts case,
Snake Rtver accounts for approximately one-half or
merc of the revenues of the barge companies If the shutdown were merc than the 3 months of
operating on the water'way, There would be April, May, and June, the harvest traffic would
limited opportunity to use thts equipment in other need to be moved, The uprtver storage would be
trades during a barge closure, The barges were inadequate and the grain would move to alternative
designed for the Columbia/Snake Rtver System and transportation modes (i,e,, rail), The barge
are not seaworthy outside this waterway, The industry would need a rate Increase of 25 percent to
cargo base on the system ts also not great enough 40 percent to compensate for the revenue loss,
to make up for the loss of hauls from the Snake dependIng upon the size of the diversion,
River, Consequently, the equipment now used to
haul grain from the Snake Rtver elevators would
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Table 4,7-16, March 1 through April 15 traffic movements, 1990,

Total Annual Mar l-Apr 15 Mar' 1-Apr 15
Tonnage Tonnage Percent

Wh_t/Barley

Lower Granite 1,387,237 174,705 12,6
Little Goose !, 183,697 _ 123,386

Total 4,405,007 298,09i 11,6

Wood Chips

Lower Granite 285,296 9,750 3,4

Pulp, Paper, etc,

Lower Granite 98,104 14,780 15,1

Peas, Lentils

Lower Granite 46,452 6,727 14,5

Source: Corps, \Valla Walla District, unpublished data

Since barge rates are approximately 50 percent of require the grain merchandisers to piace a premium
the rail rates, an increase of 25 percent to 42 on Northwest wheat, which could make tt

percent would keep barges competitive relative to uncompetlttve in comparison with grain from other
the railroads, However, barge rates also serve to countries,
keep railroad rates low, The increase to barge

rates could therefore result in an increase to rail To test this hypothesis, grain exports by quarter
rates throughout the region, The size of such a through Northwest elevators (i,e,, Puget Sound and
potential increase is not k.nown at this time, No Columbia River export terminals) were examined,
rate increases are included in the costs shown in the As shown in Table 4,7-20, wheat exports
summary impact table, experience some seasonality in accordance with the

harvest periods in the third and fourth quarters,
St_rge Eaports - A key factor in the overall impact which account for nearly 54 percent of total annual
on grain farmers is the potential for surge exports sales, Export movements in the first and second

when barging ma)' be curtailed, Some grain quarters are surprisingly strong, accounting for
importers buy fairly evenly throughout the year 23,9 percent and 22,4 percent of annual

while others buy in surges when financing is movements, respectively, While exports in general
available, There is an approximately even split were lowest from April to June, specific countries
between these types of buyers, such as Taiwan and Bangladesh made large volurne

purchases during the second quarter, These surge
Temporary. closure of barge transportation would buyers require grain when credit terms are
result in additional costs to move grain to the down arranged, Since arrangement of credit and
river elevators, Industry representatives have subsequent grain purchases are random for these
indicated a concern that these additional costs might countries, additional costs for Northwest grain
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Table 4.7-17, Equivalent number of loadings (roundtrips) for wheat and barley, March 1 to April 15,
1990.

Pool Barges Rail cars Trucks

Lower Granite 58 1,747 5,824

Little Goose 41 1,234

Total 99 2,981 9,936

Assumes:

1) 3,000 tons per barge
2) 100 tons per railcar
3) 30 tons per truck

Table 4.7-18. Storage and inventory carrying cost calculations for March 1 to April 15 closure.

Pool Storage Costs ($) Inventory Costs ($) Total Costs ($)

' Storage and Inventor, Carr3,ing Cost Calculations

Lower Granite 96,088 99,451 195,539

Little Goose .67,862 .70,237 .138,100

Total 163,950 169,688 333,638

Table 4.7-19. Increased total transportation costs for March 1 to April 15 closure.

Commodity Impact ($)

Grain

Stored 333,638

Ra.:', 0

Total 333,638

Wood Chips .. =/

Pulp & Paper 140,000

Peas & Lentils 38,000

Total 511,638

O a/ Likely to be negligible due to small volume and short duration of closure.
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Table 4.7-20. Northwest wheat and barley exports by quarter, 1990.

Product Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Total

Wheat 2,408,503 2,256,727 2,942,313 2,482,120 10,089,663
Percent 23.9 22.4 29,2 24.6

Barley 205,512 82,560 2,268 370,698 661,038
Percent 31,1 12,5 0,3 56.1

could n,,gatively affect sales. The potential change ships would be allowed to draft more and
:has not been quantified, but is a concern to experience shipping cost savings, lt is possible that
Northwest producers, such savings would at least partially offset any

increase in costs due to reduced depths during the

4.7.1.3 Effects on Deep-Draft refill period.

Shipping
4.7.1.4 Dworshak Logging

Hydraulic analysis indicates that water depths at the Operations
deep-draft lower Columbia River ports could be
reduced in extreme cases. The degree of change The three primary Dworshak log dump sites are

,,would depend on how quickly the upper river pools operable to elevation 1570 or 1580 feet, use of the
were refilled and whether they were refilled from three sites is currently constrained during annual
river flows at that time or from upstream storage, drawdown periods. The lower ends of the log
If the lower Snake River pools were drafted to near ramps have been constructed or extended as far as
spillway crest through August 15, water depths possible log bundles now begin to incur damage
below Bonneville could be reduced by about 2 feet (bands break or logs are damaged) before they
if refill were accomplished in 1 month. The reach the ends of theramps. The reservoir
reduction would be about 1 foot if refill were typically reaches elevation 1570 about June 15 and
extended over 2 months. Other reservoir remains above that level until late September.
drawdov_n options would not produce this depth
effect, The proposed flow augmentation measures would

result in shifts in the drawdown/refill pattern that
This reduction of depth would hamper port access would decrease the period in which these sites were
by vessels currently calling in the lower Columbia usable. The likelihood and degree of such a change
River, Decreased water depths would force would be highly variab, ;n any given year, as it
operators of larger vessels to forego loading their would depend both on t.,tnual water conditions and
vessels to their optimal weights, Over a 2-month timber harvest scheduling, With the fixed or
period, loss of 1 foot in draft for vessels could unlimited draft options, under average water
affect 19 vessel calls and approximately 50,000 conditions the log dumps would remain inoperable
tons of cargo. The estimated dollar impact of this throughout the 1992 season. Augmentation options
potential event would be about $630,000 in involving variable drafts and/or changes in flood
additional transportation costs. If 2 feet of draft control operations would, on average, allow use of

were lost over a 1-month period, approximately 12 the log dumps by mid-June as at present.
vessels and 44,000 tons of cargo would be affected.
The estimated dollar impact of this potential event Loss of use of the dumps for additional time would
would be nearly $574,000 in additional require hauling of logs by truck over longer routes
transportation costs, to mills. In scoping input provided to the Corps,

Potlatch Corporation referenced a cost of $750,000
Conversely, the actions that would create this type per season tbr transporting 30 million board feet of
of depth reduction in late summer would also logs 200 miles round trip by truck (personal
increase channel depths in spring at the start of the communication, T. Maddock, Potlatch Corporation,
drawdown period. Duri:_g this period deep-draft June 14, 1991). Subsequent input provided in
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review comments on the Draft OA/EIS indicates fail is probably more practical, Under this
that Potlatch believes logging operations at the scenario, however, the public would be exposed to
Dworshak log dumps would be interrupted during life-threatening events.
an average water year with flow augmentation

Options B through F (personal communication, Protection of the embankments would require
T, Maddock, Potlatch Corporation, November 14, placement of additional riprap or geotextile fabric

1991). The increased transportation and storage and grout, or the repair of the embankments as they
costs in these cases were estimated at $290,000 per sre damaged, Approximately 1.2 million square
year. This estimate has not been independently feet of riprap would be required for protection.
confirmed, but appears to be reasonable. The quantity accounts for only the protection of 5

feet above and below the proposed drawdown pool
The proposed temperature control test release from elevation. During drawdown and when refilling the

' " Dworshak in August could have similar effects on reservoirs, additional surface area on the

log transportation. The test could lower the embankments would be subjected to erosion. If
reservoir by up to 20 feet ha August, depending lowering of the reservoirs became an annual event,
upon the rate of inflow. Assuming Dworshak were eventually the entire slope of the embankment
full or nearly so at the end of July, this suggests would need to be protected,
that the reservoir elevation would drop below the

useable level by early September, or possibly 2 to 4 The Joso Bridge across the Snake River at Lyons
weeks before this normally occurs, Given the Ferry appears to be founded on bedrock. Because

' variability in log storage and shipping patterns, it is the bridge was built before the raising of the pool,
.' not known whether this change would have a potential scour of the footings should not be a

measurable impact on the log handling operations, problem. The other Snake River railroad crossing
is upstream of Lyons Ferry approximately 2.5 river

4.7.2 Railroads miles, The Riparia Branch Bridge was designed
and built by the Corps as part of the relocation of

Two potential impact issues relate to railroads the Camas Prairie Railroad in 1965. The design
sea, ing the stud)' area, Rail lines that are adjacent drawings show piers to be excavated 12 inches into
to the affected reservoirs could suffer physical the bedrock. Therefore, increased flows should not
damage due to erosion and failure of the railway cause scour or undermining of the footings.
embankments. Railroads throughout the study area
could also experience indirect effects through The bridge located at Lewiston near the mouth of
potential diversion of cargo now carded by barge, the Clearwater River was retrofitted in the 1970s

for the raising of the Lower Granite reservoir.

Lowering Snake River elevations to spillway crest Original piers were founded on bedrock. Piers 3,
would expose a substantial portion of unprotected 4, and 5 were modified and are supported on H-
railroad and roadway embankment. The pile driven to bedrock. The H-pile for Pier 5
embankments are armored with riprap for appears to have been enclosed within a sheet pile
protection against wave action and excessive scour, cofferdam, but Piers 3 and 4 are not confined and
but the riprap only extends a little below minimal undermining is a possibility. The bottom of the

pool elevation. With a lower reservoir, wave action concrete cap elevation for Pier 4 is approximately
would erode the embankments and result in an 696.5, Protection for this bridge could be
unstable fill, With time, sloughing off of the fill accomplished with placement of cofferdams around

would occur. As the erosion progressed, the design Piers 3 and 4 and sealing between the pile cap and
safety factor for the embankment would be bedrock with concrete.
diminished and the fill would fail.

Indirect effects on area railroads sre expected to be
If the damaged fill interfered with the passage of minimal under any of the proposed actions. Based
railroad or highway traffic, use of the area would on analysis of rail rates and service capability, the
be restricted until the repairs are implemented, navigation analysis concluded that a temporary loss

Because of the magnitude for installing protection of barge serve from reservoir drawdown wouldof the embankments prior to lowering the result in approximately 10 percent of the affected
reservoirs, the option of repairing the fills as they tonnage being diverted to rail. This would
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represent approximately 900 railcar loads of grain, last pier is on a foundation of gravel at elevation
plus significantly smaller amounts of other 712, Lowering the reservoir to near spillway crest
commodities, Such a diversion would constitute a height of 681 would cause an estimated low river at
minor benefit to one or more railroads serving the approximately the 706 elevation, Potential scour
area, ' could be a problem, based on velocities from 7 to

10 feet per second and existing river topography.

4.7.3 Highways
The other bridges in the Lewiston-Clarkston

The impact assessment framework for highways vicinity were constructed before the raising of
parallels that for railroads. Highways cross the Lower Granite Reservoir, The piers are founded on
lower Snake River reservoirs in several locations, bedrock or otherwise have construction histories

and some highway segments parallel the reservoirs that should not make them susceptible to scour
on embankments, These embankments would from higher flow velocities,

suffer an elevated risk of failure from physical
processes triggered by deep reservoir drawdowns, For bridges, which might present a problem,
Highways could also be indirectly affected by protection for the supporting piers could be the
diversion of commodities now transported by placement of riprap, sheet pile and grout, or

barge, geotextile fabrics and grout, The choice, type and
complexity of protection must be evaluated to a

4.7.3.1 Physical Effects higher degreebefore the drawdown occurs to
guarantee the public's safety,

"

Six highway bridges cross the Snake and
Clearwater rivers. Three of the bridges cross the 4.7.3.2 Redistribution of Traffic
Snake River in Washington, Two bridges connect
Clarkston, Washington with Lewiston, Idaho and The primary impact from this redistribution of
are also across the Snalce River, The remaining trucking patterns would be increased truck traffic
bridge crosses the Clearwater River in Idaho on the on well-maintained roads, Any increased truck
east end of Lewiston, Depending on site traffic would generate additional tax revenues that
conditions, these bridges could be subject to would at least partially offset increased costs to
damage and potential failure due to the reservoir maintain and repair the highway systems, The
drawdown, economic consequence of such events would be a

transfer of costs among jurisdictions, locations, and

The Lyons FenD' Bridge on State Highway 261 was transportation sectors, Overall, any impact on
constructed in 1968 during the relocation process roadways would be minimal because the highway
for raising the Lower Monumental Reservoir, The system and taxingstructure appear adequate to
piers are founded on bedrock so increased river handle the volume and associated costs of a
velocities and a lower pool elevation should have relatively minor increase in traffic,
minimal impact, The Central Ferry Bridge on
State Highway 127 across the Little Goose The potential indirect effects dn the highway
Reservoir was also built in 1968 for the relocation network in each state are assessed below:

of highways in preparation for filling the pool,
The piers extend to bedrock, which should decrease Idaho
an)' potential impact when operating the pool at a
lower elevation, None of the drawdown options would significantly

affect the Idaho highway system, Imports and

The remainder of the highway bridges are located exports currently using the Port of Lewiston are
in the Lewiston-Clarkston area, The Someday already traveling to and from the port by trucks on
Bridge, also referred to as the Red Wolfe Bridge, the existing Idaho highway system for transfer
crosses the Snake River and connects Clarkston, to/from barges, The level of truck traffic on this

Washington to the Port of Wilma on State Highway portion of the Idaho system would not be increased
193, The bridge was designed and built in 1977. due to a lack of barge transfer in the
Three of the four piers are founded on bedrock or Lewiston/Lower Granite Pool.
dense gravels and are below elevation 680, The
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The most likely highway impact of a temporary event of a 3-month (or less) navigation closure
navigation closure on the lower Snake River would from reservoir drawdown, This was because of the

be to slightly decrease truck traffic on the access large cost differential between truck and barge
routes to the Lewiston-Clarkston area, The transportation, and the availability of other options,
decrease would be due to some shift of wheat and With ali four lower Snake River pools near
barley exports to rail facilities in Idaho, where rail spillway crest, temporary storage with minor
can be used as a direct connection to Portland, diversion to rail transportation was the expected
Oregon. Some truck shipments from response, In this ease, the same volume of truck
origins/destinations on the edge of the traffic would continue to haul grain (primarily)
Columbia/Snake River service area might also shift from farms to storage and rall loading facilities,
to other routes and connections, with only a minor redistribution on destinations,

Temporary storage in upstream elevators is also the
Oregon expected shipper response to a four-week

! drawdown test of Lower Granite and Little Goose

None of the drawdown options would signiticantly in March 1992,
affect the Oregon highway system, There could be

some shift of truck traffic from the Lewiston- Drawdown options for which only Lower Granite
Clarkston area to the Pendleton area for railroad Pool would be out of service for navigation could
shipping or the Umatilla area for barge shipping, present exceptions to this general case, Truck
Truck traffic would shift from one highway to traffic currently headed for port facilities in the
another, so no increased traffic-related impacts Lewiston-Clarkston area might instead be diverted
would occur, Additionally, the state of Oregon's downstream to the Little Goose Pool, or possibly
taxing system for trucks is based on the tonnage of the Lower Monumental Pool, This type of
commodity moved, so the industry would pay response would greatly increase the level of truck
additional taxes to compensate for any increased traffic, congestion and road damage at or near

weight loading. Almota and comparable downstream loading points.

Washington Although this would create some traffic-related

impacts on the existing state and county road
An), highway impacts would be concentrated on the systems, these would not be significant, Most
Washington State highway system, as drawdowns segments of the highway system in eastern
would preclude navigation only on the lower Snake Washington carry low average daily traffic (ADT)
River pools. The Columbia River pools would volumes, The truck volumes require to move grain
maintain navigation during the drawdown periods, diverted from the Lower Granite Pool generally
Thus, there could be diversion to downstream pools would not represent a significant increase in traffic

with appropriate port facilities and to rail facilities on the highway system. A potential exception is
with appropriate loading capacity depending upon the segment of U,S, 395 from Interstate 90 in
shipper response to the barge closure (see Section Adams County to just north of Interstate 182 in

4.7, 1), This could extend existing truck traffic Franklin County, This route is a 2-lane highway
bound for I.,ewiston-Clarkston and other lower that currently carries a high proportion
Snake River ports to other pools that could (approximately up to 30 to 35 percent) of truck
accommodate the diverted tonnage of cormnodities, traffic. Additional truck volume on this road from

Some truck traffic could also be diverted to rail grain hauls would slightly increase the truck
terminals with appropriate loading/un.loading percentage. This would result in a slight reduction
facilities, in the level of service for the travelling public on

this portion of U,S, 395,
For drawdown to near spillway crest at ali four

pools on the lower Snake River, the primary 4.7.4 Mitigation
highway system identified in Section 3.7.3 could

conceivably receive increased traffic, However, The most significant transportation impacts would

the navigation analysis concluded there would be to bulk commodities that are transported by
generally be little tendency for shippers to divert barge if drawdown to spillway crest is
cargoes from barge to truck transportation in the implemented. Because of the large cost differential
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between modes of transportation and the current
low profit margin of grain commodities, there are
few mitigation actions that may be taken to offset
the effects of losing the opportunity to transport by
barge, ,Some losses may be mitigated by temporary
storage, but these gains may be offset by an
oversupply of grain at a later date,
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4.8 AGRICULTURE =

i. i iii =ii= = i = i i i

Alternative/Option Potential Significant Impacts (Positive and Adverse)
i ii

Reservoir Drawdown

Snake River

All 4 projects to MOP * No effect on irrigation,
(April 1 to July 31)

All 4 projects to near spillway crest • No productionfrom 56,1300irrigatedacresin 1992,all on Ice
(April 15 m August 15) Harbor,

• Lost net cropvalue and reestablishmentcosts of $83 million,

All 4 projects to near spillway crest • Same as April 15 to August 15,
(April 15 to June 15)

. LowerGranite to near spillwaycrest • No effects on irrigation.
,, (February 1993 or July 15 to

August 15)

Lower Granite to 710 feet, others to . No effects on irrigation.
MOP (April 15 to June 15)

Lower GmniteJLittleGoose drawdown • No effect on irrigation.
test (March)

Lower Columbia

Ali ,4projects to MOP • No production from226,000 irrigatedacres in 1992, most at John
(April 1 to August 31) Day.

• $197 million in lost net agriculturalproduction and reestablishment
costs,

John Day at 262.5 feet, McNary at 337 • No production from 13,000 irrigated acres in 1992, mostly at
feet, remainder at MOP Bonneville,

(April 1 to August 31) • $52 million in lost net agricultural production and reestablishment
_20Sts,

Flow Augmentation • Incremsexlprobabilityof no productionfrom 460 acres and crop
losses valued at $220,000.

Combination • Effects additive;see drawdownand augmentation.

Temperature Control Test • No effects on irrigation.
(August)
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Altering reservoir elevations on the Columbia- this section, Issues that would apply to long-term
Snake River pools would have serious economtc reservoir drawdowns include the following:
consequences for many irrigators drawing water
from those pools, The number of irrigators • Some existing pump stations would have to
affected and the extent of the impact varies between be redesigned and modifications would have
pools and between options, Important economic to be made, Modifications could be both
issues associated v/lth 1992 options include the expensive and time-consuming for those
following: irrigators who would be affected, New

Section 10 and Section 404 permits would be

• Direct economic effects are assumed to required for most modifications, and
include the loss of agricultural production additional easements might be required for
and income for the 1992 season, This could, some,

in turn, result in possible bankruptcy for
some land owners and farm operators, • Virtually all irrigation pumps would be more

expensive to operate because of the
• Loss of production and income could have a additional power needed to provide

variety of indirect economic consequences additional lift and maintain adequate system
that cannot be predicted, Some of these pressure, and because electricity rates could
consequences would be longer-term effects be higher,
that could be triggered b), a significant
change in irrigated production in 1992, while • Some farms would not be able to afford
others might not be evident without several pump modifications or increased operating
)'ears of modified river operations, Land costs and might cease operation,
values for non-irrigated land are much lower
than the value of irrigated land, suggesting a • Nevertheless, the least-cost response to
lower tax base and a negative impact on reservoir drawdown in most instances would
local government revenues, schools, and be to modify pumping plants, This would be
other sen'ices (if actions taken in 1992 were the expected response, given sufficient time,
perceived to indicate long-term changes to
irrigation), Agricultural processing firms, • Economic losses within the region would be
elevator operators, ports, and shlppet_ would at least partially offset at the state or national
be adversely affected by the loss of crops, level by benefits to other fanners,
Other secondary economic effects would be processors, and shippers who would increase
felt throughout the regional economy, production and sales to fill the void left by

decreased production in the Columbia-Snake
• Under normal circumstances, the possible River region,i

responses to disruption of irrigation from the
affected pools might be to obtain water from The perceptions and expectations of the irrigators
alternative sources or convert to non- would strongly influence their actual responses to
irrigated production, These options do not disruption of irrigation supply and the eventual
appear feasible for most irrigators either in economic consequences, These responses are
1992, Regardless of the ability to implement clouded by the peculiar timing of the proposed
or afford modifications, the lead time acttons currently under review, This EIS addresses
required would preclude making such short-term actions that would be implemented in
modifications for the 1992 irrigation season 1992, while possible longer term modifications are
in virtually all cases, being evaluated under a separate decision process,

In contrast, irrigators would li&ely be basing their
Although the focus of this EIS is the analysis of responses to 1992 actions largely on their
actions that could be implemented in 1992, other exp,_tations of longer term conditions, For
economic issues that would be relevant only for example, at least some irrigators would likely
longer term actions were prominently mentioned in commit to pumping plant modifications if they
scoping meetings and are therefore addressed in expected that lowered reservoir levels would recur

annually, They would also evaluate alternative

,
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water sources or cropping strategies differently the absence of any reasonable basis to predict the
depending on whether they expected long-term extent and effect of such a response, it must be
modification of reservoir operations, Alternative assumed that ali affected production would be lost.)
water sources and cropping strategies are not Crops that require irrigation, such as potatoes,
feasible alternatives for many irrigators, however, corn, vegetable row crops, and orchards, could not

be grown at all on non-irrigated acres, The loss of
Because of the influence of perceptions and the water for even a short period of time would mean

shortage of applicable data existing in the public loss of the crop for the year. In the case of
domain, the following analysis is heavily dependent younger orchards, vineyards, and crops such as
upon information obtained directly from the asparagus, plants could die and would have to be
potentially affected irrigators. Staff from the replaced,
cooperating agencies contacted many

representatives of the irrigation community, The total value of lost agricultural production
including individual irrigators, irrigators' presented here has two components (Table 4,8-1).
associations, and consultants hired by the irrigators The first component is net crop value, equal to the
to assess and p]an pump station modifications. The price the farmer would recetve for selling the crop
agencies' objectives were to develop primary data less the variable costs of producing the crop, The
concerning as much of the affected acreage as second component is the net present value of
possible, and to have an information base reestablishment costs for those crops such as
representative of water users on each pool, orchards and vineyards that would lake several

years to replace once the plants had died. The net
As noted i_l Section 2,10, 65 irrigators representing value of crop losses was estimated using
255,512 acres of irrigated land were inter",iewed by Washington State University (WSU) Cooperative
the agencies. They represent about 71 percent of Extension Service Farm Business Management
the acreage irrigated with water drawn from the Reports for most crops (WSU, 1985; 1988; 1989;
Bonneville, The Dalles, John Day, McNary, Ice 1990a; 1990b; undated a; undated b).
Harbor, and Brownlee pools. For this analysis, it Reestablishment costs for orchards and vineyards
is assumed that the interviewed irrigators are were based on some of the same sources (WSU,
representative of those not interviewed. Therefore, 1985; 1990a). Reestablishment costs were not
as cost estimates for the interviewed irrigators are estimated for any crops other than orchards and
presented throughout this analysis, the estimates are vineyards, because survey data did not differentiate
increased by 41 percent to represent estimated costs between crops requiring reestablishment (such as
to ali irrigators (71 percent times 1.41 equals asparagus) and other crops.
100 percent).

The total value of lost agricultural productiorl was

4.8,1 Value of Lost Agricultural estimated for two cases, First, the loss associated
Production with 1992 options was estimated, assuming ali

irrigated acres would yield no crop for the year

There would be insufficient time for operators to (Table 4,8-2). Estimates of crop losses were made

make necessary pump station modifications by the first for those irrigators who were actually
1992 irrigation season, and most irrigators interviewed and then the estimate was expanded to

account for ali potential irrigators affected. Theindicated that their only option would be to cease
operation entirely for the year, Because of the estimated net value of crop losses and
limited rainfall and relatively low elevation of these reestablishment costs on each pool shc,wn in Tablet

farmlands compared to some upland sites, the land 4.8-2 is the best available estimate of tosses, but
is not suitable for most non-irrigated crops, Most the estimates differ from expected cosl:; in at least
irrigators do not appear to have a readily available three respects: (1) some variable costs associated
alternative source of irrigation water. (lt is with a 1992 crop have already been incurred or
conceivable or even likely that some operators will be incurred before a decision is made on 1992
would be able to f'md a means of getting water to actions. Any variable expenditures made before the
crops during the 1992 season, assuming such decision point is reached would add to the net loss
measures were physically feasible and less costly of irrigators; (2) reestablishment costs for some
than the income that would otherwise be lost. In crops such as asparagus havenot been included,
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Table 4,8-I, Per acre value of crops and reestablishment co_ts,

Net Value and Reestablishment Costs
Gross Value

Used in Variable Reestablishment Total
Crop DEIS Gross Value Cost Net Value Cost Cost/Acre

Pasture $ 200 $ 120 $ 78 $ 42 $ 0 $ 42

Unspeci fied Crops 1,251 616" 0 616

Grass Seed 435 630 b/ 256 374 0 374

A1fal fa 426 455 249 205 0 205

Sweet Corn 1,692 495 °/ 280 215 0 215

Field Corn 540 500 420 80 0 80

Winter Wheat 236 420 d' 211 209 0 209

Potatoes 3,004 2,732 1,248 1,484 0 1,484

Misc. Vegetables 1,550 742 °_ 0 742

Grapes 2,620 3,000 1,100 1,900 4,888 6,788

Mixed Orchard 2,000 1,698 r/ 4,617 6,315

Apples 3,198 5,400 v 2,928 2,472 4,617 7,089

Sources: WSU, 1985; 1988; 1989; 1990a; 1990b; undated a; undated b.

al Unspecified crop value equals weighted average net value of all other crops.
b/ Higher net value of grass seed than that shown in DEIS reflects change from DEIS use of all grass seed

average value to more appropriate bluegrass seed value.
c/ Significantly lower net value of sweet corn than that shown in DEIS reflects change from DEIS use of fresh

market corn value to more appropriate corn for processing value.
d/ Higher gross value of winter wheat than that shown in DEIS reflects change from DEIS use of Washington

average wheat yields to higher Columbia Basin yields on irrigated land.
e/ Miscellaneous vegetables value equals one-half potato value.
f/ Mixed orchard value equals two-thirds red delicious apple value,
g/ Significantly higher gross value of apples than that shown in DEIS reflects change from DEIS use of

Washington average yields to higher Columbia Basin yields.

mad would add to the cost of irrigators; and (3) at accommodate long-term reservoir drawdowns but
least some irrigators would be able to grow other, would instead cease farming. The net value of
non-irrigated crops or would be able to get water agricultural losses associated with those fanns is
from an alternative source, Although these options indicated in Table 4.8-3. Crop losses were
are not available to many, they would reduce the estimated first for those irrigators actually
losses of irrigators who took advantage of them. interviewed, and then the estimate was expanded to

account for other irrigators who mtght make the
To respond to issues raised at scoping meetings same choice, If the long-term drawdowns were

concerning the losses associated with longer term actually implemented, the associated costs could
drawdowns, a second estimate was made for differ significantly from the estimates shown here.
agricultural losses associated with actions that could Operators would make decisions at that time
be taken in 1993 and beyond. Some irrigators whether to modify pumping stations, go out of
indicated that they would not modify their pumps to business, or follow some other course of action.
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Operators who ce,ase farn'dng could acfllor l_aso b_ likely only with the unrestricted draft option, If
their land tootherswho wouldcontinueproducing ttll irrigatorsworeaffected,thevalueof crop losses
crops, thus reducl.ns the notagrloulturo loss to the would be about $220,000,
region, Further analysis of such actions la beyond
the scope of tills OA/EIS, In total, the value of'agricultural losses and

reestablishment costs from drawing ali the
The value of one year's lost production plus Columbhl River pools to MOP would equal about
orchard and vineyard reestablishment costs is $197 million, An additional $83 million in net
estimated at $49,720,000 for the Bonneville Pool crop value and reestablishmentcosts would be lost
and $300,000 for The Dalles Pool (Table 4,8-2) if lee Harbor were drawn to near spillway crest,
when drawn to MOP, lt is posslbl_ that and up to $220,000 In net crop value could be lost
reestablishment costs from a 1992 action would not if flow augmentation from Brownlee Reservoir
be incurred at Bonneville, due to the slightly wetter affected irrigators, A 4- to 6-week test drawdown
climate here compared to tl_eremainder of the on Lower Granite and Little Goos_ pools would not
pools, If so, the total costs would be rexlucedby affect Irrigators,
about $25,4 million, However, because drawdown

to MOP would be malntah_edfrom April 1 throug,h 4,8,2 Secondary Economic Effects
the warmest ancldriest part of the surm'ner, the
higher potential costs have been Included in the Secondary effects of the loss of agricultural
table, production would include adverse effects on local

agricultural processing plants, elevator operators,
,At 262,5 msl on the John Day Pool, the loss of the ports, _mdother agrlbuslnesses; direct and indirect
year's crop is estimated at $1,890,000 (Table job losses; and possibly a lower tax base with
4,8-2), More than one-half of the lost value would associated local government fiscal effects
be associated with the potato crop, (depending upon perceptions and real estate market

response,s),
At MOP (257 msl) on the John Dab'Pool, 195,332
acres of' crops would be lost, with a value of $130 Some of these effects would constitute net

million (Table 4,8-2), Much of that loss would be economic losses to the region and possibly the
from potatoes and other vegetables, as well as nation, while some would represent transfers of
reestablishment costs of orchards and vineyards, wealth from affected farms and businesses to other

farms and businesses that would Increase

At 337 msl on the McNao, Pool, none of the production and sales to fill the void, Additionally,
irrigators indicated that the'ywould be affected, At farmers tn other regions could benefit from higher
MOP (335 rnsl) otathe McNary Pool, the value of crop prices brottght about by the reduced supply of
lost agricultural production and reestablishment the products from the Columbht-SnakeRiver
costs would equal $17,670,000 (Table 4,8-2), region,

None of the Irrigators on the Ice Harbor Pool 4,8,3 Pump Station Operating Ability
would be affected at MOP (437 msl), At near

spillway elevations of 409,5 and lower, production Man)' irrigation pumps on the Columbia-Snake
valued at $83,100,000 would be lost from the River pools are designed to operate at normal pool
56,493 affected acres, Much of the lost crop value elevations with short-term deviations to MOP, At

would be from apples, grapes, and potatoes, and MOP, some pumps cannot operate or operat_ at
would include the cost of reestablishing the less than design capacity because of the increased
orchards and vineyards, lift and other problems, At levels below MOP,

most pump stations would be left out of the water,
Flow augmentation from Brownlee Resen'oir v,'ould Because of the existing pump station configurations
Increase the probability that irrigators would be and the effect of reservoir drawdowns on the stze

affected, especially in low water years, This would of the pools, most pumps could not simply remain
occur if flow augmentation caused the reservoir in the same piace and be set deeper tn the pools,
level to fall belov, elevation 2,034 during the Most would require new intake systems that would
trrlsatlon season, Based on Table 3,4-3 thts would extend both wrtk:ally and horizontally beyond the
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current pump station placement, In extreme cases, modification costs during the scoplng process for
such as where pump stations are located in coves this OA/EIS, For that reason, some assessment of
that would be completely dewatered during a modification costs ts Included here,
drawdown, pumps could be left as far as 10,000
feet froln the new shoreline, Several pre-engineering, reconnaissance level

studies sponsored by the Umatllla Electric
Many Irrigators, especially the larger Irrigators on Cooperative Association, Benton County Public
the John Day and McNary pools, have consultants Utility District, and individual irrigators have
preparing conceptual designs for the required pump reported modification cost estimates ranging ft'ore
station modifications, The results of these studies about $126,000 to nearly $4,8 mlllton for each of
indicate that the required modtflcattons would have the 17 stations evaluated on the John Day,
to be designed specifically for each site, based on McNary, and lee Harbor pools (IRZ Consulting
the existing pump station configuration and the and PACAM Engineering, 1991), Excluding the
vertical and horizontal distance that would have to single highest cost station ($4,8 million), the
be covered by the new system (IRZ Consulting and average cost per statton is estimated at $400,000 on
PACAM EnglneerLng, 1991), One concept that the John Day and McNary pools and $2 mlllton on
appears to be feasible at many sites involves Ice Harbor, Although the reports feature only
keeping the existing station and adding an reconnaissance level estimates and are taken from a

additional pumping facility in deeper water, The small sample of irrigators, they cover a wide range
two facilities would be cotmected by new piping, of operations from small (550 acres) to large
and the new pumping plant would lift to the (28,000 acres), and are the most comprehensive
extstlng plant when the reservoir ts drawn down, studies made to date,
When the reservoir Is at normal operating
elevation, the existing plant would work as it To roughly estimate station modification costs that
currently does, would be incurred if post-1992, long-term

drawdowns are put Into action, we reviewed
In addition to the cost of making pump station information provided in the IRZ Consulting and
modifications, several months of lead time would PACAM Engineering reports (1991), as well as
be required to design tile modifications, custom information provided by engineering firms
manufacture equipment, walt for equipment consultLng for other irrigators, Using that
delivery, and install the new equipment, Estimates engineering data, we calculated the weighted
of the required lead time range from 10 to 14 average modification cost expressed as dollars per
months and even longer, including 2 to 4 months to acre irrigated, The resulting estimates of $100 per
complete the design and 4 to 10 months for acre on the John Day and McNary pools and $250
equipment delivery, depending on whether standard per acre on Ice Harbor are representative of those
or specialized equipment is needed, Most station irrigators included in the studies, but are not 'known
modifications would require new or modified to be representative of other irrigators,
Section 10 and Section 404 permits from the Corps, Nonetheless, they offer a reasonable starting point
adding annther 2 to 4 months to the schedule, The for estimating modification costs for various
construction schedule would also have to fit within reservoir levels, As noted earlier, more definitive

the seasonal restrictions of the Washington estimates would require site-specific designs for
Department of Fisheries, Work tn the pools would each pumping station affected, and such an

be confined to a 3-month period between December undertaking is beyond the scope, and outside the
1 and the end of February, Depending on the time limitations, of this OA/EIS,
extent of modifications, additional or modified

easements would be required by some irrigators, On the Bonneville Pool, both of the interviewed

adding to both tile expense and time require,.' to irrigators would be affected by dropping the
accomplish the modifications, reservoir to MOP (70 msl), On average, just 3 feet

of additional lift would be required, plus pipe
Because of the long lead time required to make extensions, The cost for these modifications, at
pump station modifications, it is not a feasible $100 per acre, would be about $603,000 for the
option for the 1992 irrigation season, Nonetheless, interviewed irrigators or about $850,000 for ali
many irrigators expressed concern about irrigators on the Bonneville Pool,
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On The Dalles Pool, two of the three interviewed Of those affected at 335 msl, four (13,299 acres)
irrigators would 'ac affected by drafting the indicated an intent to make any needed
reservoir to MOP (155 msl), and the third would modifications and one (1,086 acres) indicated that

possibly be affected as well. Like modifications on he would go out of business. The cost for making
the Bonneville Pool, a short additional lift and the modifications to the pumps of all interviewed
extension of p'.?e.s would be required to continue irrigators considering modifications and the others

irrigating. The cost of these modifications has not with no specific plans is estimated at about
been determined. $1,420,000. Expanding this estimate to represent

all irrigators on the McNary Pool indicates that
Two of the 27 interviewed irrigators on the John modification costs would _ual $2,005,000, and 1
Day Pool would be affected by dropping the pool or 2 irrigators would quit farming.
elevation to 262.5 msl. One of these operators
indicated an intent to make any needed At lee Harbor, none of the 14 interviewed

'_ modifications, at a cost of about $135,000. The irrigators would be affected at 437 msl but 11

other operator indicated that he would probably quit (35,215 acres) would definitely be affected at 409.5
farming. Expanding on this estimate to represent msl or lower. Three other irrigators (4,851 acres)
all irrigators on the pool yields an estimate of draw water from wells, and they would probably be
$190,000 to make modifications and 1 or 2 ' affected at 409.5 msl or below. Four of the

operators who would quit farming, affected irrigators (19,906 acres) indicated that they
would consider making needed modifications. Two

Twenty-_,o of the 27 interviewed irrigators on the irrigators (6,526 acres) said they would go out of
John Day Pool would be affected by dropping the business, and eight did not indicate their plats.
pool to MOP (257 msl). At 257 msl, three The cost of making modification to the pumps of
irrigators could operate as they currently do. Two ali interviewed irrigators considering modifications
operators did not suppl), sufficient information to and those with no specific plans is estimated at
determine whether the)' would be affected. Of the about $8,390,000. Expanding that estimate to
22 irrigators (representing 138,533 acres) affected include ali irrigators on the Ice Harbor Pool yields
at 257 msl, 11 irrigators (102,756 acres) indicated an estimate of $11,820,000 to make needed

an intent to make an), needed modifications and 4 modifications, while perhaps 3 irrigators would go
irrigators (16,947 acres) indicated a willingness to out of business.
consider making modifications, generally depending

on how much it would cost to do so. Seven of Cost estimates for any needed pump station
those inte_'iewed (18,830 acres) indicated that they modifications on Brown.lee Reservoir have not been
would not be able to afford modifications and made.

would go out of business. In general, those who

indicated that the.,,'would make modifications are In total, the cost of pump modifications is estimated
larger landholders, and some have already made at $19,740,000 if ali pools were drawn to MOP,
estimates of the cost of modifications. Their and an additional $11,820,000 ifiec Harbor'were

current estimated costs ranged from $100,000 to drawn below MOP to near spillway crest. If the
$1.4 million each, and from $20 to $200 per acre. John Day and McNary pools were kept above MOP
The cost for making modifications to the pumps of at elevation 262.5 and 337, respectively,
all interviewed irrigators considering modifications modification costs would drop to $1,040,000.
is estimated at about $11,970,000. E×panding on

this estimate to represent ali irrigators on the John 4.8.4 Increased Operating Costs
Day pool yields estimates of $16,880,000 to make

needed pump station modifications for those who Operating costs would rise for the modified
choose to do so, and about 10 irrigators who would pumping stations. As noted in Section 3.8,

quit farming, irrigators currentl'., report spending an average $75
per acre per y_u" for electricity to run irrigation

None of the 16 interviewed irrigators on the equipment. For the largest irrigators, electricity
McNar 3' Pool would bc affected by dropping the costs exce,ed $1 million per year, Electricity costs
pool elevation to 337 msl, while 6 (15,305 acres) for each irrigator would increase, with the
would be affected by droppins to MOP (335 msl). magnitude of the increase dependent on the
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additional lift required from the new water surface When pump modification costs are amortized over
elevation, the additional horizontal distance to be the life of the modification, it becomes obvious that

covered, and the additional pressure needed to annual cost of long-term drawdown plans are much
maintain pressure throughout a larger system, less than the drawdown cost in 1992,

Pump operating costs would also increase 4.8.6 Mitigation
somewhat at existing stations that would still be

able to operate at lower reservoir levels. This The most significant agricultural impacts would
would be caused by the increased lift required, and occur when pool elevations drop to an elevation at
possibly increased maintenance needs from strain which the irrigation pumps are affected, The only
on the pumps. Based on site-specific studies in short-term mitigative actions available for 1992 are
Oregon and Washington made by IRZ Consulting converting to dry land farming or developing
and PACAM Engineering (1991) and unpublished alternative water sources, Neither action would be

engineering estimates made for several Washington feasible for many irrigators.
irrigators, increased costs of electricity associated
with lowering pools to MOP have been estimated at
3.6 percent above current costs, Based on current
electricity cost estimates made by interviewed
irrigators and expanded to account for other
irrigators, this 3,6 percent increase would equal a
total of $900 per year for Bonneville irrigators,
$700 per year at The Dalles, $500,000 per year at
John Day, $215,000 per year at McNary and
$110,000 annually at Ice Harbor. With all pools
drawn to MOP, the total increase in electricity
costs would be about $825,000 for all irrigators
combined. Insufficient data were available to make

similar estimates for John Day at 262,5 msl and
McNary at 337 msl, but the increased power costs
associated with those pool elevations would be less
than the costs indicated for the pools at MOP. The
best current estimate of increased electricity costs at
Ice Harbor if that pool is drawn to elevation 409.5
or lower is $545,000, a 17 percent increase over
current costs.

4.8.5 Summary

As described in the foregoing sections, reservoir
drawdowns in 1992 would have serious economic

consequences for irrigators. These consequences
include lost agricultural production from acreage
that loses irrigation water and possible bankruptcy
for some farmers. With ali of the lower Columbia-

Snake River pools drawn to MOP, one year's
agricultural losses plus reestablishment costs for
orchards and vineyards would equal about $197
million. If action were taken in later years and
there were sufficient time to make pump
modifications, the annual net value of agricultural

losses would drop to $20,000,000, modification
costs would equal $19,740,000_ and increased 11
operating costs would equal $825,000 a year.
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4.9 ELECTRIC POWER
-- i i i i,,i,iiiii i

Alternative/Option Potential Significant Impacts (Positive Ind Adverse)
DRill i I iiiI li J II

Reservoir Drawdown

Snake River

Ali4 projectstoMOPg • Capacitylosswouldrangefrom550MW to1,400dependingon
(AprilItoJuly31) month (costof$11million).

• MinimaleffectonfLrmenergyavailability,
. 800to1,200MW-monthslostinnon.firmenergy(costof$9to
$13million),

Ali 4 projectsto nearspillwaycrest • Capacityloss of 300 MW to 3,200 MW dependingon month (cost
(April 15 to August 15) of $42 million),

• Firmenergy loss of 300 averagemegawatts (aMW)(cost of $90
million).

• 2,500 to 5,500 MW-months lost in non-firmenergy(cost of $27
millionto$60million),

All 4 projects to near spi/lway crest • Capacity loss of 1,600 to 3,200 MW (cost of $32 million).
(April 15 to June 15) • Firm energy loss of 240 aMW (cost of $72 million).

• 2,000 to 5,000 MW-months lost in non-firm energy (cost of $21
to $55 million).

O Lower Granite to near spillway crest • Capacity loss of 800 MW (cost of $3 million to $8 million).(February 1993 or July 15 to • Energy losses of 300 to 650 MW-months (cost of $3 million to
August 15) $12 million; might be rtrm or non-f'trmenergy, depending on water

year).

Lower Granite to 710 feet, others to • 1,100 to 1,800 MW capacity loss (cost of $11 million).
MOP (April 15 to June 15) • Finn energy loss of 60 aMW (cost of $18 million).

• Non-firm energy loss of 1,000 to 1,800 MW-months (cost of $11
million to $20 million).

Lower Granite/LittleGoose drawdown • Capacity loss of less than 600 MW.

test (hhrch) • Firm or non-firm energy loss of 125 MW-months (cost of $1.5
million to $3 million).

Lower Columbia

Ali 4 projects to MOPh/ • Capacity loss of 1,500 to 2,4(30MW (cost of $33 million).
(April 1 to August 31) • Minimal firm energy loss.

• Non-firm energy loss of 850 to 1,600 MW-months (cost of $9
million to $17 million).

John Day at 262.5 feet, McNary at 337 • 1,500 to 2,400 MW capacity loss (cost of $33 million).
feet, remainderat MOP •Minimal firm energy loss.
(April 1 to August 31)h/ • Non-f'trmenergy loss of 750 to 1,500 MW-months (cost of $8

million to $16 million).
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Power (continued)
Jl i i i ii ii : - iii i ] I li i i i iii ii i i i i i i i iii i iiii i i

Alternative/Option Potential Significant Impacts (Positive nnd Adverse)
_ ni I I li I ni ]11111III I I I III . Illl n I I I I II I , ill _.J ii

Flow Augmentation
Snake River:

• Firm energy losses range from 40 aMW with Option J, to 450 to
500 aMW with unrestricted releases from Dworslmk and Brownle¢

(cost $12 million to $14(5 million),
• Incasesof unrestricteddraft,therewouldbelargecapacity impacts
infallandwinter(unquantified).

• Corresponding net gain in non-Rrm of $1 million to $27 miUion,
• Corresponding total costs ranging fl'om $9 million to $130+

million.

Columbia River:
. Inc:..as¢ in total system costs ranging from $20 million to $75

million for Target 200 options,

Combination • Effects additive; see drawdownandaugmentation,

a/ In 1991, projects were not allowed to refill until November, If this is necessary, costs indicated are too
low.

b/ IfMOP operationsinthelowerColumbiaRiverareinadditiontodrawdown orMOP operationsinthe
lower Snake River, costs could be significantly higher. Allowing a range near MOP significantly reduced
power impacts,

The proposed actions could have a variety of generation effects of the proposed flow measures
consequences for the power production operations could have adverse consequences for the stability of
at theaffectedprojectsand fortheregionalpower theregionalpowertransmissionsystem,
systemasa whole,Boththereservoirdrawdown

and flow augmentation options would result in lost 4.9.1 Power Losses
power generation, either through forced shutdowns

of powerhouses or manipulation of stream flows Identification of power losses associated with the
and reservoir elevations. This could require proposed options requires separate assessment of

production of replacement power by other sources several different elements of power production,
either within or outside of the region. Lost These include changes to the overall generating
hydroelectric generation would represent an capability of the system as a result of plant

economic cost to the region, which could translate shutdown, loss of peaking capacity from operating
into increased power rates, lt could also result in specified reservoirs at static levels and transfer of
an economic cost to the Pacific Southwest, because this peaking operation to other projects, efficiency
lost non-firm power normally exported to the losses from reduced operating head, and reshaping
Southwest would require replacement, likely by oil- of storage releases. In addition to capacity effects,
and gas-fired generation, generation levels and values would be affected by

changes in the distribution of firm and non-firm
Aside from the loss of power supply to the regional energy generation.
power grid, removal of hydro plants from service

would entail some cost to replace station service The most important power impacts are estimated in
power that is normally obtained from on-site the following sections.
generation. Finally, it is possible that the
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4.9,1.1 Capacity MW in May to 1,400 MW in the second half of
April, Capacity losses from the two drawdown

The eight lower Snake and Columbia mainstem options for the lower Columbia projects would
dams fluctuate regularly within their normal range from 1,500 MW in May to 2,400 MW in the

operating ranges as a result of system peaking second half of April, These losses would occur
operations, Reservoir levels at these projects can primarily at John Day and The Dalles because of
vary 2 to 5 feet on a daily or weekly basis as their larger turbine capacities compared to
generation from these plants is shaped to follow Bonneville and McNary,
load patterns, Electricity demands typically peak
during daylight hours and are higher on weekdays Lower Granite Drawdown to 710, In analyzing
than on weekends. If the reservoirs were held the effects of operating Lower Granite at elevation
relatively constant at minimum pool levels, as 710 and the other three lower Snake projects near
would occur with several of the proposed MOP from April 15 through June 15, it was
drawdown options, the ability to cycle the plants to assumed that the lower three plants could not load
meet peak loads would be eliminated, This would factor and could only generate the streamflow.
result in a significant loss of instantaneous peaking Under these conditions, the capacity losses range
capacity on the system. In addition, part or ali of from 1,100 MW in May to 1,800 MW occurring in
the load-shaping operation might be transferred to the second half of April and in June.
other projects, which would in turn experience

greater pool and tailwater fluctuations. Drawdown to Near Spillway Crest. The most
significant capacity effect that could occur from the

Capacity losses from the proposed reservoir proposed measures would be a complete shutdown
drawdown options are summarized in Table 4,9-1, of one or more lower Snake River plants as a resull
The capacity losses shown are 50-hour sustained of pool lowering below minimum operating levels,
peaking values, This assumes that the generation Operating the turbines at elevations below MOP

available during a week is shaped to meet a 10- would reduce turbine efficiency and increase the
- hour peak load each weekday, while still meeting mortality rate for fish passing through the turbines,

minimum outflow and forebay restrictions. The as well as possibly damaging the turbines. The
various options in this OA/EIS limit how much the juvenile fish collection and bypass facilities at these
generation can be shaped and thus result in a projects are designed to operate within the normal
reduced ability to generate sustained peaking elevation range for the respective projects, These
capacity, The lost capacity is the difference fish facilities will not operate properly at elevations
between the maximum 50-hour peak load that can of even a few feet below MOP because there would

be met and the 50-hour peak load that can be met not be sufficient head in the gatewells to move fish
under each option, The critical period monthly into the orifices to the bypass conduits,
average flow was calculated and used in a Consequently, under these conditions juvenile fish
spreadsheet model to determine the amount of that would normally be bypassed or transported
generation that could be shaped each month in each downstream would instead pass through the
option, turbines, Passing through turbines normally is

considerably worse for fish than passing over
lt is important to note that currently the Northwest spillways or through collection or bypass systems,
power system is not capacity-constrained, Thus, In short, turbine mortality would presumably be so
these capacity losses may not affect the system's high at reservoir elevations below MOP as to defeat

ability to serve Northwest peak loads. In other the purpose of pool lowering, requiring that power
words, this capacity might need to be replaced generation ce.ase during the drawdown period for
under certain situations, but under others it would these options,
have been surplus to the system's needs,

Therefore, the costs of these capacity losses vary Drawdown to near spillway crest would produce
(see Section 4,9,2,2 for further discussion), peaking losses as high as 3,200 MW in May,

Assuming a 1-month refill period, these losses
Drawdown to MOP. Drafting all four lower would extend through either about July 15 or
Snake River projects to MOP from April 1 to July September 15 for the two drawdown duration
31 would result in capacity losses ranging from 550 options for near spillway crest.
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Table 4.9-1. Estimated 50-hour sustained capacity losses from selected reservoir drawdown options, in
megawatts (MW), 'J

LowerSnake LowerSnake LowerSnake LowerOranhe l.x)werColumbia JohnDay262,5
Projects Projects Projects to 710, Othorsto Projects MoNaD'337
to MOP to NearSpillway to NearSpillway MOP to MOP OtherstoMOP

_Peri°d...... Apr!-.Jul31 Apt 15-Jun 155/ Apr 15- Aug15 Apr 15-Jun 15 Apr 1- Aug31 AFr I - Aug3l

April 1-15 1,300 2,600 2,600 1,600 2,300 2,300

April16-30 1,400' 2,900 2,900 1,800 2,400 2,400

Ma)' 550 3,200 3,200 1,100 1,500 1,500

June 1,350 21900 2,900 1,800 2,300 2,300
t

July 860 1,600 1,600 2,100 2,100

August 1,000 2,000 2,000

September 300

a/ Basedon criticalwaterconditions.
b/ Assumesl-monthrefill.

Flow Augmentation, Capacity losses resulting tion options would shift flows into the migration
from flow augmentation options tend to be minor, period, thereby increasing generation in the spring
with the exception of the option calling for to levels higher than firm loads and reducing it in
unrestricted flows from Dworshak and Brownlee to other periods of the year to below that required for

meet a 140 kcfs target at Lower Granite in Ma),. firm loads, The net effect would be to transfer
In this option, there are large capacity impacts in water from firm energy generation to providing
the fall and winter; however, these are very flows for fish, which would effectively convert
difficult to quantify and could not be estimated firm energy generation to non-firm energy, thereby
here. reducing the system's FELCC,

4.9,1.2 Firm Energy Reservoir Drawdown. FELCC losses were
estimated for some of the options and are shown in

A key aspect of any evaluation of hydropower Table 4,9-2. Drafting all four lower Snake River
operational changes in the Northwest is the impact plants to near spillway crest from April 15 through
on the FELCC of the regional system, FELCC is June 15 would reduce the FELCC of the system by
the level of energy that could be produced by the about 240 aMW. In this option, the FELCC would
existing regional hydro-thermal system if the be lost throughout the year. None of the lost
region's worst historical water conditions (the 42 FELCC would be converted to non-firm, because
months from September 1928 through February the water would be spilled due to shutdown of the
1932) were to reoccur. Energy produced within plants, The other reservoir drawdown options that
the FELCC limit is firm energy that can be result in FELCC losses are those involving
guaranteed at ali times and therefbre sold at higher significant drafting of Lower Granite. For
rates, while generation in excess of FELCC due to example, the FELCC loss from operating Lower

better streamflows is surplus or non-firm power Granite at elevation 710 from April 15 through
that is sold at lower rates because its availability June 15 would be 60 aMW.
cannot be guaranteed.

Flow Augmentation, Increasing the water budget

The potential effect on FELCC from the proposed on the Snake River from 0.6 MAF to 1,7 MAF
actions would result from changing the timing of (1.2 MAF from Dworshak and 0.5 MAF from
water storage releases and associated generation in Brownlee and above) would redt|ce the FELCC of
the flow augmentation options, and from spill in the the system by about 140 aMW. Again, the FELCC
reservoir drawdown optio_as, The flow augmenta- would be lost throughout the year. However, in
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Table 4,9-2. Estimated FELCC losses from selected options, in average megawatts (aMW),

Reservoir Drawdown Options

Lower

Lower Snake Lower Granite Columbia John Day
Projects to Lower to,710, Others Projects to 262,5

Lower Snake Near Spillway Snake Projects to MOP MOP McNary 337,
Projects to MOP Apr 15- Near Spillway Apt 15- Apr 1-i Others MOP

Apt 1-July 31 June 15 Apr 15- Aug 15 June 15 Aug 31 Apr 1-Aug 31

Minor 240 300 60 Minor Minor

,,

Flow Augmentation Options

900 KAF

900 KAF Dwr 1,200 KAF Dwr

50-200 KAF Brn Dwr Trgt 100
1,200 KAF Dwr Target flow of 100 KAF Up Snake Trgt 85 kcfs kcfs
200 KAF Brn 140 kcfs Trgt 100 kcfs Lwr Grn Lwr Grn Snake River

300 Up Snake Lower Grn Lwr Gm April 15- April 15- Flow Portion
May Ma)' May May 31 May 31 of NPPC

(Option B) (Option F) (Option G) (Option H) (Option J) Plan

140 450-500 60-70 70 40 80

this case there would be additional non-firm energy In the drawdown options, non-firm losses are due
produced in the spring, which would have some to spill since the turbines would be either out of
value, Targeting a flow of 140 kcfs at Lower service or unable to shape energy to follow load,
Granite in May through unrestricted releases from The losses would be greatest for drafts below
Dworshak and Brownlee would have the largest MOP, where ali the water past a plant would be
FELCC impact of the flow augmentation options, spilled, Significant losses would also occur when
The FELCC impact of this option is estimated to be operating at MOP, Projects at MOP would be
between 450 and 500 aMW, The new options unable to generate energy in excess of streamflow
added for the final OA/EIS, Option J and the in the daytime, and might well spill water at night
NPPC plan, have estimated FELCC impacts of 40 due to lack of a market for energy or lack of
aMW and 80 aMW, respectively, sufficient forebay space to store unneeded water,

The amount spilled under these conditions is
The costs of FELCC losses are discussed in Section difficult to determine as it depends on system-wide
4,9,2, 1, and on-site generation, plus the market for energy,

4.9.1.3 Non-Firm Energy Flow augmentation options could result in spill of
energy when either an upstream reservoir released

In addition to capacity and FELCC losses discussed water at a rate in excess of its turbine capacity, or

above, there would be significant non-firm energy the resulting flows at downstream plants produced
losses with some options because of water spilled energy in excess of the available market.
rather than used to generate energy, This lost However, these options generally produce net gains
energy would translate into reduction in revenues in non-firm energy, as FELCC losses are converted
from non-firm sales (see Section 4,9,2,3), into non-firm gains,
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Estimated non-firm losses and gains from selected However, a longer term perspective was taken in
options are shown in Table 4.9-3. In the case of one respect. Losses in the ability to generate firm
the drawdown options, the amounts in the table energy were calculated assuming those losses would _
assume that FELCC would be converted to non- be replaced through acquisition of new resources,
firm energy, and that this and additional non-firm Clearly, new resources will not be acquired and put
energy would be lost due to spill, Hence, ali on-line in time for the 1992 operating year. Losses
amounts shown for the reservoir drawdown options tn 1992 will need to be made up through purchases
are total losses from spilled water. These non-firm from existing sources, Should these purchases be
losses range from 800 to 1,200 MW-months for substantially less expensive than new resource
operating the lower Snake River projects at MOP to acquisition, the numbers shown here overstate the
2,000 to 5,000 MW-months for operating the lower costs for 1992 somewhat. However, they give a
Snake River projects near spillway crest from April good idea, again for comparison, of the yearly
15 to June 15, costs for firm energy replacement of a longer term

implementation of these measures,
For the flow augmentation options, it was assumed

that FELCC losses would be converted to non-firm 4.9.2.1 Cost of FELCC Losses
energy, and that a portion of this non-firm energy

would be sold as non-firm; some of it, however, As discussed above, some of the options have the
would be spilled, The amounts reported in Table effect of reducing the hydro system's FELCC,
4,9-3 from the flow augmentation options show the Because the Northwest power system is in energy
net gain in non-firm energy due to conversion of load resource balance (just enough resources are
firm to non-firm, available to meet current energy load

requirements), a loss of FELCC would mean an
4.9,2 Replacement Power Costs inability to meet regional energy loads under the

worst, or critical water conditions.

This section roughly estimates the costs of FELCC,
capacit3,, and non-firm losses, lt is important to Therefore, this loss of FELCC would need to be
note that these estimates are best used for replaced by whichever regional party suffers the
comparing the costs of one option with the costs of loss, In most cases, the loss would be borne by the
another, They are net as useful as estimates of the Federal portion of the hydro system, which would
actual increase in costs that the power system give BPA responsibility for securing replacement
would face given implementation of any one of power, BPA is currently undertaking several
these options, although the), give an indication of processes for acquiring resources to meet future
the magnitude of those increases, Determining growth in its energy loads, One of these is
these actual costs would require more detailed competitive bidding,
description and analysis of each option.

In response to a solicitation, BPA recently received
This analysis estimates the effect on power system proposals for over 5,000 MW of both conse_,ation
costs of a 1-year implementation of the options, and generation resources, The resource types
given a longer term perspective. This requires varied, from gas-fired combustion turbines and
some explanation. Only one future year, 1992, cogeneration to wind turbines and biomass. BPA is
was exarrfined, In other words, a 20-year analysis currently evaluating these proposals and will begin
of the effects on power system costs was not deciding which resources to acquire in the near
performed, Losses in the ability of the power future,
system to produce energ3' would likely become
more costly over time, since Pacific Northwest lt is likely that loss of FELCC on the Federal
loads are growing and resources that will be added system would be made up by resources acquired

will become increasingly more expensive, If any through BPA's various acquisition processes, lt is
of the options were implemented on a long-term clear that these resources would be more expensive
basis, the impacts on power system costs could be than the hydro resources that they would replace,
higher than the 1-year numbers shown here, However, it is difficult to predict the exact cost of

acquiring replacement power since it is net known
which resources or types of resources would be

i
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Table 4,9-3, Estimated non-firm losses and gains from selected options, in MW-months,

Reservoir Drawdov_n Options (losses) 'j

Lower Granite Lower John Dab' 262,5
Lower Snake Lower Snake to Lower Snake to to 710, Others Columbia to McNary 337
to MOP Near Spillway Near Splllway MOP MOP Others MOP

Apr 1-Jul 31 Apt 15-June 15 Apt 15-Aug 15 Apr 15-Jun 15 Apr 1-Aug 31 April 1-Aug 31

800-1,200 2,000-5,000 2,500-5,500 1,000-1,800 850-1,600 750-1,500

Flow Augmentation Options (gains) b'

900 KAF Dwr
50-200 KAF Brn

100 KAF Up 1200 KAF Dwr 900 KAF Dwr
1200 KAF Dwr Target flow of Snake Trgt 85 kcfs Trgt 100 kcfs
200 KAF Brn 140 kcfs Trgt 100 kcfs Lwr Grn Lwr Grn Snake Rtver
300 Up Snake Lower Grn Lwr Grn Apr 15 - May April 15- Flow

May Ma), May 31 May 31 Portion of
(Option B) (Option F) (Option G) (Option H) (Option ,l) NPPC Plan

300-700 1,500-2,500 100-250 200-350 150-300 300-600

a/ Non-firm losses due to spill.
b/ Non-firm gains due to conversion of firm to non-firm (net of amount spilled),

acquired to cover FELCC losses, However, a various resource types (draft to be issued in
good ballpark number ma)' be used. Most firm January 1992). The reader interested in this issue
resources that BPA can be expected to acquire in should consult that document.
the near future to replace FELCC losses are likely

to cost around 35 mills/kwh, in levelized real-dollar 4.9;2.2 Costs of Capacity Losses
terms. Real levelization is a technique for

comparing resources with different cost streams, Estimating the costs of' capacity losses is rather
In this context, it means a resource that will cost 35 difficult, If the regional power system were in
mills the first year of operation, with costs rising capacity load/resource balance, the cost of capacity
by the rate of inflation over time. Hence, this losses could be bazed on the cost of a new resource

number ma)' be used to estimate the cost of FELCC purchased to replace these losses (for example, a
losses, combustion turbine), However, it is generally

assumext that the regional power system has a
The types of resources that BPA might acquire to capacity surplus, Under most conditions, there is
replace hydro system losses could have enough capacity to satisfy Northwest needs,
environmental consequences of their own, This is Therefore, the capacity losses shown in Table 4.9-1
difficult to assess for the purposes of this may not affect the system's ability to serve
document. However, BPA is in the process of Northwest peak loads, but may affect its ability to
completing a draft Resource Programs market capacity, A number of assumptions,
Environmental Impact Statement that discusses the therefore, were necessary to estimate the cost of
environmental consequences of acquisition of capacity losses, The first 1,000 MW of lost
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capacity in May and June (high non-firm months) results only account for the costs of operational
was assumed to be useful only for shaping non-firm flexibility--no FELCC changes were assumed due
from light load hours into heavy load hours, and to Target 200 operations on the Columbia River,
was therefore given a value of zero, Since most (FELCC impacts from the various Snake River
thermal plants are out of service in May and June, contributions were previously estimated in Table
it was assumed that capacity losses in excess of 4,9-2, wtth dollar losses from these shown in Table
3,000 MW would need to be replaced at a cost of 4,9.-4,)
$10/kw/month, For losses of 1,000 to 3,000 MW

in May and June, and for all capacity in ali other The model used for the Target 200 analysis was the
months, the lost capacity was valued at SAM, This model simulates the operation of the
$4/kw/month, the rate that BPA charges for Northwest's power system over a given period,
eapaclty, Again, these values are not intended to providing output on generation from Individual
represent the actual monetary loss to the power projects, reservoir elevations, flows, and spill and
system, but should provide an estimate of the the total cost of serving load,
relative size of the losses because of

implementation of the various options, A number of simplifying assumptions were made in
the SAM analysis:

4.9,2.3 Costs of Non-Firm Energy
Losses • SAM handles energy only--no capacity

impacts were modeled,

Reduction in the ability to produce non-firm energy
would represent a loss in revenues because there • Only one contract year was analyzed, SAM
would be less non-firm energy to sell to regional year 1991 (September 1990 through August

1991), Thus, this ts a short-term analysis,utilities for displacement of thermal resources, or
on the export market to the Pacific Southwest, The a_ndresults generated may not hold for the
price received from non-firm energy sales generally long tenn,
depends on the quantity sold and the season in
which the sale is made, This can range from • Results are averages over the 50 water years
roughly 10 to 20 mills/kwh, A value of 15 of historical record,
mills/kwh was used here,

• FELCC was assumed not to change across

The costs of some of the options resulting from the alternatives--in other words, replacement
resources were not acquired to coverchanges in capacity, FELCC, and non-firm energy

production are shown in Table 4,9-4, These potential losses in FELCC due to operations

numbers are extremely approximate; the), should on the Columbia River,
not be regarded as precise quantitative expressions,
but rather as rough estimates of what some options Total system costs are shown for each option, as
might cost, well as the increase in system costs from the base

case, For example, the base case system costs are

4,9,3 Target 200 Results $523 million ha 1991 dollars, lt would cost
approximately this much to operate the Northwest

In addition to the econolaflc results presented above, power system for 1 year, including production costs
three Target 200 options were analyzed to and capital costs for new resources, ne..jof
determine their impact on the cost of serving load secondary revenues, Thts does not include costs

for debt retirement on existing resources, Thein the Northwest, In these options, water was
stored in Grand Coulee and Arrow through three Target 200 cases show increases over the
operational flexibilit),, either by foregoing non-firm base case of between $20 million and $30 million,
sales or by purchasing energy from outside the These increases in costs would arise from a number
region, A target flow of 200 kcfs at The Dalles

of sources: increases in production costs forfrom May through June was combined with various
Northwest thermal plants for serving NorthwestSnake Ri','er contributions, Results and alternative

descriptions are shown in Table 4,9-5, These load, increases in costs of purchasing power ft'ore
outside the Northwest, and decreases in revenues
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Table 4,9-4, Approximate _cono_c costs of selected options for operating year 1992, in milllons of 1991
dollars,

ae_=_-voirDrawdown opttom

Lower
Lower Snak_ to Granite to Lower John Day 262,5

Lower Snake Near Spillway Lower Snake to 710, Others Columbia to McNarT 33"I
to MOP Apr 15- Near Spillway MOP MOP Others MOP

Apr l-Jul 31 Jun 15 Apr 15-Aul_15 Apr 15-Jun 15 Apr 1.Au/_31 ....Apr l-Au_l31 ,

Capacib' 11 32 42 11 33 33

FELCC 0 72 90 18 0 0

: Non-firm 9-13 21-55 2.7-60 11-20 9-17 8-16

Totld 20-24 125-159 159-192 40-49 42-50 41-49

Flow Augmentation Options
..ii

900 KAF Dwr
, 50-200 KAF

Brn
100 KAF Up 1,200 KAF

1,200 KAF Target flow Snake Dwr 900 KAF Dwr
Dwr of 140 kcfs Trgt 100 kcfs Trgt _5 kcf_ Trgt 100 kcfs

200 KAF Brn Lower Lwr Lower Lower Granite Lwr Grn
300 Up Snake Granite Granite April 15- April 15- Snake River

May May May Ma)' 31 Ma), 31 Flow Portion of
(Option B) (Option F) (Option G) (Option H) (Option J) NPPC Plan

Capacity minor major minor minor minor minor

FELCC 43 146 21 21 12 25

Non-firm gain 3-8 gain 16-27 gain 1-3 gain 2-4 gain 2-3 gain 3-7

Total 35-40 119-130+ 18-20 17-19 9-10 18-22

from reduced sales of non-firm power outside the 4.9.4 Effects on Rates
Northwest, The analysis is particularly sensitive to

the purchase costs assumed, Purchase costs depend At this time, BPA has set Its rates for fiscal years
primarily on the time of year and quantity 1992 and 1993, Consequently, the costs associated
purchased, Approximately half of the energy was wtth Implementation of any of these options during
purchased for around 35 mills/kwh and half for FY 1992 would not be recovered through increatsed
under 20 mills/kwh, rates, Rather, it is likely that BPA's operating

reserves would be reduced, Assuming BPA's
Because of the FELCC assumption stated above, financtal goals remained the same, this might lead
the SAM results shown here may be considered a to a rate increase in the FY 1994-1995 rate perlod;
low estimate of' the costs associated with the Target however, this ts difficult to predict, As discussed
200 alternatives, A longer term analysts might above, the costs shown here are best used to

show higher costs when FELCC impacts were compare options rather than to predtct the actual
factored in, Other organizations (specifically increases in cost that the power system might face,
PNUCC) have estimated the costs of Target 200 to Hence, no future rate impacts were estimated,
be as high as $75 million per year,
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Table 4,9.5, Results f'rom Target 200 SAM runs, '`/

'Fetal Change
System Costs from Base

Case (millions 915) ........ (millions 915) ........

Base 523 -- '

Opt!on S 543 20
Opt!on T 548 25
Option U 547 24

D_f'itfitlgn,._

Base', Base case for SAM runs

Option S: Target flow of 200 kcfs at The Dalles from May through June with 600 KAF from Dworshak,
m_d 85 kcfs target at Lower Granite during May,

Option T: Target flow of 200 kcb at The Dalles from May through June with 900 KAF from Dworshak,
50-200 from Bro'vnlee, 100 from Upper Snake, and 100 kcfs target at Lower Granite during May,

Option U: Target ilo,,,,'of 200 kcfs at The Dalles from Ma)' through June with 1,200 KAF from Dworslmk,
85kcfs target at Lower Granite from April 15 through May 15,

TOTAL SYSTEM COSTS', 'I'he total cost of operating the Northwest power s),stem (not including costs for
debt retlretnent), Includes production costs and capita|costs, net of secondary revenues,

CHANGE FROM BASE: The change from the base shows each case's increase in cost compared to the
base case,

a/ Ali costs are for 1 year of operation only, Operating additional years under these cases would likely
result u! sicntficantlv increased differen¢:es due to varying refill probabilities,

4,9,5 Station Service Costs 4,9,6 Transmission System Effects

Powerhouses and associated project facilities Without power from the lower Snake River
require electric pov,'er for station service needs, projects, an outage of the Hanford-Vantage 500 kV
even ,,,,'hen the plants are not generating, Under line while the mid-Columbia generation was Iaea,,')'
normal operations, station service needs are met would cause several lines to sag below minimum
from on-site generation, Replacernent station safe levels, Most of these lines could be raised to
service power would need to be purchased from be made safe for the new operating condition, In
local utilities or BPA with reservoir drawdown addition to the sag problem, two lines (34 km each)

options that require that the lower Snake Rtver between the Benton and Franklin substations would
project powerhouses not operate, A 4-week test operate at temperatures that would cause permanent
with Lower Granite drawn down to near spillway damage, Simply raising these lines would not be
during the summer would require purchase of an option, An interim emergency option would be
nearly 1,400 MWH at a cost of approximately to open the Franklin end of these lines, This would
$33,600, The maximum station service cost would result in no loss of load or generation, Currently,
result from drawing ali four reservoirs to near however, if another transmission link failed,
spillway crest ft'ore April 15 to August 15, This cascading failures could result in loss of
would require purchase of nearl)' 17,300 MWH of undetermined amounts of load and generation,
outside power during that 4-month period, at a cost Long-term solutions that would be considered are
of over $427,000, The total cost would be more, series inductors to reduce line currents,

as the units would also be shut down while the reconductorlng using the existing structures,
reservoirs were being drafted and refilled, rebuilding, or adding a third line to parallel the

lines, The lead times required for these options
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vary,aswouldtheirImpacton _xlstLngprojects,
An EIS on major transmission n_,,dlflcatlonscould
take as much as 3 years to prepare and 2 years
could be,required for d_slgn and construction, A
rough estimate of the costs of such actions might
range up to $8 million,

4,9,7 Mitigation

Lossesintheabilityofthesystemtogeneratefirm
energyresultingfromImplementationofanyofthe
optionswouldneedtobereplaced,Thlsi

' replacementwasdiscussedinSection4,9,2,lt
wouldILkclycome fromacquisitionofnew
resources,orpossiblyfromIncreasinggenerating
capacityalexistingprojectsorbypurchasingfirm
energyfromoutsidetheregion,Lossesinthe
ability of the system to generate capacity rnlght
need to be replaced with new resources in some
sltuatlonsi tn others, tt would reduce the system's
ability to market capacity, Non-ftrm losses result
primarily in revenue losses and would not need to
be replaced, as such,
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4,10 RECREATION
II . " I I I I II i iiii I ii iiiii ii i i I III II. I Iii II ___ III I I II Illll _ "

Alternative/Option Potential Significant Impacts (Positive and Adverse)
I ............. .111 , I , I 11 III, I .. I __ -- , li I I I II U

Reservoir Drawdown

Snake River

Ali 4 projects to MOP • Of 28 boat ramps, 14 would be of marginal use,
(April 1 to July 31) • Of 5 mooragefacilities, 4 wotdd be of marginaluse,

• Of 11 swimming areas,5 wouldbe margtn_y usable, and 4 would
be unusable,

' . No displa_ visitationexpected,

Ali 4 projects to near spillwayc_t • Ali boatramps,mooragefacilities, and swimmingareas in project
(April 15 to August 15) areas wouldbe unusable,

• Up to 733,000 recreationdays would be displw.cd.

Ali 4 projects to near spillway crest • Same effects as4.month drawdownbut forshorterdnration,
(April 15 to June 15) . Up to 132,000recreationdays displaced,

Lower Granite to near spillway crest • Lower Orarttteboat ramps unusable and 12 of 17ramps at the other
(February 1993 or July 15 to projects of marginal use,
August 15) • Lower Orantte mooragefacilities unusable; 2 of 3 moorage

facilitiesattheotherprojectsmarginallyusable,
. Ali swimming areas atLower Graniteand Little Ooose unusable,
• Up to 158,000 recreation days displaced with summer test, 20,000

winter,

Lower Granite to 710 feet, others to • Same effects as drawingdown Lower Granite to near spillwaycrest,
MOP (April 15 to June 15) • Estimated 132,000recmmdondays displac..ed.

Lower Granite/Little Goose drawdown . Ali boat ramps andmoorage facilities would be unusable at Lower
test (March) Granite and Little Goose for up to 1 month,

• Estimated displacementof up to 33,000 recreation days in March;
about one-thirdof total devoted to fLshing,

Lower Columbia

Ali 4 projects to MOP . 13 of 39 boat ramps of margh'taluse, 13 unusable (with dredging
(April I to August 31) program),

. 8 of 17 moorage facilitiesof marginal use (with dredging program),

. 15 of 20 swimming areas unusable,
• Visitation displaced,not quantified.
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Rcc'madon (condnued)
, i i ii i i i iii, i i i i i ii

Alternative/Option Potential Significant Impacts (Positive and Adverse)
.1.1 iiii II I I I i._,:,J11 ,q, ii i iii i l iii i iiiii

Reservoir Drawdown (continued)

John Dayat 262.5 feet, McNary at 337 * 11 boat ramps of marginal use, 11 unusable(with dredging)..
feet, remainder at MOP * 3 moorage facilitiesof marginaluse (with dredging).

(April 1 to Augu,a 31) • 11 swimming areas unusable.
• Visitationdisplaced,notquantified.

John Day to approximately262.5 • 9 of 12ramps 'usable,5 fully functional.
(May I to Auga:st3I) • 5 of 7 mooragefaciliti_ fully functional,other 2 marginally

usable.

• 4 of7 swimmingarmsnot functional,

Flow Augmentation • DisplacedrecreationdaysatDworshakrang,from 1,300forfixed
draftof600KAFin MayRloodcontrollMRCto268,000for
unlimiteddrafttomeet140k_fstarget.

• VerylowprobabilityofaccessorVisitationchangesatGrand
Coulee.

• Minimalaccess or visitationeffects at Brownlee,except with
unrestricteddraft.

Combination • Effectsadditive;see drawdownand augmentation,

Temperature Control Test • By mid-August, DworstmkReservoirmay be approximately 10feet
(Au gu s t) below normal,swimming areasunusable or marginally usable,

moorageand gas docksmarginaUyusable.
• By endofAugust,poolmaybe20feetbelownormal,swimming
areasunusable,mooi_geandgasdocksmarginallyusable,Iof6
boatrampsmarginallyusablo--tbcmstfullyusable,difficulty
accessingsomemini-campsites.

, Estimatedpotentialdisplacement of up to 6,500 recreationdays in
August and 2,500 in September. Hunting access by boat
constrained.

• Beacheson ClearwaterRivermdtr.ed in area to varyingdegrees and
fly fishing moredifficult.
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The 11 projects under evaluation in this OA/EIS as much as 5 feet, Project recreational facilities
are all significant recreation resources and support have generally been designed to f.mction over the
many recreational facilities. These facilities are normal operating range, However, use of some
dependent to varying degrees on adequate water facilities at virtually ali projects is currently

levels. The proposed flow improvements would impaired at the low-poe' d,lt_vations, Because pool
result in varying changes to water levels. Initially, elevations change so frc_quelJtly, the negative effects
this would have direct physical effects on the ability in most eases are not long-lasting (although there
of the public to use these facilities, These physical are continuing problems with erosion and shoaling
changes would result in changes in visitation levels, at some sites),
which in rum could have consequences for some
sectors of the local economies. Operating these projects at relatively static levels
: near MOP would generally change these

4.10.1 Physical Effects on Facilities intermittent effects to continuous effects over the
3_h- to 41h-month period of modified operation, In

Reservoir fluctuations can adversely affect both addition, the lowered pool levels might increase
water- and land-based recreational facilities. Fixed expos are to shoaling at moorage facilities and

water-based facilities, such as boat ramps, entrance channels, and wind and wave erosion on
swimming beaches and moorage facilities, have banks and the toes of ramps. Higher water
very specific ranges of e_evation in which the), can velocities associated with either reservoir drawdown
function. The options being examined in this or flow augmentation could also increase facility
OA/EIS would have differe_at effects on damage from erosion.

recreational facilities, Some floating facilities, such
as docks, log booms, and swimming area markers, Deep drawdowns, such as those contemplated for
can be relocated as pool elevations drop. In many the lower Snake River projects, would have more
cases, however, it is not practical to move them acute effects on recreational facilities, Pool
because pool elevations fluctuate frequently or elevations more than a few feet bel¢ ,¢ MOP would
rapidly and moving facilities can be difficult, render virtually ali developed facilities unusable for
Floating facilities can also be damaged by the period of the drawdown.
drawdowns. If drawdowns leave these facilities

lying on the lake bottom, they ma), be punctured by The proposed actions could diminish user safety.
rocks or twisted by uneven terrain, and can be Low pool elevations, particularly with deep
difficult to retloat (NPS, 1989). drawdowns, would expose rocks, tree stumps,

shoals, and other objects that could pose haz.ards to
Also, land-based facilities at recreational sites can boaters, wind surfers, water skiers, and other water

be affected by drawdowns. The primary physical users. Most users are aware of existing hazards at
impact would be to vegetation at sites that use river current operating levels, and markers are displayed
water for irrigation, Most of the developed to help navigate safely. Lower pool elevations
recreational sites in the study area have extensive might render some navigation aids unusable to
lawn areas and numerous shade trees that require guide vessels over a body of water that has
irrigation, Irrigation water is generally taken from =,_gnificantly changed. Increased water velocity
the adjacent pools, If pool elevations dropped could increase the risks to swimmers and v _er
below the intakes, irrigation systems would either craft operators. For example, boaters familiar with
have to be shut down or modified, if possible, existing conditions would be confronted with new
Without modifications or alternative water sources, water depths and shoreline contours, plus more

vegetation could be damaged or killed if irrigation difficult navigation with faster currents.
were unavailable for several weeks or months. A

discussion of general effects on run-of-river and Storage Reservoirs
storage facilities follows.

For recreational facilities to be used at storage
Run-of-River Projects reservoirs, pool elevations must be sufficiently high

when there is a demand for the facilities. Each

Pool levels at lower Columbia-Snake Rivers project has recreational facilities that function ever

run-of-river projects fluctuate on a weekly basis by a specific range of pool elevations. Some facilities
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such as developed swimming areas can only be Bonneville. At the Bonneville project, the
used over a fairly narrow range at high pool difference between the current low normal

elevations. Others, like some moorage facilities and operating elevation (71.5 feet) and MOP (70.0 feet)
boat ramps, are designed to be used over a greater is 1.5 feet. (see Appendix H). Seven ramps that are
range of elevations so they can be functional for marginally usable at the existing operating low
longer periods of time. Most facilities at the three elevation would not be usable at MOP, unless
storage projects operate over different ranges, so dredging were conducted, and the number of fully
there is not a threshold elevation that, when usable ramps would decrease from 20 to 7. Out of
reached, will allow all facilities to be usable, a total of 27 ramps on Bonneville, 19 would be

marginally or fully usable. Ramps at The Dalles
4.10,1.1 Lower Columbia River Boat Basin and Marina and at the CascadeLocks

Marine Park would only be usable for launching
;" Recreational facilities at all of the lower Columbia smaller boats. Launchttlg larger or fixed-keel boats

River projects would experience some degree of would not be possible because of the shallow water
physical effects from reservoir drawdown. Based (approximately 3 feet). Ali the project's moorage
on the options developed for this reach, these facilities would be usable, but the use of four
effects would occur throughout most of the primary would be only marginal. The Hood River Boat
recreation season. Basin would have an estimated entrance channel

depth of four feet, which would preclude larger
Lower River. Reservoir drawdown on the lower boats, particularly fixed-keel sailboats, from
Columbia and lower Snake Rivers and/or flow entering the basin. The basin would still be able to#

augrfientation could alter water depths below accommodate moorage, but the courtesy and gas
Bonneville Dam, which might have some subtle docks would be out of the water. As of December,
effects on recreational sites in the lower reach of 1991, however, ali three of these key facilities at

the Columbia River. Particularly with drawdown The Dalles, Hood River and Cascade Locks are
to near spillway crest on the lower Snake River, included in the dredging program to be

O water le'eels below Bonneville would be somewhat implemented during the winter 1992. Therefore,elevated over typical existing conditions in the these impacts would be avoided.
spring. Significant changes would probably lead to
erosion problems at some facilities. Compared to Developed swimming areas would be the most
typically high late spring flows, however, additional affected of the three types of facilities at

flows from augmentation would not likely have Bonneville, with four of six not functional as
much noticeable effect on river levels. Moreover, designed at MOP. Determining expected physical
flow augmentation would not be done if 1992 were effects on swimming beaches is difficult. Much of
,_ high runoff year, so there would not be a risk of the activity at these facilities is sunbathing, which
elt:;'ating flows above already high levels, could still occur at reduced pool levels. Access to

the water would be less comfortable and convenient

Refill of drawn down reservoirs, particularly if but some level of swimming and wading would
begun in mid-August, could reduce water levels to likely still occur. For reporting purposes,

a noticeable effect, Depending on the length of the however, swimming beaches are considered
refill period and whether refill were accomplished unusable at water levels below their design
from storage or inflows, water levels below elevation.

Bonneville in late summer could be reduced by up
to 1 to 2 feet. In some locations, this might The Dalles. The normal low operating pool
diminish the ability to use developed facilities. For elevation at The Dalles (elevation 155) is the same
example, low late-summer flows currently create as the MOP elevation. At existing low-pool
shallow water and shoaling problems at the boat elevations, many of the recreational facilities are
basins at Rooster Rock and Beacon Rock state marginally usable. Ali seven boat ramps are usable
parks. In other locations, however, lower river at elevation 155, although several ramps have been
levels would further expose natural beach areas that damaged by erosion. At MOP, one boat ramp
are popular for informal recreation, would be fully usable, four would be marginally

usable, and two would not function. Erosion would

continue or perhaps increase at ramps already
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suffering from that problem as a result of having swimming areas, three would remain usable, and
the pool at low elevations for extended periods of two would be unusable. The popular Two Rivers
time. Swimming beaches a"e also usable to Park swimming lagoon would be landlocked,
varying degr_s at current low pool elevations,
Three of the four beaches that are usable at existing 4.10.1,2 Lower Snake River
low pool elevations would not I_eusable at MOP,

Lowering pool elevations to MOP for 3rh months
dohn Day. The John Day project would be the would affect most facilities at lower Snake River

lower Columbia River project most affected by projects, but most would remain at least marginally
operation at MOP Existing low normal operating usable (see Appendix H). Operation near spillway
elevation at John Day is 260 feet during winter and crest would essentially eliminate the use of ali
the last 2 weeks of May, 262 feet from March 1 to water.oriented facilities, Ali swimming areas at
May 15, and 265 feet from July 1 to October 1. developed beaches would be unusable. Natural
Under existing operations, ramps at Alderdale, beaches thal are unsupervised would be exposed
Roosevelt, and Quensel parks are marginally usable and could pose safety hazards to users, The
at normal summer low operating pool due to increased velocity of the river could also be a
erosion at the ramp toes, At MOP, these ramps and safety hazard to swimmers and beach users, Some
two more would not be usable; continued erosion marina facilities would be dewatered and would

could cause further damage. However, ramps at require the removal or shoring up of much of their
most (7 of 12) of the major parks and moorage facilities, Boats and facilities such as the Clarkston
facilities would remain at least marginally usable at Resource Office boathouse would have to be
MOP. Six of seven swimming areas would be relocated or removed (several boats moored on

unusable at MOP, Lower Granite are too large to be trailered).

Operating John Day at elevation 262.5 would affect lee Harbor. Drawdown to MOP would affect ali

fewer facilities than operating at MOP. Nine of 12 Ice Harbor recreational facilities to various degrees,
ramps would be usable; 5 of these would be fully but ali would remain at least marginally usable (see
functional. Five of the seven John Day project Appendix H). The six boat ramps would be
moorage facilities would be fully functional and the marginally usable as would the four developed
other twowould still be marginally usable. Four of beaches, A sand bar at the entrance of
seven developed swimming areas would not be Charbonneau Park would restrict access to the

functional at elevation 262.5 feet, marina and moorage facilities. The primary
impacts on facilities as a result of an extended

MeNary. The normal low operating pool elevation drawdown result from access problems associated
at McNary is 337 feet. In general, all existing with shoaling, Dredging near some ramps and
recreation facilities are usable at this elevation, Charbonneau would be required. Drawdown to
Although pool elevations at McNary fluctuate near spillway crest would make ali recreational

frequently, the elevation is maintained at full pool facilities unuzable from early April through June or
elevation (340) the last week in July for the annual August,
Tri-Cities Water Follies that feature hydroplane
races, Lower Monumental. Lower Monumental

facilities would be the least affected of any of the
At MOP, 5 of the project's 9 boat ramps would not lower Snake facilities by drawdown to MOP. The

be usable and 4 would be marginally usable (see most affected f_cilities would be at Lyons Ferry
Appendix H). Popular ramps that would not be State Park, wherl; the swimming area would be
usable include one of three ramps at Columbia marginally usable and the beach would need new
Park, plus those at Sacajawea State Park, McNary sand. Boat ramps would also be marginally
Yacht Club, Wye Park, and the Pasco Boat Basin. affected. Ali water-based facilities would be

Three moorage facilities would be marginally unusable at reservoir elevations near spillway crest.
usable and two would remain fully functional,

Moorage facilities that would be affected include Ltttla Goose. Drawdown to MOP would allow
the McNary Yacht Club, the Walla Walla Yacht access and use of all project facilities, although use
Club, and the Metz Marina, Of the six developed would be marginal for most (see Appendix H). At
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Central Ferry State Park and the Boyer Marina, (usually reached near the end of June under existing
swimming areas would become very shallow and operations), Swlmmlng beaches also become

would need dredging and additional sand to cover usable at approximately elevation 1,590 to 1,595.
exposed rough lake bottom. Sand bars at the

entrances of the boat launching and moorage More than three quarters of adl use at Dworshak
facilities would affect access (Central Ferry is only occurs from June through September, With
3 feet deep at MOP) and require dredging to be existing operations, the median reservoir elevation

more than marginally usable. Operation near at the end of May is 1,557 feet (Table 3.4-1). Five
spillway crest, or at elevations 15 to 20 feet below of the eight flow augmentation options involving
MOP for the proposed two-reservoir March, test Dworshak would produce corresponding elevations
would temporarily eliminate use of all water-based of 1,545 or higher. End-of-May elevations in this
facilities, range would dlmlnlsh or preclude early-season

utility of some of the facilities on the reservoir,

Lower Granite. At MOP, 9 of the 11 boat ramps primarily at Canyon Creek and the mini-camps.
would still be fully functional and use of the other However, the major facilities at Big Eddy, Freeman
2 would be marginal (see Appendix H). Moorage Creek, and Dent Acres would still be functional.
facilities at the Red Wolf Marina and the I.-iells

Canyon State Park Marina would be affected by The other three Dworshak options, involving either
shoaling and shallow water and would be an unrestricted draft or fixed drafts of 1,200 KAF,
marginally usable. The Chief Looking Glass boat would result in median elevations of 1,445 to 1,512
basin and ramp would be only marginally usable as feet at the end of May, If normal runoff conditions
a result of shallow water, Dredging would be occurred in 1992, implementation of the two
required at all three facilities. Half of the 1,200 KAF fixed-draft options would render most
swimming areas at developed beaches would be facilities on the lake unusable or highly unattractive
non-functional. The near spillway crest, elevation until about the end of June. However, with these

710, and the March two-reservolr test options options there would be a 10 percent chance of end-
would eliminate use of all water-oriented facilities of-May elevations of about 1,550 feet in 1992,

at Lower Granite, In addition, these options would Conversely, the reservoir would be empty
lower pool elevations so that eight irrigation intakes (elevation 1,445) at the end of May with normal
at project recreation areas would be above water runoff and the unrestricted option, with a
and irrigation from the reservoir would not be 10 percent chance of reaching only elevation 1,512.
available. The extended loss of irrigation water

could cause the loss of plants at these areas. 4.10.1.4 Brownlee

4.10.1.3 Dworshak The six boat ramps at developed recreational sites
become unusable at Brownlee at pool elevations

Recreational facilities are currently affected by the ranging from 2,026 to 2,073 feet (BPA, 1985).
extensive reservoir fluctuations at Dworshak and The project's three developed swimming beaches
are only usable during part of the year. Under are usable to pool elevations of 2,027; 2,069; and
current operations, these recreational facilities 2,073. Existing operating conditions include an

become usable at various elevations and times average low point of 2,037 feet in April and full
during the current refill period. The minimum pool of 2,077 feet by the end of June. The April
operating elevations of the six boat ramps range elevation allows anglers to use the ramps at Spring
from elevation 1,577 (23 feet below full pool) to and Woodhead parks when the most popular fishing
1,445 feet (minimum pool). The Big Eddy ramp is period (April to June) begins, Typically, three of
functional over the entire range of' drawdown, the boat ramps are usable by May (elevation

• Ramps ser,ing Dworshak State Park (Freeman 2,058), and all ramp and beach facilities ,*,re

Creek) and Dent Acres, two other major functional by June. Drawdowns to serve irrigation
developments are usable down to elevations 1,535 loads begin in July and affect the use of two
and 1,520 feet, respectively. Moorage and gas beaches and several boat ramps.
docks become marginally usable above elevation

1,505, which typically occurs at the end of April, Elevation changes at Brownlee resulting from the
but are only fully functional above elevation 1,590 flow augmentation options would generally be
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limited to May, June, and July, Access conditions potential effects to recreation in 1992 are further
for April fishing would remain as at present, Refill limited by the fact that 1992 could not be a critical
probabilities by the end of July would also be water year, because of near-normal runoff in 1991;
unchanged, with the exception of the unrestricted most of the significant additional drafts from the
draft option, Because drafts would be made in model runs were in critical water years,
May or May and June, mediarJ elevations at the end

' of May would be ettb'._.':' ,2.,04_!,feet o_"2,055 feet, Flow augmentation options involving flood control
again except for an _._n_r,_rt_,!/.eddraft, These . shifts from Dworshak or Brown.lee would generally

elevations compare t_'._ ty;#fbal level of 2,063 feet have produced noticeable recreation impacts in up
at the end of Ma),, whlch all'oWs'taseof three of six to 2 years of the 50 modeled, In these eases, most
ramps, The three augmentation options with of the large additional drafts would have occurred
typical May elevations of 2,046 feet would only in January and February, and would not have been
allow use of the Spring =rodWoodhead ramps, so low that access for eariy fishing would have
Reservoir elevations with these options would been restricted in those months, Additional drafts
typically return to existing condition levels by the in Ma), and June typically would be 2 to 5 feet
end of July, deeper than existing conditions and would probably

only affect swimming beaches, Even with the
An unrestricted draft from Brownlee is the only unrestricted draft option, recreational facilities at
option that would have severe effects on the utility Grand Coulee would have been impaired in only 2
of recreational sites, If implemented, this case of the modeled years (discounting critical period
would hold a probability of greater than 50 percent years) in which flood control shifts would have
that Brov,;nlee would be empty (elevation 1,976) at been possible. In both years, the base-case
the end of Ma)' in 1992, Access for early-season elevations were below swimming beaches and some
fishing would be precluded in that event, and use of boating facilities,
facilities in general would be delayed considerably
into the season. None of the Target 200 options, as modeled, would

adversely affect recreational facilities, These

4.10,1.5 Grand Coulee options tend to increase simulated water surface
elevations in Lake Roosevelt from January through

Many recreational facilities at Grand Coulee are April, and then pass some of the spring runoff
designed to operate near full pool, elevation 1,290, during May and part of June, May end-of-month
When pool elevations drop below about elevation elevations for these measures were higher than the
1,285, some facilities and concessions start to be elevations simulated for existing conditions, while
affected (NPS, 1989). However, 7 of the 14 boat June elevations were equal for existing and Target
ramps are used at lower reservoir elevations, 200 conditions.
including 5 that are usable at least to elevation
1,240, Use limitations at higher elevations 4.10.2 Visitation Effects
primarily apply to facilities such as docks and
swimming beaches, Some of these facilities can be A number of factors determine if and to what
as much as 800 feet from the water at elevations as extent reservoir drawdowns influence recreational

high as 1,270 feet. Current operations typically participation, One important factor is the
resu]t in the rese_'oir elevations near full from sensitivity to Water levels held by various user

early July through December. groups, Diffrrent levels of sensitivity can influence
which user groups use a recreational resource, the

Generally, expected impacts to recreational level of participation, and how the resource is used,
facilities at Grand Coulee would be insignificant Some groups are not particul_Lrly sensitive to lake
because additional normal drafts below the drafts levels, A study of Hungry Horse Reservoir in
for power and system flood control would be small northwest Montana found that 43 percent of the
and would have a low probability of occurring in recreational users surveyed had no preference as to
1992. Most of the additional drafts modeled would lake level and displayed a willingness to adjust their
be 4 feet or less. Only in the 3 or 4 driest years of activities correspondingly (Ben-Zvi, 1990). Many

the 50 years modeled would there be significant recreationists participate in more than one activity,
additional drafts during the recreation season, The and some no doubt would _vitch activities when IIF
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lake levels would preclude participating=t.n certain alter user patterns, Sport fishing is a likely
activities, Low water levels would influence the example of this type of effect, As pools are
number of participants at various activities and the lowered, fish will be confined to smaller areas and
ways people would choose to recreate, As the number of fish caught might actually Increase
drawdowns become more severe, there would be an for a period of time, On the other hand, lower
expected increase in participation in land-based pools could increase turbidity, which would lower
activities, visibility, and reduce fishing success, Low pool

elevations might change the areas where fish and
Abt Associates (1978) found that on most reservoirs anglers congregate, For example, on the
in the Columbia River Basin, most recreationists Bonneville project risking for spring chinook is
remain fairly insensitive to moderate reductions in currently limited to several areas near river mouths,
elevation as long as water facilities are still These areas can be difficult to access by boat at

' available, Ben-Zvi's research at Hungry Horse low pool elevations because of sand bars, If pool
reservoir confirmed that premise when it was found elevations are reduced further, boat access for
that the most common reason recreationists decided .'fishing would be mord difficult and the amount of

not to visit the reservoir was because they could not prime fishing area near the river mouths reduced,
launch their boats (Ben-Zvi, 1990), Bank fishing might be reduced if lower pool

elevation makes access to the water more difficult,

At a some point, water levels and resource quality Finally, lower pool elevations could reduce the area
may decline to a point where demand for specific of embayments and seep lakes and their rate of
activities may drop to zero. As reservoir quality water exchange with the reservoirs, Fish present in
declines, recreationists initially have three choices, these water bodies could suffer from poorer water
They can: (1) accept the lower quality of the quality or confinement in a smaller area, ultimately
resource and continue to use it, (2) decide to decreasing the quality of the fishery,
recreate less frequently or notat all, or (3) travel to
an alternative site (Corps, 1980), If the change in The physical changes discussed above would
resource quality is temporary, users also may have displace some or all of the existing use at the
the option of shifting their use in time by affected developed sites and dispersed areas,
scheduling a trip to a reservoir earlier or later than Within the limits of available data, the expected
they would under normal circumstances, Within levels of displaced visitation are described below
the limits of resource capacity ant,1individual for the r_,}or geographic components of the study
schedule;s, a portion of the use that is displaced area, These estimates generally are based on the
from a _iven reser_'oir by low water levels in May level of existing use of sites that would no longer
could be shifted to later months when elevations be usable under a specific reservoir condition for
have Teturned to more favorable levels, the duration of that condition, They do not account

for most of the visitation changes that would occur
Changes in visitation associated with changes in at developed sites that remain marginally usable or
reservoir levels would be concentrated among dispersed areas affected by changed water
activities that are most dependent on developed conditions, and therefore may understate actual
facilities with specific operating ranges. The visitation effects, Conversely, it is possii._e that
physical effects on these facilities would be some recreationists would continue to use sites that
expected to displace activities such as boating, boat are considered unusable in this analysis,
fishing, water skiing, swimming, and windsurfing.

Limited utility of these developed facilities would The estimates of visitation changes are only
also produce corresponding effects on related uses indicators of the amount of use that would be
at different locations, Camping from a boat, for initially displaced from the locations and times
example, is a popular activity throughout the study where it currently occurs, These figures should not

area that would be indirectly affected by reduced be interpreted as net losses of recreational activity
ability to launch boats from developed ramps, from the region, local areas, or even specific

projects, The cooperating agencies do not have
Apart from the reduced utility of developed access applicable data on user preferences and responses
facilities, visitation could be shifted or decreased by that would permit allocation of the displaced use
physical changes in the reservoir itself that would quantities to the various possible responses.
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Particularly for relatively small qtJantities of the frequency of these responses among affected

displaced use on reservoirs where other facilities , users,
would remain In operation, tt ts reasonable to
expect that most displaced users would try to shift The Bonneville project receives the greatest number
to other sites on the same reservoir, Even in more of visitors of ali the projects examined tn this
extreme cases where virtually ali resources at a OA/EIS and would have the greatest number of
given project would be Inoperable or unattractive, a visitors potentially affected by a change in reservoir
likely response would be to use alternative sttes or level, The Bonneville Pool would be 1,5 feet
engage in alternative activities, Much of the use below the existing normal low elevation between
displaced at a given project or area might therefore April 1 and August 31 or through most of the
shift to different local areas, but would likely primary recreation season, Use of project facilities
remain wJthln the larger region in one form or affected at MOP would most likely shift to
another, These kinds of shifts would produce some remaining usable facilities (s_ Section 3,10,1,1),
net loss of satisfaction for the users, which again to facilities on the Columbia Rtver below
cannot be quantified with the available information, Bonneville Dam, or to other reservoirs in southern

Washington and northern Oregon, Increased water

4.10.2,1 Lower Columbia River levels below Bonneville could improve conditions at
downstream facilities at sites like Rooster Rock and

Existing visitation on the lower Columbia River is Beacon Rock state parks and might lead to
greatest during the summer and appears to be increased 'use at the_se locations,
related to weather, Water-orlented activities are

verb, popular at project facilities and use increases At MOP, The Dalles project would lose or have the
during the summer, Although MOP levels would use of several boat ramps and beaches diminished,
allow most ramp and moorase facilities to remain There are no major moorage facilities at the project
usable to various degrees, the use of a significant that would be affected, Land-based use of project
number would be impaired or eliminated, Most waterfront parks would likely decrease, Visitation
developed swimming areas would not be usable at by both visitors and residents would diminish,
MOP, The reduction in quality and/or number of
water-based recreational facilities would affect the Both elevations considered at the John Day project

visitation at those facilities, Because most facility would allow ali or most of the boat-launching and
users participate in more than one activity, a moorage facilities to be fully or marginally
negative effect on one type of facility could induce functional, Six of the seven swimming beaches
reductions in other activities, Land-based activities would not be functional at MOP, Overall, existing

such as picnicking and camping could be expected use would primarily be shifted and concentrated
to decline in use because of changing visitation somewhat at the remaining facilities in both cases,
patterns among water-oriented users. Land-based with some additional displacement away from the
visitation could also decrease somewhat if pool project with operation at MOP,
levels dropped low enough to create irrigation
problems, If the extensive lawns and shade trees Visitation at the McNary project would probably be
found at many project recreational sites withered or reduced at MOP because of facilities affected by
dried from lack of irrigation, the change in shallow water and siltation, All boat ramps would
attractiveness might cause a drop in visitation, be affected to some extent and five of the nine

would not be usable at MOP. Ali five moorage

lt is difficult to quantify effects of different facilities would still be usable, although use at the
drawdown options on use and visitation patterns, McNary and Walla Walla Yacht Clubs and Metz
Most likely, some users of impaired facilities would Marina would be restricted, A total of five boat
shift their activity to usable facilities at the same ramps at McNary would not be usable at MOP,
project, to other Lower Columbia projects, or to resulting in potential boating use displacement of up
other nearby recreational sites, Other users of to 79,000 recreation days, Affected ramps at

project facilities would likely change their activity Columbia Park and the Pasco Boat Basin account
type or cease participating altogether. The for most of this boating use, The swimming
cooperating agencies have no basis for estimating lagoon at Two Rivers Park (50,000 estimated

recreation days in 1990) would be unusable at
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MOP, as would the beach at SaeaJawea State Park to shift operations to another location, Use of land-
(2,000 recreation days), Owrall, it is estimated based faollltlvs would decrease as fewer people
that approximately 142,000 recreation days would would visit recreational sites with no usable water

be disPlaced at McNary as a result of pool facilities and diminished visual appeal,
reduction to MOP,

Drawdown to near spillway crest from April 15
The second option for McNary would establish a through August 15 would largely coincide with the
low pool elevation of 337, which is within the most popular time of the year for recreational
current normal opsratton range, Recreational activity at project facilities (Juno through August),
facilities would continue to be used as they As a result, an estimated 732,900 recreation days
currently are, Users at the Tri-Cities Follies and would be displaced at the four projects,

: hydro races in late July would be inconvenienced
2 by low water at a pool of elgvatton 337, tlrdess the Drawdown to near spillway crest between April 15

reservoir were raised to full pool (elevation 340), and June 15 would have a less severe effect on
as is customary for this event, visitation because it would occur before most of the

primary reere.atlon season, Most of the users
4,10.2.2 Lower Snake River affected would be boaters, as little swimming and

beach activity would occur at this time of year,

Visitation patterns at lower Snake project facilities The April 15 to June 15 near-spillway crest option
also reach a peak during the summer, Weather ts would cause displacement of approximately
apparently a strong influence on the use of project 132,000 recreation days at the lower Snake River
factflttes and water-based activities are especially projects,
popular during warm weather.

Operating Lower Granite at 710 feet and the other

Drawdown to MOP. Operation at MOP would three lower Snake River projects to MOP between

allow most of the boat ramps and moorage facilities April 15 and June 15 would primarily affect
at lower Snake projects to remain marginally or visitation at Lower Granite, Water-oriented
fully usable, Developed swimming areas that recreation at Lower Granite essentially would be

currently experience problems at low pool eliminated and day-use visitation would likewise be
elevations would be further affected by the reduced, Visitation at the other three prqiects
drawdown during most of the swimming season, would not be greatly affected, There might be a
Visitation of marginally affected facilities would be slight increase in visitation at the downstream
expected to de.crease, For instance, difficult access projects from users who would not be able to use
to a facility for 3_A months might cause traditional Lower Graffito facilities, The implementation of
users of the facility to move to other facilities, this option would result in an estimated 132,000
However, none of the facilities at these four displaced recreation days at Lower Granite and

projects would be rendered totally unusable, and 14,000 at Little Goose, for a total of 146,000 days
dredging at selected boat basins and additional sand displaced,
at some swimming areas could improve use
conditions at MOP. Therefore, no displacement of Visitation effects from a four-week drawdown test
recreational use was specifically estimated, at Lower Granite would depend on the time of year

selected for the test. A drawdown to near spillway

Deep Drawdown Options, Drafting the lower crest from July 15 to August 15 would displace
Snake projects to near spillway crest would most use from about July 1 through sometime in
essentially make ali water-orient_ facilities late August, Displaced use from this option is
unt'sable for the period of the drawdown, Private estimated at approximately 120,000 recreation days
and commercial boat activity would be eliminated at Lower Gra_rfiteand 38,000 recreation days at
or greatly restricted, The two excursion boat Little Goose. for a total of 158,000, Conducting

companies that take up to 2,300 passengers from this test in February would displace an estimated
Portland to Clarkston between April and June 20,000 recreation days, ali of which would be
would be unable to operate under these conditions, boating activity,
Tour boats that take passengers from Clarkston or
Hells Gate State Park to Hells Canyon would need
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The four-week drawdown'test of Lower Granite the mhat-camps, Potential displacement from this
and Little Goose in March would have visitation option is estimated at 6,500 recreation days in
effects similar to the above options, Potentially August mid 2,500 in September, for a total of
displaced use with this option is estimated at 9,000, Hutatlng access by boat would also be more
approximately 33,000 recreation days, of which difficult in the fall, although spcctfic di_placement
about one-third would be fishing activity, of use has not be.en attribute.xi to this effect,

4.10,2.3 Dworshak Temperature control releases would also have some
effect on recreational activities downstream on the

Changes in Dworshak Reservoir elevations rnatnstem Clearwater River, Higher flows on the
compared to existing conditions as a result of flow Hver would reduce the area of natural beaches,
augmentation could shorten, and in some cases although use would still be possible, Fly fishing
eliminate, the operable season of virtually ali of the would be merc difficult and less productive, Use
recreational facilities at the project, Displaced use in both activities might welldecrease during the 20-
resulting from these elevation changes was day release, but a specific estimate of displaced
estimated on the basis of proportional changes in recreation days is not possible,
the number of available days from June through
September at each water-based facility, as measured 4.10,2.4 Brownlee
by median reservoir elevations throughout the
season, This approach does not directly account The effects of the flow augmentation options on use
for effects on the small proportion u_ use that at Brownlee would generally not be great,
occurs before and after the primer3' recreation Approximately 77 percent of ali recreation days
season, but tt also overstates the displacement of (215,000 out of a total of 279,000) are spent at
land-based use at facilities associated With boat Farewell Bend State Park by day-users, and many
ramps and other water-based facilities, The results of those are travellers using the park as a rest stop,
should therefore represent a reasonable However, there could be significant effects on other
approximation of likely visitation effects, specific user groups, particularly anglers, Angler

surveys indicate that use of Brownlee starts to
The results of this procedure are summarized by increase in April, and that April and May are the
option and facility in Appendix H, The estimated most popular months to fish, Currently, boat
displaced recreation dab,s range from about 1,300 to anglers can access the reservoir in April from two

268,000, The lower number corresponds to a fixed ramps at either end of the project, Access
draft of 600 KAF from Dworshak in May with a conditions for April fishing would remain as at
flood control shift to Grand Coulee, The maximum present, because reservoir elevations would only be
displacement, which would represent a decrease of changed from May, June, and possibly July, Some
76 percent compared to estimated use in 1990, boating and fishing in May could be displaced due
would occur with an unrestricted draft to meet a to loss of use of one of the three ramps that is
140 kcfs target flow, Fixed drafts of 1,200 KAF typically usable at this time, but this acttvity might
would result in estimated use displacement with also just be shifted to the two re,maini.ng facilities,
b,pical water conditions ranging from about 15,000 A similar situation would apply to boating and
to 76,000 recreation days, The three remaining swimming facilities at typical June and July
options, including the new Option J, would displace elevations, Bank fishing use should not be
modest totals of 2,000 or about 7,000 recreation affected, as this activity currently increases in April
days, The estimated displacement for most of the when the project is at its lowest elevation,
options would be concentrated at the Big Eddy

Marina, Canyon Creek, Grandad Creek, and the On balance, the unrestricted draft option is the only
mini-camps, flow augmentation case where it appears likely

there would be significant displacement of existing
The temperature control releases would draft visitation, Au empty reservoir at the end of May,
Dworshak by up to 20 feet in August and would the most likely condition for this case, would
displace some use during the peak of the summer probably eliminate most water-based use during
r_reation season and in September, The primary May and a portion of June, Lack of data on the

r_uctions in use would be at beaches and some of seasonal distribution of use at Brownlee prevents a
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quantitative esttrrmte of displaced recreation days, re_r_tlon expenditures associated with this level of
However, it is likely that a significant minority of use would be nearly $20 million, Under normal
total use for the year would be displaced under conditions, those expenditures would circulate
these ¢ondlticns, through the local economies of southeastern

Washington and adjacent/areas, directly and
4,10,2,5 Grand Coulee indirectly supporting businesses, Jobs, and local

income,

The flow augmentation opttons would produce
elevations very stroller to existing operations during Because of the variable and uncertain responses of
the recreation season, and would have little or no displaced recreational users, the gross expenditurc
effect on recreational facilities at Grand Coulee, level associated with visitation changes from a

The probability of reservoir levels below extsting given option should not be interpreted as a net loss
conditions in any one year is generally 5 percent or to local and regtonal economies, Expenditure
less, so no quantitative changes in use have been patterns would shtft in a number of possible ways,
estimated for these options, In the few years in but at a broad level there probably would not be
whtch elevation differences were simulated, these much of a change in total expenditure levels,

changes were generally confined to Febnmry or Displaced recreatlonists would shift their preferred
Ma)' and June, Twenty-two percent of annual aotivtty to a different ttme or location, or to another
fishing activity occurs from March through Ma),, activity, Because the natural response would be to
and from 8 to 20 percent of annual use occurs in find some acceptable substitute for the displaced
June for activities such as camping, boating, and activity, some form of activity and expenditure
swimming, Some portion of this activity could be would continue, The greatest potential for
displaced in the event of water conditions that economic effects resulting from displaced recreation
would reduce elevations in Lake Roosevelt, use would be for geographic shifts in expenditures

from one area to another as displaced users sought

4,10,3 Economic Aspects alternate locations for their preferred activities,
These types of effects would generally be felt at the

Recreationists spend raD, ing amounts of money to commurity or county level,
partt<.i.:e in their selected activities, They
purchase durable and non-durable goods and A more direct economic consequence of displaced
services for equipment, supplies, travel, shelter and recreational use would be felt by concession
other needs, A recent Stud)' of recreationtsts at operations and other businesses that would suffer
Hungry Horse Reservoir in Montana estimated lost revenue, Several concessionaires operating at

the lower Snake River projects and at Dworshakaverage expenditures per person per day at
approximately $11 for non-travel items and $17 for would be particularly susceptible to such revenue
travel costs, or $27 total (Ben-Zvi, 1990), The losses, Lower Snake River operators would lose

some revenue if the projects were operated atstudy population in this case no doubt has some

differences with typical users at the projects MOP, and would lose most of an entire season's
addressed in this OA/EIS, but the expenditure revenue if the projects were lowered to near

figures among the different populations are not spillway crest tl:u'ough August 15, The operating
likely to be large, In both cases, a large majority season could also be shortened significantly at
of total use is by residents living within 50 to 100 Dworshak with some of the flow augmentation
miles of the respective reservoirs, options, resulting in large potential revenue losses,

A key factor concerning the consequences for the

Multiplying this expenditure level by expected Dworshak marina concession would be the
changes in visitation provides a rough probability of a significantly deeper draft in 1992
approximation of the magnitude of expenditure compared to existing operations, Options that

shifts that could happen as a result of the proposed would result in the seasonal loss of the marina
actions, For example, displaced use at the lower operating would have a significant economic impact
Snake River projects resulting from reservoir at Dworshak,
drawdown to near spillway crest from April 15
through August 15 was estimated at approximately Similarly, commercial operations that are not
733,000 recreation days, At $27 per day, the gross directly on the affected reservoirs but are dependent
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on reservoir-related re,cre,ation activities could

experience loss of business, For example, the fish
and wildlife resources of the refuge areas on the

McNary and John Day pools attract considerable
recreation activity° which supports local outfitters,
guides, recreational equipment suppliers, and
related bush_esses, Significant adverse effects on
these fish and wildlife resources from operation at
MOP (ser Sections 4,3 and 4,4) could result in
decreased recreational use and lost revenues for

these businesses, These types of impacts cannot be
quantified with the limited information available,

Apart from their direct expenditures for goods and
services associated with their activities,
recreattontsts derive intrinsic value from the

recreation experience, When use is precluded or
dhnlntshed at the users' preferred site, the users
suffer a loss tn the value of their experience, The :,
extant of the, net loss depends on their level of
reduced enjoyment at the original site or at an
alternative site, or the lower value the)' ma5' place
on an alternate activity, These losses in user value
represent potential direct costs of the flow measures
under consideration, The), are evaluated In the
cost-effectiveness analysis presented in Section 5,5,

4,10.4 Mitigation

The actions that will measurably affect recreation
would be pool drawdown below the point that
access could be gained to ramps, marinas, and
developed beaches, Mitigative measures that may
be implemented vary from temporary extensions to
existing ramps to permanent extensions, If
justified, temporary extensions could be developed
for some areas in time for the 1992 season,
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4.11 AESTHETICS

Alternative/Option Potential Significant Impacts (Positive nnd Adverse)
.... ---- "** --- -- -- ...... -- i i i __ i iii iii i i - __ "-- ___ ---" _ iiill ---- i _ li __ -- _ ii

Reservoir Drawdown

Snake River

Ali 4 projects to MOP . Lttfl¢change from existing, some exposed s_udlows,
(April 1 to July 31)

All4 projects to nearspillwayore,st . La_¢ me.asof lakebottomexposed includingdebris(tree swmps,
(April 15 to August 15) rocks,etc,)

• Somerc.se_oir-ck_pe_dcnt-_ _ andembaymealtswolfld
tnsizeo¢dtsapp,

• Negativeimpacton wate_clarityandcolor,

Ali 4 projects to near spillway crest . Same eff_ts as 4-monthdrawdownto nearspillway crest, but for
(April 15 to June 15) shtx_ duration,

Lower Graniteto nearspillwaycrest . Same effectsforLowerGranite as nearspillway,
fFebruar3'1993 or July 15 to
August 15)

Lower Granite to 710 feet, others to . Sameeffects for Lower Graniteas near spillway but to slightly less
MOP (April 15 to June 15) degree,

Lower Oranite_ittle Goose drawdown . Similar impacts asspiUwaycrest alternative atLower Orardte and
test (March) Little Goose, but for shorter duration with fewer viewers present,

Lower Columbia

All 4 projects to MOP • Significantexposed shallows atJohn Day andMcNary,
(April 1 to August 31)

John Day at 262,5 feet, McNary at 337 • Little changefrom existing conditions,
feet, remainder atMOP (April 1 to
August 31)

Flow Augmentation

Dworshak • Insignificant increase in lake bottom exposure with some drafts up
to 1,200 KAF.

• Significant increase in vertical exposure of 30+ feet in summer
with four fixed.draft, 1,200 KAF options,

• Severe increase invertical exposure of 90+ feet with unrestricted
draft.

Bro wnlee • Minor May-June departure from existing conditions for most
options,

A ,4_"J,
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Aesthetics(continue,d)

i Alternative/Optlon Potential Significant Impacts (Positive and Adverse)
l l||i __ -- __ -- _ -- -- , __ -- .- -- . ....................... , ......

Flow Augmentation (cont.)

Grand Coulee • Insignificant changes from existing conditions,

• Empty t_servoirinMay inmostyearswithunrestricteddraft.

Combination • F..ffects_idldv_; s_ drawdownandaugmentation,

Temperature Control Test • By end of August, Dworshak pool may be 20 fee.,tbelow normal,
(August) exposing shoreUn_ area during pexttxl of highest visitation,

___ ..... _ __ -- -- --- -- li - I II -- -- - III III III I I I I I I I

Rcservolrdrawdownscouldhavesignificant landbew.omesmore distinct,Shorelinescan

_sthetlcimpactson adjacentlands,Impactscould contrastgreatlyincolor and texturewithadjacent

result from a number of factors, including water, vegetation, and land, Thus, in areas where
increased shoreline visibility and contrast, 1vduction exposed shorelines create a great deal of color or

inthesizcofembaymentsandsccplakes,changes t_xturalcontrast,drawdownswouldbe most
inrecreational facilities,changesinwater notic_ble,The greater the verticallindhorizontal

characteristics,and erosionproblems,A negative distancesar_betweenthehighwaterleveland

change in the aesthetic quality of the projects b_ing ourmnt reservoir level, the greater the shoreline
examined In this OA/EIS could affect the use of contrast tends to be, As reservoir levels decrease,

project recreational facilities and have social and floating debris (such as logs) can be 'left on the
economic consequences, If visitors and residents shoreline, aad mudflats, stumps, and rocks that

find project areas aesthetically unpleasing as a would normally be underwater can be exposed,
result of drawdowns, the), ma), choose not to visit Dried algae left on adjacent rocks and shoreline can
themorma)'go elsewhere, cre.atca "bathtubring,"

4.t1.1 FactorsOfVisualChange As reservoirlevelsfluctuate,theriskof landslides
and erosion can increase along reservoirshores, If

Changesintheaestheticqualities ofprojects landslidesanderosionoccur,visual contrast
covered in this OA/EIS can be attributed to changes between the shoreline zone mad adjacent land might
in specific physical factors. The factors responsible be increased, Areas such as r_r_tlonal facilities
for aesthetic quality are discussed generically that are butlt on surfictal sexliments may b_ subject
below. The options being examined would have to undercutting and even collapse with fluctuating
differenteffectson thosefactors, r_servoirlevels,

4.11.1.1 ShorelineContrast 4.11.1.2 Seep Lakesand
Embayments

Drawdowns have the greatest aesthetic impacts on
project areas where'. (1) the greatest amount of _p lakes _parated from reservoirs by railroad
shorelineisexposed,(2)thereisgreatestcolorand and highwayembankments,orembayments

texturalcontrastbet'we.cnshorelineand adjacent connectedtorescrvoir_by openchannels,may be

uplands, and (3) significant numbers of people can affected by lowering reservoir devattons, Both axe
view affected shorelines, As reservoir levels connecte,d to the reservoirs hydrologieaflly and,
decrease, the demarcation berw_n the water and without water replenishment, could be reduced in
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size, experience reductions in water quality, direction, and the proximity to areas frequented by
experience effects to wetlands contained within people.
them, and have bottom material exposed.

4,11.2 Aesthetic Effects by Project
4.11.1.3 Facility Impacts Area

Drawdownscanhavesignificant aestheticimpacts 4.11.2.1 Lower Columbia River
on waterside facilities such as beaches, swimming

areas, boat ramps, docksl and marinas. The The options that call for operating lower Columbia-
positive aesthetic qualities that facilities such as Snake River projects at MOP would, in general,
beaches and marinas may have may be diminished have the same aesthetic impacts as current
by drawdowns that render them unusable and operating schedules. The primary difference would
unsightly. Reservoir drawdowns can reduce or be a lack of project pool elevation fluctuations that
eliminate the ability to irrigate lawns and plantings currently occur on a daily or weekly basis.
associated with parks and recreational facilities. As Instead, the pools would stay at a constant MOP
a result, plants may be affected or even die and the elevation for several months, and the aesthetic

aesthetic quality of the facilities diminished, impacts that currently occur for limited periods of
time would last longer.

4.11.1.4 Water characteristics
Areas of projects that would be most affected

Changes in reservoir levels can affect water aesthetically by extended MOP elevations include
characteristics in several ways. By lowering water embayments and seep lakes that could be reduced
levels in reservoirs, the remaining water flows at a in size, and shallow shorelines that would be

higher velocity and picks up additional sediment, exposed. At MOP, the John Day project would be
which in turn leads to increased turbidity. The 8 feet lower (elevation 257) than normal summer
increase in turbidity could cause a decrease in low pool (elevation 265). As a result, it would be
water clarity and change in color. Reservoir the project with the most aesthetic impacts at MOP.
drawdowns also increase the amount of slack water. John Day also has extensive shallow areas that
As the reservoir recedes, shallow areas and the far would be dewatered at elevation 257. Low lying
reaches of the reservoir become exposed and the shoreline and lake bottom areas that could be

amount of slack water is reduced. Reduction in exposed at MOP include the shoreline and islands
reservoir size increases water velocity and gives near Quensel; the shore near Roosevelt, Heppner
areas in a reservoir a more riverine character. As Junction, and Crow Butte State Park; the fiver

slack water recedes, streams and rivers entering it channel and shore in the Blaylock Islands area; the
that had been inundated reestablish channels in the back bay area; and shoreline near Plymouth Park |/
exposed lake bed. As a result, decreased reservoir and Umatilla.
size is accompanied by a corresponding increase in

rivers and streamswith a free-flowing character. 4.11.2.2 Lower Snake River

4.11.1.5 Dust and Odors Operating the lower Snake River projects near
_pillway crest would have significant impacts on

As a result of reservoir drawdown, exposed aesthetics, As Table 3.2-3 illustrates, lowering
shoreline and lake bottom are subject to effects of pool elevations to near spillway crest would result
wind. Fine sediments are subject to wind erosion in lower Snake River project pools from 34 feet to
and could affect recreationJsts. The options that ,12 feet lower than MOP conditions. At these

would reduce reservoir levels the most or for the elevations, large areas of lake bottom would be
longest periods of time have the greatest potential exposed as would debris such as tree stumps,
for increasing dust. Odors can be created in areas rocks, etc. Based on interpretation of general depth
of reservoirs where organic material is exposed as information (Evel-green Pacific, 1991), areas that
a result of drawdowns. The extent of odor impacts would have significant amounts of reservoir

would depend upon the amount of organic material shoreline exposed at pool elevations near spillway
exposed, the amount of shoreline exposed, the wind crest include:
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..Pr.oiect Area Exposed 710, the reservoir would be 23 feet lower than

MOP and about 25 feet lower than the average
Ice Harbor Shoreline and mid-river normal elevation, as opposed to more than 40 feet

shoals between Walker and lower with drawdown near spillway crest. AJI of
Lower Monumental Dam. the areas mentioned above that would be affected at

the spillway crest level would also be affected at
Lower Monumental South shore for several the elevation 710 option, although to a lesser

miles up and down river degree. The section of the project that would be
from Ayers; shoreline and most affected would be the stretch near Lewiston

mid-river at Lyons Ferry and Clarkston because of the shallow depth of that
State Park where Palouse stretch, Near Lewiston and Clarkston, the
and Snake rivers converge, reservoir would recede into the former channel and

take on a riverine character, and the old reservoir

Little Goose Mid-river between New bottom adjacent to the river would be exposed.
York Island and the eastern The two-reservoir drawdown test would result in

shoreline; the north shore the same aesthetic impacts as operating the project
near Central Ferry State at spillway crest.
Park; most of reservoir

between Illia and Lower 4.11.2.3 Dworshak
Grartite Dam,

The current annual fluctuation at Dworshak

Lower Granite South shore near Silcott averages 100 feet, which creates a significant

Island and Chief Timothy aesthetic effect. However, the current avera_',e low
State Park; east shoreline elevation of 1,488 feet is reached in March when

near Wilma; most of there are few project viewers. The reservoir is
reservoir upstream of the rapidly refilled beginning in April and reaches an
confluence of the average elevation of 1,555 feet in May and 1,585
Clearwater and Snake River feet in June, when visitation has increased. The

as it flows through pool will typically refill by the end of July, when
Lewiston and Clarkston to visitation has hit its peak.
points upstream.

Most of the flow augmentation options would
Some seep lakes and embayments that depend upon produce lower pool elevations during the summer.
water replenishment from reservoirs would be In June, elevations with fixed-draft options ,,'arT
reduced in size or disappear altogether, as a result from approximately 30 to 40 feet below the current
of prqjects at near spillway crest. Water average elevation, The unlimited draft option would
characteristics would change at project pools as typically be approximately 100 feet lower in June.
slack water at reservoirs would be reduced in area The three less drastic augmentation options would
and replaced in some places with faster moving result in June reservoir elevations at essentially the
water confined to narrower channels that would be same level as existing operations. This general
more riverine ha character. Water clarity and color pattern would continue through September,
would be negatively affected as the turbidity of the although the differences would be reduced and two
water increased as a result of increased sediment options would result in higher elevations than the

transport in faster moving water. Many current conditions. The unlimited drawdown option
recreational facilities would be completely would be approximately 54 feet lower than the
dewatered and would be damaged if not removed, current average September elevation. The

The unused, and possibly damaged, facilities would temperature control test would result in the pool
most likely be considered aesthetically detrimental being 20 feet below normal by the end of August
to the rese_'oir environment by most viewers, and exposing more shoreline than normal.

Drafting Lower Granite to 710 feet would have In summary, flow augmentation with up to 1,200
aesthetic effects similar to, but somewhat less than KAF could be accomplished at Dworshak without
operating the project at spillway crest. At elevation significant adverse aesthetic effects, based on
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comparative reservoir elevations during the year. average, refilled by the busy summer season when
Conversely, four options for fixed drafts of 1,200 the project receives most of its visitors. The
KAF would result in pool elevations 30 or more month-end average pool elevations at Grand Coulee
feet below typical summer conditions with existing under the various options do not differ significantly
operations. Changes of this magnitude would be from the existing average month-end elevations. In
considered significant aesthetic impacts, The some simulation years where month and pool
unrestricted draft option would leave the reservoir elevation differ, the additional drafts are generally
more than 90 feet below full throughout a typical 5 feet or less, The timing of the drawdowns would
water year, creating an even more severe aesthetic be very close to the existing timing, generally
loss. occurring from February through May or June. As

a result, aesthetic impacts created by the options
4.11.2.4 Brownlee are not expected to be significantly different from

those created by current operations.

Pool drawdowns at Brownlee currently average
approximately 40 feet and create a significant visual 4,11.3 Effects On Viewers
impact in the late winter and spring by exposing
mudflats, tree stumps, lake bottom, and reservoir The various options being examined would have
sides devoid of vegetation. The visual contrast in different effects on viewers, Some of the options
color at Brow_ee between the steep adjacent grass- would vary little from current operations in terms
covered slopes and the exposed lake bed is of physical changes brought about by drawdowns.
significant. The average end-of-month elevations Others would cause significant changes in the
for most of the options are close to the existing physical and aesthetic environment of some
month-end averages with May and June the only projects, Most of the options would be

months that differ much from the existing month- implemented during the spring or summer. These
end averages. In Ma),, the average elevation are generally the times of year when recreational
differences are from approximately 8 to 11 feet use and highway travel are greatest,
below the existing condition for ali but the
unlimited draft option, The total drawdown at this Aesthetic effects from drawdown of the lower
time would increase from the current typical level Columbia River projects would be greatest ha
of 14 feet to up to 31 feet. Th.i_ would expose duration, lasting from April 1 through August 31,
significant additional areas of lake bottom but Based on seasonal patterns of travel and
would not be considered a major departure from recreational use (see Sections 2.12 and 2,13), more
existing impacts. The unlimited drawdown option than half of ali potential viewers in this area would
would have a high chance of draining the reservoir be exposeu:l to views of these reservoirs at MOP,
during May, creating a major negative aesthetic These people would be viewing relatively minor
effect. In June, when visitation at project facilities aesthetic changes at most locations,
increases, the differences between options and the
existing condition would be less than in May, Viewer exposure at other locations would be
except with unlimited drafts. During the rest of the somewhat dependent upon the recreational effects

' summer when the greatest number of viewers see of each option, Deep drawdowns on the lower
the project, monthly e!evations of most of the Snake River projects would be expected to displace"
options would be the same as the existing averages, over 730,000 recreational users who would

With the exception of the unlimited drawdown otherwise be potential viewers, lt is possible that
option, the options being examined would not these drawdown conditions would actually initially
significantly change the existing aesthetic qualities draw many local area residents to look at the
at Brownlee, projects because of curiosity over a condition that

has not occurred before. In general and over the
4.11.2.5 Grand Coulee longer term, however, viewer numbers would

likely be considerably less than with normal

The typical drawdown at Grand Coulee ranges operations. This would also hold true where flow
from 30 to 82 feet from JanuarT through June. augmentation significantly reduced reservoir
Drawdowns of such magnitudes create significant elevations at Dworshak and Brownlee, where
aesthetic impacts. However, Lake Roosevelt is, on
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recreationists are the dom_ant component of the
viewer population.

4.11.4 Secondary and Cumulative
Impacts

Although sections of some of the projects being
studied are remote, virtually none of the areas can
be considered pristine. Even in the farthest
sections of the most remote reservoirs, evidence of
human activity is present. The most noticeable
evidence of human activity in remote project areas
is the presence of slack Water from reservoirs in a
river valley setting. Other human-initiated impacts
in evidence include grazing, logging, roads, train
tracks, residences, and transmission lines. In short,
the aesthetic impacts of the alternatives would not
greatly add to the cumulative impacts from human
activity already apparent in virtually all parts of the
study area.

i

.The greatest, potential secondar)' impact (as a result
of a decrease in aesthetic quality) would be a
decline in the quality of developed recreational
facilities, Drawdowns diminish the aesthetic
character of facilities and can contribute to a
decline in use, Features such as dewatered beaches

and marinas or lawn areas that die would not only
be unusable, they would also be considered
aesthetically unappealing, In addition to users who
would stay away when they cannot use particular
facilities, other visitors who find the atmosphere of
recreational sites unappealing may also choose to
stab' away.

4.11.5 Mitigation

The major aesthetic impacts would result from pool
drawdowns that leave large expanses of mud fiats
exposed, These impacts could be mitigated if
actions are taken to seed these areas, Such

plantings would likely be part of a wildlife
mitigation plan developed for that area,
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4.12 CULTURAL RESOURCES

III I III i i iii lbl I J iii '. i

Alternative/Option Potential Significant Impacts ('Positive and Adverse)
L II Illll I I I I

Reservoir Drawdown

Snake River

All 4 projects to MOP * Possible reduction in wave ¢rosiou because reservoirs would remain

(April 1 to July 31) static rather than fluctaate weekly.

Ali 4 projects to near spillway crest • Larger areas of cultural sites would be exposed to erosion,
(April 15 to August 15) vandalism, vehicle traffic, abrasion, breakdown, and movement of

material.

All 4 projects to near spillway crest • Less anticipated damage from shorter pcxiod of drawdown.
(April 15 to June 15)

Lower Granite to near spillway crest * See effects of near spillway and MOP.
(February 1993 or July 15 to
August 15)

Lower Granite to 710 feet, others to • See effects of near spillway and MOP. Four-week duration of this
MOP (April 15 to June 15) test would result in shorter exposure of cultural sites and, therefore,

less anticipated impacL

Lower Granite/Little Goose drawdown • See effects of near spillway.
test (March)

Lower Columbia

Ali 4 projects to MOP * See drawdown of lower Snake reservoirs to MOP.

(April 1 to August 31)

John Day at 262.5 feet, McNary at 337 • No change anticipated at John Day arid McNary; MOP effects to
feet, remainder at MOP The Dalles and Bonneville.

(April 1 to August 31)
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iml i li, iii = i i i i i m. i

Alternative/Option Potential Significant Impacts (Positive and Adverse)
ii,li i ii i. i i 11 i i i i i i. i i i i iiii

Flow Augmentation

Dworshak • Negative impacts would occur with unlimited withdrawals to meet
flowsof140kcfsduringMay.

Brownlee • IncrcasMdamageofculttmdsitesfromerosion,livestock,
vandalism, primarily with mvestricted draft.

Grand Coulee • Typically, no change in ongoing effects upon cultural resources is
anticipated. In some years, drawdown might occur earlier than the
historical norm, which couldcauseincrementalincreasesin
ongoingadverseeffects from vandalismor erosion.

Combination • Effects additive; see drawdown and augmentation,

Temperature Control Test • Potential increased exposure of cultural sites from drawdown of
(August) Dworshak to 20 feet below normal in August, increasing erosion

and human-catmd damage.

i i i ,i ,, i i . . . i li ,__l iii .i ii .i li n i i

Currently, cuitural resource sites within the affected relatively static from April 1 to July 31 rather than
reservoirs are subject to damage from several fluctuating 3 to 5 feet on a weekly basis as is
significant sources. Erosion from wave action currently the ease. This condition might help to
continues to be a major source of site disturbance, reduce erosion from wave action.
Human activities (vandalism, vehicle traffic,

farming, recreation) also contribute to the loss of 4.12.1.2 Draft Lower Snake River
cultural resources, lt is not possible to determine Projects to Near Spillway
whichspecific cultural resources might be affected Crest
by actions resulting from this study, The ability to
evaluate project impacts on cultural resources is
site-specific. For the purpose of this study, each Generally, this would require a 30- to 40-foot

drawdown (from April 15 to either June 15 orarchaeological or historic property will require
some form of cultural resource evaluation. But, for August 15), which would expose larger portions of

reservoir cultural site.s to erosion, vandalism,this discussion, broad conclusions can be made
vehicle traffic, abrasion, breakdown, movement ofabout general effects. In general, the effects of
cultural material resulting from wet and dry cyclesvirtually all the options would be to exacerbate

current impacts, although there would be (repeatM raising and lowering of reservoir levels),
considerable differences in degree, and livestock damage. Damage likely would be

more extensive with the longer period of drawdown

4.12.1 Lower Snake River to spillway cr_t.

4.12.1.3 Draft Lower Granite to Near

4.12.1.1 Draft Lower Snake River Spillway Crest, Remaining
Projects to MOP Projects to MOP

The current impacts to cultural resources can be
Effects at Lower Granite would parallel effectsexpected to continue with drawdown to MOP.
noted above for dropping ali four reservoirs to nearThere is the possibility of a slight positive benefit

because reser_'oir elevations would remain spillway crest Effects on the other three Snake
Riverprojectswouldbe thesame asnotedabove
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for drawingdownreservoirsto MOP. The 4-wee,_ 4.12.2.2 Hold McNary to 337 Feet
durationof thisoption,however,as opposedto the and John Day to 262.5 Feet,
4-monthdrawdownto MOP and the 2- to 4-month Draft Bonnevilleand The
drawdowntospillwaycrestnotedabove,would
resultin a shorterexposureof cultural site_and, Dalles to MOP
therefore, anticipated less impact.

This option would have the least impact on lower

4.12.1.4 Draft Lower Granite to 710 ColumbiaRiver culturalresourcesbecauseitmost
closely parallels current operating condition.

Feet, Remaining Projects to OperatingBonneville and TheDalles at MOP over
MOP an extendedperiodof time would increaseexposure

of cultural sites to vandalism and human-created
The effects of this option would be similar to damage.
dropping Lower Granite to near spillway crest and

theotherSnakeRiver projectsto MOP. Less 4.12.3 Flow Augmentation
exposure than at spillway would re.suitfrom
dropping Lower Granite to 710 feet, and the 4.12.3.1 Oworshakduration of drawdown for the others to MOP would

be 2 months rather than 4. These variations might Some of the flow augmentationoptions at
result in greater erosion, breakdown, movement, Dworshak could result in reservoir elevations
and damage from human effects than under current
operating conditions, but possibly less damage than significantly lower than under normal operating

conditions for several monthsout of the year.dropping reservoirs to spillway crest and MOP for
extended periods. Simulations undertaken to estimate resulting

reservoir fluctuations indicate that ali drawdowns

under flow augmentation options would exceed
4.12.1.5 Lower Granite.Little Goose thosecurrently undertaken for flood control

Test Drawdown purposes.This would increaseexposureof cultural
sites and likely increasecurrent negative impacts

The effects of this option would parallel effects of (erosion and human.caused damage). The greatest
dropping lower Snake River reservoirs to near exposure would occur with unlimited withdrawals
spillway. Effects, however, would be limited to to meet downstream target flows of 140 kcfs during
Lower Granite and Little Goose, and would result May. A shift of flood control space to Grand
in a shorter exposure of cultural sites (4 weeks) Coulee, thus allowing greaterstorage at Dworshak,
and, therefore, anticipated less impact, would result in reservoir elevations an average of 6

to 13 feet higher, which could alter the current
4.12.2 Lower Columbia River effects fromvandalism, vehicle traffic, and wind

=undwaveerosion.
4.12.2.1 Draft Lower Columbia River

Projects to MOP 4.12.3.2 Grand Coulee

As with droppinglowerSnakeRiver projectsto Operationsfor the reservoirdrawdownalternative,s
MOP, the impacts to cultural resources could be would not involve Grand Coulee Dam. Therefore,
expected to continue as under current conditions, no effect would occur to cultural re.sourcesites
A slight positive benefit might result because around Lake Roosevelt from use of this alternative.
reservoir elevations would remainrelatively static OptionsD throughJ of the Snake River flow
from April 1 to August 31 ratherthan fluctuating3 augmentationalternativesandali ColumbiaRiver
to 5 feet on a weekly basis as is currently the case, flow augmentation alternativescould involve Grand
This might help to reduce erosion fromwave Coulee Dam in some years to accommodate the
action, flood shiftor to augment flows. However, since

the operation associated with the flow augmentation
would never draft below 1,220.2 feet (12.2 feet
above the historic springtime minimum operational
elevation for Grand Coulee), it is anticipated that
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little or no effect would occur to culturalresources interestedagencies and parties. Key componentsof
as a result of these modifiedoperations. Existing the evaluationprocess will be the preparationof a
impacts associated with the normal spring comprehensive overview of ali identifiedcultural
drawdown for flood and power operation (erosion, msourc_ sites located within the project area and
vandalism, recreationaluse, and off-road vehicle development of a monitoring program for assessing
operation) would continue, but are not attributable project impacts to sites. This information will be
to the proposed actions. The imlaLCtSfrom these used, in turn, to develop long-range management
normal operations are being addressed by BoR and plans and strategies for project sites.
BPA under other programs,Theseprograms, to be
implementedunder i Memorandumof Agreement 4.12.5 Mitigation
signedon October27, 1991,will resultin z
reservoir-widesite inventory followed by site Mitigation requirements for project impacts to
evaluation, excavation, or stabilization in cultural resources may range from simple in situ
accordance with a site managementplan thatwill documentation to detaileddata recovery and
be approved by the Coiville Confederated Tribes, preservation plans. Potential vandalism of sites
the Spokane Tribe of Indians, the Washington State might be prevented by use of additional
Historic Preservation Office (SHPO), and the enforcement. There would be no constraint on
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. BoR when these actions could begin.
will also continue the annual spring monitoring of
sites that contain human burials. The only
anticipated potential impact upon cultural resources
at Lake Roosevelt from the modified operations to
augment flows would occur if the reservoir was
drafted earlier than normal to ensure room for the
Lower Snake flood shift. Then, an incremental
increase in ongoing effects could occur because of
prolonged access to the sites by vandals or
recreators, or from prolonged exposure to wind
erosion.

4.12.3.3 Brownlee

Flow augmentation options would re.suit in the
reservoir level at Brownlee being sigttificantly
below normal operating range (from 20 feet to
empty) for up to 5 months. Near-shore wave
action likely would increase, resulting in erosion
and siltation of sites and site deposits. Cattle might
severely compact the top 8 to 10 inches of topsoil
in bands several feet wide for most of the extent of

the reser'¢oir when taking advantage of newly
exposed beaches (USDI, 1981). Vandalism would
likely increase.

4.12.4 Cultural Resources
Evaluation

Proposed cultural resource actions will be
coordinated with the State Historic Preservation

Offices of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho along
with the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation, appropriate Indian tribes, and other
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4.13 SOCIOECONOMICS

The dollar and employment figures listed below reflect the impacts (din_ _I indiRc't) of the options on
local andregionaleconomicactivityin the_ of transportation,agriculture,andrccrc_on.

_,_ i i ii ii i

Alternative/Option Pdtential Significant Impacts (Positive and Adverse)
i i | i i i|,l| iii

Reservoir Drawdown

Snake River

All 4 projects to MOP • No id_nfif'ud>leemploymentor income effects.
(April 1 to July31)

.:

Ali4 projectsto nearspillwaycrest • Transportation:Temporarylayoffs in bargeindustry.
(April 15 to August 15) • Agricultm'¢:Neat-t_'m grossdirectandindirectimpactof $146

million from lost production,2,500 jobs.
• Rcc-re.afion:Pot_ntb.!shifts in $19.8 million in gross user

expendi'tare,s; lostseason revenuesfor concessionaires.

All 4 projects to near spillway crest , Same industriesaffected as under4-month drawdownto near
(April 15 to June 15) spillway, but less effect on Iransportation.

• Recreation: Potential shifts in $3.6 million in displace,d gross
expenditures; lost concessionrevenues for about one-third of peak
Se.,asorl.

Lower Granite to near spillway crest • Recreation: Potential shifts in $0.5 million (winter test) or $,4.3
(February 1993 or July 15 to million (summer test) in displaced gross user expenditures; lost
August 15) concessionaire revenues.

Lower Granite to 710 feet, others to • Effects similar to Lower Granite at near spillway and others to
MOP (April 15 to June 15) MOP.

Lower Granite/LittleGoose drawdown • No effect on agricultnre likely; no or minimal effect on barge
test (March) industry.

• Recreation: Potential shift in $0.9 million in displaced gross user
expenditures;lost conce.ssionairerevenues.

Lower Columbia

All 4 projects to MOP • Agriculture: Near-term gross impact of $586 million from lost
(April I to August 31) production; 10,000 jobs lost.

• Recreation: Potential shifts in minimum of $4 million Lngross
user expenditures.

L
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Socic_onomics (continued)

i illl i i ii i, iii • i iii , ii iii ill ii iii i i li ii iii I

Alternative/Optlon Potential Significant Impacts (Positive and Adverse)
• ii i ii II III IlII III Illllllllll I J I IIIII I I IIII n I II I I III IIII nlllllll I I

Reservation Drawdown (continued)

John Day at 262.5 feet, McNary at 337 • Agriculture: Near.t_rm gross impact of $43.5 million from lost
feet, reraain_r at MOP production;740 jobs lost.

(April 1 to August 31)

Flew Augmentation
(effects to recrea_ononly)

Dworshak • Recreation: Potential shifts in Dworshak user expenditures ranging
from $35,000 to $7.6 million.

• Recreation: Insignificant to major loss of revenue for recreation
business,

, Combination • Effects additive; see drawdown and augmentation.

Temperature Control Test • No effects on asdculture. No employment effects expected
(August) involving Dwc,rshak !og transportation.

• Potential shifts in Dworshak recreation user expenditures of $0.2
million; lost concessionaire revenues.

The socioeconomic impacts of the proposed actions 4.13.1 Employment and Related
would affect the various fiver interests of the study Effect,,"
area's surrounding communities, Those interests of

particular concern include transportation, Potential employment and related economic effects
agriculture, logging, recreation, power, and water are presentedbelowfor,each_..sourceuse. In most
supply. The potential reservoir drawdowns and cases,these assessmentsarebasedon results

flowaugmentationmay havetheeffectofimpeding derivedinthecorrespondingresourcesectionsof
navigationandthetransportofagriculturalproducts theOA/EIS.
and lumber,restrictingtheavailabilityand

accessibilityofwaterforirrigation,and reducingor The draftOA/EIS discussedgrosseconomicand

eliminating the recreational activities that the fiver employment near-term (1992) impacts to
system provides at normal operating levels, These navigation, crop production, power, and water
effects and the related impacts on employment in supply, _d the longer-term (1993 and later)
each industry are discussed in the following impacts as a result of implementing pump station
paragraphs, and other project-related modifications. This final

OA/EIS excludes discussion of longer-term impacts
and focuses on the neat-term gross impacts because
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the agricultural analysis was calculat,_ to evaluate several mills in the lower Columbia River. None

net impacts (versus gross) and to include of these currently use rail service, although they
orchard/crop replacement values, As a result, this are on rail lines and could shift to rail shipment if
section analyzes the majority of the economic rates made it economically feasible and if cars were
impacts deriving from the alternatives and the long- available.
term and net agricultural impacts axe discussed in

Section 4.8, The remaining resource areas are not 4.13.1.2 Agriculture
likely to be or will not be affected over the long

term under the proposed 1992 actions, The pdmaxy consequence of most of the reservoir
drawdown options for the agricultural sector would

The total impacts presented in the following be the loss of crop production in 1992 from
paragraphs include both direct and indirect impacts, irrigated acres served by pumps with intakes above
Direct impacts include employment, income, and the respective drawdown elevations. The net
production impacts associated with the affected agricultural costs associated with these effects were
industries, Indirect impacts were calculated by reported m Section 4.8. However, the lost crop
applying a multiplier of 2,0 for recreation and 1.0 production would have several secondary i.mpacts,
for the remaining resource areas to the direct including potential lost employment in the farming
impacts throughout related industries and the rest of and food processing sectors and a reduction of total
the regional economy, Thus, direct impacts equal economic activity in the affected local economies.
indirect impacts for all but recreation and are added The levels of these indirect impacts would be
to obtain the total impacts, determined by the gross crop value of the lost

production,
4.13.1.1 Transportation

Direct impacts include lost value of crops,
The impacts on transportation in the study area additional operating costs, and increased
would vary depending on the action taken, employment costs. The indirect impacts include
Operating the Columbia-Snake River reservoirs at those economic impacts resulting from a multiplier
or above MOP levels would not curtail barge traffic effect of lost related economic activity and the
and should not cause an), employment-related opportunity cost of redirected resources,
effects in the barge industry.

Employment changes were estimated on the basis of
Alternatively, if four reservoirs on the lower Snake 34 jobs lost per $1 million of lost near-term direct
River are drawn down to near spillway crest, the gross crop value (personal communication, Jim

entire reach would be unnavigable. Temporary Barton, Washington State University Cooperative
layoffs of barge company employees would occur Extension, Pullman, Washington, July 1991).
until alternative job opportunities could be found or Total direct and indirect economic activity (output)
navigation were restored. The number of potential associated with the lost gross crop value was
layoffs is unknown, but it would be some fraction estimated by applying an assumed multiplier of 2.0.
of the total industry employment (including

administrative) of 600 people. Some shifting might Based on these multipliers, drawing down the lower
also occur within shipping and farming employment Snake River projects to MOP would not result in a
as farm producers attempt to transport their loss of gross crop values in the near-term because
products to market before the proposed actions take pumping stations in the Ice Harbor Pool are
piace, or stored agricultural products at elevators or designed to operate at MOP. The two-reservoir

terminals, Loss of barging capabilities at spillway test drawdown also would not affect irrigation
crest would also significantly affect Potlatch withdrawals for agriculture.
Corporation shipping pulp and paper products from

the Lower Granite Pool, peas and lentils from Drafting ali four lower Snake River projects to near
throughout the Snake River region in Washington spillway crest, for either 2 months or 4 months,
and Idaho, and possibly upriver shipments of would have the effect of eliminating most
petroleum products from the Tri-Cities distribution agricultural production dependent on the lee Harbor
facilities on the Columbia River. Wood chips from Pool. Based on a gross crop value of $73.1
three sources use the Lower Granite Pool to serve million, the total near-term direct and indirect
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economic impact would be over $146.1 million, output and employment, No estimates of potential
Approximately 2,500 jobs would be associated with positive employment and income impacts arising
the lost production, from the use of alternative electric power sources,

Drawing all of the Lower Columbia projects down 4.13.1.5 Recreation
to MOP would result in about$586,1 million in

gross lost near-term economic activity and up to An unknown but presumably significant portion of
10,000 jobs. This would result in a gross loss of jobs in the retail and services industries of the study
$33.5 million and 570 jobs in the Bonneville Pool, area are devoted to recreation-related employment,
$0.6 million and I0 jobs in The Dalles Pool, Reduced levels of use or actual closure of facilities

$471.9 million and 8,000 jobs in the John Day because of changed water levels could directly and
Pool, and $80.1 million and 1,400 jobs in the indirectly affect employment. Direct employment
McNary Pool. Only drawing John Day down to impacts would occur at concessions and marinas
262.5 feet, McNary to 337 feet, and the remainder located on the pools, campsites, and other private
to MOP would result in a gross loss of $9..4 million businesses directly adjacent to the pools,
and 160 jobs for John Day and no gross losses for Secondary job effects would occur at lodging,
McNary, plus the previous impacts for Bonneville restaurants, and other service establishments that

and the Dalles at MOP. This would produce a total depend partially on recreational users for business,
gross loss of $43,5 million and 740 jobs,

Direct employment impacts resulting from
Flow augmentation options would generally not disruption of recreation activities have not been
affect agricultural use of water for irrigation, estimated. There are relatively few of these

businesses, and they tend to be small, family-
4,13.1.3 Logging operated ventures. Employment losses would be

small in number and might be limited to seasonal
The impact on the logging industry would be jobs, In addition, some positive employment and

localized primarily in the region surrounding the income impacts may arise from use of alternative
Dworshak project, If significant drawdowns occur recreation activities. Some of the drawdown and
at this site, transport of timber on the lake would flow augmentation options would cause the loss of
no longer be possible and timber companies would revenue for these businesses over most or ali of a
have to convert to transporting by truck, or recreation season, lt is possible that some of these
truck/rail, The potential increase in operating costs operations would not be able to sustain such losses
($290,000 for Options B through F) were and would fail. While the number of affected
previously addressed in Section 4.7. lt does not proprietors would again be small, for the individual
appear that there would be any direct effect on this would likely represent the loss of a major
logging and related employment as a result of any personal investment and commitment.
change in the ability to use the log dumps, due to
the existence of other shipping options. Changes in secondary employment and income

effects would be driven by any shifts in recreation

4,13.14 Power Supply expendituresby displaced users. Gross expenditure
levels that would be subject to redistribution would

Changes in hydroelectric generation would not range as high as $21.5 million ($7.2 million direct
result in any direct effects on employment in the and $14,3 million indirect), with drawdown of the
study area or elsewhere in the region. However, lower Snake River reservoirs to near spillway crest,
the costs of generation losses associated with flow Based on research indicating that 69 jobs could be
improvements could eventually have some indirect supported by each $1 million of direct recreational
effects on employment and overall economic expenditures (Ben-Zvi, 1990), the maximum level
activity through potential effects on wholesale of affected expenditures could be associated with up
power rates. Rate effects from a 1992 action have to about 495 jobs. Some of these jobs could be lost

not been identified and are highly uncertain. If the as a result of shifting activity patterns from
proposed action did lead to a future rate increase, displaced users, or the geographical distribution of

the additional power cost to the regional economy jobs supported by recreation could shift. A
could exert a slight downward influence on regional IP'
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4.13.1.6 Water Supply The extentandmagnitudeof theseeffectscannotbe
predicted from the limited data on water supplies

• _,

Although municipal and industrial water supply that are currently ava.tlable. 'in general, however, it
users do not consume a significant amount of water appears that minor drawdowns (such as drawdown
from the river system, various users do rely upon to MOP) would have minor incremental effects on
the system to meet their water needs. Municipal operating costs and well yields, while deep
and industrial users could incur addltiona_ capital drawdowns could leave wells dry. Comments on
and operational (i.e., labor, electricity, etc.) costs the draft OA/EIS from the City of Boardman,
from modifying intakes and pumping facilities as a Oregon likely illustrate a typical situation with
result of lowered water levels. An alternative to respect to minor drawdowns (see letter LI,

modifying existing facilities could be the much Appendix N). Boardman usc;s a Ranney well
more costly option of drilling wells. Industrial system on the banks of the John Day Pool. The
users which could be affected include food potential well yield at a pool elevation of 265 feet

processing plants and timber-related industries, is 9,000 gallons per minute (gpm), which is 50
percent higher than the desigrt capacity of 6,000

For instance, in addition to the impacts to farmers gpm. Lowering the John Day Pool to elevation

and the resulting secondary impacts to food 257 feet (MOP, the lowest elevation for John Day
processors, those ,'ood processors could also be considered in this OA/EIS) would reduce the ,
more dir,_ct',y affected by capital and operatiot potential yield to 5,630 gpm, which is 6 percent
costs for modifying pumping facilities, or a lack of below design capacity. Because current peak usage
water to meet wa'_er quality requirements, appears to be well below this level, there would

apparently not be any adverse effects if John Day

Municipal and Industrial water supply intakes in the were operated at MOP. In other locations,
Lewiston area are on the Clearwater River above however, it is possible that minor drawdowns
Lower Granite Reservoir. Elevations and water would result in actual decr_,ses in well yields and

•. depths at these intakes are such that there should be increases in pumping costs. While these changes
no adverse impacts if Lower Granite is drawn down might be noticeable in individual cases, they would
to near spillway crest. The Tri-Cities of Richland, not likely be significant given the small changes in

Kennewick, and Pasco ali derive a portion of their reservoir elevations being considered (excluding
water supplies from the McNary Pool. These drawdowns to pear spillway crest in the lower
intakes are designed to be able to operate at the Snake River).
minimum pool level periodically, but not for long
periods of time, Drawdown to MOP could increase 4.13.2 Social Effects
pumping costs an estimated 18 percent in at least

one case, and could create mechanical problems. The greatest expected economic and employment
The cit), of Kermewick expressed concern during impacts are associated with impacts to the
scoping over potential effects of drawdown on the agricultural sector; however, man)' categories of
cit), water suppl)' and other utilities (personal users of the Columbia-Sn_e River System would
Communication, R. Hammond, Cit), of Kennewick, be negatively affected in some way. The potential
July 8, 1991). cessation of farming by some farmers would likely

mean the loss of their farms and moving their
A number of municipalities and individual water families elsewhere, either within or outside the

consumers also derive water supplies from shallow study area. In addition, other non..seasonal and
wells that are near and hydrologically connected to seasonal workers losing jobs probably would have
the Snake and Columbia rivers. The ground water to relocate themselves and their families. In

table in the vicinity of the rivers is essentially the addition to the loss of jobs and income, displaced
river elevation. When the dams were constructed, workers might have to obtain employment in
the water table near the river rose accordingly, another sector, which would represent an altered
Numerous shallow wells have been installed that lifestyle. Although the effects could have
are dependent on the current water elevation, significant social effects on these workers and

Lowering reservoirs would also lower the water families, they would reir,resent a small proportio_ of •

table, thereby affecting water supplies from these the total population in the study area (1,215,938).shallow wells,
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Implementation of flow improvements that cause adjustment from those fishing from platforms or
significant dislocations to resource users could be banks, and would probably necessitate modifying
expected to provoke strong negative social fishing equipment and/or relocating/rebuilding
reactions. Based on the type and distribution of all platforms. The extent of this impact is not known.
expected impacts, adverse reaction would be Impacts to Native Americans using public boat
particularly strong in agriculturel communities if ramps would be similar to those expected to occur
there were barge production losses from reservoir to other members of the public (see Recreation
drawdown options. The recent and ongoing Impacts, Section 4.10),
controversy over logging restrictions to protect
spotted owl habitat provides a likely parallel of At present, r_o assessment has been made regarding
some potential social effects. Popular accounts of impacts that would be caused by lowering
reaction in timber-dependent communities report reservoirs to spillway crest, Most likely, impacts
widespread anger at the imposition of controls by from such sn alternative would generally make be,at
outside agencies that are having immediate effects launching more difficult at sites with boat launches.
on individual livelihoods. They also indicate that
the ensuing social and personal stress has increased
demands on providers of various social services.

4.13.3 Indian Fishing Rights

Improvements to the in-lieu sites and development
of the Section 401 sites are scheduled to occur

during 1993. The Site 401 developments will be
designed to function at MOP levels. Therefore,
options proposed for 1992 would not affect the
Section 401 sites. Effects on in-lieu sites from

alternatives proposed for 1992 are discussed below.

Of the five in-lieu sites, the three located in
Washington were developed to accommodate MOP
conditions. However, MOP conditions could make

boat launching more difficult at the Wind River,
Underwood, and Cooks Landing sites. The Wind
River site is currently too shallow for boat
launching and is in need of dredging. The Indians
staying at this site have been using a county punic
launch site a short distance downstream on the

Wind River This count3, site would become
shallow with MOP, making boat launching more
difficult. The condition of the ramps at the
Underwood and Cooks Landing sites at MOP has
not been verified, lt is possible that at MOP the
ramp ends would be exposed and/or deteriorate, If
this situation occurred, some mitigation might be
required to extend the ramps or remove sediment
accumulations.

"l"b¢two sites in Oregon (Cascade Locks and Lone
Pine) do not have boat ramps or docks. Indians

fishing at these sites use platforms or barzk fishing,
or use the public launch site at Cascade Locks
County Park, which is not expected to be affected.
Minimum pool levels would require some
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4.14 STRUCTURAL IMPACTS

i i i i lllll ii i ll,, Hl i i

Alternative/Ol_tion Potential Significant Impacts (Positive and Adverse)
i . iii i i,i

Reservoir Drawdown

Snake River

Ali 4 projects to MOP * No significantadverseeffects.
(April 1 tc July 31)

Ali 4 projects to near spillway crest • _ tarbuleneeat damstilling bash,'_could c,au_ scourand
(April 15 to August 15) underminestilling basins, lock weals,and locks.

• Could cause unstabledam embankments.

• LewistonandMarinesleveescould be underminedby waves.
• Reduced softbearing capacity and possible settlement, resulting in

damage to facilities.
• Railroadandhighway embankments expose_; wave w:sion could

result in unstablefill and ultimately failure.
• Potentialscour couldundermine Red Wolf Bridge piers.
• Etiminationof buoyancy from reservoir water could cause failure of

Lyons Ft,,ry water supply pipeline.

All 4 projects to near spillwaycrest • Sameaboveexcept with decrease in duration.
(April 15 to June 15)

Lower Granite to near spillway crest • Sameeffects for Lower Granite as for drawdownto near spillway
(February 1993 or July 15 to crest.
August 15)

Lower Granite to 710 feet, others to • Similar to drawdownto near spillwaycrest.
MOP (April 15 to June 15)

Lower Gmnite_ittle Goosedrawdown * Same as spillwayeffect for Lower Granite and Little Goose but
test _'Iarch) le,sserpolzntialbecauseof reduced duration.

Lower Columbia

Ali 4 projects to MOP • No adverseeffects to stilling basins.
(April 1to August 31)

John Day at 262.5 feet, McNary at 337 • Effects to Bomlevilleand The Dalles similar to MOP. No adverse
feet, remainderat MOP effects to John Day and McNary,
(April 1 to August 31)

Flow Augmentation • No significant effects,as augmentationwould not be needed in
high-flowyears.
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Structural Impacts (continued)

Alternative/Option Potential Significant Impacts (Positive and Adverse)
, ii i i i ,, i H J ii iii iii i

Combination • Effects additive', see drawdown and augmentation,

Temperature Control Test • No significant impacts because drawdown and discharge are within
(August) normal operating ranges.

Drawdown below MOP would lower tailwaters and A critical design parameter in determining the
allow greater downstream turbulence at dam stilling effectiveness of an energy dissipater is the
basins. This turbulence may cause scour that could downstream tailwater depth, If the tailwater
undermine stilling basins, lock walls, and locks, elevation drops below that which was used to
Wind waves Could cause erosion of dam design the energy dissipater, the hydraulic jump
embankments, levees, and railroad and highway will tend to move downstream, causing extremely
embankr_ents. Increased flow velocities would also turbulent flow outside the basin, This could cause

affect these latter structures. During natural high severe erosion damage to the downstream channel,
flow years, however, the flow augmentation undermine the stilling basin and even the dam
alternative would not pose additional risk to itself. The Little Goose roller bucket is particularly
structures because no additional releases would susceptible to large fluctuations in tailwater depth,

• occur at these high discharges. This energy dissipater requires tailwater depths
within narrowly defined limits for adequate energy

4.14.1 Dam Safety dissipation to occur. Insufficient tailwater depth
would result in the flow sweeping out of the bucket

4.14.1.1 Spillways and forming a jet. A still more undesirable
condition could occur just prior to sweepout, when

As water passes over the spillway, the elevation an instability develops that could result in excessive
difference be_,een the upstream pool and the erosion and undesirable wave conditions in the
downstream tailwater is converted into high tailrace and downstream channel. In addition, the
velocity flow, This flow has a large amount of Little Goose project has already (under normal
energy that must be dissipated before being passed conditions) experienced erosion in the area
into the downstream river. This can be downstream and adjacent to the concrete spillway,

accomplished using a number of different types of Lower tailwaters would also increase the roller
energy dissipaters. The majority of dams on the bucket's tendency to move loose material from the

downstream channel into the bucket itself, whichmainstem Columbia-Snake River System use a
would damage the bucket and further reduce itshydraulic jump type stilling basin for this purpose,

The basins are designed so that the highly turbulent ability to dissipate energy.
hydraulic jump would occur within the confines of
the basin, thus minimizing the potential downstream The options that require taking the lower Snake
erosion. The Little Goose project on the lower River pools below MOP are of particular interest in
Snake River uses a submerged roller bucket type regards to effects on energy dissipation below the
energy dissipater, This type uses the roller action dams. The option that would require spillway free-

flow conditions at the four lower Snake River dams
caused by the bucket to dissipate the high energy
before passing into the downstream channel, would cause a substantial lowering of tailwater

elevations for Lower Monumental, Little Goose,
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and Lower Granite when compared to original 4.14.1.2 Dam Embankments
design (Table 4,14-1), As an example, for a river

flow of 100,000 cfs, the tailwater elevations at Lowering Snake River pools to near spillway crest
Lower Monumental, Little Goose, and Lower would expose the unprotected rockfill embankment.
Granite would drop 6 feet, 13 feet, and 11 feet, With time and wave action, the unprotected rockfill
respectively. This magnitude of change would would begin to erode. The loss of material would
substantially increase the risk of damage to the result in an unstable earth emba'_,.ment with the

downstream channel, the energy dissipater, and the potential for failing.
dam itself. This is especially critical for the Little

Goose project with its history of problems and the Each of the lower Snake River projects has a rock
added complications associated with the roller fill dam embankment section. These embankments

bucket design. Additional technical analysis, have riprap erosion protection down to MOP, with
': including extensive physical modeling, would be the exception of Lower Granite, which has

necessary to precisely define the extent of damage protection down to 9 feet below MOP.
that would occur during extended operation _at the

lower tailwater levels. Another problem associated To protect the rockfill, additional riprap must be
with this option would affect ali four of the lower placed. The quantities of riprap that would be
Snake projects. Because of other constraints, the required are:
powerhouse would not be operational whenever the

pool levels are below MOP. This would allow the (1) Ice Harbor - 14,700 square yards
spillway flows to expand toward the powerhouse

leaving the basin out the side, The turbulence at (2) Lower Monumental - 16,650 square yards
this point would be even higher than that exiting

out the end of the basin. This would further (3) Little Goose - 12,800 square yards
increase the potential for severe erosion

downstream of the powerhouse, This option is not (4) Lower Granite - 14,000 square yards
acceptable because of increased risk to dam safety.

Riprap could be placed prior to the reservoirs being
The other options that would require operation of drawn down or during the drawdown. Another
projects below MOP include operating Lower option could be the placement of geotextile grout
Granite near spillway crest or at elevation 710 blankets prior to drawdown.
while the other lower Snake River projects

remained at MOP. For these options, the reduction For the option of operating Lower Granite at
in tailwater elevation at Lower Granite for a river elevation 710, the exposed embankment that would
flow of 100,000 cfs would be 5 feet below original need protection is approximately 5,000 square
design. With additional techzlical analysis, it may yards. The 5,000 square yards of protection could
be possible to more clearly define the risk be provided by placing riprap prior to lowering the
associated with this magnitude of tailwater pool or while the drawdown is taking piace.
lowering. A physical test that examined similar Another option for protection is the placement of
conditions was videotaped in June 1991. Using this geotextile fabric filled with a cement-llke grout.
information, as well as theoretical computations, a

better assessment of the effects would be possible. Maintaining dam embankment stability is critical to
Lowering the pool to spillway crest or elevation the integrity and safety of the lower Snake River
710 is considered marginal in regards to dam safety projects. Regular observation of embankments to

and additional technical analysis is necessary before detect erosion or stability problems is a key feature
a final decision is made. of the monitoring program that will be implemented

as part of the 1992 actions. Implementation plans
Operation of the lower Snake projects at MOP also include appropriate measures for emergency
would fall within existing operating parameters and repairs to embankments, if needed.
no adverse effects in regards to dam safety are
anticipated,
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, f° OTable 4.14-1 Tailwater eleva.ton comparisons for lower Snake River projects operated at splllway free-flow
conditions,

Tailwater Elevation at 100 kcfs flow Ta[lwater Elevation at 200 kcfs flow

Design Condition 't Spillway Freeflow Design Condition '/ Spillway Freeflow

Lower Granite 639 628 641 637
t

Little Goose 541 528 542 536

Lower Monumental 442 436 445 443

Ice Harbor NA > 345 NA > 345

NA Not available,
a/ Based on original project model studies for spillway and stilling basin design.

4.14.2 Levees Shoreward of these levees are ponds. The pfirrmry
source of water for these ponds is storm drainage

The cib, of Lewiston is protected by levees that are runoff. Siphons are used to introduce freshwater
protected by riprap to elevation 730, These levees (from the fiver) into the ponds to keep them from
could be undermined by wave action or high flow becoming stagnant, The siphons would be
veioc_tic,_ and would have to be protected by inoperable when the river elevation dropped below
placement of riprap or geotextile fabric and grout, approximately elevation 731. The ponds would
If a levee were damaged, repair would have to take therefore be subjected to wetting and drying with
place before raising the pool. If levee damage all drawdown options that would operate Lower
were exter, sive, repairs could take man)' months. Granite below MOP. To maintain a constant water

elevation in the levee ponds, pumps could be
"Me Lewiston levees were constructed with a installed and water pumped from the river into the

downstream (city side of levee) filter between the ponds.
cohesive core and the gravel shell of the

embankment. This performs well according to its 4.14.3 Soil Bearing Capacity
design purpose, However, there is no such filter
on the river side of the core, In the reverse flow Lowering of pool levels would reduce the
situation, which ,,,,'illbe realized during the groundwater level in the adjacent surficial
drawdown, there is the potential for piping of fine, sediments. This drop in water level would alter the
graded, core material through the more porous soil bearing capacity, Design criteria for facilities
granular shell. The extent and magnitude of the in this area were done with the assumption of a
problems that could be realized by the reverse flow high water table. Most detrimental is the potential
situation are uncertain. The relatively short for settlement that could result in damage to
drawdown time might not produce any significant facilities. Pre- and post-drawdown surveys of
particle migration problems; however, the affected structures will be needed to assess impacts.
possibility of sink holes, seeps, and sliding should

not be discounted. 4.14.4 Railroad and Highway
Embankments

Near Lyons Ferry on Lower Monumental Pool, the
Marmes levee was constructed to protect an

historical area, This levee is not protected by Lowering the pool elevations to near spillway crest
riprap below elevation 540, lt would need the would expose a substantial portion of unprotected

railroad and roadway embankment, The
placement of riprap or geotextile fabric and grout, embankments are armored with riprap for

protection against wave action and excessive scour,
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but the riprap only extends slightly below MOP require reinforcement to protect against scour from
levels. With ali reservoirs drawn down below increased flow velocity and wave action, At Bridge
MOP, wave action would erode the embankments No. 69.87, located at Lewiston near the mouth of

and result in an unstable fill, With time, sloughing the Clearwater River, Piers 3 and 4 are supported
of fill would occur, As erosion progressed, the on H-piles, which are not enclosed within a sheet
embat_ment's design safety factor would be pile cofferdam, These piers would require
diminished and failure would occur, Protection cofferdam placement and sealing with concrete
would require additional riprap, the placement of a between the pile cap and bedrock.
geotextile fabric and grout, or repair of

embankments as they are damaged, Red Wolf Bridge in the Lewiston-Clarkston area is

the only roadway bridge with potential problems.
Culverts are an additional hazard to embankment The piers are founded on dense gravels, three at
stability, Embankments block surface water elevation 712 and one at elevation 706. Lowering
movement from the valley sides to the reservoir, the reservoir to near spillway crest height of
Consequently, culverts were installed at many elevation 681 would cause an estimated low river at

locations to allow drainage through the approximately elevation 706 in the vicinity of the
embankments, Water spilling out of culverts has a bridge. Potential scour could occur with estimated
high potential for eroding embankments and river velocities of 7 to 10 feet per second,
eventually undermining them. This is especially so Protection for the supporting piers could be the
during rainstorms, Consequently, the culverts have placement of riprap, sheet pile, and grout, or
large rocks placed at their outlets to prevent geotextile fabrics and grout. The choice, type, and
erosion, Lowering pool levels would allow this complexity of protection must be evaluated before

water to accelerate below the existing rocks, drawdown occurs to guarantee safety, At a
reinitiating the erosion process, New rocks would minimum, the bridge piers in question would need
have to be placed below the culverts to prevent this river soundings taken to establish the current river
process, channel. A model could then be used to determine

flow characteristics around the piers and the needed
Structure protection prior to reservoir lowering protection level.
would be a major construction project.

Consequently, the option of repairing the fills as 4.14.6 Lyons Ferry Water Supply
they are damaged is probably more practlcal. Pipeline
Under this scenario, the public could be exposed to

potential life-threatening situations. Alternatively, The 5-feet supply pipe is submerged and supported
damage to embankments could force road or on bents spaced 64 feet on center. The design
railway closure, restricting area usage until repairs incorporated the buoyancy force of the reservoir
were completed, water to aid in the support of the pipe. Drawdown

of Lower Monumental Reservoir to near spillway
Approximately 1.2 million square feet of riprap crest would expose this pipeline and remove the
would be required for rail and roadway support. Without the support from the buoyancy
embankment protection along the Snake and force, the pipe would quickly go through excessive
Clearwater rivers, This quantity only accounts for deformations in mid span and over the bent
the protection of a band 5 feet above and below the supports until failure occurs, Modifications would

proposed drawdown pool elevation. During require an embankment fill to be placed under the
drawdown and when refilling the reservoirs, pipe to give additional support before the pipe can
additional surface area of the embankments would be filled with water, Without modification, loss of
be subjected to erosion. If reservoir lowering the pipeline would severely reduce the production
becomes an annual procedure, the entire capacity of the hatchery.
embankment slope would have to be protected,

4.14.5 Bridges 4.14.7 Summary

Preliminary assessment of the dam safety issue
The Snake and Clearwater rivers' railroad bridge resulted in the following conclusions relative to the
piers are generally placed in bedrock and would not flow measurer, under consideration:
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• _UNACCEPTABLE / Operating ali four
lower Snake River projects near spillway
crest would pose an unacceptable risk to dam
safety,

• ACCEPTABLE / Operating lower Snake and
Columbia River projects at MOP would pose
acceptable risks to the integrlt T of stilling
basins and dam embankments,

• MARGINAL / Operating Lower Granite at
elevation 710 or near spillway crest, while
the other lower Snake River projects were
operated at MOP, would be a marginal dam
safety condition. Hydraulic modeling/studies
are currently being conducted. This work
will be completed by January or February
1992 and the results of this work used to

determine acceptability.

Reserwoir drawdown below MOP would also

represent some risks for the integrity of levees,
railroad and highway embankments, and bridges.
The degree of risk to these structures is unknown.
The Corps has sought to limit the risk by
constraining the rate of drawdown to no more than
2 feet per day. For limited locations, such as
bridge abutments, the risk could be minimized or
eliminated by adding protection prior to or during
drawdown. Where protection would not be
practical because of the extent of the structures,
rese_'oir drawdown could only be implemented
with recognition that structural damage could occur
and require considerable time and expense to
repair.

O
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5.0 PLAN SELECTION AND IMPLEMENTATION

5.1 INTRODUCTION mitigation plans consist of several steps, The basic
procedures can be summarized as: (1) establishing

The objective of this section is to describe the a mitigation goal in terms of biological outputs
process of developing sn operational plan for 1992 (e,g,, number of returning adult salmon or number
that will lead to improved flow conditions for adult of smelts surviving past BonneVille Dam); (2)
and juvenile salmon in the Columbia River Basin, identifying incremental measures that provide the

Flow condition improvements will be based on intended biological output; (3) ranking the measures
reducing in-river water particle travel time for in terms of costs per unit of biological output from
migrating juvenile salmon stocks, or developing test the most cost effective to least cost effective; (4)
data that will support fi_ture actions to meet this combining alternatives to define the most cost-
objective, and reducing late summertime water effective combinations to meet the mitigation goal;
temperatures for adult migrating salmon. (5) justifying each increment of the combined

alternatives by showing that the incremental

5,2 EVALUATION CRITERIA benefits (monetary and non-monetary) exceed the
' incremental costs (monetary and non-monetary); (6)

considering implementablllty, which includes
Typically, the Corps bases plan selection on the whether the alternatives physically can be
Federal objective established in the Water Resource accomplished and whether sufficient statutory
Council's Economic and Environmental Principles authority exists for the action to be initiated; and

for Water and Related Land Resources (February 3, (7) determining the acceptability of the alternatives
1983). The Federal objective is to select the plan by State and local entities and the public.that maximizes contributions to national economic

development (NED) consistent with protecting the Given the state of scientific debate and the

nation's environment. Contributions to NED are uncertainty surrounding flow proposals, universally

O increases in the net value of the national output of accepted biological data are not available togoods and services, expressed in monetary units, determine the biological output of the numerous
, The evaluation of alternatives under this Federal measures or alternatives; therefore, this procedure

objective requires thorough assessments of ali the cannot be completely followed. However, by

costs and benefits associated with each alternative, replacing the biological goal with a physical goal,
= Unfortunately, the extremely short timeframe of the spirit of the procedures discussed above can be

't this study does not allow for basic data collection to used to help guide the plan selection process.determine ali the costs and benefits. Nor is1,

\ sufficient biological data available to establish The Salmon Summit identified two physical
i ' biological outputs of the alternatives. Furthermore, objectives for consideration by the Corps and other

the Snake River sockeye has now been listed as reservoir operating agencies. The objective for
endangered and several other stocks of salmon are juvenile salmon is the reduction of water particle
proposed for listing under the ESA, This document travel time. For adult migration, the measurable

' is analyzing temporary measures designed to test objective is to reduce water temperatures in the
proposed methods that water management agencies lower Snake River downstream to the confluence of

feel should contribute to improved survival of the the Snake and Columbia rivers during the warmest
key salmon stocks at issue. Given these conditions, period of the summer (generally someti_,e between
strict adherence to maximizing NED is not mid-August and September),
appropriate, so the NED plan selection criteria

cannot be completely implemented in this study and These physical objectives became the starting point
alternative selection criteria are necessary, for the evaluation procedures established for this

document. Plan formulation and plan selection
The evaluation process used for this study is similar criteria are based on a screening process as
to the mitigative evaluations undertaken by the depicted in the decision chart shown in Figure
Corps when assessing the effects of construction 5.2-1.
and operation of multipurpose water development
projects. The Corps' process for selecting
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Individual options were screened to determine data, were quantifiedover a range of possible
whether they satisfied (to some degree) one or values, and were based on informedprofessional
more of the physical objectives (Step 1 of the judgement.
decision chart). Those thatdid not meet this test
were discardedfrom furtherconsideration. The The monetary values do not, in ali cases, measure
next step was to screen remainingmeasuresinto directlycomparableeconomic values. For
categories of implementability. Categoryone are example, the estimates may represent net income
those options that can be physically implemented by changes, gross income changes, expenditures, or
March 1992 within existing authorities. The transfers from one economic region to another.
remaining catego_ is a deferred status for Since these representdifferent types of values (e.g.,
consideration in later years, regional versus national), they cannot be traded off

on a one-to-one basis. In ali cases, the bases for
Options that were determined to be implementable the monetary estimates are clearly stated so that the
in March 1992 and within existing authoritieswere reader can differentiate between the estimates. By
then evaluated under Step 2 of the decision chart, combining the economic costs with the known
Criteria used for this step are that the option: (I) losses in outputs associated with each alternative, a
will not have significant negative effects on fish and ranking of alternatives from least to most costly
wildlife; (2) will provide information beneficial to was possible. This information was used hl the
future fish activities and will not foreclose future plan selectionprocess.
flow alternatives; (3) will not present unreasonable
safety hazards to the physical structures or to the Acceptability of these alternatives by State and local
operation of the projects; (4) will maintainthe entities and the public was assessed for each
water quality of the Columbia River Basin; and (5) alternative. The public had 50 day_ to review this
will address project operations in a manner that draft document and participate in public meetings
recognizes a balance of the uses served by the on its content.
Columbia River Basin while providing biological
benefits to fish. These options are presented for From this process a preferred alternative that most
review by the public in this document, closely meets regionally established objectives with

acceptable costs, minimal environmental damage,
Cost effectiveness and acceptability served as major and public acceptability was selected for the 1992
considerations in the plan selection process. The juvenile fish action plan. This plan is presented in
cost-effectiveness criteria, in terms of relative costs Sections 3 and 5 of this document. There will be a
to achieve a decrease in water particle travel time 15-day public review period on the FEIS, after
and water temperature goals, were used to rank the which a decision on the 1992 plan will be
options. However, some options are purely tests announced in a Record of Decision to be released
intended to provide information needed for potential on or around February 14, 1992.
future flow improvements, and would not provide
travel time reductions during 1992juvenile The decision chart lays out a similar process
outmigrationperiods. The benefits of these (Step 3j for meeting the adult fish objective. The
measures are not adequately addressed through this plan resulting from the adult decision chart was
cost-effectiveness approach. The costs included ali subjected to the same iinal test of acceptability
implementation costs and foregone costs in terms of discussed above and then added to the plan for
reduced output of project benefits, such as juvenile fish. This final combination plan became
hydropoweror navigationbenefits from the current the recommended actionwater managementplan
conditions. The benefits foregone componentof for 1992.
costs a_. presented in terms of reduction in the
physical outputs and, to the extent possible given lt should be recognized that the alternative selected
the limited time frame, the economic costs. The for implementation in 1992 might require
presentation of impacts may contain numerous adjustment depending on hydrologic eonditions. To
estimates of possible losses or gains in dollars for identify what adjustment might be required, the
the different alternatives. The limitations of these selected plan will be evaluated against low and high
monetary values must be recognized. In general, basin runoff volumes.
the monetary values were taken from available
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Actions implemented in 1992 may be considered 95,000 steelhead would require handling.
for implementation after 1992 depending on the Furthermore, the destination of these adults would
results of the 1992 monitoring actions and any not be known and the effect of such handling may
future project modifications that may be in place, be detrimental (i.e., increased injury/mortality).

Also, increased spill would increase dissolved gas

5.3 INITIAL SCREENING OF levels to levels considered lethal to fish (125 to 150

ALTERNATIVES percent).

Finally, this option results in significant impacts to
All measures in Section 3.0 to some degree satisfy navigation, power, irrigation, recreation, resident
the objective of reducing travel time for migrating fish, wildlife and presents an unreasonable safety
salmon. Thus, to satisfy Step 1 of the screening hazard to the projects. Without adequate tailwater
criteria, measures must be implementable in 1992. elevations, unacceptable scour and severe erosion
To evaluate implementability in 1992, three could occur at the downstream toe of each project.
questions were asked: Project modifications to accommodate upstream fish

passage and structural protection would require
1. Will the measure negatively affect fish? extensive hydraulic modeling before effective

designs could be completed. Implementation
2. Will the measure present unreasonable safety would, therefore, be sometime after 1992.

hazards to physical structures or the

operation of the projects? 5.3.2 Upper Snake River Flow
3. Will the measure foreclose future actions Augmentation ....

(i.e., result in irreversible effects)?
Flow augmentation alternatives that include water

If the answer to any of these questions is yes, the volumes greater than 100 KAF from the upper
measure was determined to be non-implementable Snake River System (above Brownlee) are not
in 1992 and eliminated from further consideration implementable in 1992. Negotiations for this water

are very complex and cannot be completed in timein this document. Two of the options that were
for the water to be available in the spring of 1992.determined to be non-implementable in 1992 are

discussed below.
5,4 COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES

5.3.1 Draft Snake River Projects to FOR 1992
Near Spillway

Seven reservoir drawdown alternatives and 11 flow

Although producing the greatest reduction in augmentation alternatives have potential for
practical travel time, the alternative that operates ali implementation in 1992. In addition, three
lower Snake River projects at near spillway was combination measures were evaluated. These

determined not to be implementable in 1992. This combinations do not represent ali possibilities, but
alternative would have significant negative impacts are discussed to illustrate how various altern=rives
to salmon stocks. Adult passage facilities would be can be combined and the impacts displayed.
inoperable and could not be modified in time for However, ali impacts resulting from individual
the 1992 upstream migration period. Thus, ali alternatives have been outlined and further

adult passage from Ice Harbor Dam upstream combinations will not present new information on
would be eliminated. A trap and haul program to impacts. Tables 5.4-1 and 5.4-2, at the end of
provide adult passage when ladders are inoperable Section 5, present a comparison of these
is not feasible. A trap requires certain flow alternatives.
conditions for attraction and collection similar to

those required at ladders. These conditions would The data D-esented for comparison are a summary
not exist under this alternative. In addition, the of information outlined in Section 4, For a

sheer number of adults that would require handling complete description of the individual alternatives,
makes this approach impractical. For example, at refer to Section 3. The performance of ali the
Ice Harbor approximately 34,000 chinook and alternatives, including those eliminated in the initial
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screening, against the plan selection criteria, is the mouth of the Snake River to Bonneville Dam
described below, range from about 22 days at flows of 100 kcfs to 5

days at flows of 450 kcfs. Typical flows at The

5.4.1 Performance Against Physical Dalles from April 15 to June 15 are in the range of
Objectives 250to3ookcfs,

The objectives of the 1992, options with respect to CBFWA, an umbrella organization c,_mprised of
juvenile salmon are the reduction of water particle the regional fisheries and wildlife agencies and
travel time in the 1992 outmigration season, or tribes, has proposed a program emphasizing
collection of test data that can be used in the enhanced fiver flows in the lower Columbia and

development of long-term proposals to improve Snake rivers to increase juvenile salmon survival.
migration eondltions. The reservoir drawdown, The proposal recommended specific flow targets of
flow augmentation, and combination alternatives 140 kcfs for the lower Snake River and 300 kcfs
were therefore evaluated against the calculated for the lower Columbia River from April 15
water particle travel time that would result in _ch through Juno 15. These flows correspond to water
case. This was done from two perspectives, particle travel times of about 6 days and 9 days,
Absolute and percentage changes from existing respectively, for a combined total of 15 days, The
travel times at different flow rates were calculated probability of meeting these targets in any given

and used to evaluatt. ,ac potential benefits to fish. year under existing conditions is about 17 percent
Alternatives and options were also evaluated on the for the lower Snake and 33 percent for the

combined reach,
basis of the probability in any one year that a
specific flow or water particle travel time objective
could be met. This approach is particularly 5.4.1.2 Reservoir Drawdown
valuable in comparing and selecting temporary
measures to be implemented tor the 1992 Over the range of possible flow conditions, drawing
migration, the four lower Snake River reservoirs to MOP

levels would reduce water particle travel time by a

The physical objective for 1992 for adult migration range of 3 days to less than 1/2 day. This absolute
, was to reduce late summer water temperatures at change would represent a relative improvement of

the confluence of the Snake and Columbia rivers, at most about 7 percent, and 3 to 4 percent

Multiple options for temperature control releases compared to typical operating elevations.
were evaluated against their ability to reduce
temperatures at this location, particularly to a target In contrast, lowering the pools to near spillway
level of 68°F. crest would provide a 100 percent probability of

meeting the taJ'get, based on simulations over a 50-

5.4.1.1 Existing Conditions year period of historical water conditions. Deep
drawdownswould reducewaterparticle travel time

Existing flow/travel time conditions for juvenile in this reach by a range of 28 to 3 days,
salmonmigration in the Columbia-Snake River representingreductionsof about 50 percent over
System are widely considered to be unsatisfactory the range of flows.
in many years as indicated by the need for the

Other drawdown options for the lower Snake Riverproposed action. Water particle travel times vary
with flow. Under existing conditions with the are intermediate between the above cases, involving
rnainstem dams at normal operating levels, water deer drawdowns at Lower Granite while keeping
particle travel times from the head of Lower the other three pools at normal or minimum levels.

These options would yield water particle travel timeGranite Reservoir to the Columbia River range
from about 20 days at flows of 40 kefs to 6 days at changes ranging from about 7 to 10 days at low
flows of 140 kcfs. Snake River flows at Lower flows to 1/2 to 1 day at high flows. The relative

Granite during the April 15 to June 15 peak improvements in water particle travel time would
outmigration period are typically in the range of 80 generally be about 15 to 20 percent for these cases.
to 1130kcfs. Flows have been considerably below
these levels in several recent dry years. Water The drawdown options for the lower Columbia
particle travel times on tLe Columbia River from River involve relatively modest changes in elevation
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from existing operations, Correspondingly, effects resulted in water particle travel times from
reductions in water particle travel time for this Lewiston to Bonneville of approximately 19, 17 and

reach alone would be about 10 percent or less 18 days, respectively. These times represent
compared to the existing condition, reductions of from 1 to 3 days over existing

conditions, or up to a 15 percent improvement.

5.4.1.3 FlowAugmentation
Several additional conclusions can be drawn from

The flow augmentation options were generally the analysi,J of the _spective components and

developed with the intention of meeting a specific .c°mbinati°ns' The first is that drawing ali eight
target flow at Lower Granite or The Dalles. The run-of-fiver projects down from current pool
targets for the Snake River options varied from 85 elevations (midway betwee_ maximum and MOP)
to 140 kcfs in flow, generally for the month of to MOP would reduce water particle travel time by
May. Long-term simulations indicate a 68 percent only about 1 day. On the other hand, operating the
chance that flows will be 85 kcfs in May with four lower Snake projects at spillway free flow, in
existing conditions. The Snake River flow combination with the lower Columbia projects at
augmentation options would increase this MOP, would result in a travel time of less than 15
probability to 74 to 98 percent. The probability of days in all 50 simulated years without any
meeting a 100 kcfs target ranges from 44 to 96 additional flow augmentation measures.
percent for these options. In contrast, the highest
probability of meeting a 140 kcfs target is 46 Using the flow augmentation options alone, only
percent, which could only be accomplished with an the most extreme measure--unlimited storage drafts
Unrestricted draft from Brownlee and Dworshak. from Dworshak and Brownlee augmented with 300

KAF from the upper Snake (Option F)--reduces

A flow of 200 kcfs was the only target specified for travel time to almost 6 days. Option G, which
lower Columbia River flow augmentation options, involves a draft of 900 KAF from Dworshak and
The annual probability of meeting this target ranged 50 to 200 KAF from Brownlee, would reduce
as high as 98 percent in May and 70 percent in travel time by only about 1 day.
June. These results reflect additional flow
contributions from both the Snake River and the Unfortunately, the two measures that produce the

upper Columbia. greatest water particle travel time reductions,
operation of the lower Snake projects at spillway

In terms of water particle travel time, the flow free flow and unlimited draft of Dworshak and
augmentation options would be capable of achieving Brownlee, also would have the greatest impacts on
modest reductions. The maximum reduction for other project uses, and also fish. lt would appear

the lower Snake River would be about 2 to 4 days that the approach that would produce the greatest
with the unlimited draft option, representing likelihood of achieving a significant reduction in
relative improvements of up to about 30 percent, water particle travel time with the least impact on
Changes produced with the other options would other project uses would be a combination of flow
generally be about half of this level or less. augmentation and reservoir drawdown.
Options for the lower Columbia could reduce water
particle travel time by up to 2 to 3 days at low One strategy might be to use one of the more
flows and 1 to 2 days at medium flows, moderate flow augmentation proposals (such as

Option G) in combination with operation of ali

5.4.1.4 Combinations of Drawdown eight run-of-fiver projects at MOP as a normal

and Augmentation operation. A travel time of 15 days or lesswould
be achieved by this combination in about 56 percent
of the years (compared to about 30 percent in 3Three specific combination options (Options X, Y
under current operations). In low flow years, theand Z) were identified and evaluated in the
lower Snake projects could also be lowered below

OA/EIS. Ali three included some type of
MOP to meet this goal. Under most flowdrawdown measure for the lower Snake and the

lower Columbia and some level of flow conditions, however, lowering the projects to

augmentation from each river. The combined spillway free flow would reduce water particle A
travel time even further. To reduce impact on 'qF
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other river uses, the water particle travel time goal conclusions that focus on the most significant
could be met in moderately low flow years by environmental impact issues.
partial drawdown of ali four projects or drawdown

of only certainprojects, The successof sucha 5.4.2.1 Existing Conditions (No
planwould bedependenton accuraterunoff Action Alternative)
forecasts, so that drawdown of the lower Snake

projects could be scheduled if nee,ded. The no action alternative is to continue to manage
the Federal projects in the Columbia River System

Other combinations could also produce a high as was done duringthe operational years of 1984
probability ))f meeting a goal of 15 days travel through 1990. Water conditions and flows in the
time, One such eomblnation is heavier flow Snake River Subbashamayimprove relative to
augmentation options in combination with operating recent dry years. If so, the Snake River salmon
Lower Granite at elevation 7 I0. stocks may show an improvement, remain at their

present levels, or continue to decline. This is
5.4.1.5 Storage Releases for beck,ase flow conditions alone may not be the

Temperature Control dominant factoraffecting stock survival and
numbers.

One alternative addresses the need to improve the
temperature in the lower Snake River in late 5.4.2.2 ReserJoir Drawdown
summer. Currently, temperatures in the Ice Harbor

Pool reach levels up to 72°F or greater in late Lower Snake River. Drawing the lower Snake
August to early September. High temperatures River projects down to MOP would result in
create unfavorable environmental conditions for insignificant and often offsetting impacts in most
adult salmon. Preliminary results of models resource areas. Anadromous fish, for example,
addressing the use of the cooler waters from would likely benefit slightly from minor reductions

O Dworshak to cool the Snake River show some in water particle travel time, but there would alsoopportunity for temperature control at Ice Harbor, be a minor reduction in rearing habitat for
The data and results of these studies remain subyearling chinook. Similarly, spawning and
somewhat inconclusive, and research is continuing, rearing habitat for resident fish would be reduced
In August 1991, the Corps released water from somewhat, but spawning success might be increased
Dworshak in a test of the ability to reduce Snake by stabilized water surface elevations. The most
River water temperatures, The information gained significant impacts would be to power generation.
from this action was used to conduct further Operation at relatively static levels near MOP
modeling studies, would eliminate the opportunity to shape generation

to match the variation in daily and weekly load
5.4.2 Environmental Effects of demands, and could result in spilling of flows

Alternatives above turbine capacity at night. Capacity losses
rangingfrom 550 to 1,400MW during the

The results of the environmental evaluation reflect drawdown period would have an estimated cost of
expected impacts to an extensive and complex $11 million, while non-firm energy losses are
water resources system that is managed for a estimated at an additional $9 to $13 million.
variety of uses, including conservation of fishery
resources. As would be expected, some of the The two options for drafting the lower Snake River
potential modifications to this system would projects to near spillway crest would significantly
produce substantial negative impacts to existing reduce water particle travel time throughout this
users who have made decisions based on a 20-year reach of the fiver. However, without prior
hi_,toryof system operation, modificationof the projects, there would be

significant impacts to reservoir aquatic habitat,
The following material is an abbreviated summary navigation, irrigation, energy production, and
of those impacts, as presented in detail in Section 4 recreation. In addition, upstream passage for adult
of the OA/EIS. The objective of this summary is migrants would be blocked because fish ladders
to aggregate the details of the evaluation with would no longer be operable. Because of these
respect to individual options and present broad unacceptable impacts, without prior structural
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modification of the projects, drafting th¢_lower salmon, either though dewatering of spawning 0
Snake River projects to near spillway crest was reads in the upper re,aches of Little Goose Pool or
eliminated from further consideration(Section 5,3), dissolved gas supersaturation ,ffe.cts on alevins or

fry,
Tare. of the remaining Snake Rivet' drawdown
options combine deep drawdowns at Lower Granite Lower Columbia River, Th_ differences between
with MOP or normal operation at the other thr_ the two drawdownoptions for the Columbia River
projects, Environmental impacts from these dams relate to whether John Day and McNary
options would be similar in type to those with ali pools are loweredto MOP or are maintainedat
Snake River projects at run-of-river spillway crest, somewhathigher elevations; Bonneville and The
but would generally be localized to Lower Granite, Dalles pools would be lowered to MOP in either
Agricultural losses would not be associated with case,, The elevation differences for John Day and
these options, The impact magnitudewould be McNary produce major differences in
significantly less for several resourceareas, environmentaleffects between the options.
Additional transportation costs from disruption of
barge service would range from about $0,4 million The John Day and McNary projects encompass
to $0,9 million, The costs of lost peaking capacity, large areas of shallow water. Drawdown of these
firm energy and non-firm energy would range from projects to MOP would result in dewatering much
about $17 million to over $130 million for the of this area. At John Day, forexample, drawdown
lower Snake River System, Re,creation effects to MOP would expose over 10,000 acres of
would be measured by up to 158,000 recreation shallow-waterhabitat. One immediate effect would
days of displaced use, be the loss of invertebrates and aquatic plants that

had established in these areas, The lower water
Two distinguishing characteristicsamong the levels and flat slopes could result in a change in the
options focused on LowerGranite should be noted, extent and diversity of the existing riparian
The option of operating LowerGranite at elevation vegetation, and elimination of the more sensitive
710 and the other three projects at MOP would species. These changes would result in immediate
theoretically maintain upstream fish passage, adverse impacts to resident fish, migrating and
therebyeliminating one of the major adverse resting juvenile salmon, waterfowl, and terrestrial
impacts associated with drawdown to near spillway wildlife. Terrestrial impacts would be concentrated
crest. Similarly, scheduling a test drawdown to on wetlandand riparian communities thathave.
near spillway crest at Lower Granite during winter developed in the Umatilla and McNary National
would greatly reduce or eliminate adverse effects Wildlife Refuges,
on anadromous and Iesident fish, recreation, and
aesthetics compared to a summerdrawdown, Otherresources that would be most affected by

drawdown to MOP on the lower Columbia River
Partially in response to public and agency review of would be agriculture, recreation, aesthetics, cultural
the draft OA/EIS, a new reservoir test drawdown resources, power, and municipal and industrial
option has be.eninvestigated in the f'malOA/EIS. water uses. Impacts that are measurable in dollars
This test involves drafting Lower Granite to near would be greatest for agriculture. Lowering of
spillway crest and drafting Little Goose by up to 15 pools below irrigation intake levels would eliminate
feet below MOP to simulate spillway-fr_flow production from approximately 226,000 acres of
tailwater conditions, if possible, during March irrigated land in 1992, with most of the acreage
1992. This option would avoid most of the dependent on the John Day Pool. The net loss in
potential adverse impacts to migrating adult and agricultural production and re.establishmentcosts is
juvenile fish described above for other Snake River estimated at $197 million, Minimal firm energy
drawdown options, as few upstream or dbwnstream would be lost with this option, but capacity losses
migrants would be present. The 4-we.ekduration would range from 1,500 to 2,400 MW. Including
of this test and its timing (in late winter) would lost non-firm energy, power generation effects are
work to minimize adverse impacts to navigation, estimated at $42 to $50 million in valve. Lower
irrigation and recreation. The primary water levels would impair or preclude the use of
environmental concern with this option is the most of the boat ramps and swimming beaches at
potential for adverse impacts to fall chinook the four projects, resulting in significant shifts or
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declines in recreational use during most of the involving transfer of system flood control storage
summer season. Aesthetics would be degraded by from Dworshakand Brownle_ to Grand Coulee, for
exposure of large areas of reservoir bottom, again example, would generally maintain higher
largely concentrated at John Day and McNary. elevations at the former projects for the same
Cultural resource sites are also most numerous at volume of release.

= these two projects and would be subject to
increase,d exposure and potential damage, The size and structure of the flow augmentation

options result in a pattern of greatest changes in
Drawdown of McNary to elevation 337, John Day elevation from base conditions at Dworshak, lesser
to 262,5, and the others to MOP would result in effects at Brownie.e,and minor to mhdmal changes
much lesser impacts to most of these affected at Grand Coulee, One option, intendedprimarily
resources. One exception would be power to test how much stored water would be required to
generation, where the loss of operational flexibility meetthe CBFWA target flow of 140 kcfs, allowed
would produce similar capacity and non-firm unrestricted drafts of both Dworshak and Brownlee,
energy losses, Affected agriculturalacreage would Simulation model runs indicate that this option
be reduced to 13,000 acres and thenet lost would draft Dworshak and Brownleeto the bottom
production and replacementcosts to $52 million, of each pool in May of most years, Less
Without the large losses of shallow-waterhabitat, significant or drasticoptions would result in much
resident fish could benefit fromenhanced spawning more modestelevation changes, These changes are
and rearing conditions because of more stable water summarized below by project:
levels, Municipal and industrial water supply
intakes at MeNary would continue to function as at Dworshak. Aside from the unrestricted draft,
present, , the options would produce two general levels of

elevation changes, One group of options,
Adverse impacts in the lower Columbia reach could generally fixed drafts of 1,200 KAF (double the
be further reduced by only drawing downJohn Day existing water budget), would result in typical
to elevation 262,5 from May 1 to August 31, The May elevations that are up to 50 feet lower than
net cost of the agricultural impacts from this option expected with existing operations, These
would be about $1.9 million, while the power costs options also have a much lower chance of refill ,
would likely range from about $20 to $25 million by the end of July, indicating that the lower
(approximately half the level of the other two lower elevations could persist through the summer and
Columbia drawdown options), from year to year. A second group of options,

incorporating drafts of from 600 to 1,200 KAF
5.4.2.3 Flow Augmentation and various operationalmodifications, would

typically result in May elevation differences
The environmental consequences of the various from existing operations of 10 to 12 feet or less,
flow augmentation options would generally be These options would not drasticallyaffect refill
limited to the storage reservoirs. Storagereleases probability,and in one case would actually
to meet a target flow would most likely be varied result in a higher chance of refill.
so as to maintain that target flow until the allocated
storage was exhausted. This would result in Brownlee. Major changes in elevations from
relatively stable flows and elevations at the run.of- existing conditions would only occur with the
river pools. Effects on wildlife, resident fish, plant um'estricted draft option. In ali other cases,
communities, navigation, irrigation, recreation, and elevation differences are confined to May, June
cultural resources at these projects would be limited and July, and refill patterns would not be
to changes in velocity that would not be great, greatly altered. Drafts made in May produce

elevations about 20 feet lower than base
Effects at the storage projects (Dworshak, conditions. Drafts divided between May and
Brownlee, and Grand Coulee) would depend on the June would result in May elevation differences
magnitude and timing of the elevation change of less than 10 feet, but extend refill into
(draft). These, in turn, are determined by the size August under some water conditions.
of the release and the way in which operations are
changed to accomplish the release. Options
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Grand Coulee. Due in part to operational 5,4.2.4 Combinations of Drawdown
constraints Incorporated in the analysis, the and Augmentation
probabilityand significanceofelevationchanges

at Grand Coulee are not large, Flood control The effects of the three combination options

shifts from Dworshak or Browniee would be evaluated amount to the additive impacts of the
posslble in about 1 in 3 years of simulated water various components, Two of the combination
conditions, Differences in elevation were options incorporate drawdown of ali four Snake
generally 5 feet or less in the few simulated River projects to MOP, with no unresolvable
cases where changes would occur, and none of adverse impacts to anadromous fish or other
the options would have an effect on the resources, One option would include drawdown of
probability of refill in July, Lower Granite to elevation 710 feet, requiring 100

percent of the flow to be passed over the spillway,
The effects of these elevation differences would This could limit upstream passage by disorienting
primarily apply to resident fisheries, recreation, adult salmon, and would result in elevated

aesthetics, and power production, The unrestricted dissolved gas levels,
draft option would significantly affect spawning,

feeding, and survival of resident fish, particularly With respect to the lower Columbia River, ali three
at Brownlee. Other options with significant combination options incorporate the higher
elevation differences would raise concerns over elevations for John Day and McNary,
reduced production of food sources and transfer of Consequently, the major adverse impacts to
fish downstream through entrainment, multiple resources that would be associated with

operating ali four lower Columbia projects at MOP
, Effects on recreation and aesthetics at Dworshak would generally be avoided.

could range from severe to minor. The

unrestricted draft option would virtually eliminate Two of the combination options include the existing
use at most recreation sites on the reservoir in a level of flow augmentation for the Snake River,
typical water year. This would result in while the third involves additional storage releases
displacement of an estimated 268,000 recreation that would likely lead to only minor elevation
days, or more than 75 percent of the existing use changes at Dworshak and Brownl_. Ali three
level. However, impacts to recreation would be combination options also include the Target 200
much less drastic with other options. Four options flow strategy for the Columbia River, which would
with relatively small elevation changes would have minimal effect on Lake Roosevelt elevations,

displace visitation of 2,000 recreation days or less. The environmental impact contribution from the
Access for recreation at Brownlee in May and June flow augmentation components of these options
would not be significantly reduced except with an should therefore be minor.
unrestricted draft, so minimal changes in visitation
would be expected with the other options. The size

5.4.2.5 Storage Releases forand probability of elevation changes at Grand
Coulee are such that no visitation changes were Temperature Control

projected. Releasing ecel water from Dworshak to attempt to

Flow augmentation options for the Snake River reduce temperatures downstream ha the Snake River
would result in firm energy losses ranging from 60 would raise several potential issues concerning

- to 70 average MW to 450 to 500 average MW with anadromous and resident fish. Aside from
unrestricted drafts. The associated value of these providing needed test data, the proposed August

losses would range from $12 million to $146 release Of ecel water from Dworshak would have a
measurable positive effect on temperature at Lowermillion. Despite gains in non-firm energy

production, total power costs would range from Granite, and to a lesser extent downstream. This
about $9 million to over $130 million. The Target would potentially enhance upstream migration
200 options for the Columbia River would result in success of some early fall chinook and steelhead.
power costs ranging from $20 million to $75 Growth rates for a portion of the Dworshak
million, hatchery steelhead production would be reduced,

Use of some elevation-sensitive recreational
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facilities at Dworshak would be curtailed or Total direct costs by option are then divided by the
eliminated during a peak use month, resulting in reduced weighted water parilcle travel time to
potential displacement of 9,000 recreation days. arrive at a measu_'e of the cost per day of reduced
Recreatlonists continuing to use the reservoir would weighted water particle travel time, This figure is
experience loss of aesthetic quality from a calculated for _.ch option, and then the options are
drawdown of up to 20 feet, ranked according to cost-effectiveness,

5.4.3 Cost Effectiveness The cost-effectiveness analysis has several
shortcomingsand this was recognizedwhen the

Typically,theCorpsbasesplanselectionon the processwas lJsedforplanselectlonThe limited
FederalobjectlvetomaximizecontHbutlonsto timeperiodfbrthisOA/EIS and thelackofdata

NED consistentwithprotectingtheenvlronment, ledtothefollowingslmplificatlons:

The evaluatlonofaJ'ternatlvesurderthisobjective
requiresthorougha_sessmentsct'allthecostsand * The cost-effectivene_ssanalyslsdoesnot

benefitsassociated'#¢itheachalternative, coverallthepossibleoptionsand doesnot

Unfortunately,theextremelyshorttlmeframeof containthesame levelofdetailedanalysis
thisstudydoesnotallowforbasicdatacollectionto for,eachalternatlw,'.

determineallthecostsand benefits.Inaddition,

insufficientbiologicaldataareavailabletoestablish * The end resultofthecost-effectliveness

biologicaloutputsofthealternatives;therefore,the analysisisa meas_,reofthecostrequiredper

biologicalgoalisreplacedwitha physicalgoal.As day ofwaterparticletraveltimereduction
aresultoftheselimitations,theevaluationtool foreachoptlon,/Someoftheoptionsare

usedincomparingthealternativesisa measureof purelyteststhatWould be conductedinnon-

cost-effectiveness,calculatedintermsofrelative migratoryperiods,lindassuch,wouldnot
coststoachieveaunitofthephysicalobjective, yieldbenefitsthata_remeasurableinthis

nla,nller,

5.4.3.1Approach and Methods
• The analysis was limited to the average

The physical objective used in this analysis is the water conditions. To providt_ a complete
reduction in water panicle travel time achieved by picture it would be appropriate to investigate
each option, The reduction in water particle travel the cost-effectiveness under relatively dry
time (expressed in days) is then weighted by the and wet water years, but time did not allow
percentage of the juvenile fish run passing during this,
the implementation period to determine the
effective reduction in water particle travel time, In • Ideally the cost-effectiveness would be based
other words, a reduction tn water particle travel on the number of wild salmon surviving

time of ten days that would benefit 50 percent of under each option, instead of the weighted
the run would represet_t a weighted water particle water particle travel time reductions,
travel time reduction of 5 days. A thorough
discussion of water particle travel time and the • Numerous assumptions were made to
potential reductions achieved by the alternative estimate values of Impacts.
actions can be found ha Section 4.2,1,2.

For these reasons the cost-effectiveness analysis

In determining the costs for this analysis, only the was used primarily to rank alternatives from the
NED, also referred to as direct net, costs and most cost-effectiveness to the least cost-

benefits were considered. In addition, the options effectiveness and to discard those alternatives that
investigated in this analysis will occur in 1992 were clearly most costly for the amount of reduced

only; therefore, '0nly short-term impacts were water particle travel time. For example, the
estimated. The costs include implementation costs drawdown of the John Day Reservoir to MOP in
and foregone behefits in terms of reduced output of 1992 was found to be extremely costly primarily
project benefits from the current conditions, because of the impacts to irrigated agriculture and,

hence, this action was not considered in the final
plan selection.
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The cost-effectiveness analysis does not fully with some of the flow augmentation options, A
represent the Northwest Power Planning Council's detailed discussion of transportationcosts is
most r_ent fish and wildltfe amendments, The presented in Section 4,7,
selection of the final amendmentsoccurred too late /
to allow for complete investigation in this Increasedcosts for a :]-month (April to June with
document, However, due to the similarity of the refill) closure were computed based on increased
amendments to s_veral of the options studies in this storagecosts on ali Snake reservoirsexcept Ice
OA/EIS and limited cost data available on the Harbor, where storage capacity was judged
NPPC Plan (Snake River Flow Augmentation), !nadequate, For Ice Harbor, the rail costs were
preliminary approximations of the relative cost- used, For the longer drawdowns from April
effectiveness of the NPPC Plan were possible, through August, the storage facilities would be full

when newly harvested grain starts arriving, The

5.4.3,2 Travel Time Improvements analysisassumesaddedstoragecostsup to capacity
and then diversion to rail for the balance,

Water particle travel time improvements for most
of the options are presented in Table :5,4-3, For The analysis did not attempt to quantify several
the lower Snake River drawdown options, the potential or speculative impacts including changes
improvements in weighted water particle travel time in the price of commodities due to modificationof
range from 0,60 days for the option of lowering the deliveries, increased rail and barge rates from shifts
Snake River projects to MOP, to 4,48 days for in movements, impacts on deep-draftnavigation
draftingthe Snake River projects to near spillway below Bonneville, and increasedhighway and
crest, It should be noted that improvements in ratlbedoperationsand maintenance costs due to
weighted water particle travel time relate to both increased traffic, Ali of these changes could occur
positive and negative impacts to migrating fish, to some extent, but they are extremely difficult to
The advantage is improved smelt travel time with quantify for short-term impact, These items,
increased flow, However, under these conditions however, would represent additional economic
(four reservoirs to near spillway crest) neither costs; therefore, it must be recognized that the
upstream nor downstream fish passage facilities existing analysis somewhat understates total
would be operational, and increasedspill would transportation costs,

. produce dissolved gas levels considered lethal to
fish. The navigation-relateddirect costs c; _he various

options range from no Impacts for several of the
Weighted water particle travel time reductions options to $5,7 million for the option of drafting
range up to 2 days for lower Columbia River the Snake River projects to near spillway crest
drawdown options, and are generally less than 1 from April 15 through August 15,
day for Snake River flow attgmentationoptions,

irrigation, lt was assumed that the implementation

5.4.3,3 Cost of Options of options would occur in the spring and summer of
1992and this would not allow irrigators to modify

The direct costs associated with the various options pumps and piping, lt was assumed this would
are presented in Table 5,4-4, The costs are result in no crop production for 1992 on the
tabulated in the four categories of navigation, affected acreage, This assumption was supported
irrigation, recreation, and hydropower, A by the complexity and high costs of modifying the
discussion of the assumptions made in evaluating pumping systems, ha addition, with the very arid
these costs is presented in the following paragraphs, situationsalong John Day, McNary, and Ice
Impacts that would occur in other resource areas Harbor pools, lt is very unlikely that alternative
are not suitably quantifiable in monetary terms, crops could be established and economically grown

under dry-land conditions,

Navigation. Impacts to navigation will be
experienced primarily on the Columbia-Snake For the purposes of this analysis, the impacts were
Inland Waterway and are associated with the computed as the loss of net income plus continued
drawdown options which lower pools below MOP, fixed cost (gross crop value less variable cost) plus

re-establishmentcosts in some circumstances asImpacts on log movement at Dworshak could occur
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Table $.4.3. Reduced weighted water particle travel time (WWP'IT), average water year,

P_Ant of I
Number o_ Redu_on Run Pluuitng We_ghte:J

W_k= InWPTT o/ (Avertge Yuu R_u_on

RESERVOIR DRAWt3ONN

Snake River

NI 4 Pto_ectl to MOP 4/1 to 7/'31 la 0,8 _,8 0,80

, NI 4 Prc:_K_ to N_ Splllv_y 4/16 tolg16 18 4,§ I_,0 4,48

NI 4 Profit, t= to Na=/Bplll_y 4/15 tO0/15 B 4,5 85,8 2,97

LWG 1oNNJ' 9¢lll_uy, Othert to MOP _ 2/1 to 2/28 4 NA 0 NA

LWG to Neat Bptlhuly, Others to MOP _ 7/15 to 8/1t_ 4 NA 2,4 NA

LWQ to 71D, Othem to MOP 4/11_to 1_18 8 1.2 1_5,9 079

LWO to Nuu Spfllv_y, LG8 to MOP -_' =J 3/1 to 3/3't 4 NA 0 NA

Lower Columb t,,
Ali 4 Pto_ects to MOP 4/1 to 6/3'1 20 2,1 96,6 2 07

JIDAto 262,5'; MCN mt 337'; TDA, BON to MOP 4/1 to 8/31 20 1,6 98,8 1.58

JIDAto 282.5" 8/1 to 8/31 18 O,g 81,7 0.74

MCN to 337', BON &hd TDA to MOP 8/1 to 8,/31 10 0,0 81,7 0,49

F LOW AUQMENTATION

Snake RNer
Opt*on A (Base Ca.,_) 8/1 to S/31 4 ..... '-

Option B Snake RNer 5/1 to 5/31 ,_ 1,2 39,5 0 47
Co_umblaRNe( 4 0,7 31.4 037b/
TolaJ 0.84

Option C Bna_e River 5/1 to 8/30 8 0,8 88 9 0 41
...... Co_umb_River 8 0.3 84,2

Total 0,74

Option O Bnake River 8/1 1o_/31 4 1,2 39,5 0.47
_ _ Coaumbia RNer 4 0.7 31,4 0.371o/

Total 0.64

Opt*on E Snake River 5/1 to 6/30 8 O,8 68 9 0,41
Co(umbraRiver 8 0,3 64,2
To_d 0.74

Option F Snake Rivet B/1 1o5/31 4 23 39 5 001
(_o_umbiaFiNer 4 1.4 31,4
'Tc,ii

Option Q 9r_e River 15/11o5/31 4 0,5 39,5 0.24
, Columbia Rive( 4 0,3 31,4

ToJaJ 0,40

Option H 8nake River 4/15 to 5/31 8 0,5 82,7 0,20
_ Oolurnbl_ FINer 8 0,3 40,0

Tot_ 0,46

Option i 8r_I River 5/1 to tS/31 4 0,2 39,5 0.O8
Col_mbta RNef 4 0. t 31,4 005b/
Total 0.13

Option J Snake River 4/18 to 8/31 8 0,4 82,7 0.21
___._L.R._J 8 0.3 40,0

TolaJ 0.41

NPPC Plan Snake RIVe_ 4/1_ to 6/1§ 8 0,3 1_7,4 020

Total 0.311

Cr_umb_ River
Target 200 kcfll 8/1 t(_/30 i 8 1,8 t14,2 1,64 bl

Non.-TrmtyBtomge 7/1 to8/31 I 8 1,1 17,5 0,19

li/Phyllicid Tell Only
bl AJio weighted by grIllf number of tmOltll octglnating In mid iJld lOW,ltColumbill thoJ18nl_I; Appto_, 1,7 5.13
c/WPTT teduclJonll for flow |ugmentitJon _ll bll.Sedon li cor.,mnl distribution _ film c_verthe entire period,

Actual rllee_t_ will bi |h_oed by the Fish Pau_tge Center to provide the optimum blnefit iu the dow_tub'n mlor=nta.
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_xplalned below, The sourc_¢s for the income and However, the pumping-related costs arc Identified
ecat data w,ro the crop budgets prepared for the hero b_ause they more nearly repres0nt the longer-
Farm Business Management Reports by tho term net costs associated with rtver management
Washington State Unlwrslty (WSU) Cooperative a0tlons that might be taken in futuro years, The
Extension, ecat effe,etlvenoss of various drawdown measur,s

would therefore be considerably htghor in future

For crops established over several years, lt was years after pumpha8 plant modifications had been
assumed that alternatives causing loss of water for tmplomonte.d,
four or five months would kill tho crop and result

in high ro.-establtshmont costs (except on Bomaovlllo Recreation, R_re.atlon displacement was based
pool whore pre,clpltatlon appears to be sufficient), on the assumption that If the physical facilities were
These re-establishment costs were also estimated not usable (e,g,, a dry boat ramp), then the activity
from th_ WSU data and wera applte,d to apples, assoelatexl with that facility would be displaced to
mixed orchards, grapes, alfalfa, and grass se.e.d another reservoir or lost completely, In some
crops, Because of the magnitude of these costs, tt eas_s, decreased use of owmtght and day-use
is possible that farmers would find ways to doliwr facilities oriented to water was also anticipated, No
enough water to keep plants alive, Time attempt was made to determine the reduction tn
constraints did not allow for _xamlnlng use of quality of the recreation expertene_ if th_ recreation
alternative sources of water, wator trucks, activity eonthaues, but with f_wer attributes, Due
temporary irrigation methods, and other posstbl_ to the lack of data or studies, the expected changes
irrigation alt_rnatives, For this reason, the re- ha vlsltatton wor_ not allocated to othor recreation

establtshmont costs were used as a proxy for the sites or activities, Therefore, the visitation changes
Impacts, even though lt ts possibl_ that cheaper may not be net losses of recreational aetivtty to the
methods to maintain the plants could be found, region,
This point will be t.xamlned further in a sensitivity

analysis, No rc-establishment costs were claimed For the cost-effectiveness analysis, the economic
for the 2-month drawdown beeaus_ lt was assumed value of recreation was assumed to be $5 per
plants would not die, aetlv|ty day, This value ts taken from the Water

Resources Council's "Principles and Guidelines"
The dh'ect costs to Irrigation range from minimal determination of general recreation values per
impacts for th_ flow augmentation options (possible vtsltor day of rouglaiy $2 to $6 for 1990 conditions,
crop losses of about $0,2 mtlllon for som_ options Thts value ts considerably lower than values
affecting Brownle¢) to $197 million with ali eight dvt_rmined from site-specific studies for reservoir
lower Columbia and Snaky Rtver projects to MOP, recreation tn the Northwest, For example, the
A thorough discussion of the impacts ts presented study of willingness-to-pay values for a recreation
in Section 4,8 Agriculture, day at Hungry Horse reservoir computed a value of

$26 to $28 per recreation day (Ben Zvl, 1990), A
The costs of modifying pumps and ptp_s were recreation day may include several activities, and at
estimated at $19,7 million for projects drawn down Hungry Horse it was found that the average
to MOP and an additional $11,8 million with Ice re.creator participated tn 3.5 activities, The low
Harbor Pool near spillway crest. With pool value of $5 was used because it was felt that the

drawdowns, the pumping head would increase and recreation activities that arc displaced would be
pumping costs would inere.as¢ by about $0,8 replaced by othcr activities and, hence, not totally
million for MOP and an additional $0,5 million for lost to the re,glen,
Ice Harbor to spillway crest, Each pump

modification r_uir¢s designs specifically for that The dire.ct costs to re.creation wcr¢ generally
site, Lead time for pump modifications is 10 to 14 calculated by multiplying estimates of potentially
months, so this is not an option in the short run, displaced recreation days with each option (from

Section 4,10), by the $5 unit day value, Potential
Becatt_ pump'mg plant modifications could not b_ displacement was not _stlmated directly for the
made before any 1992 options were Implemented, lower Columbia River projects, but reasonable
these costs are not directly relevant to the cost- direct cost levels were assumed, The recreation

effectiveness analysis for the 1992 options, costs rang_ from _ro with the Snake River projects
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at MOP to $3,7 million for th_ Snake River each option, The direct costs to hydropower nmge
projects to near spillway crest from April 15 from $20 to $24 million wlth the Snake River at
through August 15, Specific estimates of"e×pect_ MOP to $159 to $192 million with the Snake River
V[sltordlspla0ement at lower Columbia River projects near spillway crest from April 15 through
facilities could not be developed with the August 15, lt should be noted that for flow
tr_formattonavailable, Instead, the costs of augmentationOption F (unlimiteddrafting), no
recreationdisplacement were assumed to be $2 capacity impacts were estimated;hence, Impactson
million with ali four projects operated at MOP and the high side could be much greater than $130
$i millionwithJohnDay atelevation262,5, mllllon,
McNaryat337,andBonnevilleandTheDallesat

MOP, Theseassumptions were based on Corps 5,4,3.4 Comparative Evaluation of
recreationdata and operating experience for the Options
projects,

The last two columns in Table 5,4-4 present th_
Hydropower, The impacts to power are total direct costs by option and the costs per day of
summarized in three categories: loss hacapacity, reduced weighted water particle travel ttmo for
loss In firm energy, and lossin non-firm energy, each alternative, Excluding the physical test
The capacity Impacts are often minor because the options for a proposed 4-we_k test drawdown of
Northwest power system is considered to haw Lower Granite or Lower Granite and Little Goose,
capacity surplus except in certain situations, Major which would have no effect on travel time, the total
impacts to capacity (up to 3,200 MW)would occur direct costs range from $9 to $10 million for the
with some of the options; however, major preferred Snake River flow augmentation (Optlon J)
economic costs would occur In 1992 only if the to $246 to $279 mtllton for ali four lower Snake
capacity surplus is exceeded, For this reason, the River projects operated near spillway crest from >
OA/EISvaluedestimatedcapacitylossesforthe April15toAugust15,Incost-effectivenessterms,
first1,000MW inMay andJuneatzero,and thesetwooptionsrangefroma minimumofabout
lossesof1,000to3,000MW inMay andJune, $12milliontoa maximumof$62millionperday
Ali losses in other months were valued at of weighted water particle travel time reduction,
$4/kW/month, Losses in excess of 3,000 MW in Figure 5,4-1 presents a graphical depiction of the
May and June were valued at $10/kW/month (see ranking of the cost-effectiveness of six options,
Section 4,9.2,2). indicating the range of costs and uncertainty, The

four most cost-effective options are presented ha
Firm energy impacts are determined by losses in order below,
the FELCC, which is the level of energy the power

system can generate in the worst historical water COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF DIRECT
condition, The FELCC is an assured amount of COSTS OF OPTIONS
energy and carries a higher value than the non-firm

energy. The EIS valued losses of FELCC at 35 Cost Per Day,
mills/kwh, which is reflective of what BPA is Weighted Redhced
currently paying for firm energy resources that it OPTION: wFrI' ($ million)
will acquire for the long term,

Target 200 12.2-45,7
The non-firm energy is sold over a wide range of Snake River augmentation 22,0-24,4
values based on market conditions at the time of Option J
sales, The availability of non-firm energy reduces John Day Pool to 262.5' 23,4-27.6
the need forgeneration of energy"with more costly Snake River projectsto MOP 33,5-40,2
generation resources. The value of this
displacement represents the NED value; however,
for this analysis the average cost for which BPA 5.4.3.5 Sensitivity Analysis
sells the power (15 mills/kwh) was used,

The purpose of the sensitivity analysis is to define

The power costs in Table 5,4-4 were provided by the range of values that the direct costs may take
BPA and represent a range of possible impacts for depending on different possible conditions not
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related to the proposed options. The results of the reservoirs to MOP in 1992 was strongly supported
sensitivity analysis are presented in Table 5.4-5. by the States of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho,
For navigation costs, low values assume ali grains and the Fish and Wildlife Service. In addition, the
can be stored, and the high value assumes ali grain NPPC plan recommends the implementation of
is moved by rail. For irrigation, the low value drawdown to MOP of the four lower Snake River
assumes pump modification costs plus increased reservoirs.
operating costs, and the high value assumes net
income loss, fixed costs, and re-establishment Lower Columbia River. Most of the comments
costs, ihat addressed the drawdown of the lower

Columbia River reservoirs to MOP ,'ecognlzed the
For recreation, the low value applies the Water significant impacts to irrigation. Therefore, there
Resource Council's minimum value of $2.20 per was little support for this option. There was,
recreation day, and the high value uses a $15 per however, support for drawdowns that would
recreation day value which is based on Idaho minimize impacts to irrigation (i.e., John Day to
fishing values and the Hungry Horse study (Ben elevation 262.5, McNary to 337, and Bonneville
Zvi, 1990). The sensitivity analysis yields the and The Dalles to MOP).
potential range of the cost per day reduced

weighted water particle travel time for each option The plan supported and included in the NPPC plan
in order to provide information regarding the consists of drafting only John Day to the minimum
uncertainty surrounding many of the estimates of level to accommodate irrigation interests. This
direct costs, drawdown would cover the period of May 1

through August 31.

5.4.4 Public Acceptability
5.4.4.3 Flow Augmentation

5.4.4.1 General
Although many comments to the draft OA/EIS

The cooperating agencies measured the public identified modifications or new flow augmentation
acceptability of' the alternatives considered in two options on both the Snake and Columbia rivers, the

' different ways. The first was based upon public general perception is strong support for flow
comments to the draft OA/EIS. The second was augmentation. In response to these comments, a

the development of the NPPC's Fish and Wildlife new augmentation alternative on the Snake River
Program Amendments (NPPC, 1991b). Both the was added to the final OAJEIS.
OA/EIS and the NPPC plan included extensive
public involvement programs. Further, the NPPC NPPC also recommends implementation of flow
Amendments are approved by Council members augmentation on both the Snake and Columbia
that represent the interests of Oregon, Washington, rivers for 1992.
Idaho, and Montana. Thus, both sets of actions

represent the input of the general public, special 5.4.4.4 Storage Releases for
interest groups, and governments of the entire Temperature Control
region.

Comments on the draft OA/EIS concerning storage
5.4.4.2 Reservoir Drawdown releasesfor temperature control ranged from strong

support to supportfor only additional study. The
Lower Snake River. The majority of commentors majority of commentsidentified the need for more
(State and Federal agencies, organizations, and studies to address uncertainties in the effectiveness

individuals) to the draft OA/EIS indicated an (timing of releases and target temperatures).
understanding that the four-reservoir drawdown on

the lower Snake River to near spillway elevation is These same uncertainties prompted the NPPC to
not implementable in 1992. There was no support recommend additional riehl experimentation
identified for drafting Lower Granite Reservoir to (involving releases from Dworshak) to be A
elevation 710 with the remaining reservoirs at implemented in 1992. qPMOP. However, the option of lowering ali four
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5.4.4.5 Physical Test Drawdown Drawdown to MOP. The drawdown of all four
projects to MOP appears to be cost-effectlve,

A large number of comments supported the Whereas the benefits t", ',,,,:.terparticle travel time
implementation of a 4 to 6 week physical test of a are not considered to be Jignificant, the economic
two-reservoir (Lower Granite and Little Goose) and environmental effects are also very small. The
drawdown. As a result, this alternative has been major impact is to power, resulting in a loss to
added to the final OA/EIS, There was some peaking capacity. This alternative was
overwhelming opposition to a 4-week drawdown of implemented in 1991 without significant incident.
Lower Granite to near spillway crest during the It also has been incorporated within the NPPC Fish
period of July 15 to August 15. This is primarily and Wildlife Management Program, and based upon
due to the impacts to anadromous fish during this comments received on the Draft OA/EIS, this
period. There generally seemed to be support for a alternative has public support, This option is
4-week drawdown of Lower Granite during recommended for implementation for 1992,
February. However, this action could not be

implemented until 1993, becausethe NEPA process 5.4.5.2 Columbia River Drawdown
for this action cannot be completed in time for
implementation in 1992. The States of Drawdown lo MOP. Drawdown of the four

Washington, Oregon, and Idaho, and NMFS and lower Columbia River projects to MOP was
FWS support a 4-week test in March 1991, if it can eliminated from further consideration primarily due
be demonstrated that the test would not likely affect to a lack of cost-effectiveness. With this

endangered or threatened species, alternative, the economic impacts within the John
Day and McNary reservoirs were very high,

5.4.5 Plan Selection Conclusions primarily due to the loss of irrigation.

Based on performance against the five plan Drawdown of John Day to 262.5, McNary to
selection criteria, summary conclusions from the 337, and Bonneville and The Dalles to MOP.

evaluation of the options are presented below. Although this alternative appeared to be cost-
effective, the benefits to water particle travel time

5.4.5,1 Snake River Drawdown were very low, particularly within Bonneville, The
Dalles, and McNary reservoirs. The maximum

Lower Granite to Elevation 710 with the combined reduction in water particle travel time for
Remaining Projects to MOP. The drawdown of these reservoirs was approximately one-half of one
Lower Granite Reservoir to elevation 710 would day. This small reduction in water particle travel

result in many significant environmental impacts, time is considered to be negligible when taking into
These include: account the level of detail used in the evaluations

and the combined water particle travel time of the

• Possible increases in the dissolved gas existing reservoir system. Therefore, even the
(atmospheric) levels to the lethal stage; and relatively minor impacts associated with these

drawdowns is unwarranted.

• Adult fish passage problems associated with
spilling 100 percent of the flow at Lower Drawdown of John Day Reservoir to 262.5 was

Granite and creating an extremely turbulent implemented in 1991. The reservoir was raised
condition in the tailrace area that would when needed to mitigate for impacts to irrigation.
disorient adult salmon and prevent them This action resulted in no significant impacts for
from entering the fish ladder entrances. 1991 and can be implemented again in 1992. This

drawdown will provide a reduction in water particle
In addition, this alternative received no support travel time, ranging from 1/2 to 2 days depending
based on comments received during the Draft on the flow conditions. This alternative is
OA/EIS public review. As a result, this alternative supported by the public and has been included as
was eliminated from further consideration, part of the NPPC's Fish and Wildlife Management

Program. This option is recommended for
implementation for 1992.
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5.4.5.3 Snake River Flow of flow augmentation on the Columbia River was

Augmentation also limited, Due to the limited scope, 'Target 200
was the only flow proposal evaluated in this

A number of the flow augmentation options OA/EIS, Studies addressing actions for 1993 and
evaluated for the Snake River appear to be cost- beyond will evaluate additional flow augmentation
effective, However, due to limitations of modeling proposals on the Columbia River,
using monthly averages and a constant allocation of
water budget versus the actual daily operation and The evaluations indicated that the Target 200
shapeable water budget, the cost-effectiveness proposal is cost-effective and has acceptable
analysis was unable to distinguish much difference environmental effects, This proposal has the same
between each specific augmentation option, effects as the proposal identified in the NPPC

amended program, Therefore, it is considered to

Storage from Brownlee has been eliminated from be the same and have regional acceptance and is
further consideration and will not be recommended recommended for implementation in 1992.

for implementation in 1992, Although use of
Brownlee storage would be beneficial for flow 5.4.5.5 Temperature Control for
augmentation purposes, the cooperating agencies do Adults
not have any authority to control Brownlee

operation for fish passage, The temperature control studies, both field and
computer model, conducted in 1991 are still

The preferred option for 1992 is one which follows considered to be preliminary because the data and
the NPPC plan if the April Lower Granite runoff results remain inconclusive. The limited cool water
forecast is less than 16 MAF and Option J if the releases from Dworshak in 1991 resulted in lower

forecast is 16 MAF or greater. This provided a fiver temperatures within Lower Granite and Little
balance of improving water particle travel time Goose reservoirs. Results from the COLTEMP

(compared with the Base Case) and impacts to model indicated that large volumes (1 MAF) of
Dworshak, primarily associated with the probability cool water would be required to meet the
of refill. Each plan by itself was strong in certain temperature objectives at the mouth of the Snake
areas and weak in others. The NPPC plan provides River. This would lower Dworshak Reservoir
more flow augmentation than Option J in the low approximately 50 feet, resulting in substantial
runoff years (forecast runoff of 16 MAP' or less), negative environmental impacts. In addition, there
However, in mid-range runoff forecasts, Option J is a lack of information available concerning the

provides more water budget than the NPPC plan biological benefits (timing of releases and target
and a better probability of refill in years when the temperature) to implement a 50-feet drawdown.
100 kcfs target flow at Lower Granite can be

provided without a large contribution from Additional field tests are recommended in 1992,
Dworshak. Based on early forecasts for 1992 This test will further evaluate the effectiveness of

runoff, preliminary estimates of refill probability at cool water releases on improving migration
Dworshak for the preferred plan is 77 percent, conditions. The information collected from this test

This option incorporates a substantial portion of the will also be used to verify the COLTEMP model
NPPC Fish and Wildlife Plan and is recommended projections. The NPPC supports this action and
for implementation in 1992. has included this action in their amendment plan.

5.4.5.4 Columbia River Flow 5.4.5.6 Physical Test Drawdown
Augmentation

The objective of this alternative is to collect data,

The time frame for completing this OA/EIS was to be used in the development of long-term studies
very short. Therefore, the scope of study was associated with drawdown proposals on the lower
limited. One of the limits was the number of Snake River. Although the test is not considered to
storage reservoirs on the Columbia River that could be a biological test, information obtained will assist

be included for evaluation. For example, Libby in making long-term decisions regarding means to
and Hungry Horse (large storage reservoirs in improve migration conditions. Since the objective
Montana) were excluded. As a result, the amount
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is not to increase water particle travel time, cost- As a result of the analysis presented in the draft
effectiveness is not a crlteda, OA/EIS, public review of the document, and

further analysis ha response to review comments,
Lower Granite to Near Spillway. This the cooperating agencies have selected a set of
alternative could be implemented or July 15, 1992 options that comprise the preferred alternative for
or February 1993. The July 15 test was 1992, The preferred alternative includes the
determined to impact adult and juvenile salmon following measures discussed previously in Sections
migration, although this period is not considered to 3,2,2 through 3,2,5:
be a peak migration season, As a result the

National Marine Fisheries Service did not support , Drafting all 4 lower Snake River prc_jects
this period, and it was eliminated. The February to MOP from April I to July 31,
1993 test was not heavtly supported by the region.
Regional interests wanted a test in 1992; therefore, • Conducting a two-reservoir drawdown test
the February test was eliminated from further at Lower Granite and Little Goose
consideration, reservoirs on the lower Snake River in

March.

Two-Reservoir Drawdown Test: Lower
Granite and Little Goose. The two-reservoir • John Day Pool would be drafted to near

drawdown test has strong regional support. This is elevation 262.5 starting on May I and
evident based upon comments received to the draft ending on May 31, This elevation will be
OA/EIS and the fact that it has been included in the maintained for as long as possible without

NPPC Fish and Wildlife plan. By performing the impacting irrigators located on the
test in 1992, the information can be used in long- reservoir. The pool will be raised
term drawdown studies identified in the NPPC Fish accordingly to ensure that irrigators are not

and Wildlife plan. By drawing down two affected.
sequential reservoirs, the tailwatcr conditions at
Lower Granite Dam will be similar to four • Lower Snake River flow augmentation of
reservoir drawdown conditions. This test will also 900 KAF or more from Dworshak based

provide some information that is unattainable on total basin forecast (April-July) of 16
through three-dimensional laboratory models (i.e., MAF (or less) at Lower Granite. This
turbine operation, gas saturation levels, etc.), The volume of water is in addition to any
data collected will also validate ongoing modeling minimum flow release requirements at
efforts and projections. Dworshak. When run-off forecasts are

above 16 MAF, the above volume will be

5.5 PREFERRED PLAN OF ACTION provided with the following conditions:

FOR 1992 1) When natural flows at Lower Granite
Dame exceed 100 kcfs, the volume of

5.5.1 Description of Plan water from Dworshak will be
reduced.

The cooperating agencies did not elect to identify a
preferred alternative for 1992 fiver operations in 2) Additional water from Dworshak
the draft OA/EIS. Because of the complexity of (above 900 KAF) will be released

the issues and potential options, the agencies when refill probability is in excess of
wanted to obtain public review of the various 70 percent.
options and their effects before selecting a

preferred plan. By deferring selection of a Dworshak will be operated to MRCs and
preferred plan to the final OA/EIS, the cooperating flood control shift to Grand Coulee would

agencies were able to more efficiently coordinate occur when the forecast April to July
plan selection and evaluation with the NPPC inflow to Dworshak is less than 2.6 MAF.
planning process.

• Lower Columbia River flow augmentation
of up to 6.4 MAF if January through July
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runoff is 80 MAF or less and 3,4 MAF if fish and other aquatic organisms, water quality,
runoff is 90 MAF or more during the water velocities, wildlife, cultural resources, and

months of May and June. Mean monthly recreation are to be monitored where appropriate,
flows of about 200 kcfs at The Dalles are However, some data obtained during the test will
expected, represent acute/immediate effects of this test, and

may not be representative of conditions likely to
• Field studies will be conducted in August occur should the system be operated in such a

1992 to test the effectiveness of cool water fashion over longer periods of time, Data and

releases from Dworshak Dam to reduce observations gathered will be for use in designing
water temperatures in the lower Snake long-term reservoir drawdown operations,
River to benefit adult fall chinook, If

Dworshak is full or nearly full by the end 5.5.2.2 Basic Test Design
of July, draft the reservoir up to 20 feet in

August as nee.ded for the temperature Beginning on March 1, Lower Granite Reservoir
control evaluation, This could results in will be drafted from MOP to an elevation of 705
Dworshak releases of up to 360 KAF, In mean feet above msl at a maximum rate of 2 feet
September, beginning immediately after per day. Ali water will be passed through the
Labor Day, release up to 200,000 acre-feet turbines as long as possible (see below for
of additional cool water from Dworshak description of this testing). While Lower Granite
reservoir, as ne.eded for the temperature Reservoir is maintained between elevation 705 and
control evaluations, If Dworshak reservoir 703 msl, Little Goose Reservoir will be drafted 2

is not full, use of Dworshak for feet per day until the tailwater is equivalent to near
temperature control will be addressed in the spillway crest or until flows dictate the need to
July meeting of the Fish Operations begin refill in order to have ali fish facilities
Executive Committee, operable by April 1. If flows allow, Little Goose

will be drafted and subsequently, Lower Granite
The environmental effects of these individual Reservoir will be drafted the remaining elevation to
components of the preferred alternative are near spillway crest (at a rate of two feet per day).
discussed in detail in Section 4. The collective The reason for this design will be explained below
effects and the basis for selecting this plan are in the section on dam safety.
addressed in Section 5.

The above scenaa-io assumes that no structural

5.5.2 Monitoring/Evaluation Plan problems occur, turbines are functional throughout
the range of head, and conditions remain safe.

This is an outline of a monitoring and evaluation Any one of several factors may necessitate a
plan for a test drawdown of Lower Granite change in test design, lt is understood that
Reservoir to near spillway crest elevation, and involved parties will be in close coordination before

Little Goose Reservoir to a point at which the and during the test period. The proposed basic test
Lower Granite tailwater elevation is equivalent to plan is therefore an "ideal' but may have to be
that which would exist with Little Goose drawn modified to some extent, lt was generally agreed
down to near spillway crest. The proposed time that ali possible information would be gathered
frame for this test is a 4-week period beginning during the drafting and refill process, even if it is
March 1, 1992. A more detailed plan will be not possible to achieve near spillway crest
completed prior to test initiation, elevations.

5.5.2.1 Objective 5.5.2.3 Structural/Physical
Monitoring

The objective of the proposed physical test is to

evaluate environmental and structural/physical Turbine Operation. The turbines at Lower

effects of reservoir drawdown to near spillway Granite and Little Goose will theoretically operate
crest elevation. Potential effects on structural within the head range proposed for this test without

integrity of project facilities, ba.mkerosion, significant risk of unit damage, although this hassediment resuspension, anadromous and resident
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never been field-tested, The following objectives will allow simulation of higher ,flows without
have been identified for turbine testing: having a significant impact on test conditions since

this water surface elevation is within the near

(1) Determine/verify the operating power range spillway crest range under higher flows.
of the turbines as the head and tallwater
levels are drawn down. Embankments will be monitored on a continuous

basis throughout the test period,
(2) Determine (if possible) the change in

relative efficiency in the turbines. Reservoir Structures. Railroad and highway
embankments, the Lewtston levee system, and ali

(3) Determine if installation of draft tube other areas potentially at risk of failure will be
bulkheads decrease cavitation or vibration monitored on an as-needed basis. Inspections will
intensity. , be made both on the ground and from the air,

Types of fill material used in the levees and
Turbines will be operated and cooling water embankments will be recorded for future reference,

systems for turbine, generators, transformers, and where possible. Areas of slumping will be
transformer deluge systems will be monitored as documented, The encapsulated toxic waste fill area
the pools are lowered, Instrumentation will be will be monitored through groundwater wells that
installed in Units 3, 4, and 5 at Lower Granite, will be installed in the winter of 1991 to 1992,

Standard length submerged traveling screens will be
installed in Units 3 and 4, and simulated extended Contaminant concentrations in the groundwater at
length submerged screening devices will be the encapsulated fill will be compared before,
installed in Unit 5, Turbine operation will be during, and after the test period,
measured as each pool is lowered approximately 10

feet, 5.5.2.4 Environmental Monitoring

Safety. Safety issues primarily concern dam Water Quality/Velocity Monitoring.
embankments and stilling basins, A sectional

model of the spillway is currently being constructed Dissolved Gas Levels. The primary objective of
at the Corps' Waterways Experiment Station and this nlonitoring is to determine the levels of
will be used to determine maximum spill levels dissolved gas supersaturation that will occur with
allowable under proposed head and tailwater consecutive reservoirs at near spillway crest
elevations. Effects of spill on the stilling basin will elevations, and over as wide a flow range as

be field-tested to verify model results by drafting possible. (Note: this portion of the test may be
Lower Granite Reservoir to elevation 705, spilling substantially altered based on results of fall chinook
in accordance with model test results for several redd surveys. Decisions will be made at a future
hours while drafting to 703, and then shutting off date.) Dissolved gas levels will be monitored
the spill to allow inspection of the basin. Lower above and below Lower Granite Dam before,

Granite Reservoir will be refilled to 705 prior to during, and after periods of spill during the stilling
the next test. This test will be performed each day basin test, and during any subsequent tests

as Little Goose Reservoir is drafted up to 15 feet performed once both pools are at near spillway
below (to whatever elevation is equivalent to near crest elevations. Stationary tensionometers will be
spillway crest and is possible under flow mounted on the upstream face of the dams and on
conditions). The stilling basin will be surveyed for the spillway shore approximately one-quarter mile
possible physical damage on an alternate-day basis, downstream (ali four lower Snake dams). These
unless model results indicate the need for instruments will record dissolved gas levels and
examination following each spill test. temperatures on an hourly basis. Immediately prior

to initiation of spill, transet'.ts will be taken across
A 'Lower Granite forebay elevation of 703 to 705 the reservoir in the forebay of Lower Granite Dam.
for this portion of the test is required to maintain Dissolved gas levels will be recorded at surface and

spillway gate control of the flow at each tailwater 15' depth (compensation point) at approximately
elevation until it is known whether stilling basin 1,000-feet distances. Following a one-hour
damage is occurring. The two-foot range of head stabilization period, transects (at north, center, and
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south locations across the river, surface and 15' ,S,,,edl,ments,The effects of the reservoir drawdown
depths at each) will be taken in llne with the test on turbidity levels throughout the lower Snake
downstream statlonary tenslonometers, and at River projects will be documented, lt is
one-mile intervals for the remainder of the spill acknowledged that levels observed, if elevated
duration, Dissipation rates will also be evaluated because of the drawdown process, are not
through use of the forebay instruments at necessarily indicative of levels that would be found
subsequent dams, This test procedure will be under a long-term drawdown operation since
repeated each day during the stilling basin test sediments have built up over time and would likely
operations, be flushed from the system during inittal

drawdowns,

Upon completion of stilling basin tests and
reservoir drafting of both pools to near spillway Transparency (Secchi disk) will be measured in
crest elevation or the equivalent (if flows allow), each of the four lower Snake River adult fish
various combinations of spill and powerhouse flows ladders, Additional transparency measurements
will be tested to evaluate tailrace flow patterns and will be taken at each of the transects identified
dissolved gas levels, necessary for reservoir velocity measurements (see

below), Corps staff are currently developing the
Stationary tensionometers will continue to record details needed to gather suspended sediment loads,
dissolved gas levels on, an hourly basis, Transects etc. This plan will include measurements in the
will be taken, as explained above, except that the Clearwater and Snake rivers above the confluence,
additional time frame up to 8 to I0 hours (instead Since sediment load coming into the system varies
of only 2+) may be used to track the rate of with flow, weather conditions such as rainstorms,
dissolved gas level dissipation as the supersaturated etc,, these measurements will be used to Identify
water moves downstream. Transects will be taken general trends.

, every mile for the first four miles, then every other
' mile for the next six, and finally every five miles Nutrients associated with suspended sediments are

after that until reaching Little Goose forebay. (If available for algal bloom formation. Although low
Little Goose is forced to spill, this procedure will water temperatures and short days during this test
also take piace below this project as weil, using period preclude increased algal productivity,
Corps personnel.) nutrient levels will be monitored, if possible, to

assess the potential for eutrophication. The
Data will be analyzed to determine at what head monitoring plan will include sampling at selected
and tailrace levels the conditions are created that reservoir sites and the Snake and Clearwater rivers

result in increased dissolved gas supersaturation, above the confluence.
These data potentially will be evaluated along with
sectional model studies ongoing at Waterways Velocity. The objectives for this effort are: (1) to
Experiment Station and to further calibrate the validate the existing model used to calculate
dissolved gas mathematical model under these average water particle velocity, and (2) to obtain
extreme operating conditions, velocity profiles in the reservoirs at normal and low

pool to help evaluate relative changes in velocities
In the event that turbines cannot be operated as the at given points.
reservoirs ate drafted and refilled during this test

process, and model tests indicate that spill is Water Temperature. Water temperature is not of

acceptable as long as Lower Granite tailwater is significant concern during the test time period, but
maintained within normal operating pool elevations, will be measured at each location where other data

water flow may be passed over the spillway. The are gathered (velocity, turbidity, suspended

decision on this element will be made sometime in sediment, dissolved gas). In addition, temperatures
late January base.d on modeling results. If spill is may be measured using infrared sensing equipment
acceptable, dissolved gas levels will be monitored, during reservoir monitoring flights.
Should dissolved gas supersaturation levels become
excessive, the test will be stopped and refill
initiated. This is to protect possible fall chinook
alevins below Lower Granite.
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Fish and Other Aquatic Organisms of resorvoh'drafting, Exlstlng radlo-trackh_g
equipment will beusedto verify that fishpassing

A._dromous Fish, Since there will be very few the adult trapare subsequently exiting the ladde,r,
juveniles in the system during the proposed test Addihonal informationon adult steclhcad within the
period, and adult passage will be blockedat Lower system will be gatheredthrough the ongoing
Graniteonce the reservoir elevation is below 710 Evaluationof Adult Fish Passage on the Lower
and at Little Goose once lt drops below MOP, SnakoRiver (FWS),
these issues arc not a specific part of the test de-
sign', However, fish condition, such as injury and Resident Fish, Squawflsh - Potentialplans to
gas bubble disease, will be monitored at ali points _valuat_squawflsh lnclud_ radio-tagging fish prior
fisharecollected:adultsthroughtheladdersat toreservoirdrawdownandtrackingbefore,during,
operationalfacilltiss(atLowerOranlt,until andfollowingthetest,
elevation7I0,andatLowerMonumentalandother
downstream facilities), andjuveniles collected in Other Resident Fish andAquaticOrzmltsms, Plans
the gatewells at Lower Granite and Ltttlo Goose, lt are In the process of development,
is unknown at this point how manyjuveniles will
be obtained In Lower Granite and Little Goose Wildlife. Impacts to watc_rfowland shoreblrds,
gatewells if the turbines remain functional wetland and riparian habitats, and furbearers will
throughout the reservoir drawdown, but lt ts be monitored and evaluated, Areas where land
believed to be a relatively small number, Up to bridges and new islands become exposed will be
100 of each major species, chinook and steelhead, identified through aerial photography, field
(ali fish if less than 100) will be anesthetized and observation, and mapping, Predator access/
examined approximately two times per week occurrence and Impacton brtdged Islands will be
(unless excessive numbers dictate more frequently), monitored through direct field observation or
Data obtained from monitoring efforts will be given population Index methodology, Impacts to extstlng
to the test coordination team on a daily basis for goose nesting structure use will be monitored
evaluation. (See section below on "Coordination".) through field observation and comparison of

previous years' nesting data, Forbearer dens and
Lower Granite Reservoir may be a rearing area for areas of concentrated activity will be located and

' wild summer chinook, as well as fall chinook, impacts monitored through field observation and
These fish may be present in late winter and thus possible expansion of an existing radio-telemetry
be affected by loss of low velocity shallow-water study,
habitat areas as the reservoir is drafted, Efforts
will be made to sample areas throughout Lower Ali wildlife riparian and drawdown zone field
Granite Reservoir before, during, and after the test observations will be documented, indicating
drawdown to determine effect of the type of species, behavior, location, number, time of day,
operation on rearing i,wenile salmonids, habitatbeing utilized, and historic frequency of

occurrence in preparation for possible long-term
Sampling below Lower Granite Dam in 1991 monitoringand mitigation recommendations,
suggests that fall chinook may spawnwithin this
location, Amattemptis currentlybeing made to Cultural Resources. A planfor monitoring
locate any potentialspawning areas. If re.ddsar_ archaeologicalsites is being developed,
discovered, Littl_ Goose Reservoir will not be

drafted below the elevation at which they are Recreation, Visitation data will continue to be
located, Whether or not redds are located, th_ collected at each of the Corps recreation areas that
evaluation plan will include measures to prevent are open during th_ March through April time
mortalities and redd destruction, such as boat patrol frame, Data will be compared to previous years'
as Little Goose Reservoir is lowered and cessation visitation rates during periods with similar ambient
of spill if levels exceed those determined to be safe temperaturesand weather conditions. This time
for fall chinook alevins, frame is not considered a high-use period, with the

possible exceptions of fishermen.
The emergency fish ladder exit will be used to pass
adult salmonids for approximately the first li days
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5,5,2,5 Risks Involved in ooordinationt_m andplm_are beingdevelopedto

Testing Program o.surothatd_lstonsoanbe madequlokly in the
event of unant[cipate.,devents and/or emergencies,
Possible emergencies fall Into two major categorloslCertain risks will be involved In Implementinga

drawdown of this type, The above outline includes struotural a.adblolog[oal, The ooordinat[onplan
stops to mhdndze those risks where possible, but w[li identify appropriate stops [rxeither event,
will not eliminate them, The following pote.tlal
riskshaveb_n identified,but the list is notall- 5,5,2,6 Additional Monitoring
incluslw:

Effectsof in-seasonflow augmentationand MOP
=(1) Erosion downstream of the project and elevations, The effects of these operations will be

an undermining of the stillingbasin, evaluated through ongoing studios, Juvenile fish
travel time is monitored through the FPC's Smelt

(2) Damage to reservoir ombaakments and Monitoring Program, Effect of stable pool
structures, including embankment elevations on resident fish and other aquatic organ-
failures, marina and port facilities, etc, isrns will be addressed through the Lower Granite

In-Water Disposal Test monitoring efforts,

(3) Potential dewatering and/or Injury of fall
chinook (fish will still be in the gravel Lower Snake River Temperature Control,
during th¢_proposed tim_ frame), Releases of cool watt_rfrom Dworshak Dam will be

monitored again in 1992, Tht_monitoring plan will
(4) Potential exposur_ of resld6nt and be dewlope,d in coop6ration with tho fish agencies

anadromous fish (including ln-grawl fall and tribes, Data analysis is ongoing and will be
chinook), and other aquatic organisms to incorporated into the coming year's plans,
high dissolved gas levels,

Contingencies. In the event of the following
occurrences, the test will be canceled and the
reservoir either refilled or maintained at the level

necessary to accomplish repatrs:

(l) Damage to project structures, Including
dam and/or reservoir embankments,
levees stllltng basin, etc,

(2) Turbines fail to be operable and
dissolved gas l_vels below Lower
Granite are increased to levels lethal for
fall chinook alevhasbecause of 100

percent spill for extended length of time;

Note: Damage to the structural integrity of the
dam or th_ levee system will likely require repair
p_ri_ to refill,

A deci,aiontree for the test process is being
developed and will be coordinated with the
interagency test design group, as well as ali
involved parties,

Coordination. An operations management center
will be set up at Lower Granite Dam for the
duration of the test period, An interagency
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Table 5,4,I, Comparison of reservolr drawdown options,
t ' : ' • :: • ,'; ' ": ' ' ' ' .... ; , : : , ," .::: . " ,1:, : ,

Ali 4 projects to Ali 4 projects to Ali 4 projects to
MOP near spillway near spillway

Resource/Issue (April 1 to July31) (April 15to August 15) (April 15to Juno 15)

WA'rER QUALITY ,Insignificantchangesing_ ,Potenti_gassaturation ,Slmil_ tospillwaydrawdown
saturation levels, temperatures, increase of up to 130 to 150 to August 15except with a
turbld/ty,andotherp_ametors, percent,graduallyincreasing decreaseinduration,

fromoneprojectto the next
(II0acceptableStatestandard
andEPA crltofla),
• Potential minor temperature .
change, possible peakbarrier
shift and reduction,
• Noticeable increase in turbid-
ity,

ANADROMOUS ]FISH • Water particle traveltime * Water particletravel time • Similar tospillwaydrawdown
reduced by a maximum of 7 reduced by about 54 percent to August 15 except with a
percent (normally half of this) over entire range of flows, decrease in duration of certain
over entire range of flows, , Smelt travel time from Lower negative effects (e,g,, reduced
• Smelt travel time reductions Granite Pool potentially re- food production, increased
throughLowerGranitePool duccdsignificantly,depending predation,gassupersaturation
(assuming, because of lack of on the model, by I?,4 to 10,g mortality, effects from elJmina.
specific data,that smelt travel daysat a low flow of 40 kcfs, by tton of bypass/collection/
time tsequal to water particle 4,6to 3,7 days at a medium flow transport facilities),
traveltime) would be the same of 80 kcf_, aridgreaterthan 2,2 _,Reduced advene effects to
aschangesinwaterparticle daystolessthan0,7daysata adultsandsubyearlJngchinook
travel time overentire flow high flow of 120kcfs, relative to longer drawdownas
range(maximum7percent *Absolutesmeltsurvival dlscustmdabove,
reduction, normally half that), change is unknown but may be
• Minor potential smelt travel worsened fromexisting condi.
time changes fromLower tlons by 1) elimination of fish
Granite to Ice Harbor, most transport from ali Snake River
changeslessthanIdayreduc, facilitiessubjectingtypically
tlon, or at most 6 l:mrcent transported fish tolongertravel
change fromexisting, times, 2) increased mortality
q,Absolute percent ttmolt from significantlyincre_ed
survival increases from Lower high gas supersaturation levels,
Granite Pool to Ice Harbor 3) increased downstream
Dam, depending on the modek,i predation and turbine mortality
used, ranges from3,9 to 0,2 for typically transported fish,

cent at medium flow (80 4) significant loss of shallow.
cfs), with lower percent water rearinghabitat in the

increases at higher flows, Snake River, and 5) reduced
• Minor reduction in rearing benthic and pelagic food
habitat for subyearlingchinook, production,
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Lower Granite to Lower Granite to Lower Granite/ John Day at 262,5 feet,
, noar spillway '710 feet Little Goose McNary at 337 feet,

(February 1993 (April 15 to drawdown test Ali 4 projects to MOP remainder at MOP
or July 15 to August 15) Juno 15) (March) (April 1 to August 31) (April 1 to August 31)

iiii j

* Gas saturationIncrease • Gas saturationcould • Potential elevated * Potential gas saturation * Potential gassatur=.
but less severe than drop. rise to 120 percent (and gas saturationlevels, sLightlyhigher than rien the same asexisting
ping ali4 to near spLl.lway up to 140 percent below * Potential temporary existing, possibly rising to levels between 115 and
crest, Lower Oranlte)l increases in turbidity, 120 percent with maxt. 120 percent (110 percent
* Potential increase in elevated saturation mum up to 130 percent acceptable State stan.
turbidity, levels also experienced (110 percent acceptable dard and EPA criteria),

downstream (110 State standard and EPA • Temperatures remain
percent acceptable State criteria), within typical range,
standard and EPA • Greater dally fluctua.
criteria), lions in temperatures and
• Potential increase in increased daily maxt.
turbidity, taurus,

s Temperature maxt.
mums potentially reached
weeks earlier in Lakes
Wallula, Umatllla, C.elllo,
and Bonneville,
• Minimal localized

, impacts to turbtd

• Effects similarto reduc. • Effects similar to • Effects stmllar to * Water panicle travel * Water panicle travel
rien to MOP except as reduction to MOP redueLtonto MOP time reduced by about 16 time reduced by about
discussed below, except as discussed except as discussed to 19percent from 12to 14 percent from

, * Water panicle travel time below, below, maximum pool over maximum pool over
reduced by about 3,5, 1,6, • Water panicle travel • Waterpanicle entire rangeof flows, entire flow range,
and 0,8 days over flows of time reduced by 2,3, 1,2, travel time reduced Actual reduction about 10 * Smelt survival through
40, 80, and 120 kcfs and 0,8 days for flows by about 3,5, 1,6, and percent relative to exist, lower Columbia system
through Lower Granite ranging from 40,80, and 0,8 days over flows of trig operation, reduced by slightly less
pool (others see above), 120 kcfs, respectively, in 40, 80,and 120 kcfit • Smelt travel time than reduction for ali at
• Survival increases, similar Lower Granite Pool or through Lower through lower Columbia MOP,
to reduction to MOP for ali about 44percent from Granite pool, Little system potentially re. s At The Dalles, cfff.
Snake PdverProjects, existing (others shown Goose water particle duced by 15 to 2,0 daysat cteneyof sluiceway
would occur for summer above), travel time reduced 160 kcfs,2.0 to 1,2days at bypass could be reduced
tast but may be less for • Assume smelt travel between MOP end 200 kcfs, and 1,6 to -0,5 at forcing more fish
reasons presented for time potentially reduced spillway crest, 260 kcfs, through turbines, in.
reduction to near spillway through Lower Granite • Juvenile passage • Absolute smelt survival creast.ngmortality.
crest (see above), Pool the same as water survivalnot affected through lower Columbia . Stlght increase in gas
*July option proposed to particle travel time, as 1Lmttedpassage system potentially Irl- saturation atThe Dalles
be conducted during the • Absolute smelt occurring, creased by 1,8to 1,4 and Bonneville with
latter part of the mortality through • Potential reduced percent at 160kcfs, from minor effects on fish,
subyearllng smelt talgra- LowerGranite Pool rearinghabitat and 1,4 to 0,8 percent at 200 especially under high
rien, Effects on travel time potentially reduced by habitat qual.ltyfor fall kcfs, and from 1,6 to -0,4 flows,
and survivalof these fish 1,6,0,8, and 0,6 percent chinook InI.lttle percent at 260 kcfs, * Minor reduction in
are unknown, for flows40, 80,and 120 Goose and Lower • At The Dalles, cfff- shallow.water h abltat at
, During the July and kefs, respectively, if Granite pools, ciency of sluiceway The Dalles and
August alternative al- _ travel time is • Potential partial bypass could be reduced Bonneville not expected
though turbine mortality considered, stranding of fall forcingmore fish through to cause adverse effects
would be eliminated at • Although turbine chinook fry or alevtns turbines increasing on rearing to anysteel
Lower GraniteDam, mortality would be in gravelin Little mortality,
juvenile subyearllng reduced at Lower Goose Pool, • At John Dayand
survival may be worsened Granite Dam, other • No adult passage McNary, turbine effi.
because 1) no Juvenile _h factors willpossibly ctencyis reduced, poten.
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Table 5,4..i (continued). Comparison of reservoir drawdown options,

; ,; : ; ;::; :, + + i +i; : ii ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: +;:;ii;;; ::;i::: :::::::+::::+:::;:;::;:::::: +, +:

Ali zlprojectsto Ali 4 projectsto Ali 4 projectsto
MOP near spillway near spillway

Resource/Issue (April 1 to July 31) (April 15to August 15) (April 15 to June 15)
I iii I Ilia I I ii I

ANADROMOUS FISH • Elimination of ali adult fish

(CONTINUED) passage during drawdown and
reservoir reEIKngperiod,
eliminatingpassageofallspring
and summer chinook,

•Temperature peakwouldbe
shifted several weeks earlier,
possibly impeding early portion
of the adult run, Cooler tem-
peratures could benefit later
portions of the run,

RESIDENT FISH • Spawning and rearing habitat • Large reductions in suitable • Similar to aLiprojects near
reduced, shallow-water spawning h_bttat, spillway with decrease in
• Possible benefits to spawning • Reduced benthic and plank- duration,
success due to stabilized water ton production and, hence, prey
surface elevations, iva/lability, with reduced fish

growth,

• Increased gas saturation,

• Increased fish mortality,

TERRESTRIAL ECOLOGY • Minimal impacts to (a) • Substantial loss of aquatic * Similar to spillway drawdown
aquatic plants and inverte, plant and invertebrate commu, above; decrease in duration/
brates; (b) riparianeommuni, nities associated with shallow- severity,
ties; (c) wetlands; and (d) water habitat,

wildlife, * Substantial changes to ripar.
• Potential temporary L_crease ian communities; greatest at
in herbaceous vegetation within Lower Granite, Little Goose,
drawdown zone, and Lower Monumental,

• Wetlands wouldexperience
severe moisture stress.
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iil iliii i ¸
W JohnDayat262.5feet,

near spillway 710 feet Little Goose McNaryat 337feet,
(February 1993 (April 15to drawdown test Ali 4 projects to MOP remainder at MOP

orJuly 15to August 15) June 15) (March) (April 1 to August 31) (April 1 to August31)

transport from Lower reduce overall survival above Little Goose lially increasing mortality
GraniteDam,2)increased including:I)notrans, duringdrawdown offishpassingthrough
mortalityfromhighgas portoffishfromLower periodsdelaying turbinesbyabout1,3_nd
supersaturation in Little Granite Dam, 2) in- less than 3 percent of 1 percent, respectively.
Goose Pool, 3) increased creased mortality from summer steelhead. . Slight increase in gas
predationin Lower Gran- higher gas supersatura- • Enhance upstream saturation, especially
lte Pool frompredator t.ionlevels in Little migration success of under high flows,with
concentration, 4) possible Goose Pool, 3) in- some fallchinook and minor eff¢ .'tson fish.
increased spillwaypassage creased predation in steelhead in late • Minor re:tuction in
mortality, 5) increased Lower Granite Pool on August through early shallow-waterhabitat
downstream turbine subyearlings from September by lower- reduces rearing habitat
passage and predation predator concentration, ing temperature to forSubyearling chinook.
mortality for fish typically 4) possible increased less than 70°F two
transported, and 6) re- mortality from spillway weeks earlier than
duced shallow.water passage, 5) increased current conditions.

rearing habitat in Lower downstream turbine and * Enhance growth of
Granite Pool. predation mortality for part of Dworshak
•No adultpassageabove fishtypicallytrans- hatcherysteel.head
Lower Granite during ported at Lower Oran- for Limited(20 day)
drawdown periods affect, lte, and 6) reduced period).
ingadultsummerchinook shallow-waterrearing
andlesserportionsoffall habitatinLowerGran-
chinook andsummer lte Pool for subyearling
steel.head, chinook.

Q •Adultmigrationmaybegreatlyimpededo¢
e_ated at Lower
Grani'e.

• Similar effects on Lower * Greatly reduced • Potential shifting of • Spawningand rearing • Possible enhanced
Granite asin ali projeas to spawning habitat in resident fishpopula- habitat reduced, spawning and rearing
near spillwayand other Lower Granite. tions between pools. • Possible benefits to conditions.
projects similar to that * Reduced benthic md • Reduction in suitable spawning success due to
described under MOP. plankton production in shallow-water foraging stabilized water surface

Lower Granite. habitat, elevations.

• Reduced fish growth * Reduced benthic * Possible reduction in
in Lower Granite. production, plankton production.
• Other projects as in * Increased gas satura-
MOP. tion and predation.

• Identical to near spillway * Effects similarto . Impacts to vegeta- • Exposure of over 10,000 * MOP impacts could be
crestdrawdownatLower LowerGraniteat lion andwildlife acr=sof shallow-water expectedfor Bonneville
Granite',decrease in spillway,others at similar to those habitat, most at Umatilla andThe Dalles.
duration andseverity; MOP. described for four. NWR resulting in signifi. * Impact to John Day
MOP effects at remainder, month spillway crest cant loss of shallow-water and McNary would be

option at Lower habitat, similar but less severe
Granite and Little * Significantimpacts to than those at MOP,
Goose pools, but riparian communities at MOP impactsat
considerably l_;s John Day and McNary, Bonneville and The
severe except for and in the Umalilla and Dalles aredescribed
nesting waterfowl above,
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Table 5.4-1 (continued). Comparison of reservoir drawdown options.

:..i.._:_..:::!::. : ; : :' !!ii!:::_.:_: !_!_::_:_:!_::_9:_:_?:._:,:_:._::::,i_,:_i::!i.... ::i_ i :: ! i:' '_ ..... :.... : ": ........i ........i'_..... 7_:i

Ali 4 projects to Ali 4 projects to Ali 4 projects to
MOP near spillway near spillway

Resource/Issue r (April 1 tOJuly 31) (April 15to August 15) (April 15 to June 15)

TERRESTRIAL Ef OLOGY * Islands used for goose nesting

(CONTINUED) would be land-bridged, increas-ing predation. Nest platforms
, used by geese would become

useless.

® Decrease in prey species upon
which raptors depend for food;
possible increase in vulnerabil-
ity of raptor prey species; and
possible increase snag abun-
danceinriparianzones.

• Adverseimpacttoupland
game birds, big game, furbear-
ers, reptiles, amphibians, small
mammals, bats, State and
Federally listed species, and
others from reduced riparian
and wetland habitats.

GEOLOGY AND SOILS * Slight increase in slope • Increased beach erosion. * Similar to near spillway crest
movement rates. * Exposure of substantial drawdown but with decrease in
• Minimal shoreline erosion of portion of unprotected railroad duration,
beaches, recreation facilities, and highway embankment.
roads, and railroad grades. • Wave erosion would likely
• Potential adverse effects affect dam embankments.
will be negated by dredging
in early 1992.

AIR QUALITY • A stightly but no significant • Most exposed shoreline and . Similar to near spillway crest
change from present air quality, bottom areas, therefore most drawdown from April 15 to

widespread fugitive dust and August 15 except with de-
odors. No significant air quality creased duration.

impact.

TRANSPORTATION * Potential adverse impacts • Barge transportation on lower • Barge transportation on lower
from limited access to terminals Snake closed for 5 months. Snake closed for 3 months.

negated by dredging in early • Total transportation costs for * Total transportation costs for
1992. ali commodities increased ali commodities increased

by $5.7 million, by $2.8 million.

• Potential barge rate increase • Potential barge rate increase
from 25 to 40 percent to com. of 20 percent to recover lost
pensate for revenue loss. revenues.
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Lower Granite to Lower Ora_Jteto Lower Granite/ JohnDay at 262.5 feet,
near spillway 710 feet Little Goose McNary at 337 feet,

(February 1993 (April 15 to drawdown test Ali 4 projects to MOP remainder at MOP
or July 15 to August 15) June 15) (March) (April 1 to August 31) (April 1 to August 31)

McNary NWRs, Signifi-
cant impacts on wetland
development at John Day
and McNary,
• Impacts to waterfowl
nesting and aquatic
furbearers are expected
to be most significant at
John Day.

• Effects proportional to . Effects proportional • Same as spillway • Slight increase in slope * Effects similar to MOP
near spillway and MOP to near spillway and effects for Lower movement rates, for The Dalles and
noted above previously, MOP noted previously, Granite and Little . Minimal shoreline Bonneville, minimal for

Goose but lesser erosion of beaches, John Day, McNary,
potential because of recreation facilities,
reduced duration, roads, and railroad

• See spillway and MOP ®See spillway and * See spillway • Slightly more exposed • See spillway and MOP
effects above. MOP effects above, effects, reservoir shoreline and effects,bottom areas but no

significant change from
present air quality.

• Barge service on Lower • Barge service on • Barge service on .Potential adverse • Similar to MOP
Granite interrupted for one Lower Granite closed Lower Granite and ,impacts from limited effects.
month, for 3 months. Little Goose access to terminals

intcr=upted for up to negated by dredging in
• Total transportation costs • Total transportation
increased by nearly $0.4 costs increased by $0,9 6 weeks, early 1992.
million. _on. • Total transportation

costs increased by
approximately $0.5
m_on,
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All 4 projects to Ali 4 projects to Ali 4 projects to
MOP near spillway near spillway

Resource/Issue (April 1 to July 31) (April 15 to August 15) (April 15 to June 15)

TRANSPORTATION * Refill could reduce water
depths below Bonneville by 1 to

(CONTINUED) 2 feet, with potential added
shipping cost of up to $0.6
million.

AGRICULTURE * No effects on irrigation. * No production from 56,000 • Same as April 15 to August
irrigated acres in 1992, ali on 15.
Ice Harbor.

• Lost net crop value and
reestablishment costs of $83
ml'llJon,

POWER • Capacity loss would range • Capacity loss of 300 MW to • Capacity loss of 1,600 to 3,200
from 550 MW to 1,400 depend- 3,200 MW depending on month MW (cost of $32 nttUion),

ing on month (cost of $ll (cost of $42 million). • Firm energy loss of 240 aMW
million). * Firm energy loss of 300 (cost of $72 minion).
• Minimal effect on firm energy average megawatts (aMW) * 2,000 to 5,000 MW-months
availability. (cost of $90 million), lost in non-firm energy (cost of
• 800 to 1,200 MW-months lost • 2,500 to 5,500 MW-months $21 million to $55 million),
in non-firm energy (cost of $9 lost in non.firm energy (cost of
million to $13 million), $27 million to $60 million).

RECREATION • Of 28 boat ramps, 14 would • ALIboat ramps, moorage • Same physical effects as 4-
be of marginal use, facilities, and swimming areas in month drawdown but for
• Of 5 moorage facfl.ities, 4 project areas would be unus- shorter duration,
would be of marginal use. able, • Up to 132,000 recreation days
• Of 11 swimming areas, 5 • Up to 733,000 recreation days displaced,
would be marginally usable and would be displaced.
4 would be unusable,

• No displaced visitation
expected,
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Lower Granite to Lower Granite to Lower Granite/ John Day at 262,5 feet,
near spillway 710 feet Little Goose McNary at 337 feet,

(February 1993 (April 15 to drawdown test Ali 4 projects to MOP remainder at MOP
or July 15 to August 15) June 15) (March) (April 1 to August 31) (April 1 to August 31)

• No effects on irrigation. • No effects on i.rriga. • No effects on * No production from • No production from
tion, irrigation, 226,000 irrigated acres in 13,000 irrigated acres in

1992, most atJohn Day, 1992, mostly at
• $197 million in lost Bonneville,
agricultural production * $52 mill/on in lost
and reestablishment costs, agricultural production

and reestablishment
co6ts,

• Capacity loss of 800 MW * 1300 to 1,800 MW • Capacity loss of less * Capacity loss of 1,500 to * 1,500 to 2,400 MW
(cost of $3 million to $8 capacity loss (cost than 600 MW, 2,400 MW (cost of $33 capacity loss (cost of $33
mill/on), of $11 million), • Firm or non-Erm million), mill/on),
• Energy losses of 300to * Firm energy loss of 60 energy loss of 125 * Minimal firm energy • Minimal firm energy
650 MW.months (cost of $3 aMW (cost of $18 MW-months (cost of loss, loss,

million to $12 million; million), $1,5 million to $3 • Non-firm energy loss of • Non-firm energy loss
might be firm or non-firm • Non.firm energy loss mill./on), 850 to 1,600 MW-months of 750 to 1,500 MW.
energy, depending on oi 1,000 to 1,800 MW- (cost of $9 mill/on to months (cost of $8
water year, months (cost of $11 $17 million), mill.ion to $16 million),

millionto$20 million),

• Lower Granite boat • Same effects as • Ali boat ramps and • 13 of 39 boat ramps of Ali Projects:

ramps unusable. 12 of 17 drawing down Lower moorage facilities marginal use, 13 unusable * 11 boat ramps of
ramps at the other projects Granite to near spillway would be unusable at (with planned dredging), marginal use, 11 unus.
of marginal use, crest, Lower Granite and • 8 of 17 moorage facili, able (with dredging),
• Lower Granite moorage * Estimated 132,000 Little Goose for up to ties of marginal use (with • 3 moorage facilities of
facilities tmusable', 2 of 3 recreation days dis- 1 month, dredging), marginal use (with
moorage facilities at the placed. • Estimated displace- * 15 of 20 swimming areas dredging),
other projects marginally ment of up to 33,000 unusable, • 11 swimming areas
usable, recreation days in • Visitation displaced, not unusable,
• All swimm_g areas at March, about one. quantified.
Lower Granite and Little third devoted to * Visitation displaced,
Goose unusable, fishing, not quantified.

• Up to 158,000 visitor days John Day:
displaced with summer test, * 9 of 12 ramps at John
20,000 winter, Day usable, 5 fully

functional.

• 5 of 7 moorage facili-
ties at John Day fully

,, functional, other 2
marginally usable,
• 408 swimming areas at
John Day not functional,
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Table 5.4-1 (continued). Comparison of reservoir drawdown options,

Ali 4 projects to Ali 4 projects to Ali 4 projects to
MOP near spillway near spillway

Resource/Issue (April 1 to July 31) (April 15to August 15) (April 15to June 15)

AESTHETICS * Little change from existing, • Large areas of lake bottom • Same effects as 4-month
some exposed shallows, exposed including debris (tree drawdown to near spillway

stumps, rocks, etc.) crest, but for shorter duration,
• Some reservoir-dependent-
seep lakes and embayments
would decrease in size or

disappear,
• Negative impact on water
clarity and color,

CULTURAL * Possible reduction in wave • Larger portions of cultur=d * Anticipated less damage from
erosion because reservoirs sites would be exposed to shorter period of drawdown,
would remain static rather than erosion, vandalism, vehicle
fluctuate weekly, traffic, abrasion, breakdown

and movement of material,

SOCIOECONOMICS * No identifiable employment * Transportation: Temporary * Same industries affected as
or income effects, layoffs in barge industry, under 4.month drawdown to

• Agriculture: Near.term direct near spillway, but less effect on
and indirect impact of $146 transportation,
million from lost production, * Recreation: Potential shift in
2,500 jobs, $3,6 million in displaced gross
• Recreation: Potential shifts in expenditures',lost concession
$19,8 million iragross user revenues for about one-third of
expenditures', lost season peak season.
revenues for concessionaires.

STRUCTURAL ]IMPACTS * No significant adverse effects, * Increased turbulence at dam • Same above except with
stilling basins could cause scour decrease in duration,
and undermine stilling basins,
lock walls, and locks,
• Would cause unstable dam
embankments.

• Lewiston and Marines levees
would be undermined by waves,
• Reduced soil bearing capacity
and possible settlement, result-
ing in damage to facilities.
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LowerGranite to Lower Granite to Lower Granite/ John Day at 262.5feet,
near spillway 710 feet Little Goose McNary at 337 feet,

(February 1993 (April 15 to drawdown test Ali 4 projects to MOP remainder at MOP
or July 15to August 15) June 15) (March) (April 1 to August 31) (April 1 to August 31)

* Same effects for Lower * Sa_ae effects for * Similar impacts ts * Signiflea.nt exposed • Little change from
Granite ts near'spillway, Lower Granite as near spillway crest a/fema, sha.Uows at John Day and existing conditions.

spillway but to slightly ttve at Lower Granite McNary,
less degree, and Little Goose, but

for shorter duration
with fewer viewers
present,
• Little change at
John Day from
existing conditions,

• See effects of near • See effects of near * Similar impacts as * See drawdown of lower * Little change on John
spillway and MOP, spillway and MOP, Lower Granite/Little Snake reservoirs to MOP, Day and McNary; MOP

Four.week duration of Goose to near spill, effects to The Dalles and
this test would result in way, John Day to Bonneville,
shorter exposure of 262.5,
cultural sites and,
therefore, anticipated
less impact,

•' No identifiable employ- * Effects similar to * No effect on agri- * Agriculture: Near-term . Agriculture: Near-
ment or income effects, Lower Granite at near culture likely; no or gross impact of $586 term gross impact of
• Recreation: Potential sp_way and others to minimal effects on million from lost produc. $43,5 million from lost
shifts in $0,5 million MOP, barge industry, lion; 10,000 jobs lost, production; 740 jobs
winter test) or $4,3 million . Recreation: Poten- * Recreation: Potential lost,
summer test) in displaced tial shifts in $0,9 shifts in minimum of

gross user expenditures; million in displaced million in gross user
lost concessionaire tev- gross user expendi- expenditures.
enues, totes', lost concession.

aire revenues,

• Same effects for Lower * Similar to drawdown * Same as spillway * No adverse effects to . Effects to Bonneville
Granite as for drawdown to to near spillway crest, effect for Lower stilling basins, and The Datles similar
near spi.l.lwaycrest. Granite and Little to MOP, No adverse

Goose but lesser effects to John Day and
potentialbecause of McNary,
reducedduration.
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Ali 4 projects to Ali 4 projects to Ali 4 projects to
MOP near spillway near spillway

Resource/Issue (April 1 to July 31) (April 15 to August 15) (April 15 to June 15)
i ......... = i i ,,, ................. ,m,,

STRUCTURAL LMPACT5 * Railroad tad highway era-

(CONTINUED) bankments exposed', waveerosioncouldresultinunstable
, fill and ultimately f_.lure,

• Potential scour could uader-
mine Red Wolf Bridge piers,

• Elimination of buoyancy from
reservoir water could cause

failure ofLyons Ferry water
supply pipeLine,
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Lower Granite to Lower Granite to Lower Granite/ John Day at 262,5 feet,

near spillway 710 feet Little Goose McNary at 337 feet,
(February 1993 (April 15 to drawdown test Ali 4 projects to MOP remainder at MOP

or July 15 to August 15) June 15) (March) (April 1 to August 31) (April 1 to August 31)

• Sameas spillwayef-
fectforLowerGranite
andLittleGoosebut
lesserpotentialbecause
ofreducedduration,
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Table 5.4-2. Comparison of flow augmentation, combination, and temperature control options,

Temperature Control
Resource/Issue Flow Augmentation Impacts Combination Impacts Impacts

WATER QUALITY Dworsh_ * Effects additive; sem = Significant positive impact
• Decreased water temperatures drawdown and augmenta- on temperature at Lower
below Dworshak Dam, particularly lion, Granite, Anticipate shift
in Clearwater and lower Snake in temperature profile of
rivers, largest reductions with approximately 2 to 3
greatest flow releases (e,g., 1,200 weeks at Lower Granite,
KAF). • No significant change.in

' * Slightly improved water quality temperature expected at Ic_
of lower Snake by dilution from Harbor,
cleaner Northforkwater with the
less clean ma.tnstem Snake water,

• SLightpotential incre_ in
dissolved gas levels in matnstem
Snake below the dams.

Brownlee

• Degraded chemical water quality
of lower Snake River by flow
augmentation from Brownlee,

Grand Coulee

* Degraded top values, normal
during a high.flow year,

* Greater fluctuations in tempera-
tures and increased daily maximums
(still within normal range).

ANADROMOUS • Most flow augmentation • Effects additive; see • Enhance upstream mtgra-
]F_SH alternatives primarily with water drawdown and augmenta- tion success of some fall

from Dworshak, Hells Canyon, or a rien, chinook and steel.head In late

combination increasing flow In the August through early Septem.
Snake River into the Columbia ber by potentially lowering 2
below the confluence of the Snake weeks earlier than current
and Columbia rivers, Available conditions,

storage and discharge capability * Reduced growth of part of
allowing for a flow rate increase of Dworshak hatchery steethead,0 to 28 kcfs from these two Snake
River reservoirs and limited periods
of flow at these rates over what

currently occurs, Ali alternatives
designed to Increase flow in May,
some Including parts of April and
June without consideration of the
available flow for later periods.
Exact flow dependent on what is
currently available and target flows
selected, With flow from.Grand
Coulee, an Increase of flow by 0
kds tomore than30kcfsinthe
ColumbiaRiveronly,
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Table 5.4-2 (continued). Comparison of flow augmentation, combination, and temperature control options,
'""" ,, [ i,,

'TemperatureControl
Resource/Issue Flow Augmentation Impacts Combination Impacts Impacts

ANADROMOUS * Greatest effect onwater particle
FISH travel time from high augmentation

of 20 kcfs: in the Snake River
(CONTINUED) during low flow (60kcfs) at

maximumpool 8 days, or 22 percent
reducUoni at medium flow (100
kcfs) 18 days,or 14percent
reduction, In the Columbia River
reach, 5 daya reductionat low flow

100 kcfs) to 7 days athigh flow300kcfs),
• Smelt travel time in the Snake
River 4 to 8 days reduction at low
flow (40 kcfs) and 1 to 2 days at
medium flow(80kcfs),
• IntheColumbiaRiverreach2to
3 days reduction of smelt travel
time at low flow (160 kcfs) and 1 to
2 days at medium flow (200 kcfs),
• Flow augmentation reduces
available flow in the summer (July
to September) possiblyaffecting
summer downstreammigrants.
• Minor potential gassaturation
level increases,

• No effect onadultmigration,
• Effects on absolute smelt survival
for both Columbia and Snake River
combined for a flow augmentation
of 20 kcfs rangefrom 5,6 to 14,2

erceut for low flows (Snake 40
cfs, Columbia 160kch); 1,1to 11,5

percent for medium flows (Snake 80
kcfs, Columbia 200 kcfs); and 0,1 to

RESIDENT FISH Dworshak * Effects additive;see
• Incre,ased entrainment of drawdownand augmenta-
kokaneeand trout, rien.

• Slightly reduced plankton
production thereby reducing food
sources for fish,

• Reduced spawning success,
• Slight cooling of Clearwater
River, delaying biological processes,
• Reduced effects withflood
control shift,

Brownlee

• Increases in entrainmentof fish
with small to moderate wlthdrawah,

• Reduced benthic and planktonic
production with moderate
releases,
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Table5,4-2 (continued).Comparison of flow augmentation, combination, and ternpcratur_ control options,

Temperat_oControl
Resource/Issue Flow Augmentation Impacts Combination Impacts Impacts,.... i , llll .. ,, , ,

RESIDENT FISH * Impactmon spawningsuccess,

(CONTINUED) feeding success, and survivalwith unrestricted draft Increas.

_:a with magnltude of with-wal,
• Reduced effects with flood
control shift,

Grand Coulee

. Potentialsignificantimpacts
(positiveand advene) atLake
Rooseveltto netpan operations,
. Increasedentrainment_f fish,
. Impactsto zooplanktondevelop.
mont,

TERRESTRIAL * Ml.ni.mMImpacts on Brownlee, * Effects additive; see .* Minimal Impacts to vegeta.
ECOLOGY Dworshak, Grand Coulee, or drawdown and augmenta, lion expected on Dworshak

downstream pools vegetation or rien, pool,
wfldlife,

GEOLOGY • Increase in erosion and sedlmen. , Effects addittvel see • No significant impacts
AND SOILS tation, drawdown and augmenta- becau_ drawdown and

• Variability among options, t.lon, discharge arc within normal
operating ranges,

d

AIR QUALITY * Incremental Increases from * Effects additive; see • See flow augmentation
present In extent and duration of drawdown and augmenta, effects,
exposed bottom areas with some tlon,
resulting fugitivedust, particularly
zt Dworshak and to lesser extent al
Brownlee,

TRANSPORTATION • Dworshak log transport • Effects addlttvelsee , Possible late.season
costs increased by $0,3 mill.Ionfor drawdown and augmenta, interruption of log transpor.
Options B through F, tlon, ration at Dworshak,

• No effectonagriculture,AGRICULTURE • Increasedprobability of no . Effects additive; see
production from 460 acresand crop drawdown and augmenta.
losses valued at $220,000, rien,

POWER Snake River • Effects additive; see
• Firm energy losses range from 40 drawdown and augmenta.
aMW with Option J to 450 to 500 lion,
aMW with unrestricted releasen
from Dworshzk and Brownlee (cost
$12million to $146 n:dlllon),
• Large capacity impacts In fall and
winter (unquantified) tn casesof
unrestricted draft,
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Table 5.4-2 (contlaued), Comparison of flow augmentation, combination, and temperature control options,
........... i ilii i i i i i11111 i i i ii i i llll, lil -- i

Tempcrat_e Control
Resource/Issue FlowAugmentation Impacts Combination Impacts Impacts

- . l - ii , l i ii II l ii ,, =ii i lJ i j i i ...... _,,0

POWER . Correspondingnetgaininnon.

(CONTINUED) firmof$Ito$27mlll_on,
• Correspondingtotalcostsranging
from$9to$130+million,

ColumblaRiver

• lacrease in totalsystem costs
rangingfrom$20m/Allento $75
millionforTarget200options,

RECREATION • Displaced visitor days at • Effects additive; sea • By mid.August Dworshak
Dworr_ak range from 1,300 for drawdown and augmenta, may be approximately 10 feet
fixed draft of 600 KAF in May/flood t/on, below normal, swimming areas
control/MRCto268,000for unusableormarginallyusable,
unlimiteddrafttomoot140kcfs moorageandgasdocks
targest, marginallyusable,

• Verylowprobabilityofaccessor • ByendofAt.tgust,Dworshak
visitation changes at Lake pool maybe 20 feet below
Roosevelt, normal,swimndngareas
• Minimal access or visitation unusable, moorage and gas
effects at Brownlee, except with docks marginally usable--the
unrestricteddraft, rest fully usable--difficulty

acc.._ssingsome mlni-camp
sites,

•EstimatedpotentialdLqplaco.
meatofupto6,500recreation
daysinAugusta.n.J2,500in
September, Hunting access by

, foot constrainc_d,
• Beaches reduced in area on
the Clearwater River to
varying degrees and flyfishing
likely more difficult,

AESTHETICS Dworshak • Effects additive; se¢ *Dworshak Pool may be 20
• Insignificant increase in lake drawdown and augmenta, feet below normal byend of
bottom exposure with some drafts rien, August, exposing shoreline
up to 1,200KAF, area during period of highest
• Significantincrease in vertical visitation,
exposure of 30+ feet _ summer
with four fixed.dr,xrt,1,200KAF
options,
• Severe increase in vertical
exposureof 90+ feet withunre-
strietexidraft,

Browrdee

• Minor May-June departure from
oxSstingconditions for most options,

GrandCoulee

• Insignificant changes from
existing conditions,

0
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Table S.4-2(continued). Comparison of flow augmentation, combination, and temperature control opt
|i, ll i i=i tl

Temperature Control
Resource/Issue FlowAugmentation Impacts Combination Impacts Impactsi i ii

CULTURAL Dwonhak * Effects additive; see * Potential increased
• Increased exposure of cultural drawdown and augments- exposure of cultural sites
sites from drawdown increasing rien, = from drawdown of
erosion and humm-c_used damage, Dworshak up to 20 feet
• Greatest negative impact would below normal in August,
occur with unlimited withdrawals to increasing erosion and
meet flows of 140 kcfa during May, human.caused damage,
• Shift of flood control to Grand
Coulee would reduce negative
impacts because reservoir elevation
would be 6 to 13 feet higher,

Gclnd Coulee

• Typically, no change in ongoing
effects upon ¢u]tural resources
anticipated, In some years, ,
drawdown might occur earlier than
the historical norm, which could
causeincremental increases in
ongoing adverseeffects from
vandalism or erosion,

Brow=dee

• Increased damage of cultural
sites from erosion, livestock,
vandalism, primarily with unre.
strict_d draft,

J

SOCIOECONOMICS • Potential shifts in Dworshak * Effects additive; see , No effects on agriculture,
recreation user expenditures drawdown and augments- • No employment effects
ranging from $37,000 to $%6 tton, expected involving Dworshak
million, log transport,
• Insignificant to major loss of
revenue for recreation busLnesses
primarily Big Eddy Marina
concession,

STRUCTURAL • No significant effects, as • Effects additive; see • No significant impacts
IMPACTS augmentation would not be needed drawdown and augments, because drawdown and

in high-flow years, tion, discharge are within
normal operating ranges,

,,, ,,
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6.0 AGENCY COORDINATION AND PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

Because water management practices have the A panel of five agency members led each mooting
potential to affect such a diverse range of interests, and began by delivering an informative presentation
it is essential for the Columbia River Salmon Flow detailing the project's background and the OA/EIS
Measures OAfEIS to be sensitive to the process. The presentation was supplemented with a
recommendations of ali parties involved, including slide show with graphics illustrating key points,
the many agencies responsible for managing the narrative discussion of the issues involved, =rid
resources of the Columbia-Snake River system, and pictures of the projects and affected resources.
the general public. Recognizing that the document When time permitted, questions from the audience
must be responsive to these reco_dations, the were entertained before the official public comment
Corps and its cooperating agencies initiated and are period. The public then gave comments regarding
actively pursuing programs designed to establish a the scope of the project; the maximum comment
two-way dialogue with ali parties concemod with time per speaker ranged from 3 to 5 minutes,
operation of the river system. The draft version of depending on the number of speakers. The public
this document, released in September 1991, was was also invited _'_osubmit written comments
developed after a detailed scoping process inviting regarding the project, After the public comment
conm_nt from the public and responsible agencies period, additional questions from the audience were
regarding what to address in the OA/EIS. answered. When the meetings had officially
Agencies and the public then had the opportunity to adjourned, panel members were available to discuss
review and comment on the draft document. This the project with interested parties face-to-face.
final OA/EIS represents the efforts of the Corps

and its ecx)perating agencies to incorporate About 275 people who were not affiliated with the
comments received on the draft. This process, cooperating agency team attended the six scoping
which is in full compliance with the requirements meetings. Of this number, 65 people spoke about
of the NEPA, ensures that the public and ali issues to be addressed in the OA/EIS. Attendance
relevant agencies have an active and substantial role ranged from about 20 to 25 (at Orofino) to 60 to 65

O in the decision-making process. More detailed (at Pasco and Boise). The Corps also receivedinformation on the process of agency coordination about 110 letters regarding the OA/EIS. Written
and public involvement is provided in the following and oral comments were received from elected

. sections. Appendix N, Response to Comments, officials; repi'esentatives of federal, state, and tribal
provides detailed documentation on the Corps' agencies; members of the agricultural, navigation,
response to specific comments received on the draft recreation, and forest products industries;
version of the document, representatives of local utilities; members of the

commercial fishing industry; sport fishermen;

6,1 SCOPING PROCESS people from environmental and conservation
groups; and members of local economic

In compliance with NEPA, a series of six scoping development councils.
meetings was conducted to invite comments from
responsible agencies, the public, and specific Scoping comments provided valuable information
interest groups regarding the preparation of the on specific operations, regions, and concerns that
1992 Columbia River Flow Measures OA/EIS. were useful in developing the draft OA/EIS. The

Scoping meetings were held in Lewiston, Orofino, comments included recommendations on the
and Boise, Idaho; Pasco and Grand Coulee, geographic scope of the OA/EIS, agency
Washington; and Portland, Oregon from June 3 to coordination, alternatives to be considered,
_une 11, 1991. The Corps announced the meetings technical impact issues, and the basis for reaching a
in scoplng letters dated May 20 and 28. The first decision. Suggestions on alternative actions ranged
letter provided background information on the from eliminating ali of the Corps dams--restoring
project, described four proposed alternatives for the fiver system to its natural state-to operating
water management practices, and raised 21 the system without any changes, as it has been in
proposed impact issues to be considered in the the recent past, Ali of the comments received,
OA/EIS.

0
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both writtenand oral, were summarizedin a single The workgroups,led by agency staff responsible
scoping summary documentfor referenceand forpreparationof the OA/EIS, provideda format
review by the people responsiblefor preparingthe for the cooperatingagencies to work with the
OA/EIS. In addition, a project factsheetdescribing public in a more personalenviromz_t, answering
the scoping process and summarizingthe general many questionsthatwould be difficult to address in
nature of the comments received was also sent to larger groups, A summaryof discussions
nearly 3,000 people in mid-August, conductedin each workgroupwas thenpresented to

the entireaudience.

6.2 REV,EW OF THE DRAFT

OA/EIS Following the workgroupsessions, a formal publicmeeting session was conductedto accept official
commenton the contentsofthe draftOA/EIS.The

The draft OA/EIS, officially released on September maximumcomment time per speakerwas generally
27, 1991, was sent to a total of 1,500 people, set at about five minutes so that ali people who
Recipients included representativesfrom federal, wanted to commentwere given the opportunity.
state, and local agencies; elected officials at the The public was also invitedto submitwritten
federal, state, and municipal levels; tribal commentsuntil November 15, 1991. As at the
organizations;public libraries;public utility scoplng meetings, panel membersand agency
districts; membersof the agricultural,forest specialistswere available to discuss the project with
products, recreation, transportation,and other interestedparties face-to-face when the meetings
industryinterest groups; environmental had officially adjourned. In addition, presentation
conservationorganizations; and the general public, graphics(such as a slide show for the initial
particularlythose who attendedthe scoping presentation,largehanging maps, and diagramsof
meetingsheld in June 1991. To facilitatecomment project operations)were preparedto help explain
on the draftdocument, a series of six the project.
workshops/publicmeetings was held in late October

1991 in the same cities that hosted the scoping About 200 people who were not affiliated with the
meetings. The cooperating agencies publicized the cooperatingagency team attended the six
meetings in a series of three announcementsplaced workshops/publicmeetings, Of this number, 68
in a total of six newspapers published throughout people offered verbal commenton the draft
the region, with several radio announcements on six OA/EIS, and 7 submittedwritten statements for the
radio stations in the region, and in a factsheet record. Attendance ranged from about 13 at Grand
mailexlout to approximately 2,300 people in early Coulee to 54 at Lewiston. The Corps als_ received
October. In addition to announcing the 134 letters regardingthe document. Writu.'nand
workshops/moetings, the factsheet providedgeneral verbal commentswere received from elected
backgroundinformation on the project, summarized officials; representativesof federal, state, local, and
the various alternatives and their environmental tribal agencies;membersof the agricultural,
effects, and described the public involvement navigation, recreation, and forest products
process, industries;representativesof local utilities;

membersof the eonm_rcial fishing industry; sport
The workshops/meetings were conducted in fishermen; people from environmental conservation
compliance with the NEPA requirementof groups; membersof local economic development
providing at least a 45.-daypublic comment period councils; and unaffiliated interested individuals.
for daft EISs. A panel of five agency members

led each meetingand began by deliveringa brief, Commentson the draft OA/EIS provided valuable
informalpresentation explaining the st_dy process informationonspecific operations, regions, and
and the various alternatives included in the concerns that was useful in revising the document.
document. A workshop session followed this The commentscovered a wide range of issues
presentation, with audience membersassemblingin concerning the effects of the alternativesoffered in
smaller groups to discuss specific issues such as the draftOA/EIS, and addressedother alternatives
fish and water quality, transportationand that did not fall within the scope of this OA/EIS,
navigation, and recreationand cultural re.sources.
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O including harvest, hatcheries, fish transport,and ask questionsalx)utthe plannedwork. Thestructuralmodifications. For the b'pecific meetings are scheduledas follows:
comments, and the cooperatingagencies' responses
to these comments, see Appendix N of this Tuesday, January 28, 1992
document. 7 to 9 p.m.

Ranmh Inn

6.3 FUTURE PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 621 21st Street

EFFORTS Lewlston, Idaho

Wednesday, January 29, 1992
The activities outlinedabove helped define the 7 to 9 p.m.
scope of the OA/EIS and improve its responsive- RodLion Inn
ness to public interestsand concerns. More 2525 North 20th
activities are plannedto help keep the public Pasco, Washington
informed of significantdevelopmentsand to

provide interested membersof the public an 6.3.3 PressReleases
opportunity to further participatein the OA/EIS

process. To encourage local mediacoverage of significant
OA/EIS issues, press releases have been sent in

6.3.1 Factsheets conjunctionwith each issue of the factsheetand a
press release is planned for the release of the final

The effort to keep the public informed of progress OA/EIS, Although press releases do not guarantee
on the OA/EIS has included a series of fact.sheets, media coverage, they provideagency contact
Release of the factsheets correspondsto project informationin case membersof the media wish to
milestones, Fact.sheetNo. 1 (issued in August obtain more information fromthe Corps when
1991) presented a summary of the scoping process, writing stories.
Factsheet No. 2 (issued/n conjunction with the
draft OA/EIS) summarizedthe draft OA/EIS and
providedinformationon theupcomingschedule, 6.4 AGENCY COORDINATION
future opportunities for public involvement, and
announced the public workshops and public 6.4.1 Cooperating Agencies
hearings held in October. Fact.sheetNo. 3 (issued
shortly before the final OA/EIS) summarizedthe The Columbia River Salmon Flow Measures final
final OA/EIS, describedthe proposed actions for OA/EIS was prepared by the Walls Walls District
1992, and sumnmrizedcommentsreceived on the of the Corps with help from BPA and BoR, both of
draft OA/EIS. Ali issues of the fact.sheetprovided which are cooperatingagencies, These three
the names, addresses, andphone numbers of agencies share the primaryresponsibilities for
cooperating agency personnel to contact for more operationof the federal projects on the Columbia-
information. Snake River system. The Corpsis the lead agency

because it designed, built, and operates most of the
6.3.2 Public Information Meetings dams included in the project scope, BPA is a

cooperatingagency because of its regional power
To provide informationto the public regardingthe marketingoperationsresponsibilityand
preferred alternativeand the actions requiredto coordinatingrole with regionalutilities. Because
implementthis alternative,two public information operation of the Grand Coulee project, which is
meetingshave been scheduled, one in Washington managed by the BoR, is instrumentalto the flow
and one in Idaho. The Corps will explain proposed augmentationalternatives, the Bureauwas also
changes in the operationof the reservoirsto included as a cooperatingagency. The Corps
improve salmon passage for 1992 and the impacts decided to preparean OA/EISin spring 1991 in
of those changes. Although this is not a formal response to regional deliberationsover the proposed
hearing, the public will be given the opportunityto listing of several salmon stocksunder the

EndangeredSpecies Act.
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During the Salmon summit process, the Corps was A Notice of Intent to conduct the OA/EIS was
urged by many participants to draft the four lower published in the Federal Register on May 10, 1991,
Snake River projects to near spillway crest levels This was followed by distribution of the seoping
for the 1991 migration. Other participants letters and media announcements of the scoping
suggested a short-term test drawdown during the meetings,
spring of 1991 to deternfine the physical effects of
such a drawdown and help evaluate potential future The preliminary draft version of the OA/EIS was
measures. The Corps deferred action on both prepared by August I0, 1991, The preliminary
requests for 1991 because internal agency analysis draft was circulated among a team of approximately
concluded that operathag the projects below "50technical reviewers from BPA, BoR, and the
established minimum pool levels was not addressed Corps (at the Walla Walla District, Portland
by existing NEPA documentation and would require District, North Pacific Division, and Washington
original environmental analysis. The Corps further D.C. Headquarters levels). It was also reviewed
concluded that a full OA/EIS would be required, by staff from the State and Regional offices of the
rather than an environmental assessment, because U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Comments and

major reservoir drawdowns would likely have suggestions made by the agency review team were
significant impacts on the physical, ecological, and then incorporated into the draft OA/EIS, which was
human environment, issued on September 27, 1991.

In response to this Corps position regarding major The preliminary final version of this OA/EIS,
1991 actions, the advocates of Columbia-Snake which incorporated the comments rece'_ved during
River flow measures requested that the Corps the 50-day review of the draft OA/EIS, was sent to
prepare the environmental documentation, a team of approximately 50 technical reviewers
necessary to address such actions for the 1992 from BPA, BoR, and the Corps (at the Walla Walla
migration. The Corps began the internal scoping District, Portland District, North Pacific Division,
process in April 1991, identifying the potential and office of the Chief Engineer in Washington
actions that could be considered and the likely types D.C.) on December 13, 1991. lt was also
of associated impacts. The Corps also initiated a reviewed by staff from the State and Regional
series of coordination meetings with BPA and BoR offices of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and
staff, as well as with other federal and state staff from the National Marine Fisheries Service.

resource agencies. Comments and suggestions made by the agency
review team were then incorporated into this final

Further coordination of early scoping for the OA/EIS, officially issued January 2, 1992.
OA/EIS was conducted through a series of three

formal meetings on development of a test protocol 6.4.2 Other Agencies
for a 1992 reservoir drawdown. These meetings

were held on April 5 in Lewiston, Idaho; April 12 Although the Corps, BoR, and BPA are the three
in Kennewick, Washington; and April 18 in cooperating agencies responsible for developing the

Portland, Oregon. These meetings were OA/EIS, input was soughtand considered from ali
incorporated within planning sessions among agencies responsible for or affected by river
Salmon Summit participants (participants included management practices. These other agencies were
the broad spectrum of river user and resource encouraged to participate by submitting scoping
management interests). Corps staff presented their comments and any information that would be

preliminary scoping materials and requested input helpful in developing the OA/EIS and by reviewing
on the nature and scope of actions to consider for and eomanenting on the draft OA/EIS.
1992, and the types of testing and monitoring

results desired for inclusion in these actions, lt should be noted that one of the most frequent
Following the test protocol development meetings, scoping comments received from members of the
the cooperating agencies entered further planning public was a suggestion to include both FWS and
discussions and prepared for the formal scoping NMFS as cooperating agencies. In fact, the Corps
process, had numerous discussions with the FWS regarding
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possible cooperating agency status. Because of the or written comment on the document, For a
short time frame and the substantial amount of comprehensive list, see Appendix N.
resources necessary to complete this OA/EIS, FWS
concluded it could not assume such a substantive In addition, the Corps, BPA, and BoR conducted

role but would participate in a less extensive role extensive coordination by telephone and meetings.
than as a full cooperating agency. Because NMFS These contacts occurred throughout the OA/EIS
is responsible for the decision about listing the process and are too numerous to catalog. They
salmon stocks, the agency must be an impartial involved both policy-level discussions concerning
reviewer of the OA/EIS. Therefore, it could have proposed alternatives and their implementation, and
been considered a conflict of interest for NMFS to requests for specific infornuttion n&xled for the
be a cooperating agency. OA/EI3, Participants in these contacts included the

full spectrum of agencies and officials described
The Corps continued the agency coordination above, plus a variety of organizations representing
process throughout the development of the OA/EIS. river users and other interested parties.
The scoping letters invited comment from all

responsibleagencies regarding what to address in 6.4.3 Future Agency Coordination
the OA/EIS. Approximately 23 agencies responded
by providing verbal comment at the scoping After the final OAfEIS has been issued, a ROD,

meetings and/or submitting written comments, documenting actions to be taken in 1992, is
Agencies and elected officials that provided scoping scheduled to be signed February 14, 1992,
comment included: Coordination with agencies and the public will

' continue up to and beyond the issuance of the
* National Park Service, Coulee Dam National ROD,

Recreation Area

• U,S, Fish and Wildlife Service, Pacific

Northwest Region
• U.S, Forest Service, Hells Canyon National

Recreation Area

• U.S. Representative Richard Stallings
• U.S, Senator Steve Symms
• Colville Confederated Tribes

• Idaho Department of Fish & Game
• Idaho Office of the Attorney General
• Idaho State Representative Charles Cuddy
• Idaho State Senator Karl Brooks
• Montana Office of the Governor

• Oregon State Marine Board
• Oregon State Senator Scott Duff
• Washington State Department of

Transportation, District 5
• Wyoming Game and Fish Department
• Arlington Chamber of Commerce
• Benton County Public Utility District
• Franklin County Public Utility District
• City of Kennewick
• Madison County Office of the Sheriff
• Minidoka County Board of Commissioners
* Okanogan County Commissioners Office
• Orofino Chamber of Commerce

During the 50-day review period on the draft
OA/EIS, approximately 40 agencies, elected
officials, and tribal organizations provided verbal
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7.0 SCHEDULE

To produce a ROD in time for NMFS to consider when makingdecisions regarding actions to accompany the
Endangered Species Act listing of the Snake River sockeye salmon and proposed listings of the salmon stocks, the
1992 Columbia River Salmon Flow Measures OA/EIS is being developed on an accelerated schedule, The EIS
process officially began on May 10, 1991 when the Corps announced the EIS with a Notice of Intent published in
the Federal Register, The cooperating agenctes then began the process of collecting information and data to be
included in the study, A preliminary draft OA/EIS was written and distributed to various agencies for an initial
revtew, Agency comments were incorporated into the document, and the draft OA/EIS was sent to the EPA and the
public for official review, A 50-day public comment period was held on the draft OA/EIS, during which time the
public and agencies were invited to comment on the contents of the draft document, These comments were
incorporated into the final OA/EIS, Like the draft OA/EIS, a preliminary final OA/EIS was first circulated for
initial agency review, After release of the final OA/EIS, a 15-daypublic review period will be held, Two public
information meetings, one in Washington and one in Idaho, are scheduled to answer questions and provide more
detail on the preferred plan, The ROD, the final step in the EIS process, is scheduled to be signed on February 14,
1992,

Major milestones of this schedule, including public involvement and agency coordinationevents thatare discussed in
Section 5,0, are presented in Table 7-1,
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Table 7-1, Major milestones of the EIS s_hedule
, , ,, ,, , ,m

Date Milestone

1991

10 May Notice of Intent published in the Federal Register

13 May Begin Data/Information Collection •

3--11 June Public Seoping Meetings (held in Lewlston, Orofino, Boise ID; Pasco and Grand Could,
WA; and Portland, OR)

1 Aug Complete Public Involvement Plan ,

14 Aug Preliminary draft OA/EIS available for concurrent agency review

Mid-Aug Factsheet No, 1 Is released

28 Aug Agency revtew of preliminary draft OA/NS completed

20 Sept Draft OA/EIS sent to EPA

27 Sept Begin 50-day review of draft OA/EIS

Late Sept Factsheet No, 2 is released

Mid-Oct Public Meetings and Workshops

15 Nov End of 50-day review period

13 Dec Preliminary final OA/EIS available for concurrent agency review

20 Dec Agency review completed

1992

Early Jan Factsheet No, 3 is released

15 Jan Final OA/EIS sent to EPA

28, 29 Jan Public information meetings
i'

24 Jan Begin 15-day review of final O,A/EIS

7 Feb End of 15-day review period; Review need to modify Record of Decision

14 February Record of Decision on 1992 operations released
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8.0 COMPLIANCE WITH APPLICABLE FEDERAL
ENVIRONMENTAL STATUTES AND REGULATIONS

The following section is a discussion of Federal of organic materials contained within sites, New
laws, regulations and orders that may apply to the reservoir op_rating conditions may require an ,
proposed 1992 flow measures, The section is a accelerated program of site testing to determine
preliminary revlow only; furthor analyses are National Register eligibility and increased
continuing to confirm applicability of each law or mitigation efforts,
regulation, and incorporate the impact conclusions

for the respective resourceareas, Final results of 8.3 EXECUTIVE ORDER 11593,
the analyseswill be outlined in the draft EIS, PROTECTION AND ENHANCE-

8,1 RESERVOIRSALVAGEACT MENT OFTHE CULTURAL
ENVIRONMENT

The Reservoir Salvage Aet as amended in 1974 by
the Archaeological and Hlstortc Preservation Act Order 11593 requires Federal agencies to inventory
provides for preservation of historical and and nominate those cultural properties evaluated ns
arcllaeologteal data that mtght otherwise be significant for addttlon to the National Register, lt
irreparably lost or destroyed by flooding or further re.quires monitoring so as to maintain
alterations of terrain as a result of any Federal cultural properties, mad administering such
project, properties tn spirit of "stewardship,"

8.2 NATIONALHISTORIC , 8.4 CLEANAIR ACT
PRESERVATIONACT

The Clean Air Aet (CAA) regulates _mlsslons Into

"l"heNational Historic Preservation Act requtres the air, Controls on stationary and mobile sources
that Federal agenctes evaluate the effects of Federal of erntsstons are implemented through eombtned
undertakings on historical, archeologlcal, and Federal, State, and local programs, Pursuant to the
cultural resources, and consult wtth State Historic CAA, EPA has promulgated National Ambient Atr

Preservation Officers (SHPO) regarding adverse Quality Standards, National Emtsston Standards for
cultural resources impacts. Hazardous Air Follutants, and New Source

Performance Standards, The proposed action will

The first step in the process is to tdenttfy cultural result in discharge of particulate matter (fugitive
resources included on (or eligible for Inclusion on) dust) from dewatered reservoir bottoms, and may
the National Register that are located in or near the indirectly result in additional air emlsstons from

project area, The second step is to Identify the thermal pow_rplants used to replace lost
possible effects of proposed actions, The lead hydroel_tric power,
agency must examine whether feasible alternatives
exist that would avoid such effects, If an effect 8.5 CLEAN WATER ACT
cannot reasonablybe avoided, measuresmust be

taken to mintmiz¢ or mitigate the potential effects, The Clean Water Aet sets national goals and
poltetes to eliminate discharge of water pollutants

Currently, sufficient information is not available for into navigable waters, regulate discharge of toxic
ali cultural resource sites within the study area to pollutants, and prohibit discharge of pollutants from
determine if they _e eligible for Inclusion on the potnt sources without permits, The Act also
National Register, Implementation of any of the authorizes EPA to establish water quality criteria
drawdown alternatives would tmpaet cultural sites that are used by States to establish sp_lfle water
to varying degrees, Larger are.as of sites will be quality standards,
exposed during low pool, Sites normally inundated
may be exposed and subject to vrosion and Dissolved gas supersaturation associated with Corps
vandalism, Repeated cycles of exposure and dams in the Columbia-Snake River System has
inundation may result in accelerated d_omposltion consistently exce.e.ded the EPA criterion and the
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Oregon and Washington State water quality falcons to forage upon, Evaluations of impacts on
standards of 110 percent saturation. However, the other portions of the system are continuing.
Corps does not consider the release of water from

its clams as point sources of discharge but does The proposed action, itself, is in response to
everything practicable to meet state water quality proposed listing of several salmon stocks under the
standards. ESA. Major portions of the EIS address the

various positive and negative potential effects on
The major water quality issues pertaining to the these fish from the flow measures under
water release alternatives are increaseddissolved consideration.
gas saturation levels and higher water temperatures.

The alternativeswould causefurther departurefrom 8.7 FiSH AND WILDLIFE
required water quality levels. A larger volume of
water spilled at the dams, over a longer time would COORDINATIONACT
result in gas saturation values near to or above 120

percent, There will also be localized water quality The Act authorizes DOI to provide assistance to
changes because of exposed sewer outfalls, as well and cooperate with Federal, State, and public or
as changes in n'fixing zone characteristics. Water private agencies and organizations in the
temperature increases in the pools of the lower development, protection, rearing and stocking of ali
Columbia River dams would increase to near species of wildlife re.sources and their habitat and in
maximum recorded levels, controlling losses from disease or other causes,

Consultation is required with FWS when any

8,6 ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT waterbody is controlled or modified for any
purpose. FWS surveys and investigations mutt be
made a part of any report or engineering ..urvey

The Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973 that is prepared. Federal agencies authorized to
provides a means for conserving various species of construct or operate; water.control projects are
fish, wildlife, and plants that are threatened with authorized to modil_, or add to the structure and
extinction. Section 7(a) of the ESA requires operation of those projects in order to accommodate
Federal agencies, in consultation with the DOI and the means and measures for conservation of fish
the NMFS, as appropriate, to ensure that the and wildlife.
actions they authorize, fund, or carry out are not

likely to jeopardize the continued existence of Operation of the pools at lower levels will reduce
endangered or threatened species, or adversely the mount of shallow-water habitat. Shallow-

modify or destroy 'heir critical habitats. Actions water habitat is important for spawning and rearing
that might jeopardize listed speciL ; ::._.,:ludedirect for a number of resident fish species, and their
and indirect effects, as well as the cumulative spawning success may be reduced. Additional
effects of other actions, impacts on veget_ttion and wildlife are outlined in

the EIS. The Corps is consulting with FWS
Federal regulations on endangered species regarding implementation of the proposed
coordination (50 CPR 402.12) also require that measures. The two agencies agreed that the FWS
Federal agencies prepare biological assessments of would be a partiripating agency in the EIS process,
the potential effects of major constnJction actions but that preparation of a formal coordination Act
on listed or proposed endangered species and report by the FWS would not be feasible under the
critical habitat, circumstances.

Two threatened and endangered Sl.;-.ciesunder the
purview of the FWS are expected to t.".eur in the 8.8 NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL
vicinity of most of the potentially affected projects. POLICYACT
Specifically, resident mad migrant peregrine falcons

and bald eagles are known to inhabit in the area of The National Environmental Policy Act provides a
these projects. Project-related impacts to peregrine commitment to conduct Federal activities in a

falcons sre not expected _ use there is a manner that protects the environment mad requires
substantial anti diverse prey base for peregrine that an EIS be included in every recommendation

or report on proposals for legislation and other
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major federal actions significantly affecting the 8.11 FEDERAL WATER PROJECT

qualit'., of the human environment. Development of RECREATION ACT
this EIS document meets NEPA requirements for
the proposed act!on.

In the planning of any Federal navigation, flood
control, reclamation or water resource project, the

8.9 EXECUTIVE ORDER 11988, Feder_ Water Project I,l',;:,¢reationAct requires that
FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT full considerationIx givr_ato the opportunities,

which the project afford:_for outdoor recreationand
Executive Order 11988 requires Federal agencies to fish and wildlife enhancement. The Act requires
evaluate the potential effects of any actions it may planning with respect to development of recreation
take in a floodplain to ensure that its planning potential. Projects must be constru,'ted, maintained
programs and budget request reflects consideration and operated in such a manner ii recreational
of flood hazards and floodplain management, opportunities are consistent with the purpose of the
Alternatives to those actions must be considered to project.
avoid adverse effects in the floodplain or to
minimize potential harm. Recreation sites have been developed at all of the

Federal projects involved in the proposed action
The real and potential impacts of the flow measures and are operated by a variety of entities,
under consideration on flood control capability are Developed facilities and informal use areas at these
considered negligibl_.. Flood storage capacity at projects could experience minimal to significant
some upstream reservoirs could be diminished with impacts from reservoir drawdown, depending upon
flow augmentation mea.qures, but this capacity the drawdown alternative. Specific .types of
would be shifted elsewhere to maintain overall impacts could include dewatering boat ramps,
system flood control capacity. Further, flood docks, marinas, and swimming beaches. Water-
storage shifts would only be implemented if oriented campgrounds and day-use areas could
projected runoff were relatively low, in which case become less desirable because of exposed shoreline
the risk of flooding would also be reduced, and increased distance to water. Similar impacts
Reservoir drawdown would, if anything, enhance could occur at upstream storage _eservoirs as a
the flood cont:ol capacity of the system during the result of flow augmentation, which could cause
time of drawdown. However, further study is reservoir elevations to be lower than under normal
underway to confirm these conclusions, operation.

8.10 EXECUTIVE ORDER 11990, 8.12 PACIFIC NORTHWEST ELECTRIC

PROTECTION OF WETLANDS POWER PLANNING AND

CONSERVATION ACT
Executive Order 11990 authorizes Federal agencies

to take actions to minimize the destruction, loss or The Northwest Power Act was passed by Congress
degradation of wetlands and to preserve and on December 5, 1980. This law created the eight-
enhance the natural and beneficial values of member NPPC. The Council was entrusted with

wetlands when undertaking Federal activities and adopting a Fish and Wildlife Program for the
programs. Ali new construction in wetlands must Columbia River Basin by November 1982 and
be avoided, preparing a 20-year Regional Electric l:_,ver and

Conservation Plan by April 1983. The plans are
Emergent wetlands communities are prevalent in periodically updated.
several areas under study. Should these wetlands

depend upon full pool levels for water supply, The Coundil's Fish and Wildlife Program
either through subirrigation or shallow inundation, established a number of goals for restoring and
they could be expected to be lost or species protecting fish populations in the basin. These
composition to be altered. Mudflats may also be goals have led to changes in how the Coordinated
exposed. Columbia River System is operated, One of the

most notable changes is the Water Budget, which
provides for the release of specific amounts of
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water in the upper Columbia River and on the 8,14 COASTAL ZONE
Snake River to help the ._uvenile salmon migrate MANAGEMENT ACTdownstream in the spring.

Both reservoir drawdown and flow augmentation Federal agencies conducting or supporting activities
would temporarily reduce the power generation directly affecting the coastal zone must conduct or
capability of the affected projects. As a short-term support those activities in a manner that is
action, the proposed 1992 flow measures would not consistent with approved State coastal zone
have a direct bearing on the NPPC's regional management programs. A State coastal zone
power plan. Nevertheless, the cooperating agencies management program (developed under State law
are coordinating with the NPPC regarding the and guided by the Act) sets forth objectives,
power generation implications of the proposed policies and standards to guide public and private
action, uses of lands and waters in the coastal zone. The

coastal zone as defined in the Act extends inland to

The Act also direr'ts the NPPC to provide fish and the extent necessary to control shorelines.
wildlife resources with equitable treatment in the
operation of the fiver system and to prepare a Washington and Oregon have approved coastal
progr:am to manage *..hdprotect fish and wildlife management programs, both of which list seven
resources. Through its Fish and Wildlife Program types of Federal activities directly affecting the

coastal zone. The pronosed actions appear to haveactivities, the NPPC is developing its own
proposals to protect the threatened and endangered minimal or no effect on water levels or use
salmon stocks. The cooperating agencies have also downstream of Bonneville Dam, which is the
been coordinating with the NPPC to better integrate upstream extent of the coastal zone.
the proposed flow measures with the NPPC process
for priority salmon actions. 8.15 ESTUARY PROTECTION ACT

'

The purposeof the Act is to establisha program to8.13 CEQ MEMORANDUM,
protect, conserve,and restoreestuaries, lt includes

AUGUST 11, 1990, ANALYSIS provisions to Federally manageestuarineareas in
OF IMPACTS ON PRIME OR coordination with States and requires that ali

UNIQUE AGRICULTURAL LANDS Federalprojects consider impacts on estuarine

IN IMPLEMENTING NEPA arN. The Act does not effect an Agency's
authority for existing programs within an estuary.
The impact of the proposed action on the Columbia

']"l'LeCEO Memorandum establishes criteria to River estuaries is currently under review, but the
identify and take into account the; adverse effects of impact appears to be minimal or nonexistent.
Federal programs on the preservation of prime and
unique farmland, to consider alternative actions, as
appropriate, that could lessen adverse effect, and to 8.16 LANDAND WATER
ensure the programs are consistent with ali state CONSERVATIONFUND ACT
and local programsfor protectionof farmland. The
proposed actions were determined not to have a The Land and Water Conservation Fund Act assists
direct impact on prime or unique agricultural lands; in preserving, developing and ensuring accessibility
direct impacts would be confined to the reservoirs, of outdoor recreation resources. The Act

Reservoir drawdown could temporarily interrupt the establishes specific Federal funding for acquisition,
supply of water to irrigated prime farmlands, but development, and preservation and grants to states
this interruption would not displace or diminish the and localities. Numerous recreation sites and

productive capacity of these lands, public land parcels along the affectext projects have
been acquired or developed with LWCF monies.
Maintenance and use of th_se resources could be

temporr.a'ily impaired by the proposed actions, but
the intended uses would not be precluded or ..
displaced on a long-term basis.
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ENVIRONMENTAL STATUTES AND REGULATIONS O

affecting wild, scenicor recre.atlonal rivers within
8,17 MARINE) PROTECTION) the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System, as

RESEARCH AND SANCTUARIES well as rivers designatedon the National Rivers
ACT Inventory. Under the Aet, a Federal agency may

not assist the construction of a water re.sources

The Marine, Protection, Research and Sanctuaries project that would have a direct and adverse eff_t
Act regulates dumping of material into the ocean on the free-flowing, s_nic and natural values of a
and prevents or strictly limits the dumping of any wild or scenic river. If the project would affect the
material that would adversely affect human health, free-flowing characteristics of a designated river or
welfare, the marine environment, eeologleal unreasonably diminish the secale, recreational, and
systems or economic potentialities. As the Corps fish and wildlife values present in the area, such
action will not result in the dumping of material activities should be undertaken in a manner that
into the ocean, the Aet does not apply, would minimize adverse impacts and should be

developed in consultation with the NPS.

8.18 RIVER AND HARBORS ACT
Several portions of the Snake River have been

The River and Harbors Act prohibits constructing designated under the Wild and Seenle Rivers
bridges, dams, dikes or causeways over harbors or System. The Hells Canyon reach of the Snake is
navigable waters of the United States without of primary interest, which is downstream of
approval of the Corps. The act also prohibits any Brownlee reservoir. Flow augmentation options
obstruction to the navigable capacity of any waters involving release of stored water from Brownlee
of the United States. would temporarily elevate flows in Hells Canyon

over what would otherwise occur. However, these

Under the alternatives being considered, the flow levels would be well within the range of
impacts on commercial (barge) navigation will vary regulated flows normally experienced in Hells
with the degree of reservoir drawdown. Some Canyon. The Corps is coordinating with the U.S.

difficulty in navigation could be encountered with Forest Service, which administers this reach of the
reservoir drawdown to minimum pool levels, fiver,
because of localized sediment accumulation.
Reservoir drawdown to levels much below Several tributaries to the Snake and Columbia

minimum pool would completely interrupt rivers have also been added to the Wild and Scenic
commercial navigation on the lower Snake River Rivers System. These include portions of the
from approximately 1.5 to 6 months. Klickitat and White Salmon rivers in Washington

and the Sandy, Deschutes, John Day, Grande
Ronde, and Imnaha rivers in Oregon. The

8.19 WATERSHED PROTECTION AND proposed actions would not adversely affect these
FLOOD PROTECTION ACT protectedresources.

The purpose of the Watershed Protection and Flood 8.21 NATIONAL WILDLIFEREFUGE
ProtectionAct is to protect watershedsfrom SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION ACT
erosion, floodwater and sedimentdamages, lt
providesassistanceprograms to local organizations
to conduct investigations and surveys, prepare plans The primary purpose of the National Wildlife
and estimates, develop soil and water conservation Refuge Administration Aet is to consolidate various
practices and install improvement works for categories of wildlife ranges and refuges for
protection of watersheds. The proposed management under one program. The Aet provides
alternatives do not appear to violate any watershed protection for both wildlife and refuge lands from
protection requirements, destruction and injury. The Aet also provides

authority for the regulation of hunting and fishing

8,20 WILD AND SCENIC RIVERS ACT within refuge boundaries. The applicability of
these requirements to the project are currently
being evaluated.

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act establishes

requirements applicable to water resource projects
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8.22 COLUMBIA RIVER GORGE

NATIONAL SCENIC AREA ACT

The Columbia River Gorge National Scenic Area
(Scenic Area) was established as a Federally
recognized and protected area by Congress on
November 17, 1986, through Public Law (P.L.)
99-663. The Scenic Area Aet also created the bi-

state Columbia River Gorge Commission and
dir_ted the Commission and the U.S. Forest

Service to jointly develop a management plan for
the Scenic Area. The management plan will reflect
legislatively established purposes, which include a
mandate to protect and provide for the enhancement
of the scenic, cultural, recreational, and natural
resources of the Scenic Area, A draft management
plan was released in October 1990; a final plan is
still under review and has not yet been adopted.
The proposed goals of the plan are broad and sre
not directly affected by the actions proposed for
1992 by the eooperathag agencies.

8.23 STATE AND LOCAL PLANS

AND LAWS

The CEQ regulations (40 CFR 1506.2) require

consideration of the consistency of a proposed
. action with approved state and local plans and laws.

Given the schedule demands for the EIS and the

extremely large number of state and local
jurisdictions within the study area, the cooperating
agencies have not been able to review ali of the
individual plans and laws that may be applicable.
Based on the orientation and typically limited
applicability of state and local authorities to the
Federal multi-purpose projects, the cooperating
Agencies assume the proposed actions would
generally be consistent with state and local plans
and laws. (Issues surrounding the applicability of
state mad loca/laws are currently under discussion.)
However, the Corps is still discussing proposed
actions with state and local governments.
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9.0 LIST OF PREPARERS

The 1992 Flow Measures OA/ES was prepared by an int_rdlsctplinary team consisting of the U,S, Army corps of
Engineers, the Bonneville Power AdmLntslratlon, and the Bureau of Reclamation, Ebasco Environmental, a
consulting firm under contract to the Corps, helped the cooperating agency team in developing the OA/EIS, Ebasco
was assisted by BST and Associates, operating as a subcontractor, In addition, information was provided by Don
Chapman Consultants, lhC,, regarding fisheries issue.s; Dr, David Bennett of the University of Idaho regardLng
resident fisheries issues; and Washington State University, Center for Northwest Anthropology, regarding
archaeological re.search, Contributions by individual preparers were subject to revision during the intemaJ review
process,

Individuals responsible for preparing this OA/EIS are listed in Tables 9-1 to 9-6, organtze..d by agency and
consultant, Be.cause of the number of people involved in coordinating this study, the information presented in these
tables is limited to the names, education and years of experience, experience and expertise, and general roles these
individuals had in developing the OA/EIS,
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10.0 DISTRIBUTION LIST

The Columbia River Salmon Flow Measures final OA/EIS is being distributed to a variety of parties, including

elected officials at the local, State, and Federal levels; tribal organizations; State, Regional, and Federal agencies; an

array of special interest group organizations; academic institutions; and interested individuals. The document is also
being sent to libraries located throughout the affected project area, Because operation of the Columbia-Snake River

System has substantial regional impacts, a large number of people have indicated an interest in reading the
document, As of this writing, approximately 900 copies of the document are being printed for distribution, In

addition, man), people who are not on the mailing list specifically for the final OA/EIS will be sent a copy of the
Executive Summary,

In compliance with regulations established by the Council on Environmental Quality, officials, agencies,

organizations, and individuals receiving the OA/EIS are listed below, Because of the evolving nature of the
distribution list, other parties not listed below will also receive the document,

Honorable Larry E. Craig Honorable Brock Adams Honorable Richard Stallings
United States Senate United States Senate U,S, House of Representatives

Honorable Larry E, Craig Honorable Slade Gorton Honorable Richard Stallings
United States Senate United States Senate U,S, House of Representatives
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United States Senate United States Senate U,S. House of Representatives
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U.S, House of Representatives United States Senate

Honorable Thomas S, Foley
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United States Senate United States Senate

Honorable Thomas S. Foley
Honorable Steven D. Symms U,S. House of Representatives Honorable Malcom Wallop
United States Senate United States Senate

Honorable Sid Morrison
Honorable Steven D. Symms U.S. House of Representatives Honorable Alan K, Simpson
United States Senate United States Senate

Honorable Sid Morrison
Honorable Mark O, Hatfield U,S, House of Representatives Honorable Craig Thomas
United States Senate U.S. House of Representatives

Honorable Norman D, Dicks
Honorable Mark O. Hat'field U,S. House of Representatives Honorable Pat Williams
United States Senate U.S, House of Representatives

Honorable Norman D, Dicks
Honorable Mark Hat'field U.S. House of Representatives Honorable Ron Marlenee
United States Senate U,S. House of Representatives

Honorable Larry LaRocco
Honorable Bob Packwood U.S, House of Representatives Honorable Maleom Wallop
United States Senate United States Senate

Honorable Sid Morrison
Honorable Bob Pack'wood U.S, House of Representatives Honorable Alan K. Simpson
United States Senate Unite,d States Senate
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Honorable Brock Adams U.S. House of Representatives Honorable Pat Williams
United States Senate U.S. House of Representatives
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United States Senate U,S. House of Representatives
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Federal Emergency Management
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Governor of Oregon Arch,

Federal Energy Regulatory
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Governor of Washington
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National Marine Fisheries Service Welfare
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Admin Recreation
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Conservation Service National Park Service Idaho Department of Transportation

Bureau of Indian Affairs National Weather Service Idaho Department of Water
Resources

Bureau of Land Management Pacific Fishery Management Council
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Bureau, of Water & Power Div, of Idaho State Historical Society
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Idaho Water Resource Board

Columbia River Gorge Commission Seattle District U.S, Army Corps of
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11.0 GLOSSARY AND ACRONYMS

ACEC - Areas of Critical Enviromnmtal Concern

Acre-foot - The volume of water that will cover 1 gcre to a depth of 1 foot.

aMW - Average megawatt; the average amount of energy (number of megawatts) supplied or demanded over a
specified period of time.

Anadromous fish - Fish, such as salmon or steelhead trout, that hatch in freshwater, migrate, mature in the ocean,
and return to fresh water ts adults to spawn.

Annual operating plan - A yearly plan for operating storage reservoirs on the Columbia River. Such • plan is
specifically required by the Columbia River Treaty and by the Pacific Northwest Coo_on Agreement.

_' Assured refill curve - A curve showing minimum elevations which must be maintained at each project to ensure
refill, even if the third lowest historical water year occurred; it sets limits on the production of energy.

r

Augmenting - Increasing; in this application, increasing fiver flows above levels that would occur under normal
operations by releasing water from storage reservoirs.

Baseload - In • demand sense, a load that varies only slightly in level over a specified time period. In a supply
sense, a plant that operates most efficiently at a relatively constant level of generation.

BIA - Bureau of Indian Affairs

BDU - bone dry unit

BKD - Bacterial kidney disease

BLM - Bureau of Land Management

BNRR - Burlington Northern Railroad

BoR - Bureau of Reclamation

BP - Before the present time

BPA - Bonneville Power Administration

Bypass system - Structure at a dam that provides a route for fish to move through or around the dam without going
through the turbines.

CAA - Clean Air Act

Capacity - The maximum sustainable amount of power that can be produced by a generator or carried by a
traasmi_sion facility at any instant.

Capacity/energy exchange. A transaction in vhich one utility provides another with capacity service in exchange for
additional amounts of firm energy (exchanV , energy) or money, under specified conditions, usually during offpeak
hours.

CBFWA - Columbia Basin Fish and Wildlife Authority
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1 GLOSSARY AND ACRONYMS

Corps - U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

CPO - Coordinated Plan of Op ,,rations

CRBG - Columbia River Basalt Group

CRGNSA - Columbia River Gorge National _c Area

CRITFC - Columbia Rive; In--bal Fish Commission

Critical period - That portion of the historical $O-yt_r greamflow record that would produce the least amount of
energy' with ali reservoirs drafted from full to empty. For the past several years of planning, the critical period has
been from September 1928 through February 1932.

Critical rule curves - A set of curves which define reservoir elevations that must be maintained to ensure that firm

system requirements (both power and non-power) can be met under the most rdverse historical stresmflow
conditions. Critical rule curves are derived for ali four years in the critical period. They are used to guide
reset ,_oir operation for power.

CRM - Columbia river mile

CKSMA - Columbia River Salmon Mitigation Analysis

Cubic _'eetper second (cfs) - A un, of measurement pertaining to flow of water. One cfs is equal to 449 gallons per ',
minute.

Demand - The rate at which electric energy is used, whether at a given instant or averaged over any designated
period. 1lr
Discharge - Volume of water flowing in a given streamat a given time, usuallyexpressedin cubicfeet per second.

Displacement- The substitutionof lessexpensiveenergyfor more expensivethermal energy (usuallyhydroelectric
energy transmittedfrom the Pacific Northwestor Canadato substitutefor mon_,expensivecoaland oil-fired
generation m california). Such displacement means that the thermal pl_ts can reduce or shut down their
production, saving money and often reducing ,dr pollution.

Draft - Release of water from a storage reservoir.

Drawdown - The distance that the water surface of a reservoir is lowered from a given elevation as water is released
from the reservoir.

DSI - Direct Service Industry

Edaphic - Of or relating to soil, especially as it affects living organisms.

EIS - Environmental Impact Statement

Endemism - Native or limited to a certain region (endemic).

Energy contentcurves- A setof curveswhich establishlimits on the =mountof reservoir drawdown permitted for
non-firm energy production.

EPA - U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
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ESA - Eadangered Species Act

Escapemmt - Number of uhnon that actually return to mstream to spawn.

FCRPS - Fedend Columbi= River Power System

FELCC - Firm Energy Lm_ Carrying Cap_ity; the anx_ant of energy the region's generating system, or an
individual utility or project, can be c=iled on to produce on mfirm basis during actual operations, FELCC is made
up of both hydro routnon-hydro resources, including power purchases. The hydro portion of FELCC is based on
the energy that could be produced if critical period water conditions were to reoccur.

Firm energy - Guaranteed or assured mergy.

Fish Hatchery - A facility in which fish eggs are hatched and incubated and juvenile fish are reared for release to
lakes or rivers.

Fish ladders - A series of ascending pools constructed to enable salmon or other fish to swim upstream around or
over mdam.

Fish passage facilities - Features of a dam that enable fish to move around, through, or over without harm.
Generally an upstream fish ladder or a downstream bypass conduit.

Flip lips - Also known as spill deflectors; modifications made to the spillways of some Columbia-Snake River
projects to deflect flows and reduce the deep plunging flows that create high-dissolved gas levels.

Flood control rule curve - A curve, or family of curves, indicating reservoir drawdown required to control flood
flows. (also called Mandatory Rule Curve or Upper Rule Curve).

Flow - The volume of water passing a given point per unit of time.
h

FOB.- Free-on-board, without charge for delivery to and placing on board a carrier at a specific point.

Fore_y - The portion of a reservoir at a hydroelectric plant that is immediately upstream of the generating station.

FPC - Fish Passage Center

fps - feet per second

Freshet - A rapid temporary rise in streamflow caused by heavy rains or rapid mowmelt.

full pool - The maximum level of a reservoir under its established normal operating range.

FWS - U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

FY - Fiscal year

Gas supersaturation - _trations of dissolved gas in water that are above the saturation (100 percent capacity)
level of the water.

Generation - Act or process of producing electric energy from other forms of energy; =Iso the amount of electric
energy so produced.

HCNRA - Hells Canyon National Recreation Area
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HMU - Habitat Management Unit

Hydraulic head - The vertical distance between the surface of the rese_woir and the surface of the river imnmdiately
downgream from the turbine and dam. "High head" means a great distance.

Hydraulic jump - A transition in water flow when water accelerates over a local steep gradient sad raters a lower
gradient imnmdiately downgrmm. The water accelerates, its surface lowers, and accumulates energy. At the lower
gradient, the flow decelerates, the water surface rises, and the accumulated energy is dissipa_ in a region of
extremely turbulent flow.

Hydroelectric - The production of electric power through use of the gravitational force of falling water.

Hydrology - The science dealing with the continuous cycle of ev_iration, precipi_ion, and runoff.

Hydrometeorologioal observations - Rainfall, mowlatck , sad other climatic measurements used to predict runoff.

ICC - Interstate Commerce Commission

IDFG - Idaho Department of Fish and Game

INHP - Idaho Natural Heritage Program

Intake - The entrance to a conduit through a dam, diversion works, or pumping station,

Interchange energy - Electric energy received by one utility system usaally in exchange for energy to be delivered to
another system at another time or place. Interchange energy i_ to be distinguished from a direct purchase or sale,

although aecmnulated energy balances are sometimes settled in cash, _

Interruptible power - A supply of power, which by agreement, can be shut off on relatively short notice (from
minutes to a few days).

IPC - Idaho Power Company

ITD - Idaho Transportation Department

Juvenile - The early stage in the life cycle of anadromous fish when they migrate downstream to the ocean,

KAF - thousand aere-feet

kcfs - 1,000 cfs

kV - kilo volt (1,000 volts)

Levee. An embankxw..ntconstructed to prevent a river from overflowing.

Load - The amount of electric power or energy delivered or required at any specified point or points on a system.
Load originates primarily at the energy.consuming equipment of the customers.

Locks - A chambered structure of a waterway closed off with gates for the purpose of raising or lowering the water
level within the lock chamber so ships can move along the waterway.

Low pool - At or near the minimum level of a reservoir under its established normal operating range.

LTSA - Long-Term Spill Agreement O
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MAF -millionacre-feetMainstem-The principalportionofa riverinariverbasin,tsopposedtothetributaryst_mnmmd smallerrivers
thatfeedintoit,

Megawatt, (MW) - A megawatt is one million watts, s measure of electrical power,

n_/l - miUigrmn per liter

Mid-Columbia - The section of the Columbia River from Chief Joseph Dam to its junction with the Snake River.
i

• i

MOP - minimum operating pool; the minimum elevation of the established notmtd ol_ range of a reservoir.

MPN - most probable number

MRCs - mandatory flood control rule curves

msl - mean sea level

MW - megawatt(s)

MWh - megawatt hour(s)

NED - national economic de_velopment

NEPA - National Environmental Policy Act

NFH - National Fish Hatchery
Nitrogen supersaturation - A condition of water in which the concentration of dissolved nitrogen excec_ the
saturation level of the water. Excess nitrogen can harm t.he circulatory systems of fish,

NMFS - National Marine Fisheries Service

Non-power operating requirements - Operating requirements at hydroelectric projects that pertain to navigation,
flood control, recreation, irrigation, and other non-power uses of the river.

Non-firm energy - Energy available when water conditions are Setter than critical; such energy is sold on an
interruptible (non-guaranteed) basis. Also called secondary energy.

Northwest Power Pool (NWPP) - Made up of BPA, the Corps, Reclamation, and public and private utilities in the
Northwest, British Columbia, and Alberta. The group's primary functions are administering the Pacific Northwest
Coordination Agreement and Northwest Power Pool Committee activities. The NWPP maintains a central staff in
Portland known as the NWPP Coordinating Group.

NPDES - National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

NPPC - Northwest Power Planning Council

NPS - National Park Service

NRHP - National Register of Historic Places
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11  LossA,.ANDAC,O,Y,S
NTU - nephelomeCdo turbidity units

NWR - N_oml Wildlife Refuge

OA/HIS - Options Analysis/F.,nvircmme_ Impact Sta_emem

O_ hours - Period of relativdy low demand for electrical energy, as specified by the supplier (such M the
middleofthenight),

ONA -OutstandingNaCund

ONI.iP-OregonN_uralHeritageProgram

Operatinglimits-Limitsor¢eq_ts thatmu_ be f_torMintotheplanningprocessforoperatingreservoirs

andgmeratingprojects.(Alsoseeoperatingroq_ts, below.)

Operatingrequirements-Guidelinesandlimitsthatmustbe followedintheoperationofa reservoirorgenerating

project,Theserequirementsmay originateinauthorizinglegislation,physicalplantlimitationsorothersources,

Operatingrulecurve-A crave,or familyofcurves,indicatinghow a reservoiristobe operatedunderspecific
conditionsand forspecificpurposes,

Operatingyear-The 12-monthperiodfromAugust1 throughJuly31,

Outages - Periods, both planned and unexpected, during which the transmission of power stops or a particular
power-producing facility ceases to function,

Pacific Northwest Coordination Agreement - A binding agreement among BPA, the Corps, Reclamation, and the
major generating utilities in the Pacific Northwest that stemmed from the Columbia River Treaty, The Agreement
specifies a multitude of operating rules, criteria, and procedures for coordinating operation of the system for power
production, lt directs operation of major generating facilities as though they belonged to a single owner.

PAHs - polyaromatic hydrocarbons

PCBs - polychlorinated biphenyls

PCPI - per capita personal income

Peak loads - The maximum electrical demand in a stated period of time. lt [my be the maximum instantaneous load
or the maximum average load within a designated period of time.

PNUCC - P_cific Northwest Utilities Conference Committee

Pool - Reservoir; a body of water impounded by a dam.

ppm - parts per million

Project outflow - The volume of water per unit of time discharged from a project.

Proportional draft - A condition in which ali reservoirs are drafted in the same proportion to meet finn loads,

PSC - Pacific Salmon Commission

PUD - Public Utility District @
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GLOSSARY AND ACRONYMS 11
Redds - _ spawning nests in gravel,

Refill - The poiat at which the storage reservoirs of the hydro system are considered "full' from the seasonal
mowmelt runoff.

Reliability - For a power system, a measure of the degree of certainty that the system will continue to meet load for
a specified period of time.

Reservoir draft rate - The rate at which water, released from storage behind a dam, reduces the elevation of the
reservoir.

Reservoir elevations - The levels of the water stored behind dams,

Reservoir storage - The volume of water in a reservoir at a givm time.

Resident fish - Fish species that reside in fTeshwater throughout their lives,

Residualism - A condition in which migrating juvenile salmonid smelts lose their urge to migrate, physiologically
revert to their freshwater life form, and remain in fresh water rather than migrate to sea,

RM - River Mile

RNA- Research Natural Areas

ROD - Record of Decision

Rule curves - Water levels, represented graphically as curves, that g,_ide reservoir operations.

Run-of-river dams - Hydroelectric generating plants that operate based only on available streamflow and some short-
term storage (hourly, daily, or weekly).

Run-of-fiver reservoirs - The pools or impoundments formed behind run-of-river dams.

Salmonids - Of or pertaining to fish of the family Salmonidae, including salmon_ trout, and steelhead.

SAM - System Analysis Model, a mathematical model developed and operated by BPA to simulate the operation of
the integrated Northwest hydroelectric system.

Secondary energy - Hydroelectric mergy in excess of firm energy, often used to displace thermal resources. Also
called non-firm energy.

Shaping - The scheduling and operation of generating resources to meet changing load levels.' Load shaping on a
hydro system usually involves the adjustment of storage releases so that generation and load are continuously in
balance.

SHPO - State Historic Preservation Officer

Smolt - A juvenile salmon or steelhead migrating to the ocean and undergoing physiological changes to adapt its
body from a freshwater to s saltwater environment.

SOR- System Operation Review

Spawning - The, releasing and fertilizing of eggs by fish.
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1 GLOSSARY AND ACRONYMS

Spill-Waterpassedover•spillwayorthroughregulatingoutletswithoutgoingthroughturbinestoproduce

electricity. Spill can be forced, when there is no storage calmbility and flows exceed turbine cap_ity, or planned,
for example, when water is spilled to enhance juvenile fish survival,

SpUlway - Overflow structure of • dam.

Storage reservoirs - Reservoirs that provide space for retaining water from springtime snowmelts, Retained water is
released as necessary for multiple uses-.power production, fish passage, irrigation, and navigttion,

Stremnflow.The rate at whichwater passes • gives point in • stream, usually expressed in cubic feet per second
(cfs).

Subyearlings-Juvenilefishlessthanoneyearold.

Surplusenergy-Energygeneratedthatisbeyondtheimmediateneedsoftheproducingsystem.Thismergy is
frequentlysoldon sn interruptiblebasis.

Tailrace-The canalorchannelthatcarrieswateraway fromadam,

Thermalpowerplant-Generatingplantwhichconvertsheatenergyintoelectricalenergy,Coal,oiland gas-fired
, power plants, and nuclear power plants are common thermal resources,

TPU - transportation and public utilities

Tules - The name comn_nly applied to fall chinook salmon originating on the lower Columbia River.

Turbine - Machinery that converts kinetic energy of a moving fluid, such as failing water, to mechanical or
electrical power.

Upriver brights - The _ame commonly applied to fall chinook salmon originating on the middle Columbia River,
primarily in the area below Pdest Rapids Dam.

UPRR - Union Pacific Railroad

Usable storage - Water occupying active storage capacity of a reservoir.

Usable storage capacity - The portion of the reservoir storage capacity in which water normally is stored or t_om
which water is withdrawn for beneficitl uses, in compliance with operating agreements.

USFS - U,S, Forest Service

USGS - U.S, Geological Survey

USLE - Universal Soil Loss Equation

Variable energy content curve (VECC) - The January through July portion of the energy content curve. The VECC
is based on the expected amount ofspringrunoff.

Velocity-Speed;thetimerateoflinearmotionina givendirection.
i
i

WaterBudget.A partoftheNorthwestPower PlanningCouncil'sFishandWildlifePrograracallingforai,olume
ofwatertobereservedand releasedduringthespring,ifneeded,toassistinthedownstreammigrationofjuvenile
salmonand steelhead.
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GLOSSARY AND ACRONYMS 1 1

Water particle travel time- The theoreticaltimethat• waterpm-ticlewould taketo travel througha giver reservoir
or riverreach, ' is calculatedby dividing the flow (volumeof waterper unit time),by the cross-sectlonalareaof
the channel,

WaterRights - Priorityclaims to water, In western states,water rightsare based on the principle "firstin time,
first in right,' meaningolder claims takeprecedence overmore recentones,

WDW - WashingtonDopmttmnt of Wildlife

WNHP - WashingtonNaturalHeritagePmgnun

WSDOT - WashingtonStateDotmmmmtof T_on

Xerophytic- Plant typesthatare structurallyadaptedfor life andgrowth with a limited watersupply,
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EPA see also Environmental Protection ,4gene3, ........................... 2-48, 2-50, 2-69, 2-61,
2-62, 4-151, 4-152,

4-196, 4-107, 4-108,
7-248, 7-249, 8-250,

8-251, 11-266,
12-276, 12-280,

12-286

Erosion ....................................................... ES-18, 2-55, 2,,70,
2-61 3-100, 4-i95
4-99 4-100, 4-101

4-104 4-105, 4-107
4-129 4-156, 4-157

4-158 4-168, 4-169
4-174 4-175, 4-176
4-184 4-185, 4-186
4-187 5..200, 5-219
5-222 8-250, 8-254,
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i ,i t ........ :: ....................

12"273, 12"278
Expondlturos , ...... , .......... , , ,,,, , , , , , , ........... , , , , , , ....... 4-135,4-165,

4"166, 4"180,5-199
Factshexsts ......... ,,,,,,,, ..... ,,,,,,°,,, .... ,,,, , ...... ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,6-245

Fall chinook .................... , ..... , , , , , .................... ES-2, ES-3, ES-5,
ES-7, ES.li, ES-13,
ES-15, ES-21, 1-22,

2"55, 2"56, 2"59,
2"60, 2"6 lt 2"64,
2"65, 2"66, 2"71,

3-i00 3-I04,3-106,

3-107 3-108,4-139,

4-160 4-163 4-173,

4"174 4-181 4-183,

4-187 4-188 4-189,

4-191 4-192 4-193,

4-195 4-196 4-198,
5-204 5-206 5-218,
5-220 5-221 5-222,

5-223, 1-270,
12-272, 2-285

Fecal coliform ........................................................ 2..49, 2-55

FELCC see also Firm energy load carr3.'hlg capablllm ......................... 2-36, 4-146, 4-147,
4-146, 4-147, 4-148,
4-149, 4-150, 4-151,
4-150, 4-151, 4-191,
4-192, 4-194, 5-212,

11-267

Firm energy ...................................................... ES-11, ES-12
ES-13, 2-36, 2-37

2-42 3-102, 3-103

4-144 4-146, 4-147
4-148 4-149, 4-150
4-152 4-153, 4-191
4-192 4-194, 4-195
5-203 5-204, 5-205

5-206, 5-212, 11-266

11-267, 11-268
11-270

Firm energy load carrying capability see a&o FELCC ................................... 4-191
Fish and Wildlife Program ........................................ ES-4, ES-15,

ES-16, 1-25, 1-26,
2-42, 2.-46, 2-70,

3-95, 3-96, 3-104,
3-105, 3-112, 3-125,
3-129, 5-215, 8-252,

8-253, 11-270,
12-281

Fish ladder .................................................... ES-I, ES-5, ES-19,
2.46, 3-iOO, 3-101,

3-111, 4-192, 4-193,
5-216, 5-222, 11-267

Fish pas_ge ....................................................... ES-4, ES-II,
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li i ill .i.i i ii

ES-15, ES-16, ES-18,
ES-19, 1"22, 1"23,

1-25, 2"33, 2"40,
2"46, 2"47, 2"48,
2"53, 2"67, 3"96,

3-97, 3"101, 3"1il,
3"112, 4"162, 4"184,
4"186, 4"192, 4"100,

' 5-200, 5-204, 5"208,
5"216, 5-217, 5"222,

11-267, 11"270,
12-274, 12"275,
12-276, 12"277,

12"284

Fish Passage Center ........................................................ 2.46,
2-47, 4-162, 11-267,

12-277

Fish transport ES 1, 4 184, 'o i i i * i t _ * o _ _ _ _ , o t * * o t t i t t t o _ o o o * t o i o _ t o o o i _ * o t , * q o t _ * t " "

4-186, 6-244

Fishing .................................................... 1-27, 2-41, 2-48, 2-64,
2.-66, 2-71, 2-72,
2-71, 2-73, 2-75,
2-77, 2-79, 2-80,
2-81, 2-88, 2-93,

2-94, 2-95, 3-112,
4-159, 4-160, 4-161,
4-163, 4-164, 4-165,

...... 4-182, 5-215, 6-243,
6-244, 8-254

Flood control ........................................................ ES-l, ES-6,
ES-12, ES-13, ES-21,

2-30, 2-33, 2-36,
2-37, 2-40, 2-41,
2-42, 2-47, 2-77,

3-98, 3-102, 3-103,
3-104, 3-105, 3-106,!

,i

3"108, 3"114, 3"115,
3"118, 3"119, 3"120,
3"125, 3-129, 4"211,

4"128, 4"160, 4"164,
4"175, 5-205, 5"218,

8"252, 11"267,
11-268, 12"275

Forebay 2..49 2 55 2 72

4-133, 4-136, 4-138,
4-187, 4-192, 4-203,
4-145, 4-147, 4-191,
5-220, 5-221, 11-267

Freeman Creek ........................................................... 4-159

Fry ..................................................... ES-II, 1-26, 2-56, 4-187,
4-188, 4-191, 4-192,

4-195, 5-204
Fugitive dust ........................................................ 2-61, 2-62,
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4"107, 8"250, 12"280,

12"286

Game birds ...................................................... 2-54, 2-56, 4-219
Gas saturation ...................................................... ES-20, 2-49,

2.53, 2.-68, 4-132,
, '4-133, 4"132, 4.136,

4-139, 4-153, 4-181,
4-184, 4-185, 4-186,
4"189, 4"191, 4"194,
5"218, 8"251, 12"276

Grain ...................................................... 2-59, 2-61, 2-64, 2-63,
2.64, 2.65 4-110,

4-111 4-112 4-113,
4-112 4-113 4-112,
4-113 4-112 4-114,
4-115 4-116 4-117

4-118 4-119 4-118
4-119 4-120,4-119

4-120 4-121, 4-120
4-122 4-123, 4-122
4-125 4-126, 4-129
4-131 5-208,5-212

10-263, 12-278
Grand Coulee ....................................................... ES-6, ES-7,

ES-12, ES-13, ES-21,
1-25, 2-31, 2-33,

2-36, 2-37, 2-40,
2-41, 2-47, 2-48,
2-53, 2-64, 2-66,
2-77, 2-78, 2-55,

2:56, 2-61, 2-69,
2-72, 2-71, 2-72
2-79, 2-82, 2-84

2-87, 2-88, 2-90
2-91, 3-102, 3-103

3-104, 3-105, 3-106
3-107, 3-108, 3-114
3-115, 3-119, 3-120
3-125, 4-129, 4-133,
4-140, 4-145, 4-150,

4-211, 4-99, 4-150

4-160, 4-164, 4-171
4-175, 4-194, 5-205
5-206, 5-218, 6-243
6-244, 6-245, 7-249

10-264, 12-278
12-280, 12-281

G randad ............................................................... 4-164
Grande Ronde River ....................................................... 4-151

Grazing ........................................................ 1-27, 2-50, 2-70,'

2-52, 2-84, 4-222,
4-223, 4-172

Groundwater ........................................................ 4-152, 4-99,
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4-186, 5-220
Habitat Management Unit 11-267
Harvest ...................................................... ES-2, ES-15, 1-23,

1-27, 2..47, 2-61,

2.-64, 2-66, 2-71,
2-63, 2-65, 2-81,

2-94, 3-112, 4-212,

4-222, 4-223, 4-114,
4-117, 4-119, 4-125,
4-126, 4-128, 6-244

Hatchery ..................................................... ES-2, ES-13, 1-29,
' 2..49, 2-56, 2-59,

2-60, 2-61, 2.64,

2-71, 2-77, 3-112,
4-133, 4-144, 4-145,
4-159, 4-183, 4-197,
4-198, 4-199, 4-212,
4-111, 4-187, 5-206,

11-267, 11-268,
12-274

Hatfield, Senator Mark ............................................. ES-3, 1-22, 3-95,
10-261

Hells Canyon ........ ............................................. 1-27, 2-48, 2-50,
2-59, 2-61, 2-67,
2-65, 2-77, 2-79,

2-84, 4-133, 4-136,
4-151, 4-159, 4-163,

6-247, 8-254, 11-267,
12-271, 12-273,

12-278

Hells Canyon Complex ...................................................... 1-27,
2-65, 4-133

Hells Canyon Dam .................................................... 2-50, 2-59,
2-67, 2-79, 4-136,

4-151

Hel_s Canyon National Recreation Area .............................. 2-79, 2-84, 11-267

Highway see ,zlso Appendix G .......................................... 2-36, 2-53, 2..62,
2-66, 2-67, 2-66,
2-73, 2-84, 2-86,
2-87, 2-88, 2-95,

4-220, 4-99, 4-104,
4-119, 4-129, 4-130,
4-131, 4-168, 4-171,
4-184, 4-186, 4-188,

5-208, 5-220, 10-262,
12-277

Hood River ............................. , ........................ 2-78, 2-54, 2-72,

2-82, 2-87, 2-92,
4-111, 4-157, 10-264

Hydroelectric ...................................................... 2-30, 2-33, 2-36,
2-55, 2-67, 2-69,

2-71, 2-93, 3-106,
4-222, 4-223, 4-107,
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4-108, 4-144, 4-180,

4-191, 8-250, 11-266,
11-267, 11-268,
11-269, 11-270,
12-273, 12-278,

12-282

Ice Harbor ..................................................... ES-I, ES-4, ES-5,
ES-7, ES-10, ES-18,

2-31, 2-33, 2-37,
2-40, 2-43, 2-46,
2-49, 2-60, 2-64,
2-65, 2-75, 2-52,
2-54, 2-55, 2-61,
2--62, 2-64, 2-63,
2-64, 2-69, 2-72,
2-75, 2-77, 2-80,

2-82, 2-87, 2-89,
3-98, 3-97, 3-98,

3-99, 3-100, 3-107,
3-109, 3-114, 4-133,
4-136, 4-140, 4-141,
4-144, 4-145, 4-159,
4-161, 4-169, 4-170,

4-173, 4-177, 4-178,
4-177, 4-179, 4-181,
4-185, 4-186, 4-192,
4-193, 4-194, 4-195,
4-196 4-198, 4-199,
4-205 4-206, 4-215,
4-217 4-218, 4-113,
4-114 4-115, 4-118,
4-119 4-118,4-119,

4-118 4-120, 4-135,
4-139 4-140, 4-141,
4-142 4-158, 4-170,
4-179 4-186, 4-185,
5-200 5-203, 5-208,

5-211, 12-274,
12-280, 12-284

Idaho ..................................................... ES-I, ES-10, 1-22, 1-23,
2-33, 2-40, 2-47,
2-48, 2-49, 2-50,
2-55, 2-59, 2-64,

2-66, 68, 2-69, 2-70,
2-71, 2-76, 2-77,
2-78, 2-58, 2-59,
2-62, 2-65, 2-66,

2-69, 2-72, 2-77,
2-79, 2-81, 2-82,
2-84, 2-89, 2-91,
2-92, 2-93, 3-95,

3-96, 3-100, 3-102,
3-111, 4-152, 4-163,

13-1_
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4-174, 4-188, 4-193,
4-194, 4-196, 4-209,
4-210, 4-110, 4-117,
4-129, 4-130, 4-176,
4-179, 4-192, 5-215,
5-216, 6-243, 6-245,
6-246, 6-247, 7-248,

9-255, 10-262,
10-263, 10-264,
11-267, 11-268,
12-271, 12-272,
12-273, 12-274,
12-275, 12-276,
12-278, 12-279,

12-280, 12-281,
12-282, 12-283, i

12-284, 12-286

Idaho Plan .................................... 3-96, 3-100, 4-192

Idaho Power Company ...................................................... 2-33,
2-81, 3-102, 10-264,

11-268, 12-278,
12-281, 12-283

In-lieu sites ................................................. ............ 4-182

Income see also Appendb: I ........................................... 2-91, 2-93, 4-134,
4. 135, 4-165, 4-179,
4-180, 4-181, 5-199,
5-208, 5-212, 11-269

Indian ........................................................ ES-15, 1-22, 2-46,
2.47, 2-66, 2-84,
2-89, 2-90, 2-94,

2-95, 4-176, 4-182,
10-262, 11-266

Indian fishing rights ........................................................ 2-94,4-182

Irrigation ...................................................... ES-l, ES-6, ES-8,
ES-II, ES-12, ES-14,

ES-19 1-22, 1-27,
1-29 2-30, 2-33,
2-36 2-37, 2-40,

2-41 2-48, 2-50,
2-64 2-70, 2-76,
2-54 2-66, 2-67,
2-69 2-71, 2-89,
2-91 2-93, 2-94,

3-102 3-109, 3-112,

3-119 4-150, 4-223,
' 4-134 4-135, 4-139,

4-140 4-141, 4-142,
4-156 4-159, 4-162,
4-178 4-179, 4-180,
5-200 5-203, 5-204,

5-205 5-208, 5-211,
5-212 5-215, 5-216,
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10-263, 10-264,
11-268, 11-270,
12-284, 12-286

4 141
Irrigator ....................................... ' ...................... 2-60
Irrigon Hatchery ............................... .......... ES-I, E$-4, ES-6,

, o o ! , o o o , o , o o ! , • o o o

JohnDay ................................... ES-7,ES-II,ES-12,

ES-13,ES-14,ES-19,

ES-21 2-33,2-36,

2-37 2..40, 2-41,
2--43 2-46, 2-56,
2-60 2.69_ 2-76,
2-78 2-53, 2-54,

2-55 2-56, 2-57,
2-58, 2.64, 2-69,
2-72, 2-73, 2-75,
2-87, 2-88, 2-90,
2-94, 3-97, 3-98,

3-101, 3-102, 3-101,
3-107 3-108,3-114,
4-132 4-133, 4-132,
4-139 4-140, 4-139,
4-144 4-150, 4-161,
4-162 4-163, 4-167,
4-169 4-171, 4-172,
4-173 4-174, 4-181,
4-184 4-186, 4-187,
4-188 4-194, 4-198,

4-208 4-214,4-215,
4-216 4-217, 4-219,
4-220 4-222, 4-223,
4-111 4-135, 4-139,
4-140 4-141, 4-142,
4-146 4-145, 4-147,
4-148 4-151, 4-158,

4-162, 4-165, 4-169,
4-175, 4-180, 4-181,
4-189, 4-192, 5-204,
5-205, 5-206, 5-207,
5-208, 5-211, 5-212,
5-215, 5-216, 5-218,

8-254, 12-274,

12-275, 12-278,
12-281, 12-282,

12-283

............... ES-l, ES-2, E$-3,
Juvenile ........................................ ES-4, ES-5, ES-8,

ES-II, E$-14, ES-15,
ES-17, ES-20, 1-22,

1-23, 1-27, 2-30,
2-33, 2-36, 2-40,
2-42, 2-43, 2..46,

2-47, 2-56, 2-59,

13-17
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2..60, 2-67, 2-68,
2-.69, 2-74, 3-95,
3-96, 3-97, 3-98,

3-100 3-101, 3-102,
3-103 3-105 3-109,
3-111 4-136 4-159;
4-160 4-161 4-176,
4-181 4-183 4-184,

4-185 4-186 4-188,
4-189 4-190 4-194,
4-198 4-199 4-203,
4-205 4-206 4-207,
4-211 4-212 4-145,
4-191 5-197 5-199,
5-201 5-204 5-207,
5-217 5-222 5-223

8-253 11-267
11-268 11-269

11-270 12-271
12-272 12-276
12-279 12-280

12-281 12-282
12-283 12-284

12-286

Juvenile bypass ...................................................... ES-I, 2-36,
2-.43, 2-.69, 4-181,

4-199

Juvenile fish transport ....................................................... ES-I,
4-184

Kettle Falls ...................................................... 2..66, 2-82, 2-84,
2-89, 2-88, 2-90,

4-107, 10-264
Kokanee ES-14, 2-76, 2-77,

2-78, 2-79, 4-207,
4-209, 4-211, 4-212

Lake Bonneville ...................................................... 2-61, 2-73,
4-99

"Lake Celilo .............................................................. 4-99

Lake Roosevelt ....................................................... 2-77, 2-52,
2-53, 2-56, 2-57
2-58, 2-69, 2-79
2-84, 2-88, 2-90

2-91, 3-119, 4-211
4-215, 4-216, 4-217
4-219, 4-220, 4-221
4-160, 4-165, 4-171
4-175, 4-176, 5-206

10-262, 10-263
12-281, 12-282

12-283, 12-284
Lake Umatilla ....................................................... 2-56, 4-144,

4-99

Lamprey ........................................................ 2-56, 2-60, 2-.64,
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4-197

Land bridges ........................................................ 2-55, 4-220,
5-222

Land use ....................................................... 2-82, 2-84, 2-91,
12-275

Landscape ...................................................... 2-82, 2-84, 10-262
Landslides ...................................................... 2..61, 4-99, 4-168
Levees ........................................................ 2-95, 4-152, 4-99,

4-104, 4-184, 4-185,
4-186, 4-188, 5-220,

5-223

Lewiston, ID ................................................... ES-9, ES-10, 2-40,
2.-62, 2-63, 2-64,
2--65, 2..66, 2-75,
2-77, 2-80, 2-84,
2-87, 2-93, 2-94,

3-101, 3-115, 4-133,

4-152, 4-99, 4-100,
4-104 4"111, 4-119,
4-129 4"130,4-131r
4-170 4"181, 4-185,
4-186 4"187, 5-202,
5-220 6-243, 6-244,
6-245 6-246, 7-249,

0-264, 12"271
Little Goose .................................................... ES-l, ES-2, ES-5,

ES.-6, ES-7, ES-11,
ES-20, ES-21, 2-30,

2-40, 2..43 2-45,

2-46, 2-49 2-69,
2-74, 2-75 2-55,
2257, 2-62 2-64,
2-63, 2-64 2-69,
2-72, 2-75 2-77,
2-80, 2-87 2-89,

3-98, 3-99 3-100,
3-101, 3-107 3-108,
3-109 3-114_ 4-133,
4-136 4-138 4-139,
4-140 4-144 4-150,
4-163 4-167 4-169,
4-170 4-171 4-176,
4-179 4-181 4-183,

4-184 4-185 4-187,
4-188 4-189 4-191,
4-192 4-193 4-195,
4-197 4-205 4-204,
4-206 4-207 4-212,
4-214 4-215 4-216,
4-217 4-218 4-219,
4-220 4-223 4-104,
4-111 4-113 4-114,
4-115 4-119 4-118,
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4"120 4"123, 4"130,
: 4"131 4"139,4-158,

4"163 4"170, 4"175,
4-184 4"186, 4"185,
5-204 5"212, 5"215,

5"217 5"218, 5-219,
5-220 5"221, 5"222,

12-272, 12"274,
12-284

Little White Salmon Hatchery ............................................ 2-60
Lock ........................... ,.......................... ES-4, 2-63, 3-97, 4-112,

4-120, 4-184, 11-268,
12-274, 12-275,

12-284

Log dumps ............................... ,, .................... 2.-65, 4-128, 4-180
Logging ........................................................ 1-27, 2-64, 2-66,

2-70, 2-93, 4-128,
4-172, 4-178, 4-180,

4-182

Long-term Spill Agreement ........................................ 2-40, 11-268
Lower Granite ....................................................... ES-I, ES-2,

ES-5, ES-6, ES-7
ES-8, ES-9, ES-II

ES-13, ES-14, ES-18
ES-19, ES-20, ES-21

1-27, 2-30, 2-40
2-43 2..45, 2..46
2-47 2-49, 2-59
2-64 2-65, 2-67
2-69 2-75, 2-52

2-53 2-55, 2-57
2.-64 2.-63, 2-64
2-65 2-69, 2-72
2-75 2-77, 2-80
2-87 2-88, 2-89
2-94 3-98, 3-99

3-100, 3-101, 3-i03
3-104 3-105, 3-106,
3-107 3-108, 3-109,
3-111 3-114, 3-113,
3-115 3-116, 3-118,
3-120 3-121, 3-125,
3-127 4-132, 4-133,

4-136 4-138, 4-139,
4-140 4-141, 4-143,
4-144 4-145, 4-150,
4-152 4-153, 4-159,
4-161, 4-162, 4-163,
4-167, 4-168, 4-169,
4-170, 4-173, 4-176,
4-177, 4-178, 4-177,

4-179, 4-181, 4-183,
4-184, 4-185, 4-186,
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4-187 4"188, 4-189,
4-190 4-191, 4-192,
4"193 4-194, 4-195,

4-197 4"198, 4-205,
4-204 4-205, 4-206,
4-207 4"208, 4-210,
4-212 4-214, 4-215,

4-216 4"217, 4-218,
4"219 4"220, 4"223,
4-101 4-104, 4-111,

4"113 4"112, 4-113,
4-114 4-115, 4-116,
4-117 4-119, 4-118,

4-120 4"123, 4-129,
4"130 4-131, 4-139,
4-146 4-145, 4-146,

4"147 4"146, 4-147,
4-148 4-151, 4-152,
4-158 4-159, 4-163,
4-170 4-174, 4-175,

4-179 4-181, 4-184,
' 4-186 4-185, 4-186,

4-188, 4-189, 4-192,
4-195, 5-201, 5-202,
5-203, 5-204, 5-206,
5-212, 5-215, 5-216,
5-217, 5-218, 5-219,
5-220, 5-221, 5-222,

5-223, 12"272,
12-273, 12-274,

12-275, 12-278,
12"284

Granite Lake 2-77Lower ........................................................
Monumental ES-1Lower ........................................................ '

ES-2, ES-4, ES-5,
ES-7 2-30, 2-40,
2-41 2-43, 2-46,
2-49 2-53, 2-60,
2-75 2-53, 2-55,
2-57 2-64, 2-63,
2-64 2-65, 2-69,
2-72 2-75, 2-77,
2-80 2-87, 2-89,
2-93 3-98, 3-97,

3-98, 3-99, 3-100,
3-107 3-109, 3-114,
4-132 4-133, 4-136,
4-138 4-140, 4-141,
4-163 4-169, 4-170,
4-181 4-186, 4-192,
4-193 4-195, 4-198,

4-205 4-206, 4-215,
4-216 4-217, 4-218,
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4-113, 4-115, 4-119,

4-118, 4-120, 4-130,
4-131, 4-158, 4-170,
4-184, 4-186, 4-185,
4-186, 4-187, 5-221,

12-274, 12-281,
12-284

Lyons Ferry Hatchery ...................................................... 2-60,
2-64, 4-198

Lyons Ferry State Park ...................................................... 2-77,
2-87, 4-158, 4-170

Marina see also Appet_L,¢ H ........................................ 2-72, 2-77, 2-84, 2-87,
4-111, 4-157, 4-158,
4-159, 4-162, 4-164,

4-165, 5-222
Marmes Rockshelter ........................................................ 2-89

McNary ....................................................... ES-I, ES-2, ES-6,

ES-7, ES-11, ES-12,
ES-13, ES-14, ES-19,

2-33, 2-40, 2-43,

. 2-46, 2-49 2-61,
2-65, 2-66 2-69,
2-76, 2-78 2-53,
2-54, 2-55 2-56,
2-57, 2-58 2-64,
2-63, 2-64 2-69,
2-72, 2-73 2-75
2-87, 2-90, 2-94

3-101 3-102, 3-101
3-107 3-114, 4-133
4-139 4-140, 4-141
4-144 4-161, 4-162
4-169 4-170, 4-174

4-176 4-177, 4-179
4-181 4-183, 4-184
4-185 4-194, 4-208,
4-215 4-216, 4-218,
4-222 4-101, 4-111,

4-113 4-112, 4-113,
4-115 4-119, 4-120,
4-135 4-139, 4-140,
4-141 4-142, 4-146,
4-145 4-147, 4-148,
4-151 ,t-158, 4.162,
4-165 ,$-175, 4-180
4-181 4-189, 4-192
5-204, 5-205, 5-206
5-208, 5-211, 5-215,

5-216, 12-274

12-277, 12-281
12-283

McNary National Wildlife Refuge ................................................ 2-54
Megawatt ......................................................... 4-108, 11-265,
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II-268

Mica Dam ES-I ES-7, 1-23
3-I06

inimum Operating Pool see also MOP ES,_5 2..40 3-98M ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ! o ¢ , ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ o ¢ ¢ _ ¢ ¢ , , ¢ ¢ , , _ _ ' ' ' ' ¢ ¢ ' ) ) )

._-tOl, 4"204, 4-191,
11"268

Mining ..................................................... 1-27, 2-64, 2-66, 2-70,
2-71, 2-88, 2-91

Analysis 1 25Mitigation ........................................................ " '
3-112, 11-266,

12"272

Montana ES-20 2-47 2-65,
3-95, 4-160, 4-165,

5-215, 5-217, 6-247,

10-262, 10-263
ES-6 7 ESMOP see also Minimum Operating Pool ............................... ES-5, , ES- , -9,

ES-10, ES-II, ES-12,
ES-13, ES-14, ES-15,
ES-18, ES-19, ES-21,

2-40, 2-63, 2-69,
2-95, 3-98, 3-99,

3-98 3-100, 3-101,
3-102 3-101, 3-107,
3-108 3-109, 3-111,
3-114 3-113, 3-114,
3-121 3-122,3-125,
4-136 4-138,4-139,
4-140 4-144, 4-150,

4-153, 4-163, 4-167,
4-168 4-169, 4-170,
4-169 4-170,4-171,
4-173 4-177, 4-178,
4-177 4-178, 4-179,

4-183 4-184, 4-186,
4-187 4-188, 4-189,
4-190 4-191, 4-193,
4-194 4-196, 4-197,
4-198 4-204, 4-205,
4-204 4-205, 4-206,
4-208 4-214, 4-215,
4-216 4-218, 4-219,
4-220 4-221, 4-222,

4-223, 4-99, 4-100,
4-101, 4-104, 4-110,
4-111, 4-112, 4-117,
4-118, 4-1i_, 4-139,
4-140, 4-141, 4-142,
4-146, 4-145, 4-147,
4-148, 4-151, 4-156,
4-157, 4-158, 4-159,
4-162, 4-163, 4-165,
4-169, 4-170, 4-171,
4-174, 4-175, 4-179,
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4-180 4-181, 4-182,
4-184 4-185, 4-186,
4-187 4-188t 4-189,
4-191 4-192t 5-201_
5-202 5"203, 5-204,
5-206 5"207, 5"208,
5"211 5"212, 5"215,
5"216 5"218, 5"219,
5-221 5-223,11-268

Morrow ..................................................... ,, 2-92,2-93,4-111

MountainWhitefishseealsoAppendixD .............................. ,......... 2-72,2-75,

2-76,2-77,4-203,

4-206,4-207

Municipaland industrialwatsrsupply........................................ ES-12,2-36,

4-181,5-205

NationalEnvironmentalPolicyActseealsoNEPA ................................ ES-3,ES-18,

1-25,8-252,11-268

National Marine Fisheries Service see also NMFS ................................ ES-2, ES-20,
1-22, 3-127, 5-217,

6-246, 10-262,

11-268, 12-273,
12-276, 12-279

National Park Service ....................................................... 2-79,
2-89, 6-247, 10-262,

. 11-268, 12-281,
12-285

National Register of Historic Places 2 89 2 90,i i i o _ i o o o t o _ o o _ o ,o o i o o _ i o i o _ _ 4 ,i o o _ o ,J o o o ,D o o , " ! "

11-268

Navigation .................................................... ES-l, ES-8, ES-11,
ES-12, ES-14, 1-22,

1-29, 2-30, 2-33,
2-36, 2-37, 2..40,
2-41, 2-42, 2..48,

2-62, 2-63, 2.-64,
2.-65, 2-93, 2-95,

3-109, 3-111, 3-129,
4-223, 4-101 4-110,
4-111, 4-112 4-117,

4-119, 4-120 4-122,
4-129, 4-130 4-131,
4-156, 4-178 4-179,
5-199, 5-200 5-203,
5-204, 5-205 5-208,
5-212, 6-243 6-244,

8-252, 8-254, 11-268,
11-270, 12-274

Need ........................................................ ES-I, ES-8, ES-10,
ES-16, 1-22, 1-23

1-25, 1-26, 2-53
2.-64, 3-96, 3-103

3-I 12, 4-159, 4-219

4-224, 4-100, 4-101
4-104, 4-107, 4-118
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4-120, 4"125)4-129
4-145, 4"149 4-150
4-151)4"153 4-158
4-163) 4"182 4-185
4-186, 4-187 4-194
4"195, 5-201 5-203:

5-212, 5"215 5-219)
5-220, 7-249

NEPA see also Natlot)al Environmental Policy Act ............................. ES-18, 1-25, 1-29,
3"95,3"97,4-111,

5-216,6"243,6-244,

6"246,8"252,8-253,
11-268

Nez Perce....................................................... 2-89,2-91,2-92,

2-93,2-94,4-145

Nitrogen....................................................... 2-53,2-62,4-132,

4-136,4-176,4-185,

4-186,4-194,4-I08,

11-268,12-273,
12-283

NMFS see also National Marine Fisheries Service ............................. ES-16, 1-22, 1-23,
1-25, 2.-43, 2-45,
2-46, 2-50, 2-56,

2-59, 3-96, 3-127
4-163, 4-173, 4-174
4-194, 5-216, 6-246
6-247, 7-248, 8-251

11-268, 12-273
12-276, 12-279
12-280, 12-281

,12-283, 12-285
Non-firm energy ....................................... .................. ES-11,

ES-12, ES-13, 2-36,
2-37, 2-42, 3-102,

3-103, 4-144, 4-146,
4-147, 4-148, 4-150,
4-191, 4-192, 4-194,
4-195, 5-203, 5-204,
5-205, 5-206, 5-212,

11-266, 11-268,
11-270

Non-treaty Storage Agreement ........................................... ES-7,
3-106, 4-129, 12-273

Northern squawfish .................................................... 2-47, 2-72,

2-74, 2-75, 2-77,
4-188, 4-204, 4-206,

12-277, 12-283
Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act .......................... 8-252

Northwest Power Planning Council see also NPPC ............................... ES..4, ES-15,
1-25, 3-95, 3-104,

3-125, 3-129, 5-207,
11-268, 11-270,

12-281

ACOE/1-6-92/l 1:34/01723A 1 3"25
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NPPC see also Northwest Power Plantllng Council .......................... ES..4, ES-IS, ES-t6,
ES-19, ES-20, E$-21,

1-25, 1-26, 1-27,
2.40, 2..42, 2.46,

2-64, 2-66, 2-67, 68,
= 2"67, 2"69, 2-70,

2-71, 3-95, 3-96,
3-104, 3"105, 3"108,
3-112, 3"116, 3-118,
3-119, 3"120, 3-122,
3-125, 3"127, 4-184,
4-147, 4-148, 4-151,
5-207, 5"215, 5-216,
5-217, 5-218, 8-252,

8-253, 11-268,
12-281

Nutrient cycling ........................................................... 2-76
Odor ......................................................... 2-62, 4-107, 4-169
Oregon ....................................................... ES-I, ES-3, 1-22,

1-23 2-4O, 2.46,
2.-47 2.48, 2-49,
2-53 2-60, 2-64,
2-70 2-71, 2-78
2-53 2-54, 2-56
2-57 2-58, 2-59
2-62 2.-65, 2.-66
2..67 2-69, 2-73
2-75 2-79, 2-81
2-82 2-84, 2-89
2-88 2-91, 2-92

2-93, 3-95, 4-194
4-218 4-220, 4-110
4-115 4-130, 4-142
4-162 4-176,4-181
4-182 5-215, 5-216
6-243 6-246, 6-247
8-251 8-253, 8-254

0-262, 10-263,
11-269 12-271
12-272 12-273

12-274 12-275,
12-276 12-277,
12-278 12-279,
12-280 12-281,
12-282 12-283,
12-284 12-285,

12-286

Orofino, ID .................................................... 2-84, 6-243, 6-247,
7-249, 10-264

Osprey see aLroAppendix F .................................................... 2-56
Oxbow ..................................................... 2.-48, 2-50, 2-60, 2-65,

4-136, 4-151
Oxbow Hatchery ........................................................... 2.-60
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Pacific Northwest Coordination Agre.cment ................................ , , , , .... ES-16,
1-26, 2-37, 2..41,
11.265, ! 1-268,

11-269
Pasco, WA .................................................. 2-63, 2-67, 2-77, 2-94,

3..107, 4-119, 4..158,
4-162, 4-181, 6-243,
6-245, 7-249, 10-264

Peaking ...................................................... ES-11, E8-19, 2-69,
4-136, 4-108, 4-144,
4-145, 4-191, 4-192,r

5-204, 5"216, 12-2.72,
12-275

Peregrine falcon see ako AppendL¢F ......................................... 2-58, 4-220,
4-221: 12-282,

12-285
Phytoplankton ................. ...................................... 2-72, 2-76,

2-77, 4-150, 4-203
Pond ..................................................... 2-60, 2-87, 4-198, 4-111
Population see ah'o AppendL_ l ......................................... ES-2, 1-27, 2-61,

2-71, 2-72, 2-77,
2-54, 2-55, 2-57,
2-66, 2-75, 2-77,
2-87, 2-91, 2-92

4-186, 4-188, 4-196
4-197, 4-203, 4-204
4-209, 4-210, 4-218
4-220, 4-222, 4-165
4-171, 4-181, 5-222

12-283, 12-284,
12-285

Port see ako AppendL_:G ......................................... 2-62, 2-64, 2-63, 2-64
2-67, 2-75, 2-77
2-82, 2-84, 2-91

2-93, 2-94, 4-110
4-111, 4-112, 4-114
4-117, 4-126, 4-130

4-131, 5-222, 10-264
12-275, 12-282

Portland, OR ..................................................... 2-30, 2..40, 2.46
2-64, 2-65, 2-72
2"77, 2-80, 2-87
2-91, 2-92, 2"94

3-115, 4"111, 4"116
4"117, 4"119, 4-130
4-163, 4"195, 6-243

6-246, 7-249, 10-262
10-264, 11-268,
12"273, 12"274,
12-275, 12-276,
12-277, 12-278,
12-279, 12-281,
12-282, 12-283,
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12-284, 12'285,
12-286

Power ....................................................... ES-l, ES-3, ES.4,
ES-10, ES-I 1, ES-12,
ES-13, ES-14, ES-15,

ES-19, 1-22, 1-25,
1-29 2-33, 2-36,
2-37 2-36, 2-37,

' 2..40 2.41, 2.42,
2.-46 2.47, 2-53,
2-77 2-69, 2-71,
2-72 2-79, 2-81,
2-84 2-93, 3-95,

3-102 3-103, 3-104,
3-105 3-106, 3-113,
3-114 3-115, 3-116,
3-118 3-119, 3-125,
" 129 4-136, 4-139,
4-183 4-186. 4-I07,
4-108 4-134, 4-142,
4-143 4-144, 4-145,
4-146 4-148, 4-149,

4-150 4-151, 4-150,
4-151 4-152, 4-160,
4-175 4-178, 4-180,

4-190 4-191, 4-192,
4-194, 4-195, 5-200,
5-203, 5-204, 5-205,
5-206. 5-207, 5-212,

5-216. 5-219, 6-245,
8-250 8-252, 8-253,

9-255, 10-262,
10-263 10-264,

11-266 _I 1-267,
11-268 11-269,

11-270 12-272,
12-273 12-277,
12-278 12-279,
12-280 12-281,
12-282 12-283,

, 12-285

Powerhouse ' ES-4, 2-36, 2.41,
2.-43,246, 2-67,
2-77, 2-95, 3-97,

3-111, 4-132, 4-133,
4-136, 4-138, 4-139,
4-144, 4-186, 4-193,
4-185, 4-192, 5-220,

12-280

Predation ......................... ............................. ES-3, 1-27, 2.43,
2-45, 2-67, 2-68,
2-71, 2-72, 2-55,

4-160, 4-161, 4-183,
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/ 4-184, 4-186, 4-187,

4-188, 4-189, 4-191,
4-198, 4-199, 4-207,
4-217, 4-218, 4-219,

4-220, 4-221, 12-271,
12-282, 12-283

Predators ....................................................... 1-22, 2.-47, 2-57,
3-96, 3-101, 4-160,

4-187, 4-188, 4-189,
4-217

Priest Rapids .... . ................................................ 2..47, 2..48, 2-56,
2..64, 4-132, 4-133,

4-140, 4-194, 11-270

Public hearings ........................................................... 6-245

Purpose ...................................................... ES-I, ES-8, ES-16,
1-22, 1-26, 2-30,
2-33, 2-37, 2-41,

2-80, 3-102, 3-115,
4-138, 4-139, 4-183,
4-193, 4-110, 4-145,
4-174, 4-184, 4-186,
4-191, 5-212, 8-251,
8-252, 8-253, 8-254,

8-255, 11-268

Railroad see also Appendi.r G ...................... _ .................... 2-36, 2-53, 2-57,
2-65, 2-66, 2-73,
2-84, 2-86, 2-95,

4-99, 4-104, 4-125,
4-129, 4-130, 4-168,
4-184, 4-186, 4-187,

4-188, 5-220, 11-266,
11-270

Raptor ....................................................... 2-56, 4-218, 4-219,
4-222, 4-223

Rearing . .................................................... ES-2, ES-10, ES-12,
1-26, 1-27, 2-48,
2-56, 2-59, 2-64,
2-67, 2-69, 2-70,
2-75, 2-55, 2-56,

3-95, 3-112, 4-187,

4-188 4-189, 4-191,
4-192 4-196, 4-197,

4-198 4-203, 4-204,
' 4-205 4-206.4-207,

4-210 4-212, 4-217,
4-218 5-203, 5-205,
5-222 8-251, 12-280

Recreation see also Appendi.r H ....................................... ES-I, ES-8, ES-II,
ES-12, ES-13, ES-14,

1-22, 1-29, 2-37,
2-36, 2.-40, 2-41,
2-42, 2-48, 2-50,
2-65, 2-69, 2-71,
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2-75, 2-77, 2-79,
2-80, 2-81, 2-84,
2-86, 2-87, 2-90,

2-93, 2-94, 3-109,
4-129, 4-151, 4-99,

4-154, 4-156, 4-157,
4-158 4-159, 4-160,
4-162 4-163, 4-164,
4-165 4-166, 4-174,
4-178 4-179, 4-180,
4-182 5-200, 5-203,
5-204 5-205, 5-206,
5-208 5-211, 5-215,
5-219 5-222, 6-243,
6-244 6-247,8-252,

8-253, 10-263,
11-267, 11-268,
12-271, 12-275,
12-279, 12-281

Redfish Lake . . . ..................................................... 2-59, 2-64,
4-163, 4-176

Refill ................ ........................... ;. .......... ES-12, ES-13, ES-19,
ES-20, ES-21, 2-36,

2-37, 2-42, 3-101,
3-104, 3-106, 3-107,

3-108, 3-109, 3-111,
3-I 14 3-113, 3-114,
3-115 3-116, 3-118,
3-119 3-118, 3-120,
3-119 3-125, 3-127,
4-138 4-145, 4-193,
4-209 4-212, 4-216,

4-107 4-110, 4-112,
4-126 4-128, 4-146,
4-145 4-151, 4-157,

4-159 4-170, 4-192,
5-205 5-208, 5-217,
5-218 5-219, 5-221,

5-223, 11-265,
11-269

Resident fish see also Appendix D ........................................ ES-10, ES-I 1,
ES-12, ES-13, 1-29,

2-41, 2-42, 2.-43,
2.-48, 2-72, 4-129,

4-189 4-201, 4-203,
4-204 4-205, 4-206,

, 4-207 4-208, 4-210,
4-211 4-212, 4-219,
4-221 5-200, 5-203,
5-204 5-205, 5-206,
5-219 5-222, 5-223,

8-251, 11-269,
12-271, 12-282,
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12-283

Residualism ................................................ ..... ES-3, 1-27, 2-68,
11-269

Riparian .......... ............................................. ES-11, 1-27, 1-29,
2-71, 2-78, 2-81,

2-52, 2-53, 2-54,
2-55, 2-56, 2-57,
2-58, 2-59, 4-214,

4-215, 4-216, 4-218,
4-219, 4-220, 4-221,
4-222, 4-223, 5-204,

5-222, 12-271,
12-280, 12-282,

12-284

Rule curve .................................................... 2-42, 3-115, 3-118,
11-267, 11-269

Run-of-river ...... ; ....... .......................................... ES-I, ES-4,
ES-10, ES-II, ES-12,

1-22, 1-23, 1-27,

2-33, 2-36, 2-46,
2-53, 2-55, 2-67,
2-71, 2-86, 2-88,
2-89, 3-97, 3-99,

3-111, 3-113, 3-125,

4-156, 5-202, 5-204,
5-205, 11-269

i Sacajawea State Park ...................................................... 4-158,
4-162

Salmon River ..................................................... 1-27, 2-31, 2-49,
2-60, 4-132, 4-150,

4-159, 4-185, 4-186,
4-111, 12-279

Salmon Summit ...................................................... ES-3, ES-4,
1-23, 2-47, 3-95,

3-98, 3-100, 3-111'
3-115, 5-197, 6-245,

6-246

Salmonids ...................................................... ES-3, 2-43, 2-47,
2-69, 2-70, 2-71,

2-72, 3-96, 3-112,
4-151, 4-160, 4-185,
4-186, 4-188, 4-189,
4-194, 4-204, 5-222,

11-270, 12-271,
12-272, 12-276,

12-280, 12-282,
12-283, 12-285

Scoping ........................... ; ......................... ES-4, ES-14, ES-15,
ES-16, ES-18, 1-25,

1-29, 3-100, 3-109,
3-111, 4-151, 4-117,
4-128, 4-134, 4-136,
4-140, 4-181, 6-243,
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6-244, 6-245, 6-246,
6-247, 7-249

Scour ...................................................... ES-18, 4-129, 4-130,
4-184, 4-186, 4-187,

5-200

Screens ....................................................... ES-l, 2-40, 2-43,

2-67, 2-69, 2-70,
4-181, 4-183, 5-219

Sediment ....................................................... 2-50, 2-55, 2-70,
, 2-71, 2-61, 2-63,

2-95, 4-150, 4-151,
4-152, 4-153, 4-189,

4-195, 4-99, 4-100,

4-101, 4-100, 4-101,
4-104, 4-107, 4-169,

4-170, 4-182, 5-219,
5-221, 8-254, 12-271,

12-272, 12-278

Shad ...................................................... 2-56, 2-59, 2-64, 2-71,
2-72, 2-74, 4-196,

4-197

Shallow-water habitat ....................................................... ES-11,
ES-12, 2-75, 2-76,

2-78, 4-189, 4-192,
4-197, 4-203, 4-204,
4-206, 4-207, 4-208,
4-214, 4-215, 4-221,
4-223, 5-204, 5-205,

5-222, 8-251
Shipping ........................................................ 2-62, 2-63, 2-93,

4-110, 4-11'7, 4-119,
4-126, 4-128, 4-130,

4-179, 4-180
Shoreline ....................................................... 2-76, 2-78, 2-52,

2-55, 2-56, 2-57,
2-58, 2-86, 2-87,
2-90, 2-91, 2-94,

4-153, 4-189, 4-209,

4-211, 4-216, 4-217,
4-218, 4-221, 4-222,

4-223, 4-99, 4-100,
4-101, 4-104, 4-107,
4-139, 4-156, 4-168,
4-169, 4-170, 8-252

Shoshone-Bannock Tribe ..................................................... ES-3

Siltation ....................................................... 2-62, 2-63, 4-162,
4-176

Simulation ........................................................ ES-12, 3-107,
3-114, 3-115, 3-119,

3-120, 3-121, 4-129,
4-171, 5-205, 5-220

Slope stability .......................... ............................. 4-99, 4-104
Smolt ....................................................... ES-4, ES-15, 2-47,
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2-69, 2-71, 3-96,

3-97, 3-100, 4-159,
4-160, 4-161, 4-162,
4-168, 4-169, 4-170,

4-169, 4-170, 4-171,
4-173, 4-172, 4-173,
4-176, 4-177, 4-178,
4-177, 4-179, 4-181,
4-183, 4-187, 4-190,
4-191, 5-208, 5-223,

11-270, 12-278,
12-282

Smolt Monitoring Program .............. ............................ 2-47, 5-223
Smoltification ........................................................ ES-3, 1-26,

1-27, 2-68, 4-161

Snake River ..................................................... ES-I, ES-2, ES-3,
ES-4, ES-5, ES-6,
ES-7, ES-8, ES-9,

ES-10, ES-II, ES-13,
ES-14, ES-15, ES-16,

, ES-17, ES-IS, ES-19,
ES-20, ES-21, 1-22,

1-23 1-25, 1-26,
1-27 1-29, 2-30,
2-31 2-30, 2-33,
2-4O 2-41, 2-43,
2-45 2-47, 2-.48,
2-49 2-50, 2-53,
2-56 2-59, 2-60,
2.-61 2-64, 2-66,

2-67, 68, 2-67, 2-69,
2-70 2-71, 2-74,
2-75 2-78, 2-52,
2-53 2-54, 2-55,
2-56 2-57, 2-58,
2-59 2-61, 2..62,
2-63 2-65, 2-66,
2..67 2-66, 2..67,

2-69 2-75, 2-79,
2-80 2-82, 2-84,
2-87 2-88, 2-89,
2-90 2-91, 2-93,
3-95 3-96, 3-97,

3-98, 3-99, 3-100,
3-101, 3-102, 3-103,

3-104 3-105, 3-106,
3-107 3-108, 3-109,
3-113 3-114, 3-121,
3-122 3-125, 3-127,
3-129 4-131, 4-132,
4-133 4-136, 4-138,
4-139 4-141, 4-140,
4-143 4-144, 4-145,

4_ o'J Fib
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4-150 4-151,4-152,

4-153 4-159,4-160,

4-161 4"162 4-163,

4-167 4"168 4-169,

' 4"170 4-169 4-171,
4-173 4-174 4-176,
4"177 4-178 4-179,
4"181 4"183 4-184,
4-185 4-186 4-187,
4-188 4-189 4-190,
4-191 4-192 4-194,
4-195, 4-196 4-197,
4-198, 4-204, 4-205,
4-206, 4-207, 4-208,
4-212, 4-214, 4-215,

: 4-216, 4-217, 4-218,
4-219, 4-220, 4-221,

4-222, 4-223, 4,99,
4-100 4-101, 4-100,

4-112 4-117, 4-118,
' 4-119 4-122, 4-125,

4-126 4-129, 4-130,

4-131 4-134, 4-139,
4-142 4-145, 4-147,
4-146 4-148, 4-151,
4-150 4-151, 4-152,
4-156 4-157, 4-158,
4-163 4-165, 4-169,
4-170 4-171, 4-174,
4-175 4-179, 4-180,
4-181 4-184,4-186,
4-185 4-187, 4-188,
4-191 4-192, 5-197,
5-200 5-201, 5-202,
5-203 5-204, 5-206,

5-207 5-208, 5-211,
5-212 5-215, 5-216,
5-217 5-218, 5-221,
5-222 5-223, 6-243,
6-245 6-246, 7-248,

8-251, 8-253, 8-254,
10-261 11-267,
11-268 12-271,
12-272 12-273,
12-274 12-275,
12-278 12-279,
12-280 12-281,
12-282 12-283,
12-284 12-285

Snake River Basin ..................................................... 2-30, 2-50,
2-61, 2-70, 3-101,

3-114

Snake River fall chinook . . ................................................... ES-3,
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2"64, 2"66, 4"181,

12"285

Snake River sockeye ....................................................... ES-2,
1"22, 4"181, 5"197,

7-248, 12"273,
12"285

Snowmelt ........................ .............................. ES-I, ES-7, 2-40,
3-96, 3-106, 3-115,

4-99, 11-267, 11-269
Soil ..................................................... 4-215, 4-99, 4,100, 4-101,

4-104, 4-186, 8-254,

10-262, 11-266,
11-270, 12-273

Soil erosion .................................... ,.................... 4-i00, 4-101,
4-I04

Spav,'n .................................................... ES-I, ES-2, 1-26, 1-27,
2-56, 2-59, 2.-60,
2-71, 2-72, 2-74,
2-75, 2-76, 2-77,

, 4-195, 4-197, 4-203,
4-204, 4-206, 4-210,

5-222, 11-265,
11-266

Spill ........................................................ ES-.4, ES-13, ES-16,
ES-18, 2-40, 2-41,

2-46, 2-49, 2-53,
2-69, 2-70, 3-101,

4-132, 4-133, 4-132,
4-133 4-136, 4-138,
4-139 4-150, 4-153,
4-160 4-176, 4-181,
4-184 4-186, 4-187,
4-189 4-192, 4-193,

4-194 4-195, 4-197,

4-199 4-204, 4-205, ,
4-211 4-146, 4-147,
4-148 4-150, 4-191,
4-192 5-200, 5-208,
5-220 5-221, 5-222,

5-223, 11-267,
11-268, 11-270

Spokane River ........................................................ 2-55, 2-84
Spring Creek National Fish Hatchery . . ............................................ 2-60
Squawfish ....................................................... 2-47, 2-72, 2-74,

2-75, 2-77, 4-187,

4-188, 4-204, 4-206,
5-222, 12-277,

12-283

Stanley Basin ......................................................... 2-59, 2-64
Station service ...................................................... 4-144, 4-151,

4-152, 4-191, 4-195
Steelhead ..................................................... ES-2, ES-3, ES-13,

ES-15, 1-25, 1-27,
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2-42, 2-43, 2.-45,
2-46, 2-47, 2-55,

2-59, 2--60, 2-.61,
2-64, 2-65, 2-64,

2-66, 68, 2457, 2-69,
2-70, 2-71, 2-72,
2-73, 2-77, 2-80,
2-89, 3-95, 3-96,

3-107 4-145, 4-159,
4-160 4-161, 4-176,
4-183 4-184, 4-185,
4-186 4-187, 4-188,
4-193 4-194, 4-195,
4-196 4-198, 4-199
5-200 5-206, 5-221

5-222, 11-265
11-270, 12-273
12-274, 12-276
12-278, 12-279,
12-281, 12-282
12-283, 12-284

Stilling basin ........................................................ 2-49, 3-101,
4-132, 4-138, 4-184,
4-186, 5-220, 5-222,

5-223

Storage ....................................................... ES-l, ES-2, ES-4,
ES-6, ES-7, ES-8,

ES-10, ES-12, ES-13,
ES-19, ES-20, 1-23,

1-29 2-30, 2-33,
2-36 2-37, 2-40,
2-41 2-42, 2-46,
2-47 2-49, 2-53,
2-55 2-64, 2-70,

2-76 2-78, 2-71,
2-77 2-86, 2-87,

2-88, 3-97 3-101,
3-102, 3-103 3-104,
3-105, 3-106 3-107,
3-113, 3-114 3-115,
3-116,3-118 3-119,
3-120, 3-121 3-125,
4-129, 4-132 4-145,

4-163, 4-167 4-198,
4-211, 4-214 4-215,
4-216, 4-220 4-222,

4-223, 4-99 4-107,
4-111, 4-113 4-114,
4-115, 4-117 4-118,
4-119, 4-118 4-119,
4-118, 4-119, 4-120,
4-119, 4-120, 4-123,
4-122, 4-125, 4-126,
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4-128 4-131, 4"144,
4-146 4-156, 4"157,

4"175 4-191, 4"192,
5"202 5-203, 5"205,
5-206 5-208, 5"215,
5"216 5"217, 8"252,

1 "265, 11"266,
1 "269, 11"270,

12"273

Sturgeon ........................................................ 2-56, 2-60, 2-64,
2-72, 2-74, 2-75,

2-79, 4-197, 4-206,
12-281

Suspended sediment ........................................................ 2-50,
2-55, 4-189, 4-195,

4-104, 5-221

Swimming see also Appetwli_ H _ , ....................................... ES-12, 2.-41, 2-71,
2-72, 2-73, 2-75,
2-77, 2-'79, 2-93,

4-151, 4-152, 4-185,
4-156, 4-157, 4-158,
4-159, 4-160, 4-161,
4-162, 4-163, 4-164,

4-165, 4-169, 5-204,
8-252

System Operation Review . ........................................ ES-16, 1-25,
11-270, 12-273

Tailrace ...................................................... ES-19, 2-43, 4-174,

4-204, 4-207, 4-184,
5-216, 5-220, 5-221,

11-2700

Tailwater ........................................................ ES-II, ES-18,
ES-20, 2..67, 2-75,

2-63, 2-95, 3-101,
3-111, 4-139 4-144,
4-185, 4-187 4-192,
4-193, 4-204 4-207,
4-145, 4-184 4-186,

4-185, 5-200 5-204,
5-218, 5-219 5-220,

5-221

The Dalles ..................................................... ES-I, ES-4, ES-6
ES-7, ES-8, ES-9

ES-II, ES-14, ES-19
ES-21, 2-30, 2-31

2-30 2-33, 2-.40
2-43 2.-46, 2-64
2-76 2-78, 2-53

2-54 2-56, 2-57
2-58 2-62, 2-64
2-69 2-72, 2-71
2-72 2-73, 2-87
2-88 2-90, 2-94
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3-97 3-I01,3-102,

3-10l,'3-105,3-106,

3-I07 3-I08,3"114,

3-I13 3-120,3-121,

4-129 4-132,4"133,

4"132 4-140,4"139,
4-144 4-150,'4"160,

4"167 4-176,4"181,

4"184 4-186,4"208,

4"215 4-220,4-111, '

4-135,4-139,4-140,

4-142,4-145,4-150,

4-151,4-157,4"162,

4-175,4-180,4"192,

5"201, 5-202, 5"2134,
5-211, 5-215, 5"216,

5"218, 10"263,
10-264, 12-274,
12-275, 12"283

Threatened and Endangered Species .......................................... 2-54, 2-58,
4-220, 8-251

Toxics ................................................................ 4-151

Transmission ..................................................... 2-33, 2..41, 2-45,
4-144, 4-152, 4-172,

4-191, 4-195, 11-266,
11-269

Transportation ....................................................... ES-2, ES-4,
ES- 11, 2-43, 2-45

2-.62, 2-63, 2-65
2-66, 2-86, 2-87
2-89, 2-91, 2-92

2-93, 3-97, 3-111
4-184, 4-199, 4-109
4-110 4-111,4-112

4-114 4-115, 4-116
4-117 4-118, 4-119
4-118 4-119, 4-120,
4-119 4-120, 4-121,
4-123 4-122, 4-125,
4-128 4-130, 4-131,
4-178 4-179, 5-204,
5-208 6-244, 6-247,

10-263, 11-268,
11-270, 11-271,
12-273, 12-276,
12-277, 12-278,
12-279, 12-280,

12-282

Trout ...................................................... 2-41, 2-55, 2-59, 2-71,
2-72, 2-75, 2-76,
2-77, 2-78, 2-79,

4-198, 4-207, 4-209,
4-210, 4-212, 10-263,
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1!-265, 11-270,
12-276, 12-279

Tucannon River ............................ , ......................... 2-57, 2-87,
4-195

Tules ............................................................ 2-56, 11-270
Turbidity ....................................................... 1-27, 2..49, 2-55,

4-150, 4-153, 4-187,
4-188, 4-189, 4-204,
4-205, 4-207, 4-208,
4-104, 4-161, 4-169,

4-170, 5-22i, 11-268,
12-279

Turbine .......................... , .......................... ES-l, ES- 10, ES-20
2..40, 2..43, 2-45

2.-67, 3-111, 4-136
4-138, 4-183, 4-184
4-186, 4-193, 4-145
4-147, 4-149, 4-191
4-192, 5-203, 5-218,

5-219, 5-220, 11-267,
11-270

U,S, Forest Sen'ice ........................................................ 2-75,
6-247, 8-254, 8-255,

10-262, 11-270
Umatilla Hatchery .......................................................... 2.-60
Umatilla National Wildlife Refuge ................................................ 2-87

Unemployment ....................................................... 2-91, 2-92,
2-93

Upland game birds .................................................... 2-54, 2-56,
4-219

Upriver blights ....................................................... 2-56, 2-59,
11-270

Vancouver ...................................................... 2-40, 2-62, 2-65,
3-115, 4-119, 10-264,

12-275, 12-282
Velocity ....................................................... ES-3, ES-4, ES-5,

ES-12, 1-23, 1-27
2..49, 2-55, 2-60
2-.68, 2-70, 2-74
3-96, 3-97, 3-99

3-100 3-101 4-140
4-143 4-144 4-150
4-163 4-181 4-188
4-189 4-191 4-192
4-197 4-199 4-203
4-100 4-112 4-118
4-156 4-158 4..169
4-184 4-187 5-205
5-220 5-221 5-222

11-270, 12-282
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